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PREFACE.

Our aim in this Work has been to simplify Divine truth, and to condense in some degree the results of Biblical Criticism. Many Ministers in our busy age, with little leisure for study amid pressing duties, and Bible Class Teachers with still less time, will welcome any aid, however humble. For such we have ventured to print this Synopsis in the form of Notes, usually prepared for the Lecture Room or Bible Class.

The Critical Notes, rays of the many-sided divine gems, may remind the Student of previous exegetical researches. These hints are intended to suggest parallel trains of thought during weekly preparation. We regret, the severe brevity of our plan rendered the dogmatic form necessary, for mere suggestions. As the English Notes only
occasionally indicate the authorities, we freely acknowledge in every page, our obligations to the labors of the living and the dead. The work possesses the results of the Author's travels in Egypt, Syria, Palestine, &c. where they illustrate the Text. His weak vision rendering amanuenses necessary, will account for some errors throughout the volumes which may have escaped his notice. The Historical portions of the New Testament will follow as fast as the various scholars engaged, can complete the series. The Author records with pleasure the kind attentions of the Rev. Dr. James Hamilton, and Rev. William Ballantyne, to one who has felt a stranger in the land of his fathers. We commit the labors of eight years to the Adorable Lamb, whose Divine Light and Love invest these pages with whatever interest they may possess; trusting His blessing will follow, even after the Author's pilgrimage is closed.

London, August, 1866.
INTRODUCTION.

Luke. This name an abbreviated form of Lucanus or Lucilius.
Not to be confounded with Lucius, mentioned Acts xiii. 1.
Name Luke occurs three times in N.T., Col. iv. 14; 2. Tim. iv. 11; Phil.
verse 24.

Probably in all three the third Evangelist is the person spoken of.
Born at Antioch, in Syria, according to Eusebius and Jerome.
Not born a Jew, not reckoned by Paul among those "of the circumcision."
Uncertain whether he became a Jewish proselyte before his conversion.
The date of his conversion to Christianity unknown.
His profession, a physician; called by Paul "the beloved physician."
Col. iv. 14.
A late tradition makes him a painter, of no mean skill. Nicephorus.
Supposed by Epiphanius and others to have been one of the seventy
disciples.
Probably because he only, of the Evangelists records the mission of the
Seventy.
Thought to have been one of the two who journeyed to Emmaus with
the risen Lord. Theophylact.
He alone relates the account of this journey, and in so graphic a manner
as to warrant the presumption that he was an eye-witness.
Especially striking that he should leave the name of one of the disciples
unmentioned.
A fellow-laborer of Paul; joined him at Troas, and accompanied him to
Macedonia.
Journeyed as far as Philippi, where we lose him from the society of Paul
and Silas.
When they were afterwards liberated, and departed thence, Luke
remained at Philippi.
Passed through Miletus, Tyre, and Cæsarea, to Jerusalem.
Probable allusion to Luke as "the brother whose praise is in all the
churches." 2. Cor. viii. 18.
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Remained at his side during his first imprisonment.
Continued faithful to the Apostle till he received the crown of martyrdom.
Doubtless others were near him; but Luke was the last of his habitual companions who had clung to him.
Tradition says that after Paul's death he preached in Dalmatia and Gallia. Much uncertainty as to his age and the manner of his death.
Probably suffered martyrdom between A.D. 75, and A.D. 100.
Luke and Mark, Evangelists, not Apostles; Matthew and John were both.
Date of authorship probably about A.D. 56 or 58.
Place where it was written, uncertain.—Achaia and Bocotia (Jerome); Alexandria (Syriac Version); Rome (Ewald); Macedonia (Hilgenfeld); Asia Minor (Küстин); Cесarea (Conybeare and Howson).
Never any doubt Luke wrote his gospel in the Greek language.
There are peculiarities such as we should expect in the writings of an author like Luke.
Traces of his profession apparent. Note description of fever (chap. iv. 38); mention of the healing of the servant's ear (chap. xxii. 51); and falling of "the great drops, as of blood" (chap. xxii. 44).
We are plainly not listening to the Galilean fishermen, but to the educated citizen of Antioch, well versed in the literary language of the empire.
Composition of his sentences much more studied and elaborate than in Matt. and Mark.
The periods more rounded, the words far more numerous, and the idioms more classical.
Yet has many Hebraisms, mainly apparent in the hymns and speeches, embodied in the narrative.
Indicative of the Hebrew sources, whether oral or written, from which he has been careful to derive his information.
Citations from the O.T. show he frequently used the Sept. version.
Gospel we now possess unanimously acknowledged as that written by Luke.
About A.D. 120 it was in general use and familiarly known.
Quoted by Justin Martyr, and the author of the Clementine Homilies.
Christian antiquity testifies Luke wrote under the eye of Paul.
Remarkable agreement between Luke's account of the institution of the Lord's Supper (chap. xxii. 19), and that by Paul (I. Cor. xi. 23).
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Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome understand the expression "my gospel," used in Rom. ii. 16, of the Gospel of Luke.

But the language of Luke's preface forbids the notion of any exclusive influence of Paul.

Paul, the Apostle, and Luke, the Evangelist, of the Gentiles.

Universality, the predominant character of Luke's gospel.

Jesus not mainly presented as the Messiah of Israel, or as the Incarnate Son of God, but as the Divine Son of Man.

His genealogy traced through the great Jewish ancestor up to the parent of mankind.

Luke principally records those sayings and acts of our Lord by which God's mercy to the Gentiles is set forth.

First sermon recorded is that of Nazareth, where the wide spread of the Gospel beyond the people of Israel is distinctly declared, chap. iv. 18-27.

His epitome of the Sermon on the Mount, unlike Matthew's, unmarked by frequent interpretations of Jewish law, and breathes only of universal love.

No restriction to race or nation shown by the mission of the Seventy, whose number was typical of the Gentile world.

Same principle indicated in the peculiar selection of miracles and parables.

Luke alone relates the pardon of "the woman which was a sinner."

Luke alone relates the conversion of the chief publican, Zacchæus.

Luke alone discloses the fact of the penitence of the dying thief.

Luke alone has given the parables of the Lost Sheep and the Lost Piece of Money.

Luke alone has given the most glorious of all parables, the Prodigal Son.

Luke dwells much on the priestly lineage and person of our Lord.

He alone mentions the relationship of Mary to the wife of Zacharias the priest.

He alone relates the angelic vision to Zacharias, ministering in the priest's office.

He alone describes the sacrificial offerings made for Christ, an infant, the temple.

Oftener than the rest he reveals Christ in prayer, and intimates His mediatorial office, as ever living to make intercession for us.

Hence the early Fathers represented Luke under the symbol of the sacrificial victim—the calf. Augustine.

More fully than the other Evangelists he sets forth the Lord's death as an atonement for the sins of the whole world.
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Observe also how he notes His tender human sympathy; for instance, in the first parable recorded—The Two Debtors (chap. vii. 41-43), and in that of the Good Samaritan (chap. x. 30-37), and in all the miracles, especially the Raising of the Widow's Son (chap. vii. 11-17).

Moreover, he alone records that, when dying, He prayed for His murderers. He alone describes the loving attitude of blessing, in which He parted from His disciples at the time of His Ascension, chap. xxiv. 50-51.

Of all the Gospels, that of Luke has the best claims to be considered a history.

With peculiar power he exhibits the Lord's conversations, with all the incidents that gave rise to them, the remarks of those who heard them, and the final results,

His acute spirit of enquiry collected many notices which either complete or explain the narratives of the other Evangelists.

He alone gives the reasons for the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem, the history of John the Baptist, the appearance of Moses and Elias on the Mount of Transfiguration, and many other circumstances in the Gospel narrative.

The numerous striking reflections with which his gospel is interspersed display the high culture of its composer.

Occasionally he manifests profound acquaintance with the constitution of the human mind, for instance—"They believed not for joy," chap. xxiv. 41.

The preservation of the glorious account of how the Lord turned and looked on Peter, displays the same philosophic insight.

He treats the subject of spiritual agencies, and their operation, with much more distinctness than the other Evangelists.

His notices of the future state are remarkable for vivid power,—witness the parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus.

Viewed in its general character, his gospel is the most complete and systematic account of the earthly life of the Lord Jesus.

As the four Gospel-trees stand in the midst of the true "Garden of the Soul," this is the most perfect in form.

It is emphatically the Gospel of the Redeemer, as the Personification of Divine Love.

It provides a rich storehouse of comfort and hope for all who sit in darkness, and in the shadow of death.

It is the Gospel which seems to bring heaven nearest to earth.

As Luke was a physician, so all his words are medicine for a languishing soul. Jerome.

See Lange, Olshausen, Alford, Wordsworth, Prescott, Smith's Dictionary.
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CHAPTER I.

1. Forasmuch as many have taken in hand to set forth in order a declaration of those things which are most surely believed among us.

Luke and Mark evangelists, not apostles; Matthew and John were both.

Tradition describes him as a painter of no mean skill. Nicephorus.
Supposed to have been one of the seventy disciples. Epiphanius.
Thought to have been one of the two who journeyed to Emmaus with the risen Redeemer. Theophylact.


Imprisoned with Paul. 2 Tim. iv. 11. "The brother" probably.
2 Cor. viii. 18.

His style purest Greek of the Evangelists.
Many Annalists. Honest but uninspired believers.
Taken &c. Luke inspired, made no such vain attempt.
In order. God of order shown in Nature and Revelation. 1 Cor. xiv. 28.

Declaration. Historical Narration, but not in order of time.
Surely, &c. Christianity is built upon facts. 1 Cor. xv. 1-8.

Had others' labors been complete, Luke had not written.
Believed. Assured faith, begets confidence in others.

Doubtful. Theoloch.


2. Even as they delivered them unto us, which from the beginning were eyewitnesses, and ministers of the word.

They. Apostles were eyewitnesses, evangelists partially.
Delivered. They taught orally. Traditions are not endorsed.
All that the evangelists wrote was inspired afresh.
The Scriptures are fully and completely the work of the Spirit.
The styles vary, but the shades of thought are preserved
Unto us, i.e. Christians.
Composed without one single word of bitterness.
Gospel is received by the wisest, purest, and holiest of men.
Eyewitnesses. Apostles, 70 disciples, and 500 brethren, 1 Cor.
xv. 6.
He gives Apostles no flattering titles, Job xxxii. 22.
Alludes to human, but not to divine sources of knowledge.
One must be more than an eyewitness, to be an Evangelist.
Ministers. Lat. servants, the form of the master, Phil. 2. 7.

Oral tradition, Oosterse. Plenary inspiration, clearly taught, 2 Tim. iii. 16. Variation
in styles caused by the medium. Gold cast by one artist, assumes the varieties of
moulds, but the materials and forms are precisely as they were intended. "The truths
inspired take the form of the varied minds and styles of each writer. Syllable by
syllable as a harp doth give a sound according to the skill of the hand striking it."
Hooker. ἀπὸ ἀρχῆς official beginning, Oosterse. Of Christ's ministry, Doddridge.
Christian dispensation long since, Acts xv. 7, Lightfoot. ὑπηρέται actors in
the Gospel, Etiley. Greek. Under-rowers in the ancient war galleys, generally
slaves. They sat one row above another. Their oars were of different lengths.
diagnosis of the Word, Le Clerc.

8. It seemed good to me also, having had perfect understanding of all things from
the very first, to write unto thee in order, most excellent Theophilus.

Seemed. He neither claims nor denies inspiration.
Perfect, &c. This can be said of no human aids.
Uncertainty hangs round all, but God's promises.
His book is not "the word of man," but of God. 1 Thess. ii. 13
All things. The leading facts and doctrines of Christianity.
Very First. Dawnings of the gospel era.
To Write Antiquity, mode, and materials, Luke i. 63.
Christ's setting so many pens in motion, proves His history divine,
and His enemies insane.
To Thee. Luke's gospel written, to build up one Gentile heart.
The Spirit aims to build up the entire Church in future.
Order. Not of time, but of classifying the events.
We find fidelity, accuracy, research, and order.
Excellent, applied to Felix, Festus in official station, Acts xxiv. 3. Fawning servility, a common form of hypocrisy. Yet "Honor to whom, &c." Rom. xiii. 7. "Be courteous." 1 Peter iii. 8.

Highest civil honors, enabled by citizenship in the Kingdom. Titles of honor, where most merited are least coveted. Theophilus. Some illustrious, but unknown Christian. Gr. Friend of God. Most prefer the world's favors. "Not many wise, not many noble are called." 1. Cor. i. 26.


4. That thou mightest know the certainty of those things, wherein thou hast been instructed.


6. There was in the days of Herod, the king of Judea, a certain priest named Zacharias, of the course of Abia: and his wife was of the daughters of Aaron, and her name was Elisabeth.

It came. Prophetic harp had been silent for 526 years. Dan. vii. 12. From the building of the second temple, no revelation was given. A departed sceptre, proved the time of the Shiloh had come. Gen. xlix. 10.

Israel's bondage, shewed a Redeemer needed. In the days. Christ born four years before our common era. Herod the Great, son of Antipater, an Idumean. Aided Rome by bribery, after robbing his countrymen. At Antony's request, senate voted him a crown. The first foreigner who reigned over Judea. He slew Bethlehem babes, and 70 members of the Sanhedrin. Also his wife, and sons Alexander and Aristobulus, through envy. He rebuilt the Temple, adorning it with splendor. Built several theatres in Judea, in honor of Cesar. Reigned 37 years a monster of cruelty.


Priest. First born was priest until the law of Sinai. In their stead the tribe of Levi was chosen. Num. iii. 41. Noah, Abraham, Job, Laban, Isaac and Jacob, sacrificed.

Exceptions. Melchisedec, Samuel, Saul, David, Solomon, Elijah. They offered gifts, kept sacred fire, and made shew bread. Nadab and Abihu slain for offering strange fire. Lev. x. 2. Uzziah unauthorized, smitten with leprosy. 2 Ch. xxvi. 19. They must always wash before sacrificing. Ex. xxx. 17. 21. Touched not the dead, entered office at 30 years of age, left at 50.
No land given them, they inhabited 13 cities.
Skin, wool, select portions of victims, first fruits and tithes of the
First born of clean animals sacrificed; unclean, redeemed.
Judges and instructors in peace, bore the ark in war. Deu. xx. 2.
Course, not lineage, but order of service set by David. 1 Ch. xxiv.
24 Courses, one class ministering a week at the Temple.
Only four courses returned from Babylonish captivity. Ezra ii. 36.
These four were again divided into 24.
There may be a succession in a forsaken church.
It remained, when Christ was crucified, and Spirit quenched.
Wife. Marriage instituted in Paradise, for well being of society.
Finding a good one is of God's favor. Pro. xviii. 23.
Christ's first miracle, sanctioned a wedding at Cana. John ii. 1.
Abia, descendant of Eleazar, the eighth course took his name.
Daughter of a Levite, lawful; of the priests, a more desirable wife.
Pious parents among God's richest gifts. 2. Tim. i. 5.
Aaron. Son of Amram and Jochebed, three years older than Moses
Wife, Elisheba; sons, Nadab, Abihu, Eleazar and Ithamar.
Aged 83 at the Exodus, ascended Sinai. Ex. xxiv. 9.
First High Priest, because his rod budded. Num. xvii. 8.
He made the golden calf. Ex. xxxii. 4. Seditions. Num. xii. 11.
Died on Mount Hor in Edom, aged 123.

6. And they were both righteous before God, walking in all the commandments and
ordinances of the Lord blameless.

Both. One in affection, one in interest, one in Christ.

Righteous. Either justification or sanctification.
They always go together in the believer's spiritual life.
Christ our righteousness. 1 Cor. i. 30. Phil. iii. 9.
No one perfect. Eccles. vii. 20. 1. John i. 8.
"Who can say I am pure from my sin?" Prov. xx. 9.
Believers desire to be all that God demands. Ps. cix. 47.
Far from being sinless, they are blameless. Phil. ii. 5.
Approved by God, and esteemed by men. Rom. xiv. 18.
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Ancestral piety, not princely blood, was John’s nobility.

Before God. In the sight of an all seeing Creator.

God. A Spirit, infinite in every divine perfection.

Walking. Orientalism for progress.

Habitual tenor of one’s life. Psalms 1.

In darkest hours, houses still become temples of God.

Commandments and Ordinances. Moral and ceremonial laws.


Blameless. Irreproachable in their integrity.


1. And they had no child, because that Elizabeth was barren: and they both were now well stricken in years.

No child. In the East, mourned as a reproach, 1 Sam. 1.10.

“Children are the heritage of the Lord,” Psalms cxlvii. 3.

Here was desolation without murmuring.

Isaac, Joseph, Samuel, John, were special gifts.

Blessings long withheld, are more intensely prized.

Well stricken. Far advanced in age.

8. And it came to pass, that, while he executed the priest’s office before God, in the order of his course.

9. According to the custom of the priest’s office, his lot was to burn incense when he went into the temple of the Lord.

His course. The eighth in order. 1 Chron. 24.

They began in September, and ended at the Passover.

Custom. In sanctuary service nothing is left to accident.

His lot. Three priests each week entered the temple service.

1 removed ashes; 2 brought coals; 3 burned incense.

Incense. Gums from Arabia and India called frankincense, from the freedom with which it gives forth its odors.
Symbol of prayer accepted, Rev. v. 8; Ps. cxli, 2.

Temple. Gr. shrine. Our Lord never entered this Holy Place.
Priest taught, and Israel worshipped, in the sacred enclosure.
The money changers and merchandise were here, John ii. 15.
Built by Solomon, on Mount Moriah, B. C. 1011.
On the verge of the Mount, 500 feet above the valley of Jehoshaphat.
Threshing floor of Ornan, purchased by David, its site. 2 Ch. iii. 1.
Length 60 feet, Porch 15 feet, width 80 feet, height 40 feet.
Materials marble, gold, cedar, brass—Hiram builder.
Without window, Shechinah its only light, 1 Kings viii. 12.
Holy of Holies, veiled by a screen, looped at each end.
1 Court of Priests, 165 by 119 cubits, Court of Israel, 187 by 135.
Here Israel prayed in silence during sacrifice. Luke i. 22.
2 Court of the women, parted from Gentile by Beautiful Gate,
Our Lord preached in these courts. John viii. 20.
3 Court of the Gentiles covered 14 acres, all walled in.
Ark in the first temple, two tables of stone, budding rod, manna.
Plundered by Shishak for 33 years. Ruined by Nebuchadnezzar.
It stood 424 years. Tabernacle before this. 480 years from Exodus.
In ruins 52 years. Under Cyrus Zerubbabel rebuilt it.
Twenty-one years in building.
This was larger than Solomon's, and Herod's larger than Zerubbabel's.
1, Ark and Mercy Seat; 2, Shechinah; 3, Holy Fire;
4, Urim and Thummim; 5, Spirit of Prophecy, wanting in the second
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temple.
It was profaned by Epiph'anes B.C. 168.
13 B.C., enlarged and beautified by Herod, and used after nine years.
Workmen engaged on it during all the Saviour's life.
Soldiers of Rome under Titus destroyed it, A.D. 70.
Mosque of Omar, built A.D. 697, now stands on the spot.

Greek: This office only held once by each priest. Wetsstein. Flamen (flame).
Roman priest was robed in white (purity), remained out of Rome, but one night
(never ready to supplicate the gods), inaugurated and anointed, to offer sacrifice.
Slave entering his house was free. He was ever for peace—touched no leavened
bread. Levite. Ant. Zachariah was high priest. Augustine. vâûb only used in N.T.
for the shrine. Ïepôv the entire courts around t. Christ never entered the vâûb
Trench.
10. And the whole multitude of the people were praying without at the time of the incense.

Multitude. Hints that the season was the Sabbath.
Praying. A dictate of nature. Heathen all pray,
Our duty: Pray without ceasing. 1 Thess. v. 17.
Dependence on God for all things. Acts xvii. 28.
Without. Daily sacrifice burned on the great altar, while the priest went within and offered incense on the altar.
No one could follow him within, under penalty of death,
A bell announced the burning of incense to the waiting people.
Levites sang, and the priests sounded the trumpets.
Time. Gr. Hour. Third and ninth hour, 7 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Faithful frequented the temple for prayer. Acts iii. 1.
Day and night, each divided into twelve equal parts.
Nine o'clock was the third hour; twelve o'clock, the sixth hour;
Three o'clock, the ninth hour. The darkness of Crucifixion. Mark xv. 38.
Night was divided into four equal watches.

11. And there appeared unto him an angel of the Lord standing on the right side of the altar of incense.

Appeared. No angel seen since the building of second temple.
Angel. Called Messenger, Thrones, Dominions, Principalities.
Living Ones, Cherub, Seraph, Powers. Rev. xviii. 1.
Power. 185,000 Assyrians slain in one night. 2 Kings xix. 35.
Jehovah's agents. Ps. lxviii. 17., Ps. 24, Eph. iv. 8, Rev xxii. 9.
Life-guard of our Lord. Ps. xxiv. 7, Matt. xxvi. 53.
Students of God's works. 1 Peter i. 12, Perfectly holy.
Halo round them, painters borrowed from heathen.
Jesus, Lord of angels, birth announced by angels.
Right side. Esteemed a favorable omen by Greeks and Romans
Two angels stood on the right side of the sepulchre. Mark xvi. 5.
Jesus told Peter to cast a net on the right side. John xxii. 6.
Christ, enthroned, sat at the right hand, &c. Ps. cx. 1.
Solomon's mother sat on his right hand. 1 Kings ii. 19.

Altar of incense, of acacia, 22 inches square, 44 inches high.
Four horns on the corners, and cornice, covered with gold.
Stood in the Holy Place, between candlestick and shew bread.
Germ of the first Patriarchal Church—its use now, a perversion.
Others built of stone, not solled by a tool. Ex. xx. 25.

Altars are unauthorised since Christ came. Heb. x. 14.

Covenants and marriages solemnized there in after ages.
Built of sod, of stone, of marble, and hung with wreaths.

Greeks and Romans, built them on hills and mounts.

Greeks laid their hand on the altar, and Levites on victim, and prayed. Lev. i. 4.

Sanctus root to stay. Lat. altar altus high. Greeks and Romans stole from
Hebrews the idea of making altars places of refuge for the guilty, as they did nearly
all their higher class of ceremonies. Homer. Od. xxii. To Jove's inestimable altar high.
Virgil ii. 535. Euripides.

Altar never called merely a refuge. Ailford. Horns at first intended for binding
victims. Kinsel.

Κύριος & δοῦλος correlative terms. Heb. Adonai, Dominus, Lord or master,
implies inferiority. 1 Peter iii. 5-6. David called none but Jehovah Κύριος Matt.
xxii. 44. Jesus humbly attired, called Κύριος by the leper. Matt. viii. 2. Campbell.
δισπότης on account of the cruelty of masters, stood afterward for tyrant. In
classics, applied to the gods. In N. T. absolute author of life. Synonym with
βασιλεύς Paulus, used nine times in N. T., once of Christ. 2 Peter ii. 1. Trench.
Denied by Eranus, of Arian tendency.

12. And when Zacharias saw him, he was troubled, and fear fell upon him.

Troubled. He who served in the Master's presence, was astonished
at the presence of one of His servants.

Fear, caused only by sin. Perfect love casteth out fear. 1. John iv. 18.
Moses at the bush. Daniel at the Hiddikel.
Peter at the lake, women at the tomb, and John in Patmos, feared.

13. But the angel said unto him, Fear not, Zacharias: for thy prayer is heard;
and thy wife Elisabeth shall bear thee a son, and thou shalt call his name John.

Fear not. Dread of evil tidings, terrifies sinners. Ps. cxii. 7.

Good men are well known to angels and fiends. 1. Ch. xxi. 1.

Prayer. For the coming of the Shiloh. "A few names in Sardis." Rev. iii. 4.
Prayer. The offering of our sincere desires to God.
Prayers offered to any other being, or name, is idolatry.
It involves a sense of our unworthiness and necessities. Gen. xviii. 27.
iii. 12. And a confession of our sins. 1 John i. 9.
Jewish prayers were chiefly praise and benedictions. Always answered, but in God's sovereign way.
Our Redeemer prays, but an angel is sent. Luke xxii. 43.
Paul prays, but the promise comes, a thorn remains. 2. Cor. xii. 9.
Prayer of faith, never comes weeping home. Henry.
Prayers are filed, not forgotten in heaven. Acts. x. 4.
If unanswered, our sins are the cause. Ps. lxvi. 18.
Prayers oft granted, long before we know their success.
This doubly answered—Messiah comes in his day.
His son is to be the Lord's forerunner. Luke i. 17.
Heard. God creates a longing for an intended blessing.
Elizabeth. Females long in the background in O. T., advanced in
the Gospel age.
Living faith made her a fellow heir of grace. I. Peter iii. 7.
Son. A small favor, unless a child of grace. God's gifts, at times memorials of wrath, at others pledges of love.
Son in old age. John ranks with Isaac and Samuel.
Thought to be born at Juttah, 6 miles south of Hebron.
Sanctified from the womb. Trained a Nazarite.
80 years spent in deserts. Baptised many, Jesus also.
Preached repentance and announced the coming Kingdom.
Sanhedrim questioned him as to his official rank. John i. 19. 28.
Herod heard, and imprisoned him in Machaerus, Moab.
Beheaded because of Herodian dancing, and mother's revenge.
Matt. xii. 10.
And thou shalt have joy and gladness; and many shall rejoice at his birth.

For he shall be great in the sight of the Lord, and shall drink neither wine nor strong drink; and he shall be filled with the Holy Ghost, even from his mother's womb.

Joy. A double gift, to the parents and the church.

Many would grieve to know the future of their children.

Gladness. Gr. exultation. He may have seen in vision John's success.

Rejoice. A joy, not in Christ, often a source of tears.

He was "a burning and shining light." John v. 35.

Note the interest of angels in the affairs of earth.

Great, without title, wealth, office or power.

In wisdom, piety, eloquence, heroic fidelity, and usefulness.


Jehovah looketh not on the outward appearance. 1 Sam xvi. 7.

It here excludes all idea of worldly greatness.

Officially, as the herald of Christ, above all prophets.

Drink. i.e. a Nazarite. Heb. separate. Num. vi. 13. Law.

A Nazarite, symbol of holiness, as a leper of sin.

He ate not grapes, nor drank unfermented wine.

His hair was unshorn, and he avoided funerals.

The vow lasted a week, month, year, or for life.

Monkish asceticism opposed utterly to a Nazarite's vow.

Young men trained Nazarites, public blessings. Amos ii. 11.

Wine. 1. new wine, juice of the grape, unfermented. Gen. xl. 11.


Made of grapes, apples, pears, dates, aniseed, honey, barley.

First named in connection with sin. Gen. ix. 21. 2 Sam. xiii. 28.


Common drink in Palestine, employed in Passover.


Alcoholic drinks discovered by Arabs, 10th century.

Holy Ghost. Third person in the Holy Trinity—Omnipresence, Psa. cxxxix. 7.

Eternity. Gen. i. 2. Omniscience. 1 Cor. ii. 10. Almighty. Acts vi. 10.
Eph. iv. 30.
Mother. I will pour my blessing upon their offspring. Isa. xlv. 3.
This hints, that very young children are converted.
John and Jeremiah shared similar grace. Jer. i. 5.

16. And many of the Children of Israel shall he turn to the Lord their God.
Many. Not all. "Thy people made willing, &c." Ps. cx. 3.
Children. Jews trusted generally to being Abraham's seed.
Turn. His ministry of repentance confined to Jews.
John was the last of the Old Testament messengers from God.
Lord, as Jehovah, belongs to Adam's entire race.
Their God, does not confine mercy to Abraham's seed.

17. And he shall go before him in the spirit and power of Elias, to turn the hearts of the fathers to the children, and the disobedient to the wisdom of the just; to make ready a people prepared for the Lord.
Before. As the heralds in the East precede Kings. Luke iii. 4.
Isaiah lvi. 14.
Him, refers to God, v. 16. Clearly asserts the coming of the Messiah.
Spirit. "I have been very zealous for the Lord of Hosts." 1 Kings xix. 10.
Of self sacrifice. "Girt with leather and eating locusts." 2 Kings i. 8.
A Reformer bold and faithful in a very corrupt age.
Single handed, both grappled with sin in high places.
Ahab and Jezebel persecuted Elijah; Herod and Herodias, John.
We say a Samson for strength, or Solomon for wisdom.
Searching, awakening ministry, under the same Spirit.
Elias, born at Tishbeh in Gilead. 1 Kings xvii. 1. Parents unknown.
Foretold famine, and enraged Ahab and Jezebel. 908 B.C.
Fed 40 days at brook Cherith, near Jericho, by ravens.
Curse of oil increased, child raised at Zarephath.
God answered by fire, and 400 prophets slain at Carmel.
He anointed Hazael, King of Syria, and Jehu, King of Israel.
Ahab's wife charged with Naboth's murder; Ahaziah's death foretold.
He called fire from heaven which destroyed 100 men.
Crossing the Jordan, he ascended to heaven in a chariot of fire.
His mantle and office were left to Elisha.
He and Moses appeared with Christ in glory on Mount of Transfiguration.
Fathers' hearts would now faithfully train their seed.
And fervently pray, pointing to heaven and leading the way.
Children. Sin, cause of all discord, finds its cure in Christ.
Gospel alone reconciles all the jarring interests of earth. John xiv. 27
Wisdom, i.e., piety. God the Giver of the only true wisdom. Prov. ii. 6.
All the boasted treasures of earthly wisdom shall perish. Is. xxix. 14.
The church of God ever the only light of the world. Matt. v. 14.
Prepared, as a ship provisioned for a voyage.

Ellas.—As John was the forerunner of Christ's first advent, so Elias will be of
His second. Theophylact. "Fathers and children." Patriarchs to their descendants.
ancient Church restored. Calvin.

18. And Zacharias said unto the angel, Whereby shall I know this? for I am an
old man, and my wife well stricken in years.

Whereby. He doubts the character and message of the angel.
Abraham, Gideon, with faith, and Zacharias doubting. Gen. xv. 17, Judges vi. 17.
The request was proper, but this motive (unbelief) wrong.
Desire for miraculous signs, 1 explicable, 2 reprehensible, 3 superfluous.
Morbid desire of Jews for signs rebuked by our Lord and Paul. 1 Cor. i. 22.

I know. The sign given very different from any expected.
God's word trustworthy, without proof or pledge. Rom. iv. 20.
Men trust their own deceitful hearts against all evidence.
He permits defects in the exalted, to cheer the humble.
Mary's faith, seeking explanation, had doubt solved.
Zacharias's unbelief, requiring a sign, punished.
Old. His sin was in resting on earth, not on Heaven.
The very messenger, as well as message, were signs.


I am. Answer full of dignity, and plain to a priest.
Gabriel. Heb. God is my strength. Only two angels named in Scripture.
Gabriel's services seem Messianic, Michael's Judicial.
Zacharias, most probably knew that he had visited Daniel before.

Dan. ix. 21.
Stand. Gr. went to stand. The posture of an oriental servant.
Implies constant access to the royal presence.
He explained the vision, and foretold the 70 weeks. Dan. ix. 24.

Glad Tidings. A Gospel. 1 The doctrines of Christ.
2 Blessings promised in the N. T. 3 New doctrine. Gal. i. 6, 8.
Am sent. Angels are ministering Spirits, sent, &c. Heb. i. 7.
20. And, behold, thou shalt be dumb, and not able to speak, until the day that these things shall be performed, because thou believest not my words, which shall be fulfilled in their season.

Behold. Denoting surprise, and calling special attention.

Dumb. He became deaf, as well as dumb. Luke i. 62.

All who cavil, sooner or later will be silenced.

Wounds inflicted by divine love, become healing medicines.

The more tender the love, the surer the chastisement.

Speak. Denial joined to affirmation. Strongest possible assertion.

Fulfilled. Foretelling events has as ever belonged alone to God.

Josiah named 326, and Cyrus 120 years before born.

David's prophecies took 1000 years, Daniel's, 800 to fulfil them.

God knows and controls the heart's secrets. Psa. cxxxix. 2.

Prov. xxi. 1.

Believe. Believed not, unbelief leads to guilt and punishment.

Holiest of men are not free from defects. Noah, Abraham, Jacob, &c.

Seasons of mercy and judgments mingle in saints' experience.

Jacob's importunity at once answered and punished.


21. And the people waited for Zacharias, and marvelled that he tarried so long in the temple.

22. And when he came out, he could not speak unto them: and they perceived that he had seen a vision in the temple; for he beckoned unto them, and remained speechless.

People assembled to worship. Indicates the Sabbath.

Marvelled. His solemn errand deepened their interest.

Speak. The benediction belonged to another priest's office.

Beckoned. Gr. assenting by nods, to questions of surprise. His unusual excitement prompted the crowd's curiosity.

Speechless. Gr. deaf and dumb, one follows the other in time. The ear regulates the voice. Laura Bridgeman lost her hearing, and in a few months lost the power of speech.

The last word distinctly pronounced was "Mother."

Silence of anger. 1 Kings xxii. 4. Of philosophy. The Stoics.

Of policy. 1 Sam. x. 26. A forced silence. Phil. ii. 30.

Of despair. A dying Pope seeing the crucifix. "It's too late."

A Roman crowd silenced by "Caesar’s your friend."

Silence of faith. "I was dumb and opened, &c." Psa. xxxix. 9

A nine months’ silence for one distrustful word.

God’s jealousy burneth nearest the altar. Lev. x. 9. 1 King’s xiii. 4.

κωφός, mechanical provisions in the ear for music, still leave to the mind the source of taste and skill. Loss of sight improves the ear, hence blind love music, Sir Chas. Bell.

28. And it came to pass, that, as soon as the days of his ministration were accomplished, he departed to his own house.

29. And after those days his wife Elizabeth conceived, and hid herself five months, saying.

Ministration. Great bodily defect excluded Levites from office. Lev. xxi. 17.

Accomplished. No haste of bearing good tidings, nor loss of speech, could persuade him to neglect the Lord’s service.


Elizabeth, Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel, Manoah’s wife, Hannah: illustrate the miraculous workings of God.

Hid herself. Modesty ever the fruit of piety.

λειτ. civil or military service of religion, Hammond. Sacrifice of God’s people, Trench. Accomplished. The week from Sept. 30th to Oct. 6th. Six years before Christian era, Greenell. Hid to avoid desecration, Lightfoot. Keep her state secret, Groton. Peculiar devotion, Kistowel. It excluded him from office, as a prelude to
25. Thus hath the Lord dealt with me in the days wherein he looked on me, to take away my reproach among men.

26. And in the sixth month the angel Gabriel was sent from God unto a city of Galilee, named Nazareth.


From God. Angels and apostles do His pleasure. John i. 6.


The Emperor Julian dying, defiantly called Jesus "Galilean." Nazareth. Heb. separated, not named in the O. T. Population 3000. Six miles N.W. of Tabor, 70 miles N. of Jerusalem. Mounts of Hermon, Bashan; Valley of Jordan, of Esdraelon. Tabor, Gilboa, Samaria, Carmel, and Mediterranean sea visible from it. It had an evil name. John i. 46. Jesus dwelt there 30 years. Rome, Jerusalem, Athens passed by in God's sovereignty. While Nazareth, unknown or despised, was selected.


27. To a virgin espoused to a man whose name was Joseph, of the house of David; and the virgin’s name was Mary.


28. And the angel came in unto her, and said, Hail, thou that art highly favoured, the Lord is with thee: blessed art thou among women.

Angel. Note the simplicity and tenderness of this record. Came in within her dwelling, Sarah within the tent. Gen. xviii. 9. He passes by palaces, and visits the carpenter’s home.
God chooses the obscurest town for the greatest honor.
The greatest city seat of the most degrading crime. Luke xxiii. 35.
Mary must have recognised His heavenly character. Matt. xxviii. 8.
Hail. G. joy to thee, a usual oriental salutation.
Angels spoke Hebrew to Daniel, Greek to Mary.
As executors of infinite wisdom, their knowledge is great.
Wondrous news destined to make the earth rejoice.
Because selected to be the mother of the infant Jesus.
The message of a son to sinning Eve, was one of sorrow.
This message of peace, revokes the former sentence. Gen. iii. 16.
Idolatrous Rome changes a salutation into idolatry.
Favored. A poor virgin of a humble town, Christ's mother.
Abraham and David esteemed being His ancestor an honour.
Gabriel saluted Daniel with the same title. Dan. ix. 23.
Noah, Joseph, and Daniel found favor with God.
Very many prefer beauty, wealth, pleasure, and honor.
Referrd originally to God, and then to men sharing it.
Often in N. T. refers to this life, as depending on God's favor.
Most happy as the destined mother of the Incarnate One.
Angel calls her "blessed among women."
Papists call her "Dispenser of divine favors."
"Immaculate Queen of Heaven." "Command thy Son," &c.
As mere toys of husbands, they are kept in perpetual childhood.
Their intellects are debased, their passions receive incense.
Cast. Proof of her serenity, while Zacharias feared

Troubled. She might have thought him an evil Spirit, Doddridge. "Intensive form, Mayor"

80. And the angel said unto her, Fear not, Mary: for thou hast found favour with God.

Said. Direct converse to Mary, and to Joseph by a dream.
Fear not. Fifty-three times, God thus re-assures His Saints.
Fear hath torment. 1 John iv. 18. Perfect love, &c. Psa. xlv. 5.
"Good cheer." Matt. xiv. 27., carries with it God's heart and arm.
Mary. Her name familiarly called, quiets her apprehensions.
Favor. Gr. grace. All his favors to us are of grace. Eph. i. 7.
Sovereign grace is independent of merit in the recipient.
With God. Angel's receipt, an invaluable remedy to the timid.
Faith rests sweetly pillowed on His Omnipotence.

χάριν, chartas, gratiam, Vulg. χάρις shown to sinners, θλεος to miserable.
Latter shown to brutes, not the former. God's love to men is θλεος, giving his Son
χάρις. His kindness to the fallen race θλεος, Greek. Had God been bound to
provide an atonement, there would have been no θλεος, in Redemption.

81. And, behold, thou shalt conceive in thy womb, and bring forth a son, and shalt call his name JESUS.

Behold. Expressing surprise, and calling attention.
Thou shalt, &c. An explicit prediction of the miraculous birth of
Christ.
A Son. Incarnation. 1 a fact, revealed in life, words, works.
2 an unfathomable miracle, unprecedented, intimate, voluntary union
of Divinity with humanity.
3 Glorious benefit; it is the glory, the light, the life of men.
Shall call. As to His official work and character.
5 sanctification, 6 comfort, 7 peace, 8 hope, 9 triumph.
Isaac, Ishmael, Josiah, Cyrus, John, named before born. Saviour such as the world needs, not as Jews expect. Patriots are called saviours of their country. Human bondage never to be named with Satan's slavery.

"Conceive." No ground, grammatical, historical, or logical, for doubting that the Church in all ages has rightly regarded this passage, as an explicit foretelling, of the miraculous conception, and nativity of Jesus Christ, Alexander. Ἰγνοῦν, Heb. to save. Hiph. modified, add two letters. The salvation of the Lord, Is. vii, 14. Immanuel same as Jesus. God with us, and God is on our side, are then equivalent. ἰασθε, healing, Eusebius, Cyril.

32. He shall be great, and shall be called the Son of the Highest; and the Lord God shall give unto him the throne of his father David.

Great. Adorned with the attributes. He wrought the works of God. Promised to Moses as a Prophet, to Daniel as a King.


Anointed King. 1 Sam. xvi. 13. Psa. ii. 7. Psa. lxxxix. 28. His proper Divinity not revealed to His parents.

Throne. Hopes and line of David had long been buried. Human improbabilities, no barriers to God's plans. 1 raised after deep abasement, 2 among Israel. 8 among us, 4 raised, to fall no more for ever.

Father. "Jesus Christ our Lord, made of the seed of David." Rom. i. 3. Proves Mary to be a lineal descendant of David.

1 Sam xviil. 40.
Genius for music brought him to the court of Saul.
Victory over Goliath roused Saul's jealousy. Fled with 600 men.
Saul and Jonathan's death, opened the way to the throne.
Reigned in Hebron 7 years, then at Jerusalem 38 years.
Grievously fell into sin, as to Bathsheba and Uriah.
His parental duties sadly neglected with Absalom and Adonijah.
His generosity, humility, and piety, shine in the close of life.
He prepared the materials for the temple of the Lord.
He was a statesman, warrior, poet, and saint, in one.
Type of the Messiah in his kingly office. His Psalms abound with
allusions.
Genius, integrity, fortitude, activity, perseverance, his characteristics.
Died, aged 71. Buried on Mount Zion. Heirs reigned 60 years.

vidv. Mistranslated by Wakefield, not a son, Middleton. Conception of Christ's
character never could have sprung from the mind of sinful humanity. It does not exhibit
the spirit of His own age. His Godhead was not humanized, his humanity was not
defiled, Neander. ὑπερθυσίων applied to Jupiter, Pindar, Diog. Laertius. Plurality of
persons in the Godhead, cardinal truth, Gen. i. 26, Gen. xix. 24. Taught in the O. T.,
lxxii. 6, Num. xii. 24. Traditions floated from the Church to heathen, Plato's Timaeus.
Brahmas, Vishnu, Siva of Hindoos. Equality of Trinity denied by Arius of Alexandria,
230 A.D., Servetus of Geneva, 1551 A. D., Whitby. Priestley, taught, the Holy Ghost a
mere attribute of God, Stier. Joseph and Mary both of the family of David, Alford.

26. And he shall reign over the house of Jacob for ever; and of his kingdom there
shall be no end.

Reign. Promising the crown to the Messiah. 2 Sam. vii. 12.
He had reigned from eternity,—now his sceptre is owned.
Mediatorial kingdom from the Father, to be delivered up. 1 Cor. xv. 24.
Sovereign Head over all things, for the Church. Eph. i. 22.
House. Kingdom of Israel, in mercy, embraces Gentiles as well as Jews.
Jacob. Heb. succplanter, son of Isaac and Rebekah.
Twin brother to Esau, the elder born. Gen. xxv. 31.
Jacob by fraud obtains Isaac’s blessing, and primogeniture.
Fled to Mesopotamia, 600 miles,—vision of the ladder. Gen. xxviii. 12.
Serves Laban 20 years, marries Leah and Rachel.
Returns to Canaan—wrestles with the Lord of angels.
Surnamed Israel, “Prince with God,” token of success.
Buries his beloved Rachel,—Joseph sold to Egypt.
Mourns his loss 18 years—goes to Egypt—lives 17 years—dies, aged 147.
Blessed prophetically his sons—buried near Hebron, 1695 B.C.
Mary did not understand all—implied universal empire.

84. Then said Mary unto the angel, How shall this be, seeing I know not a man?
85. And the angel answered and said unto her, the Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee: therefore also that holy thing which shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of God.

How. Zacharias’ question one of doubt—Mary’s one of wonder.
All doubts concerning the Divine will, arise from unbelief.
Proves she knew Joseph not to be the father of the child.
Angel. Character and history, Luke i. 11.
Highest. The energy of the Godhead conveyed by the Holy Ghost.
A human conception would give Him a depraved nature.
He must be born of a woman, that he might die. 2 Cor. xiii. 4.
That he might be tempted. Heb. iv. 15.
At once honors marriage, and avoids the taint of illegitimacy.
Adam and Jesus created sinless, called “Sons of God.” Luke iii. 38.
Fulfilled 700 years after in the Incarnation.
The only key to the sinless life of the son of the virgin.
Son of God. A contrast with his seeming known humanity. John i. 34.
Mark ii. 28.
A name never used by any one, but the Lord Himself.
Declared to be the Son of God with power. Rom. i. 4.
His ordinary name at that time was Son of David.
Believers named “Sons of God.” 1 John iii. 1. Rom. viii. 17.

πώς. She had vowed perpetual virginity, Rheismatic Test., answered by Fouka
Πρέβιμα. His humanity the work of the Spirit, called “Son of the Father.” Ἰσραήλ.
Special divine protection, Xwino. 1 overshadow, 2 surround, 3 defend, 4 influence, Bloomfield. Figure of a bird, Gratius. Of a cloud, Owen, Alford. Nuptial canopy, Gill. A mystery concealed by a divine cloud, Calvin. Veiled as a bride, Bengel. A crying mystery, wrought in the silence of God, Ignatius. Not creation, humanity prepared, Oehlhausen. Ἰτεύν. the act of Holy Ghost, creating his humanity, ἡφίστος. the act of the Father, uniting the humanity to the Divinity, Ed. Watson. This declaration of the angel, all we know on the subject, has been scrutinized by friends and foes for ages, and not a syllable found inconsistent with the surpassing sacredness and delicacy of the subject, Brown. εἰς θεόν cancelled, Stephen, Elsevier, Ostersee. Attributed to the Eutychians. Ἰτεύν notes singularity and sanctity of His birth. Celsius began, and the Jews followed by Voltaire, Burkitt, and Paulus the blasphemy which deprives the holy, lowly bride of her chastity, J. Fye Smith. Test. Men. Sceptics dreading to face the miraculous conception, deny the authenticity of 1 chap. Matt., and 1 and 2 Luke, A. Norton, Notes, vol. 2, p. 452.

86. And, behold, thy cousin Elizabeth, she hath also conceived a son in her old age; and this is the sixth month with her, who was called barren.

Behold. Tidings of greater curiosity, but not of greater interest to our race, could be brought even by angels.

Cousin. Gr. Relative. Mary, of the tribe of Judah; Elizabeth, of Levi. John and Jesus (humanly speaking) were relatives.


A Son. The sex of the unborn child is foretold. This sign was unsought by Mary.

Barren. Implied censure on the popular reproach of her sterility.

Sarah, and Hannah prepared the way for faith in a virgin conception.


87. For with God nothing shall be impossible.

Nothing. Gr., every word is possible.

Impossible. God does not bind himself with laws of nature, as chains, but cords in his hands are lengthened or shortened at will.

Miraculous conception did not interfere with Christ’s humanity. Adam’s creation did not make him literally, the Son of God. 1 Unbelief put to shame. 2 Faith is strengthened.
3 Adoration and obedience exacted. 4 Loyalty crowned.

God’s power shines in Redemption triumphant.
1. Over Philosophy. 2. It subordinates all interests and enmities. 3. Overcomes human depravity. 4. All other religions. 5. By its humble instrumentalities, fishermen and tax gatherers.

φημα, co-extensive with thing, Wordsworth: questioned by Euthymius, Meyer. 

88. And Mary said, Behold the handmaid of the Lord; be it unto me according to thy word. And the angel departed from her.

Mary’s faith repairs Eve’s unbelief. 
Feelings inspired were painful and embarrassing. 
Handmaid. Gr. Servant: by Rome made Queen of Heaven!
1 Genuine humility, with joyful faith. 2 Quiet resignation, with active zeal.
3 Faithful love, with unwavering heroism. 
Be it, &c. Contrast the silence of faith, with the silence of unbelief. Mary’s splendid future, weakens not her faith. 
His work finished, he hastens to return to his God. Dan. ix. 21. His stay in a world of dark rebellion, gladly ends. Society of kindred spirits, invites his return to heaven. Paul desired to depart, to be with Christ. Phil. i. 23.

Σουλή, Luke vii. 2. γεννήτρι, Virgin conscious of her begun maternity, Euthymius, Mald. Grotrius; denied by Lightfoot. Beyond the written word, all is bold hypothesis. God’s sovereignty in harmony with man’s free will, Quesnel. Condemned by Clement, in Bull Unigenitus, 1713. Here the Pope is right in principle. Quesnel himself denies man’s freedom of will, except to sin, but teaches his responsibility, jealous of the divine honors of Jesus, mainly, Luther.
89. And Mary arose in those days, and went into the hill country with haste, into a city of Judah.

Arose. Refers to oriental sedentary life.
Went. Distance from Nazareth to Hebron, 40 miles.
To confirm her faith, and share her wonder and joy.
They are led by one Spirit, to a sacred friendship. Mal. iii. 16.
Happiness shared is doubled, grief revealed is lessened.
Hill country. Five-sixths of Judea are hilly and barren.
38 Cities of Judah's mountains named. Josh. xv. 48. 60.
Haste. Not of fear, but of holy transport.
She leaves it to God to enlighten Joseph, as He had her.
City believed to be Hebron, "an ancient city." Num. xiii. 22
Kirjath Arba, or Hebron, Mamre, home and grave of Abraham, Isaac,
Sarah, and Jacob. Gen. xxiii. 2.
There God met Abraham, promised a son, and gave circumcision. Gen.
xxvii. and xviii.
David crowned, and Absalom rebelled, there. It was 22 miles south of Jerusalem.
A City of refuge, noted for its pool. 2 Sam. iv. 12. Still there.
The tomb of Abraham, with massive walls, without windows, described
by Josephus as ancient in Christ's time, is there.
Grapes of Eschol grew there. City now called El Khulil, "The Friend."
i. e. of God, Mohammedan name of Abraham.

σωτήρ. Jesus to be henceforth the principle of action, Quenel. She had
married Joseph before this journey, Hug, Ebrard. Had informed Joseph of her
pregnancy, pronuba, about a month before, Alford. Journey, inconsistent with O. T.
decorum, but not with realities, and freedom of the Cross, Stier. 'Iovida; south of
Hebron, Oosterse, Roland. Josh. xv. 54. Hebron, Bengal, Besa, Brown. Here our
Lord's conception took place, Bengal.

40. And entered into the house of Zacharias, and saluted Elizabeth.

Entered. Mary felt she would be welcomed, where God was honored.
House. No word for home, in Greek or any other language, unbaptized
by the Bible spirit.
Honored roof, to protect mothers of Jesus and John for 3 months.
Material of reeds, brick, stone, mud, wood: last, very scarce.
Anciently of marble, porphyry, granite, chalk, mortar, asphalum, ivory.
1 Kings xxii. 39.
They form a hollow square, with a court in the centre.
This court paved, or planted with shrubbery. Psa. lxxxiv. 8.
Sometimes a fountain. 2 Sam. xvii. 18. Covered with an awning. Psa. civ. 2.
Windows all open on the court, solid walls front the street.
Rarely a latticed window is on the street. Entrance is indirect.
Roof of stone, or earth, oft cracked by rain and sun. Prov. xxvii. 15.
Always flat, and guarded by parapets. Deut. xxii. 8. 2 Kings i. 2.
Acts. x. 9.
The writer saw a whole village swept away by the Nile. Matt. vii. 24. 27.
Christianity tends to refine and elevate social life. 1 Peter iii. 8.

"House," Domum, Home. The name as well as the thing signified, alone found in Christian lands or tongues, Heathen do not understand the word.

41. And it came to pass that, when Elizabeth heard the salutation of Mary, the babe leaped in her womb; and Elizabeth was filled with the Holy Ghost.

42. And she spake out with a loud voice, and said, Blessed art thou among women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb.

Elizabeth. Inspired to give Mary a proper reception.
Heard. Mary's tongue was filled with blessings.
Babe. Mother, and unborn offspring, rejoiced together.
Unborn, John offers involuntary homage to his Lord.
Filled. Loving the Redeemer, we are not forgotten by the Spirit.
Spake. She forgets her own, in the superior honors of Mary.
Loud voice. Not ashamed, or in a whisper, to praise God.
Orientals generally speak in a low sad key.
She rejoiced to proclaim her immediate inspirations.
Blessed. Repeats the very words of the angel, revealed to her also.
Blessed from heaven, and praised among men.
The new covenant, greeted at its entrance with hymns of praise.
1921 years before, all nations blessed in promise to Abram. Gen. xii. 3. A greater blessing was hers, to be a believer in Christ. Luke xi. 22.

ἀφιέρωνς, classic use, "one breaking into a poetic exclamation," Brown. Σπέος, Pappoos, Indian; Bube, Ger.; Raban, Ir.; Babe, Eng.; probably all dialects were one.

43. And whence is this to me, that the mother of my Lord should come to me. 

Where. Elizabeth's outward state, doubtless superior to Mary's. True piety divests the mind of all envy. Saints delight to honor those whom God honors. To me. Elizabeth confesses her inferiority to Mary. With similar humility afterwards, her son, "Comest thou?" Matt. iii. 14. Mother. Never afterwards called, Virgin. Superstition changes terms, and then worships the creature. Henceforth, she is called Mary. My Lord. Luke i. 11. She acknowledges both His Divinity and humanity. Before born, she openly rejoices to submit to his sceptre. It compares with Peter's noble confession. Mark xiv. 61. As Lord, he has the right to rule, and the power to save.

"Mother." In the very face of this, Rome calls her, the "Blessed Virgin." εὐσέβια. How can an unborn child be called Lord, if not divine? Olshausen.

44. For lo, as soon as the voice of thy salutation sounded in mine ears, the babe leaped in my womb for joy.

45. And blessed is she that believed: for there shall be a performance of those things which were told her from the Lord.

As soon. This fact cheered its mother, and confirmed Mary's faith. Blessed. Man's blessings are mere breath, God's carry heaven with them. Believed. Zacharias' unbelief tenderly referred to. He at that time continued both deaf and dumb. He was unable to speak to Mary, a guest three months under his roof. Faith, a source of joy, a mystery to the world. The only ground of the Church's hope, is God's faithfulness.
All the moral wonders of heroism, are the fruits of faith.
Eve, through pride, believed the tempter.
Mary, through humility, believed Gabriel.
Eve hoped, that man would become like God.
Mary, that God would become like man.
Eve presuming, admitted falsehood and death.
Mary believing, becomes the mother of truth and life.

Performance. The Bible teems with divine promises to believers.
Not one, has ever, will ever, can ever, fail. Josh. xxi. 46. 1 Kings viii. 56.
God’s promises during 6000 years have not failed in one letter.
All His covenants have been fulfilled with exactness. Josh. xxiii. 14.
Faithfully, He rewards His friends and punishes His foes.

αγαλλιάσατι, to exult, to rejoice exceedingly, to leap for joy. Lat. salire, to bound
as young cattle, Mal. iv. 2, Major. Rabbin assert, that the joy of mothers at the escape
at the Red Sea, caused their unborn offspring to leap for joy. Lightfoot. Mysterious
effects of sympathy, Alford.

45. And Mary said, My soul doth magnify the Lord.

Said. Visit of the angel to Mary later, her song earlier, than Zacharias’.
Faith is singing for joy, while unbelief is silent.
This ode immeasurably more sublime, than any of Greece or Rome.
My soul. True praise. 1 Clear eye to estimate God’s works.
2 A glad heart to rejoice in them. 3 A loosened tongue.
Magnify. Extol. Creatures cannot add to His greatness.
Songs from humble, grateful hearts, magnify God. Psa. lxxix. 30.
Lord. Luke i. 11. “Praise God” is the name of the unborn babe.
All the glories of the Messiah’s reign, seem to rise before her.
The grace of God, verse 30. Omnipotence, 49, 51.
His Holiness, 49. His justice, 52, 53. His faithfulness, 54, 55.
We have here the inspired echo of Miriam’s and Deborah’s harps.

“Said,” Song, Hebrew-like is in parallels, Rosenmüller. Mary did not comprehend
it, Bloomfield. But one must be inspired to know this fact. Ψυχή, lower regions of
the spiritual man. πνευμα embraces νοος, the conscience, latter spiritual, former
carnal, Gnomon. The whole inner being, Alford. “Magnify.” In Romish and other
liturgies, song is styled Magnificat, the first word in the Vulgate.
67. And my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour.

Spirit. The living soul, all that is immortal. Gen. ii. 7.
Rejoiced. Christ the gift—God the giver is thanked.
None but believers have a right to rejoice. Ecc. ii. 2.
1 A thankful joy. 2 Humble joy. 3 Hopeful joy. 4 God-glorifying joy.
As a Saviour, He is only a cause of joy to sinners.
As a Judge, (unreconciled) an object of infinite dread.
My Saviour. A helpless guilty one, she claims Him her Redeemer.
She esteems her relations to the Redeemer, above those of a mother.
"Queen of Heaven," "Mother of God," were blasphemy to her, a sinner.

iriş, one recovering that which is lost, Falkner. Rome, 1854, decreed Mary's conception immaculate. The author, with about 75,000 spectators, witnessed the scene in that wonder of architecture, St. Peter's. It covers nearly 5 acres. Henceforth to name a child Mary is pronounced blasphemy.

48. For he hath regarded the low estate of his handmaiden; for, behold, from henceforth all generations shall call me blessed.

Low estate. Not her humility, but God's mercy, is celebrated.
God often makes something out of nothing. Illustrations—Leah, Hannah, Jephthah, David.
The greater His favors, the deeper should be our humility.
Generations. Embracing Gentiles was sharing with Israel.
Blessed. This word has long been re-invented by men.
All believers admire and adore the Incarnation that gave it.
The Incarnate Word; but what a word to add!

"Low estate," abjectness.
Olshausen. Childlessness.
James v. 11 refers to mere
ephemera with such terms used of God."Jube Natum,

49. For he that is mighty.

Mighty. God's power.
Great things; (kindly altered for us.)

50. And his mercy is on them that fear him.
When Infinite power, and boundless Mercy unite,
Results, worthy of Jehovah may be expected.
Holy. God's holiness renders Him terrible to sinners.
By the Cross, it fills saints with adoring wonder and love.
His name. All by which Jehovah reveals Himself to men.
Mercy. All blessings from God are fruits of sovereign grace.
Not seeming, but real believers, objects of His care.
On them. Celsus, A.D. 120, the first writer against Christianity.
Denied, God cared any more for believers, than for lions, or eagles.
Fear. Filial dread of offending one loved, not slavish.
Generation. The reign of Grace extends back to Abel.
Embraces all who will believe, to the end of time.

 Dios, mercy of God to men as miserable; χάρις, to men as sinful. Wicked ever
ensnared the divine regard, Neander, vol. 1, p. 239. Providence answering prayer to

El. He hath showed strength with his arm; he hath scattered the proud in the
imagination of their hearts.

Strength. Power of God. 1 Creation. 2 Providence. 3 Redemption.
Arm, sheweth greatest power, hand, less, finger, least.
Scattered—utterly discomfited—figure of a defeated foe.
He destroyed a host of many an Ahithophel.
Pharaoh, Haman, Julian, illustrate this.
Belonging to God's people, but really a source of scattering.
For with the end of our race, and devils. 1 Tim. iii. 6.
47. And my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour.

**Spirit.** The living soul, all that is immortal. Gen. ii. 7.

**Rejoiced.** Christ the gift—God the giver is thanked.

None but believers have a right to rejoice. Ecc. ii. 2.

1 A thankful joy. 2 Humble joy. 3 Hopeful joy. 4 God-glorifying joy.

As a Saviour, He is only a cause of joy to sinners.

As a Judge, (unreconciled) an object of infinite dread.

**My Saviour.** A helpless guilty one, she claims Him her Redeemer.

She esteems her relations to the Redeemer, above those of a mother.

"Queen of Heaven," "Mother of God," were blasphemy to her, a sinner.

σωτῆρ, one recovering that which is lost, Valkner. Rome, 1854, decreed Mary’s conception immaculate. The author, with about 75,000 spectators, witnessed the scene in that wonder of architecture, St. Peter’s. It covers nearly 5 acres. Henceforth to name a child Mary is pronounced blasphemy.

48. For he hath regarded the low estate of his handmaid; for, behold, from henceforth all generations shall call me blessed.

**Low estate.** Not her humility, but God’s mercy, is celebrated.


The greater His favors, the deeper should be our humility.

**Generations.** Embracing Gentiles, as sharing with Jews.

**Blessed.** This word has long been prostituted by superstition.

All believers admire and adore the grace that gave us The Incarnate Word; but abhor all Mariolatry.


49. For he that is mighty hath done to me great things; and holy is his name.

50. And his mercy is on them that fear him from generation to generation.

**Mighty.** God the source of all Power.

**Great things.** The angel’s visit. The glorious promise of a Son, Jesus.
When Infinite power, and boundless Mercy unite,
Results, worthy of Jehovah may be expected.

Holy. God’s holiness renders Him terrible to sinners.
By the Cross, it fills saints with adoring wonder and love.

His name. All by which Jehovah reveals Himself to men.

Mercy. All blessings from God are fruits of sovereign grace.
Not seeming, but real believers, objects of His care.

On them. Celsius, A.D. 120, the first writer against Christianity.
Denied, God cared any more for believers, than for lions, or eagles.

Fear. Filial dread of offending one loved, not slavish.

Generation. The reign of Grace extends back to Abel.
Embraces all who will believe, to the end of time.

---

 Axios, mercy of God to men as miserable; Χάρις, to men as sinful. Wicked ever
envy saith the divine regard, Neander, vol. 1, p. 239. Providence answering prayer to

---

51. He hath shewed strength with his arm; he hath scattered the proud in the
imagination of their hearts.

Strength. Power of God. 1 Creation. 2 Providence. 3 Redemption.
Arm, shews His greatest power, hand, less, finger, least.
Scattered. Gr. Utterly discomfited—figure of a defeated foe.
He defeats the counsel of many an Ahithophel.
Pharaoh, Sennacherib, Haman, Julian, illustrate this.
Babel meant a bond of union, but really a source of scattering.
Proud. Pride the parent sin of our race, and devils. 1 Tim. iii. 6.
It creates the widest gulf, between Creator and creature. Dan. iv. 37.

---

Ἐξολοθρεί. A principle in God’s kingdom is here expressed by the words down to
ξανθός, Brown: Arm, Isa. iii. 10; hand, Ex. iviii. 19. ὑπερηφ.,
Appearing above others; haughty in thoughts; primarily to Herod, the Edumean. θιαν.
Zimmor thoughts, Olshausen.
62. He hath put down the mighty from their seats, and exalted them of low degree.

Mighty. Nebuchadnezzar, from a throne, goes among beasts.
Belshazzar, in the very act of insulting God, perishes.
Believers ought to trace the footsteps of the flock. Sol. S. i. 8.
Joseph, Moses, Samuel, David, Esther, Daniel.
Low degree. Affected humility, a subtle, dangerous pride.
Humility no stage-virtue, the chosen state of the heart.
One has just as much Christianity, as he has humility.
Characteristic of the King of Kings. Matt. xi. 29. Rom. viii. 9.
True believers attain the possession of all God's rich gifts.
Humility within the reach of all.
Pride overcame man first; he overcomes at last.
Other sins need temptations, this feeds like the moth, on our graces.
Graces with pride, are powders uncovered carried in the wind.

AuV. Invested with political power. Valerian, a persecuting emperor, A.D. 245,
dethroned, was used as a stepping block by Sapor, the Persian monarch, mounting his

63. He hath filled the hungry with good things; and the rich he hath sent empty away.

Filled. God and Christ alone able to fill the soul. Col. i. 19.
Hourly wants, need hourly supplies. Matt. vi. 11.
Hungry. Poor in the East, find life a long battle for bread.
Promises are rich to those hungering only after righteousness. Luke vi. 21.
Keenly sensible of want, they seek favor of their God.
Worldlings boast of fulness, a proof of madness. Ecc. ix. 8.
Good things. Oriental simplicity of speech, i.e., necessities of life.
Grace, Ep. ii. 7; Goodness, Rom. ii. 4; Wisdom, Rom. xi. 33.
Pharisees, Laodiceans, and all self-righteous ones. Rev. iii. 17.
Empty. Unbelieving soul, an "aching void," earth's honors hollow.
Ecc. i. 2.
Deepest curse, when God sends men to the gods they serve.
Sent away with their hypocritical petitions disregarded.
54. **He hath holpen his servant Israel, in remembrance of his mercy.**
55. **As he spake to our fathers, to Abraham, and to his seed forever.**

**Holpen.** Gr., upholden. *Sending the Messiah, Bengel.*
Sinners under crushing weight of broken law, need help. *Psa. lxxxix. 19.*
Redeemer “travels in the greatness of his strength.” *Isa. lxiii. 1.*

**Servant.** Gr., a *child, or boy.* Term of endearment. *Jer. xxxi. 20.*
*Matt. viii. 6.*

Name given after wrestling at Peniel with the *Angel.* *Gen. xxxii. 28.*

**Remembrance.** Reference to promises made 2098 years before. *Gen. xii. 3.*

**Spake.** Words recorded many ages before, now fulfilled.
The Incarnation, the accomplishment of many prophecies.
The source of all true blessings to the redeemed.
A bud enclosing the hopes of patriarchs and prophets.

**Fathers.** Patriarchs, a nobler ancestry than kings.

**Abraham.** Heb. Father of a multitude. Son of Terah.
Born in Chaldea, a.c. 2158. City of Ur, site unknown.
At 70 God called him in Mesopotamia, to Charran, or Haran. *Acts vii. 2, 4.*
At God’s call he went to Shechem, in the Land of Promise.
Driven by famine, he went to Egypt—returned to Cansaan.

Dwelt in Mamre, close to Hebron. Met Melchisedec at Salem.
Visited by 3 angels, he intercedes for Sodom to be spared.
Ismael by Hagar, born, Isaac by Sarah, son of promise.
His offering of Isaac upon Mount Moriah, 25 years after.
12 years after, Sarah died, aged 127, buried in Machpelah.
Abraham marries Keturah, by whom he had six sons.
Died aged 175, called “father of the faithful.” *Rom. iv. 11.*
As ancestor of Christ, all nations to be blest through him.

Integrity, hospitality, generosity and devotion, traits of character.
Styled friend of God. *Isa. xliii. 8.* *James ii. 23.*

**Seed.** God’s elect. *Psa. xviii. 50.* *Gen. xvii. 19.* *Gal. iii. 16.*

**For ever.** Duration of the blessings of the Messiah’s reign.
God never forgets promises of mercy, or threats of punishment. *Hos. i. 4.*

---


56. And Mary abode with her about three months, and returned to her own house.

Returned. With confirmed faith, returns to abide the will of God. 

Own house. God is glorified by domestic, as well as Church duties. A privileged spot where Jesus comes to abide. 

Joseph desiring a divorce, is warned of God. Matt. i. 19.

57. Now Elizabeth's full time came that she should be delivered; and she brought forth a son.


Full time. Promises of love, or threatening of vengeance, tarry not. Pious mothers, blessings to the entire Church of God.

"Son." Church of Alexandria, at first celebrated John’s birthday April 23; this settled, Christ was born in November, six months after. Christmas was an after thought of Julius, prelate of Rome, A. D. 359, to correspond with the Saturnalia.

58. And her neighbours and her cousins heard how the Lord had shewed great mercy upon her; and they rejoiced with her.

Cousins. Gr. Any kindred near or remote.

Mercy. Zacharias’ priestly family built up a child’s greatness. 

Rejoiced. Sympathy costs little, but is like oil to wheels. 

A pin in the tabernacle, not to be left in the wilderness. 


59. And it came to pass, that on the eighth day they came to circumcise the child; and they called him Zacharias, after the name of his father.

Eighth. The day enjoined, even if it was Sabbath. Ex. xii. 44. Jo. vii. 22. 

Circumcise. Neither the place, nor the performer appointed.
This seems to have been done at Zacharias' house.
Sanctified from birth, yet must the law be honored. Matt. iii. 15.
A seal of Abraham's faith, before circumcision. Rom. iv. 11.
John, the first preacher of a righteousness without circumcision.
A rite, not sacrament—Tree in Paradise.
The Rainbow, Baptism, Seals of various covenants.
Visible symbols, of invisible blessings, as water, a symbol of purity.
Rite performed at home, sometimes in synagogue.
The uncircumcised Hebrew, was to be cut off. Gen. xvii. 14.
God's ordinances are neglected at a fearful peril. Ex. iv. 24.
This and Sacrifice traceable to a divine origin.
Jews thought it infidelity to Moses, and reprobation, to eternity.
Egyptians and other heathen, borrowed it from the Jews.
Baptism taking place of circumcision, enlarged to both sexes.
Called. Abraham and Sarah's names changed at this rite. Gen.
xvii. 5. 10.
Athenians named their children on the 10th day.
Girls named by Jews when weaned. Roman girls 8th, boys 9th day.
Jews seldom named them after parents, as Christians do.
Greeks and Romans named theirs after ancestors.
Heathen converts baptized, had their names changed.
'Christening' at baptism, a relict of Rome's superstitions.
Indenturing our children to God in baptism, a Christian's privilege.
The church always enjoyed Seals of the Divine Covenants.
Not the want of, but the contempt of ordinances, destroys souls.
No son in the O. T. is called after his father.
This is the first instance proposed in the N. T. Zacharias. Luke i. 5.
60. And his mother answered and said, Not so; but he shall be called John.
61. And they said unto her, there is none of thy kindred that is called by this name.
62. And they made signs to his father, how he would have him called.

Mother. The father was as yet dumb.
She had learned God's will by the angel's message. Luke i. 18.
Kindred. The church too often follows the customs of earth.
Signs. He seems to have been both deaf and dumb.
63. And he asked for a writing table, and wrote, saying, His name is John. And they marvelled all.

Writing. Materials: Lead, copper, bark of ash, maple.
Elm, also linen, brick, stone, ivory, wax, leaves of palm.
Skins, papyrus—hence paper, gold plates.
Paper invented A.D. 769, by Arabians, wax used 400 years since.
A reed, iron style, or a diamond pen used. Jer. xvii. 1.
Written parchment rolled, hence volume, scroll. Is. xxxiv. 4.
Ink, of lamp black, coal, of ivory, and various gums.
Table. Gr. Small tablet: corresponding to our slates.
Tablet of wax, or board painted white, was used.
Marvelled. Nine months dumbness, not lost on him.
He obeys the Divine command in the face of wondering relatives.
Sanctified afflictions, are spiritual promotions.
Wondered at both parents agreeing to so strange a thing.

"Wrote, saying" in these words, a Hebraism. Elías learnt thus God's will, Costersee. Revealed to her, Bengel, Meyer. Marvelled, that although deaf, he should perfectly coincide with his wife, Alford.

64. And his mouth was opened immediately, and his tongue loosed, and he spoke, and praised God.

Opened. His speech miraculously taken, is now restored.
With the chains of unbelief, fell those of dumbness.
The rod had humbled his heart, and cured his unbelief.
This doxology instead of complaining, proves repentance.
The angel's prophecy fulfilled to the letter.
Speech, a divine gift, seldom valued, oft debased. Matt. xii. 37. But words will be witnesses, for or against us, at the bar of God. Sin binds the tongue of God's ministers and prophets. Ezek. iii. 24. Faith opens the heart, the hands, the mouth. Romans x. 10. Spake. God makes the speaker dumb, and the dumb speak. Praised. One long silent, should praise God with a full heart. Silence of unbelief, exchanged for a song of praise.


65. And fear came on all that dwelt round about them: and all these sayings were noted abroad throughout all the hill country of Judea.


66. And all they that heard them laid them up in their hearts, saying, What manner of child shall this be? And the hand of the Lord was with him.

καὶ γὰρ preferred. Lachmann, Tischendorf, Oestersee. ἀπα refers back to the circumstances which have happened. “What then shall,” &c., see chap. viii. 25. καὶ γὰρ χρη, &c., a remark inserted by the Evang. himself, Alford.

67. And his father Zacharias was filled with the Holy Ghost, and prophesied, saying,

Filled. God forgave his sin, and inspired his heart.
Holy Ghost. Luke i. 15. We are spiritually dumb, until God opens our mouth.
Prophecied. 1, foretell future events, 2, preach the gospel.
He forgets family splendors, in the Redeemer’s glories.

προφέτης. 1, foretelling; 2, χαρισμα, imparted to primitive Christians; 3, acting as God’s ambassadors. Ordinary Heb. word for prophet is נָבִי, from verb נָבַא “to bubble forth.” Two other Heb. words, רוּחַ, Chôzeh, meaning one who sees. Sept. translates נָבִי by προφέτης. In Classical Greek this word means one who speaks for another, specially one who speaks for a god, and interprets his will to man. Smith’s Dict. Prophet. μαντεία, predictions of heathen oracles, Olsheusen. Celebrating God’s praise, Rosenmuller. Committed to writing later, Kuhnel.

68. Blessed be the Lord God of Israel; for he hath visited and redeemed his people.

What an everlasting mystery and wonder of love!
God’s entering and shrouding Himself in a house of clay.
Israel. Chosen type of all the elect. Romans viii. 33.
Visited. God had apparently forgotten a rebellious people.
One visit recorded Ex. iii. 2, another Jud. vi. 11, Ruth i. 6.
Church often waits long for a merciful visitation.
At His coming, Judaism had lost all its glories.
Redeemed. Gr., pay the price of the freedom of a slave. Lev. xxv. 51.
Men were enslaved. Christ gives his blood to redeem.
By a price, from God’s justice; by His power, from Satan’s bondage.
"Redemption of the soul is precious, it ceaseth for ever." Psa. xlix. 8.
It contains the germ of the idea of preciousness. 1 Peter i. 18, 19.
Vicarious sacrifice, the key note of all the Apostles' teachings.
Man's salvation, counted finished, because fact is announced.
Zacharias says nothing of his relationship to the child.
He lost sight of self, in the glory of the unborn Christ.

λόγους. 1, equivalent for life taken; 2, price of a slave; 3, propitiation for life,
Prov. xiii. 8; 4, vicarious sacrifice, Matt. xx. 28, endorsed by our Lord, Olshausen.
Bishop of Nola sold himself in Algerine slavery, to redeem some of his flock taken captive, Alexander.

69. And hath raised up a horn of salvation for us in the house of his servant David.

A Horn. Emblem 1, of Victory, Ps. xviii. 2; 2, of Power, Ps. cxxii. 17;
3, of Glory, 1 Sam. ii. 1; 4, of Strength, Mic. iv. 13; 5. Safety,
1 Kings ii. 28; 6. Plenty, Isa. v. 1; 7. Honor, Job xvi. 15; 8. Kingdom,
Druse females, wear silver horns as tokens of victories.
Horns on the altars, grasped by criminals escaping.
Ancient conquerors fastened steel horns to their shields, returning in triumph.
"Lift not up your horn on high," &c. Ps. lxxv. 5.
David. Proving Mary to be of his royal line.
Luke i. 32. David's triumphs foreshadow Christ's.
Christ's glories, unearthly; kings covet them not.

"Horn." Alexander's coins have horns, Becker's Char. Bacchus cornutus,
Abundance and kingly vigor, Bengel. Metaphor from horned beasts, Alford.

70. As he spake by the mouth of his holy prophets, which have been since the world began.

Spake. Probable reference to the promise, Gen. iii. 15.
Mouth. One key note. Divine harmony among many witnesses.
Holy. God being holy, can inspire even unholy men. Num. xxiii. 5.

Prophets. Inspired of God to reveal secrets of heaven to man. Lk. i. 3.

O.T. prophets expounded scriptures. Called to repentance.

Aided priests, Levites, and kings in teaching religion.

Humble, faithful, fearless, self-denying, holy men.

Slain as witnesses for the truth, taken from the herd and the plough.

Schools of the prophets at Gibeah, Naioth, Bethel, Gilgal, Jericho.

D.N.A. Zach. begins where Mary left off, Bengel. ἀνείποιος; time before Christ, Lange. During the Messiah, Hammond. Future, Le Clerc. From the earliest period, Mayor. Prophets from the beginning, Bengel.

71. That we should be saved from our enemies, and from the hands of all that hate us.

Saved. He laid help on One mighty to save. Ps. lxxxix. 19.

First type from Egypt. Ps. cvi. 10; second from Saul, Ps. xviii. 18.

Enemies. Romans the most dreaded, but to be least feared.


Our most dangerous foes are within our breasts. Jer. xvii. 9.

Principles, maxims, customs, fashions of earth.

Christians were hated and persecuted simply for the name.


72. To perform the mercy promised to our fathers, and to remember his holy covenant.

73. The oath which he swore to our father Abraham.


Mercy here refers to the gift of the Messiah.

Promised. 1. Purpose of redemption. 2. Nature of the service.


"There hath not failed one word of all his good," &c. 1 Kings viii. 58.

Remember. God's faithfulness. 1. In His Holy Providence.
3. In the last Judgment, all proofs will be centered there.
Covenant. "I will be a God to thee," all that he needed. Gen. xvii. 1.
"Then will I remember my covenant." Lev. xxvi. 42.
God only seems to forget. Isa. xi. 27-31., Isa. xlix. 15.
As God's Covenant with day and night cannot be broken, neither can
His Covenant with His people. Jer. xxxiii. 20-5.
Covenant of mercy, only hope of children of wrath. Eph. ii. 8.
Oath. He could swear by no greater, He swore by Himself. Heb. vi. 13.
Embracing all revealed to the O. T. saints and prophets.
Something inviolable, now first fulfilled.
Bonds loosed by grace, only bind saints more firmly to God.
Chains fell from the slave entering the house of a pagan priest.
How much more entering the service of Heaven's High Priest.
This Patriarch living, dying and glorified, ever in God's eye.
Promises to Abraham, extend to saints to the end of time.

διαθήκη, a will; a covenant; the new covenant sealed with Christ's blood. Gospel
dispensation, Gal. iv. 24, Campbell. Used also for the Writings of the Old Covenant.
2 Cor. iii. 14. Ed.

74. That he would grant unto us, that we, being delivered out of the hand of our
enemies, might serve him without fear.

Grant. Patriarchs fed on promises, and walked by faith.
Christ's Life, Death and Resurrection, were mysteries to them.
His name a seal on every promise, although they never saw it. Heb. xi. 13.
Delivered. Prophets thus painted the Messiah's golden reign.
"Oh Lord! thou hast loosed my bonds." Ps. cvi. 18.
Enemies. All destroyed, peace and piety would be restored.
Fear. Luke i. 12. Christ's yoke remains, but His obedience makes
it easy.
Slavish fear ceases, cords, are bands of love, now. Hos. xi. 4.
Spirit by adoption, is not that of law, or bondage. Rom. viii. 15.
Legal restraints and rites have vanished, holiness remains.
Fear arises in all, conscious of guilt unpardoned.
Such was Felix; but he held fast to his iniquity. Acts xxiv. 25.
"God gives a spirit not of fear, but of love." 2 Tim. i. 7.
Charge of sceptics, of a mercenary spirit as a Bible motive, disproved.

"Deliverances," of the Church, under Constantine, from spiritual foes, Le Clerk; Eustice; from Antiochus Epiphanes, in part, Alford. λαρπετω, primarily, for hire. Heathenish words are thus lifted from sense, and spiritualized. It proves Zacharias did not refer only, to the theocratic greatness of the Messiah, Stier. ήμων, "our," omitted by Tisch., and Alford.

75. In holiness and righteousness before him, all the days of our life.

Holiness. Duties to God, as 1. Creator. 2. Redeemer. 3. Sanctifier.
"Thy commands are exceeding broad." Ps. cxix. 96.
Before Him. With the Searcher of hearts, fair exterior avails not.
John aroused the sense of want, Christ provides the righteousness.

της ζωής, cancelled, Priestback, Lachman. Righteousness implies conformity to law; holiness, to nature. Bengel.

76. And thou, child, shalt be called the prophet of the Highest; for thou shalt go before the face of the Lord to prepare his ways.

Zacharias speaks as a prophet, not as a parent.
All the glory of the son, lost, in the greater glory of the Messiah.
Highest. Applied to none but the Supreme God.
"He therefore is God over all, blessed for evermore." Rom. ix. 5.
John attended Jesus, as Aaron did Moses.
Supremacy of Jehovah admitted by Cyrus, Ezra i. 28. Tatnai, Ez. 5, 8.
By Darius, Ez. vi. 9-10. Artaxerxes, Ez. vii. 21. Nebuchadnessar,
Dan. iv. 34-35.
Augustus, Josephus Lib. 16 Ch. 10. Tiberius, Philo. p. 785.
Before. Such a messenger, hints at majesty of the Lord.
"Behold, I send my messenger and he shall &c." Mal. iii. 1.
The face of. Used 16 times in the N. T. always of Royalty.
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The Redeemer, like other kings had forerunners.

Prepare. Luke iii. 4-5. The Spirit used John as instrument in removing obstacles.

“Highest.” 1, Highest Heaven; 2, Most High, as dwelling there; 3, Highest Source of all good, Robinson. See Psalms 18, 18, 27, 8. Luke vi. 28.

77. To give knowledge of salvation unto his people by the remission of their sins.

Knowledge. ever finds an antagonist in sin.

Sin the cause and curse of all ignorance in fallen man.

Ignorance, not, "the Mother of devotion" as claimed by Rome.

Rome, pagan, under 10 Emperors, burned Bibles and saints.

Rome, papal, under Popes, burned Bibles and saints also.

 Enemies of truth love darkness more than light. Jo. iii. 19.

Christianity ever the friend of light and truth.

Revealed truth fears no results, or researches of science.

Colleges mainly founded by Christian divines.

Remission. Gr. Leaving. Letting go unpunished.

Sins. Gr. Missing the mark. Christianity elevated the term.

1. Original sin, or the natural enmity of the heart to God. Rom. viii. 7.


“Knowledge.” Human Governments often a foe to science. Italy, Austria, Spain and Russia, until lately, forbade the Bible, 1831. Archbishop Hughes refused the Bible Society of New York to circulate among Romanists the Douay Testament, although bearing his own sanction. There was too much light even in that mistranslated book of Truth, for those lovers of darkness. διαφανέω. Greeks and Romans had no word, nor even the idea of sin; an error was all they could charge against themselves, Herodotus, Thucydides, Plato.

78. Through the tender mercy of our God; whereby the day spring from on high hath visited us.


Jesus, The Sin Destroyer, the manifestation of God’s mercy.
2 Peter i. 19.
Mankind had groped long in darkness. 1 Cor. i. 20, 21.
John, the morning star, about to fade before the rising Sun. Jo. iii. 30.
Levitical economy had partially relieved the gloom.
Human wisdom had exhausted all plans for restoring man.
The Scriptures reveal our chains, and ourselves "prisoners of hope." Zec.
On High. Sun light lingers longest on the mountain tops. [ix. 12.
The Gospel, a supernatural descent of God from heaven to earth.

σπλαγχνά, vitals, heart, bowels: hence heartless, unmerciful. We feel an
oppressive pain, unable to relieve misery, Col. iii. 12; and gratitude, σχέδον, Bloomfield.
ἀσκαλότης, used, 1, four times for a "branch," in O. T.; 2, east; 3, sun rising,
Lightfoot, Wetstein. Day Spring, Grotius, Campbell, Kuhnlo. Sun of righteousness,
Horne. Ut vallescorret orienis. Tacitus, quoting the Sybilline Leaves: similar prodigies
are noted, Virgil, Eclogues.

79. To give light to them that sit in darkness and in the shadow of death, to guide our
feet into the way of peace.

Light. God is Light. 1. Jo. i. 5. Light reveals all things. Ps. xxxvi. 9.
"Thy word a lamp." Ps. cxix. 130. A guide, 2 Tim. iii. 16. [v. 18.
A quickening light. Jo. viii. 12. Cheering light, Ps. iv. 6. Satisfies,
John xi. 9.

Darkness. "The world by wisdom knew not God," (nor cared to know.)
Darkness covered the world at Christ's coming. [1 Cor. i. 21.
No command to the Jews for 4000 years, to evangelize the nations.
The slow movements of Providence in regenerating the world.
"Cease Philip, in trying to govern the world." Luther to Melanchthon.
Shadow of death. Mountains of sin obscuring the light of Truth.
Heathens helplessly resting, amid this terrible gloom.
The heart of darkness, the chosen home of the sinner.
Heathenism, like a damp cavern, chills the soul.
Pagans are the saddest of all men, seldom smiling.
Peace. All rest out of Christ, a mockery of repose.
"There is no peace, saith my God, to the wicked." Isa. xlviii. 22.
"I will have peace, adding drunkenness, &c." Deut. xxix. 19.

Guide. Christ, the Shepherd and Bishop of souls. 1 Peter ii. 25.

80. And the child grew, and waxed strong in spirit, and was in the deserts till the day of his shewing unto Israel.


Spirit. Wiser and stronger in spiritual life.

Deserts. 2 kinds. 1. Vast labyrinths of rocky hillocks, 80 feet high. Intervals covered with flinty pebbles of granite. Not a blade of grass, or shrub, or any sign of life. Camels passing over them 1000 years, leave no vestige. Hapless pilgrims wandering from the caravan, or sound of voices, without the magnet in great danger of being lost.

500 Pilgrims from Persia to Damascus, lately perished. Water is found everywhere, a few feet beneath the surface. But is far more briny, than the ocean.

2. Waves of shifting sand, of exceedingly minute particles. Retirement often useful for public service.

Moses in Midian. Elijah in the Desert. John the Bap.


Luther, Zuinglius, &c. Bunyan in Bedford Prison.

Day of his shewing. At 30 years of age he began to preach.

Luke iii. 23.

CHAPTER II.

1. And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a decree from Caesar Augustus, that all the world should be taxed.

The most brilliant period of all Revelation. 1. Divine Power in the Incarnation. 2. Wisdom in the time, place and circumstances. 3. Faithfulness. 4. Holiness, hiding His wonders from unbelievers. 5. Love. Jo. iii. 16.

Decree, of a heathen emperor, unconsciously fulfils prophecy. Gen.

Caesar. Second of the twelve Caesars, nephew to Julius. [xlii. 10.
Republic lasted 478 years, till Augustus, 81 B.C.

Augustus. Son of Octavius and Atia; licentious and treacherous.
Superstitious, oft borne to the temples before day, for prayer.
Generous, vain, ambitious, warlike, another Louis 14.
Cruel, 300 senators, 200 knights, murdered with his consent.
Defeated at sea, he dragged Neptune's statue into the sea.
Daughter Julia by her infamy, embittered his last days.
His dying words were "Have I not acted well my part?"
Reigned 44 years, died aged 76. A long and splendid reign.
In Augustus, see man's nothingness, amid earthly splendor.
In Mary, see highest destiny, amid earthly meanness.
Augustus intends simply to promote the glory of his reign.
But he only advances prophecies, and the birth of a King, unknown.
By the web of Providence, a monarchy begins, which will absorb Rome and all others. Dan. ii. 44.

Caesar, unintentionally, a mere official in God's kingdom.

World. Name assumed by ambition and given by flattery to Rome.
The civilised world was then all subject to Rome.
All the world are now summoned to be enrolled, subjects, of a higher King.

Taxed. Gr. Registered census, basis of taxes and enlisting.
Every five years as in the U.S. Rome took a census.

2. And this taxing was first made when Cyrenius was governor of Syria.

**Taxing.** First named, 2 Kings xv. 20. Renewed by Romans at Archelaus's fall.
Males from 14, and females 12 years of age to 65, paid 2 drachmas.
Continued by Vespasian and Domitian, and abolished by Nerva.
Rulers and Jews swore allegiance to Herod and Cæsar.
All seems chance, but God thus sets His seal on Christ's descent.
**First made.** Begun now, but finished eight years after.
Three years ordinarily taken by Rome to furnish census.
**Doomday** book of Wm. the Conqueror took 6 years.
Joab was nearly a year taking that of Israel.
Cyrenius, or Quirinus was Proconsul about 8 or 10 years after Christ's birth.
Sulpicius Quirinus, ancient patrician family of Rome.
Was honored with a public funeral by the Senate.
**Syria.** Heb. Aram. Syria or Tsur (Tyre). Probably the origin of the name. Tyre being the first town of Syria known to the Greeks.
Smith. Dict.
Subdued by Cyrus 528, B.C. Alexander 352, B.C. Pompey 65 B.C.
Druses, Maronites, Nestorians: Damascus is the capital.
Population one million. Ruins of Baal-bec and Palmyra.
Theatre of Greek, Jewish, Parthian, Roman, Saracen, Crusade wars.

---

**Kupníciov.** The 2nd verse a gloss, Volckmer, Kuinoel, Olshausen. Article omitted, Marsh, Lachmann. Five taxings under Cyrenius, Zumpt, Wordsworth. Census made before C. was ruler, Tholuck, Wieseler. Assessment and census, Ehrard. Priestly census confounded with Roman, Schleiermacher. αὐτῆς for αὐτῆ, discriminating between the decree and the enrolment, Lange, Oosterse. προπόνησις for πρόπονης, i.e. previous, Cassubow, Gesenius. Saturninus joined with Cyrenius, Grofius, Elsy. Luke alludes to one of two taxings, Pridex. Enrolment confined at first to Judea, Rosenmuller, Kuinoel. Registry in Herod's time, and the taxing some ten years after, Campbell. Begun now, and completed under Cyrenius, 8 or 10 years after, Hales Doddridge. Highly probable that Quirinus or Cyrenius was twice governor of Syria, Zumpt, Alford, in loco. The Greek text is not the usual elegant style of Luke, Marsh.

---

2. And all went to be taxed, every one into his own city.

**Taxed.** Angelic announcement of greatness, not earthly.
Enrolment, subjects her to trouble, want and danger.
**Cæsar's pride** prompted, God's purpose directed the census.
**To locate** an infant's birth, 60 millions of persons are enrolled.
Church and State records prove Him to be David's Son.
Augustus thinks not of laying the foundations of a lasting empire.
Thus Darius, Cyrus, Sennacherib, fulfil God's designs.
Every one. Rome included men, women, and children at home.
But then this census was made at their dwelling place, not at that of
their extraction.

Own city. Pagan laws executed by Jews after their customs.
Jews clung to the shadow, long after the substance was gone.
Judea under Roman rule, civil, but under Jewish, ecclesiastical.
Each family had to be enrolled with its own tribe.
Ancestral city, that was legally Mary's and Joseph's home.
If the law were enforced, their inheritance was there also.

4. And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out of the city of Nazareth, into Judea, unto
the city of David, which is called Bethlehem, (because he was of the house and lineage
of David.)

Went up. Travellers from all points ascend, going to Jerusalem.
Journey a type of our pilgrimage. 1. Dark in the beginning.
2. Difficult in progress. 3. Glorious in the end.
A badge of their lost independence.

A humble carpenter represents the royal house of David.
David a Shepherd, Shepherd of Israel was born there.
Bethlehem Ephratah, foretold as Christ's birthplace. Micah v. 2.
Six miles south of Jerusalem, built of white stone.
Here David was anointed King by Samuel. 1 Sam. vii. 16.
Water coveted by David, was poured out to the Lord.
Rachel buried; Naomi, Ruth and Mary dwelt.
Empress Helena built a church over the grot.
Population 1500—ferocious, indolent, rapacious.
5. To be taxed with Mary his espoused wife, being great with child.

Taxed. Fulfilling the mark of Nativity, set up seven centuries before.
Pharaoh must dream, that Joseph may be governor.
Ahasuerus is wakeful, that Mordecai may save the Jews.
Belshazzar must dream, that Daniel may prophesy.
Nazareth was Mary's home, but not Christ's birthplace.
Rulers decree, but "There be higher than they." Eccl. v. 8.
Espoused. Betrothed—honour put on the marriage state.
Child. "Unto us a child is born." Isa. ix. 6

γυναικί, cancelled, Lachmann, Tischendorf, OsterCam. Some opposed royal line intentionally, Calvin. With Mary, Jesus was also enrolled, Justin, Tertullian, Chrysostom.

6. And so it was, that, while they were there, the days were accomplished that she should be delivered.

7. And she brought forth her firstborn son, and wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger; because there was no room for them in the inn.

Accomplished. God's time up; a deluge flows; a sceptre departs, or Shiloh comes.

Brought forth. Ambition, curiosity, or svarice had devised the taxing. But Augustus unconsciously ministers to the Divine decree. Yet follows the unfeathered dictates of his own heart. Christ's birth, a hiding of His glory, teaches us humility. On a journey, teaches we are all pilgrims on earth. Stable, teaches self-denial, and puts a stain on earthly pride. The day or month of the nativity utterly unknown. The precise year is believed to be 4 years before A.D. 1.

Firstborn. Privileges of birthright. 1. Special consecration to God.
2. Authority over the others. 3. Priesthood. 4. Double inheritance.
5. Father's dying blessing. "Christ, firstborn among many brethren."

“Messenger shall suddenly come.” Mal. iii. 1. “Seventy weeks.”
The temple of Janus was shut 12 years for the fifth time. [Dan. ix. 24.]
Monarch, universally expected, Suetonius, Tacitus, Josephus.
Swaddling bands. With which Hebrews closely bound infants.
Used to prevent distortion of limbs by weakness.
Foundation stone of a new heaven and a new earth. 1. School of deep
humility. 2. Of steadfast faith. 3. Of ministering love. 4. Of
joyful hope.
Jesus has consecrated all the hard places where His people must lie.
Manger, Heb. trough. Having no hay, mangers not found in the East.
God and Man, Heaven and Earth, Old and New Covenants meet.
Manger. 1. Scene of God’s glory. 2. Sanctuary of Christ’s honor.
The precise spot of the Nativity is now unknown.
Stupendous contrasts oft occur in the life of the Redeemer.
No room. Not a sign of poverty, but of necessity.
Oriental pilgrims still place infants in as rude quarters,
The world never has room for Christ or His followers.
We should sigh, if the same world rejecting Jesus, should receive us.
Yet He rejects none. In His heart there is room for all! Luke xiv. 23.
Inn, unloosing. A place where travellers lay aside their burdens.
Blessings of ransomed millions through eternity rest on that child’s
The tinsel of Earth’s greatness, fades before the Son of God. [head.
Simple record of the wonders of God’s empire, without one comment.

Frete, painless birth, (a superstitition of Rome,) Bossuet. πωτόρ. ordinarily
implies, parents had other children; thus Matt. xiii. 55 distinctly teaches. A Papal
dogma teaches her perpetual virginity. Even Augustine was deceived. Luke viii. 19,
“swaddling,” used to prevent distortion of limbs through weakness, Herodotus.
Mardonius the Persian carried a manger of brass with him, Herodotus.
Lodging place, Wesetem, Kainocl. Roof with open sides, Bloomfield. Modern kahns
have walls, but no roof. Heli resided here, Lightfoot. A manger, Campbell, Mayor.
A cave,—Justin Martyr, born 100 years after, within 40 miles of the spot, Eulicott,
Olschansen. Feeding trough, Owen. Was Christ born on 26th December? Rome
answers, Yes. March, Bochart. October, Scaliger. 15th September, Lightfoot. April
6th, Grenwell. Alford. Autumn, Robinson. 15th August, Lardner. September,
Newcombe. May 20, W. & W. Clem. Alex. 300 A.D., writes, that the time was unknown
then. Maximus of Turin, 500 A.D., uncertain. Bishop of Egypt, 600 A.D., first
observed in time of Chrysostom, 888 A.D. Lately established, Gregory of Nyssa, 888 A.D.
First fixed in the west, December 25th—683 A.D., by Julius I, Bishop of Rome. The
period of the Saturnalia, Drama. Solstitial Festival charmed Christians from the
Church, Festus. Miming Pagan and Christian festivals would purify the former,
Peter Chrysologus, Neander, vol iii., page 412—421. 400 A.D., Christmas not celebrated
3. And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flock by night.

Country. Regions of Bethlehem.
Shepherds. Patriarchs by digging a well, claimed pasture right.

In Bible history God has singularly honored toil.
While Moses watched the flock, Angel of the covenant came.
David was anointed, and Jacob blest, tending flock.
Jesus Himself the "Good Shepherd." Jo. x. 14, Psa. xxiii, Isa. xl. 11.
God sanctions honest toil, by giving the shepherds the first tidings.
Abiding. In tents or towers. Gen. xxv. 21.
They were responsible for lost sheep,—exposed to wild beasts.
Watch. Luke, xii. 88. This humble unknown circle, known to God's
Under shepherds vigilant, receive divine visits of mercy. [angels.
Lord begins to show where Sovereign mercy selects.
Proud sensual dwellers at Jerusalem, passed by.
Flock. The wealth and comfort of Orientals, greatly in flocks.
Like Simeon and Nathaniel, they may have looked for the Messiah.


3. And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the Lord shone round about them; and they were sore afraid.

His birth announced, His birthsong sung by angel choir.
In His presentation, Simeon prophesies—Baptism, heaven opens.
In the garden, an angel aids Him—ascending, angels honor Him.
For 4000 years the Church had been looking for the Shiloh.
Now, the august proclamation has a worthy herald.
Upon them. Gr. poised above; idea of unexpected appearance.
Angel, visits not the manger, but the field.
Shows the hidden greatness of the Lord's coming.
The three embassies of God. 1. His Son to redeem. 2. The Angels to announce. 3. Men to adore Him.
Glory. "On wheels of light, on wings of flame,
The glorious host of Zion came."
Half the world seemed illumined by one angel. Rev. xviii. 1.
Moses' face by communion with God, caught the lustre. Ex. xxxiv. 29.
Shone. Light, that by which God, reveals Himself. Luke. xii. 49.
Light in the darkness. 1. of Sin. 2. of Ignorance. 3. of affliction.
4. of Death.
Mid-day darkened at the Redeemer's death.
Midnight illumined into day, at His birth.
Ancients thought death followed these visions. Judges. xiii. 22.
Exodus xxxiii. 20.


10. And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people.

Fear not. Saints need not fear friends, much less foes.
Conscious guilt fills the wicked with constant dread. Ezk. xxi. 7.
Behold. If angels wonder, man surely should regard.
Bring you. Each fallen creature feels the loss of peace.
Good tidings. Gr. gospel, first proclaimed by angels.
Final coming will be announced by an archangel.
Great joy, is often, 1. Secret; 2. Silent; 3. Childlike; 4. Modest;
5. Elevated.
Christ the only source of rational joy, among fallen men.
All, whose hearts were open to receive the Saviour.
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No joy to Herod, envious and cruel—to Pharisees, proud and covetous.
To earth's down-trodden millions, the news was welcome. Mark xii. 37.

11. For unto you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord.

Unto you. 1. A Saviour is born; 2. A Saviour is born; 3. A Saviour is born unto you; 4. To-day.
The Shepherds were Jews. "He came unto His own." John i. 11. This day. God's set time was come, though hope was weary. Isa. ix. 6. City of David. For long ages, God eyed this chosen spot. Jer. xxiii. 5. 1. Son of David, regal birth; 2. Saviour, sovereign goodness; 3. Christ, fulness of the Spirit; 4. Lord, Divine and Prophetic. Christ. Gr. anointed. Messiah. Heb. The O. T. foretold, Him, as God and man; Exalted and debased; Master and servant; Priest and victim; Prince and subject; Victor though dying. Rich and poor; King—yet a man of sorrows and infirmities. He allowed not demons to proclaim His office. Luke iv. 41. Name "Christ," occurs 514 times in the N. T.

ἔσωπα Ἰησοῦν, Boeletian. The angels, their spirits; and redeemed ones, Kenaikel. "Christ the Lord." Magnificent appellation, Bengel. These words meet only here, Alford. κυρίος only applicable to Jehovah, Bengel, Alford, Brown. ἡσιών, σωρητοῖς, august terms given the Sin-destroyer, but no created being, Olshausen. Χισιών, official title, Messiah, xxiii. 49. David, Isaiah, Daniel call Him Messiah. Christ, anointed, i.e. the anointed Prophet, Priest, and King, divinely chosen and qualified, J. F. Smith. He had no external official function. Ed.

13. And this shall be a sign unto you; Ye shall find the babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger.

Sign. Divine, certainly, but not necessarily miraculous.
Manger. In His nativity: in His temptation, among beasts. Mark i. 13. Believers, ambitious of high place, forget their Master's cradle.
A manger honored above a thousand glittering thrones. An ornament of His royalty; a throne of His glory.
He comes in humility, He reigns in humility.
He leads by humility,—manger and cross, a stumbling block to many. His infancy and death, are still rocks, wrecking human pride.
σημεῖον, τερατον, both ordinarily miracles, but the former a miracle wrought as a sign. σημεία, were not supernatural. In N.T., tokens of a higher power, Οὐκακασεα. βρίσκω, a, not the babe, Brown. The lowliness of his condition was a sign for believers, Bengel.

18. And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God, and saying,

Suddenly. The instantaneous flashings of the heavenly throng.
Angel. Supposed to have been Gabriel.
Heavenly host. Gr., Army. Celebrating peace; starry host.
Acts vii. 42.
Praising. Heavenly courtiers; models of those rejoicing in royal favor.
Happy beings, free from envy; the life-guard of the royal child.
The first hymn to the Incarnate, sung by angels.
They know the misery sin has caused: the door of mercy now open.
Their deep compassion to man revealed by their deep interest.
1. The choir singers from the new Jerusalem.
2. Salvation the theme, 3. Dwellers in heaven and earth the listeners.
Saying, or "singing,"—usual among the classics.


14. Glory to God in the highest, and on earth, peace, good will toward men.

Glory. Light, chosen emblem of the Deity. 1 John i. 5.
1, of Sovereignty. 2, of Wisdom. 3. Power. 4. Purpose. 5, of His Justice. 6. Holiness.
In the plan and execution of Redemption.
Redemption far more than Creation illustrates His Glory.
Highest. Heavens, where even angels tremblingly venture. Hcb. i. 3.
Peace. Prophecy cheered the church with hope: Prince of Peace. Isa. 9, 6 and 7.
1. Among nations. 2. Neighbours. 3. Families. 4. One's self.
By sin, man is at war with himself, his neighbours, and his God. Thirty-five times the present population of the globe has perished in war, Burke.

German war of 80 yrs. 1,000,000 perished. In Napoleon’s wars, 6,000,000, 1,000,000 perished during the late American Rebellion. 50 times the amount of property of the earth, has been destroyed in war. Peace, fruit of faith, repentance, reconciliation with God. Phil. iv. 2.

Prov. xvi. 7.


16. And it came to pass, as the angels were gone away from them into heaven, the shepherds said one to another, Let us now go even unto Bethlehem, and see this thing which is come to pass, which the Lord hath made known unto us.

Gone away. Angel visits bright, but brief visions on earth. Their errand ended, they return home to their blest seats. Heaven. Had they gauged our woes, sad tidings they might take back. Let us go. Love to Christ, lessens our interest, loosens our grasp, on earth. Faith, rather than curiosity, led them to Bethlehem. This thing. The babe fills their whole soul, as they forsake their flocks. Unto us. “If any man will do His will, &c.” “Secret of the Lord, &c.” Jo. vii. 17. Psa. xxv. 14.

Ἄξιον. retained. These shepherds I mean of whom I spoke, Volkmer, Owen. Cancelled, Tischendorf. Διάλεγμα. Let us cross the country, Wakefield. ἦμα a thing that is true, untruth is no thing; referred to Jesus, Ambrose.
16. And they came with haste, and found Mary and Joseph, and the babe lying in a manger.

**Come.** They were "not disobedient to the heavenly vision." Acts xxvi. 19. **In haste.** "What thy hand findeth, &c., do it with thy might." Ecc. 9-10.

"My soul made me like the chariots of Amminadib." Song vi. 12. **Mary.** Wife, named first. Creature before Creator. It shows the inversion introduced by the Incarnation.

**Babe.** "As much when in the manger laid, Almighty ruler of the sky." "As when the six day's work He made, and filled the morning stars with joy." Cowper.

**Manger.** The deep poverty of the virgin, no shock to their faith. They mutually told all the wonders, each had heard, and seen.

"Come." Mysteriously guided in the dark. Obedience hazards a conjecture that the stable or cave may have belonged to these shepherds. Seems clear the spot was somehow known to them by the angel's description. "with haste," martyr prisoners, taken for praying in Bow church-yard, cheered by the cheerful obedience of the shepherds, G. Hooper 1554. Parker, vol. 3., p. 317. "Manger," horse stall, Campbell.

17. And when they had seen it, they made known abroad the saying which was told them concerning this child.

**Seen it.** These worshippers not offended at the poverty of the manger. Halo of pictures round the head, borrowed from Heathen.

**Made known.** Good news would not let the lepers be silent. 2 Kg. vii. 9. "My cup runneth over," said David, rejoicing. Psa. xxi. 5. Shepherds, the first earthy, angels, the first heavenly preachers. Unselfish "love of Christ, constraineth" the believer. 2 Cor. v. 14. "We cannot but speak the things which, &c." Acts iv. 20. 1 John. i. 12.

18. And all they that heard it, wondered at those things which were told them by the shepherds.

**Wondered, that angels should tell shepherds, and not the priests.** Myriads since have heard, wondered, despised, and perished. Acts xiii. 41. Infinite Mind notes the secret yearnings of the humble. Psa. lxxix. 11. Many admired His words, but stumbled at His birth. Rom. ix. 32. Crowds wondered at His miracles; but rejected His gospel. Jo. vi. 66.
19. But Mary kept all these things, and pondered them in her heart.

Mary. Leaves to Providence to clear up her good name.
Pondered. Gr. kept in active remembrance; "revolving them."
She was doubtless ignorant of many things concerning her mysterious
babe.
Her heart. She had "the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit."
1 Peter iii. 4.
Heart in Scripture is used for the seat of understanding, will, affections,
&c.
Her faith in the "angel tidings," had full exercise.

20. And the shepherds returned, glorifying and praising God for all the things that
they had heard and seen, as it was told unto them.

Shepherds. The first fruits of the Gospel Dispensation.
Returned. Earth as well as the church, has its cares and joys.
Glorifying. They seemed to join in the chorus of the angels' song.
Praising. Implicit faith, and prompt obedience, ever rewarded.
Their simple faith, and sublime songs linger round Christ.
The Manger and Cross, foolishness to Greeks and Jews. 1 Cor. i. 28.
But saints ever draw thence, their inspiration and life of love.

21. And when eight days were accomplished for the circumcision of the child, his name
was called JESUS, which was so named of the angel before he was conceived in the
womb.

Eight. Law was exacting as to the time, even Sabbath. Gen. xvii. 12.
"Was in all points made like unto his brethren." Heb. ii. 17.
In Him, a virtual pledge to die. Phil. ii. 8. sinless. 1. Jo. 3-5.
The law was honored,—scandal of uncircumcision failed. Gal. v. 11.
He could thus alone be heard as a teacher in Israel.
Jews would have held him an uncircumcised apostate.
Above the law, He obeyed it, to free us from the law.
Under the law, Rom. viii. 3. He became a debtor, &c. Gal. v. 8.
This rite counted Him a stranger, now a "Beloved Son." Mat. iii. 17.
Innocent, He still takes the mark and shame of sin.
This Divine Infant dignifies the rite, and silences the ignorant.
What good is there in circumcising, or baptising a child?
Answer—Jehovah ordained it, and submitted to it.
He now honors the indenturing of children to Himself, by baptism.
Jesus. Luke i. 31. A Prince, Law-giver, Prophet, Priest and King,
He passed by all these, for a name full of mercy, Jesus.

"Circumcising." This disproved His body being a phantom, as Docetists and
Manicheans held. Not actually necessary, but in the divine plan, Oehausen. Jesus,
Greek form of the name Joshua or Jeshua, a contraction of Jehoshua, that is "Help of

32. And when the days of her purification according to the law of Moses were ac-
complished, they brought him to Jerusalem, to present him to the Lord.

Purification. Male required 40, a female 80 days.
The rite demanded for the sake of his mother, not the child.
Sprinkling of hyssop and of blood, refers to the pollution of sin.
Law. Levitical system of types and shadows.
Moses. Heb. drawn out of the water. Was exposed on the Nile.
Returning to his kindred, he slew an oppressing Egyptian.
Fled to Midian in Arabia, married Jethro's daughter.
At Horeb, God appeared in a burning bush.
Divinely authorized with his elder brother Aaron, returns to Egypt.
1. Miracle of rod turned into serpent. 2. Nile changed to blood:
Leads out Israel to the Red Sea, divides it, crosses it.
Quails, Manna in the desert, Law given at Sinai.
Rock gives water, Aaron's rod blossoms, Corah, &c. destroyed.
Amorites overcome, Balaam's curses changed to blessings.
In full strength at 120 years of age, dies, and God hid his body.
He wrote the Pentateuch. 90th Psalm, and possibly Job.
Rebuilt by Zerubbabel, 526. Taken by Alexander 352 B.C.
By Ptolemy, 324. Antiochus, 170. Retaken, Maccabees, 163. B.C.
Pompey 63 B.C. Destroyed by Titus 70 A.D.
Jews banished by Hadrian 135 A.D., named the new city Aelia Capitolina, A.D. 136.
Helena, mother of Constantine built church of the Holy Sepulchre 326.
Julian miraculously baffled in attempts to refute Christ A.D. 363.
Taken by Chosroes. 618. A.D. by Greeks 625. A.D. Omar 637.
By Crusaders 1099. Saladin 1187. By Raymond’s treachery restored 1242.
to the Latins. Sultans of Egypt 1291. Selim 1517. Turks hold it 1865.
It stands on Mountains of Judea 2400 ft. above the sea.
The promontory with steep descent 500 feet above Kidron Hinnom.
The city stands on three Mounts, Moriah, Zion, Acora.
Is 32 miles distant from the sea, 18 from the Jordan, 20 from Hebron, 36 from Samaria.
Wall 2½ miles around, 60 feet high, 8 feet thick, built 1594.
4 Gates, 2000 houses, 5000 Jews, Orientals 25,000.
Jerusalem in ruins, fulfilment of our Lord’s prophecies. Luke xxiv. 5, to 20,
Present. i.e. publicly Joseph, could do it.
Believing parents desire to consecrate their children to God.


23. (As it is written in the law of the Lord, Every male that openeth the womb shall be called holy to the Lord.)

Written. Every step of our Lord’s life fulfills some prophecy.
Lk. i. 68. First born, holy since the 1st Passover. Ex. xiii. 2.
First born offered, and redeemed for 5 shekels. Num. xviii. 15 16.
Redeemed from the earthly, He founded a spiritual temple. Heb. ix. 11.

“Law.” Redemption from being sacrificed. *εἰδὼν.* First-born of his mother, Campbell.

94. And to offer a sacrifice according to that which is said in the law of the Lord, a pair of turtle doves, or two young pigeons.

*Sacrifice.* Its origin was *divine* like circumcision.
Established immediately after the fall. Gen. iv. 4.
If not divinely sanctioned, would have been superstition.
*Pair.* One a burnt offering, the other a sin offering.
Mary had no idea of her *immaculate* conception.
Had she been able, a *lamb* was required.
The Magi had not yet brought their princely present.
She in the Temple publicly declared her poverty. Lev. xii. 8.
Jesus nursed and tended by a poor woman. 2 Cor. viii. 9.
He ate poor man’s food, wore a poor man’s apparel.
He wrought at a poor man’s work, shared his troubles.
This should silence the murmuring of the poor.
*Turtle doves,* noted for rapid flight. Ps. lv. 6. Plumage. Ps. lxviii. 18.
*Beauty of eyes.* Cant. i. 15. *Emblem of Peace,* Gen. viii. 8. [v. 14]
Semiramis placed them on Assyrian standard.
They were the only birds offered in sacrifice. Lev. v. 7. xii. 6.
*Pigeons,* larger and more easily *domesticated* than doves.
Redemption price paid for Jesus, very *small.*
The price He paid for our Redemption *infinite.* 1 Pet. i. 18-9.
The holiest are not the richest, therefore despise not the poor Mary cannot bring a lamb, but brings the “Lamb of God.”

Δυνάμει. Index of poverty unnoticed by the fathers. Elliott. τρυγόνων from τρυγόνω to murmur or mourn, Mayer.
ON ST. LUKE.

25. And, behold, there was a man in Jerusalem, whose name was Simeon; and the same man was just and devout, waiting for the consolation of Israel: and the Holy Ghost was upon him.

Simeon. Heb. One who obeys. First prophet to proclaim the Advent.
Devout. God has His elect in the darkest times.
Lot in Sodom. Obadiah in Ahab’s train.
Daniel in Babylon. Jeremiah in Zedekiah’s court.
Waiting. expecting life in Heaven, the way to live on earth.
Consolation. The Church had been waiting for many ages. Gen.
The sufferings of the Jews had been, and were then, great. [xix. 18.
For ages the Messiah had been styled the Consoler.
A common oath “May I never see the Consolation of Israel”.
A long sad silent preparation for earth’s noblest scene.
Not like the sensual crowd, for an earthly deliverer.
“I waited for the Lord, more than they who watch for the morning”. Ps.
xxx. 6.

“Simeon,” hearing with acceptance, Gesenius. Supposed to have been son of Hillel,
and father of Gamaliel, Lightfoot. Alford. avβηρ. merely hints a lower rank, Oishausen.
“Tradition” says he received sight on Jesus’ approach, Oosterse. “Waiting,” God
fulfils His word in silence, without leaving the threads of the web in mortal hands,
Alford. Expectations of all nations of a Deliverer, Trench. “Consolation.” Paralele
refers to suffering state, Messiah would remove, Oishausen. “If I speak not truth, may
I never see the Consolation of Israel,” Lightfoot.

26. And it was revealed unto him by the Holy Ghost, that he should not see death,
before he had seen the Lord’s Christ.

Revealed. Here, we cannot know, to doubt is presumption. Luke i. 3.
Return of prophecy, a token of the Messiah being come.
It was the earliest dawn of the Gospel Day.
See Death, feel the pains of dying. An Orientalism.
Saints before Christ were taught as really by Him as after.
Before the angel Gabriel had fixed the date. Dan. ix. 25.
The Eastern World expected some great personage.
Lord’s. Seeing the Messiah, gilded the gloom of the grave.
κόρην, to transact business, or guide public affairs, also to consult an oracle. In N.T. sense—to be Divinely warned or instructed, Ed.

27. And he came by the Spirit into the temple: and when the parents brought in the child Jesus, to do for him after the custom of the law.

Spirit. An irresistible impulse from the Lord.
Like Anna, his heart draws him to the house of prayer.
1. The Holy Ghost his Leader. 2. Faith his consolation. 3. Piety his life. 4. Saviour his joy. 5. To depart for heaven, his desire.
Parents, came to register Him among the firstborn.
Child. They who seek Him, will find Him in the sanctuary. Heb. x. 25.
He never fails to reveal His mercy to those who seek. Ps. lxix. 2.
Prophet enters Jerusalem and sees God’s glory. Ezek. viii. 8.

28. Then took he him up in his arms, and blessed God, and said.

His arms. Promises of God, are often more than fulfilled.
He was to see, but he embraces the Consolation of Israel.
Thus the priest presented the child to God by consecration.
No classic scene recorded, approaches this in tender sublimity.
Ministers taking infants up in baptism here sanctioned, Mark x, 16.

αὐτῷ of his own accord, Betpsel. Simeon thought to be a priest, Winer. The child held during the blessing, Meyer, Ellicott.

29. Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace, according to thy word.

The sight kindles his heart to a farewell song.
His song the last note of O.T. Psalmody. Christian’s death.
1. God for his glory. 2. Has a song on his lips. 3. Christ in his arms.
Depart. Gr. dismiss, slaves were thus sent from masters.
The spiritual office of the aged servant was closing.
Peace. 1. Christ the King. 2. His gospel of peace. 3. His Kingdom of peace. 4. Heaven’s reward of peace.


30. For mine eyes have seen thy salvation.

Seen. No eye is satisfied with seeing, until it sees Christ. Ecc. i. 8. The eye of faith with Divine power, rests not there. It receives rays of light, streaming from His entire Life. It embraces His manger, His cross, His triumphs, as the Redeemer of men, the Conqueror of sin, death, and hell. God's elect never die, until they have seen Jesus. 1 John iii. 6. "The King in all his beauty" cannot be seen on earth. 1 Peter i. 8. Salvation, everlasting, from the guilt and curse of sin. Luke xix. 9. He beholds the world's Saviour in that helpless babe. His mind fastens on the thing, not the person. Some saints before the time of Christ had clear views of the gospel. Abraham saw my day and was glad. John viii. 56.

31. Which thou hast prepared before the face of all people; 32. A light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of thy people Israel.

Prepared, by types, shadows, and prophecies, for 4000 years. All people. Christ the forming centre of His saints. Isaiah xi. 10. God's blessings no secret charm, kept only for the few. Full and free as sunlight, without money or price. Isaiah iv. 1. A Jew publishes the Saviour to the world, at His birth. Light. Luke iii. 16, and xii. 49: is essentially active and spreading. Christ, like light, renders visible the beauty of all things. His absence also leaves all in gloom and woe.
Gentiles. Learned and polished, yet childish idolators, or secret sceptics.
Selfish men are willing to enter heaven alone.
Fanaticism would exterminate, rather than convert, heathen.
Gentiles, placed before Jews (verse 32), hints at a future preference.
2. Glory of the Gentiles. 3. Highest gift to both.
Christianity the true glory. 1. Of every being. 2. Of every home.
3. Of every government. It alone elevates the masses.
With this swan-like song, he bids farewell to earth.
His prophetio views, much clearer than the disciples'.

φῶς, to make the Gentiles known, Wakefield. That God, Christ, and their own condition may be revealed in the light of Christ, Bengel. ἀποκάλυψιν, L. Uncovering.
2. Disclosing divine mysteries. 3. Appearance. ἃνωθεν and λάδος used for the Jews; plural ἃνωθεν always refers to Gentiles. In the face of these prophecies, the Jews ignored the Gentiles, Elsey. "Gentiles" first named, as their conversion precedes the Jews', Ford.

83. And Joseph and his mother marvelled at those things which were spoken of him.
Marvelled. At the divine evidence of their previous views.
Fresh wonder at each new sign, filled their minds.
No outward facts prepared them for the mysterious welcome of their Son,
in His Father's house. i. e. the temple.


84. And Simeon blessed them, and said unto Mary his mother, Behold, this child is set for the fall and rising again of many in Israel; and for a sign which shall be spoken against;
Blessed. Inspired, a pledge of Jehovah to fulfil his words.
Mary. Simeon hints the Divine paternity of the child.
Behold. Solemnly directs attention of the hearer.
Set. Gr. uith. "Behold I lay in Zion" (appoint). Isaiah xxviii. 16.
A figure taken from a stone in path of travellers.
Divinely set, but ever caused by man’s own unbelief. 1 Peter ii. 8.
Many eyes fixed upon Him, many tongues against Him.

Fall. Proud stumble at our foundation stone.
Unbelief alone ruins. “Savor of life,” &c. 2 Cor. ii. 16.
“Rock of Salvation.” Psa. lxxxix. 26, is the place of shipwreck.
Jews and Greeks stumbled at His birth and death. 1 Cor. i. 23.
His self-denying doctrines, His holy life, His trade.
The first hint of unbelief, opposing Messiah’s throne.
Angels had only announced great joy.

Fall. 1. It is not otherwise. 2. It cannot. 3. It ought not. 4. It will not be otherwise.
The Gospel, the great Touchstone of moral character.
Spirit quenched, is withdrawn. Mercies despised tend to ruin.
Privileges high; condemnation deep. Jo. xv. 22. Mat. xi. 23.
Rising. Not “again,” but for the fall and rising of many.
Spoken. Satan’s malice, man’s contempt. Isaiah liii. 8.
Men, however diverse in customs, agree in maligning Jesus.
Imply pointed hatred, and deliberate malice.
Had a devil. John viii. 52. Blasphemed. Mark xiv. 64.

Kétrac shall be, Tyndale. Lies in my arms, Meyer. Appointed for, Meyer.
Mistranslate to vindicate God from being the Author of Sin, Michaelis. “Fall.” Pun-
tence preceding conversion, Alford, Bengel, Brown. Wilfully and finally impetuous,
Oeconom, Grotius. Disappointed as to a temporal Messiah, Le Clerc. “Rising.”
Resurrection. Tyndale. αὐτοῦ Jesus and parents, Pools. Parents, Bengel. σημάδια,
figure from a target, Macknight.

95. (You, a sword shall pierce through thy own soul also;) that the thoughts of many
hearts may be revealed.

A Sword. A javelin used in Thrace.
The infamous treatment of Jesus, a dart in a mother’s heart.
This casts a shade over the joyful tone of the prophecy.
Mercies and trials go hand in hand with saints.
Thoughts. Gr. reasonings. Disputations, indices of the heart. N.T.
Ambitious thoughts of a Messiah were sadly disappointed.
Hearts. Bible regards the heart, the central point of personal life. Errors of the head less dangerous, than those of the heart. Believers with a right heart, may hold erroneous creeds. We need the head for life, but the heart for death also.
Rovesealed. Wherever Christ goes, His claims compel a decision. Jesus ever appears a judge, during the progress of the race. Continued neutrality towards Him, is impossible. No mask can long keep the chief desires of man secret. Self-love may work secretly, but unfolds powerfully.
Life—a scene of constant unfolding of character. Mat. xiii. 30.


95. And there was one Anna, a prophetess, the daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe of Aser: she was of a great age, and had lived with a husband seven years from her virginity.

Anna. Heb. gracious. Another of the pious circle of Jerusalem.
Prophetess. The spirit of Deborah and Huldah rested on her.
Phanuel or Penuiel "vision of God." Gen. xxxii. 30.
Aser. This tribe returned not after the captivity. 2 Kings xvii. 6
Tribe dwelt near Carmel in the rich plains of Esdraelon.
Husband, not named, but her father is.
Seven years married, the rest is honored widowhood.
Her tender fidelity in treasuring her husband's memory.
Jews anciently highly praised characters of this class.
Prophetess as one celebrating God's praises, a female teacher. 1 Cor. xiv. 3. Stier.
She brought up Mary. Sepp.

96. And she was a widow of about fourscore and four years, which departed not from the temple, but served God with fastings and prayers night and day.

A term of loneliness, helplessness, and woe, in all languages.

Eighty-four. Extreme old age, and infant Jesus, in contrast.

female.

Forsaken and forgotten by the world, but not by God.

"In Christ neither male nor female, but faith." Gal. v. 6.

Departed not, till her patience was crowned at last.

Aged saints feel the need of prayer. "Grey hairs a crown." Pro. xvi. 31.


Ex. xxxviii. 8.

The extreme retiredness of Oriental females, explains this.

A screen now separates them in Eastern synagogues.


Regular hours of temple worship nine A.M. and three P.M.


The first breakings of the silence of the grave by songs. Isaiah xxvi. 19.

Music at night, sweet; discordant sounds are hushed.

Day. Prayer and praise must be unceasing. 1 Thess. v. 17. Lev. x. 7.

Next to angels, the aged celebrate the coming of Christ, hope of future
life. 2 Tim. i. 10.

had no office there, Lightfoot. Deaconesses in primitive Church. Rom. xi. 1. Servant,
Gr., deaconess, Chrysostom, Epiph. Office abolished, Council of Laodicea. Council of
Nice forbade laying hands on them. Found in Constantinople in 13th century, Herzog's
Cyclo. "Night" service more solemn, Alford. Copts near Thebes spend a night
monthly, in tents around their roofless church.

35. And she coming in that instant gave thanks likewise unto the Lord, and spoke of
him to all them that looked for redemption in Jerusalem.

Coming. Gr. Suddenly entering, joining in the praise.

That instant. Gr. hour, of Simeon's blessing.

Many expected the Messiah, but were not looking for Jesus.

Thanks. First female testimony to Christ. 1. Excited by long ex-
pectations. 2. Based on personal sight. 3. Given with full candor.


Looked. Joint expectants of mercy, will be sharers of His praise.
Redemption. The yoke lay heavily on the Jewish nation.
Freedom from temporal bondage, and spiritual tyranny.
The daughter of Phanuel, the first preacher of Christ in Jerusalem.
Anna richly rewarded, for her pious assiduity in watching.


99. And when they had performed all things according to the law of the Lord, they returned into Galilee, to their own city Nazareth.


Returned, from Egypt to Nazareth, as bid by the angel. Matt. ii. 20. The gold of the "wise men" help to bear their expenses. When God has a work, means will never be wanting. When the Tabernacle needs gold, Pharaoh's treasures supply it. Ex. xii. 36.


Our Lord reveals Himself only to an elect few. He then retires for 30 years, to an obscure place. Phil. ii. 7. The silence of the Bible, not the least sign of its divinity.

He waits His Father's command to reveal Himself. At a set time, He will preach, work wonders, and die.

Ἣδησαν. At the Presentation an old man and woman are attendants. Poor mother, equally poor husband, with the Lord, an infant, in his arms. Verily God's ways are not our ways. Matthew's account of Magi, &c., Luke had not heard, Alford.—If not untrue, unquestionably an irreverent note, Author. Events before the Presentation, Lange. After, Oesterrae. Different traditions, Olshausen. "Returned." About to settle in Bethlehem to educate Jesus, Foote.
40. And the child grew, and waxed strong in spirit, filled with wisdom; and the grace of God was upon him.

Child. Sinless in infancy, and innocent in childhood. His manhood mysterious, union of humanity and Divinity. To Him the Source of life, old age, alone, was unsuitable. Strong, in spirit; evident tokens of innate Divinity. Other children unfold inherent depravity of nature.

To others, He must have seemed an "incarnate angel," born on earth instead of heaven.


41. Now his parents went to Jerusalem every year at the feast of the passover.

Christ at 12 years old in the Temple.

Went. Gr. accustomed. Public and family worship go hand in hand. But one incident recorded of a life of 30 years. Such historical reticence, indicates a Divine origin. The journey fatiguing, troublesome, and expensive. No danger, Archelaus had been banished by Augustus.

Jerusalem. Every year. They may have gone oftener. Parents are enjoined to observe God's appointed ordinances. Marriage leads them nearer to heaven or hell. Elkanah to Hannah "Do what seemeth thee good." 1 Sam. 1. 23. Rachel to Jacob "What God hath said unto thee, do." Gen. xxxi. 16. Their Son was better able to teach them, than Rabbis. "My soul fainteth for the courts &c." Ps. lxxiv. 2. "God loveth gates of Zion." Ps. lxxxvii. 2.

Set apart 4 days. Christ prepared for the Sacrifice.
Bitter herbs, Christ received with bitter repentings.
No bone broken. Fulfilled in Jesus. Jo. xix. 36.
Blood sprinkled on the doors. Christ's on the heart.
No leavened bread eaten, no leaven of pride or malice. 1 Cor. v. 8.
A herald announced through all Judea the coming feast, Nisan.
The angel passed over the Hebrew dwellings. Ex. xii.

42. And when he was twelve years old, they went up to Jerusalem after the custom of the feast.

Twelve. The established Jewish age of first sharing the Passover.
Went up, to Jerusalem, both as a metropolis, and high position.
The city stands among the highest mountains of Judea.
Custom, when holy, deserves attentive obedience.
Feast. 1 Passover—Deliverance of the first-born. Ex. xii. 42.
2. Pentecost or Harvest home, fifty days after Passover. Lev. xxiii. 16.
3. Tabernacles, or their tenting 40 years in the wilderness. Lev. xxiii. 34.

Three times a year, all the males went up to Jerusalem. Ex. xxxiv. 23.
Women, according to the maxims of Hillel, bound to go up once a year, to Passover.


43. And when they had fulfilled the days, as they returned, the child Jesus tarried behind in Jerusalem.

Fulfilled. Observed all the solemn rites of the seven days.
Days. Seven for unleavened bread, one for Passover.
Returned. Jerusalem is good, so also is Nazareth.
Work and worship, serve to relieve each other.
Redeemer enthroned, listens to their infant praise. Matt. xxi. 15.
David, on his throne, loved to lead the youthful band. Psa. viii. 2.  
Behind. Jesus sometimes hides Himself from the best of saints.  
Mother. Joseph, by the Evangelists, never called Father.  
Mary, unwilling to acknowledge His Divinity, calls Joseph "Father."

"Fulfilled," Jews must remain 7 days. Deut. xvi. 8. Peter and Cleophas left the third. Luke xxiv. 18. Lightfoot. "knew not," accustomed to his thoughtfulness and obedience, they were free from anxiety, till they discovered he really was not in the company. Oelhausen, μὴ γνῶσις, Mayer. οί γονεῖς, Griesbach, Lackmann, Tischendorf.

44. But they, supposing him to have been in the company, went a day’s journey; and they sought him among their kinsfolk and acquaintance.  
Company. Orientals dare not travel, nor dwell alone. Villages stand like islands in the ocean—nothing between. A festal caravan is secure from robbers, and source of pleasure.  
Days, &c. Ordinarily now 20 miles—then, likely a few miles.  
Sought. Gr. extreme solicitude, the child being the subject of many miracles.  
His deep reverence, and uniform obedience, afforded great comfort. Devotion in Him, was nowise disrespect to them. Too many try to seek Jesus now among worldly friends. Oftener is He lost in prosperity, than in adversity.

45. And when they found him not, they turned back again to Jerusalem, seeking him.  
Found not. The Son of man, once a lost Son. Jesus lost amid the world’s bustle, and found in the temple. Losing comfort in Christ, we must look for the cause.  
Turned back, not to be discouraged, when failing once.

46. And it came to pass, that after three days they found him in the temple, sitting in the midst of the doctors, both hearing them, and asking them questions.  
Three days. He teaches his parents, He could live without them. A type of His disciples losing Him for three days.  
Found. They had come to pray for guidance and success. Assured if they could find God, they soon would find Jesus.  
As a child, He desired ever to be God's servant. Christ in the Temple, "The glory of the latter house." Hag. ii. 9. Sitting. Pupils sat at the feet of their teachers. Luke x. 39. In the seat of the scholar, He predicts the Throne of the Teacher. He could have taught, but in humility, He learns. Doctors. 71 members in the Sanhedrim sat on raised seats. Hearing. "Let every man be swift to hear, slow to speak." Jas. i. 19. Asking. "Disputing" with doctors, a wrong interpretation of His act. Questions. The teachers carried on their instructions by questions. Rightly to question, the highest wisdom of the learner. His after teachings intimate the nature of these questions. He will soon denounce heavy woes on these Rabbis.

47. And all that heard him were astonished at his understanding and answers.

Astonished. Gr. transport of admiration—A child excites astonishment, but shews none. Their surprise greatly increased by His modesty.

His great faith, the cause. David wiser than teachers. Psa. cxix. 100. He gave men a taste of His Divine knowledge.

Understanding. "I have more understanding than my teachers." Psa. cxix. 99.

Answers. Rabbis must quickly have questioned Him in return.

48. And when they saw him, they were amazed: and his mother said unto him, Son, why hast thou thus dealt with us? behold, thy father and I have sought thee sorrowing.

Amazed. Such a scene had not been witnessed before on earth. Mother. Had Joseph been His father, Mary would not have spoken. Contrary to all custom the foster father is silent.

Said, privately. She could not rebuke after such a scene.

Thy father. Knowing the secret mystery, she says not, parents.

Father by representation, head of the family, tutor, guardian.

Dealt. The first and last reproof He ever received.
This word, proof of Mary's infirmity, fretting over her son. 
Note Mary's over hasty zeal, and Jesus' heavenly tranquility. 
Sought. Those who find Him, have ever sought Him sorrowing. 
Sorrowing. Betrays the weakness of affection and humanity. 
Self love comprehends not Christ's holy rigor to friends. 
No grief like his, who has lost a Saviour once loved. 
The miracles around His nativity, had already become dim.

49. And he said unto them, How is it that ye sought me? wist ye not that I must be about my Father's business. 

Said. The first recorded words of the Redeemer on earth! 
Words of Consecration, Self-denial, Zeal, Sacrifice. 
How is it, implies, He gave them ground to know him better. 
The stupendous miracles of which He was the subject. 
They should have known more; but the heart is dull. 
With more faith, she herself would have led Him hither. 
Twelve years of quiet life, found not Mary's faith always awake. 
Sought. He acknowledges no error, expresses no anxiety. 
Wist. Sax, think or know. A rebuke, not reproach. 
My father. Mary said "Thy Father," He replies "My Father." 
"Thy husband, you soon will learn, is not My Father." 
"My Father sought me not, for I am always with Him." 
A seal is now set to the angel's mysterious words. Luke i. 32. 
A ray now gilds the obscurity of the angel's visit at Nazareth. 
The key note of the whole future life of the Lord. 
His conscious Divinity begins to reveal itself. 
The mother of Our Lord, must not interfere with His work. 
Children if able, may modestly instruct even parents. 1 Sam. xix. 4. 
They were not prepared for a direct appeal to His Father. 
Business. My Father's pleasure, is His only apology. 
Implying He would need no further guidance from them. 
He clearly claims Jehovah as His Father. 
Under that Divine Guide, He could not err, nor stray. 
Hereby He claims to be the Messiah, the Son of God.
And they understood not the saying which he spake unto them.

Understood not. Until "mother" was changed into "woman."

Jo. ii. 4.

And My Father. Publicly resounded in the temple.
The Holy mystery again folds up for 18 long years of trial.
We must not despise, what we do not comprehend.
Unto them. Henceforth Joseph disappears from the Gospels.
Mary perhaps dreamed of a Messiah, such as the Jews expected.

"Understood not." Priests are to be reticent towards parents, Quenel. Alas! for Rome and prejudice. What neither they, nor Rabbis had taught Him, Oosterse. They considered not attentively, Grotius. Their ignorance was strange, Meyer. Because the unfolding was so gradual, Stier. O. T. veil yet upon these, Olshausen. His parents understood not even the first wonders of His birth, Alford.

And he went down with them, and came to Nazareth, and was subject unto them: but his mother kept all these sayings in her heart.

Down. Roads descend every way from Jerusalem.
Subject. Gr. habitually subject.
He could attend Divine, and not neglect filial duties.
The Ruler of the world, an obedient child. Isa. ix. 6. 1 Cor. xv. 25.
He left Heaven, now His Father's house, for an humble home.
The settled custom of Jews taught sons a trade.

"Nazareth." Place, out of which men fancied no good thing could come, only truly good one had his dwelling, Pers. Germania. "Subject." Mark vi. 8 proves He wrought as

52. And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, and in favour with God and man.

Moses endured, and prayed 40 years in Midian, till called.
A 1000 years with God, in His plans, as one day. 2 Peter. iii. 8.
Wisdom, only as a man. Samuel a child. 1 Sam. ii. 26.
No human learning furnished His mind. Jo. vii. 15.
Youth, increasing in years, and decreasing in knowledge, hopeless.

Favor, i.e., this was unfolded to the eye of man.
His testimony against sin, soon wrought another feeling.
God. His friendship essential to our well-being.
Man. Those securing God's, in the end, will have man's interest also.
Men have attempted to tell us, how these things were.
The Bible silent, the wisest know just nothing at all. 1 Tim. iii. 16.
The Incarnation is a truth for humble faith, and adoring love.
For thirty years our Lord dwelt in obscurity.
Nathaniel, only 9 miles distant, never heard of Him.

CHAPTER III.

1. **NOW in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar, Pontius Pilate being governor of Judea, and Herod being tetrarch of Galilee, and his brother Philip tetrarch of Ituraea and of the region of Trachonitis, and Lysanias the tetrarch of Abilene.**

   **Now.** Eighteen years of the life of Jesus utterly veiled. Divinity of the Bible noted in its silence, as in speaking: lesson of humility. Year of Rome 779, and autumn of A.D. 27. [Military. Reign. The date when Tiberius was associated with Augustus.]

   **Tib. Caesar.** Successor to Augustus, and second Emperor; born 42 B.C. Won the esteem of the people, and love of his soldiers, by victories and kindness.

   Honored by four triumphs, he ascended the throne with the brightest prospects. But no sooner had obtained imperial power, than he displayed his odious character. Talented, ambitious, cruel, licentious, infamous, inhuman.

   Brutal towards his wife, and mother; poisoned his nephews. Kept secret spies as royal pensioners in many noble families. It is said, that there was not a noble family in Rome that escaped his vengeance.

   At length, dreading the rage of his people, he entrusted the government to Sejanus. Shutting himself up in the Island of Capri, for 10 years, indulged in infamous crimes.

   Falling into a swoon, his attendants thinking him dead, proclaimed Caligula. Recovering, he would have punished them, but they smothered him, A.D. 37. Aged 79.


   **Governor.** i.e. procurator, decided civil and criminal cases.

   **Judea.** Geography and divisions. Luke 1. 5. See Notes.

   **Herod, Antipas,** son of Herod the Great, and Malthace a Samaritan. Made by Augustus, Tetrarch, i.e. "Governor of a fourth."

   Weak, cunning, sensual, capricious, superstitious, and yet a Sadducee. He built Tiberias in honor of his Patron. Murdered John the Baptist. Went to Rome for a crown, was defeated by a nephew. Banished with Herodias, to Lugdunum (Lyons in Gaul,) died in Spain. All three names linked with political and moral misery.
Earth in the hands of the wicked, mourned. Job. ix. 24.
Mankind, like a starving crowd, in a besieged city. Seneca.
But the “stone cut out of the mountain” will overthrow and destroy
all evil powers, Dan. ii. 34.
Philip. Son of Herod the Great and Cleopatra of Jerusalem.
The only virtuous member of a proud and wicked family.
Married Salome, rebuilt Paneas, calling it Caesarea. Matt. xvi. 13.
Rebuilt Bethsaida, calling it Julius, died there A.D. 34.
Jtura. From Jetur, son of Ishmael. 1 Chron. i. 31. It lay N.E. of
Jordan.
Trachonitis. North-eastern part of Palestine; mountainous.
Lysanias. Unknown, probably a descendant of Lysanias son of
Polemy, put to death by Antony.
Abilene. Abila, 18 miles from Damascus, near Baalbec.
These facts shew Luke’s accurate historical knowledge.
Dates of Christ’s birth, death, resurrection, and ascension, not so accu-
rately noted as this.

"Fifteenth." Chronology omitted by Matt. and Mark, coincides with John’s impris-
onnement, Wieseler, Ellicott. Common era, 4 years too late, Usher. Tiberius’ statue is
now in the Louvre. He and our Lord the only ones who received divine worship at that
day, Cowper’s. ηγερέων. administration, Horne. Lieutenant, Tyndale.

2. Annas and Caiaphas being the high priests, the word of God came unto John the son
of Zacharias in the wilderness.

Annas. Deposed, but secured office for his five sons.
Caiaphas. Son-in-law to Annas. In office from 27 A.D. to 36.
He was a Sadducee and counselled Christ’s death. Jo. xi. 49, 50.
Examined Christ before the Sanhedrin, and condemned Him. Matt.
xxvi. 65-66.
He persecuted the Church. Acts iv. 6. Was deposed by Vitellius.
High in privilege like Balaam, we fear, like him perished.
High Priest. There could be but one legal H. P. in office at one time.
Luke i. 15.
Word of God. Special divine message to preach repentance.
 Ministers should have an inward and an outward call.


John's solitude not the recluse of monkery, but communion with God.

Anna, deputy. Lightfoot, Brown. Vice President of the Sanhedrin, Grosseill.
Lawful high priest, Alford. Luke ignorant who was high priest, Meyer. Caiphas
elevated by Cyrenius and deposed 7 years after. Oosterse. President of Sanhedrin,
Sideon, Wieseler. Order reversed Kuinoel. Both high priests at the same time and
officials in turn. Hug. Friedlieb. From Aaron to Antiochus 1450 years, 48 High
Priests. Herod to Titus 38, indicating the breaking up of the Jewish polity. “Come.”
John had begun during the sabbatic year, and having now preached two years, was
imprisoned, Wieseler. The people were free to attend on John, there being no labor that
year, Ewald.

8. And he came into all the country about Jordan, preaching the baptism of repentance
for the remission of sins;

Jordan. One of the smallest, but most renowned of streams.
Its origin at Banias, anciently Caesarea Philippi, roots of Anti-Lebanon.
Rums 24 miles to Lake Huleh, 9 miles to Lake Gennesaret.
Runs 200 miles (straight line 60), empties into the Dead Sea.
Banks covered with willows, formerly the resort of lions. Jer. xlix. 19.
Crossed. Jos. iii. 15.
Width from 75 to 200 feet. It flows through the Lake of Tiberias.
The mouth of Jordan 1816 feet, and Tiberias 652 feet, lower than the sea.
Parted by Elijah and Elisha. 2 Kings ii. 8-14. Naaman healed. 2 Kings
v. 14.
Saviour baptized. Matt. iii. 15. Its current is muddy and rapid.
John, “with a fan in his hand,” is now seen on its banks.
See Notes.
Neither John nor Apostles preached, as we use the term.
Primary meaning, a herald's authoritative proclamation.
Baptism. Sprinkling or immersing, typical of purification.
Levites were consecrated to God, by being sprinkled. Num. viii. 7.
The Divine origin and mode of baptism, here evidently set forth.
Joined with repentance, prefigured sanctification.
Doubts resting on the mode, prove it non essential.
Insisting on immersion, confounds the essence with the mode.
Apostolic baptism consisted in the application of water to the person.
Repentance. Gr. change of mind, also of the entire life. Luke v. 32.
and iii. 7.
That sense of sin, wrought by the Spirit, which leads one to Christ.
The last subject, the gay and thoughtless world desires to hear.
Teachers of truth are bound to consult men's wants, not tastes.
Remission. Releasing, taken from the forgiving of debts at Jubilee.
Remission and repentance, vitally joined in the believer's experience.

κηρύσσω. used 50 times, preach; 4, publish; 3, proclaims. Luke viii. 1 & 2.
βάπτισα. Root signifies immersing and sprinkling. O.T. writers speak constantly of
the baptism of the Spirit by affusion, or sprinkling. Isa. iii. 15. Mal. iii. 10. An antithesis
exists between Christ's baptism by the Spirit, and John's by water. Supposing that immersi-
on was originally practised, for there is no certainty of it, it no more follows that that
mode is essential, than that an elder must always be aged, or that the Lord's Supper
cannot be properly celebrated, except in the evening, Alexander. "One Lord, one faith, one bap-
tism." Eph. iv. 15. Baptism with water avail only when accompanied by the Holy
Ghost. Matt. iii. 11. The Divine mode of baptism indicated by these references.
Isa. iii. 15. If feet washed, the whole man clean, Jo. xiii. 10. L.H.V.D. John had
baptized before coming to Jordan, Lightfoot. 'Ἰορδάνου. A river appropriate for
baptism. The Kingdom of God adapts its course to place and time, Bengal. μεταν.
The understanding. μεταμόλυσα, the will. Former, change of sentiment (affections).
Latter, of purpose, former to the entire life, latter to single acts, Bengal. 2. Cor. vii. 10.
ἀφεναν, often used by Luke. Πάντος, Rom. iii. 26, pretension, Trench. No full
pardon in the O. T., Cocceius. αφ. full remission or pardon. ἀμαρτ. missing the mark.
Greeks, Romans, and Chinese had no terms to express sin. Latter only call crimes
against state, sin. They do wrong only, quitting native land whilst parents live, being
childless, treading on ants, eating beef, or leaving ghosts to starve, Medhurst, p. 893.

4. As it is written in the book of the words of Esaias the prophet, saying, The voice of
one crying in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his paths straight.

Esaias. Isaiah, son of Amoz, prophesied 60 years, died 698. B.C.
The Hebrew name signifies "Salvation of Jahu," i.e., Jehovah.
Lived under Josiah, Ahaz, and Hezekiah at Jerusalem.
Contemporary with Hosea, Joel, Amos, and Micah.
Three themes. Babylonian captivity, Jews' return, and Messiah's reign.
Stylist, Evangelical prophet. His characteristics are: simplicity, purity,
sweetness, sublimity. Fathers called his book, for its Emmanuel
prophecies, "The Gospel of St. Issiah."

Crying. An exclamation, as Hark! one is crying.

Original, crying aloud, indicates his vehement manner.


Prepare. Reformation must begin then and there.

Clearing away of all obstacles to the Redeemer's approach.


Troops preceded Titus, preparing the way for the army.

Highways in Judea and the East scarcely passable, for a single camel.

No roads ever repaired except by careless reckless rulers.


5. Every valley shall be filled, and every mountain and hill shall be brought low; and the crooked shall be made straight, and the rough ways shall be made smooth.


Mountain. Implies; proud, humbled; difficulties levelled. Is. lv. 10. Mic. i. 4.

Hills. Obstacles high as hills, brought down by the Gospel.

Low. Lowness of men brought down, haughtiness made low. Isa. ii. 17.

Far easier to level hills, than subdue the proud will.


Rough ways. Asperities of temper, passion, plans, and habits. Selfishness, pride, sensuality, bigotry, fanaticism.

Thorns and briers, spring, like sins, spontaneously.

Valleys and hills. Spiritual states, Olshausen. For forty years the pillar of fire smoothed the road for Israel, Rabbin, Lightfoot. Repentance as hard to the self-righteous as levelling mountains, Bitter.
6. And all flesh shall see the salvation of God.

**Flesh.** All unsanctified humanity in the millennium. Psa. lxxv. 2.

**Had the church been faithful, all nations would have heard** the Gospel. The “middle wall” is now levelled by the Gospel, all men are equal before God.

**See.** All barriers removed, nothing will then hinder men from believing.

**Salvation.** The O. T. view of Christ’s atonement, completed.

A prophetic glance at the millennial reign of grace. Isa. lxvi. 12.

---

“Salvation of God.” The Messiah “shall see” every object that could cast a shadow removed; every point exposed to light, Bengel.

---

7. Then said he to the multitude that came forth to be baptised of him, O generation of vipers, who hath warned you to flee from the wrath to come?

**Multitude.** Gr. *crowd.* Reckless curiosity urges Oriental mobs. Pharisees, envious and jealous of their vain traditions. Sadducees though sneering at futurity as a dream, are anxious. Scepticism hollow.

**Baptised.** Luke iii. 3. See Notes.

**Generation.** Gr. *Ye brood of vipers.* Sin’s intense malignity.

**Vipers.** Serpent from 2 to 5 feet long, an inch thick, flat headed. Ash color, brown spots, 18 small teeth in each jaw.

One tooth hollow, through which poison distils. They were thought to possess mysterious knowledge and power. Traditions of all nations filled with references to them. Luke x. 19.

**Points to Satan.** Rev. xii. 9. Diabolical nature of hypocrisy. Crafty, malignant, poisoners: cunning enemies. Ungrateful to benefactors, descendents of the same.

Seed of the woman always at war with the seed of the serpent. With various results, a contest of 6000 years has been going on. It approaches a crisis, yet men love to hear “smooth things.” Is. xxx. 10.

**Nature of love** is, plainly to call evil, evil. The world intends to please, at any sacrifice of truth or of heaven. Morbid fears dread giving offence. Silence is treachery to the soul. It is no charity to flatter the wicked. Gal. i. 20.

A religion without threatening, is not of Christ. N. T. unfolds a revelation of wrath, not less terrible than the Old.
Solemn tones of truth attract, rather than repel the multitude.  
No pulpits attract more than those, proclaiming the law in love.  
Teachers of a God of mercy, without justice, find thin churches.  
John’s severity to sinners, marked with humility towards Christ.  
**Warned.** Forewarned. None perish innocent. Rom. ii. 15.  
**You.** Emphatic. Denotes surprise at such a class coming.  
**Wrath.** No motives as strong as those of the Bible.  
**To come.** “The mills of God grind slowly, yet they grind exceedingly small.”

δχλος, confused crowd. δημος, regular assembly, Gesenius. ωσιω, secretly give a glimpse at anything, Alexander.

8. Bring forth therefore fruits worthy of repentance, and begin not to say within yourselves, We have Abraham to our Father: for I say unto you, That God is able of these stones to raise up children unto Abraham.

**Bring forth.** Gr. a continual habit, not a single act.  
**Fruits.** Humility, patience, faith, love, equity, mercy.  
Profession without fruit only sears the conscience. 2 Cor. iv. 2.  
“"The talk of the lips only tendeth to penury.” Pro. xiv. 23.  
“"Herein is My Father glorified that ye bear much fruit.” Jo. xv. 8.  
**Repentance, always accompanied by faith, if genuine.** See Notes. Luke iii. 3.  
The theme of all true ministers in every age. Mark i. 15.  
Sincerity, “a broken heart and contrite spirit.” Psa. li. 17.  
**Promises.**  
Motives to repentance found in, 1. Divine precepts. 2. Penalty. 3.  
Delays, dangerous, Time may fail, or Spirit’s aid be refused. Jo. iii. 27.  
Habits are formed. Jer. xiii. 23. The will inefficient. Jo. vi. 44.  
The flower of existence spent in sin; blind and lame, a mere wreck, brought at last to God. Gal. vi. 10.  
**Begin.** John anticipates their stereotyped objections. Matt. xii. 25.  
**To say.** Secret thoughts are heard on earth, and in heaven. Prov. xi. 2. Luke ii. 38.  
Within. Conscience stung is ashamed to speak out. Ps. xiv. 1.  
**Abraham.** Life and character. Luke i. 55. See Notes.  
**Father.** Pharisees taught that no child of Abraham could perish.
His name used as a shield to turn aside the arrows of truth.
Ties of blood, ancestral piety, or rites of Church, cannot save.
Abraham's blood, without his faith, will avail only to condemn.
Church of Luther, Calvin, Knox, Cranmer, Whitfield,
Can give the unreenewed no passport to heaven.
Paul in the pulpit would perish, if Paul were not in Christ.
God able. No one can limit His sovereignty, and be innocent. Ps. lxxviii. 41.
Stones. Jews always angry at any allusion to the calling of the Gentiles.
God is not tied to succession in the Church.
There is a Successor without a church, and a church without Succession.
They forgot that the calling of the Jews was an act of Sovereign grace.

Harîpa. As Members of the Theocracy by birth and circumcision, Lange. Λίθων
Doubtful, if allusion to Gentiles, Celsius. To original creation out of dust. Osterman.
Gentiles worshipped stones, Clemens. Hearts hard as stone, Jerome, Ironical, Light-
foot.

9. And now also the axe is laid unto the root of the trees: every tree therefore which bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down and cast into the fire.

Axe. Anciently of Hatchet-shape, and tied with thongs to the handle.
Emblem of Divine justice, ever suspended over barren souls.
Ye long for national deliverance, beware of national judgments.
Jewish nation, the tree; the Romans, the axe.
Is laid. Hebraism; the present for future, intensifies the sense. Jo. iii. 18.

He passes from possibility to certainty of coming wrath.
In salvation's business, an hour lost, may peril all, for eternity.
God's patience, though infinite, to sinners, has its limits.
What Justice lays at the root, Mercy leaves still lying there.
At the root. Not the useless branches lopped, such warning is ended.
Points to a judgment of extermination in the case of the incorrigible.
Annihilation of the wicked, a dream, not found in Scriptures.
Every tree. No class of high, or low, impenitent individuals, excepted.
Bringeth not. Sentence against the barren tree. Pro. i. 24.
1. Surely expected. 2. Perfectly justified. 3. Still to be avoided.
Good fruit. God and men expect fruit from toil. 1 Cor. ix. 7.
Hewn. No height, nor value can save. "God no respecter of persons."
Cost. The fierceness and strength of Almighty justice.
Fire. The type of earth's most exquisite conception of agony.
Brambles in valleys, cedars of Lebanon on "the mount of God."
No fruitless soul, however exalted in mercies, will be spared.

10. And the people asked him, saying, What shall we do then?

People. Promiscuous crowds of the dwellers drawn by curiosity.
What. Roused consciences, proves John's power as a preacher.
Honest hearted ones among them, gave up their hope in Abraham.
Do. The greatest of all questions. "How shall man be just? &c."
Job ix. 2.
The soul convinced of sin always first thinks of an atonement. Mic. vi. 7.
The young ruler. Mark x. 17. The jailor. Acts xvi. 30. Naaman,
2 Kings, v. 18.
Heathen pour out their treasures and blood to atone for sin.
With painful earnestness they ask, "Who will show us any good?"
Psa. iv. 6.

Sylvan, Cretans, Folk. Embracing Pharisees and Sadducees, Sinner. Luke obtained
particulars of John's preaching from unknown sources, Oosterzee. "What shall we do?"
A question characteristic of a soul seeking salvation, Acts ii. 27, Bengel.

11. He answereth and saith unto them, He that hath two coats, let him impart to him
that hath none; and he that hath meat, let him do likewise.

Two. Ascetics deemed it religion to have but one coat.
Coats. Luke vi. 39. Gr. tunic. At first, was worn next the skin. See
Notes.
Impart. Jews then sadly failed in the grace of charity.
Fanaticism burns out all kindness from the soul.
Sin ever supremely selfish, repelling all claims of mercy. Isa. v. 8.
Covetousness, the thirst of devouring fire, self-love, thirsty as earth for
rain.
Avarice, selfishness hoarding,—prodigality, the same, indulging.
A religion without charity, is not from above. Matt. xvi. 24.
Meat. Gr. Any solid food, as flesh or vegetables.
John's morality external. Jesus bound the inner life.
12. Then came also publicans to be baptised, and said unto him, Master, what shall we do ?

Publicans. Gr. Tax-gatherers, infamous with Jews and Greeks. Taxes were farmed out to Roman nobility, and they underlet to others. Hated by the Jewish nation as the tools of a foreign heathen power. Despised as far meaner than pagans. Paid a fixed sum to Rome, and extorted for themselves. Their cupidity made lawful taxes extremely oppressive. Exceedingly rapacious, the burden was an intolerable grievance. As officers of Rome, called traitors to their country, and to their God. Rigidly excluded from temple, synagogue, and court. Nevertheless, the most forlorn and despised of humanity desire to reach heaven.

Our Saviour himself classed them with harlots. Matt. xxii. 31. In parable of the publican, He selects the veriest outcasts of men. In selecting this abhorred caste for apostles, He enraged the Jews. None but the most reckless Jews dare assume the office. Vespasian wrote on Sabinus' monument, "Honest Publican." Under lawful business direst evils have been inflicted.


To "what." How shall we show the genuineness of our repentance, Sittas.

13. And he said unto them, Exact no more than that which is appointed you.

Exact. The nation condemning the office, John sanctions it. He requires none of them to leave their lawful calling. But to honor the king, and serve their God. 1 Peter, ii. 17. Obedience to Caesar; but to avoid oppressing the people. Defrauding government, is thought quite a venial offence. Corporate members at times perform actions, which no one singly could satisfy his conscience in doing.

dossier. arranging for a levy. πρᾶσ. to extort, as by the bastinado. In Turkey all classes now try to conceal their means. The rich live like beggars to avoid extortion, Chardin.
14. And the soldier likewise demanded of him, saying, And what shall we do? And he said unto them, Do violence to no man, neither accuse any falsely; and be content with your wages.

Soldiers. Jews enlisted as auxiliaries under Xerxes, Alexander, Pompey, Antiochus, Demetrius, and the Ptolemies.
If soldiers Gentile, John would have forbidden idolatry.
War presents great obstacles to soldiers' religious interests.
The state must be defended, but not with the price of souls.
But for the lawless, civil rulers were a useless burden.
Violence. Ancient soldiers were defiant to friends and foes.
Quartered on families, insolent and licentious spies.
Many in the British and American armies have been burning and shining lights.
Christianity will remove the cause of all war on earth.
Accuse. Gr. act the sycophant; a flatterer, or busy informer.
Wages. Gr. Fish eaten with bread; rations, then, soldiers pay.
Roman soldiers, first paid in barley and salt fish.
Three oboli (cents) per day, at times they slew their leaders, for wages.
A warning against mutiny, which is a sin against God.


15. And as the people were in expectation, and all men mused in their hearts of John, whether he were the Christ, or not.

Expectation. The wonders of John's birth, and Christ's, the cause.
Daniel's seventy weeks were expiring. The sceptre seemed departing.
All the great lines of prophecy converging.
A corrupt nation needed, and cried loudly for a Reformer.
Society thoroughly sick of life, and wearied with hope. Anything that hinted of a change was welcomed by all.

All men. General terms, but confined to Palestine.
Mused. Gr. pondered. Faithful ministers arouse the mind.
Unrenewed world strives to remain thoughtless. Isa. i. 8.
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Had John come in grandeur, all would have welcomed him.
His moral strictness, deeply impressed the multitude.
His retiring modesty, proves his moral greatness. Acts xiv. 15.
By John; Christ was now standing and knocking at the door.

Whether he himself might be, &c. Implies they could hardly believe it, yet could not help asking, Whether, &c.? Brown. Pharisees generally rejected John's baptism, 
Andrews. The fact of their thinking thus of John, shows, that the coarse idea of Messiah's temporal glory had not yet taken root, Bengel.

16. John answered, saying unto them all, I indeed baptize you with water; but one mightier than I cometh, the latchet of whose shoes I am not worthy to unloose: he shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost and with fire.

Answered. A deputation from the Sanhedrim had inquired. Jo. i. 19.
Baptize. Luke iii. 8. Water can only cleanse the flesh. See Notes.
It marks the intimate connection between Atonement and Sanctification. Mightier, in name, nature, wisdom, power and aims.
Note an infinite chasm between Christ and His holiest minister.
Latchet, to unloose, office of a servant, the guest entering the house.
Shoes. Gr. Underbound. Sandals, then universally worn.
Made of leather or wood, bound to the feet by a thong, or latchet.
Of interlaced palm leaves, or papyrus stalks.
Sandals in Egyptian tombs, and in Turkey, highly ornamental. Sol.
Song. 7. 1.

"To loose a sandal," was to enter a house or temple. Jos. v. 15.

"To bind them," was to prepare for a journey. Acts xii. 8.
Unloosed by the seller, and given to the buyer, of real estate. Ruth iv. 7.
The rich, when mourning, also went barefoot. Is. xx. 2-4.
Roman soldiers had shoes, soles covered with nalis. Deut.xxxiii. 25.
John's humility, contrasts with the lofty views of the people.
One word, could have enlisted thousands with him.

Worthy. He retires into the back ground, and rejoices in his abasement.

Unloosed, especially at baths, and borne by newly bought slaves,


The Spirit transforms the soul, into image of Love and Light.
Fire, chosen emblem of Jehovah in His manifestations.

Angel, Jud. xiii. 20. Mount Carmel, 1 Kings xviii. 38. Sacrifice, Ex. xxx. 9.

Consuming, 2 Kings i. 10. Chariots, 2 Kings ii. 11; vi. 17.
Baptism of the Spirit, 1, of Truth to enlighten us. 2, of Power to renew. 3, of Grace to comfort. 4, of Love to unite.

Mightier, differed from Christ in accidentals, not essentials, Spanheim. Differed as water and fire, Quenel. "Fire." The Holy Ghost, Erasmus, Brown, Alexander.

. 17. Whose fan is in his hand, and he will thoroughly purge his floor, and will gather the wheat into his garner; but the chaff he will burn with fire unquenchable.

Fan. A fork or shovel, for sifting the grain in the wind, means a judicial fan.

1. The threshing and the fan. 2. Wheat and the barn. 3. Chaff and the fire.

Hand. Implies a readiness, a warning to His foes.

Purge. Gr. through and through i.e. from end to end.

Either separate chaff from the grain, or gather the grain.

Floor. Gr. a circle, a spot, where grain is trodden by oxen. Visible church will be thoroughly purified, sooner or later.

In life we are in the field, in judgment on the floor.

Temple, type of the church, built on Araunah's floor. 2 Chron. iii. 1.
The holy, and unholy, cannot be separated by discipline. Matt. xiii. 30.

Gather. First the scattered sheaves, then the threshed grain.
Wheat. Matt. His wheat: i.e., worthless chaff belongs to no one. Oriental wheat has six or seven ears to every head.


Chaff. Anciently burned, now food for beasts. In the East there is no hay found for brutes. "Ungodly like the chaff which the wind driveth." Ps. i. 4.

Israel, sifted. Amos ix. 9 Incorrigible, cast off.

Fire. Souls sustained by God, immortal in woe.

No church without chaff. Matt. xiii. 30. No garnering the stubble.


18. And many other things in his exhortation preached he unto the people.


See Notes.

As a preacher John was 1. Affectionate. 2. Practical. 3. Popular.


He preached Christ's Kingdom 1, not of this world, but world wide.

2, not ostentation, but truth. 3, not false peace, but true help.

4, not of law, but salvation. 5, not demands, but grace.

Many. Gr. Other exhortations. Variety of subjects, as hearers needed.

19. But Herod the tetrarch, being reproved by him for Herodias his brother Philip's wife, and for all the evils which Herod had done.

Herod, Antipas. Luke iii. 1. A frivolous worldling, yet desired to see Jesus.

Our Lord did many things, and Herod heard Him gladly. Mark vi. 20

Reproved. John spared no sins, was not afraid of the king's wrath.

No time server, neglecting duty, for the favors of the throne.

He might excuse himself with, "I am not responsible for the king."
"I might lose the king's support and frustrate my labors."
"I may expose myself and my disciples to danger." &c.


The evils. Rulers amenable to the gospel pulpit. Luke xx. 25. Ministers unfaithful, unless, they rebuke those in high places as well as the poor. Lev. xix. 17.

Herodias. Herod's niece and sister-in-law, grand daughter of Herod the Great.
He forsook his beautiful wife, daughter of Aretas, king of Arabia, and wickedly married Herodias. Salome, her daughter by Philip, trained to follow in a similar course. See Matt. xiv. 6.

Incest, murder, and adultery characterize the Herods.


20. Added yet this above all, that he shut up John in prison.

Above all. Herod's sins had already reached a fearful height. Against light revealed, and conscience condemning. Licentiousness pre-eminently begets shamelessness in the guilty. The soul hardens rapidly, under the fires of lust.

In prison. Imprisoned two years before Christ began to preach. It is only mentioned before our Lord was baptised.

God doth not reward His servants in this world. 1 Jo. iii. 18.


Ancient prisons, were dark cells, under palaces and castles. Bound to wood-blocks, sleep was difficult, ease impossible.

"Iron entering the soul." Ps. cv. 18. Illustrated in the history, Of the Bridge of Sighs, and Bastiles, victims lost their sight. Some desperate ones begged visitors to put them to death. Le Motte was in prison 54 years, another in Venice 30 years.
The world might say "See what John hath brought upon himself." Christ, "See my faithful witness, great will be his reward!" Luke xviii. 30.

Prison. Thus treated by Herod through envy, Josephus. Προσέθη. added guilt to guilt, in classic use, Poole. To persecute, adds to one's sin, Bengel.
ON ST. LUKE.

31. Now when all the people were baptized, it came to pass, that Jesus also being baptized, and praying, the heaven was opened.

The people. With Divine meekness, He waited till all was done. Jesus also. Circumcised, purified, baptized, fulfills all righteousness.

Matt. iii. 15.

Baptized. Proved it a rite of no small import.
Some exalt it above, others degrade it below its value.
Others invest it with magic charms against sin.
Divine grace is tied to no sacrament. Luke xxiii. 43.

Praying. Thrice the Spirit descended while He prayed.
Original Gr. hints at a specially fervent manner of prayer.
Prayer hallowed His baptism, and choice of Apostles. Matt. iii. 15.


His journey to Calvary, scene of Gethsemane, and the Cross itself.
The hour of baptism should ever be a season of prayer.

His baptism, His solemn inauguration as the Messiah.
As Levites were consecrated in office, by sprinkling; this, the only end attained, as He had no sins to wash away. "All righteousness" was thus carefully "fulfilled."

Our Lord solemnly engages thus to fulfil the entire law.
Though sinless, He identified himself with penitents.
Not ashamed to come among a crowd of sinners. Heb. ii. 11.

Heaven. A stupendous miracle witnessed by all.
Our Lord first officially made known to John. Jo. i. 31-34.

Opened. Figure of a door. Mark, i. 10. Gr. rending.
Prayer, a key, unlocks the treasures and doors of Heaven.

Chronology. In September, Lightfoot. Tradition reports a fire kindled on the Jordan, Justin M. Jesus incapable of regeneration. Infants being the same, are to be baptized, Foote. His object—His mere contact with humanity, He would cleanse, Stier, Lange. Subject to death, Erbard; to elicit the declaration of His Messiahship, Paulus. Feeling of sinfulness, Baur; incompatibility of weakness of the flesh with life of the Spirit, Hofmann; confirm his followers, Ammon; sanction John's baptism, Kuisel; obligation to the law, Ostender, Brown. Before Spirit's descent, He acted like an ordinary Israelite, Oehler. "Opened." A violation of decorum, if in presence of the people, Oesterley. Only witnessed by John, Meyer.
22. And the Holy Ghost descended in a bodily shape like a Dove upon him, and a voice came from Heaven, which said, Thou art my beloved Son; in thee I am well pleased.

Holy Ghost. Luke i. 15. Third Person in the adorable Trinity. See Notes.


23. And Jesus himself began to be about thirty years of age, being (as was supposed) the son of Joseph, which was the son of Hell.

Jesus, His spiritual name. Christ, His official name. Had other names, Second Adam, 1. Cor. xv. 45. Advocate, 1. Jo. ii. 1. Amen,

Began. Refers to the commencement of His ministry.
Thirty. The time priests entered on official service. Num. iv. 85.
Joseph stood before Pharaoh, and David began to reign, at thirty.
He patiently conceals himself about thirty years.
No ministry could have been more useful or necessary.
The silence and humility of His quiet labor, instructive.
Seventy-five generations extend through 4000 years.
No living monarch’s line extends over a thousand years.
Isin, B. C. burned Chinese Records, and 460 scholars, that his dynasty should seem one, from the beginning, to the end of time.
Mary’s genealogy in Luke, Joseph’s given in Matt.
Writing for Jews, Matt. traced Christ to Abraham.
Luke for Jew and Gentile, traced Him to Adam.
Luke’s record ascending, Matt.’s, descending ancestral line.
The hope of ancestral relation to the promised Messiah, preserved jealously these family records of the Jews. Luke i. 55.

“Heli.” The genealogies of Luke and Matt. are harmonized; 1. By each one from David to Joseph having two names. 2. Joseph’s mother marrying twice, son of one by birth, son of the other by adoption. The two records, those of these two fathers. Luke traces the line through Heli, and not through Jacob, Julius Africanus, s. d. 220. This makes Christ’s descent from David not through Joseph, but Mary. 3. Mary, an harlot, married in her own tribe, her husband assuming her father’s name. Neh. vii. 66. 4. Mary the daughter of Heli. An unsolved difficulty, Alford, Meyer. Luke’s record of
Mary, and Matt. of Joseph, Bengel, Lightfoot, Hale, Major, Lange, Oosterzee, Olshausen, Ewald. Anciently both were thought Joseph’s. Others make Matt. the regal descent from Solomon. Others, natural descent through Nathan from David, Mill, Ellicott. Jewish records burned by Herod, Eusebius quoting Apocryphal Gospel of James. Questioned by Oosterzee. Heli. It is maintained by Lord A. Harvey, the latest investigator of the genealogy of Christ, that Heli was the real brother of Jacob the father of the Virgin herself. Ed.

24. Which was the son of Mattathai, which was the son of Levi, which was the son of Melchi, which was the son of Jannæa, which was the son of Joseph.

25. Which was the son of Mattathias, which was the son of Amos, which was the son of Naus, which was the son of Eeli, which was the son of Nagge.

26. Which was the son of Maath, which was the son of Mattathias, which was the son of Hemet, which was the son of Joseph, which was the son of Juda.

27. Which was the son of Joannæa, which was the son of Rhesa, which was the son of Zorobabel, which was the son of Salathiel, which was the son of Neræ.

28. Which was the son of Melchi, which was the son of Addi, which was the son of Ceaphæus, which was the son of Elisodæus, which was the son of Mr.

μακαμ for μωδαμ. Lachmann, Tischendorf.

29. Which was the son of Jose, which was the son of Eliæser, which was the son of Jörim, which was the son of Mattathai, which was the son of Levi.

30. Which was the son of Simeon, which was the son of Juda, which was the son of Joseph, which was the son of Joran, which was the son of Eliakim.

31. Which was the son of Meles, which was the son of Menan, which was the son of Mattathia, which was the son of Nathan, which was the son of David.

David. Life and history. Luke i. 27. No caviller ever denied Jesus being of David’s line.

Had both these genealogical records perished, we have the positive declaration of the Holy Ghost. Luke i. 32. 35.

Naturally and legally his son and heir. Acts ii. 30; xiii. 23. Rom. i. 3;

2. Tim. ii. 8.

A royal bearing given to His words, deeds, and even silence.

Bright and morning star, yet root and offspring of David. Rev. xxii. 16.

Ma'na for Ma'nav, Lachmann.
32. Which was the son of Jesse, which was the son of Obed, which was the son of Booz, which was the son of Salmon, which was the son of Nahson.

33. Which was the son of Aminadab, which was the son of Aram, which was the son of Ernst, which was the son of Phares, which was the son of Juda.

τοῦ Ἀρμῆ—Αδμήν, Tischendorf.

34. Which was the son of Jacob, which was the son of Isaac, which was the son of Abraham, which was the son of Thara, which was the son of Nacher.


35. Which was the son of Baruch, which was the son of Ragau, which was the son of Phale, which was the son of Heber, which was the son of Sala.

36. Which was the son of Caism, which was the son of Arphaxad, which was the son of Sem, which was the son of Noe, which was the son of Lameth.


37. Which was the son of Mathesda, which was the son of Enoch, which was the son of Jared, which was the son of Maleeol, which was the son of Cainam.

Methuselah, died the year of the deluge, 969 years of age, oldest of men
Gen. v. 27

38. Which was the son of Enoch, which was the son of Seth, which was the son of Adam, which was the son of God.

Of Adam, by creation, of God, by eternal generation.
He disdains not to be numbered among mortals.
His low appearance, and exalted dignity. 1. His Person.
2. His work. 3. His Kingdom. 4. His Future.
Son of God. First Adam, and Jesus the Second Adam, both sons of God.

Genealogy with respect to redemption.
1. Adam, head and representative of humanity, needs redemption.
2. Christ, His greatness, who undertakes redemption.
3. The glory of God, who ordains redemption.

What shortlived being is man, 75 generations have come and gone.
How little we know of their glory or shame.
Their joys, sorrows, hopes, fears, cares and plans!
This dying state, made a living one, through Christ. Jo. xiv. 19.
All things are of God through Christ, by Christ all things are restored to God.—Benet.
CHAPTER IV.

1. AND Jesus being full of the Holy Ghost returned from Jordan, and was led by the Spirit into the wilderness.

Full of the Spirit. The Lord and Giver of Life.
Holy Ghost. The Third Person in the Adorable Trinity.
Luke i. 35. See Notes.
Led. By an extraordinary, but not miraculous impulse.
Those led into temptation by the Spirit, will also be led out. 1 Cor. x. 13.
He did not seek the conflict, nor shun its violence.
Led not into unknown results, but for special purposes.
Spirit. Not His own, but the Spirit of God. John iii. 34.
Wilderness. The exact spot unknown; it was far from human aid.
Luke i. 80.
The Divine Victim was prefigured by the scape-goat. Lev. xvi. 22.
Adam's fall changed Paradise into a wilderness.
Jesus' victory changes a wilderness into a Paradise.
A monkish delusion that cities alone expose to temptation.

"Was led by the Spirit," ηγετό, was carried, Lightfoot; irresistibly led, Oosterrae.
Matt. άναπόθετον, was brought up. Mark, καβαλλά, puteth him forth, i.e., the Spirit bareth, or driveth him; In each case the Evangelist attributes the impelling agency to the Holy Ghost, not to Satan. Dr. A. Clarke. εν, into the very midst, Major. "wilderness." Supposed scene called Quadrants in memory of the forty days, Kitt. A rock, perpendicular, and nearly as high as Gibraltar, Thompson: 1200 or 1500 feet high, Robinson. Scene, east of Jordan, Stanley. Lofty, naked peak, overlooking Jordan and Dead Sea, Lightfoot, Lange, Oosterrae, Major. Arabian deserts, Gesswell, Alford. τὸ ἱππόμεον, God. Sina., Alford. Milton's Paradise Regained founded on this Temptation Scene.

2. Being forty days tempted of the devil. And in those days he did eat nothing: and when they were ended, he afterward hungered.

Forty days. Time of the Deluge coming. Time Moses and Elijah fasted.
Goliath dared the armies of Israel forty days, and fell the last. 
Ezekiel commanded to lie on his right side, forty days. Ezekiel iv. 6. 
The time Jesus fasted, not the duration of the conflict. 
Equalled by the forty days of victory in his life, after His resurrection. 

God thus tries. Gen. xxii. 1, but never tempts, i.e., entices to sin. Jas. i. 13. 

Satan’s means are wiles, darts, snares, depths, deceivableness, &c. 
He darkens the mind, perverts judgment, excites pride, envy, malice, &c. 
Seasons of great mercies, are often followed by severe trials. 
Pirates assault freighted vessels, letting empty ones pass. 
Abraham, David, Peter, and Paul, illustrations. 
Christ’s entire life a conflict with the enemy. 

First Adam overcome in a garden. Second Adam conquers in a desert. 
Heb. iv. 15. 

The Divine Awarder of prizes, Himself among the wrestlers. 
He who crowns His saints, Himself crowned Victor. 
The most remarkable scene described in Scriptures. 
The Almighty Son, meeting the foe, face to face, in trial. 
He attacks human corruption at its root, by subduing Satan. 
Idea of redemption, presupposes bondage to a foreign power. 
First and second Adam, were tempted from without. 
But Satan could not appear under a mask to Christ. 
Satan’s ordinary daily assaults on us, a perfect mystery. 

How he tempted Jesus, must for the present, be one also. 
Devil, the slanderer. Mark calls him Satan, the adversary. chapt. i. 13. 
Matt. emphatically designates him the tempter, chap. iv. 3. 
Chief of fallen angels, he has raised himself “to this bad pre-eminence.” 
A gigantic intellect without goodness, mind without love. 

Variously described in Holy Scripture; each name sets forth some phase of character or work; as—

“A murderer,” John viii. 44., “god of this world,” 2. Cor. iv. 4., 
“prince of the power of the air,” Ephes. ii. 2., “wicked one,” 
“accuser of our brethren,” Rev. xii. 10., “leviathan,” Isa. xxvii. 1. 

His attempts to defeat only advance God’s designs in the end.
He doubtless knew that Christ had left heaven.
He had witnessed the Lord's baptism and miracle.
Success over the first Adam, assured Him of a victory over the Second.
He had robbed us of Paradise, why not rob Jesus of His crown?
Whom will the vanquisher of Job, David, Peter, spare now?
False teachers never warn men of Satan's power and malice.
The Scriptures abound with exhortations, to be on our guard.
Nothing. A miracle. No one has survived hunger eighteen days.
Hungered. Divine aid withdrawn, proves His humanity.
Beasts. Mark i. 13. Adds terror, and aggravates the horrors of the scene.

Ἐμπυκαπί. Temptations began at their end. Pearce, Major. The words of the Evangelists rather imply that He was tempted at intervals during the forty days, and that at the close of them the Tempter assailed Him with greatest violence. Wordsworth. Tradition makes Adam's trial forty days. Andrews. πυκαπίμενος, I, to make proof or trial. 2, to make an attempt. 3, to seek to seduce, to tempt to sin. In the first sense only God is said to tempt, i.e. to try. Comp. Gen. xxii. 1, and Jas. i. 13. ὁ διάβολος, the Devil. The derivation of the word implies the effort to break the bonds between others, to "set at variance;" and common usage adds to this general sense the special idea of "setting at variance by slander." Both these should be kept in view. The general object of the devil is to prevent the union between God and man; and to break those bonds of truth and love which bind men to each other. His slander of God to man is seen in Gen. iii. 4-5. His slander of man to God, in Job i. 9-11; ii. 4-5. The Scriptures speak of the devil as a "spirit," Eph. ii. 2; as the prince of "demons," Matt. xii. 24-26; as having "angels" subject to him, Rev. xii. 7-9. We conclude he was an archangel, one of the "princes" of heaven, but of the time, cause, and manner of his fall, the Bible is almost silent. Comp. 2 Peter ii. 4, and Jude, verse 9, although it is hardly possible to consider Satan as one of the angels spoken of, seeing he is permitted to go about as the Tempter. From 1 Tim. iii. 6, it would appear that pride was the cause of the devil's condemnation. He is the leader of a host of evil spirits, described as "principalities," &c., Eph. vi. 12, opposed to man. In Rev. xii. 7-9, they are spoken of as fighting under the "dragon," &c., against "Michael," &c., and as cast out of heaven, with their chief. Matt. xii. 24-26 identifies them with the δαμαύμα, who had power to possess the souls of men.

If Christ, the Second Adam, was to be tempted, in order to be like us (Heb. ii. 18), it must be, as the first Adam was, by the devil; for he could not be tempted from within. Gregory. It is evident our Lord's temptations were literal transactions; to suppose them visionary does violence to the narrative, and robs His example and victory of all value. If Satan appeared in a visible form, it is the only instance on record of the visible appearance of an evil spirit on this earth, while appearances of holy angels are frequent. The presence of the Tempter was not less real if invisible, see John xiv. 30. οὐσιοποιοῦντα, "afterwards," cancelled, Tischendorf, Alford, Osterhout; omitted, Cod. Sinait. See Alford, Lange, Ellicott, Wordsworth, Smith's Dictionary, Articol, Satan, &c.

8. And the devil said unto him, If thou be the son of God, command this stone that it be made bread.

If Thou. Either doubt your Sonship, or prove it by a miracle.

x 2
He tries hard to make believers doubt their adoption.
Luke i. 35.
Father of lies unintentionally a witness for the truth.
Temptations in the O.T., and in the N.T., begin by doubts being insinuated.
Command. Ironically; appealing to His hunger and confidence.
Stone. Wicked trying to convert stone to bread, oft change bread into stone.
Satan in temptations, often offers stones to the hungry.
“If God be Thy Father, He hath forgotten Thy wants.”
The sin not one of gluttony, but distrusts Providence.
The Hebrew’s sin, questioning his willingness to relieve them. Exod.
v. 3.
The Lord had meat the world knew not of. John iv. 32.
The world prepares magical manna for its devotees, in the wilderness.
Its origin, wicked devices. Its character, selfish gratification.
Its guilt and poverty in the inner and outer man.

“Command,” &c. As it to say, Thou art hungry, how unworthy the Son of God!
If he, free thyself from this weakness and want. Else no man will believe thee, De
Wette. The tempter acknowledges the Son of God to be omnipotent, Bengel. Distrust
Divine Providence, and make use of unlawful means to supply thy wants, A. Clarke.

4. And Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, That man shall not live by bread
alone, but by every word of God.

Answered. He often replied to the secret thoughts of men.
He might have hurled him back to the prison of despair.
But His every word and deed, for the instruction of the church.
First quotation refutes false doctrines, second false interpretation.
Third false authority. Faith transforms bread into manna.
Eve rightly repelled the Tempter with “The Lord said.”
From His birth to His death, He ever recurs to “The Word.”
Live. “Life hid with Christ in God,” alone true life. Col. iii. 3.
Alone. Givs great breadth to the fourth petition of the Lord’s prayer.
If He needed such bread, how much more, man.
Desiring the bread of disobedience, one is already Satan’s captive.
Having Christ, the Heaven-descended bread, we shall never hunger.
John vi. 58.
Israel, hungering, saw bread rained down from heaven.
No strait, however pressing, should shake our faith in God.
Word. Preservation, a constant act of creation.
By His Word, all things at first were created. John i. 3.
The first perfect resistance, since Tempter ruined Adam. Luke xi. 4.
Heretofore a conqueror, Satan is now a vanquished foe. Ps. lxviii. 18.
Adam’s yielding, stands at the threshold of the Old Testament.
Christ’s vanquishing, stands at the threshold of the New.
A surprise, as well as consternation on Satan’s part.
David chose three stones, Our Lord three texts to meet the foe.


5. And the devil, taking him up into a high mountain, shewed unto him all the kingdoms of the world in a moment of time.

High mountain. Tradition has selected Quarantaria, near Jericho.
Balak thus changed the ground for Balaam’s ungodly work.
Tempter, defeated, returns as cunning as ever.
The mountain tops of spiritual life are dangerous.
Highest elevations, border on the deepest precipices.
Sheweth. How the Tempter works, is still a profound mystery.
Kingdoms. An overwhelming appeal to the ambition of a mere man.
Moment. Superhuman power, in this violent assault.
A general collects his forces, and hurls them against one point, often the weakest.
The imagination dazzled, and judgment surprised in this temptation.
But earthly joys, and glory of momentary duration.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTARY


Senses of pleasure and triumph, Doddridge. The temptation inward, since no literal mountain commands such a view, Oehler. To his eyes as far as the horizon; the rest possibly by enumeration and indication, Bengel. "moment of time." Pointing out the supernatural character of the vision, Alford. The display was sudden, hence the temptation was strong, Bengel.

6. And the devil said unto him, All this power will I give thee, and the glory of them: for that is delivered unto me; and to whomever I will, I give it.

Power. Sceptres, robes, thrones, armies, reins of empire, often Satan's gifts.

Give thee. They had for ages been pledged to Christ by Jehovah.

Ps. ii. 8.

Never consent to receive from Satan, what God promises.

Temptations, striking at God's throne, are most perils.

Glory. Crowns, palaces, gardens, equipages, armies, what men call glory.

Courts, life-guards, pomps, field-shows, country seats, &c. &c.

Man everywhere naturally loves and longs for "glory," indicative of immortality.

Satan conceals cares, dangers, calamities, treasons, sorrows.

Woes skillfully hid under false colors, and delusive splendors.

The temptation implies, that His Father had abandoned Him.

Delivered. Jesus names him "prince of this world." Jo. xii. 31.

He offers to abdicate his seat, in favor of Christ.

He confesses a Greater One in creation, than himself.

I will. He does not speak the truth, he is "father of lies."

To dispose of the world and its interests, belongs finally to God.

He never lies more boldly, than when he promises.

The realm of futurity, is held supremely and solely by God.

I give. Three lies, against 1. God's justice. 2. His sovereignty. 3. His providence.

Boasting, while the chains of fire were checking his wrath. Jude 6 verse.

He does not say "Resist, and I will arm the world against Thee!"

He promised to Eve, to Jesus, and will to us.

&c. &c. "glory." Satan appeals to the same motive, which cost him heaven. Lsa. xiv. 12, 13. 1 Tim. iii. 6. "is delivered;" this was not entirely false, Bengel. The enemy reveals himself openly as "father of lies;" for though power is given him over this
world and its sons, his assertion here is most unwise, Aysford. His object to tempt our
Lord to accept worldly pomp and pride, instead of a spiritual kingdom. This would
greatly Jewish expectations, and save him from bitter persecutions, Jacobs.

7. If thou therefore will worship me, all shall be thine.

Worship. Kissing the hand, and prostrating one’s self as Persians do. An act of a subject to a sovereign, worship in the higher sense, due to God only.

Boldly dropping his mask, Satan stands out as God’s rival. Hebrews yielded (Deut. xxxii. 17), and were punished. Lev. xvii. 7. Resist unto blood. Heb. xii. 4. Death better than sin.
Satan true to his ruling passion loves honor even in ruins. Worship given to heathen gods, really given to Satan. 1 Cor. x. 20.
If once made partner with God in the heart, Satan will soon be proprietor.

Adopting a new religion for honor, one worships Satan.

All Thine. Herod hazarded but half his kingdom. Many peril all for honor; sell heaven for a bubble.

προσκυνήσας, 1. To kiss one’s hand extending toward one in homage. 2. To worship, prostrate on the ground, as a suppliant, Soph. Adore, Aesch., Prom. 968, Gesenius. From κυνος, crouch like a dog; Orientals fawn, Major. From κυνέω. “to kiss,” Donneston. Prostrate thyself, Elstley. Satan proposes no act of immorality, but asks the Lord to take from him (Satan) the sovereignty of the world, until He accomplishes His designs, W. & W. “The tempter does not demand the highest degree of adoration; but Jesus shows that no degree, however low, can be given to a creature, much less to Satan, Bengel.

8. And Jesus answered and said unto him, Get thee behind me, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve.

Get thee, &c. Begone! An expression of the deepest abhorrence. These identical words were afterwards addressed to Peter. Matt. xvi. 23. All kingdoms of earth, cannot balance one sin.


Our Lord is the very highest authority for its inspiration. Assaulted, let us also draw our weapons from the Bible. 2 Tim. iii. 16.
Our Lord’s reply was a renewed declaration of war. Gen. iii. 15. He yields not a moment’s advantage, or a hair’s breadth. Sword of the Spirit: 1. How dazzling its brightness. 2. How deep its wounds. 3. How decisive its triumphs. Only. Not in the Hebrew. Deut. vi. 13. But Christ the Author of both, can add or detract as He pleases, in Infinite Wisdom. What we supremely love, is our object of worship. Serve. The Papacy discriminates the worship of God from worship of images. All religious worship of every kind, not to God, is idolatry.

"Pinnacle." The temple had no spires. The battlements were to prevent persons from walking off, Dodderidge, Major. An outbuilding of the temple, De Wette. Perhaps the royal porch of Herod overlooking, at a fearful height, the Valley of Jehoshaphat, Meyer, Alford. Christ was tempted by heights and depths, Bengel. roii "the" before Son of God, cancelled, Campbell, Major. Omitted by Satan through malignity, Osterhues. This temptation seems a compromise of dignity, Paulus: if so, crucifiction was too, Gregory.

10. *For it is written, He shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee:*

**Written.** Satan with Bible in hand, and a text in his mouth.

A head full of Scripture, and a heart full of rebellion.

Devil turns theologian, opposes Jesus with his own weapons.

**Abuses of Scripture:** 1. Letter against the Spirit.

A poetical sentence, quoted against demands of Law.

The part that would have condemned the temptation, skilfully left out—

"To keep thee in all thy ways." Psa. xxxi. 11.

2. **Dangerous.** Holy words finds an echo in the heart.

3. **Only conquered by persistent searching of God's Word.**

**Angels.** Luke i. 11. Not guardian angel, the plural is used.


**Charge.** Providence, a ground of confidence, not presumption.

Satan intent on the ruin, angels on the salvation, of saints.

Angels, guides for paths, not precipices; necessities, not passions.

Teachers are to enlighten us, not to follow our infatuation.

Promises embraced, "munitions of rocks" to the soul. Isa. xxxiii. 16.

So often baffled by the Bible, Satan hates it intensely.

Men "wrest the Scriptures," and grace is changed to lust. Jude, ver. 4.

2 Peter, iii. 16.

"It is written." That temptation is the most specious which appears to cite Scripture appropriately, Bengel. A vile abuse of Scripture to persuade thereby to sin, or plead for sin, Trapp. That God has promised to protect and support His servants is true, but only when they walk in the path of duty; out of that path there is no safety. Dr. A. Clarke.

11. *And in their hands they shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou dash thy foot against a stone.***

**Bear.** The tender care of nurses towards infants.

**Lest.** Peradventure. **Dash.** Strike or stumble. Ps. xci. 11.
Stone, in the path, "Thy foot shall not stumble &c." Prov. iii. 28. A proverbial expression indicating danger. God's entire attributes are pledged to protect us in duty. "As thy day is so shall thy strength be." Deut. xxxiii. 25. But promise not thyself, more than God has pledged. Satan quotes a correct principle, but makes a wrong application. The text is both misquoted, and misapplied.

"And in their hands they shall bear thee up," literally, on their hands; a metaphor taken from a nurse's management of her child, Dr. A. Clarke. "Lest at any time thou dash thy foot against a stone." Whereof the temple was built, Bengal. The words indicate the tender watchful care of our Heavenly Father, Trepp. Christ had repelled the first temptation by an act of faith, now the devil solicits him to make trial of his faith, to prove how far God would honor it. Learn, that the means we use to repel one temptation may be made through the subtlety of Satan the groundwork of another and a more dangerous temptation, Dr. A. Clarke. Most of the ancient saints failed in that point which constituted the strength of their character, Abraham, Moses, Elijah, &c. Even a virtue when in excess becomes of the nature of vice. Ed.

12. And Jesus answering said unto him, It is said, Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.

Said. All three answers were from the Pentateuch. Deuteronomy. Satan cried; "It is written," Jesus answered, "It is written." Tempt. i.e., try thoroughly by criminal presumption. Applied to God, it demands proof by further evidence. Christ will not be tempted by presumptuous solicitation. Neither will he tempt God, by presuming on His Providence. This temptation was, 1. Unbelief in God's Word. 2. Presumption on God's Word. 3. Apostasy from God's Word. "Christ was tempted in all points like as we are, yet without sin." Heb. iv. 15.

"The prince of this world cometh, and findeth nothing in me." John No one of a fallen race tempted, is without sin. Heb. iv. 15. [xii. 31. Our Lord's vanquishing the tempter by the Scriptures— 1. A light to our blindness. 2. A spur to our sloth. 3. A staff to our weakness. 4. A crown in our victory. God's dealing with christians 1. Old way, yet always new. 2. Hard, yet kind. 3. Dark, yet full of light. 4. Solitary, yet ever a blessed way. Proverbs iv. 18.
"Tempt." Wantonly testing a kind Providence, Wakefield. God is tempted when men are too much addicted to means as Thomas; or when they reject them as Ahas, Trapp. To expose myself to any danger, with the vain presumption that God will protect and defend me from the consequences of my rashness and folly, is to tempt God, Dr. A. Clarke. Uncalled fanatics and reformers have sinned through presumption, in forgetting this word of the Lord, Stier. Notwithstanding Satan’s resort of the words, “it is written,” Jesus did not allow them to be wrested from Him, but applied them three times. Scripture must be interpreted by and reconciled with, Scripture, Bengel. The plan of building theological or moral opinions on isolated fragments and texts of Scripture may be used to support any heresy or any crime. The History of the Church affords mournful proof of this, Ed. Christ had minimum of peccatum originale, Irving. No sin in Eve, seeing attractions in forbidden fruit, but the will to eat, was sin, Oosterose. No believer vigorously tempted, escapes a stain, Brown. Saints must offer this petition, “Forgive us our trespasses,” until they leave this world.

13. And when the devil had ended all the temptations, he departed from him for a season.

 Ended. Our temptations limited, “Thus far, and no farther, &c.”

Temptations. If Satan cannot ruin our soul, he bruises our heel.

Gen. iii. 15.

In the wilderness, every allurement to ambition is often found.
In the garden, or on the cross, every avenue to pain is tried.
Thus the world tries seductions, then threatenings of wrath.
The greatest victories of Christ’s Kingdom cause reaction.
Satan powerfully withstood Moses in freeing Israel.
Christ coming to stone, demons strenuously resisted Him.
In the coming “end,” they will “come down in great wrath.” Rev. xii. 12.

If they gain no victory, there is still revenge.
Departed. But ceased not continually to torment Him.
Satan’s victims thrown off their guard, often are lulled to sleep.
Season. Renewed. Matt. xxvii. 40; John vii. 3-4; vi. 15.
He sees the back ground of Peter’s request. Matt. xvi. 22.
If Satan returns to tempt, so God does to aid us.
Implying that we must be ready for new onsets.
He vanquishes the first Adam, but is vanquished by the Second.
With the sword of the Spirit, He comes off Victor.
Capability of temptation, proves His perfect humanity. Heb. ii. 17.

Angels came. Mark i. 18. As hostile powers fled, heavenly powers surround Him.

Receives Heaven’s homage and Father’s smile among beasts. Mark i. 18.
Heaven a sympathising witness of the conflicts of earth.
The greatest triumph over the dark king, celebrated secretly.
None need dread demons or deserts, since angels are near.
Beasts. Mark i. 13. Daniel from the den of beasts advances near the throne. Dan. v. 29.
Our Lord from similar perils, proceeds to take the crown.
Objects of temptation: 1. Gives the Lord experience of His work.
2. Makes trial of the glorious qualifications He had received.
3. Encourages Him in the great work of redemption.
4. He learns how to succour them that are tempted. Heb. ii. 18.
5. Pledge that He will destroy the works of the devil. 1. John iii. 8.

"Ended." In the course of this trial our Lord was tempted 1stly. To Distrust.
To Worldly Ambition. "All these will I give thee." 4thly. To Idolatry. "Fall down and worship me." There is probably not a temptation of Satan but is reducible to one or other of these four, Dr. A. Clarke. There is no temptation against which this example may not furnish us with weapons and teach us how to use them, Bengel. "For a season," lit. till a time. It expresses the devil's intention to return, Meyer. From this time forth the devil knew Jesus, Stier; more especially on the approach of our Lord's passion, the prince of evil returned, Ver. Ger. Matt's order preferred, Schleiermacher, Major, Brown, Alford. Narrated by our Saviour to His disciples, Olshausen, Norton. Unnecessary if inspired, The Author. "Temptations" addressed to the threefold division of our nature, body, soul, and spirit, Ellicott.

14. And Jesus returned in the power of the Spirit into Galilee: and there went out a fame of him through all the region round about.

Returned. After John's imprisonment, a year after His baptism.
Events of the interval, briefly stated by John iv. 48.

Fame, of miracles wrought by Him in Capernaum.
They brought crowds of hearers to His presence.

15. And he taught in their synagogues, being glorified of all.

Taught. The Great Teacher. His hearers the most favored of men. Saviour, thus glorified in a corrupt church.
Many reformers, so called, are only schismatics.
Synagogues. 1. Assembly. 2. Edifice. 3. Festal assembly of heaven. Heb. xii. 23.
First named 174 a.C. Small, without windows.
Men first worshipped in open air. Gen. xvi. 23.
Then built a wall round the altar, but without roof.
In Greece, a mere cord marked the limits of a holy place.
Temples of Greece, without windows—lamps gave light.
Worshippers stood without, priests alone were within.
Synagogues built, when ten men of piety and means were found.
To erect one, was supposed a passport to heaven. Luke vii. 5. Hence multiplied.
In Jerusalem there were 460 in number. People sat facing the temple.
Rome has 360 churches, population 120,000, about 160 to a church.
The ark was in the western part, 19 prayers said, phylacteries read.
Law read. Twenty verses of Scripture expounded.
Antiochus forbade the reading of the Law under penalty of death.
Teachers sat. Matt. xxiii. 2. Service on sacred days, 2nd and 5th of the week.
Synagogue and mosque divide females from the audience by lattice.
Glorified. To be humble under honours—a rare virtue.

16. And he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up: and, as his custom was, he went into the synagogue on the sabbath day, and stood up for to read.

Came. Properly identical with the record in Matt. xii. 54.
Mary had retired to Cana, her permanent home. Brought up, His entire life to 30 years of age, the priestly age. This the turning point in our Saviour’s life. Hitherto He had met with a kind of toleration. Henceforth the city of David is no safe dwelling-place for Him. Custom. Creatures of habit, men’s minds become set. Jer. xiii. 28. An element of great power, in controlling mankind.

Our Lord thus bids us cultivate regularity in religious duties. If the sinless Jesus, how much more ought sinners!

Went, &c. His Father’s day, word, and worship, acknowledged.


In Sabbath battles, the assailants are generally defeated. Those firm in desecrating it, generally become bankrupts.

Nations despising God’s day, uniformly punished. 1. Sam. ii. 30.

Stood. Hitherto a hearer. Henceforth the Great Teacher.

It implied, He desired to read a Scripture Lesson.

Read. Bible ought ever to be heard in God’s worship.


“Custom,” as having preached for some time, Brown. Time preceding His 30th year, Oesterlee. He returned after brief intervals to the Feasts, Olshausen.

17. And there was delivered unto him the book of the prophet Esaias. And when he had opened the book, he found the place where it was written.

Delivered, by the Minister, a roll, the day’s lesson. A solemn moment, after thirty years of silence.


Opened. Gr. unrolled. Parchments rolled. Christ first opens the O.T’s matchless treasures, Himself the Inspirer.

Found. Selects it, to correct worldly views of the Messiah. Isa. lxi. 1.

Written. He read from the Septuagint, not the Heb. original. Antiochus 174 B.C., put to death those who read the Law.

18. The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to heal the broken-hearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised.


Gospel. Glad news. Afflicted are comforted when Christ appears. Poor. Chasm between rich and poor, wide in the East. Jo. vii. 49. Jews believed the Messiah would favor the higher classes. In India, a Sudar reading the Vedas, hot oil is poured in his ears. To break these iron walls of caste was Christ's great work. A church which recognizes, and acts on the principle of social caste, see James ii. 1-9, is Antichristian.

“He will not break the bruised reed, nor quench the smoking flax.”
Opposes the formalists, self-righteous, lovers of themselves.
Deliverance. Oriental prisoners in every age treated most cruelly.
Captive. Gr. taken by the point of the spear—generally sold as slaves, if not put to death, regardless of color.
Jud. xvi. 21.
Bolts and bars typify the desperate strength of sinful habits.
Kings oft opened the doors to prisoners at their coronation.
Our Lord restores Satan’s captives to liberty and sight.
Sinners blinded by Satan, are “blind, who have eyes.”
Liberty. Many hearts are bound by chains of care and remorse.

19. To preach the acceptable year of the Lord.

Acceptable, i.e., the Jubilee.
Slaves, except strangers, freed: debts, mortgages, released.
Every fiftieth year, social state, founded by Moses, restored.
Every seventh and every fiftieth year, the land was not tilled.
Holy Ghost made Christ’s advent a spiritual Jubilee.
No Israelite, by the Jubilee trumpet, gained such an inheritance.
“Blessed are the people who know the joyful sound.” Ps. lxxxiv. 15.
“Acceptable year,” precedes “the day of vengeance.” Isa. xxxv. 8.
Year. All the ages from Calvary to the day of judgment.
How brief our hour, to do the work of eternity.
1. Moments of mercy. 2. Hours of trials. 3. Eternity of joy.
20. And he closed the book, and he gave it again to the minister, and sat down. And the eyes of all them that were in the synagogue were fastened on him.

Closed. Gr. rolled up the scroll. One inspired, may close the Bible. Offers of mercy, and days of grace, alike have limits. Heb. iv. 7. Sat down. Ancients sat, when they gave instructions.

A divine dignity characterizes all His movements.


Fastened. Gr. Sharply fixed, expecting great things. Thirsty souls ever drink in the truth as it is in Jesus. His Divinity seemed to flash through His earthly garments.

"Minister," angel of the church, Lightfoot. One of the deacons, Prideaux. It was the duty of the minister to keep the sacred books, Alford.

21. And he began to say unto them, This day is this scripture fulfilled in your ears.

Began, with solemn, weighty truths, to preach the Gospel. This day, of "merciful visitation," which they believed not. Had they power as malice, it would have been His last day.

"Fulfilled." His course of ministry, Alford, Brown. ἔφυλη, by hearing Me, De Wette. Jesus is the fulfilment of all prophecies, types, and promises, Queener.

22. And all bare him witness, and wondered at the gracious words which proceeded out of his mouth. And they said, Is not this Joseph’s son?

Witness. Prejudice and guilt must approve the truth. Nunn. xxiii. 10.

Wondered. Solemn sermons don’t prevent men loving the world. His manner must have made an irresistible impression. John vii. 46. Preacher often admired, and yet his message rejected.
How many heard the Redeemer on earth cry "Come unto me." Who will hereafter hear Him cry "Depart ye cursed!" Gracious. Sweetness of manner, and richness of matter. Is not. His humble earthly relatives, the great stumbling-block. His deep humility, a strong evidence of Divine condescension. With incredulity and contempt, they recount His brethren. Matt. xiii. 55. We know this Wonder-Worker and friends, as common people. In the carpenter's son, they resolve not to find the Messiah. Joseph's Son. They knew he had received no Rabbinical education. A challenge for Him to work a miracle. Proves how little they knew of His miraculous birth. Prejudice weakens judgment, pride blinds the mind. Infidels ever deride, but cannot disprove His claims. As usual, their wondering, gives witness against themselves. Their wretched pride cannot comprehend the humility of the Great One. Such quench the Spirit. 1. Thess. v. 19, and believe a lie. 2. Thess. ii. 11. A divine impression of truth, resisted, maddens the Nazarenes.


28. And he said unto them, Ye will surely say unto me this proverb, Physician, heal thyself: whatsoever we have heard done in Capernaum, do also here in thy country. Surely say. Knowing, they in heart believed, the prophecy did not suit Him. Infinitely wiser than human teachers, He could place His finger on the secret keys of the minds of His hearers. He plainly tells them,—Why He would work no miracles there. Proverb. Gr. parable. Spiritual truth illustrated by a representation in nature. Luke v. 36. Physician. Luke v. 51. As their countryman, they held Him bound for a miracle. Heal. Make yourself rich, honored, happy, great. A physician despised, but healing all who came.
A prophet deserving highest honors, but receiving none.

Thyself. This reproach was repeated under the cross.

Others. One so ignorant, ought not to instruct others.

Heard. Choosing Capernaum as residence, known at Nazareth.


Severely rebuked, "Except ye see signs and wonders" &c. John iv. 48.

Long after His ascension, Jews called for miracles. 1. Cor. i. 22.

Miracles not to compel faith, but to leave unbelief inexcusable. Luke xvi. 31.

Miracles on earth, are only nature with the Creator.

Capernaum. Heb. Town of pleasure, or of Nahum.

Not named in O. T., once in Josephus; built after The Exile.

Stood north-west of sea of Galilee, chosen home of Jesus. Mark ii. 1.

The spots which lay claim to its site are, 1. Khan Minyeh, and 2. Tell Hum, three miles north.

Honored by His miracles, His second birth-place.

Violence of Nazarenes, not the cause of the change.


Mark i. 29.

The centurion's servant, Simon's mother-in-law, and the paralytic, healed. See Matt. viii. and ix.

Here our Lord delivered the wonderful discourse recorded John vi.

Do also. "Why not begin Thy mighty works among us?"

"Thou hast passed Thy neighbours by, for strangers."

He knew them too well, to hope for any good result.


This proverb seems to have been current among Greeks, Romans, and Jews, Weistein. "Capernaum." Khan-Minyeh, north of the Plain of Esdraelon, Robinson. Tell-Hum, Thompson, Elliott, Winer, Ewald.

24. And he said, Verily I say unto you, No prophet is accepted in his own country.

He said. A formula of the O. & N. T.; implies a previous pause on Verily. No unmeaning term, solemn attention called. [speaker's part.


Accepted. A deep principle, in our fallen nature.

An unwillingness to esteem virtue, due to envy.
Unrenewed heart would pull down all higher than itself.

Envy, key-note, ending in the death of 50,000,000 Christian martyrs.

Familiarity takes away the charm of novelty.

It reveals the tinsel glittering in hollow, but showy virtues.

We seem unable to associate every day life, with a loftiness of spirit.

Thus the matchless powers and graces of Jesus, not esteemed.

Wicked Nazarenes, did not want to honor such a Messiah.

Had He half Caesar’s pomp, all Judea would have been in His train.

"Accepted." Nearer the vision, less the attraction. Christians should therefore labor among Strangers, Brown. Human heart is ever jealous of superior virtue, Author. Earthly mindedness, prejudice and pride, the real causes, Oosterv. Your own fault, if the Physician care less for you, than for those more remote, Bengel.

---

29. But I tell you of a truth, many widows were in Israel in the days of Elias, when the heaven was shut up three years and six months, when great famine was throughout all the land.

I tell. He claims omniscience, for the Bible may not have recorded all the cases cured by Elijah and Elisha.

Truth. He knew all Jewish feelings, would rise against Him.

Their national vanity finally rose to absolute infatuation.


Early rains fall in April, latter in October, in Judea. Hosea vi. 3.

He pronounced that judgment inspired of God. 1. Kings xvii. 1.

Six months. Preceding the commencement of the three years.

Famine, Sword, and Pestilence, God’s messengers. Ezek. v. 17.


---

29. But unto none of them was Elias sent, save unto Sarepta, a city of Sidon, unto a woman that was a widow.

Sent. Gracious display of sovereign power. Eph. ii. 17.

Finger of the Inspire, invests a line of the O.T. with deep interest.

"Sarepta." Heb. Zarepath. Theophilus, (Luke i. 3,) must have praised God's grace to the Gentiles, Stier. "Sidon." Hebrew signifies "fishing." 400 stadia from Beyrouth, Strabo. Its fleet named by Homer, employed by Xerxes, Polybius. Famous in ancient history. Fifty miles from Nazareth, the most northern city of our Lord's journeys, Ed.

31. And many lepers were in Israel in the time of Elisha the prophet; and none of them was cleansed, saving Naaman the Syrian.

Lepers. Gr. scaly. A disease indigenous in Egypt and Asia. Compare 2. Kings, 5 chap. Promoted by damp air, want of cleanliness, and eating greasy or oily food. Skin is silvery, resembling and named Elephantiasis. 2. Kings, v. 27. Bones and marrow infected, feet lost their power. Supposed to have been Job's disease. The lepers dwelt alone. 2. Kings, A bright spot on the skin, Lev. xiii. 2, a proof of its presence. [xv. 5. Garment on his head, like mourners, his look that of a beast. Hand on his lips, and cried, "unclean, unclean!" Carried with him the emblems of death, "garments rent." Head bare, all the springs of life poisoned. Introduced in Europe by Crusaders, leper was clothed in a shroud. Masses were said for his soul, as one dead, property given to heirs. Bodily anguish rendered the victim miserable. House infected, walls razed, and carried out of the city. Lev. xiv. 84.
Instead of sacrifice cleansing, his touch polluted the altar.
That altar, useless, defiled, was torn down and scattered.
Symbolized the incurable malignant nature of sin.
Miriam, Gehazi and Uzziah struck by God. Num. xii. 10; 2. Chron.
xxvi. 23. 2. Kings v. 27.
Author saw a family of children lepers in Judea from 2 to 10 years of age.
Eliwhes or Eliasha. Heb. Salvation of God; pupil and successor of
Elijah 908 B.C.
1. Miracle.—Divided Jordan, with Elijah's mantle.
2. Sweetened waters of Jericho. 3. Punished 42 youths for cursing.
king's death, and Hazael's reign. 16. Predicts Syrians' defeat.
17. His bones restore a corpse to life, let down into his grave.
A Syrian, high in honor and wealth, but a leper. 2. Kings, v.
A Hebrew slave, "a little maid," informs him of cures having been
made.
The king gives him a letter to Joram, the king of Israel, an old enemy.
He felt insulted. Eliasha advises they send him to him.
As a leper, he could not enter the prophet's house.
Elisha refuses to come out, merely sends a messenger.
Enraged, Naaman refused to wash 7 times in Jordan. Lev. xiv. 7.
Repents, goes, and is healed. Eliasha refuses all reward.
Gehazi by fraud obtains treasures, and becomes a leper.
Naaman asks for two mules burden of earth, for an altar. Ex. xx. 24.
Knowing God's holiness, asks pardon for bowing in house of Rimmon.
Naaman's name, a reproach to the Jews for unbelief.
The Syrian, and a Shumamnite, both Gentiles, grace truly sovereign.
Proved God loved believing strangers, more than unbelieving Jews.
He often passes by formalists, saves profigates and Pagans.
Syrian. Luke ii. 2. This implies an answer, No!
Ye are unworthy of miracles, as the Jews of old of prophets.
Hence they were sent among the Gentiles.

Aerpol. Levitical laws, were Board of health, Michaels. Persians and Polynesians
extend them also, Wakefield. burl of all diseases; midway between demonical
possessions and ordinary diseases, Alexander. Jews, not Pagans, feared the touch. Nazan talked with the king, Major. A living parable of moral death, Trench. Torah cleansed by hyssop, Lightfoot. Excluded from walled towns. Ancient, a more dreadful type, than modern, Alexander. The Author having seen a number of lepers, hardly thinks it possible. Hebrews expelled from Egypt, on account of this disease, Tertullian. Eliseus or Eliehu; of such importance is the prophet esteemed by God that his name is given to an epoch, Bengel. Neumâr, Neumâr, Lachmann, Tischendorf.

28. And all they in the synagogue, when they heard these things, were filled with wrath.

All they, who admired His kind and winning eloquence. Verse 22.
Each fact kindled Jewish pride and fanaticism.
These things. He (the son of Joseph) compared Himself to the 

29. And rose up, and thrust him out of the city, and led him unto the brow of the hill whereon their city was built, that they might cast him down headlong.

Rose up. In a malignant, boisterous rage.
In frenzy, they resolve to murder Him, for His good works.
"He came to His own, but His own received him Him not." John i. 11.
A good comment on Nathaniel's question. John i. 46.
Same reckless frenzy carried out, nails Him to the cross.
City. Nazareth. Brow. Several are now near it.
Hill, of Nazareth, contrasted with the Hill of Temptation.
Nazareth shows the fruits of faithful, perfect preaching.
1. Blossoms, no sure signs of fruit. 2. Fruit sadly blighted.
3. Harvest may be better than the promise.
Marvelled. Mark vi. 6. At Gentile faith, and Jewish unbelief.
To His Divinity, nothing was new; to His humanity, wonder was natural.
Headlong. Idumean captives, thus were slain.
At Rome, the capital bordered on the Tarpeian Rock.
Ever thus with a fickle populace, "Truth begets hatred."
His first open insult! From "His own household." Matt. x. 36.
The whole occurrence, a foreshadowing of subsequent treatment from the 
nation.
30. But he, passing through the midst of them, went his way.

Passing. He neither blinds them, nor becomes invisible. He turns on them one look of Majesty, sign of His Almightiness. Supernatural power, as in Gethsemane. John xviii. 6. Hour not yet come. His ministers invulnerable and immortal, till their work is done. His intrepid calmness, contrasted with their blind fury. It depended on Himself to suffer, or not suffer. John x. 18. He is Lord of times, as well as of things.

31. And came down to Capernaum, a city of Galilee, and taught them on the Sabbath days.

32. And they were astonished at his doctrine: for his word was with power.


It was in a direct road from Jerusalem to Damascus.

Taught. Gr. Continued teaching, from the very first Sabbath, and on. Discouragements will not check faithful laborers.


Doctrine. Not principles, but His unsurpassed manner.

Word. Course of teaching, by parable and miracle.

Power. He expounded the Law as Law-Maker, not Interpreter.
Rabbis enforced theirs, by appealing to eminent teachers.
Sermons applauded, no sign of hearers improving.
The inspiration of the Bible, and sunlight, both self-evidencing alike.


32. And in the synagogue there was a man, which had a spirit of an unclean devil, and cried out with a loud voice.

Synagogue. Luke iv. 15. Man. Demoniac, an object of compassion. Persons were actually subject to the control of demons. Evidences—

Unclean. Viliness, and moral loathsomeness of the demoniac. Indicates the kind of sins Satan encourages in men.
Unclean heart, far more miserable, than possessed body.
Cried. Denotes a more powerful agent, mastering a human being.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTARY


94. Saying, Let us alone; what have we to do with thee, thou Jesus of Nazareth? art thou come to destroy us? I know thee who thou art; the Holy One of God.

Let us. Consciousness lost, he seems identified with the demon. Mark v. 7.

Demons unbound, unwillingly honor Christ.
The old hate and contest, ever breaking out. Gen. iii. 15.
The Anointed of the Spirit, and demoniac, both in the synagogue.
Heaven, Earth, and Hell, all meet in one place.
Alone. Gr. a complaining interjection, equivalent to "ah!" indicates Jesus' blessed presence a torture to devils. Mark v. 7. [terror.
This insolent demand, a witness of Jesus' Godhead.
Satan dreads all such interference with his domain.
Do with, &c. They want nothing to do with Him.
But He has determined only the more to do with them.
Art thou some? Note, How Satan meets Jesus.
1. With hypocritical homage. 2. Irreconcilable hate.
1. Intrepid calmness. 2. Pitying love for his victim. 3. Triumphant power.

Destroy. Hints at destruction, as their sure doom.
Terrified demons recognize Him, as their future Judge.
I know. It is no longer, "If thou be the Son of God."
These demons had met their Creator before in unholy warfare.
In the dread conflict in heaven, they felt His wrath. 2. Peter ii. 4.
They knew they would surely meet Him again. Jude, verse 6.
They manifest supernatural knowledge of the past.
But can only successfully surmise concerning the future.
Devils have clear knowledge of religion. Jas. ii. 19.
Unsanctified wisdom, a dangerous inheritance.

Holy One. The term taken from the Messianic Psalm, xvi. 10.
Note their entire sense of impotence and subjection.
His presence wrings out from them, a confession of His Godhead.
They know full well, He and they, could not dwell together.
They wonder, if the judgment day is coming before its time.
It opens glimpses of the oneness in character, between the wicked and Satan.
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35. And Jesus rebuked him, saying Hold thy peace, and come out of him. And when the devil had thrown him in the midst, he came out of him, and hurt him not.

Bebuked. Praises of the vile, no ground of credit to the virtuous.

Saviour's first miracle at Cana, John ii. 11. First in Luke is exorcism.


He would not have people believe, on a devil's testimony. Matt. viii. 29. If the tempted knew the source of assault, they would be oftener victors.

He knew the homage from unclean lips, and rejects it.

Come out. Breaking up of two distinct personalities.

On Jesus' arrival, demons cannot long stay.

Thrown. Shows what the demon would have done, if he could.

Torn. Mark i. 26. Denotes, how reluctant to lose his terrible grasp.

Jews and heathen then peculiarly under the power of fiends.

Jesus chose this awful hour of darkness, for His Advent.

Note the fearful peril, of resigning a soul, to the full power of evil.

Hurt not. The rage of devils under Christ, always impotent.

 Depths. Demoniac deserves our sympathy, the demon, punishment, Slifer. Demoniacs expressed desire of deliverance, Oehler. "Hurt not," the devil had wished to hurt the man, Bengel.

36. And they were all amazed, and spake among themselves, saying, What a word is this! for with authority and power he commandeth the unclean spirits, and they come out.

Amazed. Gr. amazement was upon all.

Strange teachings, were more strangely confirmed.

Spake. They had faith, but no living, working faith.

Word! Omnipotent arm of God was laid bare before man.

Sacred solemnity of the Sabbath, broken by miracles.

Where the old Creation ended, He begins a new Creation.

Authority. Right to act, and an effective power to do so.
With authority incontrovertible, and power irresistible. 

Commandeth. Outward effects of the Redeemer's power. Far surpassed by His invisible works of mercy on the soul. His hidden strokes at sin, were infinitely mightier. 

Come out. No guilt too desperate for infinite grace. Isa. i. 18. 

Power and weakness of Satan's kingdom. 

1. Has power to tyrannize over men. 2. To deride the Son of God. 3. Too weak to resist His word. 4. Or ruin one of His lambs.

---

vix ৬. What meaneth this? Campbell. Miracles over licentious, most wonderful, 

Queret. Such an inference could only arise in monasteries among monks. The Author. 


---

37. And the fame of him went out into every place of the country round about. 

38. ¶ And he arose out of the synagogue, and entered into Simon's house. And Simon's wife's mother was taken with a great fever; and they besought him for her. 

Fame. A wonder-worker, rouses a nation's interest. 


One believer, often by covenant, a blessing to the whole house. 

He scarcely enter's Christ's circle, before his family are blessed. 

Wife's. Contradicting Rome's dogmas. St. Peter sanctions marriage. A slanderous tradition makes him divorce her, on becoming an apostle. 

All apostles, under God's authority, had this right. Gen. ii. 18; 1. Cor. ix. 5. 

Fever. Christ's favored friends, not free from afflictions. Suburbs of Capernaum always marshy and unhealthy. 

Besought. He waited to be asked. He encourages prayer. Ezek. xxxvi. 37. 

He never refused to heal the sick by miracle, if asked.

—wived, mother-in-law. Rome, to be consistent, teaches that Peter, when he said, "We have left all," then forsook his wife and became a celibate, Bouquet, Shemish Notes. Such exegesis is wresting Scripture, 3. Pet. iii. 16, Horsley.
39. And he stood over her, and rebuked the fever; and it left her; and immediately she arose and ministered unto them.


... μεγάλας, an epithet used by Luke, as a physician, Wetsstein, Alford. evex. ev. over her. His approaching so near, proved that the disease yielded to his power, and could cause him no danger by infection, Bengel.

40. Now when the sun was setting, all they that had any sick with divers diseases brought them unto him; and he laid his hands on every one of them, and healed them.

Sun setting. "Sabbath, from even to even." Lev. xxiii. 39. Cool of the day, favorable for removing invalids. He did not hesitate to cure on the Sabbath. John v. 17. A busy Sabbath-day, of our Redeemer. Refusing an act of mercy on the Sabbath, one becomes a Sabbath-breaker. Sick. "All that a man hath, will he not give for his life?" Job ii. 4. Divers diseases. 1. Many kinds, but one Great Physician. 2. Many cures, but one Healing Power. 3. Many voices, but one Key note, viz., Grace. "Unto him," &c. Rev. i. 5. Brought. Favours not to be expected, if we are too proud to seek. Malady of body and soul. 1. Same misery in both. 2. Same confession. 3. Requires same faith. 4. Uses same remedies. 5. Excites same opposition. 6. Deserves same homage. Hands, convey no virtue, but point out the objects. Heb. vi. 2. Every one. How deep His heart-felt sympathy for suffering. Many grievously err, in thinking His miracles few. While healing the body, could He forget the soul? Many vows, made in sickness, forgotten in health.

... hówv, after sun-set, Campbell. At setting, Wakefield. Not legally until after setting, Theophylact, Lightfoot. Indicates secular time for secular labors, Dwight. &c inasyn; "on each one." Thus Christ cares for every separate soul, Vers. Ger.
41. And devils also came out of many, crying out, and saying, Thou art Christ the Son of God. And he rebuking them suffered them not to speak: for they knew that he was Christ.


Came out. Forcibly driven out by Divine power.

Crying. Natural expression of pain or rage at parting.


Rebuking. Coerced allegiance to the supremacy of the Redeemer.

Speak. He avoided all appearance of compact with demons.

Devils not permitted to usurp the apostolic office.

His enemies actually charged our Lord with complicity with devils.

The flatterings of enemies, ever suspicious compliments.

---


42. And when it was day, he departed and went into a desert place: and the people sought him, and came unto him, and stayed him, that he should not depart from them.

Day. At morn, He retires for meditation and prayer. Mark i. 35.

Departed. Nazarenes repelling, Capernaum invites Him.

Body and soul exhausted, thus "He bore our sins." Heb. ix. 28.

Prayer, His mysterious, but efficient way of communing with His Father.

A sinless nature using means of grace, proves their value.

Entire nights thus spent. Luke v. 16; vi. 12; ix. 28.

Desert. Solitary prayer was 1. Refreshment to His toil.

2. Balm for His sorrows. 3. Shield in temptation.

4. Staff on His journey to His throne. Ps. xlv. 6.

Sought. Messes roused, followed Him in sympathy.

The first teacher who cared for the down-trodden many.

Came unto. Even His disciples had not learned His closet.

He, not desiring to be alone with God, lacks His mind. Phil. ii. 5.

Stayed. Tyndale, kept. Penitent Capernaum detains Him alone.

Reprobate Capernaum, through pride, rejects Him, and is lost.

Holly and unholy mingled here, separated in eternity.

Capernaum chosen in mercy, believes and is saved.

Capernaum abandoned, scorns and is lost. Luke x. 15.
"Come," disciples, at the desire of the crowd, follow Him, Grotemp "unto him." They did not rest till they found him, Bengel.

43. And he said unto them, I must preach the kingdom of God to other cities also: for therefore am I sent.

Must. "I come to do thy will, O God." Divine decree. Heb. x. 7.
The investiture of it, belongs to the King of kings, &c. Rev. xvii. 14.
The idea pervades the Prophets. Jesus as King. Dan. ii. 44.
The Divine will rules absolutely; contrasts with the kingdom of sin.
Its coming involves the ruin of Satan's kingdom.
Kingdom of God always existed, now secretly advancing.
Destined to a final conquest, elements all spiritual. 2. Cor. x. 4.
Cities, of Galilee, persecuted ministers, welcomed by others.
Sent. Anointed expressly to preach to the poor.
"I must work the works of him that sent me." John ix. 4.

&c. Not absolute necessity, but divine decorum, Oosterse. *swvr*—going forth from the Father, Euthymius, Bitter. Leaving Capernaum, De Wette. His mission as Teacher, Oosterse. Ministers' obedience to superiors, Quenel. Binding one's obedience to another's will, Jesuitism, Steinmetz. or: "therefore;" this is the creed of Jesus, and the cause of his journeys, Bengel.

44. And he preached in the synagogues of Galilee.

Synagogues. Luke iv. 15. He might have drawn all. John. xii. 32.
Ministers also ought not to rest, while one soul is perishing.

"Preached." After some days, Mark ii. 1. Three months, Greswell. Four or five days, Ellcott. A few weeks, Andrews. *swr* exp. "was preaching"; a formal close to this section of the narrative, and chronologically separates it from what follows, Alford.
CHAPTER V.

1. AND it came to pass, that, as the people pressed upon him to hear the word of God, he stood by the lake of Gennesaret.

Pressed. Regarding in the rush to be healed, neither time, nor place. Note the patient endurance and humility of the Saviour.

No church can contain the crowds, if a nation will to hear.

"Not many mighty," 1 Cor. i. 26, but "many sons to glory." Heb. ii. 10.


Sea of Galilee, called also sea of Tiberias, thirteen miles long, six broad. Water fresh, cool, clear, beach abounding with pebbles. Jordan flows through it.

700 feet below the Mediterranean sea; Fish plentiful.

Nine cities on its shores, Capernaum, Chorazin, Bethsaida, Magdala, &c. Tiberias and Magdala alone of the nine remain.


2. And saw two ships standing by the lake: but the fishermen were gone out of them, and were washing their nets.

Saw. The third call. First, John i. 35-42. Second, Matt. iv. 18-22.


Rafts tied with leather thongs. First built 700 B.C.

Wicker bulwarks, with stones for anchors, but one sail.

Guided by sun and stars, carrying from 7 to 4000 persons.

Ptolemy's had 4000 rowers, they sat in tiers, one above another.

230 fishing ships were on the Lake of Tiberias in the days of Josephus.

Jews an agricultural people, to preserve their integrity.

Fishermen. Servants attending the owners of vessels.

3. And he entered into one of the ships, which was Simon's, and prayed him that he would thrust out a little from the land. And he sat down, and taught the people out of the ship.


Prayed. Note the courtesy of Jesus. Domineering spirit rebuked. "Learn of me, for I am meek and lowly." Matt. xi. 29.

He might command, but for love's sake, He asked.


Taught. Peculiar work, next to His atonement.

His resurrection, God's seal, on all He taught and did.

Need a pulpit, souls perishing, He waited for no consecration.

A mountain, a well, a ship, sea side, all were pulpits to Jesus.

Sinners might well lend a pulpit if He gives His life.

Fishermen, unconscious prophets of their future work. Jer. xvi. 16.

David, a shepherd, foretold his tending God's flock. Psa. xxiii.

People. He passes by courts, senates, schools, for the poor.

Sabbath was past, but earthly toil hinders not spiritual work.

After their devotion, disciples had prodigious success.


Out of the ship. In order more advantageously to fish for men.

He had His eye on two noble brothers near, but then strangers. Ver. 10.

"Which was Simon's." Even at this period precedence is given to Peter, Bengel.

4. Now when he had left speaking, he said unto Simon, Launch out into the deep, and let down your nets for a draught.

Launch out into the deep. This is God's command to each of us. Lord at Thy word, should be our answer. He will bless our net.

Cheering to the care-worn sons of toil, is that word, "Launch."
Let down. He would first test Peter’s obedience; no success is promised.
Obedience is our duty, results are with the Lord.
His former Word had taken root in Peter’s heart.
He moulds into His own image some like Paul, in an instant.
Others, like Peter, are laboriously hewn and polished by sore trials for years.
The beginning of Peter’s apostleship; Christ “chooses weak things.”
1. Cor. i. 27.
Amos, a herdsman, David, a shepherd, Matthew, a publican.
By humble fishermen, Christ will yet win many nations. Ezek. xlvii. 10.

This was further than a little, verse 3. “For a draught.” This implied a promise of success; comp. John xxi. 8, 6, Bengel.

5. And Simon answering said unto him, Master, we have toiled all the night, and have taken nothing: nevertheless at thy word I will let down the net.

Master. Indicates an acquaintance already formed.
Filial faith soon enabled him to call Him, Lord.
Toiled. Fishing proves neither abject poverty, nor social degradation.
He selects humble, hardy laborers, over sages and kings.
All night. The proper time for fishing in that lake.
Even the Lord’s apostles, have their dark nights of toil.
He thus tested the Satan-bound female, 18 years, Luke xiii. 16.
Another, 12 years, Mark v. 25. A man 38 years, John v. 5. Abraham 25 years.
At evening time, it shall be light. Zechar. xiv. 7.
Sorrow may endure for a night, but joy cometh in the morning. Ps. xxx. 5.

Our calling not to be left abruptly, for want of success.
Nothing. Diligence not always rewarded. “The race is not to the swift nor the battle to the strong.” Eccl. ix. 11.
Laborers in Christ’s vineyard, not to be discouraged. Isa. xii. 10.
Crossed in our chosen plans, Christ welcomes us.
Nevertheless. Peter sacrifices practical knowledge to faith in Christ.
Thy word. This answer implies modest doubt of success.
To experienced fisherman, the effort, a sure failure.
After Christ's sermon, look for the outgoing of power.
X will. Peter sets aside a life-time of experience, for Christ's word.
Our duty often clear, when God's reasons are hidden. Jer. x. 28.
Obedience of faith: 1. Its foundation. 2. Its existence. 3. Its blessing.
Transitions in the life off faith: 1. From doubt, to wonder. 2. From want, to abundance. 3. From terror, to joy. 4. From fear, to hope. 5. From failures of earth, to triumph in God.


6. And when they had done this, they enclosed a great multitude of fishes: and their net brake.

This done. Obedience, active, prompt, and unrestrained, obtained the blessing.
Multitude. The secret, "He hath dominion over the sea."Ps. viii. 8.
This part of man's inheritance lost by the apostasy.
Quite as easy for the Lord to collect fish, as to create them.
Mysterious instincts guide the annual flight of birds. Jer. viii. 7.
He creates the wealth of the sea, as well as commands its waves. Job. xxxviii. 11.

God's blessing secured by His promise, by faith, and by labor.
We should confess our unworthiness, and rightly use our blessings.
A miracle compensates at once, for past loss, and present obedience.
It foreshadowed apostolic success in the ministry.

Brake. Gr. began to break. A faithless net, perils all.
A munificent recompense, for the use of his boat for a pulpit.
Our prayers always answered, would perhaps ruin our interests.
Christ rewards all receiving Him, or His servants as their guests.
At Cana, He multiplied their scanty stores. John ii. 1-10.
No one has lost, or ever will lose in the service of Jesus.
7. And they beckoned unto their partners, which were in the other ship, that they should come and help them. And they came, and filled both the ships, so that they began to sink.

Beckoned. They were too far off to hear their call.

Partners, of our toil, oft sharers of our triumphs.

Ship. John, the owner, a man of means in Capernaum. Ver. 10.

Help. "A friend loveth at all times, and a brother is born for adversity."


Shutting a door, or kindling a fire in God's house, is not unrewarded,

Mal. i. 10.

Godliness profitable for all things, for this life, and that to come.

1. Tim. iv. 8.

Sink. They were dragged down in the water by the weight of the fishes.

How often prosperity proves the ruin of body and soul!

A far harder test to human character than adversity. Deut. xxxii. 15.


8. When Simon Peter saw it, he fell down at Jesus' knees, saying, Depart from me; for I am a sinful man, O Lord.

Saw it. The impulsive Simon, is all himself again.

Fell down. Had Jesus been mere man, He had rebuked him.

Acts xiv. 15.

Jesus' knees. Ancients thought mercy dwelt in the knees.

Praying, the Greeks clasped the knees of their idol gods.

Depart. He forgets the fishes; and turns to the Saviour.


Greeks permitted no gods on board their ship.
Lest offended, their vengeance might raise a tempest.
A wide gulf separates sinful man, from the holy God.
Humility, not fear, fills his wondering, adoring soul.
God always enters the broken heart, dreading His presence. Isa. lvi. 16.
Woe! unto us, if the Lord indeed depart from us. Mark v. 17.
Nothing humbles a believing soul so deeply as grace.
Sinful. Sinner like me, not fit company for Thee.
"Art thou come to call my sin to remembrance?" 1. Kings, xvii. 19.
The nearer to God, the clearer becomes our vileness. Job xlii. 6.
Even divine blessings, should fill us with holy fear. Psa. cxviii. 4.
Peter while drawing in fish, is taken in the net of Christ.
David, tending a flock, follows the Divine shepherd.
Capharnaumites following for food, get the bread of life!
Samaritan coming for water, obtains water of life!
Paul, going to Damascus, to capture saints, is captured himself.
Magi, following a star, are led to the Star of Bethlehem!

\textit{\textcolor{red}{έχεις, \&c.}} Fear as of an arch-sorcerer, Ammon. Upbraided by conscience for returning to his nets, Sider. The effect of deep humility, Lightfoot. Had seen diseases cured, now fish of the sea obey, Weisstein. Superstitious dread, Oehlermann. Horror, Kuhnau. Christ those apostles from the greatest sinners, Ignatius, Jerome. We best recognize our sinfulness when we best recognize the glory of God, Voss, Ger. Christ here appears as the ideal man, the second Adam of the 8th Psalm.—"Thou hast put all things under His feet: the fowl of the air, and the fish of the sea," &c., Trench.

\textit{\textcolor{red}{9. For he was astonished, and all that were with him, at the draught of the fishes which they had taken.}}

\textbf{Astonished.} Grace appears more glorious, the weaker the instrument. Our Lord's Divine Power established in all those coasts.
\textbf{Draught.} The miracle concerned his own craft, in his own vessel, and with his own net, after his own fruitless efforts.
Far more wonderful, the draught of souls on the Pentecost. Acts ii. 41.

10. And so was also James, and John, the sons of Zebedee, which were partners with Simon. And Jesus said unto Simon, Fear not; from henceforth thou shalt catch men.

Our Lord had been teaching about six months.

James and John. Sons of Zebedee and Salome; had hired servants, Mark i. 20.

Owned two ships, acquainted with High priest. John xviii. 15.

James, John, and Peter, at His transfiguration, at raising of Jairus’ daughter, and at Getsemane.

Former, called Boanerges or “the sons of thunder,” for their zeal. Mark James became an apostle, one year after this miracle. [iii. 17. He was the first Christian martyr under Herod. Acts xii. 1-2.

John. Son of Zebedee of Bethsaida, time of calling uncertain.

A disciple of John the Baptist, and by him, directed to Christ. John i. 29.

Social position indicated by acquaintance with High priest. John xviii. 15.

Resided at Jerusalem, at the time of the crucifixion. John xix. 27.

Gave Mary, the mother of Christ, a home. John xix. 26.

Author of the Gospel, 3 Epistles, and the Apocalypse written at Patmos.

A chief “pillar” in the church. Gal ii. 9. At first vehement in zeal.

Wrote his three epistles in Ephesus, during the reign of Trajan.

Supposed to have died at Ephesus A.D. 100, aged 102, but mere conjectures.

Fear not. A word of kindness from the Friend of sinners.

Highest pledge of God’s love. Isa. vii. 4; Hag. ii. 5; Zech. viii. 13, 15.

Sown in tears, His word cannot return void. Isa. lv. 11.

Peter’s inauguration to the apostolic office.

Catch. Gr. take alive. From element of death, to life.

Fish taken for death, converts for eternal life.

Their anxiety hitherto for the body, henceforth for the soul.

By the Gospel net, all kinds taken, will be separated at the Day of Judgment. Catching souls, like fishing, needs skill, not violence. [ment. “I will send for many fishers, saith the Lord.” Jer. xvi. 16.

Peter learns that winning souls is above material miracles.

Sea, the world, fishers, preachers, net, the gospel.

Ships, the churches, draught, the success, shore, eternity.

Fish, a symbol dear to the primitive saints, seen on monuments, rings, cups, &c.

John, the beloved disciple; wrong to esteem him gentle by nature, only became so by reception of the Spirit of Jesus, Ed. A chair now at Jerusalem, said to be his relic, Williams. His brothers, Levites, Ewald, Wiesler. His disciples, Polycarp and Ignatius,
Jerome. When too aged to preach was carried into the church, and would say, "Little children, love one another," Jerome. Tradition says that in the persecution under Domitian, he was taken to Rome, and thrown into a caldron of boiling oil, but taken out unharmed, Ed. גירסא, take them alive, Robinson. Used allegorically by Jesus. Success due to His power, not their skill, Grotius. Ethical mode of winning souls, Meyer, Siller. Catch, Ayford. Unio salvation, Wakefield. Captivatis, Doddridge. IXΟΥΣ inscribed on tombs in Catacombs of Rome, indicating their memory of the Saviour's charge to Simon. Initials of Ἰησοῦς Χριστὸς Θεοῦ Υἱὸς Λόρος, McFarlane.

11. And when they had brought their ships to land, they forsook all, and followed him.

Forsook. Visible miracles useless, without invisible ones.
Calling of Christ vain, unless heard and obeyed by the heart. Matt. vi. 21.
All. Fish, nets, ships, home, habits, hopes, friends.
Their all, of little value; our Lord notes the spirit. Luke xxi. 3.
Many forsake their all, in form, but not in heart. 2. Tim. iii. 5.
Followed. One who was poor, persecuted, friendless, homeless.
Matt. viii. 20.
Some put out the covetous eye, but retain the covetous heart. Ezek.
After crucifixion, they returned to their fishing. John xxi. 3. [xxxiii. 31.
After the Pentecost, they renounced their nets for ever.

12. And it came to pass, when he was in a certain city, behold a man full of leprosy: who seeing Jesus fell on his face, and besought him, saying, Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst make me clean.

He had heard of the Physician, and his heart throbs with hope.
Leprosy symbolized the incurable nature of sin's disease.
Over this sacrament of death, our Lord's power was supreme.
Fell, &c. In the East, profound respect, not necessarily adoration.
Face. Prostrate. In Oriental lands prostration to superiors is not unusual. But Copts, Greeks, and Moslems, are daily seen prostrate in worship.
Faith speaks little, sighs speak much in His ear. Mal. iii. 16. Psa.
The sinner full of confusion at the sight of the Holy One. lxix. 11.
Besought. His importunity could neither be resisted, nor silenced.
Sinner must be intensely earnest, to be cleansed.
Mercy might do, what skill had never done.
Lepers the last that dared to hope, or apply for a cure.
Wilt. The leper doubted not His power, but His willingness.
He could, if He would. Would He deign to notice?
Leper conceded Him omnipotence, and Christ seals it, by healing him.
For man to attempt a cure, were downright folly.
Me clean. No man is too mean for Jesus to love. John iii. 16.
No misery too great for His power to reach. Heb. vii. 26.
Condition of Salvation, not beyond the reach of any one. Rev. xxii. 17.

"Full of leprosy." A touch of medical accuracy from the beloved physician, (Luke)
indicates the soreness of the disease, Alford. "Full." Some regarded Messiah divine,
supposed to be Simon the leper, Brown. No leper could approach Him, surrounded by
multitudes, hence privately done, Greerwell, Andrews. This cure made it impossible for
Him henceforth to enter any city, & c. Capernaum, Norton.

18. And he put forth his hand, and touched him, saying, I will: be thou clean. And
immediately the leprosy departed from him.

Our Lord never required belief in any well defined doctrine, or creed.
Only conditions, personal need and believing trust.
Touched. Law forbade the polluting touch. High priest might enter a
leper’s house.
Our High Priest is touched by our infirmities. Heb. iv. 15.
The touch of this King cures diseases of soul and body.
A mere man’s touch would have contracted impurity only.
But God in Jesus, overcame death. "In Him was life." John i. 4.
No human will resists the power of saving grace. It is written—"Thy
people shall be willing in the day of thy power." Psa. cx. 8.
The purity of Divine love removes the impurity of human misery.
A visible sign, imparted an invisible blessing.
His Divine touch, henceforth hallowed the sufferings of saints.
I will. I can! I will!—Echoes of mercy, to his fervent prayer!
Either the word of the true God, or fearful impiety.
Be clean. Human language hitherto, had no such words.
No prophet had dared to heal after this manner.
The majestic utterance of the Godhead, not transferable
tongue.
No hand but that of Christ, can uproot the leprosy of sin.
Sin's deeply-seated curse, removed, a still greater miracle.
Departed. The Prince of Life, conquered "the king of terrors." Job
xviii. 14.
Leprosy of body and soul, instantly left him.
Restored to health, society, friends, and sanctuary.

"Touched," not unlawful, Elijah and Elisha did the same, 2. Kings iv. 34, Euseby.
On seeing signs of convalescence, Ammon. Fullness of divine power, Stier.
"I will." An instantaneous result of his prayers, Vers. Ger. Divine grace is irresis-
tible, Quatrem. This Gospel truth honored by the anger of the Pope. Clement II, A. D.
1718, condemned it in the Bull Unigenitus.

14. And he charged him to tell no man: but go, and show thyself to the priest, and
offer for thy cleansing, according as Moses commanded, for a testimony unto them.

Charged. Discouraged gossiping habits of men.
Tell no man. Popular excitement would only retard His holy work.
Popular applause unsought by Him in the depth of humility.
He turns the patient's mind from the world, to his own state.
Priest. Luke i. 5. He honors the Old, while building up the New
Dispensation.
The priests pronouncing the leper healed, a testimony in the temple for
Christ.
The Sun of righteousness shall arise with healing in His wings, &c.
Mal. iv. 2.
Not a tittle of the law can fail, till all be fulfilled. Matt. v. 18.
Offer. Sacrifice required. Lev. xiv. 10. Altar, the bud. Gospel, the
flower.
To revive the altar, &c., were to light a candle at noon-day.
Testimony. To the dignity and validity of His Messiahship.

Greek etymology implies discrimination, i.e. command fixed by no rule, but Christ's
pleasure, Alexander. "No man." Proven tumult, Major, Lange. Lest He prejudice
priests, Grotius. First duty to the priest, B. Cravtius. Repress vanity, Olbersen.
Teach him caution, Oosterse. Humility and charity, Luther. To keep Pharisees ignorant. Fulfil Isa. xiii. 1. Avoid all seeming fore-play. His resurrection might seal His words. His mission revealed by facts not words. To avoid being made king, Erasly. Till shown to the priest, still separated, Bengel.

15. But so much the more went there a fame abroad of him: and great multitudes came together to hear, and be healed by him of their infirmities.


ἐν' σώματι "by him." Omitted by Tischendorf and Alford.

16. ¶ And he withdrew himself into the wilderness, and prayed.

Withdrawn. Gr. kept withdrawing. Over zealous leper thwarts the Lord's designs. He retires to prevent a premature crisis. Those serving men best, have the most leisure for God. Satan tempts saints to ostentation, or, by distraction, in devotions. Retired communion with God, braces up the soul for conflict and duty. To plead for men's souls secretly, is not forsaking them. Wilderness. Luke i. 80. Excessive hearing, reading, talking, visiting, endanger modern piety, as to its depth and strength. The secret of the believers' strength and purity, lies at the Mercy-Seat. Too much, or too little Church machinery, is perilous. Prayed. Luke above other Evangelists, notes Christ's devotions. Some scream their prayers at God, He hears a "secret sigh." Ps. lxxix. 11.
“Withdraw himself.” Thus obtaining time for prayer and rest, Bengel. If Jesus needed seasons of retirement to recruit his energies, and obtain spiritual refreshment and help.—How much more His ministers! Do not ministers live too much in public in these days? Ed.

17. And it came to pass on a certain day, as he was teaching, that there were Pharisees and doctors of the law sitting by, which were come out of every town of Galilee, and Judea, and Jerusalem: and the power of the Lord was present to heal them.

Certain day. A short period before the Lord's second passover. This incident probably took place in Capernaum. Mark ii. 1.
Teaching. This was His work, the miracle, a mere incident.
Pharisees. Heb. separate. (Luke vi. 2.) From their sanctimonious pride.
First noticed 144 n.c. Ecclesiastical demagogues of that age.
They and Scribes, the expounders of sacred and civil Law.
The most persistent and malignant enemies of Christ.
They esteemed the poor as so many beasts to bear their burdens.
Characteristics. 1. Excessive zeal in proselyting. 2. Careful to hide the key of knowledge from the people.
3. Intense regard for externals. 4. Affectation of superiority.
5. Supreme hypocrisy. 6. Sacrificed justice and mercy to forms.
9. Contemned motives. 10. Scrupulous in their tithes.
Traitors to their God and Saviour, and betrayers of their country's hopes. Isa. viii. 12.
Their knowledge of prophecy, left them without excuse.
Doctors. Eminent Pharisees, exalted to teach the nation.
All were emissaries of the hostile Sanhedrim at Jerusalem.
His miracles attract attention, deceivers avoid all such as are intelligent.
Even the boldest deceivers avoid the intelligent, as judges.
Sitting by. Many do not sit under, but sit by the Gospel.
To such it is a thrice told tale, "What a weariness." Mal. i. 15.
Power. Miraculous, but invisible energy of the Almighty.
Jesus Himself the Power, and the Gospel—Both seen in His life.
Lord. Denoting the supreme Godhead of the Saviour.
Our Lord's miracles proved Him a messenger from above. He is Not the scornful Pharisees, but the audience. His mission, not to self-righteous doctors, but to broken hearts. Isa. lxi. 1, 2.

"Pharisees." Pharaoh, Divider, Besa. No nick-name like Cathari, or Huguenot, &c. The Pharisees were futilists, held that the soul enters another body, that works of supererogation are acceptable to God, that an oath is not binding, that mental reservation may be practised, that anger and lust are venial offences, that pleasure is the chief good, given to ornamenting tombs of prophets and martyrs, thought a sinner's touch polluting, addicted to washing hands, cups, &c., to fastings and tithings, &c., Major. "Doctors," teachers of oral, Scribes, of written law, Lightfoot. Doctors, private students, Macknight. Teachers, Lardner. Village schoolmasters or inferior magistrates, Grenville. Possibly came on a friendly conference, Trench. ἐπ. κατ. Does this mean the power of God, or the power of the Lord, i. e. Jesus? Meyer remarks that Luke uses ἐπιφανεία frequently for Jesus; always with the article; but the same word without the article for the Most High: whence we conclude that the meaning is the "power of God working in the Lord Jesus wrought so that He exercised the power of healing," Alford. Fulfil of the leper active, of the next passive, Oosterzee. δύναμις, outgoing of Almighty power. τῆς. Miraculous pentec. διάμορφον. All God's works, natural and supernatural, being alike to Him. Christ's ὐπέρανais His message from above. Satan's ὑπέραν, from beneath, Oehler. νευρα, natural signs.

18. And, behold, men brought in a bed a man which was taken with a palsy: and they sought means to bring him in, and to lay him before him.

Behold. A three-fold miracle, thoughts read, sins forgiven, palsy healed.

Brought. They are our truest friends who bring us near to Jesus. Advancing us to honors of earth oft ruins the soul.

Bed. Ordinarily a pallet, or rug, sometimes both portable and ornamental.

Bedsteads in the East, quite unknown.

A raised platform of wood, stone, mud, or rugs, now used.

Ulysses tied timbers to trees for his bedstead. Homer.

The bed pledged, not to be retained after sunset. Ex. xxii. 27.

Poor, wrap themselves, the rich cover themselves. Isa. xxviii. 20.

They sit on beds in day time, and sleep on them at night.

Orientals in humble life, carry their beds to harvest field. Ruth iii. 4.

Palsy. A weakening of nervous energy and activity.

Muscles lose their tone, i.e., power of contractility.
Generally affects the left side, and vital organs.
He who could heal the leper, might cure the palsy.
Sought. Crowd blocked up all avenues to the Saviour.
Before Him. Proximity necessary to healing.

"Palsy." Cessation of nervous action, anciently called apoplexy, modern name paralysis, Costersee, Hug.

19. And when they could not find by what way they might bring him in because of the multitude, they went upon the housetop, and let him down through the tiling with his couch into the midst before Jesus.

Could not. God often places obstacles before our faith.
There can be no blocking up the avenue to His heart. John iv. 23.
Carried the patient up a neighbouring house, roofs being flat.
Tiling, being removed, the pallet was let down, in His presence.
Well pleased, to see His teaching disturbed by their faith.
What energy, men in real earnestness, display everywhere!
If we cannot reach Christ's presence, He can still heal our sick.
If baffled, the widow's importunity encourages us. Luke xviii. 1.
Centurion believed, that He could heal at a distance. Matt. viii. 8.


20. And when he saw their faith, he said unto him, Man, thy sins are forgiven thee.

Saw. Jesus attends oftener to our wants, than to our desires.
Faith. The passive sufferer rests on the faith of friends.
Their faith, was of service in all, but the forgiveness of sin.
Thy sins, sin the cause of all human disease and suffering.
God, best interpreter of our prayers, knows our necessities.
This patient puts up no prayer, his palsy pleads.
Forgiven, not a prayer, but declaration of a fact.
A delightful paradox, surprising both friends and foes.
Hints at his being cast down, under some spiritual burden.
A curse possibly pressed heavier on his heart, than on his limbs.
Pardoning, precedes healing, one present can forgive, as well as heal.
Bodily and spiritual healing, often coincident.
Christ rejoiced more over his penitence, than over their faith.
He ever kept back the sublime words, "I am God!"
God gives before we ask, better than we ask, and after we have asked.
He did not stop giving, till Abraham stopped asking. Gen. xviii. 32.

An answer to secret penitence. Oishausen. Some secret link between his sin and disease, Redinger. Moderns err in denying any connection. Oestersee.

II. And the scribes and the Pharisees began to reason, saying, Who is this which speaketh blasphemies? Who can forgive sins, but God alone?

Afterward, teachers, esteemed as oracles of wisdom.
Old Test. recorders of acts of kings, revenues, muster-rolls.
Belong to a state of society founded on law, not on force.
The pen, a symbol of power; thought rules the world.
Writing, a sacred art, scribes copied, and expounded the Law.
Ezra, first scribe, a guardian of the sacred text.
Sanhedrin, made up of Scribes and Pharisees,—The supreme Court.
Their vigilance constant. Had great influence with the people.

Who is this? Fish taken, tempest stilled, answer, God!
Demons obey, lepers cleansed, sick healed, answer, God!
Thousands fed, blind seeing, deaf hearing, answer, God!
Gospel has led Philosophy herself, a captive to Christianity.
Blasphemies. A profane speech, slander: see Riddell & Scott.
It denies honor and truth essentially belonging to Jehovah.
In their heart. Mark. He heard no voice, but heard silent thoughts.
Forgive. Earth has thousands of altars, but only one Mercy-Seat.
God alone. Evil hearts, change balm of Gilead, into poison. Scribes and Pharisees had a true idea of the act of forgiving sin. It presupposes a knowledge of the secrets of the heart. No one can remit a debt, but He, to whom, it is due. Who can. "I can, and I will prove it by miracles," saith Jesus. Christians, like their Master, doing good, are reviled. Jesus claims the highest prerogative of Jehovah. They charged Him, with daring to assume the authority of God. Instead of correcting a mistake, He vindicates His claims. He received adoration, and challenged it as His due.


23. But when Jesus perceived their thoughts, he answering said unto them, What reason ye in your hearts?

Thoughts. "All things are naked and opened unto the eyes of Him, with whom we have to do." Heb. iv. 13. He tells them the exact line, their thoughts were taking. Ps. cxxxix. 2. Peter exclaimed "'Lord, Thou knowest all things." John xxi. 17. Answering. Their secret reflections. No question being put. In His judgment, their secret cavils needed an open reply.

24. Whether to easier, to say, Thy sins be forgiven thee; or to say, Rise up and walk?

Easier. Both demand omnipotence, both acts of Jehovah alone. Enemies unconsciously and unwillingly ever advance His glory. Forgiven. This unexpected act, the key-note of this narrative. Rise up. He offers to cavilling Scribes and Pharisees a clear test. He had performed an act of God, which was invisible. He proposes to do an act of God, which will be visible. If He fail, He is an imposter, if He succeed, He is Jehovah. He thought it no robbery to be equal with God. Phil. ii. 6.

24. But that ye may know that the Son of man hath power upon earth to forgive sins, (he saith unto the sick of the palsy,) I say unto thee, Arise, and take up thy couch, and go into thine house.

Son of man. Used of no other, and by no other, except Jesus. Occurs about 60 times. Our Lord's chosen title.
He held the rights of the *primogeniture* of our race. Heb. i. 6. Son of man, hints at the *Supreme Godhead, as veiled in humanity.* Son of God, hints at His humanity’s union with His Godhead. Upon earth, Son of man, but God’s Representative in Heaven. His acts are those of Jehovah, His title, humble, as His birth. Son of man, used, Dan. vii. 13. *Not found in the 21 Apostolic epistles.* Power. This word breathes the *authority* of Heaven. 1. Universal. 2. Beneficent. 3. Violently opposed. 4. Triumphantly maintained.

1. A very consoling power. 2. Much misunderstood.

8. An indisputable power. 4. One to be openly acknowledged.

Forgiven sin. 1. A want, painfully felt. 2. Eagerly sought.


5. Wonderfully sealed. 6. Thankfully enjoyed.

Forgiveness of sin promised to all who repent and believe the gospel.

Luke xxiv. 47.

*I say.* In His own name. A matchless majesty pervades His words. No prophet, or apostle, ever assumed any such authority.

To thee. A sublime brevity, He draws no conclusion.

Turning to the paralytic, “He spake, and it was done.” Ps. xxxiii. 9.

Go. Jesus, God-like, gives with a full hand and measure.

“Son of man.” Used to conceal His Divinity from Satan, Bengel. Apostles use “Son of God,” not mere man, nor model man, De Wette. Because as Divine He voluntarily partakes of humanity, Alexander. Could not be used of Him by men, without great irreverence. The irrefragable proof of His Godhead, Middletom. Involves the essentials of the Messiah, Smith, vol. i. 109. An entire transference of Christ’s Divine nature to the human, Alexandrian Fathers. κληρονομος, dimin. of κληρονομις, a small couch or bed. Mark use κρασπαυτος, a couch capable of holding one person; not pure Greek, a Macedonian term. Attic εκμισων. A Cyprus bishop used the latter word, and was asked, if our Lord’s terms were not *euphonious* enough for his ear. Soconen.

25. And immediately he rose up before them, and took up that whereon he lay, and departed to his own house, glorifying God.

Arise. All Bible readers are familiar with this scene. But the suspense for a moment, must have been intense. The new Teacher risked all, on a single miracle of grace. He had assumed the Divine prerogative of pardoning a sinner. Now, He assumes the strictly Divine act of healing. Overwhelming awe of Jehovah’s presence, filled the place! Took up. *Carrying* his covering, completed the wonderful cure. He lay. Not worth the name of a bed, perhaps a pallet of rags.
Deported, to tell his friends, and publish the grace of God.
Glorifying. If He give us comfort, we should give Him the praise.

"Took up that whereon he lay." A pleasing expression. The bed had borne the man; the man now bears the bed, Bengel. "Deported." Believers should seek retirement, Quenel. This pious monk forgets that the world has duties as well as snares, Author.

26. And they were all amazed, and they glorified God, and were filled with fear, saying, We have seen strange things to day.

Amazed. Gr. ecstasy, out of mind, extreme wonder.
No Prophet had ever before made such extreme demands.
No human being in the world had ever before or since presumed to forgive sin.
Except the blaspheming devotees, of "the man of sin." 2. Thes. ii. 8.
His daily miracles in His own name, further alienated the Pharisees.
Glorified. Not the scribes, but the crowd, yet sincere of heart.
Cavillers now admit His honors, but deny His Divinity.
Fear. The Supernatural fills the sinful mind with dread. Deut. ii. 25.
Fear shall fall, and make them still as a stone. Ex. xv. 16.
Strange things. Gr. beyond all expectation, miracles, and sins forgiven.
Never before did the witnesses feel, the eternal world, so near.


27 ¶ And after these things he went forth, and saw a publican, named Levi, sitting at the receipt of custom: and he said unto him, Follow me.

Resided at Capernaum, his office on the shore of Lake of Tiberias.
Prescribed in Ethiopia, probably died without a martyr's crown. (tradition otherwise).


Saw. 1. Jesus looks on him in love. 2. Calls him by His word. 3. Faith springs instantly. 4. Love in its activity. Follow me. A conversion, and an apostle's call. Resistless efficacy seems to have accompanied His words.


Christ's first four apostles, fishermen, fifth, a publican. Called to the very highest office and honors of God's church. Yet Pharisees would not deign to eat with him.


29. And he lef the all, rose up, and followed him.

30. And Levi made him a great feast in his own house: and there was a great company of publicans and of others that sat down with them.

All. Faith alone mates and masters Earth's attractions. Matthew enlisting, immediately becomes an enlisting. Proves his depth of humility, (Matt. x. 3.) worthy to be "among princes."

Ps. exiii. 8.


Soul's birth-hour, adoption into the King's family. John viii. 36.

"It was meet that we should make merry." Luke xv. 32.
Matthew's feast a farewell to his companions in office. In his humility, he omits to mention the greatness of the feast. Matt. ix. Own. Emphatic, to the shiftless, homeless wanderers. [10, 16. Wide chasm between the favored and poor classes, only filled by the House. Materials and form. Luke i. 40. See Notes. [Gospel. Sat. Gr. reclined. Learned from Greeks, habit of reposing during meals. In Old Test. times, Hebrews sat, women and children always sat. Leaning on the left elbow while reclining, illustrated John xiii. 25. Cups always used. Psa. xvi. 5. Knives invented in Parma, 1490 A.D. With the right hand, they took the food, back resting against a cushion. Couches were a little higher than the table. 3 feet high. Orientals now carefully collect their food in their fingers.


---

AN ANCESTAL COUCH

GUESTS

ARRANGED ACCORDING TO HONOR


Servants moved inside.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTARY

30. But their scribes and Pharisees murmured against his disciples, saying, Why do ye eat and drink with publicans and sinners?


Disciples. Their recent defeat, prevents their attacking Jesus. Ye. They use the plural, but aim alone at the Master. Sin made them cowards, afraid to assault Jesus. Eat. Not Moses’ law, but tradition was violated. Greeks deemed it impious to eat with those denying honor to their gods. Jews dreaded ceremonial uncleanness; indifferent to moral purity. Our Lord never was invited to a priest’s table. Bigoted, are ever the most desperate subjects of hope and prayer. Oriental usage permits strangers to enter and view the company. Social retirement, a fruit of advanced civilization. Eastern populace know no law, but life-guard’s bayonet.


81. And Jesus answering said unto them, They that are whole need not a physician; but they that are sick.

Answering. To shame His foes and justify His cause.

uggested Commentary

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTARY

30. But their scribes and Pharisees murmured against his disciples, saying, Why do ye eat and drink with publicans and sinners?


Disciples. Their recent defeat, prevents their attacking Jesus. Ye. They use the plural, but aim alone at the Master. Sin made them cowards, afraid to assault Jesus. Eat. Not Moses’ law, but tradition was violated. Greeks deemed it impious to eat with those denying honor to their gods. Jews dreaded ceremonial uncleanness; indifferent to moral purity. Our Lord never was invited to a priest’s table. Bigoted, are ever the most desperate subjects of hope and prayer. Oriental usage permits strangers to enter and view the company. Social retirement, a fruit of advanced civilization. Eastern populace know no law, but life-guard’s bayonet.


31. And Jesus answering said unto them, They that are whole need not a physician; but they that are sick.

Answering. To shame His foes and justify His cause.
He would always rescue His perplexed disciples.

Whole. Those only owning themselves sick, were healed.

Pride, the disease which flatters the sick as being in health.

A word of consolation to the humble, but of woe to the proud.

Physician. Jews thought diseases sent directly from God.

If curable, to be learned by priests, consulting the Oracle.

Heathen also by charms and brutal rites, consulted gods.

Jehoram sent to Baal of Ekron, a bribe, for their physicians.

First named in the embalming of Jacob in Egypt. Gen. 1. 2.

"Daughter of Egypt use many medicines, not cured." Jer. xlvi. 11.

Anciently, law, medicine, and divinity, belonged to one person.

Sick. God's church on earth a blessed Asylum, or rather, a spiritual Hospital.

Our Lord alludes to no sinless class on earth,

Sin, unconsciously deforms, weakens, wastes, destroys the soul. Rev. iii. 17.

Nature will not, reason cannot, science attempts not, a cure.

Our Physician is skilful, faithful, compassionate, self-sacrificing.

His success, infallible, "Healing in His wings," Mal. iv. 2.

Selfish Pharisees thought the Messiah came for His own glory and ease.

Royal.—Righteous in the Jewish sense, De Wette. Ironical, Calvin, Meyer. Subjectively, Alford. Really holy, Elshay. 'Aroth—not a, but the physician. Thus announcing Himself Physician of souls, Costeres.

23. I came not to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance.

I came. The Advent of One who belongs to the Highest order of Being.

His Coming heralded 4000 years;—announced and hailed by Angels.

Ought to have been welcomed by all our fallen race.

Call, pervades His eating, drinking, and entire life.

His graciously condescending fellowship, a Divine call.

He came not so much as a Teacher, as a Saviour.

Righteous. Absolutely free from sin, as no man is. Rom. iii. 23.

Sinners. "It is for sinners I am here," not for holy, but fallen men.

A great encouragement to sinners, but none to sin.

Expecting to retain them, and receive Him, a sad delusion.

1. A moral frenzy denies the soul is sick.

2. Tempted, they despair, as being past all remedy.
4. Silly, many know not the value of health.
5. Gay, they think they can do without the balm for the soul.
6. Effeminate, dread the bitterness of the drug.
7. Those unwilling to trust themselves to the Great Physician.
   A saving grace. 2. Cor. vii. 10. True sense of sin. Ps. xlii. 4.
   Apprehension of mercy. Rom. ii. 4. Founded on Christ. 2. Cor. v. 19.
   Obedience springs from new motives and new principles to a new end.
   The Blessings are, pardon, peace, heaven.
   The Time, life. Ecc. ix. 50. The Evidences, faith, humility, prayer.
   The Necessity, evil of sin, misery involved, commands and promises.


   53. And they said unto him, Why do the disciples of John fast often, and make prayers, and likewise the disciples of the Pharisees; but thine eat and drink?

   3. Esteem what can be seen. 4. Glory in aping the best.
   5. Comparing themselves with others, are not wise. 2. Cor. x. 12.
   Disciples. Learners. With John’s spirit, they would follow Christ.
   John’s disciples tainted deeply, with the traditions of Rabbis.
   Many have servilely imitated the Nazarite austerities of John.
   Fast. Ancients abstained from all food. Moderns from animal only.
   Implied,—We fast, we do not feast as do worldly Nazarites.
   Hypocrites are ever boasting of their hollow devotions.
   True in every age that, “most men will proclaim every one his own goodness.” Pro. xx. 6.
   Slaves to sin, often exceed in austerities, the humblest saints.
   Formalists make a standard, and measure all by it. 2. Cor. x. 12.
Heathen plead their sacrifices, Moslems boast their alms.
One fast annually, ordained by Moses, Day of atonement. Lev. xvi. 29.
During captivity, four fasts; trumpets were blown. Joel ii. 15.
Special private fasts. 1 Sam. i. 7; Ezra x. 6; Neh. i. 4; Dan. x. 3.
Stated formal fasts, without the heart, are open profanity.
There is a fast, which God has chosen. Isa. lvii-
Christ and disciples were free from frivolous self-indulgence.
Nor did they practice extreme morose austerities.
Scribes complained formerly to the disciples, of their Master.
Now to the Master, of the conduct of His disciples.
Sowing discord among brethren, Tempter's old trick. Isa. xi. 18.
Scribes seem instigated by Pharisees, to censure Christ.
Three times in one chapter, cavils are turned against cavillers.
If believers offend the world, Christ is sure to hear of it.
The wicked will ever exact of believers all they profess.

"Disciples" of John fasted for his captivity, Groton. "Fast." Apostles often
fasted after Pentecost, Quastel. Contrary to the Gospel Spirit. 1 Thess. v. 16.
Christians ought to fast in times of darkness, Neander, Olshausen. Protestants out-
side, think our Saviour discourage fasting, Oosterse. He does discourage and
condemn all ostentatious fastings, Alexander. John's disciples were Essenes, Didd-
and the note of interrogation at the end, cancelled, Tischendorf, Alford.

34. And he said unto them, Can ye make the children of the bridechamber fast, while
the bridegroom is with them?
Bridechamber. Hebraism for friends of the bridegroom.
Wedding with Orientals, a time of riotous merriment.
Marriage a union for life, of one man and one woman.
Happiness of parents, and education of children, promoted.
Marriage with idolaters, forbidden. Ex. xxxiv. 16.
Saviour sanctioned wedlock at Cana, by miracle.
Companions of bride, were children of bridechamber.
Bride crowned, movable canopy borne along over her.
Songs were sung, blessings invoked. Ruth iv. 11, 12.
Wedding lasted 7 days, bride moved by night to her home.
Persons hired to dance at weddings, and mourn at funerals.
Bridegroom. Christ the Head of the Messianic festival.
Truly renewed hearts, have changes of light and gloom. Isa. l. 10.
Bridegroom, denotes His tender love for all believers.
The intimate vital union between the Head and members. Eph. v. 23.
Christ's exaltation did not consign the church to grief.
Fast. Principle condemned, is that of stated fasting.
Hankering after artificial fasts, ever follows Rome's idolatries.

---

86. But the days will come, when the bridegroom shall be taken away from them, and then shall they fast in those days.

Days. Censors defeated, in desiring John to be condemned by Jesus. Times of the Spirit's absence, the Church in a cold, barren state.
Will come. The Lord called the church to weeping. Isa. xxii. 12.
In times of self-denial, the believer's privilege is to fast.
They will have time and cause enough to mourn. Acts xiv. 23.
Taken away. Sad words, contrasting with sun-light of Bridegroom's The first allusion to the Redeemer's violent death. [presence.
Neither the Gospels, nor any apostolic Epistle, hath a command to fast.
Although oft practised. Acts x. 30. xiv. 23. 2. Cor. vi. 5. xi. 27.
Dan. ix. 3.
Fast. At Christ's death, and consequent famine in the Kingdom.
"But when the candle of the Lord shines brightly on their head." Job. xxix. 3.
Christ's presence should be a continual feast. John xiv. 23.

---

ἡμέρας, v. 86. ἀφελῆ, not avelē; used nowhere else, "bear away," violent death, Oxf. v. 36.
36. I And he spake also a parable unto them; No man putteth a piece of a new garment upon an old; if otherwise, then both the new maketh a rent, and the piece that was taken out of the new agreeth not with the old.

Parable. Natural similitude used to illustrate religious truths.
Used much by our Lord in Matthew, Mark, and Luke, but not elsewhere.
Sanctioning novels by this word of Jesus, mere folly.
Abstract doctrines are intelligibly and vividly brought out.
These analogies, often arguments and witnesses of truth.
The Lord's train, filled the temple above, His skirts, the temple below.
Soil full of weeds and thorns, a parable of the depraved heart.
Characters of nature, to eye of faith, the hieroglyphics of God.
To the stupidized mind, the key of knowledge is lost.
Amid a worn-out world, Christ renewed old truths at His touch.
Common customs of life, under Him, are sermons to us.
Garment. Luke vi. 29. Wedding figures, such as "robe," "preparation," "wine," run through the N.T.
Unfulled cloth. Mark ii. 21. Has greater strength and shrinkage.
Worn-out texture of the old, could not stand the strain of the new.
Rent. Schism. Mark ii. 21. Happy if those were the only rendings of the church.
Messiah's work, was not to patch up old finished rites, such as old types, ceremonies, sacrifices, washings, fasts, &c.
Completed garment of salvation, rejects worn-out trimmings.
No empirical repairs, can detain the fleeting Levitical shadows.
The vital principles of the church, unchangeably the same.
Yet the Messiah, changed all its outward forms and robes.
"Behold, I make all things new," saith Christ. Rev. xxi. 15.
His concealed sarcasm, refers to the excrescences of tradition.
Agreeth not. Old garment by nature cannot be mended with a new patch.

Some duties more difficult than others. Matt. v. 19.
Hearts renewed in times of peace, may not have a martyr's faith.
The trees of the garden, are not all as cedars of Lebanon.
God did not lead unarmed Hebrews, by the way of Philistia.
The good Shepherd gently carries the lambs of His flock. Isa. xi. 11.
Gospel meat, may be too strong, for babes in Christ. Heb. v. 12.
Over-doing even in well-doing, is injurious—"Be not righteous over-much." Ecc. vii. 16.
Kindness and gentleness will bear with weakness and ignorance.
"If the lambs and mothers be over-driven, they perish." Gen. xxxiii. 13.

57. And no man putteth new wine into old bottles; else the new wine will burst the bottles, and be spilled, and the bottles shall perish.


Cairo, the population 250,000, bring all cooking water 2 miles from the Nile, in skins.

Bottles of clay. Judg. iv. 19; Jer. xix. 1; found in old tombs of Romans.

Glass bottles found in Babylon, by Layard, made 900 B.C.

"Put my tears in thy bottle,"—ancient custom at funerals. Ps. lvi. 8.

Placed with burning lamps, in sepulchre, to dissipate the gloom.

The Author found tear bottles, holding two spoonfuls, in Alexandrian tombs.


58. But new wine must be put into new bottles; and both are preserved.

59. No man also having drunk old wine straightway desireth new; for he saith, The old is better.

Better. Old habits of the Jewish converts, hard to yield.
Purer spirituality of the N. T. dispensation disliked by those long accustomed to the forms of the Old.

ἐντοτίστερα doubtful reading, Griesbach; cancelled, Alford, Thol. omitted, Cod. Sinait. εἴδετο, "straightway;" omitted, Thol., Alford. ἐ παραδείγματα. A purely laible verse. He uses a Gennile proverb, Wordsworth. Uttered at another time, Keim. Men reluctant to part with old customs, Oehler, Alford. Disciples unwilling to adopt the austerities of Pharisees, Doddridge. Disciples accustomed to John's, not to Christ's teachings, Rylic. Our Lord above Moses, ready to break the law—but meeker than Moses, will not quench the smoking flax, Osterseee. Their own old doctrine more acceptable to Pharisees, than the teaching of Jesus, which, though they regarded new, far older than their own, Bengel. For ἄρσως τοῦτο, "better," read ἄρσως, "good," Cod. Sinait., Tischendorf, Alford.
CHAPTER VI.

AND it came to pass on the second sabbath after the first, that he went through the corn fields; and his disciples plucked the ears of corn, and did eat, rubbing them in their hands.

 Came to. This incident occurred near Capernaum.
 Second, &c. Gr. second first. First, after the second day of the Passover. The barley harvest—close of March and beginning of April. [over.
 Went. Gr. went along. He only crossed through, to reach another place.
 Began. Mark ii. 23. Interrupted by the spies, while satisfying their hunger.
 Plucked. Expressly allowed, but not the use of the reaping hook.
 Deut. xxiii. 25.
 God shewed by this slight restriction, He was proprietor of the land.
 The disciples were not curious about diet, but took what came first.
 Sabbath, instituted at Creation, to commemorate God resting.
 It was re-enacted at the Exodus, as Israel's rest from Egyptian bondage. Its character binding to the end of time, as seen from its place in the Decalogue.
 Jews, unable to sacrifice in captivity, distinguished from heathen by the Sabbath.
 Prophets predicting the exile, laid peculiar stress on its obligations.
 At the restoration, Rabbis burdened the duty, by gratuitous restrictions. They lost sight of the spiritual purpose, in outward extreme acts.
 Disciples knowing these traditions, must have been instructed by Christ.

---

sabbath—Heb. rest, total cessation from labor; a fire could not be kindled.
First sabbath of the month of Nisan, Epiphanius, Besa, Sir Isaac Newton; first sabbath
2. And certain of the Pharisees said unto them, Why do ye that which is not lawful to do on the sabbath days?

Their contests of envy, bitter, and divisions numerous.
Scribes excelled in learning, but Pharisees in formal piety.
They began mechanical monastic penances, afflicting the body for the welfare of the soul.
Some wore caps, preventing them seeing any thing but their feet.
Others beat their heads against the walls, until the blood came.
Others walked as if so absorbed in meditation, they could not lift their feet from the ground.
They slept on planks, and put thorns in their garments, to prick themselves.
The day, divided into three parts, one of these, spent entirely in prayer.
If they forgot their devotions, they returned from the field to perform them.
They read the Decalogue twice—daily, without moving an eye, hand, or foot.
They would sell neither books, wax, nor incense, to Samaritans.
On meeting an idol, they went over the fields, to avoid passing it.
On the Sabbath, they would not place even an apple on the fire, nor put out a house in flames.
They went prowling after Christ, to catch at His deeds.
Listening behind—they watched for a single step taken beyond the prescribed limits.
There was no sabbath stillness in their souls, full of evil designs.
The disciples were listening to Christ's words, and offering praise in the Temple of Nature.
Their attendance on Christ, kept them from preparing a regular meal.
They exposed themselves to hunger, rather than lose the instructions of Jesus."

Their offence was the sin of rubbing the ears of corn, plucking allowed. Pharisees under the mask of righteousness, were full of rapine. They scruple at rubbing out a few grains of corn, but not at robbing widows and orphans. They did not quarrel about taking another's grain, being indifferent to justice.

**Why?** Under what authority or right? implying a censure.
It was not the act itself, but the name, that gave offence. When men become more righteous than Christ, their hypocrisy is proved.

Those who commit the greatest crimes, are most free to censure trifles. It is no new thing for Christians, when harmless, to be slandered.

**Lawful.** One convicted of reaping and threshing, penalty was death. Thirty-nine different acts were forbidden on the Sabbath. Jesus upheld the Sabbath in spirit, while, in their view, He broke the Sabbath.

A mechanical keeping, and presumptuous contempt of it, alike sinful. Behold! Mark ii. 24. As if they surprised them, at some great sin! "Since the master is accountable, dost thou not rebuke thy followers?" He would not descend, to discuss their miserable traditions. Sacrificing the interests of man to preserve the Sabbath, they became the real Sabbath-breakers.

Sabbath, the harmonies of the day destroyed by the discord of sin.

---

οῖς, gives intensity to the meaning. ἡμερεῖαν Luke v. 17. They embraced the greater part of the nation. ἡσορίν, it is possible, referring to moral propriety. σφαγή plural.—Not their habit, but an assimilation to the Greek names of festivals—singular in meaning. ἀφαρῆναι Mark. To make way, plucking through the standing corn as though they pulled them up. The microscope of criticism, here finds a discrepancy between the Evangelists; because Mark omits the fact of their eating, cannot Luke add it? Alexander adiō, "unto them," and τιναὶ, "to do," omitted, Tisch., Alford.

---

8. And Jesus answering them, said, Have ye not read so much as this, what David did, when himself was an hungry, and they which were with him;

Christ defends His disciples by five distinct arguments.

**Answered.** When men unjustly assault, God shields His people. He might have blasted them by a rebuke of divine vengeance.

In a Sabbath tone of mind, He stoops to overcome their folly.

The first, presupposes their acquaintance with the Old Testament. David's acts were examples, unless disapproved by the Spirit.
Read. Our Lord felt Himself bound by the Mosaic law.
His first visit to the temple, and His last Passover, prove it.
Hungred. Positive observance must gave way to self-preservation.

"Did your lauded David do that which Moses forbade?"
Even Doeg, Saul's spy, did not censure this act of imperative necessity.
David is rightly counted the great pattern of O.T. holiness.
"You admit it lawful, to do labor for Sabbath sacrifices."
"You admit circumcision is binding on that day." John vii. 22.

adѣрвьрпisce adds intensity, the most careful perusal of the sacred record.
entrимerп, pressed with hunger, furnished: necessity knows no law. "In the temple there is no Sabbath. Sacrificing drives away the Sabbath," Rabbin. Lightfoot.

4. How he went into the house of God, and did take and eat the shewbread, and gave also to them that were with him: which it is not lawful to eat but for the priests alone.

House of God, refers here to the tabernacle, sometimes to the temple.
Built near Sinai by Bezaleel and Aholiab, under Moses.
Length 55 feet, breadth 18 feet, and height 18 feet.
Built of shittim wood, supposed to be acacia; covered with plates of gold.
These were fixed upright in solid sockets of silver.
Bars, covered with gold plates, passed through a gold ring in each board.
On the east, were five pillars of acacia, overlaid with gold.
They stood in sockets of brass. All was covered with five curtains.
The first was colored dark blue, purple, and scarlet.
This hung inside, and covered the four sides with tapestry.
The second made of fine wool, the third of red morocco leather.
The fourth of thicker leather, perhaps the seal skin, taken from the Red Sea.
It was divided into two parts, by a curtain, or veil.
Looped at each end, rent at the time of our Lord's death, Matt. xxvii. 51, each side fell.
Four gold plated pillars in silver sockets sustained it.
Having no window, lamps were necessary. 1. Kings viii. 12.
Holy of Holies had the altar, shew-bread, golden candlesticks, &c.
The Ark of the Covenant, covered with wings of cherubim, was there.
Jews believe the ark still exists, and will be forthcoming, in due time.
While Israel wandered, the tabernacle was movable. Its home was the
 temple.
Shew bread. Heb. bread of the presence. Twelve loaves of manifesta-
tion, on a table of acacia covered with gold.
Sprinkled with salt and frankincense, represented the twelve tribes, even
 after the separation.
Implies, true Israelites are ever to be found among apostate
 churches.
They were a constant testimony against the wanderers.
There alone they were sure their sacrifices would be accepted.
Lawful. Our Lord takes for granted perpetual obligations of the 4th
commandment.
He taught how i.e. in what spirit the Sabbath is to be observed.
He sanctions David's violation of an express ceremonial law.
The love of God consecrates the use of sacred things.
God's anointed is not to be left to die of starvation.
Christ does not teach, that any one at will may break a command.
But that the end of the Sabbath was—that it should be a blessing to
 mankind.
Pharisees had no respect, either for the Sabbath, or man's welfare.
They pronounced the hungry man supplying himself with food, a sinner.
But unrelenting hostility towards the Son of God, they thought right.
Alone. Shew-bread changed every Sabbath, and the incense burnt.
The bread might be eaten by the priests, in the Holy Place alone.
David, a type of evangelical liberty amid legal bondage.

οἶκος—not the Tabernacle, but the house of the High priest beside it, MacKnight.
Mayer. οἶκος, οἶκοις a tent, Heb. tent of assembly, Kimchi. Tent of testimony, Sept.
The tabernacle, Siter. Jewish tradition of the Ark being found, derived Rev. xi. 19, xxv. 5.
L. H. V. D. ἡ πόλις τοῦ ἱεροῦ, bread of the presence, not before the presence, or face of Jehovah.
Also bread arranged in order, and perpetual bread. Ex. xxv. 29. οἶκος, here, prolonged customary action, ἵππος Luke i. 8. The tabernacle and temple being
God's palace, the weekly service of bread, wine, and salt, denoted His habitation among
men, MacKnight. A representation of the Table, as it existed in the Herodian Temple
may be seen in the bas-reliefs within the Arch of Titus at Rome. Philo and Clement of
Alexandria thought the Table a symbol of the world, its four sides typifying the four
seasons. The table of the Second Temple was carried away by Antiochus Epiphanes, and
a new one made under direction of Judas Maccabaeus. Afterwards Ptolemy Philadelphus
presented a magnificent table. The number of loaves (12) considered by Josephus and
5. And he said unto them, That the Son of man is Lord also of the sabbath.


Dan. vii. 13-14. Doubtless alludes to the Messiah. The Ancient of days is Jehovah the Father.

Lord. They might answer, that the priests profane the Sabbath in the services of the Temple. Matt. xii. 5.

His reply implies—Here is One greater than the Temple.

The Sabbath gave place to the Temple, so Sabbath and Temple give place to the Lord of Temple and Sabbath.

Sabbath. Heb. rest, the institution enacted by Jehovah. Gen. ii. 2-3. No mere man can be called,—Lord of the Sabbath.

It implies He is Lord of human happiness, as well as of the Sabbath.

His sovereign right to modify the rules for its observance implies the perpetuity of the essence of Sabbath obligations.

Christ kept the Sabbath in His life, and in His resurrection honored it.

Man was not created to do homage to any positive institution. Mark ii. 27.

That which injures man’s highest interest, violates Sabbath sanctity.

What is compatible with the spiritual interests of all classes, is consistent with its sanctification.

Christ’s refutation of the Pharisees, lessons not the obligation of the Sabbath.

The daily sacrifice continued, until the Great Sacrifice was made.

Hence the Sabbath is binding, until that which is in part, shall be done away, in the perfect Sabbath of heaven. 1. Cor. xiii. 10.

A God, to worship, implies there must be time to worship.

The reasons for founding the Sabbath exist through all time, for fallen beings.

While bread is earned by the sweat of the face, Sabbath is needed.

While souls are to be saved eternally, time for it is desirable.
God has also doubly blest the Sabbath, and added the mercy of Redemption, to the mercy of Creation. His disciples, priests of the New Covenant in His Sanctuary. As priests in the ancient temple were blameless, so are those in that "not made with hands."

sivōs—(Adonai) Dominus, Lord, or Master. Gr. used with great latitude, always implied profound respect. Augustus, when declining the title of Dominus, answered: "Imperator sum, Princeps reipublicae: Dominus servorum." To assume the title would be calling the Roman citizens slaves. sivōs and sivōs, correlative terms among Orientals. Their ideas of paternal dignity being incomparably higher than ours, David's calling the Messiah Lord, confounded and silenced the Pharisees. To have the title of "Lord of the Sabbath," was claiming for Himself authority over an institution founded by Jehovah, Campbell. It may refer to His signal authority through the Apostles, in changing it from the seventh to the first day, Doddridge. As the Sabbath gave way to the Temple service, so must sabbath and temple service both give way to One still greater, (vel Mat.) even the Son of man, Oesterre. vhev res acp. Used to counteract Jewish error as to temporal glory, and to teach that His path to glory was through humiliation, Beau-Dobre. This verse seems unconnected, De Wette. Inserted after the 10, in Cod. Beza, one of the oldest Greek MS., from middle of sixth century. In its place we find these words, "On the same day he saw one working on the Sabbath, and said unto him, Man, if thou knowest what thou art doing, blessed art thou; but if thou knowest it not, thou art accursed, and a transgressor of the law." Evidently spurious, Author. Alford inclined to think it an authentic narrative, Ed.

6. And it came to pass also on another sabbath, that he entered into the synagogue, and taught: and there was a man whose right hand was withered.

CHAP. VI.]  ON ST. LUKE.  

Mechanism of the right hand, foot, lung, superior to the left.  
The blood flows more forcibly through the right arteries.  
The vital energies of the left side, limbs, and brain, inferior.  
Paralysis and other diseases attack the left side generally.  
The tread of the right foot, and motion, more equable.  
The nerves of the hand more sensitive, than the naked heart.  
Thus men are far more sensitive to outward wants than inward.  
The right hand wonderfully executes the commands of the mind.  
Honor.  Col. iii. 1.

Moses laid hands on Joshua before Eleazar the priest.  Num. xxvii. 18.  
Withered.  The work of nutrition had entirely ceased.  
Blood no longer flowed—the pulse no longer beat.  
The nerves and sinews were blasted and useless.  
The Gr. implies, it was not congenital, but the result of disease.  
Atrophy, like leprosy, was incurable by the skill of man.  
No evidence that this man was brought to entrap the Saviour.  
He was doubtless but one of many cured, on that occasion.  
He may have come for the sake of his soul; Christ healed his body also.  
Those expecting to be cured, must be willing to learn from Christ.


"Another Sabbath." A feast sabbath, following that in verse 1, the seventh day of the  
first month, Exek. xlv. 20, Eliott, Wieseler.  Two events on the same sabbath, Meyer.  
אָסְפָּה—Tradition calls him a builder, who entreated a cure that he might not beg;  
Gospel of the Nazarene, Jerome.  Some detect a regular stratagem in the man being  
placed as a subject for questioning our Lord, Elirott.  שָׁלוֹם—Clasro pronounces a  
elsis on the right hand, De Nat., Dec., ii. 60  It has 21 bones, 10 muscles peculiar,  
Sir C. Bell.  יָקֵד, not mere luxation, but a kind of paralysis, Alexander.


7. And the scribes and Pharisees watched him, whether he would heal on the sabbath-day; that they might find an accusation against him.

Those who ought to intercede for the wretched, cavil at Jesus.  
Pharisees prayed by the hour, but prayed not for him, who could not  
earn his bread.  
Men defrauding innocent orphans, envy the poor, their crumbs.  
Sin dries up all the streams of charity in the heart.
These men would rescue a sheep, but leave a neighbour to perish. The race who regard cattle, more than souls, is not yet extinct. **Accuse.** *i.e.* , bring Him before the council through a malignant envy.

wagonpóµw—to keep an eye with sinister intent. sarypólaµ an accusation, charge. mereµcρwµ, to speak against, to accuse, especially before judges, Liddell and Scott.

3. But he knew their thoughts, and said to the man which had the withered hand, Rises up, and stand forth in the midst, And he arose and stood forth.

Thoughts, not mere ideas, but reasonings and plans of action. Matt. xv. 19.

Their *secret* purpose, to encompass His death as an offender. The heart is very small, but a universe of good or evil. God was present searching their minds, but they knew it not. A clear proof of Christ's Supreme Godhead. He proves, that malignant stubbornness, will not yield to compassion. His searching eye moves round their heart as in judgment. Stand forth. The man's rising, professed his faith in Jesus, as Messiah. Not ashamed to prove his loyalty to Christ. Cold blooded Scribes, behold the sufferer's sad condition. He would thus kindle their sympathies, and rouse their conscience. Their bigotry had burnt out all their kind charities. A challenge to detect any trick in the patient, or the healing.

"*Said.*" Doing all things openly, Bengel. avraµd. same term used (Acts ix. 18) to indicate Paul's posture when baptized by Ananias. Some have vitiated "*Anointing Seats,*" i.e. seats to which persons are invited for special prayer, from this command. Under shrewd hands, they have doubtless been sadly abused, Syr. on Rev. 4. The abuse of a thing no argument against its use; the best things are abused, even the Gospel, Rom. vi. 1, Jude, 4 verse, Ed.

9. Then said Jesus unto them, I will ask you one thing: Is it lawful on the sabbath days to do good, or to do evil? to save life, or to destroy it?

**Ask.** The question is not, the sanctity, but the mode of observing the Sabbath.
You, deeply emphatic. They asked, and had already condemned Him in their hearts.

Lawful. I leave it to yourselves. I will abide by your decision.

"Is it consistent with the law of Moses?" Not—Is it right in itself? Divine gentleness! He patiently waits for an answer.

Their ignorance and malice effectually silenced.

A corrupt heart soon becomes shameless in its degradations.

Sabbath, on which the Lord. 1. Refreshes His friends. 2. Conquers His enemies. 3. Believes the afflicted. 4. Advances His cause.

Do good. A Sabbath rest. 1. An active rest. 2. A holy rest. 3. A happy rest.

Evil. No truism. He points out the nature of an act, condemned beforehand by them.

Save. Rescuing, ransoming, blessing, legitimate labors on the sabbath. Contrasts His benevolence, with their murderous designs.

He, who does not do good, does harm. James iv. 17.

They could not conceal their intentions from Him.

His words, His piercing look. Mark iii. 5. An illustration of Eph. iv. 26.

We are taught—1. The Christian solemnization of the Sabbath.

2. The grand objects for which Christ came into the world.

Not to save, in Oriental idiom, is equivalent to kill.


Life, including health, and all enabling one to enjoy life.

Destroy. This is now your desperate purpose. A withering question.

It was unanswerable. They held their peace. Mark iii. 4.

Here, for the Lord to refuse help was virtually to destroy.

With Jesus, works of mercy were ever works of necessity.

Mark says—They held their peace. They could not resist, but would not yield.


ψυχή—1, breath. 2, animal life. 3, soul: by meton., a living being. In the antithetic declarations of Jesus, life beyond the grave. Departed spirits, Rev. vi. 8. The lower animal nature, as distinguished in Greek philosophy from the σῶμα, the higher nature, Olshausen. For "I will ask you one thing," read "I ask you whether," Tisch., Alford.

10. And looking round about upon them all, he said unto the man, Stretch forth thy hand. And he did so: and his hand was restored whole as the other.

Looking. Holy indignation, and compassionate love, blended.
A gaze of grief and anger, embracing all.

Bound. They felt that omniscient glance, searching the depths of their souls.

In anger. Mark. Anger and sympathy contended in His mind.

Sin unrepented of, will bring another look of vengeance.

Grieved. Mark. Forty years, was he grieved with their fathers in the wilderness. Heb. iii. 17.

Christians like Jesus, mourn over the hardness of the obdurate.

Our anger ought only to burn, that sin might be destroyed.

Our danger is in hating the sinner, instead of the sin.

Said. Without drawing an inference, or answering His own question.

He left the arrow to burn its way into their consciences.

Stretch. The command to lift it, without imparting power, would have been vain.

The attempt to do it, without faith in God, useless.

Obedience might incur the vengeance of the Pharisees.

Opposition, dangers, death, do not deter earnest souls.

"Be it known to thee O king, we will not serve thy gods." Dan. iii. 18.

He essayed to obey, and God gave him strength. "As thy days, so shall thy strength be." Deut. xxxiii. 25.

Those looking to another source for help, will be put to shame.

1. Peter ii. 6.

The Scribes' malice could not deprive the poor man of Divine sympathy.

The world, flesh, or devil, cannot arrest the mercy of Christ.

Restored. The hand of the presumptuous Jeroboam was withered.

1. Kings, xii. 4.

But our Lord spares the arm sacrilegiously raised against Him.

---

νερ' ἐγγέγορα—Mark iii. 5. It is the uniform testimony of tradition among the Fathers, that Peter superintended the writing of Mark's Gospel. Hence that evangelist alone, records some vivid reminiscences of our Lord's feelings, looks, and gestures on several occasions. Alexander. νερ' 'whole," omitted, Tischendorf, Alford; also ὅ ἐκλάθα, "as the other," Alford.

11. And they were filled with madness: and communed one with another what they might do to Jesus.

Madness. He had broken their traditions, and silenced, and put them to shame before the people.
He had healed a despised cripple on the Sabbath day.
But he had not raised His hand, or advanced a step to desecrate it.
Verily there was no law of Moses, against uttering a kind word.
Not the agitation, but the sediment, renders the stream turbid.
God’s goodness to the wretched should kindle repentance. Rom. ii. 4.
When fire does not melt, it hardens. Fruit is ripened, or ruined by the sun.
Abel’s innocence should have disarmed the enraged Cain.
Joseph’s piety, instead of conciliating, infuriated his brethren.
No deed of piety is so lovely, but envy turneth it into reproach.
Many turned their eye to Jesus for mercy, the Scribes, with revenge.
Those who save a sheep, yet ruin a man, are verily monsters.
Men break the Sabbath without working, who find cause for persecution in deeds of benevolence.
The brighter the truth, the more the ungodly are irritated.
Even miracles cannot avail to convince despisers of truth.
Two days since, they said blasphemy was uttered.
Now, publicans were received, and the legal Sabbath profaned.
So his kindness to the wretched must be washed out by blood!
Thus the children of the Serpent ever persecute the children of God.
Communed. What a single arm cannot effect, the multitude unite to do.
Note.—It is professed religionists, and the officers of the Church, who conspire to murder the Anointed of the Lord.
The transient friendship of the wicked, is too often cemented by blood.
Blind madness, snatches at any weapon, that will destroy.
"If any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of His." Rom. viii. 9.
Sin is the only hindrance to our having the spirit of prayer. 1 Pet. iii. 7.
Closet prayer reveals our character to us, with singular exactness.
There, we ought to be honest, for the soul meets God, face to face.
There, we forget self-flatteries, God's hand is felt on the heart.
Vanity hiding our infirmities, has no place under the Eye of God.
There, many things appear sinful, which we thought innocent.
A conscience, dull in duty, proves a closet neglected.
There, doubtful schemes, dare not ask God's blessing.
Secret prayer loosens the hold of sin, and weakens the bondage of passions.
Dulls the glitter of earth, and clarifies our view of things unseen.
It fortifies the soul, while disarming temptations of their fascinations.
Secret prayer, the final test of the morality of our occupation.
Could Paul have asked God's blessing on slaying His Lamb? Acts xxvi. 9.
Prayer, an essential part of religion, and of all good works.
Prayer to God. Gk. is prayer of God. Oratories built for that purpose.
On the morrow, the Lord intended to ordain His Apostles.
Alone, deep affection, or affliction, dreads intrusion.

 wspovgyv ro Ge o—An oratory. Our translation violates the analogy of language, Campbell, Medicus, Wetstein, Doddridge. Synagogue, Grotius. Different, Calmet, Hammond, Prásima. Dubious, Meyer. wspovgyv and espov commonly prayer in R. T., Acts xi. 5, Heb. v. 7, &c. The word was so common, that the Romans became familiar with it. Thus Josephus, Sat. iii. v. 296, speaks to the mendicant Jew: Ehe ubi consislis; in qua te quoque prosucha?—In what house of prayer may I find thee begging? The prosuces or oratories, were enclosures of walls, without roofs, similar to the humble places of worship now common in the deserts around Egypt, Campbell, Epiphanius. A decree permitted the Jews of Caesarea to erect those prosuces by the water banks, Josephus. "Mountain." Tradition locates choice of apostles on the hill of Haftes, Robinson, Stanley, Elliott; denied by Thompson. "All night in prayer." On this account the apostles are said to have been given to Him, John xvii. 6, Bengel. Luke alone records the fact, that, before He ordained the twelve, He spent all the night in prayer to God, Ed.

16 And when it was day, he called unto him his disciples: and of them he chose twelve, whom also he named apostles.

Day. The choice of apostles preceded by a whole night in prayer.
Disciples. After summoning many; out of them He chose twelve. He was at first their visible, afterwards their invisible Head. He devoted a large share of His time to their training. Grace stoops low to select, but highly exalts its chosen ones. Chose. Mark iii. 14. ordained. Thus the Church has ever solemnly chosen and ordained men.


Twelve. Referring to the twelve patriarchs, and twelve tribes of Israel. Rev. xxi. 12-14.

Apostles. Any one sent, commander, herald, Christ is thus named. Heb. iii. 1.

Variously described, each name characteristic of progressively higher relationship.


Their very name received the seal of their Master. They seem to have been selected from John the Baptist's disciples. Acts. i. 21-22.

There are five characteristics which mark the twelve, chosen.

1. Personal acquaintance with the Lord.
2. Immediate designation to the office, by Christ Himself.
3. Effectual inspiration. 4. The power of working miracles.
5. Universality of mission. Compare 1. Cor. xix. 1-2, and 2. Cor. xii. 12. They shared in the intercessions of the previous night. Jesus Himself trained them, to organize the Church, and record her Faith.

He admonished the Jews, that the Authority of the Sanhedrim was at an end.

Also that the Priesthood was invested in Him alone. John x. 18.

The disciples are named the third time, and each time in a different order.

Precedency, claimed by prelates or popes, has no sanction from the Apostles.

ἀμβατόλογον, Attic Gr., a naval armament. N. T. an ambassador, one sent, a messenger. A counsellor of the high priest, who collected tribute. No authority for orders of ministry in the church, W. & W.
16. Simon, (whom he also named Peter,) and Andrew his brother, James and John, Philip and Bartholomew.

Simon. The change of name was not made, when first called. Peter. Rock, not on account of firmness, but boldness and strength. Not named first, because first called, Andrew called before him. No superiority in office; as no primacy is ascribed to him. He was betrayed into the gravest errors of judgment and practice. Repeatedly rebuked with great severity, by Christ Himself. Paul publicly rebuked him for dissembling at Antioch. Gal. ii. 11. He alone was guilty of denying his Master. His restoration was not completed till after our Lord's resurrection. John xxi. 15-16-17.

His historical position was spokesman for the college of the apostles. It resembled the foreman of a jury, or chairman of a committee. His qualifications, forwardness of speech, and energy of action. Present at the transfiguration, and the agony in the garden. With Jesus he paid tribute, may have supplied Him with a home. Mark i. 29. Luke iv. 38.

He alone of the twelve, is certainly known to have been married. He was present at the judgment hall, at the grave, at the lake. His threefold denial of Christ, remains for our eternal warning. Union of courage and fear, strength and weakness, love and vanity, form the unstable Peter-like character. After his visit to Antioch, nothing is certainly known of him. Christ distinctly predicted his death, as a martyr. John xxi. 18. Tradition claims him as a martyr at Rome by crucifixion. Andrew, has the honor, of having first brought his brother Peter to Christ.

Native of Bethsaida, Galilee; at first, a disciple of John the Baptist. After visiting Jesus, they continued their calling as fishermen. He labored in Scythia, Thrace, Greece, crucified in Achaisia, on St. Andrew's cross. x

James and John. Sons of Zebedee; called Boanerges, "sons of thunder."

This has been generally interpreted, powerful preachers. Certain origin and intention of the surname are as yet unknown. Their names in a remarkable manner, twice united. Luke ix. 54. Mark x. 35-37.

James, the only one of the twelve, (save "the son of perdition") whose death is recorded. Acts xii. 2.

He remained faithful at the cross, when all the disciples had fled. He received from Jesus' dying lips, the most precious legacy ever bequeathed by love. The privilege of providing a home for the Mother of our Lord. Banished to Patmos, for the testimony of Jesus, by Domitian. He never mentions himself by name—but as, "that other disciple," &c. John xviii. 15; xx. 2. He dwells much on our Lord's Divinity, hence called John the Divine. Philip, of Bethsaida, the fourth apostle who attached himself to Christ. He brought Nathaniel (Bartholomew) to Christ, was ordained with the twelve. In feeding 5000, Christ singled out Philip to prove his faith. His request—"Lord shew us the Father," implies him weak in faith. His field was Phrygia, and it is said he suffered in Hierapolis. Bartholomew or (Nathaniel) son of Talmai, occurs.—Josh. xv. 14. A native of Cana—was hailed by our Lord—"Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile!" John i. 47. Jesus appeared to him at Tiberias, he was present at our Lord's ascension. He preached in Arabia Felix, and was crucified in Armenia. Phillip was noted for sincerity. Nathaniel for his candor.

---

Σωία. Matt. has ἐπόερω before the name. Ηρᾶν. Denying his pre-eminence, the fruit of ultra one-sided Protestantism, Oosterse. No pre-eminence for. 1. None of the disciples so terribly rebuked by our Lord. 2. His prerogative conceded to all the Apostles. 3. The early church never admitted his primacy. 4. He never himself hints at it. 5. The most ancient fathers never attributed it to him, Alexander. He was born at Bethsaida, but lived at Capernaum. Named first because the oldest, Lightfoot. Luke xxii. 26. Never was at Rome, Hug, (a distinguished scholar of the Papal Sect) Neander, Scaliger. Peter's visit to Rome doubtful, Baur, Spanheim. Credited by Casaubon, Usher, Pearson, Giesler, Olshausen, Hase, Toluck. John xxi. 19. Ἀρέπιαρ a strong man, Winer. Isaacson, supplanter, and John, sons of Zebedee and probably of Salome. The individual who accused James, saw him nobly confessing, and was so moved by his constancy, that he declared himself a Christian too. So they were both led away to death. On their way, the man entreated James to forgive him, on which James said, "Peace be to thee," and embraced him. They were then beheaded together, Clemens, BasFebius. Ιωάννης, mercy of the Lord, given by Jehovah. Φίλιππος, warlike. Βαρθολομαῖος, son of Talmäi. Some absurdly suppose his own name designedly repressed. Talmäi, Heb., cultivated field. That Bartholomew and Nathaniel are the same person is most certain. John who twice mentions Nathaniel, never introduces the name of Bartholomew. Matthew, Mark, Luke, all speak of Bartholomew, but never allude to Nathaniel. Highly probable Nathaniel was his proper name, and Bartholomew his.
surname. Philip who brought Nathaniel to Jesus, is named by each of the first three Evangelists, in connexion with Bartholomew. By Luke, Bartholomew is coupled with Philip in the same way as Simon with his brother Andrew, and James with John, see Smith's Dict. Ed.

15. Matthew and Thomas, James, the son of Alphaeus, and Simon called Zelotes.


Thomas, seems to have been of a melancholy temperament.

Surnamed Didymus. Aramaic and Greek synonyms for a twin.

Said to have been born at Antioch. Matt. xiii. 55. Noted for his slowness of faith.

His disposition to doubt, transcended the limits of cautious examination.

He exacted too rigorous evidence, for which our Lord gently censured him.

None willing to die a martyr by mistake, therefore we should investigate thoroughly.

 Tradition located him in Judea and Parthis, and says his death was that of a martyr.

Son of Alphaeus. Not identical with the brother of Jesus. Gal. i. 19.

Tradition is he perished, being cast from the temple.

Simon Zelotes. Surnamed the Canaanite. Mark iii. 18. The least known of the apostles.

Canaanite, Aramaic, synonymous with Zealot, a sect of that period.

Fiercious fanatics, whose zeal hastened the ruin of Jerusalem.

Tradition says he preached and died in Mauritania, Africa.

Matthew, reward. Θεμβός, a twin, out of this name has grown the tradition that he was a twin brother of our Lord. Busselius says his real name was Judas. Ed. Alphaeus, learned. οὐαν, one who hears. Zealot; Canaanite, Matt. x. 4, formed from a Hebrew synonyme of Zealot, Wakesfield. James.—Not the same with the brother of our Lord. John vii. 5, Luke ii. 7. 1. The James referred to, Acts xii. 17, cannot be the brother of our Lord. 2. Our Lord's brethren disbelieved until after His death.

3. Paul discriminates between apostles and brothers of our Lord. 4. James, Author of the Epistle, was the brother of our Lord, Princeton Review.

16. And Judas the brother of James, and Judas Iscariot, which also was the traitor.

Judas. Also called Lebbeus and Thaddæus, son of Alphaeus.
His only record is, "How is it, that Thou wilt manifest Thyself unto us," &c. John xiv. 22.

He labored in Arabia, and suffered martyrdom in Persia.

Iscariot. A man of Kerioth, a town in Judah, locality unknown.

Traitor. A synonyme for infamy in every language.

Covetous and unprincipled, but ambition was his ruling passion.

His feet were washed by the Redeemer, previous to the Last Supper.

He seemed solicitous that Jesus should assume the regal state.

He knew Christ's power, and thought no harm could be done Him.

Probably betrayed Him to hasten His kingdom, and in Jesus' day of triumph, hoped to be forgiven.

With other Jews, He believed that the Messiah could never die.

Finding Christ did not rescue Himself, but was surely condemned to die,

he returned the money, and hung himself through remorse.

In life and death, Judas keeps his rank, as a witness of the Lord.

Christ foreseeing his treason, in Divine wisdom, selected him.

As an intimate, but faithless companion his testimony to our Lord's holiness is valuable. Matt. xxvii. 4.

"The foolishness of God is wiser than men." 1 Cor. i. 25.

If defection occurs in the militant Church, this case guards against despair.

Absolute purity is not to be found in the highest places of the Church.

In the Ark was Ham,—with Shem and Japheth.

In the spiritual Jerusalem, a Babel was in its bosom.

In the company of the twelve was a traitor apostle.

The privileges of those who saw and heard the Son of God were great.

"Happy are thy men, and happy are these thy servants." Queen of Sheba to King Solomon.

Peter, James, and John, seem to have been the favorites of our Lord.

A kingdom founded by such frail instruments, must be the work of God.

The catalogue of apostles—a support for faith. It testifies—

1. To the truth of the gospel. 2. Its sublimity. 3. Its Divine origin.

4. Its imperishable nature.
our Lord's divinity). A high venture of love, discerning many good qualities in him, doing the utmost to win him, but finding him evil, warning him, at length dismissing him as a son of perdition, Costersees. Four times we have mention of the twelve apostles, and four different arrangements of their names are given. Bengel thinks the order is important, and observes, that in each case Peter is styled the first, as expressive of precedence. The places where these arrangements of the twelve occur, are—Matt. x. 3. Mark iii. 16. Luke vi. 14. Acts i. 18-26. It is worthy of note, that while the places of the other apostles, vary, Peter is put first in each case, and Judas, the traitor, last. Ed.

17. And he came down with them, and stood in the plain, and the company of his disciples, and a great multitude of people out of all Judea and Jerusalem, and from the sea coast of Tyre and Sidon, which came to hear him, and to be healed of their diseases; Came down. After a night of watching, He prepares for a day of toil. Stood. Ruler of a kingdom amid His chosen ambassadors. Plain. On a level flat below the mountain—while the multitude were on the plain beneath. Judea. Luke i. 5. Jerusalem. History, &c. Luke ii. 25. See Notes. Tyre. Heb. a rock—founded 940 years before Solomon's temple. Jeptha was judge. 1027 B.C. Hiram, its king, supplied the brass and timber for the temple. 1 Kings v. chap. Their cunning and industry in the arts are celebrated by Homer. Commerce of Syria, Persia, Greece, Egypt and Spain, enriched Tyre. Ezek. xxvii. Famous for emeralds, purple, brocaded work, fine linen, coral and agate. Her merchants were princes, and their residences palaces. Her fleets visited Britain, especially the Scilly Isles and Cornwall. For five years, Shalmaneser besieged it, but could not take it. Nebuchadnezzar took it, after 18 years, and destroyed it. Ezek. xxvi.

7. 584 B.C. Lay desolate and forgotten 70 years, as foretold by Isa. xxi. 15. Besieged eight months by Alexander, was taken, but not destroyed, 332 B.C. It had so grown, that Jerome, A.D. 390, stumbled at the prophecies. "Thou shalt be rebuilt no more." Ezek. xxvi. 14. Antigonus besieged it 13 months, and took it. B.C. It was taken by the Saracens, A.D. 700. The Crusaders, A.D. 1200. She rejoiced in the ruin of Jerusalem. Ezek. xxvi. 2. Its site cannot now be determined with satisfaction. Sidon. A city of Phoenicia, opulent and flourishing when Christ visited it. Luke iv. 26. See Notes.
It was called Taidon Rabba, or Great Sidon. Josh xi. 8.
The best vessels of Xerxes fleet, built and manned by Zidonians. Its
destruction was accomplished by Melek Adel, brother of Saladin,
A.D. 1197.
Its present population Moslems, Jews, Maronites, and Greek Christians,
about 7000.
Ancient Sidonians notorious for worship of Ashtoreth. "Queen of
heaven," identified with Venus.
Medals are now found inscribed "To the Zidonian Goddess." 1. Kings,
xi. 5-38.
Sidonians followed Jesus. Mark iii. 8. Hence Paul found believers
there. Acts xxvii. 3.

τότεν ἐκλογή, Level place, Stanley, Tholuck, Ewald, Lichtenstein. Matt. contra-
dicts Luke, Meyer, Alford. "On the plain." That is, not in the bottom of a valley, but
on a plateau on the hill-side, a place more suitable than a dead-level for a large assembly
to hear. Such a place as is referred to in Isaiah xxxii. 2, a high mountain, i.e. a mountain
plateau or table-land, Bengel. This explanation furnishes a reply to the unwarrantable
statement of Meyer and Alford, that Matt. contradicts Luke! Ed. Table-land, Thaber,
Jerome, Wetstein. This discourse is the same as Matt. v. &c., Kuenen, Rosenmuller.
A more modern tradition, Meyer. Descending to heal, He reascends to preach, Andrews,
Robinson.

18. And they that were vexed with unclean spirits: and they were healed.

Vexed. The strange employment of lost spirits is to torment men.
Unclean. Luke iv. 38. Impure themselves, they defile every thing
they touch.
The impure like the beasts, go with their eye down on the earth.
Sensual, "clothed in scarlet, yet embracing a dunghill. Lam. iv. 5.
All sin tends to debase the body, soul, and spirit.
Healed. Satan still "worketh in the hearts of the children of dis-
obedience."
He blinds the minds of them that believe not, and who are taken captive.
But the Son of God was manifested to destroy the works of the devil.

οἱ λοιμώνες from ὁ λοιμός, crowd, i.e. they were tormented by a crowd of unclean
demons, who, restless themselves, are determined none else shall have peace.
19. And the whole multitude sought to touch him: for there went virtue out of him, and healed them all.

**Multitude.** Tidings fly in the East with great rapidity. Without a press, or telegraph, all society seem to be messengers. The wonder-worker’s fame, brought the deaf, blind, and lame.

**Touch.** Too slight it might be thought to heal a disease baffling all medical skill.

**Virtue.** Nothing magical, or beyond the power of His own will. An exaction of the Divine prerogative by deliberate design. He healed secretly, openly, quickly, gradually, always perfectly.

---

**Corrections.** Royal vanity never presumed to imitate more closely the acts of God, than in attempting to heal incurable diseases by a touch. It began with Edward the Confessor. Others trace it back to Clovis, 481. Louis XIII resigned all his power to the ambitious Cardinal Richelieu, but the curing sick with the touch. Louis XIV treated 1600 patients in April, 1686. The historians are silent as to their efficacy. Wm. Cloyes, physician to Queen Elizabeth, testifies, “Through her princely clemency, a mighty number of her majesty’s subjects are daily cured.”

"But at his touch,

"Such sanctity, hath heaven given his hand,
"They presently amend.” Macbeth, Act iv.

**Stirrers.** Fountain of miracles, Theoph. Efflux, Euthymius. Animal magnetism; mere emanations, Le Clerc. Intrinsic Divine power, Grotius. Cancels the passage, Paulus. Inherent, undervived power. A beautiful expression, descriptive of the abundant “goings forth” of our Lord’s Divine power and love in healing the bodies and souls of men. There is “virtue” going out of Him still, healing all who by faith “touch Him.” “Wherefore he is able to save unto the uttermost,” etc., Ed.

20. And he lifted up his eyes on his disciples, and said, Blessed be ye poor; for your’s is the kingdom of God.

**Lifted.** Oriental heathen are silent, sad, and thoughtful. This look was to attract attention. John xvii. 1.

At another time He stretched out His hand. Matt. xii. 49.

This look of power compelled the noisy crowd to attend. Mount Sinai preached condemnation, and began with a curse.

This mountain brings mercy, and begins with “Blessed. That law was given amid tempest, darkness, and earthquake. The gospel proclaimed to those quietly sitting at the feet of the Messiah. Benedictions, four in number, correspond to the four woes unuttered.

He addresses His disciples, types of all who should ever follow Him.

**Eyes.** The Lord’s gracious look upon weak, but sincere disciples.

A different report of the Sermon on the Mount. Matt. v. 2.

Thus period of our Lord’s life a culminating point.
Blessed. Never did a Teacher pronounce the word, with such authority.
No human discourse ever approached the gracious words of this Preacher,
Christ cries "Blessed" until sinners constrain Him to use another style.
His voice pronounces, and His grace dispenses blessedness.
We bless our friends, but powerless to make them happy.
"But feeble our compassion proves
And can but weep, where most it loves."
Blessed. A proclamation of the Law, with Grace, enabling men to
fulfil it.
Originally applicable to Divine blessedness, and those sharing it.
Often referable to the felicity, enjoyed in this life.
Yet always connected with dependence on the divine favor.
This blessedness begins on earth, only completed in heaven.
The first beatitude on earth, the last, in heaven Rev. xxi. 14.
BEATITUDES. 1. Of character—Poor, hungry, weeping, hated of men.
2. The blessings of the citizens of Heaven, suited to those
characters—Riches, full satisfaction, joy, children of the prophets.
THE RULE OF THE KINGDOM. 1. Friend of the poor. 2. Bread of the
hungry. 3. Joy of the mourner. 4. Judge of the oppressed.
POOR. Jews believed the higher classes the Messiah’s favorites.
Unrepining, not covetous, easily satisfied, content with little.
They are a mirror of the Kingdom, though broken into fragments.
It refers, say Papists, to voluntary poverty by way of penance.
Poverty of mind or body, a burlesque of the Redeemer’s words.
Worldly prosperity is not unlawful, yet we believe, spiritual poverty
generally coincides with external want.
It denotes, saints collectively, are sufferers on earth.
Believers, generally, destitute of what is essential to worldly happiness.
But pre-eminently they, who feel their need of spiritual food.
Realizing “an aching void,” are the fulness of grace enters.
Implies contentment in poverty, but grateful for all God spares.
Many poor in this world murmur, being proud in spirit.
Laodicea was rich, but spiritually poor; Paul, poor, but spiritually rich.
Poor in spirit, are willing to be esteemed miserable, to do good.
Blessed are the contentedly poor, as the righteous when usefully rich.
If the former cannot spend cheerfully, for Christ’s sake, they can want
cheerfully.
Kingdom. The Kingdom of Grace, prepares for the Kingdom of God.
Daniel vii. 27.
The reign of the Messiah in its inception and consummation.
That part of the universe, where God gloriously manifests His presence.
Supposed to be the central point around which the Universe revolves. This laid in the dust the Pharisees' hopes of monopolising the kingdom.


...μακαρις, "Blessed." Strictly applied to the gods, who are constantly μακαρευμεν θεοι in Homer and Hesiod, as opposed to mortal men; also applied to the dead, since the living world could never reach perfect bliss, the name μακαρευμεν was specially given to the dead. μακαρευμεν νησιοι the islands of the blest, where heroes slain in battle and demi-gods enjoyed rest for ever, Liddell and Scott. μακαρευμεν therefore means more than "happy;" it expresses supreme, heavenly bliss, freedom from all care and sorrow, such as can come from the abiding presence of God in the soul only, Ed.

...τρωγος a στρωοω to devour, the Oriental custom at this day, in the presence of the exalted. Literally begging; unreplied, easily satisfied, content with little, Campbell. Its synonyms are τρωω and τρωγος. "poor and needy;" τρωγο occurs 84 times, τρωω once, and τρωωδω 8 times; the last is from τρωω labor, among the Greeks—compelled to toil for bread. τρωγος mendicus, a beggar. Hence Tertullian changed the Beati posterae of the Vulgate, and Old Italic, into the Beati mendici. Socrates called himself τρωγος τ. ἑαυτου, if all he owned were sold, it would yield 5 Attic Minae about £20 sterling, The τρωχω live on alms. Such mendicants, Plato would not admit into his ideal Republic: external poverty, Neander. Are mendicants as such, to be the inheritors of the kingdom of God? Stier.

21. Blessed are ye that hunger now: for ye shall be filled. Blessed are ye that weep now: for ye shall laugh.

Hunger, is influenced by habit, and intense mental emotion. Debility, blindness, and delirium result from protracted fasting. At other times the vision becomes supernaturally clear and strong. Sensations are dreadfully painful, and the most tender affections are overcome. Deut. xxviii. 56.
Some have endeavoured in their delirium, to devour their own flesh. The soul's desires unsatisfied, cause a hunger, but not for bread. Matt. v. 6. John vi. 35. The promise is not to the destitute, merely as sufferers. But it suggests the necessity of spiritual food. There is a hunger which God did not create, the aching void of sin. Its intensity is learned from the earthly pantings of the soul. Amos ii. 7. Sleep of death broken, the soul first hungers after righteousness. The feeblest desires after peace, are the earnest of felt deeper wants. Our bodily and spiritual appetites, demand daily supplies. Prosperity too often is a sweet poison, a Judas flower. Affliction to the righteous, a bitter, but healing medicine. Against a world of pleasure-seekers, Christ taught, pleasure not the chief good.

One who claims the kingdom, because poor, through pride, would no longer be among the hungry.

Filled. Crummer's Bible, satisfied. Rheimish Vers., have their fill. No soul satisfied, until awaking in the likeness of God. Psa. xvii. 15. Weep. Tears belong to time, joy to eternity. The reluctant cross-bearer—knows not its value. The language of tears is understood among all the dialects of men. Tears relieve. There is a sorrow, whose depth of grief cannot weep. An angry sorrow, the soul indignantly dries its tears. A proud sorrow, the soul disdains to show its sympathy. Sin is the cause of sorrow. Unfallen beings never weep. Holy sorrow mourns not so much the loss of friends, health or wealth. They alone truly weep, who feel they deserve not the comfort, the heart desires.

Some mourners are comforted, with but meagre scraps of good. Penitential mourner's sorrow, has the eye fixed on Christ. A godly sorrow weeps for the remains of heart corruption. A sanctified sorrow weeps for the desolations of Zion. Zeph. iii. 18. Jesus who is never said to have smiled, often wept. Romantic writers speak of the "luxury of grief." This is only by contrast.*

* In the times of Louis XV., times of boundless profligacy in Paris, pleasure-seekers, through embezzled committed suicide. A reverse illustration. The skeleton at an ancient Egyptian feast. In the Palavieini, near Genoa, an Epicurean luxuriates and splendidly reveals a surprise of a grave-yard, with its broken tombs, and memorials of death.
We are commanded to weep for the fruits of the curse. Ezek. ix. 4.
God makes special inquiries for those who sigh for sin. Ezek. xxi. 7.

Laugh. The joys of the believer, though unseen, none the less real.
Lips filled with rejoicing, and mouth with laughing. Psa. lxiii. 8.
Weeping endureth for a night, joy cometh in the morning. Psa. xxx. 5.

"God will wipe away tears from off all faces." Isa. xxv. 8. Rev. vii. 17.

χαράζωνος—classically, to feeding animals, but by later Greeks, to human beings,
feeding to satiety, ἀδελφός.

"Now." This particle is added in speaking of matters which concern this world or
one’s soul, according to the different persons who are addressed, Bengel.

22. Blessed are ye, when men shall hate you, and when they shall separate you from
their company, and shall reproach you, and cast out your name as evil, for the Son of
man’s sake.

When. The Greek implies contradiction.—If the world hate you.
Hate. The Primitive Christians as such, were almost universally
hated.

Pliny, an amiable heathen, speaks of the name, being a crime.
Christianity demanded sacrifice of their vanity, and death to their lusts.
It required men to be humble, while they revered ambition.
It denounced their reasonings, as folly, and self righteousness, as con-
demnation.

Their envy kindled at the degree of virtue, they despaired of attaining.
Light is pleasant to the healthy eye, and virtue lovely to the pure mind.
Depraved philosophers hated the Gospel, since it destroyed their peace.
Christ’s silent purity, loudly condemned the hypocritical Scribes.
If the martyrs were sure of glory, their enemies knew their own doom.
The Bible lifts an axe, against the foundations of their only home.
A persecuting world aims the blow at the Church, but meant for the
Head.

ix. 4.

"Christ also suffered for us, leaving us an example." 1 Peter ii. 21.
All who will follow Christ, must wear His livery.
No man is led blindfold, into a hidden snare, by the Gospel.
"These things, I have told you, that ye be not offended." John xvi. 1.
"Through much tribulation, we must enter into the Kingdom of God."
Acts xiv. 22.

It is an unpleasant way, indeed, if we look no further. Deut. viii. 2.
But at the end of it is a Kingdom. Jesus is a kind Master. Luke xxii. 29.
Separate. Implies excommunication among the Jews.
Three kinds of discipline. 1. Exclusion for 30 days from the
synagogue.

2. Pronouncing a curse, and separating him from his family.

3. He was cut off from the congregation, and delivered over to Satan.
1. Cor. v. 5. Rom. ix. 8. 1. Cor. xvi. 23. The person was also
spoiled of his goods. Ezra x. 8. Heb. x. 34. His sons were left
uncircumcised, and dying thus, a stone was cast upon his grave.

Blessed are they whom the world forsakes, because Christ loves
them.

Earth’s anathemas, render the fellowship of Jesus, the more precious.
The hard task-master, made the Hebrews weary of Egypt.
Perils of land and sea made Paul long to be with Christ.

Reproach. The wicked first blacken, then persecute their victims.
Some reckon that, a slander, which is a rebuke deserved.
The principle of all slander, is, rebellion against the believer’s God.

"Ye shall have tribulation in the world, but peace in Me." John
xvi. 33.

Name. Primitive believers hated simply because of their name.
If our Saviour wore a crown of thorns, we need not look for one of
gold.

They misreckon, who would reconcile the world with Christ.
He calls us to an inheritance, and the sufferings on the way to it.

Son of Man. Here the personality of Jesus, first comes boldly forth.

Evidences a sublime consciousness of personal dignity.

At the end—"For My sake," He speaks in the person of Jehovah, as
JUDGE.

---

\*\*\*\*

**Eurys—If at any time the world should, ëx., Meyer. **μακρογονον—Virtus is loathsome
to friends, as light to the owl. The Tempter peering over the walls of Paradise exclaims—

"O hell! what do mine eyes with grief behold?" Milton.

**διακάλεσσα, 1, disfranchise. 2, expunge from military rolls. ëx., cashier, dethrone, kiss off the stage; hence reject with scorn, Raphelius: defame, Le Clerc, Campbell; civil
banishment, Kinnell; excommunicate, Ostiersee, Meyer.

**Σωμα. The name of Christian itself was hated, as it indicated character and faith.

**Tacitus in his Annals, Book xv, speaks of Christians as "those who were hated."
He calls Christianity "a pernicious superstition," and says that Christians were convicted of hating all mankind. On this account he justifies the cruel barbarities practised upon them. Pliny, in his celebrated letter to Trajan, asks "Whether the bare name, without any crime, is to be punished?" Whiston says that this was the just and heavy complaint of the ancient Christians, that they suffered commonly for the bare name, Ed. "Separate you,"—from the synagogues, and the common intercourse of life. Meyer. There was a gate through which mourners entered, Grotius.

26. Rejoice ye in that day, and leap for joy: for, behold, your reward is great in heaven; for in the like manner did their fathers unto the prophets.

Rejoice. Used as a salutation "Joy to thee! I wish you joy!"
Those not tolerated on earth, welcomed as partners of Christ's joy.
"If ye were of the world, the world would love its own. John xv. 19.
Romanists believe they do God service, in persecuting Protestants.
John xvi. ii.
Man's craving nature, absolutely requires some support.
If the mind turn from God, it pursues with intense energy.
God, for wise reasons, permits His saints to pass through the fires.

The flame shall not hurt thee, I only design,
"Thy dross to consume, thy gold to refine."
He forewarns them of suffering and commands them to rejoice.
Reward. No legal merit enters into this indemnity.
By the Divine decree, they will be compensated in the presence of God.
Suffering was inevitable, but joy instead of grief should result.
Prophets. The Lord already ranks his newly called apostles with O.T. prophets.
Not that the apostles were impliedly their successors, in office.
He connects the apostles with the prophets as the same church.
Something is wrong, if the wicked treat us more kindly than the prophets.
No mean consolation, to be companions of prophets in sufferings.
If we suffer in the same cause, we shall be heirs of the same blessings.
Your righteousness shall be brought forth as light, &c. Ps. xxxvii. 6.

ἀπὸ, from one sunrise to another, Day of the Lord, i.e. Judgment, time in general. Major. συντόνου—Matt. συναλλαγές. The former, the leaping of the animal creation,
in their sportive hours. The latter, from Heb., implies the most intense gladness, Meyer. ταῦτα the same things. John xvi. 2. λατρευω obligation. Rome, Pagan and Papal, in their fiery fanaticism, verily believed they offered an acceptable sacrifice to Heaven, in destroying the saints. Decrees of Trent contain 190 anathemas against Dissenters from Rome. "Fauci ac et sacrificium offerat," Julius; cited by De Wette. The υπερεκδικασμα of Paul, I. Cor. iv. 18, refers to the same idea. "Ye witnesses of the last time know ye the city in which the slayer of a heretic, hath an eternal indulgence?" Heller.

24. But woe unto you that are rich! for ye have received your consolation.

Woe. Five benedictions of Matt., omitted by Luke, and five woes are omitted by Matthew.

The four woes, Mount Ebal stood opposite Mount Gerizim.

Eight woes are opposed to eight blessings in Matthew.

This is not imprecatory, but declarative i.e. "Alas for you!"

Ye who make this world your chosen portion. 1. John ii. 15.

"Deceitfulness of riches," proves the undoing of multitudes. Matt. xiii. 22.

Laodiceans, happy in their riches, but God pitied their poverty.

We are counselled to obtain of Christ, gold, tried in the fire, true riches have no woe!

Rich. The wealthy Chusa, and family at Bethany, did not incur this curse.

Rich Nicodemus came by night, and the young man went away sad.

Too many are gluttons, while some Lazarus is perishing at their gate.


They oft keep back by fraud the wages of their laborers. Jas. v. 4.

He is not rich enough, who possesses not heavenly riches.

Received. Have already received your gratification.

Consolation. The full comfort belonging to those, whose trust is not in earth. Luke xvi. 25.

Ossai.—These four woes, the modern creation of a later tradition, Meyer. A groundless opinion; bears every mark of inspiration, Alford, Oosterrae. Also for you! Campbell, Wakefield. ἐπιτρέπω. 1, a calling near. 2, a petition. 3, exhortation. 4, consolation. Temporal good, De Wette. In the N. T. includes spiritual consolation, illustrated by the call and comfort, Matt. xli. 26. Christianity has lifted various terms of Language, as much above their original classical meaning as above the morals of the Greeks, Author.
SUGGESTIVE COMMENTARY

35. Woe unto you that are full! for ye shall hunger. Woe unto you that laugh now! for ye shall mourn and weep.

Full. Those who pamper themselves with luxurious dainties.

Ezek. xvi. 49.

Ye have lived in pleasure on earth, and have been wanton. Jas. v. 5.

Behold my servants shall eat, and ye shall be hungry. Isa. lxv. 13.

Hunger. The hunger of the full. 1. Painful. 2. Self-incurred. 3. An endless hunger.

Laugh. The mad earthly exuberance of the sons of pleasure.

Also, the malevolent laughter of those who hate the righteous.

As the cracking of thorns under the pot, so is the laughter of fools. Ecc. vii. 6.

I said of laughter, It is mad; and of mirth, What doeth it? Ecc. ii. 2.

Mourn. Dives laughed amid his luxuries, but in the end, he mourned.

I will also laugh at your calamity—Because ye have set at nought all my counsel. Prov. i. 25, 26.

Those abiding under the wrath of God, (John iii. 36.) have no right to be merry.

The righteous alone have good ground to rejoice. See 23 verse.

The laughter of the unrighteous will be turned into mourning. Jas. iv. 9.

---


---

36. Woe unto you when all men shall speak well of you; for so did their fathers to the false prophets.

Unto you. Not spoken to the rich, but to the disciples.

Speak. World's entire approval, a stain upon Christ's disciples.

It makes them suspected—1, of unfaithfulness. 2, of want of principle.

3, subserviency.

Well. We are tempted by flattery to secure the friendship of men.

If faithful, men warned of their sins, become enemies.

To secure applause, false prophets prophesied smooth things. Isa. xxx. 10.

Our duty, to covet the approbation of the wise and good.
We should disregard the reproaches, or the praises of fools in Israel. The world did not speak well of Jesus, or His disciples. Jas. ii. 7. Paul was styled "The ring-leader of the sect of Nazarenes," Acts xxiv. 5.

A.D. 190, Celsus said that Christianity corrupts the human race. A.D. 470, Hierocles ridiculed Christianity, and reviled the Lord's miracles. Phocion, a heathen, wrote, "compliant temper secures friends, truth excites odium."

Elijah, Eliasha, Isaiah, Jeremiah and the prophets generally, were reviled.

If teachers never displease the wicked, some truths are kept back. To escape reproach on account of religion, indicates moral cowardice. It is indeed a small thing to be judged of man's judgment. 1. Cor. iv. 8.

Persecution of our creed, proves not our doctrines from God. Church history shows instances of men having suffered for erroneous theological opinions. Servetus was burnt to death for heresy, at Geneva, 1553.

The shadow oft mistaken for the substance: the name for the thing. The prosperity of the wicked, being wrapped in a curse, not envious. False prophets. May depend upon public approbation. Jer. xxiii.

Hume and Gibbon speak of the unaccountable madness of men, in every thing relating to religion? The latter professes, in his history, to hold the balances with an even hand. His hero, the apostate Julian, receives some three hundred pages of eloquent praise from this lover of Christianity, while the immortal Augustine is not lifted out of a foot note. Phocion, when appealed to, enquired what wrong thing had been said? Philemon, Wetsstein. A similar sentiment found in Seneca. What evil have I done? said Aristides, when one told him he had everyone's good word.

27. But I say unto you which hear, Love your enemies, do good to them which hate you.

The sin condemned is revenge in heart, word, or deed. Hating an enemy, the undisguised heathenism of the carnal heart. The Romans deemed that deity unworthy, who refused to aid in avenging an enemy. Homer taught that revenge was sweet, and truly an heroic act. They conceded forgiving an enemy was a noble thing.
In Attica, and Rome, temples were erected to Nemesis, goddess of revenge.
People stoned the gods, when their favourite young Germanicus perished. Augustus defeated at sea, dragged Neptune's statue, and flung it into the waves.
The vanquished Egyptians, in revenge, threatened to disclose the mysteries of Isis.
The heathen never created a god, who was not of a revengeful nature.
The Romans flattered their gods, feared them, and then insulted them.
"They hate a God condemning revenge, with all their heart, mind and strength." Burke.
The heroes of this world, mostly men of revengeful ambition.
Declining a challenge to revenge an insult, misnamed cowardice.
Love. The love of complacency approves the conduct, as well as loves the individual.
The love of benevolence, condemns his conduct, but loves the guilty person.
Thou shalt not abhor an Edomite, or an Egyptian. Deut. xxiii. 7.
In our willing blindness, we confound the sinner with his deeds.
Loving our enemies can only come from having the love of God.
But the effort awakens the consciousness of our inability to do it.
No determination of the will avails, grace for it, must come from God.
Though I pronounce "woes" against them, yet I command you not to hate, but love them.
Loving our enemies—1. Its difficult struggle. 2. Happy victory. 3. Glorious reward.
The worldling seeks his own things, a Christian those of his Lord.
Enemies. Embracing all those hating, or persecuting us.
Jews taught that such ought to be treated in the spirit of revenge.
They limited neighbours to those, whom they chose not to esteem as enemies.
The love due to a Jew, did not imply a contempt for heathen.
But the pious Jew was not required to love the Gentiles, as Jews.
Nor can we love the wicked, as we love holy men.
Still, the love demanded, is a spirit directly opposed to revenge.
Our Lord did not change the Mosaic law, but unfolded its sense.
Christ announces no new law, but promises grace to fulfil the old.
Israel not separated for aggrandisement, but to bless the nations.
Their virtues among themselves, types of duties, they owed the Gentiles.
The law of Christ alone, leads to true peace of mind.
The emotions of hatred, and revenge, torment those indulging them. Of Cranmer it was said, "If you would make him a friend, injure him."

Cleomenes said, "Favors for friends—Revenge for enemies."
It was this command extorted from an old believer—"Either these are not Thy precepts, or we are not Christians."

Be silent ye scorners!—denying the Gospel teaches friendship. If enemies are to be loved, how much more are friends! The heart of sanctified love, is God's throne on earth.

ĕ̄ȳavov—Heathen taught men to love their enemies, but ver to requite deeds o. malice, by prayer for their injurers, Oosterweel. ἔξωπος—Like hostis, it originally signified a foreigner. Thus ἔξω a stranger, then a barbarian.

"Highly they raged,
Against the Highest, and fierce with grasped arms,
Hurling defiance toward the vault of heaven." Par. Lost.

Cold blooded philosophy, dares oppose the spirit of the Gospel—"Do not tell me, as a good man did to-day, of my obligation to put all your poor men in good situations.—Are they my poor? I tell thee, thou foolish philanthropist, that I grudge the dollar, the dime, the cent, I give to such men as do not belong to me, and to whom I do not belong! Emerson. This has the ring of the primeval fratricide: "Am I my brother's keeper?"

23. Bless them that curse you, and pray for them which despitefully use you.

Men need no incentive to injure a foe, or love the world. Promise nor threat can scarcely urge us to bless them who curse us. Publicans and ungodly were, doubtless, kind to their neighbours. Bless. Oppose words of peace and love, to words of scorn and insult.

Curse. Canons of the Council of Trent anathematize Dissenters from Rome.

How Christ by degrees, narrows down the gate to the New Jerusalem! An answer of kindness, may fail to melt the heart of an enemy. We must then prove our sincerity, by deeds of love and self-denial. Even the Pharisees by displaying kind deeds, put an enemy to the blush.

Pray. None but an honest, holy heart, can pray for enemies. Praying for those persecuting us, highest test of a new heart. Jesus Christ cried, "Father, forgive them, they know not what they do." Stephen's dying prayer, "Lord, lay not this sin to their charge." Acts vii. 60.
Paul—"I pray God that it may not be laid to their charge." 2 Tim. iv. 16.

Despitefully. The Church, ever feeble, needs all her friends.
Christ's "little flock" for 2000 years, has been persecuted.
Millions of Christians perished by the violence of pagan and papal Rome.

Vergerius boasts that in four years of Paul VI, 150,000 perished by the Inquisition.

Louis XIV, revoking the Edict of Nantes, exiled 2,000,000 of Protestants, 1685.

In 1641, 300,000 Protestants were massacred in Ireland.
Duke of Alva boasted that he destroyed 18,000 Protestants in Holland.
Under Paul III, 24 villages were destroyed, and thousands of Waldenses martyred.

"Thirty Years' War," 80,000 villages and hamlets of Protestants were destroyed.

καταγγέλλων from apa, a curse, more exactly, insulting or abusing you. A forensic term of arraigning one before a court, originally, to threaten, 1. Pet. iii. 16, too specifically rendered falsely accuse, Alexander.

39. And unto him that smiteth thee on the one cheek offer also the other; and him that taketh away thy cloak forbid not to take thy coat also.

Smiteth, Law of retaliation binding, actually carried out by Rulers.
The error was, transferring the rule for magistrates, to private life.
The principle of retaliation, like Earth's proverbs, is entirely reversed.
This revengeful spirit, would conquer violence by violence.
But our Lord would have us conquer in private wrongs, by love.
Does our Lord teach the non-resistance doctrine, as it is called?
It has never been literally and habitually carried out, by any class of believers.

Had our Saviour done this, when smitten, He would have tempted the wretch to increase his sin.
A precept never reduced to practice, must be impracticable.
It would deliberately sacrifice the injured, and encourage injustice.
Our Saviour Himself resisted violence by strong expostulation. John xviii. 22-3.
Paul, when injured, still more strongly resented the insult. Acts xxiii. 2, 3.

It was characteristic of our Lord's teaching, to use strong paradoxes. Matt. v. 29, 30, prove literal construction is not intended.

No Christian literally plucks out a right eye, if it offend him. Christ condemns the popular perversion, as a legal pretext for revenge.

The evident object is, to put down the indulgence of a vindictive spirit. Refusing to avenge the widow, shews a judge fearing neither God nor man.

Rather than revenge, we should suffer any measure of wrong.

When society is dissolved, individuals may execute law, never revenge. When government ceases to answer its end, it is to be destroyed.

Rulers may, when becoming curses, be tried and executed. Psalm cxlix. 8, 9.

Opposing capital punishment, a morbid sensibility.

"If I have done any thing worthy of death, I refuse not to die." Acts xxv. 11.

God, forbade taking any ransom for a murderer's life. Num. xxxv. 31.

CLOAK. Roman pallium, the poor man's bed, the upper garment. Ex. xxii. 26. Job xxii. 6.

COAT. The Roman tunic, folded closely to the body, the inner garment.

ròv̄ovē—Revenge is honorable, Aristotle. Moderation to enemies, sign of valor, Tacitus. Mildness surest road to power, Thucydides. The precepts of Christ expounding the O. T. must themselves be tested in the Spirit of Christ, Tholuck. The Saviour's aim is not to lay down definite rules, but indicate certain principles, Ousenio. To the preparation of the heart, Augustine. Human ingenuity has accumulated too many exceptions to our Lord's rule, Bengel. Ever since our Lord suffered the Jews to take away His life, it is by His patience we must regulate our own, Quesnel. Do not retaliate, but be prepared rather to bear more injuries. Wordsworth.

χρηστός and ἱλάτος—The former, the tunic, an under garment worn by the Jews and Greeks. The Doric worn by males, a short woolen shirt without sleeves. ἱλάτες, a long linen garment with sleeves. The latter used more anciently, and at length entirely superseded by the woolen. In female dress both continued to be used. ἱλάτος resembled the Doric tunic, made of camel's hair coarser than wool, to the richest silk. It corresponded to the Roman pallium. It was clasped over the shoulders by a buckle, and the garment only reached to the knee. The other was flowing, and reached to the feet. The sleeves generally only extended to the elbow. Both kinds of dress were fastened by a λορφ, a girdle, worn by both sexes, especially when about to work, or walk. This was adorned at times with fine needlework, and fastened by a gold clasp, Beecher Chor. We should be ready to sacrifice private comforts and advantages, for the sake of charity and peace, Augustine.
80. Give to every man that asketh of thee: and of him that taketh away thy goods ask them not again.

Give. A Pharisaic mind would say, I am not bound to give, until asked. God, during a past eternity, infinitely blessed in giving. Having His mind, we may be ever giving, and ever blessed. Having nothing, we still can give prayer and kind words.

Every Man. Of any nation, Jew, Samaritan, or heathen. To be regulated be the ability of the giver, and the worthiness of the object of charity. Just claims at home are to be met, before charity to others. Literally carried out, would beggar oneself, and form begging vagabonds. The law of love must be regulated by common sense, not by fixed rules. Some poor saints refuse from deeper love, than the opulent give from. "I would rather some men refuse me, than others grant a favor." Some shun, or brow-beat those worthily asking, to avoid their importunity. Selfishness is Anti-Christ, and must be consumed by the fires of Love. Be always ready to distribute, and willing to communicate. 1. Tim. vi. 18.

"It is more blessed to give, than receive,"—"Give a portion to seven and also to eight." Ecc. xi. 2. Acts xx. 35.

"A good man sheweth favor, and lendeth, he will guide," &c. Ps. cxii. 5. Love requires us to act at times directly contrary to the letter, in order that we may obey the spirit.

Asketh. Some needy ones too timid, unworthy are often too clamorous.

"No beggar ever deceived me," is a miser's boast. To refuse aid really needed, when not asked, is here condemned.

Goods, refers to the Oriental officials grinding exactions from subjects. Rather than by law rouse bitter feelings, submit to impositions. The Christian stand of Hampden, proves that submission has its limits. Resistance is right, only, when government ceases to answer the ends of Heaven.

Ask them not. Rather suffer wrong, than indulge avarice.

"Every man" literally carried out would make a nation of thieves. Markland. alcorvo—Taking by violence, Pearce, Meyer. Whether done under process of law, or by violence, our duty is to yield, so long as the Spirit of Christ's teaching can be attained. But if not, the literal compliance with it is a mere mockery. A Christian is bound to do many things, not by any external obligation of rights, but by the spirit and law of love, Stier.
31. And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise.

32. For if ye love them which love you, what thank have ye? for sinners also love those that love them.

As ye would. Our Saviour's rule is a two-edged sword.
The cold hearted world said, "First myself, then my neighbour, then myself."

It implied that the Jews esteemed themselves, their only neighbours.
A thousand limiting apologies silence natural conscience.
The Golden rule is ever limited, by "similar circumstances."
This rule shews what we ought, and what we ought not to do.
A poor man might desire a rich man to divide equally his fortune.
Such an extravagant wish, could furnish no rule of action.
The following questions, limit the Golden rule.
How do we expect our neighbours to treat us in their dealings?
Ought they to allow passion or interest to blind their judgment?
Ought they, by harbouring hatred or revenge, misrepresent us?
In seeking to be reconciled to us, ought they to insist on degrading terms?
Ought they to sympathize with us, if afflicted, and aid us, if in their power?

Our own selfishness will afford us the true key of interpreting the rule.
Neglecting it, embitters society, and causes alienations and strifes.
This maxim is rather a test of morals, than a principle.
Husbands, wives, brothers, children, servants find here a perfect system of conduct, in carrying out the two lines of the Redeemer's Sermon.
The emperor Severus had it frescoed on his palace walls, though he failed to practice it.

The morals of Christianity the most elevated standard known to man.
"A Christian is the highest type of man." Young's Night Thoughts.
What do Christians more than others? asks an exacting world.
God expects more." Unto whom much is given, of him shall much be required." Luke xii. 48.

Even the Heathen full of malice, treat their friends kindly.
No sinner is so essentially depraved, as not to have some friends,
"I love them only because they love me," is of the earth, earthy.

Benevolence to enemies, commended, Xenophon. οἰκείω. Do nothing to others which we ourselves would resent. Thales. A touchstone to compare acts with duty, Cicerone. Not what others would have us to do, but what we would have them do to us, Lange. A rule not to be used by unrenewed hearts, Tholack. This is an old precept
written originally on the heart of man, which, when men, fugitives from themselves, had lost the power of reading; Christ came in the flesh, to read to them anew. Trench. *Ad aliores expectes, aliis quod feceris, Seneca* is thought to have either read or heard Paul. But there is a wide difference between the heathen moralist forbidding ill-doing, and the Lord commanding universal well-doing, Stier. Sayings resembling this "golden rule," may be found expressed in similar language in the writings of Jewish Rabbis, and Greek and Roman Moralists, and hence, infidels have sneered at the idea of our Lord's *originality* in this grand practical law of life. Even in the days of Augustine it was so, and in modern times Gibbon has repeated the sneer. It is surprising such a man as Gibbon did not perceive that Christ, so far from propounding it as a novelty, affirms it to be the *essence* of the Law and the *Prophets*. It is in fact the *primitive command* of God in the hearts of all nations. But infidelity is notorious for shallowness and flippancy. Ed.

χαρία, obligation, credit, merit as establishing a claim to reward, *Maior*. Matt has µονήν "a reward;" a reward, not of debt, but of grace. An expression taken from our earthly commerce, and applied to spiritual things, *De Wette*. Principal reference to God as the *giver*, and not to us as *deservers*. In parable, Matt., chap. 9, the *shoppes* is not what was *earned*, but what was *covenanted*. Deus est debitor nostor non ex commissio sed ex promissa, *Augustine*, *Alford*, in loco.

85. And if ye do good to them which do good to you, what thank have ye? for sinners also do even the same.

If ye do good. "Joint heirs with Christ," can afford to be generous. Earthly treasures are dust. Good things come after death. Christians resolutely continue merciful, as they look to God for mercy, By God's aid alone, we can hold the balance, between our claims and others.

Such commands, requiring aid from heaven, never come from man. Mohammed never gave such injunctions to his followers. Jesus has wonderfully narrowed down the path of life. Thank. A *bartered* love, is not that which will be rewarded by God.

86. And if ye lend to them of whom ye hope to receive, what thank have ye? for sinners also lend to sinners, to receive as much again.

Lend, intransitively in Greek, means, *without interest*. He who gives outright, imitates God. They who require again, are the *usurers*.

*Loans* to the needy, returnable if possible, are *gifts* of high value. God endorses such kindness, "A *good man sheweth favour and lendeth.*" Psal. cxii. 5.
vi low—Anciently Greeks lent to victims of fire and shipwreck, not to be paid until convenient, Theophrastus. The exact sum lent, without interest. Usury, until about 800 years since, the term for legal interest. Does our Saviour condemn taking interest for money lent? Some contend He did. The Israelites were by Moses forbidden to take interest from their own countrymen, but they might from strangers. At that time, the poor borrowed because of their deep poverty. If it was sanctioned by Jehovah in their dealings with the Canaanites, it could not be a sin, per se. Our Saviour does condemn lending on usury i.e., exorbitant interest. In the year 1136, English law allowed all to take interest, but the priests. In 1190, 10 per cent. was legal. In 1311, in France, 20 per cent. In 1449, in Aragon, 18 per cent. In 1490, in Placentia, 40 per cent. Charles V.'s time, 19 per cent. In 1546, in England, 19 per cent. In 1682, 5 per cent. is legal, Anderson, His Cow. In the United States, from 6 to 19 per cent. Our Lord's teaching on this, and kindred subjects, to be interpreted by His Spirit in the heart. Tholuck.

35. But love ye your enemies, and do good, and lend, hoping for nothing again; and your reward shall be great, and ye shall be the children of the Highest: for he is kind unto the unthankful and to the evil.

Love. Flesh and blood to be crucified, that we may forgive enemies. But to love our enemies is the matured fruit of the Spirit. Some pretend their antipathies are beyond their control. This love of God, is not capricious, not the sport of accident. Hating enemies, does not become those, whom God loves. Love is the aspect of holiness, ever presented by believers to the world. Our Lord on the cross, in love, prayed for His murderers. In these characteristics, He gives the type of all true disciples.

Lend. The great fear of lending, the doubt will it be returned. To do a kind office, expecting a suitable return, becomes a man. To do a kind office, looking for no reward, becomes a Christian. We are nowhere forbidden the former, but enjoined to do the latter. Jehovah chargeth Himself with all, given in His name, to the needy. The source of infinite treasure, He is the poor man's surety.

Hoping. Evidently that given to saints, is to be given as to Christ. Nothing. Our Lord refers to hope of human recompense. Letting out money commercially, not alluded to in the text. Given rightly, we fear no loss, for God knows, and will reward. The anxieties of expecting returns, produce a crop of thorns.

Reward. May be near. "At the resurrection of the just."

Great. With us, words are but dim signs of thought expressed. With God, words are mighty, and imply all they convey. He estimates the loss of a soul, inconceivably great. Matt. vii. 27. He pronounces the reward of the righteous everlastingly great.

Children. Gr. sons—bearing the Divine likeness, favorites of heaven.
Higher in aim, purer in principle, holier in practice, happier in heart. Communion with God, rendered Moses, radiant in holiness. 

Highest. Alone said of Him, whose Habitation is eternity. Unthankful. A fallen world's recompense for favors from God.

μαθητής ἀναληπτικός—Without anxiety as to the return of principal or interest, Alford, Campbell. Do not cut one's hope, by rigidity to the borrower, Justus, Pearce, Hammond. Nowise despairing, Chrysostom, Rosenmuller, Kudner. Nothing from men, therefore all from God, Bessa. μυρτος—Refers to the future life, Meyer. To the present also, Oosterse. visi 'Ys. Sons of the Highest. Sharers in the Messiah's Kingdom, Meyer. The believer's adoption, Alford. Yearling lamb, son of a year: arrows, sons of a quiver; braves, son of valor: dweller, son of Zion; glory, child of toil; day, child of the sun; showers, children of a cloud, Pindar, Meyer. "To the unthankful and evil." The vilest of men. Man may be evil before growing unthankful, Bengel. An unthankful man is a naughty man; nay, he is an ugly man, Psalm cxvii. 1, Trapp.

36. Be ye therefore merciful, as your Father also is merciful.

Man being an imitative creature; a vestige of our original state. Be ye. Not so much a command, as the organic law of His kingdom. He gives the law a far more comprehensive scope, than the Pharisees gave. Abraham's faith, Moses' humility, Joseph's integrity, Joshua's fidelity. Elijah's fervor, John's love, Paul's zeal, not our models. To be like Christ, is a fundamental principle in His kingdom. Merciful. Our Lord perfectly observed all these precepts. They contain the expression of His life and are His very image. Christians, Godlike, do not let ingratitude hinder their kindness. Mercy, the exercise of good will towards those not meriting it. Reason, leads us to conclude God is merciful. He exercises forbearance towards sinful men.

Justice demands the punishment of rebels, against God. But whether He will in mercy forgive sin, reason is silent. Socrates doubted whether it was possible, for God to forgive sin. Revelation declares—"The Lord God, merciful and gracious." Ex. xxxiv. 6 The Bible threatens condemnation to all who are unmerciful. Rahab to spies, Boaz to Ruth, David towards Saul; instances of mercy. He requires all homage paid Him, as One merciful in his nature. His mercy is seen in the Incarnation, Life, and Death of the Redeemer. Pangs, at man's entering and leaving the world, hint at no mercy. Infidelity sends a man to judgment, with no hope of acquittal there. If God is merciful, He must punish all who indulge in cruelty.
None but the merciful, need expect God's friendship hereafter.

Father. Divine mercy, 1, the pattern, 2, the reason. 3, the reward.
Merciful. 1, the source. 2, the fields on which it brings forth fruit.
3, the obstacles against which it strives.

Inquireres—compassionate. Less strong than ἑαυτός, Tittmann, modus—here in a casual sense, even as, or since, inasmuch as, John xvii. 2.

27. Judge not, and ye shall not be judged: condemn not, and ye shall not be condemned: forgive, and ye shall be forgiven:

Judge not. With the eye sharpened by distrust, but softened by love. Believer, subject to a threefold judgment, 1, of his neighbour. 2, of his conscience, 3, of his Lord.

These words indicate the presence of foes, known by their looks. We learn they derided Him. Luke xvi. 14. Provoked Him. Luke xi. 58. The Greek in neither case implies, that they spoke anything against Him. These words have no reference to the pronouncing of judicial decisions. They refer to the disposition of the heart, rather than utterance of the lips.

The religion of censorious moralists, consists, in blaming others. The desire to judge, is the eternally valid principle, which God has implanted in those acting as judges in His name.

Be judged. Let us be doers of the law, the Lawgiver Himself is Judge. It condemns judging our neighbours, apart from God's forgiving love. Some act as if they were assessors with God, upon His Throne.

Condemn. Some appease their own conscience, by censuring others. Condemned. By the judicial decision of God, not prudentially by our neighbour.

Prudential motives, Christ does not adopt in His teachings. God's judgment, pronounced here, but executed hereafter. The same high standard used in judging others, will be used towards us. It may involve treatment from others, similar to ours, of them. Those being daily forgiven, ought not to condemn others.

"Who art thou, that judgest another man's servants"? Rom. xiv. 4.
"Let not him that eateth, despise him that eateth not." Rom. xiv. 2.

Bigotry, anathematizing all who differ, condemned by these words. "He shall have judgment without mercy, that shewed," &c. Jas. iv. 11. Ishmael's hands were against every man, and every man's against him.

There is a strong inclination to treat men, according to their disposition.
A candid man, is generally spoken of by his neighbours with candor.
A censorious man's acts are all dissected, exposed, and condemned.
Forgive. Injuries must be known, before they can be forgiven.
"Lord, how often shall my brother sin against me?" &c. Matt. xviii. 21.
That God will forgive us, because we forgive others, a delusion.
Refusing to forgive others, God will refuse to forgive us.
However mildly we treat ourselves, we are ever more exacting towards
others.
Infidels denying all moral distinctions, resent most severely an injury
done themselves.
Applying rules to that without, rather than to that within, "the evil
eye."
Believers bemoan their neighbour's sins, the more they think on their
own.
The mind's eye gazing at others' faults, loses the power of seeing its
own.
While losing charity towards a brother, we lose humility towards God.

μὴ σπαθίζετε.—The uncharitable "repels the word of God, which comes to his own
heart, as the cold rock gives back the echo," Braune. δικαίωσθε—to acquit by court.
To release the captive, or debtor. Those resolving to condemn, implacable, have no
reason to believe they are forgiven. The fifth petition binds down ourselves under guilt,
unless we have the spirit of forgiveness, Augustine. Matt. vii. 1-5, is greatly expanded
and enriched here, Alford.

88. Give, and it shall be given unto you; good measure, pressed down, and shaken
together, and running over, shall men give into your bosom. For with the same measure
that ye mete withal it shall be measured to you again.

Give. Penurious economy, is not the way to become rich.
Measure. Murmur not when repaid in your own coin.
Pressed, dry goods. Shaken, grain. Running over, liquids.
Running over. Disciples even in this world, may at times expect
overflowing compensation.

Bosom. The fold in the Oriental garment, falling over the girdle
"And render seven-fold into their bosom." Psal. Ixxix. 12.
Such a hard measure was recompensed to Adonibezek. Judges i. 7.
Corn measured, and placed by Boaz, in veil of Ruth. Ruth iii. 16.
"He that soweth sparingly, shall reap also sparingly." 2 Cor. ix. 6.
"Thy floors shall be full of wheat, and thy vats overflow." Joel ii. 24.
"Blessed is he that considereth the poor, the Lord will &c." Psal. xlii. 1.
"Charge them that are rich in this world, that they be rich &c." 1 Tim. vi. 17.

There is withholdeth more than is meet, and it tendeth &c." Pro. xi. 24.
Infidelity denies, that the Bible motives to virtue are from God.

How the wisdom (folly) of men, differs from the wisdom of God!

Sin's penalty, and rewards of virtue, are Bible motives. Rom. ii. 7.

Mete. The law of retaliation belongs to God's kingdom, God, judge.

δισκορεία alludes to the Divine reward of virtue. Our Lord here holds forth the assurance of earthly blessings, as a motive to liberality. The Bible motives to virtue.

mercenary, Shaftesbury's Enquiry. Actions are virtuous though not prompted by the very purest and highest motives, Webster and Wilkinson. Verses 27 to 33 tend to solve the question of disinterested benevolence. (Amor pur, of Pencolin.) Some answer negatively, Jev. Taylor, Erskine, Bosanquet; others affirmatively. Molinos expiated this belief in the Inquisition seven years. Madame Guyon in the Bastile. Pension was exiled from Paris, and the opinion condemned by Innocent XII, Ossersoe, Macnichol, Hagenbach, μέτρον καλὸν—measure not falsified. Arida, mollibus, liquidus de Bengazi, more ingenious than true, Meyer. δισκορεία answering to the agents of μετρόν καλὸν understood, or the Angels, who are in this matter, the ministers of the divine purposes.

Meyer, Alford. κόρων "Bosom." When Ceres presented Alemason with as much gold as he could carry about his person, he put on a very large robe, and filled the bosom with the precious metal. Almost all ancient nations wore long, wide, and loose garments; and when about to carry anything which their hands could not contain, they used a fold of their robe in nearly the same way as women here use their aprons, Clarke.

59. And he spake a parable unto them; Can the blind lead the blind? shall they not both fall into the ditch?


Blind. All following the maxims and customs of earth. 2. Cor. iv. 4.

Addressed primarily to His apostles, but to all ministers also.

Pharisees, awful examples of what religious teachers ought not to be.
The most terrible blindness, self chosen blindness—to love darkness.
The carnal have malicious pleasure, railing against Christ's ministers.

We are assured, there are false teachers in the world. 1. Peter, ii. 1.
"His watchmen are blind, dumb dogs, that cannot bark." Isa. lvi. 10.
"Evil men, and seducers, shall wax worse and worse." 2. Tim. iii. 13.
"Wandering stars, are reserved unto blackness of darkness. Jude xiii

He opposes to these blind guides, one True Master. 2. Peter, i. 19.

Pharisees, blind themselves, madly closed every avenue of light to others.
"Blind." labouring under his own beam, verse 43, destitute of compassion and love.
"Lead the blind." A boon, if done by a seeing and experienced person, Bengel.

"The ditch." The blind guides fall undermost, and have the worst of it, Trepp. The falling into the ditch represents casting into Gehenna (hell,) Meyer. A warning against the sin of claiming absolute dominion over the faith of others on the one hand; and a warning also against the sin of submitting our conscience and reason to the dictates of any human teacher on the other, Wordsworth.

40. The disciple is not above his master: but every one that is perfect shall be as his master.

Disciple. Christ refers to the uncharitable, ignorant, teachers. Beware, ye do not exercise severer judgment than I, your Master. I, in my love, have shewn great forbearance toward you. He warns the presumptuous, against entering the sacred office. Nations have as often been ruined by ignorance, as by tyranny. The errors of a Commander, are quite as dangerous as treason. The Church's Head saith, "No man taketh this honor unto himself." Heb. v. 4.

Possessing human learning, many prove blind guides, lacking spiritual light.

"Woe to the idle shepherd, his right eye shall be darkened." Zec. xi. 17.
"Restore unto me the joys of thy salvation—then shall I teach transgressors thy ways." Psa. ii. 12.

People are warned. "Understandest thou what thou readest?" Acts viii. 30.
"Thine eye shall see thy teachers—This is the way walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right hand or left." Isa. xxx. 20-21.

"Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits." 1. John. iv. 1.
"Cease, my son, to hear instruction causing to err." Pro. xix. 27.
"If any man teach otherwise—he is proud, &c." 1. Tim. vi. 4, 5.

As his Master. If the master judged none, neither must disciples.

κατασκευασμένος—adjunct, put in order again, put into a complete state. The most accomplished scholar can only expect to be as his master. οὐδὲ not every, but tota quantus est, i. e. when he has learnt all as a scholar, then he will be perfect as his master, Meyer, Stier. One modelled after his master, Κτίσμα. &c.; a hortatory promise, like ἔκκοψο, verse 28. He who undertakes to teach others saving doctrines, should himself see the way of life clearly; should have no beam in his eye; should be a good tree; should lay up the good treasure in his heart, see verses 18, 43, 44, 45, Ver. Gey.

41. And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but perceivest not the beam that is in thine own eye?

Why? Direction how to escape the fate of the blind leaders.
Beholdest. A voluntary officious act, done in a censorious spirit. An eye entirely single, or whole, has no mote or defect. Matt. vi. 22. The sin is, in not seeing at all, what should first have been seen.

Mote. A small dry body, Gr. any thing withered, a splinter. A keen, critical eye, for the slightest trifle in another, but insensible to all one's own faults; no self scrutiny or examination.

The gnat is strained out, and the camel swallowed. Matt. xxiii. 24. One sees the mote, but marks not the beam, which he ought to have felt. Thy Brother. Cold blooded; a heart, without charity for one so near.

Perceivest. Gr. to understand thoroughly, observe attentively. Had he not been morbidly sensitive, he would not have seen the mote.

Beam. The hyperbole is not to be softened down, by any change in the original. Gr. a beam, sometimes a shaft or spear.

It is really most frequent in the dialect of common life.

Thine own. Not to do injury to others, one must know himself.

κάρφος, from κάρφω, to wither, a dry stalk, pales, splinter, W. & W. The relative size, but the material is not expressed. Sticks or twigs used in bird's nests, Herodotus, Aristophanes. Small seed, Doddridge. Chip of wood, mote, Bengel. δοξος, thorn, Campbell. Illustration from Babbia.—Foolish Jews are directed to the existing remains of their own wisdom, Stier. καρποφορ—compound word from νοσος the mind, to observe accurately, rightly to take account of, Stier. Apprehendest, Alford. The eye of the mind, like other media, gives a coloring to our thoughts. "Were not thine eye sunny, how could it ever behold the sun?" Goethe. The mote is not a precious metal. It only is distinguished from the beam by its greatness. His mote becomes a beam, because he would silence his own conscience, by a censorious judgment of a brother, Brass. Some desire to find motes in themselves, and beams in others, Alford. The perception of a mote, is rendered the more acute, from the presence of a beam, Crassmer. Most men's minds are as ill set as their eyes; they can turn neither of them towards, Trapp.

43. Either how canst thou say to thy brother, Brother, let me pull out the mote that is in thine eye, when thou thyself beholdest not the beam that is in thine own eye? Thou hypocrite, cast out first the beam out of thine own eye, and then shalt thou see clearly to pull out the mote that is in thy brother's eye.

How canst? Here are self ignorance, self indulgence, and unbounded assurance brought to light in this question.

Brother. In the deepest tone of irony, does Jesus adopt this term. Proudly and dictatorially he says "Stand! Let me pull out the mote," "I can do it, I demand that thou submit obediently to me."

The sin is in the spirit of beholding. A hasty uncharitable judgment. An officious hand, and an unloving heart, often go together.
Pull. Tyndale, **suffer me to pluck.** Cranmer, **suffer me, I will pluck.**

Thou. Change from the plural to the singular, indicates a **personal** application.

Our Lord may have seen some **derisive** smile, or gesture.

Searching the secrets of the heart, He sends no doubtful arrow.

**Hypocrite.** One who pretends to be what he is not.

Hypocrisy easily creeps upon us, and grows quickly; it is difficult of cure, and when confirmed into a habit, irreparably ruins the soul.

**Hypocrite!** This is cast in the face of the Pharisees, very severely.

Art thou so well able to pull out the mote out of thy brother's eye?

Then try thy skill on thy self, and remedy thy own faults.

Officious meddling involves inconsistency, and brings contempt.

Before condemning others, better to sit in judgment on thyself.

Self scrutiny qualifies one for examining others aright.

**Cast out.** One diligently examining himself, does not lightly condemn his neighbour.

**First.** It is easier to watch over others, than ourselves.

Some are cast away, while working for the salvation of others.

**Beam.** The **greater** and **gravier** our sins, the more blind to them.

A Christian is severe to himself, and forbearing to others.

**Clearly.** Believers **can** see motes, but hypocrites **can't** see beams.

The Greek, implies, **seeing through** all obstructions and concealments.

**Earthly** wisdom begets presumption, but **heavenly** wisdom, humility.

No amount of skill, ever justifies an uncalled for censoriousness.

In order to reform, one must be sure, he is himself reformed.

"**Wherein thou judgest another, thou condemnest thyself.**" Romans ii. 1.

It is generally true—The most censorious, are the most faulty.

Let us take another's place, and suppose our actions to be his.

It is as absurd for a bad man to reprove others, as for one blind, to turn **oculist.**

---

**ἀφεσιν ἐπιθέω—**Stand and let me pull, Siter. **Suffer (that) I pull (cast) out, Alexander.** Hold still, and I will take the mote out of thine eye, Doddridge. **βίλνυμ**—staring at another's faults, attracts others to gaze also. **σαβλῖκιον ἐπιθέω**—the most difficult and delicate office of Christian friendship, Meyer. **φωνεύω.** A mime, or one who made the **gestures** for the actor, while he was reciting his portion of the drama. 1st. one who answers, or responds, with particular allusion to **oracular** responses. 2nd. one who answers in a colloquy, with particular allusion to **dramatic** dialogue. 3rd. one who acts upon the stage. 4th. metaphorically, one who acts a borrowed part. And 5th. a dissembler or deceiver; not in Classics; modern usage gives a stronger sense than the original. (Luke xii. 56). Rather a **self** deceiver, than a deliberate deceiver of others, Alexander. The **hypocrite,** takes to himself the credit of virtue which he has not! but the **dissembler** conceals the vices that he has, Siter. Socle—"**thorn,**" Campbell.
It signifies a spear or lance. A grave error to call the "beam" a heinous crime. The figure is hyperbolical, but gives the exact proportions, Stier. Shrinking from receiving reproach, is hinted at, Doddridge. It was said of Antony, he hated a tyrant, not tyranny. It may also truly be said of the hypocrite, he hates sinners, not sins, Dicte.

42. For a good tree bringeth not forth corrupt fruit; neither doth a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.

Good, in kind, fruitful in character, and pleasant to the sight. The four parables are taken from every day incidents. Blind leaders; and promising, but barren trees, ever at hand. Bringeth forth. The motion of the sap, resembles that of blood in animals.

Corrupt. Gr. rotten, putrid, of a bad quality: depraved, vitiated. Words and acts, are the infallible fruit of the heart's nature. The bloom and leaves of profession, may often mislead. Even the life deceives men, but at last, decides unerringly. The well-ordered, resplendent conduct, makes false teachers bold. The very nature of the tree, must be first changed. It is vain to resolve to do good, till we become good.

διαφορά has sap, instead of blood, tubes, for veins and arteries, Irritability, for sensitiveness, capillary attraction, for power of the heart, leaves, for respiring, instead of lungs, winter's rest, for sleep. All plants, like animals, love light. Sugar, mucligation, acid, oil or salt, form sap. καλος—1st. beautiful as to form. 2nd. good as to quality. Red. influence. 4th. virtuous. αγαθος, its synonyme, that which excels. The καλος, becoming, and αγαθος, absolute goodness. woo—Produces, Aristotle. καροκαλος.—It was the crafty Walenstein who said, "Let me first search out the nature of the man, and I will tell his will and his deed." Such self-reliant minds, the sure victims of deceit, Stier.

"For modes of faith, let senseless bigotry fight," Pope.—A delusion. Contending for a right creed, is contending for a virtuous life. Men often contend for a right creed in a wrong spirit, and vice versa, Ed. No man is better than his creed. This has exceptions, but generally true, Grotius. A person trying to extract a mote from the eye of another, while a beam is in his own, is like a bad tree endeavouring to bring forth good fruit, Bengel.

43. For every tree is known by his own fruit. For of thorns men do not gather figs, nor of a bramble bush gather they grapes.

Their spiritual guides just denounced, are thus detected. Known. Honesty in nature, the result of the finger of God. The taste, the odor, and color of the fruit, reveal a tree's nature. Only half blind persons, mistake thorns, sloes, and thistles, for figs.
Vines of Sodom, from Gomorrah's fields, yield grapes and wine. "Their wine is the poison of dragons, and the venom," &c. Deut. xxxii. 33. Like, produces like, the immutable law of Nature. Otherwise species would mingle, and peculiarities of fruit, be lost. A pure doctrine, alone can produce pure thoughts and words. A wild olive may by faith, be grafted into a good tree. Rom. xi. 24. During the process, its wild nature must be changed. A tree strung full of figs, may be a thorn tree still. The occasional good deeds of evil men, seem out of place. Own fruit. A tree may be of the fruit-bearing species, and yet barren. Thorns. Supposed to be the Spina Christi, "the crown of thorns." Thorns, symbolize the course, and results, of active sin, in the face of conscience. "It is hard for thee to kick against the pricks." Gather, the vintage done with a pruning hook in the East. Figs. Luke xiii. 6. See Notes. Bramble, resembled the hawthorn. A familiar instance of a fruitless bush, contrasted with the fig and vine.

\textit{\textsc{notes}}—Spina Christi; has leaves resembling the deep glossy green of the ivy. It is common in Palestine. \textit{\textsc{baro}—Seneh, hence Sinai is named, Celeus.} It is the ordinary bramble Rubus, found at Sinai, Aleppo, Scandretta and Seide, Shaw, Robinson. \textit{\textsc{parmiz}}, to harvest, to gather, from \textit{\textsc{parmiz} ripe fruit.}

45. A good man out of the good treasure of his heart bringeth forth that which is good: and an evil man out of the evil treasure of his heart bringeth forth that which is evil: for of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaketh.

Good Man. A renewed heart bears the image of the Redeemer. Not in the Pelagian sense, but one made "good" by grace. Treasure. Its early, wide sense, a deposit, without reference to value. Heart. The heart, spacious, containing a vast amount of good or evil, and known by its utterances. "For out of the abundance of the heart," &c.

This innermost storehouse open only to the eye of God. Forming fountains of influence, it determines character. If the heart be false, one's good deeds are hollow and worthless. Smooth words are so much the worse, from a venomous tongue. Assumed virtues, resemble clusters of grapes tied to the vine. An unrenewed, kind neighbour, the world calls a good hearted man. Human laws, polish of civilization, amenities of society. Regard to reputation, restraints of Providence,—produce this fruit.
Earthly parents value not feigned obedience in a hating child. Those trusting alone to fancied virtues, are whitened sepulchres. An infidel may be benevolent, patriotic, but still defrauded God. Morality, integrity, purity, temperance, are implied in "good." These external virtues, are the mere leaves; holiness is the fruit. A man's heart is known by his words, as the contents of a vessel, from wine or water being drawn. Hence our word "tempt," from πειράτω to pierce.

Benevolence to bodily wants, with indifference to spiritual, avails nothing. An evil man. Cannot always disguise his corrupt mind. In an unguarded moment, despite all care, the mask will fall. Evil treasure. Impiety often desolates, long after death. Abundance. The spontaneous expressions of an unrestrained heart.

A full heart, and a closed mouth, do not suit one another. The very heart of the Redeemer, is here unfolded and laid bare. Without alluding to His Divinity, He clearly demonstrates it here.

The second ἵππος τῆς καπηλίας αὐτοῦ,—"treasure of his heart;" omitted, Tisch. Alford. The human heart has large capacities for good or evil; which break forth in words and deeds, Bengel.

45. I And why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say?

Lord, Lord. 1. Some neither say "Lord," nor do His will.
2. Others say "Lord," without doing His will.
3. Others, (sincere and timid) do His will, without saying "Lord."
4. Others say "Lord, Lord," and also do His will.
He who calls "Lord," disobeying Him, is a mocker. Mal. i. 6.
In measured words, He calls Himself Lord, i. e., Jehovah! In His deepest humiliation, He never called any man, Lord.
He claims to be Lord in the present life, and Lord in Judgment! To His disciples He said, "Ye call me Master and Lord, and so I am." Jesus claimed, what no created being dare claim, without impiety!
"If ye believe not that I am he, ye shall die in your sins." John viii. 24.
"I and my Father are one." John x. 30.

Some call him Messiah, and Lord, yet deny His Divinity.
Many wear the livery of Christ, but dwell in the house of bondage.
"What doth it profit, though a man say he hath faith?" James ii. 14.
Professing doctrines of grace, many are encouraged to continue in sin.
Previous warnings were given to open enemies, to rejectors of Jesus.
Now professed disciples are warned, as in danger of being rejected by Him. Those following under short-lived impressions, soon fall away. For good reasons, our Lord tolerated a Judas in the college of apostles. Some repeat professions more earnestly, to assure their false hopes. Not continually and boastfully calling "Lord!" shows a Christian. Our Lord perhaps saw the practice of using the Divine name, common. A practice borrowed from heathen, long disfigured church devotions. "The hypocrite shall perish, and his trust be as the spider's web." Job viii. 13-14. "The joy of the hypocrite for a moment." Job xx. 5. Remaining in a heartless formalism, there is no escaping condemnation. There will be no valid plea for acquittal, or arrest of judgment. The self deceiver really believes his acts holy, until he finds them sins. Those refusing to confess Christ, practically deny Him. Others thoughtlessly confess Him. Nominal Christians. Others assume the garb of Christians. Hypocrites. Others with words of living faith in their heart. True Christians.

From verse 46, our Lord descends into the closest personal searching of the life and heart, and gives His Judicial declaration of the end of the hypocrite, whether teacher or private Christian, Alford.

The tongue is fitly compared to a pump, which empties the heart, but neither fills nor cleanses it, Queene.

47. Whosoever cometh to me and eareth my sayings, and doeth them, I will shew you to whom he is like.

Whosoever. The Lord's promises are wide as His requirements. "Whosoever will, let him take of the water of life freely."

Cometh. Multitudes in God's house hear, but fail to come to Christ. Many contribute freely, for the privilege of being weekly warned. Others make sacrifices in erecting temples for the Gospel. Some we fear labour on the ark, but perish in the flood.

"All that the Father giveth Me, shall come to Me." John vi. 37. The ' called ' must come inwardly, as well as outwardly." Rom. i. 6. "He that cometh to Me, shall never hunger." John vi. 35.

They sit at His feet, and hearken, and diligently obey. Zec. vi. 15. They come and hear, that their souls may live. Isa. lv. 3. To others, "Ye will not come unto Me, that ye might, &c." John v. 40.

"They come unto Thee, as the people cometh, and they hear thy words but they will not do them, for with their mouth," &c. Ezek. xxxiii. 31, 32, 33.
My sayings. These lips now speaking in mercy, shall judge you!

No Angel dare affirm "By my sayings, men shall be judged!"

Sayings. Not only this Sermon, but all the Holy Scriptures.

Doeth. Asking, obeying, doing, believing, praying, all come by hearing.

Knowledge of duty unperformed, aggravates the sinner's doom.

I, the man of sorrows now, but Judge hereafter, know the heart.

Some here, talk of, yea, contend for the truth, but do it not.

Shew. Here Jesus assumes the prerogative of Jehovah Himself.

Like. I will shew you to whom he is to be compared.

ἐνοίκων—"I will liken," Matt., not "I will compare him," but "I will make him like," Meyer, Tholuck. More in analogy with the usage of the Lord's discourses to understand it, "I will compare him." In this sense used by Luke, Alford.

49. He is like a man which built a house, and dug deep and laid the foundation on a rock: and when the flood arose, the stream beat vehemently upon that house, and could not shake it; for it was founded upon a rock.


House, is built against wind and weather, as a defence.

Dug deep. The ignorant wonder at the labor, and expense spent on a foundation. The deeper the foundation, the safer the house.

In calm weather, or low water, neglect not the foundation.

Frost, heat, and rain readily undermine the ill founded house.

How should we build, to abide before God, in eternity!

"The house of the righteous shall stand—that of the wicked shall be overthrown." Prov. xii. 7.

Foundation. Not itself a dwelling, something is built thereon.

The foundation is Christ. "For other foundation can no man lay." 1. Cor. iii. 11; x. 4.

Each one is building for eternity, conscious or not, the work is going on.

Most men have a home, the Christian's is one "not built with hands."

The saint at death is neither houseless, nor homeless. John xiv. 2.

Many dreamers in God's house, build spiritual air-castles.

"Behold I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone; He that believeth, shall not make haste," or be ashamed, Septuagint. Isa. xxviii. 16.

"The hail shall sweep away the refuge of lies." Isa. xxviii. 17.

Rock. The stability not owing to how it stood, but on what it stood.

"Their rock is not as our Rock, our enemies themselves being judges." Deut. xxxii. 81.

Some imagine themselves out of reach of trouble, when on the Rock. But Christ is a beacon, against which, the waves rage the more. The world will ever dash against the hope of the humble believer. The wise neglect not the superstructure, building on the Rock. A noble foundation, encourages the heart to go on more hopefully. "Not as though I had already attained, or were already perfect." Phil. iii. 12.

"If any man's work abide, he shall receive a reward." 1. Cor. iii. 14.

Flood. A symbol of all possible trials of faith and hope.
1. The storm of unbelief. 2. The storm of affliction. 3. The storm of temptation. 4. The storm of death.

Floods and frosts test the stability of the foundation of a house. Some build their houses as the moth; terrors take hold on him. A tempest stealeth him away in the night. Job xxvii. 20.

One class will not build at all, this is understood, although not named. Flood. Severe afflictions. Stream. Persecution, or spirit of the age. Shake. Perfect faith in God, renders the soul secure and safe.

A firm belief of final perseverance through Christ, not presumption.

exx. efal. base them. dug, deepened, laid foundation, describe graphically the successive steps, and diligent earnestness of the faithful, W. & W. In Egypt, an entire village founded on the earth, the writer saw in ruins, having been swept away by the flood from the mountains of Abyssinia. θεμελιωσεν εἰς τὴν στέφανον—The parallel thought in Is. xviii. 10. The foundation of the temple (Hesekiel), to the Law (Umbreit), to Zion itself (Hitby), to Hesekiah (Genesis). Lapidem probationis, Justius, Calcis, Virdinga. Solely refers to Christ (Alexander.) "Foundation."—Artificial. "Rock."—Natural. With the foundation is contrasted without a foundation, ver. 49, and with the rock, upon the earth, ver. 49. "Could not shake," much less destroy, Bengel.

For τοῦθαλασσος γαρ εἰς τὴν στέφανον, "for it was founded upon a rock," read διὰ τοῦ παλινοῦσκομενέα αὐτῆς, "because it was well built," Tischendorf, Alford. Christ built His church upon a Rock, Petra (Matt. xvi. 18), and Peter (Petrus) derived his name from this Petra. See Rom. ix. 68. 1 Pet. ii. 8. The foundation, which the apostle laid as a Master-Builder (1. Cor. iii. 10-16), is the one Lord Jesus Christ. On this solid and firm foundation, the church of Christ is built. But all doctrines of heresy are built on the sand, which is unstable, and cannot be consolidated; and they are built only to fall, Jerome, quoted in Wordsworth.

48. But he that heareth, and doeth not, is like a man that without a foundation builds a house upon the earth; against which the stream did beat vehemently, and immediately it fell; and the ruin of that house was great.

Heareth. Many have the curiosity to hear, but no resolution to do. Their neglect, changes not their relations to eternal realities.
Without foundation. A false faith, no better, than no faith at all. It is worse, since it raises hopes, surely to be dashed. The rain, flood, wind, will in no wise fail to come.

Earth. All creeds, dogmas, systems, fancies, apart from Christ. Absorbed in cares, a slight stay, enough for the thoughtless.

Sand—Matt. All that was not rock, was earth or sand.

Vehemently. The tearing up the foundations of the false hope. Immediately, indicates the sudden change at death.

Fall. The hour of storm, dwellers have the most need of refuge. Too late to build on the Rock, or even another house on the sand.

The ruin. The simplest minds could understand His words. Surely never man spake like this man. John vii. 46.

History of the creeds of all who have built, or ever will build, here condensed in three verses.

Fall of Judaism, of false religion, of false philosophy.
All not in Christ, will inevitably perish.

1. Faith makes the Christian. 2. Works show the Christian.

Great. Not the grandeur or value of the edifice.
But the complete, and everlasting shame and loss of the ruin.
His disgrace inconceivable, his loss irreparable.

"Some shall awake to shame, and everlasting contempt." Dan. xii. 2.
The higher they raised their hopes, the more terrible their fall.
As the leaning of the tree shows, which way, it will surely fall.
So the chosen course of the ungodly, foreshadows their doom.


ἀσβοσθεντ, breaks upon, Campbell. Dash against, Gesenius. Giving a specific sense to details, rock, sand, wind, &c., injures the force of this fine apologue, Alexander. A rising storm might suggest the simile, and compel a speedy conclusion to our Lord’s discourse. Without naming repentance, the idea pervades this discourse. The blind, the hypocrite, the tree, the foolish builder, all present the image of the natural man, Stier.

μεγάλη, "great." All the greater because such an one as he supposed is a professed disciple; one hearing the words of Christ, Alford. Without a holy heart and a holy life, all is ruinous in the hour of temptation, and in the day of wrath, Quenel.

We see from this example of our Lord’s sermon that it is not necessary for every discourse to end with consolation, Bengel. Were a minister to deliver a discourse now-a-days upon the model of this sermon of Christ, there are many professors who would say "He has not preached the Gospel."
CHAPTER VII.

NOW when he had ended all his sayings in the audience of the people, he entered into Capernaum.

Ended. Gr. fulfilled, not that He had finished all He desired to say. He proportions showers to the wants of the field, so with His counsels. "I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now." John xvi. 12.


εκχυσθηκεν εἰς—He filled up all these words into the ears of the people. Our ears are like vessels into which Christ's doctrine is poured. It is poured into our hearts through them. Wordsworth. καρπωνιόν, Mark and Luke name a town, then record the miracles and discourses associated with it, without regard to time, Greaves.

2. And a certain centurion's servant, who was dear unto him, was sick, and ready to die.

Soldiers present, shewed the Jews restless under the yoke of Rome. Centurion. Gr. Ruler of a hundred. The band varied from 30 to 100. The first centurion bore the Eagle, the standard of Rome. Matt. xxiv. 33. Thoughtful heathen; deeply deplored the emptiness of polytheism. Proselytes of the gate found in many cities of the Empire. Acts x. 2. By profession they held to the Gentile race, and by religion, to the Jews. By them, Providence broke down "the middle wall of partition." They dare only worship, (under penalty of death) in the outer court. But our Saviour honors and communes with a soldier of Rome. Servant. Gr. a slave, not hired servant, Doddridge & Alexander. From servi preserved from being slain, when captured in war. Slave dealers followed the armies, and bought captives for 4 drachms.
Slaves, under the Patriarchs, were circumcised and educated. Slaves did almost all the servile labor in our Lord's time. Greek and Roman freemen esteem toil dishonorable. Masters had power of life and death over their slaves and children. In one night, Lacedemonian youths, slew 3000 Halots. In Egypt to this day, masters have the same fearful prerogative. Many were of fairer color than their masters, and some adopted as heirs. Many educated as amanuenses, actors, physicians, and tutors. Petronian law, forbade masters making them fight as gladiators. Another, forbade putting them to death, without a sufficient reason. Another, forbade separating by sale, husbands and wives. Many poor parents sold their children to Roman masters. Faithful slaves were buried in Rome, near their masters' sepulchres. Those restless in their bondage, wrought in chains. In 1806, British Parliament abolished slave trade. Due to Wilberforce and Clarkson.

In 1863, Abraham Lincoln, President, abolished Slavery in the United States, by proclamation.

Dear. The value of a faithful servant is only equalled by one's best friend, Bacon.

At Bethel, Jacob honored the fidelity of Rebecca's nurse. Gen. xxxv. 8.

"Servants be obedient to your masters, shewing all good fidelity."

Tit. ii. 10.

Those rendering heart-felt services, are not recompensed by money.

"Thou shalt not rule over a servant with rigor." Lev. xxv. 43.

Sick. Matt. palsy, a relaxation of the nervous system, generally on the left side. Gr. paralysis.

A disease difficult of treatment to physicians.

The miracle same as Matt. viii. 5, Lightfoot, Grotius, Tertullian, Origen; different, Calvin, Beza, Macknight.

Σαυτωταπεπορνταμ—Ruler of a 100; corresponding to a captain among us. A proselyte of the gate; one believing in God, without being circumcised, or conforming to the Jewish ritual. The same with Chusa, Herod's steward, Sepp. The centurion was figure and precursor of the Gentile world coming to Christ, Augustine. δολος, for δολος, from δον to bind, signifying a slave or bond man, Major, 60,000 gladiator slaves, under Spartacus, were slain in battle A.D. 71. Matt. has ωισος, both mean a slave; he was sick in the house of the centurion. Among the patriarchs, a slave was a servant, either bought with money from the heathen, (Lev. xxv. 46) or born in the house, (Gen. xiv. 14). Abraham's servants named, as the evidences of his power, (Gen. xiv. 14-15). The origin of slavery is lost in antiquity. The Hebrews (Lev. xxv. 46) were permitted to hold heathen as possession. But men-stealers were to be put to death (Ex. xxi. 16). The original Amer. Edition of the Confession of Faith condemned slavery as a violation of the eighth commandment. In Homer's time, captives were sold into slavery. Philip sold
the Thebans into bondage. Athens had 21,000 free citizens, 10,000 aliens, and 400,000 slaves. Hecuba Chor. Hecuba laments that she was chained as a dog at the gate, Euripides. This was a common usage, as the iron ring at the gates of dwellings in Pompeii at this time shew. A slave was always present to open the gate. Polybe murdered slaves who offended him, and cast them as food to his fish. 90,000 of the Torquemadas were sold to the highest bidder. Timid masters shut them up every night. Alfred the Great, made the purchase of horses, oxen, and slaves, invalid, unless vouchers were given. In 651 A.D. slaves were sent by African princes to the king of Egypt, as tribute. Mohammed forbade his followers enslaving persons of their own faith. Slavery exists at present in the Dutch and Spanish colonies; in Turkey and in Egypt. It has existed for many ages in Africa. Notice the ruin of those nations who held slaves, Babylon, Egypt, Greece, Rome, Etruria, Venice, Genoa, etc., and lately the Southern States of America. *servus servus in honor, highly prized, dear on account of obedience. Cicero apologizes in a letter to a friend, for mentioning the death of a slave in his family, *Ep. ad. Att.*

8. And when he heard of Jesus, he sent unto him the elders of the Jews, beseeching him that he would come and heal his servant.

Heard. Heathenism failed to supply the wants of such a spirit as his.

He longed to find One, who could hear, and answer his prayers.

As yet, he had not seen Him. "Blessed are they that have not seen," etc.

Sent. He supposed Christ's countrymen would succeed better than himself.

The centurion might have dreaded the presence of a superior being.

His deep humility, and profound faith, led him to send others.

Public men are said to do, that which is done by their orders.

Elders. Or. aged persons, selected to rule on account of experience.

*Num. xi. 16.*

Probably, officers of the synagogue the centurion had built.

The elders of Egypt, among the highest officers of the nation. *Gen. 1. 7.*

Seventy chosen to accompany Moses and Aaron to Sinai. *Ex. xxiv. 1.*

In the N.T. a title of dignity, not so much of age, as of office.

They preached. *Tit. i. 9.* Visited the sick. *Jas. v. 14., and ruled in the church. 1. Pet. v. 1 and 5.*

Jews. So called because the principle tribe was Judah's.

Our Lord's labours were as yet confined to this chosen people.

By his piety and prudence, the centurion had conciliated their prejudices.

While they were going, he may have earnestly prayed.

The elders, willing messengers, well-deserved their trust.

Beseecching. They imagined Christ's prejudices, as strong as their own.

They had faith, but not so strong as the centurion.
Those having less grace, may nevertheless profit the more advanced. Come. They seemed to believe, He could not heal without being present. In this the faith of Israel, was far weaker than that of the Gentile. They had forgotten their own oracles "His mighty wonders." Dan. iv. 3.

οὐκ ἐστιν, he sent. Matt. says προσῆλθε, resort to Jesus, i.e., by his messengers, and by his faith, Wordsworth. He sent first and came afterwards, Jacobs. Such variations, the concise account making a man "facere per se" what the fuller one relates him "facere per altem" are common in all written and oral narrations, Alford.

πρεσβύτερος. The apostles called themselves elders or presbyters, 1. Pet. v. 1, 2. 2. John, 1 verse. It resembled the office of the officer of the ruler of the synagogue. The office of the πρεσβύτερος identical with ἐπίσκοπος—overseer or bishop. The Church of God has continued to ordain a class similar in name and office. διακόνος, δίδακτος and συγκατατάξεθα, to bring safely through, Luke v. 31.

4. And when they came to Jesus, they besought him instantly, saying, That he was worthy for whom he should do this.

Besought. Matt. Calling for aid. "Yet for this will I be enquired of, by the house of Israel." Ezek. xxxvi. 87.


Jews interceding for a heathen, unusual, touching, and effectual.


Precious testimony, from those who probably were strangers to the centurion’s piety.

Thus scoffers dying, select Christians to be their executors.

His humanity and humility had disarmed the prejudices of the Jews.

The Roman idoler, and warrior, was humbled by divine grace.

Although he knew the confidence, and affection, his life had inspired, he counted it presumption, to ask the favor himself.

προσεύχομαι, "besought." To call to one’s assistance, to exhort, to comfort. προσέχεται. Attic for προσέχει. Thiel., Lach. Extend this favor, Bengel. Literally, thou shalt afford this favor, Wordsworth.

5. For he loveth our nation, and he hath built us a synagogue.

Loveth. Romans in general treated the conquered with great severity. Enslaving the wealthy, they made them redeem themselves from captivity.
Jews, specially despised for refusing to worship Roman gods. For centuries they have been scattered, and pealed, and everywhere spoken against. Isa. xviii. 2.

A pestilence in 1848 a.d. was traced, by rumour, to springs poisoned. The suspected Jews were massacred to the number of 1,000,000. In 1492, 500,000 were banished from Spain, and 150,000 from Portugal. Nation. To whom pertained the adoption, glory, covenants, &c. Rom. ix. 4.

No people once so highly honored of God, or so despised by men. The religion of Jehovah, could not compromise with polytheism. He hath. Gr. it was he, who built our synagogue.

Built. Romans wantonly destroyed them, to crush out the spirit of the captives.

Like Darius, he desired an interest in prayers offered to God. Ezra vi. 10.

Galatians and Maxentius, persecutors, dying, asked Christians’ prayers. Synagogue. Luke iv. 15. Very many had been either demolished, or desecrated.

Their sacredness rested not on the founder, but in the worship. Augustus decreed, henceforth, they should be spared. Their peculiar sanctity arose from their dedication to God.

ἀὐτός, emphasis. τό— the only one in the place. A synagogue for us; Campbell.

The synagogue which we frequent. There were many synagogues in so large a city as Capernaum. At Jerusalem there were upwards of 400. St. Luke alone records the words of these Jewish elders; and thus, while he repeats the substance of St. Matt.’s narrative, shows his own independent knowledge of the facts, Wordsworth. Romans wherever they encamped, generally built a theatre. “Where I have my tent, God shall have an altar.” John Howard. Philo praised Detronius, governor of Syria, for the same act. Of his own accord, to build a synagogue for them, was something rarer still than to love their nation, Bengel.

6. Then Jesus went with them. And when he was now not far from the house, the centurion sent friends to him, saying unto him, Lord, trouble not thyself; for I am not worthy that thou shouldest enter under my roof:

Went. Our Lord refused many requests, but no call for mercy. He refused to visit a nobleman at Capernaum. John iv. 48. But now He goes, not for the synagogue he had built, but for the heroic faith the Gentile manifested.


Sent. This proves, his humility equaled his ever deepening faith.
Trouble not. True religion prevents us from unnecessarily troubling others.

Not worthy,—"of the least of thy mercies," said Jacob. Gen. xxxii. 10.
The Prodigal,—"No more worthy to be called thy son." Luke xvi. 19.
How much clearer views of sin, had this Roman, than the Jewish elders!
He knew it might entail ceremonial uncleanness on Jesus until evening.
The prompt answer of our Lord, increases greatly, his faith.
He sent elders to intercede, now, friends to detain the Lord.

Enter. Jesus and he had already communed in spirit.

Roof. The honor was too great, though the mansion might have been noble.

He had received Him into his heart, although not into his house.

\textit{worse}—Luke vi. 46, see Notes. \textit{συμβάλων}, fatigue not thyself, \textit{Meyer. μαυ, emphatic;}
the roof of me, most unworthy as I am, \textit{Wordsworth.} When aware of the Lord's readiness, humble faith increases in the centurion, \textit{Bengel.}

\textit{7.} Wherefore neither thought I myself worthy to come unto thee: but say in a word, and my servant shall be healed.

A word. His interest in his servant unusual and commendable.
The Romans regarded them as chattels, not human beings.
What an impression had our Lord's fame made upon him!
No \textit{mythical} Christ, could have raised so bold a hope in him.
His faith was that of the most illustrious prophets.
"Am I a God at hand, and not a God afar off, saith the Lord?"
Jer. xxiii. 23.

He knew unconditional obedience was exercised in the Roman army.
He believed that life and death hung on Christ's commands.
A Roman commander might order a guilty soldier to put himself to death, so perfect the discipline of the army.
To him, the Lord was the highest \textit{Imperator} over the heavenly host.
His view of Christ's relations to the spirit-world, original and grand.
How far above that of Naaman, who said, "I thought he will surely come out and strike his hand," &c. 2. Kings v. 11.

Bodily diseases, as servants of God, executed His commission.
185,000 Assyrians, might have been destroyed \textit{without} an Angel.
All this indicates child-like faith, with profound humility.

Servant. Anxious, not like Jairus, for an only daughter. Mark v. 22.
Nor for a son, like the nobleman. John iv. 47. But a slave.

Healed. Had not Christ been \textit{Divine}, would He have sanctioned such views?
The centurion heard that the Lord was coming, and sent friends to Him with this second and still humbler message. He knew and felt himself to be out of the fold of God, a stranger to the commonwealth of Israel; and therefore unworthy to receive under his roof the Redeemer of Israel, Alford. His state of heart was that of all capable of embracing Christ; a consciousness of Christ's loftiness and our unworthiness, Neander. While owning himself unworthy the Lord should enter his house, he was accounted worthy the Lord should enter his heart. The more humility, the more room, and the more fulness: The proud hill tops let the rain run off; the lowly valleys are richly watered, Augustine.

civit lēpyn, equivalent to "command," Speak by word of mouth, Hammond. vuo, as puer, signifies a servant in general without reference to age. Master termed, pater familiaris, Grosius.

8. For I also am a man set under authority, having under me soldiers, and I say unto one, Go, and he goeth; and to another, Come, and he cometh; and to my servant, Do this, and he doeth it.

Authority. An under officer, he paid prompt obedience to Tribunes.

Under me. My soldiers know no disobedience to my orders.

An officer, I know what it is to command, a soldier, to obey.

I say. Am accustomed to say, in the exercise of authority.

Go and Come, imply active, energetic service in general.

I sit still, yet my wishes are perfectly and promptly performed by others.

Servant. Not one hired, but a domestic slave.

The whole, a picture of brief command, and prompt obedience.

How much more Thou, Prince over the host of heaven! Luke ii. 13.

Only command, and winds, storms, seas, and demons obey.

This miracle no less a proof of the Lord's willingness, than his ability to save.

Alford.—Authority of the Princes, Tribunes, and others high in command. He refers to Christ's supremacy over demons, Fritzsche. Over angels, Olshausen. Wetstein.

Ewald. Over ministering spirits, Crisius. Over diseases, Meyer. Some familiar servant of the Lord Jesus, he thinks, would suffice to restore his poor slave, Lange. Spiritual powers, healing angels, or disease and death, De Wette. The centurion could command his soldiers or his servant, but not disease. But the Lord is able to command disease; and that humanly speaking, with more ease than the oftentimes rebellions will of man, Bengel. I know how to obey, being myself under authority; and in turn, know how others obey, having soldiers under me.—If then I, in my subordinate station, am obeyed, how much more Him, who acts over all, and whom diseases serve as their master, Alford. If I, who am under authority (i.e. of the "tribunus legionis" and of the "Imperator," command and receive ready obedience from my soldiers, how much more Thou, who hast no superior? Thou canst command thy ministers (Diseases, the Elements, &c.) and they will obey Thee! Wordsworth.

3. When Jesus heard these things, he marveled at him, and turned him about, and said unto the people that followed him, I say unto you, I have not found so great faith, as, not in Israel.
Heard. He paused. Complying He conferred a greater honor on the centurion, than his going would.

Marvelled. Admired—It does not necessarily imply surprise.
Jesus marvelled at faith, and at another's unbelief. Mark vi. 6.
At faith, considering the general spiritual blindness.
At unbelief, considering the blaze of light around His hearers.
Christ marvelling, perhaps a part of "the great mystery of godliness."
1 Tim. iii. 16.
To the Divine Logos, there was nothing either new, or strange.
To His humanity, surprise and wonder were familiar.
Same wonder expressed by Jehovah, at "there being no Intercessor."
Isa. lx. 16.
Our Lord approves great faith, even when mingled with error.
Belief, and unbelief, make up the history of our entire race.
I have. He claims the omniscience of God, to discern a heart-faith.
Found. A Divine finding, and solemn warning of His hearers' guilt.
I, who came to seek, and impart to all desiring it.
I came to seek it first of all, where it should be found.
Is not Israel, beyond all nations, the people of faith?
From Abraham, for long ages, have they not been trained to faith?
Great. First instance of faith healing at a distance, is a Gentile's.
3. Joyful in receiving sovereign mercy.
Faith. A proof of its indispensable necessity, as a condition of gifts from God.
Self-interest prompts external works, but God looks on the heart.
It was the first mention of faith, as reposed in Himself.
The centurion's an earnest of Gentile faith, surpassing that of Israel.
Israel. Their rich inheritance was about to pass over to others.
The depth and strength of the Centurion's faith were wonderful.
Our Lord might have expected the highest type of faith in his chosen people.
Another Gentile, the poor woman of Cana, had a faith strong and deep.
Our Lord does not condemn little faith. "The bruised reed He will not break." Matt. xii. 20.
Lessons of love. 1. Love of a heathen to Jews.
2. Love of Jews to a heathen. 3. The Love of the Lord to both, exemplified in words and deeds of love.
"God is no respecter of persons." Acts x. 34-35; 1 Sam. xvi. 7.
God does not despise weak faith, but loves strong faith more.
SUGGESTIVE COMMENTARY

And they that were sent, returning to the house, found the servant whole that had been sick.

Whole. The first miracle in Luke, wrought at a distance.

Thus Elisha cured Naaman at a distance. 2. Kings v.

Learn. 1. No man is too mean for His love. 2. No misery too great for His mercy. 3. No conditions of help so easy for all, as Christ's.

The sick slave at Capernaum, had the best Physician. Jesus now as then, still "travels in the greatness of His strength" to save.

In this miracle, our Lord heals the slave on the master's faith.

How much more a child, on a believing parents faith! It affords an analogy for baptizing children, Alexander.


Christ did not enter the centurion's house, but his servant was healed by Him, present in majesty, but absent in body, so to Israel and to them alone, He showed Himself in the Flesh; but to the Gentiles he was preached by others, Wordsworth. The Jews saw and crucified Him; the Gentiles heard and believed, Augustine.

And it came to pass the day after, that He went into a city called Nain; and many of his disciples went with him, and much people.

The following is one of the three greatest Miracles of Our Lord. John alone describes that of raising Lazarus.

He raised one just dead, one on the road to burial, and one in the grave four days.
Day after. Gr. does not strictly imply more than, a day following.
Nain. A small village south of Tabor in Galilee, near Endor.
Heb. fair, the world a pleasant Nain but death spoils all its pleasure.
Christ was on His way to Jerusalem, to keep the second Passover.
He never could say with the Roman Emperor, "I have lost a day."
Went with Him. Christians follow Christ whether to Cana or Nain,
Tabor or Golgotha.

The day after. The succession of events here set forth does not require very strict
definition of time, Bengel. Nain.—From Heb. fair or pleasant. Three miles south
west of Tabor, Robinson. In the tribe of Issachar, near Endor and Elson. A district
two miles south of Tabor, Essehuis. But one of the four Evangelists naming this
miracle, an unsolved mystery, Alford. No mystery at all, if we recollect that each
Evangelist was inspired by the Holy Ghost, and that it is in their fourfold Biography
we have a complete account of our Lord's life and miracles only. No one of the Evan-
gelists intended to write as if he were ignorant of what had been written by any of his
predecessors, nor did any of them omit through ignorance what a previous Evangelist
had written, Augustine.

12. Now when he came nigh to the gate of the city, behold, there was a dead man
carried out, the only son of his mother, and she was a widow; and much people of the
city was with her.

Gate of the City. The sanctuary of the Lord's glory
1. The Great Prophet proving His doctrine by a splendid miracle.
2. The merciful High Priest, drying the mourner's tears.
3. The Prince of Life spoiling death of his prey.
Generally towns in the East, of importance, are walled, and gates closed
at night.

Behold, a marvellous coincidence, but only seemingly accidental.
The time of his death, of his burial, route of the procession, meeting the
Lord at that moment, prove special Providence.

Dead Man. Biers sustained the bodies, wrapped in grave clothes,
without a coffin.

Lazarus had no other covering, than clean linen for his shroud.
Egyptians embalmed their dead. Greeks and Romans burned theirs.
Ashes extinguished with wine, and funerals conducted by torch-light.
Ashes placed in urns of clay, marble, brass, silver, and gold.
They are found by the way side with "Stop Traveller!"

Bildad said—"He shall have no name in the street." Job. xviii. 17.
"Go by the way, and do ye not know their tokens (epitaphs)?" Job xxi. 29.

Carried out. Jews usually buried dead, the same day before sun-down.
All ancient nations buried outside the towns.
Pernicious custom of burying under the church began with martyrs.

Jews buried without the city. Kings were buried on Mount Zion.
Jehoiakim (burial that of an ass) was buried beyond the gates. Jer. xxii. 19.

**Only Son.** His mother's only remaining tie, binding her to earth. Bereaved, childless, hopeless, her coal quenched in darkness. 2. Sam. xiv. 7.

David wept bitterly, over the death of Absalom, although profligate and traitor.

Rachel weeping for her children, refused to be comforted. Matt. ii. 18. **Much people.** They showed their sympathy for the mourners. Funeral rites are rather for the mourners, than the dead.

Why did not some bereaved hearts ask Christ to raise their dead? Not even the sisters of Lazarus ventured making such a request. 

**Fear** enchains us, paralyzing our hopes, and makes us slaves. The funerals of large cities, harden the heart by familiarity.

As dead were unclean, and could not be buried within the city, sides of mountains, gardens, and unfrequented places selected. Jewish funerals took place on the same day, as the death.

There was One nigh, pitying, and with whom to pity was to bless.

---

*ἐσεκομίζον*—was being carried out. "**Much people,**" the miracle was done in the sight of numerous spectators. Luke's accuracy as an observer and an historian.—1. The city. 2. The gate. 3. The multitude. 4. The man's age and circumstances. 5. The mother's condition. 6. Our Lord's words. 7. The effects on the multitude; are all distinctly specified, Wordsworth.

---

18. And when the Lord saw her, he had compassion on her, and said unto her, **Weep not.**

**Lord.** Note this sublime appellation of Jesus—**The Lord.**

Compassionating the sufferer, He everywhere relieved the wretched. He could not begin with more of lowly sublimity, or simple majesty. He did not reprove the mother's weeping, as He did noisy grief. Mark v. 39.

He hinted at his "weeping away all tears from all faces."

Rev. xxi. 4. Isa. xxv. 8.

**Weep not.** These words were not prohibitory, but consolatory.

1. How easy a word to use. 2. How difficult to obey.

**Weep not,** has carried consolation to thousands from age to age. Rev. v. 5. Tears, a *speech,* understood by all Earth's tribes.

His word of comfort, as His nature, far above that of a mere man.

His voice *carried consolation* to the mourner, as *life* to the dead. Mourners in the East, lament with *loud* and very bitter wailings.
“The Lord.” This mode of describing Christ almost peculiar to St. Luke among the Synoptical Evangelists. To remind his readers that Jesus was co-equal with the Lord Jehovah of the Septuagint; proved by His mighty works. May also be a silent evidence that Luke’s gospel is later than that of Matt. and Mark, and that it was written for those who had not seen Christ in the flesh, but who habitually thought of Him as the ascended and glorified Lord, Wordsworth.

κύνηγησαι—was moved with compassion. “Weep not.” In human creatures there is always something at first for God to remove, Hevel. He has come to make good one day the words in Rev. xxi. 4., Trench. These words express the only reason for the miracle—to comfort the living, Stier. Perhaps he will also to awaken the young man’s soul, Olshausen. The Redeemer’s object was the relief of the mother, Dib. Tsch. Imparting spiritual life to the dead, Meyer.

14. And he came and touched the bier; and they that bare him stood still. And he said, Young man, I say unto thee, Arise.

Touched. The oriental funeral trains moved rapidly. That touch was full of power, as the bearers knew Him not. Bier. Without a coffin to confine the corpse, as with us. Egyptians and others were carried in marble coffins. None but the higher classes of Jews had biers. Jesus could touch the leprous, or dead, without desecration. His silent approach, neither terrifies, nor dazzles. God makes the sun to rise, seasons come, dews descend, silently. Stood still. An unseen might over the Lord’s pleasure. Young man. The sum of human hope, often sets in the morning. “Man cometh forth like a flower, and is cut down.” Job, xiv. 2. Young, should not put aside thoughts of death. Ps. xc. 12. I say. Had not His Godhead been Supreme, this was blasphemy. He performs the miracle with sublime repose. He now opens the word “I am the Resurrection and the Life. Jo. xi. 25. He pronounces the Almighty command with Divine majesty. There is no calling upon a foreign power, as with the prophets. No delay of preparation, as with Elijah, and Elisha. Thee. Hereafter, the same voice will awake the countless myriads of the dead. John v. 25. Arise. Our Lord awakes the dead, as easily as one asleep.

“Stood.” Bearers sympathizing with the mother, and knowing Jesus’ fame, might have expected help, Oosterse. “He touched the bier,” and so raised the dead; in order that we may know that His own Body is the Body of Life; and by communion with him we live, Theophylact.

According to the Levitical Law, uncleanness was communicated by touching a leper, or a dead body, but Christ touched both; and with His touch He cleansed the one and raised the other, and proved Himself to be above the Law, and to be the Giver of the Law, Wordsworth.
15. And he that was dead sat up, and began to speak. And he delivered him to his mother.

Dead. Such acts, unquestionable evidences of His Messiahship.

Matt. xi. 5.

A writer of the Gospel period, Quadratus, preserved by Eusebius, tells us the young persons raised, were still alive, Jerome repeats it.

Sat up. Not only alive, but in health and strength.

Eternity dawning over the gate of Nain.

How the mighty word of the Lord changes all things!

1. A funeral procession, into witnesses of His miraculous power.

2. A bier, into a place of resurrection, a witness that He is Messiah.

3. A mourning widow, into a thankful mother.

4. A public way, into a sanctuary of God's glory.

Delivered him. Our Lord's care for the subjects of His power is here seen.

Jairus' daughter was fed, and Lazarus unbound.

What mingled majesty and grace shine here!

The Resurrection and the Life, meeting death and the grave, and with a touch achieving glorious victory!

Christ gave back the lost. He had ceased to belong to his mother.

What a meeting of mother and son! Earth witnesses few such scenes.

"This my son was dead, and is alive again, was lost, and is found."

A reference in this miracle to the raised was himself, is by no means excluded.

Man as a conscious being, can never be a mere means to an end, and this would be the case, if we suppose the consolation of the mother, to have been its only object, Oliphant, Alford. 

weeping—When is the separation of the soul and body irrevocable? Only after complete dissolution, Oosterzee. There is a freshly trodden path between the recent dead and the spirit, Lange. Can he suppose it less an Almighty act to raise one dead an hour, than a mummy dead 3000 years?

16. And there came a fear on all: and they glorified God, saying, That a great prophet is risen up among us: and, That God hath visited his people.

Fear. God in the thunder, or in the earthquake, or in death, will alone, arouse some.

Glorified. Carnal and worldly souls reluctantly yield any tribute of praise to their Maker.

Supremely selfish, the unrenewed seek their own glory.

Prophet. It implies a Divine Messenger, greater than Elijah.

By flashes of Divine Power, darting hither and thither, the Messiah aroused the nation to a consciousness of His presence.

For 400 years, no prophet had appeared in Israel, since Malachi.
Visited. A visit of mercy to believing hearts; one of vengeance, to His rejectors.
How easily could the people of Nain have detected an impostor.

γένεσα, hath been raised up, Meyer. ἔκκεντρο—Visited. He had kindly considered, Wakefield. Both Gr. and Eng. words convey the idea of punishment, as well as visits of mercy. The sense must be determined by the context, Campbell.

17 And this rumour of him went forth throughout all Judea, and throughout all the region round about.

Rumour. Some, doubtless, rejoiced, others feared it would be the last visit.
At sundry times, God has raised the dead, to teach the world, immortality. Instances under both Dispensations.

18. And the disciples of John shewed him of all these things.
John was imprisoned by Herod in Machaerus, a fortress in Moab.
But truth like the light of heaven, cannot be bound.
In his prison, tidings came to John, of wonders wrought by Christ.
Prisons have proved the joy and sorrow of many martyrs.
For ages, baronial castles had prisons beneath their halls.
The clank of chains contrasted with the music and revelry above.

Things. The works of Christ, those peculiar to the Messiah.
Matt. xi. 2. Evidences and manifestations of Messiahship.

Heldelbergh Castle, and Lambeth Palace still shew the iron rings.

19. And John calling unto him two of his disciples sent them to Jesus, saying, Art thou he that should come, or look we for another?

Disciples. John’s mission had been merged in that of Jesus.
They refused to acknowledge Christ, to be superior to their master.
Obstinate persisting, shews that they were not Christians.
He had already affirmed Jesus to be the Christ; but they believed him not.
He desired to silence their sceptical and envious misgivings.
Not the words of Jesus, but His works must convince them.
John had no doubts concerning the real Messiahship of Christ.
Repeatedly and passionately he affirmed his own inferiority.
But sixteen months before, he beheld the Spirit descend upon Him at baptism.
The Great Healer’s deeds and fame pierced the dungeons of Machaerus.
Such energetic prophetic faith, not to be dimmed by a dungeon!
The Lord distinctly denies any vacillation of mind in John; verse 24.
Art thou? Various answers, with the No of unbelief, with the Yes of faith, and with the Hallelujahs of gratitude.

Should come. A proper name for Christ, like "The Son of David."
Ps. cxxviii. 26. The Desire of all Nations.

He whose coming has for many ages been foretold and expected
A question of increasing impatience, rather than secret unbelief.
Or perhaps thus to offer his last public homage to the Lord from prison.

Do we look? Or are we looking, i.e., Is it for another (not for thee) we are looking?

Another. Gr. one of a different sort, i.e., A Divine Messiah?

"Calling." If Machaerus was in Perea, some days elapsed between the miracle at Nain, and this message, see in Matt. xi. 2.—On preferred, Stier, Alford, Lochmanus, Tischendorf, Tregelles, Meyer, De Wette. "ṣera ἑαυτόν"—After long winter in castle of Machaerus. Herod living in sin with Herodias, at Jericho; Jesus accepting invitations to dine with publicans and sinners; no signs of the baptism of fire which he preached.—John sends this message, Ostersee. His own doubts.—In this he incurred the same rebuke received by the mother of our Lord, John ii. 4. The purport of the answer was, that the hour had not yet come for such an open declaration. But sufficient proofs had been given, to render all inexcusable, who should be offended in Him. Tertullian, Meyer, Olshausen, Neander. To satisfy the doubts of his disciples, Origen, Chrysostom, Calvin, Besser, Melanchthon, Stier, Alexander. Our Lord's course too spiritual for him, Edwards. He desired liberation, Lightfoot, Hase. Dissatisfied with Christ's gentle course, Poulus, Lange. A message of impatience and desperation from John himself, Brown. He desired an open declaration to the world, of His Messiahship, Alford, Wilkinson, Ostersee. Wondered at His slowness in assuming temporal dominion, Kendrick. The notion that John wavered in faith, and put this question in doubt is alien from the tenor of the narrative, and irreconcilable with the words of Christ, in verse 24, &c., and at variance with the exposition of the Ancient Church, Chris., Augustine, Jerome, Hilary, Gregory, Basil, Ambrose, see Wordsworth in loco.

3 explaineth the coming one, i.e., the Messiah, whose coming was expected from the beginning?

90. When the men were come unto him, they said, John Baptist hath sent us unto thee, saying, Art thou he that should come? or look we for another?

91. And in that same hour he cured many of their infirmities and plagues, and of evil spirits; and unto many that were blind he gave sight.

Another. His miracles, not those of judgment, but acts of mercy.

His expectations were that the Master of the Threshing-floor would use the Fan. Matt. iii. 12.

John's mind had its Gethsemanes, as well as Tabora.

Same hour, in which John's disciples were present.

Infirmities. Diseases which had been long standing, chronic.

Plagues, are by Luke, a physician, here studiously distinguished from evil spirits.
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Blind. Human skill has never restored sight to those naturally blind. When Christ cometh, will He do greater signs than these? John vii. 31. 

Gave. Gr. expresses the grace, power, and dignity of these miracles. It hints, that the gift of vision, is among the greatest blessings.

"The men," John's disciples, were men advanced in life; those of Jesus were chiefly youthful, Bengel. Ἐκ αὐτῆς "at that very hour," He knew, as God, what John's design was in sending to Him, and He put it into his heart to send at that very time when He Himself was working many miracles, which were the true answer to the question, Cyril. 

Basil says—He replies by deeds. Believe your own eyes, they will tell you that I am doing the very works which it was prophesied that "He who should come," i.e., the Messiah, should do (see Isa. xxxv. 5), and which are an answer to your question, Wordsworth in loco. An explanatory addition of Luke, Ewald, Tischendorf. μαρτυρεῖν—"plagies," a whip or scourge—met. for Divine punishment. πληγή—Lat. plagia, a stroke. ἱεροπληγαρία—χάρις grace, conferred with dignity, at the same time undeserved. χάρις occurs about 160 times, generally translated grace, charity; derived from Lat. caritas. ἰάσεως, 1. Cor. 13, is most unfortunately translated charity, from the Vulgate. Jerome could not find a better Latin word by which to translate ἰάσεως, than caritas. Amor corresponds to φίλει, but not ἰάσεως. φίλει means affection or friendship: ἰάσεως means brotherly love and love of God. The word grace is a more exact synonyme of χάρις, than any word in the Latin language, Hodge. 1. Cor. 13.

—

22. Then Jesus answering said unto them, Go your way, and tell John what things ye have seen and heard; how that the blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear; the dead are raised, to the poor the gospel is preached.

Go your way. He utterly declines declaring explicitly that he was the Messiah.

It is oft-times the glory of God to conceal a thing. Pro. xlv. 2. The hiding of His power. Hab. iii. 4.

Tell John. That he may tell you again, the signs of the Shiloh or Messiah.

Jesus withheld from John, what He told the Samaritan woman. He might with a word, have declared Himself the Messiah. Prophecy foretold these very miracles, ages before. Isa. xxxv. 5 and 7. Light centres in, as well as radiates from Christ. The works of Christ, go far beyond what prophecy foretold. He gives John's disciples a few specimens of His power, as illustrations.

What things. Christians like Christ, known more by deeds, than words. By their fruits ye shall know them.

Have seen. Doubt dies in the presence of Him who is Light and Love.

Blind. The eye, the greatest wonder of mechanism in the body. Its derangement renders the person pitiable helpless.

Eyes of the blind, and ears of the deaf shall be opened. Isa. xxxv. 5.

Lepers. A plague midway between disease and possession.

Luke iv. 27. See Notes.
Dead. John's disciples present, when the Lord raised the widow's son at Nain.

Poor. The spiritual poor generally found among the literal poor. The climax of signs, the preaching of the gospel to the poor. Christianity the only religion that can reach the wants of the poor. To that age, this the most surprising of prophetic testimonies. Isa. lxi. 1. The chasm between rich and poor in the East deep and wide. But Christ came to seek and save the socially, as well as spiritually, lost.

The prosperous not excluded. But the gospel is peculiarly suited to the miserable.

Preached. Gr. evangelised, i.e., effectually enlightened.

&c. — The Lord's Messiahship, discriminated by Messianic working. Not about the works of an individual known as Jesus, but whether the miracles, were those of the Messiah, the promised Shiloh, Siter. ἔργα. — Our Lord did not work miracles to be stumbling blocks, but aids to faith, Oosterzee. τυφλοὶ — The adjustment of the lenses of a telescope in an achromatic manner, was first suggested by those in the human eye. εὐαγγελίζωμεν — The glad tidings are preached to the poor Tyndale. The poor receive the Gospel Genesis. Poor receive the glad tidings of the Gospel Cranmer. To the poor the Gospel is preached Rheims. Poor men be taken to preach the Gospel Wickliffe, i.e. the poor preach the Gospel. But this is at variance with Isa. lxi. 1. Siter remarks the coupling of these miracles together and observes that with νεκ. εὐ. is united πτχεῖν εἰς γγ. as being a thing hitherto unheard of and strange.

28. And blessed is he, whosoever shall not be offended in me.

Blessed. Truly happy, with particular reference to Divine favor. If we cannot find blessedness in Christ, we can get it nowhere.

Offended. Gr. scandalised, i.e., through pride or passion. "And He shall be a stone of stumbling and a rock of offence." Isa. viii. 14. Some are offended at the want of evidences of Christianity. 2. Thess. ii. 10. Some at Christ's Divinity, Mohammedans, Arians, Socinians and others. Some at Biblical doxologies—Depravity, Regeneration, Trinity, Justification by faith, Helplessness of the sinner, Need of grace, &c.


Some at the trials to which Christ's followers are exposed. Luke xiv. 27. Some at the inconsistencies of false-hearted professors, their covetousness, bigotry, &c.

Me. With Divine Majesty, He maintains a dignified silence concerning Himself.

Although these words are in the form of a beatitude, they contain a solemn warning against unbelief.
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How delicately and skilfully does He treat the question of John’s disciples! Without upbraiding, He shews the ruinous effects of scepticism.

ἐνεκταλωθη—offended, not alienated in affection. Not in the Lat. and old Eng. sense of stumbling. The theme in classic Greek, denotes a trap, or snare. In Hellenistic dialect—any hindrance in the path, over which one may fall. The derivative verb means to make one fall. A natural figure for both sin and error, and often representing both, as commonly connected in experience, Alexander. Not displeased but led into error, Sier. An actual mark of the Messiah that many should be offended in Him, Isa. iii. 14, Bengel. How corrupt must that man be who is offended in Jesus! Queenel.

24. And when the messengers of John were departed, he began to speak unto the people concerning John, What went ye out into the wilderness for to see? A reed shaken with the wind?

Departed. He would not seem to flatter John in their presence. But He leaves him not a moment, in a false position. He would do away with the unfavorable impression produced by His question.

People. The promiscuous crowd who heard His answer to John. Some would misconstrue, or invalidate John’s testimony to Christ.

Went. Crowds had gone out to the wilderness, near the Dead Sea.

To see. Gr. Did you go out to witness a spectacle or show?

A Reed. Shewing that John had no doubts of His Messiahship. One need not go to Jordan’s banks, to see reeds shaken with the wind.

The Oriental form of the question indicates a negative. “Surely not a reed?”

Not wavering in opinions, like a reed bending before the breeze.

With divine art, He leaves them to apply the figure to John.

They knew John to be firm, unbending, and unsurpassing in his great work. John would never retract testimony, solemnly repeated.

Had he like a courtier, bowed to Herod, he might have stood beside the throne.

But faithful, from first to last, he preached, “Repent ye, for the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand.”


N. T. allusion to those plants, growing in dry barren situations, Boyle. Reeds at this day wave along the banks of the Jordan, on the very spot where John baptized. Delicate grosses or sedges growing in wet situations, Rosenmuller. You looked to see a false prophet, a changeling, or a sensual teacher, Sier.
26. But what went ye out for to see? A man clothed in soft raiment? Behold, they which are gorgeously apparelled, and live delicately, are in kings’ courts.

A man. Contradicts the idea that John had grown impatient in prison. Soft. Luxurious or sumptuous. The reverse of the camel’s hair and leathern girdle.

Raiment. A secular forerunner, to a Spiritual Messiah, were a contradiction.

A wilderness was no place for a courtier, attired for pleasure. Behold! There are flatterers enough already in the palaces of Herod. Ahasuerus allowed no one clad in sackcloth, to enter his presence. Louis the Great, forbade an allusion to death at Versailles. "Prophecy not here, for it is the king’s court." Amos vii. 13. Our Lord thus condemns wanton courtiers—royal parasites. Such enter king’s houses, but not often found in king’s prisons. John of the wilderness, now John of the prison, consistent to the end. Gorgeously. Contrasting with his rough hairy garments and with the magnificent attire of his enemies.

The palace, and not the prison, the place for gorgeous apparel.

**Palæeioi—effeminate. ἄνδρα—bright, splendid, or purple, Wakefield. ἄρματα—sensuality, luxury, Bloomfield.** Costly raiment, Kنع. Self-indulgent, courtly preacher, Brown. Basileioi—Court-houses of the royal judges were called Basileia, Roman court-houses under the Empire. Equivalent to the royal dignitaries of the Empire. This was the sort of precursor, and even the sort of Messiah they desired, Bengel.

26. But what went ye out for to see? A prophet? Yea, I say unto you, and much more than a prophet.

Prophet. Luke iv.: Discarding all ironical questions He gives the anticipated answer.

"Ye went out to see a prophet," i.e.—Do you say he is a prophet? Much more. Gr. more abundant, more excessive than a prophet. Superior to most prophets, as to the circumstances of His birth. Had clearer views of Christ’s majesty, and office. Not only predicted, but actually saw and pointed out the Messiah.

27. This is he, of whom it is written, Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, which shall prepare thy way before thee.

It is written. Gr. has been written, implying the passage exists. The words are addressed to the Messiah, as a promise. Here Jesus, gives an authoritative exposition of a prophecy.

Messenger. Gr. an angel, but here of wider import.
Reference is made to messengers, Angel of the covenant, and John the Forerunner. Mal. iii. 1.

Before thy face. Added to the Heb. by the original Author, Christ. Mal. iii. 1. Jehovah, speaking of Himself, says "Before me!"

In Luke, Jehovah speaks of Jesus Christ, before them. Here the unity is clearly implied between the Father and the Son.


Prepare. Gr. implies making fully ready, to equip, to furnish.

γεραπισμός—It varies both from the Heb. and Sep. But while retaining the essential meaning, our Lord, who first inspired Mal., has the right to change the wording as He pleases. Infidelity, with its lynx-eyed criticism, cannot detect a solitary contradiction in the Sacred Oracles, which remains inexplicable, Alexander, Soter. In the Koran, two hundred and forty three direct contradictions have been pointed out, Prince Rev., Sale's Translation of the Koran.

30. For I say unto you, Among those that are born of women there is not a greater prophet than John the Baptist: but he that is least in the kingdom of God is greater than he.

I say. He thus demands the solemn attention of those listening.

Born of Woman. An idiomatic phrase, meaning all mankind.

Greater. As forerunner of Christ. Being herald of the Sun of Righteousness elevated him to an eminence unsurpassed by the most distinguished of his predecessors.

No prophet gifted with clearer views, or called to so high a mission. None more faithful in his ministry, or holier in his life: loyal to truth to death.

Baptist. Gr. Baptist. His peculiar work as our Lord's forerunner.

Least. Gr. less, i.e. inferior to him in some respects, greater in others. The humblest Christian enjoys a higher Dispensation than John.

One of more light, more liberty,—the special reign of the Holy Spirit.


As our privileges are greater, so will be our responsibilities.

Some exalted to heaven through privileges, may be cast down to hell through unfaithfulness. Matt. xi. 23.
or Christian Church, Alexander. To our Lord, Fritzsche, Oesterne, Elsley. Some MSS. and Editors omit ἱδρύτως; but it appears to be emphatic. There is a contrast between the prophets and those in τὴν βασιλείαν τοῦ Θεοῦ, in the Kingdom of God,—i.e., those who partake of the full privileges of the Gospel in the Christian Church. There is also a contrast between "those who are born of women" and those who are "born of water and the Spirit," Wordsworth. Major Propheta, quia finis Prophetarum, Ambrose. Although we may be inferior in holiness to some under the Law, whom John represents, yet now after the Passion, and Resurrection, and Ascension, and Day of Pentecost, we have greater blessings in Christ, being made, through Him, partakers of the Divine Nature, Cyril.

39. And all the people that heard him, and the publicans, justified God, being baptised with the baptism of John.

People. The rank and file of humble poverty, despised by haughty Pharisees.

"These people, who know not the law, are cursed." John vii. 49. The Talmud called the common people of the land, "worms." Oppressed, but open to the truth. Christ uniformly sought to teach them. The prosperous satisfied with earth, turned from the Gospel.

Publicans. Universally despised for their cruel exactions, contemned as miserable outcasts, from respectable society. Luke iii. 12. This indicates the humble class of disciples of Jesus and John. Rough honest people, more accessible to truth, than polished hypocrites. Justified. i.e. acknowledged and commended the justice of God, that they deserved the punishment, John had pronounced.

Others were hardened, and deliberately closed their hearts.

Baptism. Luke iii. 8. Mode and objects. See Critical Notes. John struck the first chords, but the sounds would soon have died out in silence, if a mightier Hand had not swept the yet vibrating strings, Ellicott.

The influence of this baptism was limited, Jesus revived it.

The 39th and 40th verses. Our Lord's words, Campbell, W. & W. Meyer, Oesterne, Wordsworth. They would then read—"And now the great body of the people, who have heard Him, and even the publicans, have acknowledged and fulfilled the purpose of God, by being baptized by John." The words, those of Luke, Schleiermacher, Bengel, Lachmann, Stier. λάβοντες βαπτίζων should be βαπτίζομενoν, if δεκαίωσι refer to hearing John, instead of Christ. The whole form of diction is historical, and not that of a discourse, Aitford. δεκαίωσι, thankfully received the kindness of God.—The word has a meaning similar to that in Psa. i. 6. Wakefield: reverently fulfilled God's commands.

Weinig. Vindicate, opposed to rejection, Besa, Hammond, Doddridge. Declared God to be just, Pearce, Le Clerc. The use of the word δεκαίως, as employed in the New Testament to regard as just and holy, to pronounce such, to acquit,—is derived from the Septuagint, and is very different from the sense in which it commonly stands in Classical Authors, where it signifies, when applied to a person, to pronounce sentence upon, Wordsworth. Complied with divine counsel, Macknight.
20. But the Pharisees and lawyers rejected the counsel of God against themselves, being not baptized of him.

Pharisees. Luke v. 17. vi. 2. Energetic enemies of our Lord. Their schemes of political and ecclesiastical ambition, were in danger. Their self-righteousness deadened their conscience to the truth. Some minds are deeply benumbed by religious delusions. Hearts preoccupied by error, are very rarely converted to God.

Lawyers. Skilled in the laws of the land, in Judea, those of Moses. They taught the law to youth in synagogues and schools. To the teaching, the Scribes added that of copying the law. Learned in the Scriptures, yet they despised the doctrines taught. Rejected. Gr. frustrated within themselves, or with regard to, &c. They trusted, they needed not that repentance He required. Offended at John’s severity of manner, and Christ’s holy doctrines. Yet they crowded to hear His eloquence, and examine His miracles. But our Lord was not the Messiah of their carnal hopes. Practically He was no Messiah to them. The ark, was no ark to those, who refused to enter it.

Counsel, of the Lord, was, that the Jews should be prepared to believe.

Rejecting God’s counsel, for us, we shall find it at last against us.

boulýw, always the decree of God, Grotius, Etsley. ἀφένεια—They set aside His counsel of mercy, and turned it against themselves, Major. Others scouted, despised. This is implied by their openly refusing baptism, Grotius. He says, though all perish, the Pharisees would not, Josephus. eír énnoía—To their own ruin, W. & W. That God’s will was right in John’s baptizing them, Meyer; in themselves, Krauss; against themselves, Besse, Kistner: towards themselves, Wordsworth; in regard to themselves, Rosenmuller, Doddridge, Weisstein, Alexander.

51. ¶ And the Lord said, Whereunto then shall I liken the men of this generation? and to what are they like?

Like. Parables interest longer than naked truths. They are like the money of another land, of great value by and bye. The Spirit filled up these outlines, clothed the skeletons in flesh. They grow with our spiritual growth, and open living fountains in the heart.

The clause πρὸς τὰ νεκρά, and the Lord said, certainly spurious, Tischendorf
Alford, Meyer, De Wette, Ostervox. yeuðν not the Jewish race in general, but those living then on earth. ὕσους—“Write the vision and make it plain upon tables, that he may run that readeth it,” Hab. ii. 2, Trench.
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32. They are like unto children sitting in the market-places, and calling one to another, and saying, We have piped unto you, and ye have not danced; we have mourned to you, and ye have not wept.

Children. Jesus had noticed them playing in markets, and had observed them in their little beds. Luke xi. 7.

He saw them counterfeiting the lively music of the wedding.

He heard them imitating the plaintive notes of the funeral.

Sitting, does not refer to the posture, but their idle spending time.

Market. Orientals have places of concourse, but no market-place. crowds gather at the gates, open spaces, in the East.

Piped. Pipes had either one or two tubes, with four or eight holes. Especially used, to enliven their periodical journeys to Jerusalem.

The humblest family must have two for a funeral.

Danced. Hired females with bell on ankles, and cymbals in hand, dance at wedding.

Mourned, is specially applied to lamenting for the dead.

Children foolishly play, without either earnestness or perseverance.

The Jews pleased with the miracles and eloquence of the Saviour.

But they dreaded the cross, and self-denial, to be encountered.

Prefacing the rigors of the law reached its height under John.

Offering the kingdom, from the beginning, the joyful ground of all.

Jews' spiritual leaders, had all the caprice and petulance of children.

Children proverbial for instability, and thoughtless waywardness.

But sinners generally far more wayward towards the Gospel of Christ.

Wept. The natural man ever desires something different from the will of God. Luke viii. 53.

Either he wills another mode—another time, or another measure.

Ministers not to fashion their works to men's changeful humors.

Lamented. Would play neither at funerals, nor weddings, with them.

---

33. For John the Baptist came neither eating bread nor drinking wine; and ye say, He hath a devil.

Eating. Not the quantity, but quality, "locusts and wild honey."

An austere morality, abstaining from contact with sinners.

As a saint, he approached the highest type of Jewish holiness.

Bread. Made of millet, wheat or barley, mixed with beans.


Baking done by the mistress (Gen. xviii. 6.) or daughters (2 Sam. xiii. 8.) Ancient Egyptians kneaded dough with feet, Jews with hands.

Wine. Luke i. 15. The ordinary table-drink, then, and now, in the East.

Simply implies, he denies himself comforts everybody shared. Devil, was under the unconscious influence of a demon. An enthusiast, fanatic, or spirit-struck mind.

Not a charge of demoniacal assistance, in pursuing such a life. But of demoniacal perverseness, in adopting it.

The Bible clearly discriminates between madness and possession. John x. 20. Gospel sobriety ever condemned by the world, as delusion. God's servants always slandered, need not expect to avoid it. It is the world's old way to call evil, good, and good, evil. Isa. v. 20.

The teacher is yet to be born, who will please all men.

αποσ—Luke xi. 11. The millet, barley, wheat, sometimes eaten before ground into meal; sometimes parched; ordinarily but poorly crushed by hand mills, operated by women, Luke xvii. 35; raised by leaven, except that used for the Passover. Beans, lentils, and stokes eaten as bread. τωοο—Luke i. 15. To render it intoxicating it was sometimes drugged, and then became strong drink. Major.

84. The Son of man is come eating and drinking: and ye say, Behold a gluttonous man, and a winebibber, a friend of publicans and sinners!

Son of Man. Used with reference to His Divine humiliation. Lk. v. 24. Son of God, refers through his humanity to His Godhead. Rom. i. 4.

Let come, in His official character, the promised Messiah.

Eating, the same food as other men, without ascetic singularity.

Free from all the personal peculiarities condemned in John.

He did not despise the innocent pleasures of social life.

The self-righteousness of the age made them a stone of stumbling. The Word and Spirit hallow a moderate use of blessings.

Behold, in scorn, as if they had surprised Him in some great sin.

Gluttonous. Gr. an eating man. Wine bibber, used it as everybody else did.

It was not the amount of His food, but His course of life.

He associated in an unrestrained manner with the masses.

Friend. Not merely a well-wisher, but a kind and genial companion.
This gave far more offence, than all else charged.


Publicans. The Jewish tax-gatherers for Rome, universally scorned.


Sinners. They little dreamed that this would be His most honorable title.

It sets forth the captious, unreasonable spirit of those censors.

Hypocrites, they pretended to a godly strictness against Christ's graciousness.

Free grace, in their opinion, was too liberal a charter to all sinners.

Those having no heart to receive the truth, condemn those who do.

This is too violent, that too lax, this too severe, that too mild.

This too earnest, that too gentle, this too narrow, that too broad.

To such captious minds, the true Messiah never comes.

If a wise man contend with a foolish, rage, or laugh, there is no rest.

Pro. xxix. 9.

civodrapo—a fictitious translation (wine-bibber) of an Analectic term, Alexander:

boon companion, Alexander. ἀμαρταλὼν, ἀμαρτίμασι—eritng from the way or mark.
1. a sinful man. 2, obnoxious to the consequences.

35. But wisdom is justified of all her children.

Wisdom, calls fools to come, but few hear and become wise.

Wisdom, of God, in the apparent contradiction of the lives of John and Jesus.

Also in the two great systems which those persons symbolized.

Justified. Vindicated, approved, pronounced right, or praised.

Wisdom crossing the natural feelings of the unrenewed.

Ever finds a deep response in the sanctuary of their heart.

As long as there are children of wisdom, the foolishness of God has nothing to fear. 1. Cor. i. 26.

Diversities of gifts, but the same spirit. 1. Cor. xii. 4.

Pharisees, dare not openly affirm Jesus or John to be false teachers.

Thus now a searching ministry is harsh; if gentle, it is flattering.

If plain, it is weak; if polished, it is affected.

He is too simple; too flowery; too vehement; or too mild.

His dignity, is pride; his humility, meanness.

If retiring, he is indolent; if energetic, he is obtrusive.

Men of Gibeon deceived Joshua, Pharisees deceived themselves.

They wanted light, but of the right color—a Shiloh that suited them.
They loved darkness, rather than light, because their deeds were evil.
John iii. 19.
Wrath could not drive: Love could not draw to Christ.
Such justice Wisdom meets at the hands of her professed defenders.

Brought reproved by the Jews, Elster. Blamed—Luther. Justified in fact by that foolish generation, Ewald. Wisdom had been dishonored by the Jews, but new children would be born to her, Lange. Encouragement to persecuted Christians, Oosterse. And so was wisdom justified on the part of (are) her favored and honored children, Alexander. Wisdom shall be absolved from the charges of her children, Gerlach, Meyer. Wisdom must justify herself against her children, Nietzsche. Those enlightened by wisdom, will justify both Jesus and John, Chrysostom, Theophylact. Wisdom manifested in Jesus, De Wette. The wisdom of both these masters, Jesus and John, is justified by all their children, Sepp. Man may condemn the wisdom of God, yet the children will acknowledge and discriminate the truth, and find that consolation in Christ, which is the key-note of that rest, which concludes the discourse, Stier. Reproofed, i.e., by the Jews who should have been its disciples, Elster. The folly of the Jews really confirmed the choice of Christians, Ewald. The wisdom of God—in the baptism of John as well as the mission of Christ, Wordsworth.

versus—Publicans, Bengel. Prophets and witnesses, Chrysostom. Disciples, Campbell. The undertone of lamentation, which also connects with the preceding words, confuses commentators, Stier.

26. v And one of the Pharisees desired him that he would eat with him. And he went into the Pharisee's house, and sat down to meat.

Pharisees. Luke v. 17; Luke vi. 2. Character and history. See Notes. Though there is a great resemblance between this narrative and that recorded in John xii. 8; Matt. xxvi. 6. and Mark xiv. 8., they are not identical.
Yet the name Simon is that of the giver of both feasts.
In both, misrepresentation was made, and an offence was taken.
In both, the Lord was honored by females, in an unusual manner.
Simon doubtless invited the Saviour through mere curiosity. Christ's acceptance shows the social nature of Christianity.
He went. Jesus is always ready, when a sinner invites Him.
He went, though not invited in that capacity, as the Friend of publicans and sinners.

Sat. Luke v. 29. See Notes. All refined persons had adopted the custom of reclining at meals.
Our Lord readily accepted an invitation from an unfriendly person. It illustrates our Saviour's self-denial and love.
Especially, He desires not wantonly to repel the Pharisees.
He would shew His disciples the dark side of Pharisaism.
He would silence the slanderous reports concerning Himself and His disciples.

Occurred at Nain, the last mentioned town, Grussell. At Capernaum, Robinson, Meyer. Magdala, Friedlich. A Roman tradition.

Σήκωσαν. κατακάμψαν. ἀναίδωσαν. Gr. lie down. Our translators would reconcile ancient customs with modern. Sat down to meat—without washing or anointing, in order the sooner to receive the repentant sinner, Bengel.

St. And, behold, a woman in the city, which was a sinner, when she knew that Jesus sat at meat in the Pharisee’s house, brought an alabaster box of ointment.

Behold. Surprise, not at the entrance of a spectator, but at the entrance of one of such a character.
The Author eating at Hebron, spectators crowded in to see.
When Christ appears, law loses its power, and grace bears the sceptre.
Woman. Nameless, neither Mary of Magdala, nor the sister of Lazarus. She has been supposed to have been a Gentile convert.
Her narrative in the Gospel is perpetual history.
“When I consider it” said Gregory the Great, “I am more inclined to weep, than to preach on it.”

City, unknown. Nain, and Capernaum, last two named.
Sinner. Known as such in the place, in a sinful occupation.
One under conviction, and desirous of amendment.
Penitents dread encountering the mockery of former associates.
Fear the proud contempt of their virtuous acquaintances.
She knew that no one dare thrust her from Christ’s presence.
“Who can say, I have made my heart clean, I am free from sin?”
Prov. xx. 9.

Knew. She seems to have enquired after her Lord. Song of Sol. iii. 3.
Sat. While guests reclined, (not sat) servants washed their feet.
Ancient bas-reliefs show the bare feet of the guests at feasts.
Oriental houses have seats around the wall, of stone, or earth.
Couches, or divans, now very rare in the East, because of deep poverty.
Chairs are never seen in the East, among the natives.
Distinguished guests were sprinkled, with perfumes.
The more costly the odor, the greater the honor conferred.

Pharisee. Supposed to have been the landlord, or husband of Mary.
Brought. Oriental chasm between classes wide, social barriers low.
Love is fearless; doubting Nicodemus came by night.
She had reason to believe the Pharisee would not admit her.
However diffident, true faith will avoid denial of Christ.
Alabaster. From Alabastron, a town in Egypt; a compact variety of sulphate of lime, fine texture, usually white. The alabaster of Damascus, and perfumes of Tarsus in Cilicia, celebrated. 

Box. Sometimes made of marble, silver, gold, or onyx stone. Boxes of onyx stone among royal gifts to Cambyses. 

Form of box or vase, like Florence flasks; broken if ointment hard. 

Ointment. Gr. myrrh, oil scented with any kind of perfume, an aromatic oil distilled from various trees. 

Myrrh; a white juice from a thorn tree, resembling the acacia, it is collected during July and August, valued by the ancients. 

Obtained in Persia and India, but chiefly the produce of Arabia. 

“All thy garments smell of myrrh. My hands dropped sweet smelling myrrh.” Psalm xlv. 8. Song of Sol. v. 5. 

yνρ. The same transaction related with different aspects, Matt. xxvi. 6-18. Grotius, Schleiermacher, Weisse, Evauld. Different in time, place, actor, and circumstances, Meyer, Lange, Ellicott, Hammond, Eliot. Different from that, John xlii. 1, Origen, Euthym., Osiander, Lightfoot, Meyer, De Wette. A narrative not found in any other Evangelist. Augustine has a sermon on the subject, and does not connect her with any other person. Chrysostom supposes that there were two different women that anointed Christ. Origen, Theophylact, and Euthymius that there were three. Certain there were two at least, this woman and Mary of Bethany. Luke conceals the name of this woman through delicacy and tenderness towards her, Wordsworth. The Greek fathers distinguished her from Mary Magdalene. The Latins identified them from the time of Gregory the Great, until the Reformation. In the 19 cent. the memorable Dies Irae endorsed the error. 

“Qui Mariam absolvisti 
MihI quoque spem dedisti.” 

The strongest argument in favour of their identity is, that Luke does not mention at all the anointing by Lazarus’ sister, if he does not here. But John omits all mention of the institution of the Lord’s Supper, and neither Matthew nor Mark allude to the raising of Lazarus, Magdalene, a local name, has been thus made descriptive of repentant harlots, an assumption perfectly gratuitous, and possibly calumnious of this devoted Christian, Alexander, Brown. Same as Mary Magdalene, and Magdala same as Bethany, and twice anointed Him, Lightfoot, Baronius, Oostersee: contrary, Winer, Meyer. ςαρς ας. Her repentance and reform had taken place some time previous, Grotius. The turning moment of her life, the hour of a convert’s first love, Augustine. παρακατάθεται a Gentile—Hammond; a fornicatrix, Wetstein. No classical authority, for rendering this word “harlot,” Bloomfield. A woman which was in the city, a sinner: the proper order, Alford: the sentence bracketed by Tisch. A sinner in the city, i.e., publicly, Meyer. Her repentance was as public as her sin, Wordsworth. Guilt of unchastity, the worst sin of woman, Bengel. A Gentile—a mere political term, used contemptuously by the Jews, of the heathen world at large. Matt. ix. 10; xviii. 17-30; xix. 26-45. Gal. ii. 15, Wakefield. A female abroad with uncovered head, or with arms bare, or seen spinning in the streets, with flowers on her eyes or cheeks; esteemed a sinner, Lightfoot. ἀσαργος—Gypseum, forms our now well-known mantle ornaments, and perfume boxes. μυρον—myrrh. If it were mingled with the fluids of our system, man would be immortal, Von Helmont.
88. And stood at his feet behind him weeping, and began to wash his feet with tears, and did wipe them with the hairs of her head, and kissed his feet, and anointed them with the ointment.

Stood. Having pressed forward, she hesitates, adores, and weeps.
Behind. Her unostentatious modesty, in paying her debt of love.
Weeping. Tears are words, well understood by all nations. Lk. vi. 21. Augustine calls them the "the flood of her heart." They fell on Jesus' feet.
The eye translates the feelings of the soul, joyful, or sad.
What more could her breaking heart give to her Redeemer?
Wash. Gr. bedew or bathe, sandals protect from bruises, but not from the dust.
Feet. Intending ordinary respect, she would have anointed His head.
By giving His foot to be kissed, He received divine honors.
He well knew, that in this way the Greeks and Roman honored deities.
Thus the Pope continually and knowingly receives divine homage.
Tears. Impiled with Orientals, not grief, but earnest supplication.
Wipe. Girded with towels, servants dried the washed feet. John xiii. 5.
"Let thy handmaid be as a servant to wash thy feet." 1. Sam. xxv. 41.
Hairs. Gr. unbound tresses. "They are the glory of a woman." 1. Cor. xi. 15.

Had she expected the honor, a napkin would have been brought.
This natural veil, has ever been woman's chief ornament. Luke xii. 7.

See Notes.

With Nazarenes, long hair the symbol of religious consecration to God.
At marriage, Greek females dedicated their cut hair to the gods.
Hair of an Oriental female flowing loosely, a sign of mourning.
At death, a lock cut by friends, implied submission to their doom.
A sign with Jews of a slave becoming his buyer's property.
Females, forbad disheveling their hair like heathen priestesses.
Priests officiating in the Temple shaved their hair.
Hair was the instrument of pride to females. Ezek. xvi. 89.
With gum, they imitated coronets, harps, wreaths, diadems.
Some wore many braids hung with gold and pearls, reaching to the floor.
Kissed. The Greek shows the accurate expression of minute distinction, kissed tenderly, and repeatedly; having touched them, she must kiss them.
Orientals a taciturn people, speak much by actions.
Kissing Christ's feet a token of subjection and obedience. Psa. ii. 12.
This touch of a sinner was an abomination to the Pharisees.
Unconstrained by holy love, it would have been presumption.
Much love springs from a sense of much forgiveness. “Let us therefore come boldly unto the throne of grace!” Heb. iv. 16. Absorbed in adoring gratitude, she thinks of no one around her. In mercy, He does not interrupt these golden moments of the penitent. **Anointed.** She owns Him as the True Messiah—the Anointed One. Anointing, an Oriental custom believed conducive to health. Priests and kings were consecrated to their offices by anointing. Egyptians, Greeks, and Jews, thus welcomed guests to their houses. Persons leaving home for a banquet, anointed themselves.

**Sphexus—to water with a shower of tears, Meyer and Doddridge.** Her homage traced to a bodily cure, Oostervoo.

**Sphex.** Italic. trecotta. Fr. tresse. Eng. tress, disheveled, as in mourning. Most exquisite reverence, Bengel. Cesar ordered Gauls to cut their hair in token of submission. Achilles buried his hair in the tomb of Patroclus his friend. Virgil represents Iris as sent in pity by Juno to release the dying Queen Dido from her agony. Proserpine not having cropped her hair, she could not die. Iris having descended from heaven, says: “Hunc ego Deli saecrum jussa fero, tegue isto corpore sovo.” “I, commanded, bear away this (hair), sacred to Pluto, and loose thee from that body.”


39. Now when the Pharisees which had seen him said it, he spake within himself, saying, This man, if he were a prophet, would have known who and what manner of woman this is that touched him; for she is a sinner.

**Pharisees.** The true spirit of that self-righteous and heartless sect showed itself. He was displeased that Jesus did not repel her homage, as she was a sinner. His holiness consisted in external purifications. Religion, a thing of forms to him. One, impenitent himself, cannot know how penitents feel and act. **Spake within.** “Stand by thyself, come not nearer; I am holier than thou.” Isa. lxi. 5.

He little knew how Christ was searching and reading his every thought. **This Man.** Censorious persons believe that others must be like themselves. It might have been supposed that all would have been pleased at her penitence.
If. All attempts to impose on the Divine searcher of hearts, vain. Psa. xxxix. 1-2.

Prophet. The Jews held that "discerning spirits" was a sign of a true prophet. 1 Cor. xii. 10.

Nathanael broke forth in wonder, "Whence knowest thou me?" Jo. i. 48. The woman of Samaria, "Come see a man who told me all things which ever I did." John iv. 29.

The Pharisee's thoughts put our Lord in one of two dilemmas.

Either He lacks the discernment, or the holiness of all true prophets. Perhaps Simon repented his too hasty hospitality to Christ. If he doubted before, he now seems to have denied that Christ was a true prophet.

Toucheth. He assumed a false axiom of the Pharisees, i.e. a holy man must not touch a sinner. The patient, of all persons, needs the touch of the physician.

How cold and hard his heart! "Touch" is all he has for her tears and kisses.

Many persons press to him by profession. How few touch him by faith!

Sinner. Spiritual pride cannot conceive the love, God shews to penitent sinners. See this in the conduct of the elder brother. Luke xv.

Simon did not see through his guest, but Christ saw through him. He stigmatizes her a sinner. Alas! Simon himself was a greater sinner. Jesus would not have been at his table, had he not been a sinner.

If not a penitent, she would not have sought her Redeemer.

Simon had yet to learn, what penitence and redemption meant. Jesus knew Simon's proud heart, and her believing spirit.

It is to be hoped the parable flashed conviction on his mind.

---

If this man were a prophet He would have known that she is unclean; and knowing that He would not have suffered Himself to be polluted by her touch, Augustine. If thou hadst known that poor woman's heart, Simon, thou wouldst have judged differently, Bengel.

Christ refutes the supposition of Simon, and proves Himself more than a Prophet; and that He did know who and what manner of person the woman was, by reading Simon's heart, and by replying to his thoughts, and by forgiving the woman's sins, Wordsworth. En évare, gave vent to feelings by looks and gestures, &c., Oosterse. Contrary to the letter of the text. Arverai, some Rabbs highly extolled for keeping lepers at the legal distance by stoning them! Lightfoot

---

40. And Jesus answering said unto him, Simon, I have somewhat to say unto thee. And he saith, Master, say on.

Answering. Our Lord answers unuttered soul thoughts. Simon, he must have felt that Hand pressing on his heart-strings.
He felt as we will, when under His eye, at judgment.
Mark the steps, from the heights of self-complacency, to conviction.
1. Christ sits at Simon’s table. 2. He casts a look into his heart.
3. He proves his want of love. 4. He puts him to shame.
I have, &c. a courteous way of asking permission to speak.
He veils His rebuke under the well known form of a parable.
Somedwhat. The Lord has somewhat to say to every Simon.
Christ’s conversation at table tried by apostolic rules. Col. iv. 6.
The kindest entertainment, can never excuse neglect of duty.
“Thou shalt in no wise suffer sin upon thy brother.” Lev. xix. 17.
Master say on. Simon had some modesty, if but little faith in Christ’s high character.
He little suspected, his proud self-righteous heart was so soon to be revealed.

Keard the Pharisee’s thoughts, Augustine. oon, to thee. Emphatic—to thee, who hast harbored injurious thoughts of Me, I have something to say, Wordsworth. How tenderly our Lord brings home the truth! Jacobus

41. There was a certain creditor which had two debtors: the one owed five hundred pence, and the other fifty.

Debtors. Sinners differ in degree, but all insolvent.
All have sinned and come short of the glory of God. Rom. iii. 23.
Christ is the great creditor, who alone can absolve us.
Sinners are debtors to God, for a life of sinless obedience.
All having failed, we owe him a debt of punishment. Matt. v. 26.
“Thou shalt not go hence until thou hast paid the uttermost farthing.”
Some are more heavily in debt to Heaven, than others.
“He that delivered me to you, hath the greater sin. John xix. 11.
Five hundred. An exact creditor, God knows precisely what each owes.

Simon and the woman both debtors and bankrupts. Our Lord puts the case in the gentlest terms, to convict Simon of being without forgiveness, because without love, Jacobus. Summary. Simon also had received a miniscule sure, Paulus, Keimel.

42. And when they had nothing to pay, he frankly forgave them both. Tell me therefore, which of them will love him most?

Nothing. Debtors brought to God. They never come of themselves.
How did the debtors discover their inability to pay? John xvi. 8.
This implies a sense, and a confession of helplessness.
Knowing this inability, sinners are treasuring up wrath, &c. Rom. ii. 5.
For peace of conscience many sell their hopes for eternity.
Instead of diminishing, men willingly increase the debt.
Impossibility of meeting this debt, urges us to our surety.

ἀφοίρω—1, to deliver up. 2, to render account. 3, to give in full, i.e. wages or debts. If men cannot pay 100 pence (representing our sins against man), how can we pay 10,000 talents (symbol of our sins against God)? ἐξαπίστευο from ἐξάπιστα with grace. God forgives by grace, not merit. σκέψεως. Though the prodigal's love may be intense of its kind; yet that kind is not so high, nor so complete, as the sacrifice of the whole life, the bud, the blossom, and fruit, Alford.

43. Simon answered and said, I suppose that he, to whom he forgave most. And he said unto him, Thou hast rightly judged.

Answered, properly, but he knew not that he condemned himself.
Our Lord shews the proud Pharisee his own deep necessities.
Simon invites through curiosity. Christ accepts for salvation.
He shields the poor penitent from censure poured upon her.
A Rabbi at a feast, had the right of uttering a parable.

Rightly. Christ's wisdom, makes the accuser witness against himself.
He kindly treats him in not expressly blaming him.
He seriously intimates to Simon, that his sins are unforgiven.
Judged. He appeals directly to his conscience, as to the truth.

"Why even of yourselves, judge ye not what is right?" Luke xii. 57.
God has placed His representative in every bosom. John i. 9. Rom. ii. 15.

ἐνθαυμάζω—I suppose, apprehend, take up an idea, Bler. τὸ αὐτόν, the most; the greater sum of the two. There is a contrast between the two sums as well as the two debtors. Wordsworth. ἑλέος—holy irony, a weapon turned against him, Oestersee. He had condemned himself as the one who loved little, or none, Jacobs.

44. And he turned to the woman, and said unto Simon, Seest thou this woman? I entered into thine house, thou gavest me no water for my feet; but she hath washed my feet with tears, and wiped them with the hairs of her head.

Turned, to the woman, but really was speaking to Simon.
A look of mercy to the penitent, and of rebuke to the Pharisee.
Seest thou? He would say, "Look on this woman, thou hast not seen her yet."

Jesus brings the despised penitent, in contact with our sympathies.
Contrasted with Simon's pride, she was no longer a great sinner.
A sight of a broken heart, should humble a proud professor.
She was a sinner, and yet a saint; a mourner, and yet happy; a despised one, and yet crowned with everlasting life.
Woman. Simon soon saw this great sinner, a great lover of Christ, therefore a great saint.

Himself, a proud and cold-hearted egotist, compared with her.

I entered. He speaks publicly of marks of respect, culpably withheld.

Thou gavest. Some read, Didst thou give?—i.e., What was my due?

No water. This time-honored usage, Simon had neglected.

If accidental, our Lord would not have reproached him.

Her tenderness, contrasts with his selfishness and coldness.

My feet. The custom still prevails in parts of the East.

Tears. Thou shouldst have thanked her for doing what thou hast neglected.

Simon avoided seeming too intimate a friend, therefore he did not kiss his guest. Worldly prudence waiting for Christ's success.

The obtrusiveness of her love, not censured by the Redeemer.

He was humble in His majesty, and majestic in His humility.

We see the poverty of an unloving, the riches of a loving heart.

In the presence of the compassionate Saviour, her broken heart poured forth its penitence and love in floods of tears.

Repentance never complete, till we feel the tenderness of that love that pardoneth and upbraideth not. James i. 5.


---

eἰκόθησι—Tischendorf, Griesbach. ἐξερέψα—some extenuate the neglect, since the Lord had not come from a long journey, Meyer. διάρροια—no water so costly as tears, Bengel. τὴν ἀφελήν, head; omitted by Tischendorf, Alford. If not deficient in common courtesy, he had at least taken no pains for his guest. She so loving, and he so cold, founded in the difference of heart, Jacobus.

σ ευ is emphasis. I came into thy house, and therefore might justly expect marks of hospitable courtesy from thee; and what thou, my host, didst not do for Me, she, a stranger, whom thou condemnest as a sinner, has more than supplied, Wordsworth.

---

45. Thou gavest me no kiss: but this woman since the time I came in hath not ceased to kiss my feet.

No kiss. Simon loving but little, failed to shew it in little things.

Life not made up of great trials, or illustrious triumphs.

Small favors ever repeated, "Whatsoever things are lovely," &c.

The despided one had far exceeded the Pharisee in boasted courtesy.

Pharisees and Rome put the rill before the spring. Faith the fount.

Faith without works of love, a fire without heat. James ii. 17.

A sun without beams. It is no faith, but reprobate faithlessness.

Cold worshippers give half reverence; "Having the form of godliness,
but denying the power." 2. Tim. iii. 5.
They profess Christ, in public; but carefully avoid any suspicion of
particular love for Him. Laodicean indifference.

καταφιλούμενοι. Kissing again and again, Meyer. An intensive form of the verb φιλεῖν
to love, or show one's love by a kiss; hence to kiss, Matt. xxvi. 48.

46. My head with oil thou didst not anoint; but this woman hath anointed my
feet with ointment.

Oil. Luke x. 64. Common olive oil, used by males, without perfume.
Myrrh formed part of the holy oil. Ex. xxx., rare and costly.
Guests at festivals were anointed with perfumed oils. Ps. cxii. 5.
"Thou anointest my head with oil, my cup runneth over." Ps. xxiii. 5.
Daughters washed their father's feet, and anointed them.
This custom omitted, implied one mourning a calamity.
The dwellers of Yemen believe it strengthens the body.
Gently He chides Simon, for condemning her great love.
Not a word of his sin in harshly judging the penitent.

Anoint. He gave no evidence of gratitude, forgiveness prompts.
Ointment. Oil perfumed with various aromatic spices.
The most precious, not too costly for the Lord.
Economy out of place, when God's honor is involved.

κλαίω—The simple oil, μύρω—that oil perfumed with aromatics. The former
χυμίζω a gum. The latter from the olive tree. μύρον venenum. More costly than
Δαοὺς oil. There is a contrast between the head and the feet; between oil and
ointment; between Simon and the woman; between what was not done by the one, and
what was done by the other; Wordsworth.

47. Wherefore I say unto thee, Her sins, which are many, are forgiven: for she loved
much: but to whom little is forgiven, the same loveth little.

Wherefore. Sovereign grace the cause of her faith, faith led to
forgiveness.
Her forgiveness the cause of her love, all traced to God.
The debt is not released, because the debtor loves the creditor.
The debtor loves, because his debt is forgiven him.

Many. Spoken in her presence, although not addressed to her.
Great sin, great repentance; great faith, great love.
Those forgiven the largest sum, have the most reason for gratitude.
Sinners of the deepest dye, once most to Christ's cleansing blood.
Her sense of the emptiness of the creature, led her to Christ's fullness. Life apart from God, is not life, but death. Rom. viii. 6. Simon's faithless communion with Christ, awakened no reverence. He who comes with most faith, bears away the greatest blessing. It does not follow from this, we should continue in sin, that grace may abound. This is turning the grace of God into lasciviousness. Those doing evil, that good may come; have a fearful doom. Rom. iii. 8. From the gulf of presumptuous sin, but few ever escape. Psa. xix. 13. Not her great sin, but her great love, our Lord approves. Fifty pence would as certainly have sent the debtor to prison, as 1000 talents.

The escape of the one, as truly a cause of gratitude, as the other. None of our fallen race can say, "I am forgiven little," "Whosoever offendeth in one point, is guilty of all." James ii. 10. Not great guilt, but great penitence, makes us thankful. Psa. li. 15. We cannot anoint Jesus, we can befriend His saints. Matt. xxv. 40. We can shew our deep love to His gospel, kingdom, and people. She intensely desired to know, that she was herself beloved of Him. Forgiven. No longer reproached for sin, the weight is taken from her heart. Isa. xii. 1-6.

FOR. Gr. inasmuch as; the forgiveness of her sins unthought of by Simon, is proved by its fruit. Loved much. Her love not the cause, but the proof of her forgiveness. Her grateful love abundantly shewn, unjustly blamed, powerfully defended, blessed a thousand-fold.

Little. He who thinks he has but little sin needing forgiveness. A sense of sin, not measured by the guilt others know of. Our Lord's answer shews, He knew their thoughts and characters.

---

inasmuch as, or seeing that. As a proof, not the procuring cause, Neander. Since for, Fulp, Bess, Groves, DeWitt. Romansists explain it therefore, Markland, Mola, Campbell, et al. Like Simon, Romish faith is full of the leaven of self-righteousness. They who make her love, the procuring cause of the pardon, reverse the parable. Her sins are forgiven her (she knows this) and therefore she loves much. Gratitude brings her to Jesus, and she shews her strength of faith, by her love. She receives assurance of forgiveness not of debt, but of grace, Osterweck. The object to show, not that any are forgiven on account of their love, as the meritorious ground; but that a sense of forgiveness is the foundation principle of love, Jacobus. Love, a criterion of forgiveness, Bengel. "Little." Simon having little or no faith, had little or no share in Christ's forgiveness, Osterweck. Receptive love, as the root of her innermost life, in order to her being able to love, Otthausen. "The sun is risen, because it is broad day," Browne. Some writers disfigure the beautiful simplicity of the record, in the very spirit of Simon, Stier. "This is the great paradox, grace, out of the greatest guilt, can prepare for itself
the greatest glory," Hose. ἤδειαν ἂν χριστ. — Not, she has loved, and that her love is now past, but that she is constantly living in love. Rome infers the dependence of forgiveness, upon merit. For they understand "loved," of active benevolence, Stier. We are now beyond any polemical opposition to the Romish doctrine of justification by works, De Wette. It is still the natural resort of every penitent heart. Our Saviour and this woman had before, when her sins had been forgiven, Lightfoot. She owed much; but she owned that she owes much, and comes to Christ in faith, Wordsworth.

48. And he said unto her, Thy sins are forgiven.

Her. Jesus turns from Simon, and directly addresses the woman at His feet. The Divine Saviour speaks to the penitent sinner.

Having alone the power to pronounce absolution, He silences her fears. All ought to strive after an assurance, but few attain it.

The clearer our evidence of assurance, the more deeply do we repent. Ordinary boasted assurance affords but poor evidence of true faith.

How well paid for all her cost and tears, to hear those blessed words! How little we love, considering how much we are forgiven! None are hopeless. "Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall," &c.

Isa. i. 18. The blood of Christ cleanseth from all sin. 1. John i. 7.

"Your sins and iniquities, will I remember no more." Heb. viii. 12.

Those who tempted you, will ever upbraid your efforts to believe. So far from rejecting any, Jesus receives all returning penitents.

Psa. lxviii. 13. Him that cometh unto me, &c. John vi. 87.

None need despair, while our Lord's record remains.

Forgiven. The happiness of the heart, reaching Jesus' feet.

Here at Jesus' feet, there on Jesus' bosom. John xiii. 23.

An absolved conscience, cares not for the judgments of earth.

She received an unsought assurance from God, of what she so deeply longed for. Divine Love anticipated her prayer.

The greatest sinners often become the greatest saints; even at the table our Lord exercised the power of the Keys, Bengel. Christ does not say "thy many sins," for His love can make the few or many clean, Jacobus. A declaration of pardon, already anticipated by faith, Wordsworth.

49. And they that sat at meat with him began to say within themselves, Who is this?

Who is this? We need not wonder at this question. Jesus sat on the same couch, shared the same hospitalities. Now He assumed Jehovah's sole prerogative of forgiving sins.

Had He not been God, assuming this Divine act were blasphemy. She did not come for an assurance, but God who is rich in mercy, gives beyond what we ask or hope for. He gives as God!
Insinuations against our Lord's character, did not move Him. He firmly stood to what He said, and reaffirmed her forgiveness. The question arises, How was one forgiven, and the other not? The woman repented, but the Pharisee did not. This the answer. We still ask, "Why did she repent and Simon remain in unbelief?"

"By grace are ye saved, through faith, and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God." Eph. ii. 5.

"Forgiveness." A youth, whose heart was black with sin, appeared before the cell of a Saracen (a monk celebrated for his sanctity). He began to lament the depth of his sin, and imploring pardon. The proud monk indignantly demanded, how he presumed to appear in the presence of God's holy prophet? assuring him that it was in vain to seek forgiveness: adding, "My God grant that I may stand far from this youth on the judgment day." On this, Jesus spoke—"It shall be so. The prayer of both is granted; this sinner, a penitent, shall then enter Paradise. But the monk's prayer is also granted; he shall be far from the youth in that day, even in torment."—A Persian parable, Tholuck from Sassâi: French. No man can forgive sins; but Christ, being God, forgives sins by those means He has instituted for that purpose, Augustin in Wordsworth. To forgive sins is a far greater thing than to heal the sick miraculously, Bengel.

50. And he said to the woman, They faith hath saved thee; go in peace.

Faith. Our Lord now first alludes to faith, the intermediate link of forgiveness. This is the key to her conduct—Her Faith. Faith endorsed as the instrument by which the soul comes to Christ. "By whom we have access by faith, into this grace, wherein we stand;"

i. e. Jesus Christ. Rom. v. 2.

Love, the expression and proof to men, of the grace divinely given. Allusion is made to the faith existing, before she saw Jesus. The sealing assurance, differs from her first forgiveness. Simon is taught that he must believe, to enjoy peace.

"Where sin abounded, grace did much more abound." Rom. v. 20.

Go in peace. A worthy climax to what preceded.

No going in peace without faith, no faith, without going in peace. In peace. Gr. into peace, the abiding enjoyment of peace.

This points her to a new life of obedience. She must not remain at His feet.

She might have forgotten her home. He sends her forth to life's duties. Observe the four steps in Christ's revealing Himself to this penitent believing sinner:—

1. Silently He accepted her coming. He knew her heart.

2. The light of His countenance He turned to her, and encouraged her.

3. He spoke to her, especially His assuring word of forgiveness.

4. He sent her away in the peace of faith and Divine love, Jacobus.
SUGGESTIVE COMMENTARY

15. εἰς εἰκόνα—εἰς denotes a marked transition in the state of her feelings, a change from misery and wretchedness, to happiness and joy, Σιωπή.

GENERAL REMARKS.

John's message, and this repast took place in Galilee, just before the second passover, Oosterse. The woman differs from that of Matt., Mark, and John. The host, in this case, an enemy, in the other, a friend; one anoints for love, other for burial; Jesus blamed by Pharisees in one, by disciples or disciple in the other; pride objects in one case, selfishness in the other; in one a sinner is pardoned, in the other a disciple honored. A vain tradition bestows the name of the earlier host on this, Trench, Oosterse, Lange, Kuinoel, Olshausen. The Gentile world might see a beautiful picture of itself in this Woman that was a sinner, and despised by Simon the Pharisee, but blessed on her repentance by Christ; and might thus be taught to love much, and to present those members of the body, and faculties of the soul and estate, represented by her hair, her tears, and her ointment, which had before been abused to the service of sin and Satan, as living sacrifices to Christ, Wordsworth in loco.
CHAPTER VIII.

AND it came to pass afterward, that he went throughout every city and village, preaching and showing the glad tidings of the kingdom of God: and the twelve were with him.

Village. We can see Him clad in a seamless garment: the gift of love, His feet bound with sandals. His disciples about Him, without money, shoes, staff or scrip. A bottle of oil, suspended from their shoulders. Mark vi. 13. A band of females, veiled, caring tenderly for their wants. With Jesus as their centre, moving from village to village.

Preaching. Gr. heralding, and announcing glad tidings: tidings that all is well. Luke viii. 1, ix. 2.

Neither Christ, nor His Apostles preached, as the word is now understood. He doubtless conversed in familiar dialogue, and used familiar illustrations. Explained spiritual truth by analogies in nature. “I must preach (announce the glad tidings) to other cities.” Luke iv. 43. He came to seek and to save the lost.

Novelty of preaching has passed away; value of the inheritance remains. Kingdom. The Christian Dispensation: spiritual reign of the Messiah. Jews gave the prophecies a temporal meaning, thus they explained Dan. ii. 44; vii. 14-27; ix. 25. They looked for the Messiah to restore the ancient religion. Reform morals, make expiation, and free them from Roman yoke. His actual kingdom in its internal form, is in the hearts of Christians. Its external form embodied in the visible church of Christ. Matt. xiv. 1.

Twelve, as witnesses and teachers. Happy and honored servants of our Lord! No one elected to succeed Judas, unless he had seen Christ. Acts i. 22.

“Went.” Circuit lasted a day or two, Ellicott; much longer period, Andrews. Each Evangelist records those journeys which suit his purpose in writing, Bengel. Second circuit in Galilee, Jacobs.

ἐρυθρός—The erythros a herald, common crier, answers to Lat. caduceus. He held in his hand a caduceus, a white wand, or staff: originally an olive branch. In times of war, it was the symbol of peace, and the bearer was held sacred. Fabius sent from Rome to the Carthaginians, a herald with a white staff, and a spear, offering them peace or war. From the heroic times their office was sacred, and their persons inviolable, as being under the immediate protection of Zeus, and they were Ὑσος, Ἡσος, Lidd. and Scott.
2. And certain women, which had been healed of evil spirits and infirmities, Mary called Magdalene, out of whom went seven devils.

Women. Some of possessions, of diseases, and above all of sin.

Spirits. Malignant demons tormented them, but obeyed our Lord.

Infirmities. Luke, a physician, discriminates between possessions and diseases.

Mary. Tradition has unjustly identified her, with the nameless sinner.


This assumption is gratuitous, and possibly calumnious of her.

In social position, she was above the wife of Herod's steward.

Being generally named first by the Evangelists.

Magdalene. Magdala, of Galilee, beyond the Jordan.

This name, Rome falsely makes desorative of repentant harlots, some Protestants perpetuate the error.

Seven. This number associated with the idea of completeness.

Seven abominations in his heart, i.e. complete depravity. Prov. xxvi. 25

Seven was a sacred number among Greeks, Romans, Persians.

An incidental proof of the inspiration of Moses. Gen. ii. 3.

Last at the Cross, Jesus chose Mary first witness of His Resurrection.

Thomas doubted, but her faith is held in everlasting remembrance.

From her case the most afflicted are encouraged, not to despair of relief.

The vilest are taught to believe, and hope for mercy.

Gratitude binds such to cling faithfully to their benefactors.

Those born again "follow the Lamb whithersoever He goeth." Rev. xiv. 4.

"Were there not ten cleansed, but where are the nine?" Luke xvii. 17.


Others identify it with Bethany. Gomarists speak of Maria Magdila, daughter of a platter of women's hair, and an adulteress, Lightfoot. The Greek Church as steadily opposed the tradition, as the Romish Church fostered it. We have no right to exalt the compassion and Almighty grace of Christ by assuming a degree of degradation, which never existed. Being honored above Apostles at the tomb, we hesitate to receive this malicious tradition, endorsed, if not originated by Rome, Alexander: Luke vii. 37. Baphon 7 ears—The number seven, traceable to the Sabbath, sacred among many nations. Balaam built 7 altars, and offered 7 bullocks. Pharaoh's dream, 7 years, 7 ears, &c. Jericho surrounded 7 days. Job had 7 sons, and his friends sat 7 days. 7
years in the sabbatical year; 7 lamps, 7 viols, 7 trumpets, 7 spirits, before the Throne. Greek and Latin poets allude to it. Cicero calls it "The knot and cement of all things above and below." While Mary was under malignant demons, it no more follows that the person was unsuually dissolute, than dissoulti proves an individual to be pre-eminently depraved, Alexander. Not the worst, but most unfortunate of our race, Trench. Jesus called vices, devils, Lightfoot.

3. And Joanna the wife of Chusa Herod's steward, and Susanna, and many others, which ministered unto him of their substance.

Luke xxiv. 10.
The wife. Here, in the noblest sense, woman's emancipation is begun. Women in Christ, no longer the slaves of men, but fellow-heirs of the grace of life. 1. Peter iiiii. 7.'
Steward. Lieutenant, Treasurer, Procureur, or Guardian of Herod.
"Not many wise men after the flesh, not mighty, not noble." 1. Cor. i. 26.
But Joseph, David, Daniel, Naaman, Josiah, and saints of Caesar's household, among the few noble named, or noted in the Scriptures. Earth's honors or pleasures not promised to believers.
One is missed, and mourned for, by a circle of loved ones.
But even the tears, and eyes which shed them, are soon forgotten.
Their's a sad state, with no hope of immortality.
Portionless here, saints are had in everlasting remembrance. Psa. cxiiii. 6. The memory of the just is blessed.
Many others. The first Christian sisterhood in a work of love.
1. Their motive pure. 2. Operation powerful. 3. Fruit abundant. 4. Endurance steadfast.
Service to the poor, service to the Lord. Prov. xix. 17.
Among the women of Gospel History, not an enemy to our Lord is found.
Ministered. Gr. supplied Him with food, as angels gladly did.
Mark i. 13.
In deep poverty, He needed, in deeper humility, accepted charity.
Females have ever been honored for their sympathies for the distressed. Mungo Park, speaks the praises of Africa's degraded females.
Fainting from fever, he was refreshed with food and song—
"He hath no mother to make him bread, no wife to grind him corn."
In Redemption's history, we have Sarah's faith, Ruth's devotion, Abigail's humility.
Shunammite's hospitality, Esther's patriotism, penitence of her anointing Christ.
Canaanite's importunity, Mary of Bethany's love, Lydia's confidence.
Doreas' benevolence, Phoebe's kindness, Priscilla's courage.
Tryphena, and Tryphosa's diligence, and Persis' affection—honors of God.

Some might turn from Mary, on account of the past.
At Christ's resurrection, she ranks above kings or apostles.
Many doubtless thought their charities bestowed in a silly manner.
He who was their spiritual Bread, disdained not their meat.
He fed others by miracle,—He lived on the love of His people.
Feeding thousands with a word, He lived on the bread of the poor.
Such a life must have been lived, to have been recorded.
Christ's indwelling Divinity, clothes itself in a human garb.
His glory strictly internal, only seen, when blessing others.
"He who was rich, yet for our sakes, became poor." 2. Cor. viii. 9.
Ministered, though He came not to be ministered unto. Matt. xx. 28.
Substance. The consecration of wealth to God's cause, our duty.

Chains. This name occurs in the genealogy of Haman, Chuna and Herod were both Edomites, Lightfoot. He might have been a secret friend, like some of Nero's household, Phil. iv. 28, Colley. ἐκποίησαν—guardian, steward, Sax, stew, work ward, a guardian, Bloomfield. Ἰουδαώ Luke iii. 1. Σουδαώ—Shusan, suss, Heb. Lily.
ơ—Many MSS. and Editors have abrove, interpreted—The ministering was to all the company, Oostervae, Tischendorf, Alford. ορν to Him, i.e., Jesus, preferred, Wordsworth. ἐκποίησαν—of their private property. Our Lord left Capernaum, with the view of attending the Passover, to which these pious women were probably going, Bster, Grosewell. It was a custom amongst the Jews, that women, especially widows, should aid Doctors and Rabbis out of their private resources, and should, for that purpose, accompany them on their journeys, Sumonius, quoted in Bengel.

4. And when much people were gathered together, and were come to him out of every city, he spake by a parable:

Gathered. Gr. flocked, His power over demons drew crowds.
Parable. Luke iv. 29; v. 56. Gr. compare, a proverb in the O. T.
Psa. xlix. 4.
A Divine painting, concealing truth from the foolish, but revealing it to the wise.
Always founded in analogy from nature, or daily life.
Like a cloud concealing the sun, and yet revealing its beams.
Parables unfold themselves, as spoken miracles.
Truth hidden in parables from certain minds showed—
"I will open my mouth in a parable, I will utter dark sayings of old."
Psa. lxxviii. 2.
Nathan reproved David in parable. Job and Balaam spake in parables.
It secured the attention of the multitude, over abstract truths.
Not a fable, that relates to maxims of worldly prudence.
By the parable, the Lord hid in part, the sentiment from scoffers.
Wiltful blindness alone, fails to understand a parable.
Docility, candor and piety, never fail to interpret aright.
He aids those willing to learn, but punishes the incorrigible.
They may expect the light taken from them, who shut their eyes.
Things hidden from wise and prudent, revealed to babes.

5. A sower went out to sow his seed: and as he sowed, some fell by the way side; and it was trodden down, and the fowls of the air devoured it.

A sower. The article defines the ideal individual, representing a class.
Went out. Once upon a time, as you have often seen your neighbours do.

Sow. Since the curse, our bread must be obtained by labor.
Faith committing the seed to earth, trusts the ordinances of heaven.
When will men trust the revealed promises of the God of nature?
He sowed. That is the field, not merely on the way to it.
Way side. Not the highway, but the trodden path, through the field.

Trodden, i.e. The seed exposed upon the path, and then devoured.
Fowls, or winged ones, now confined to those domesticated.
The devil under the image of beautiful and harmless birds.
Air. Gr. of heaven. 1. The term embraced the special residence of God. The place where He manifests His glory.
2. The starry heaven composed of the sun, moon, and other bodies.
3. The atmosphere in which clouds, tempests, and birds move.

Flocks of small birds in the East, follow the sower, and enter houses.
A familiar fact, well understood by His humblest hearers.
Our Saviour exalted familiar doings, into chapter and sermon.
He gave dignity and significance to the toils of the husbandman.
The analogy between truth and the hearer, as seed to the soil, grounded deeply in nature.

6. *And some fell upon a rock;* and as soon as it was sprung up, it withered away, because it lacked moisture.

_Rock._ Not rocky grounds, for the soil between them, is generally good.

But the rocks which are covered with this, warm, rich mould.

_Soone._ Gr. _springing it withered._ Matt. has "immediately."

_Withered._ Either by heat, or spontaneous failure of moisture at the roots.

Little soil, little moisture; little moisture, little root, is Nature’s law.

The processes of vegetation, _inscrutable_, as that of the resurrection.

1. Cor. xv. 36.

No richness of mould, nor prematurity of growth, compensates for depth of soil.

*τὸν ἔρεμον._ Matt. has ἔρεμος (chap. xiii. 6). Mark has ἔρεμος (chap. iv. 6).

7. *And some fell among thorns; and the thorns sprang up with it, and choked it._

_Among._ The strong faith of the sower, trusts his seed _everywhere._

"In the morning sow thy seed, in the evening withhold not thy hand." Ecclesiastes, xi. 6.

_Sprung up._ Ministers sadly miscalculate, looking for native purity.

_Choked._ Gr. _stifled_, strictly applied to suffocating animals.

The ranker growth of weeds, have a fatal influence on the grain.

_Luke vi. 4._ συμφορεῖον—The _σύν_ and _φορέω_, born together: clearly indicating the native depravity of the soil and heart, _Stier._ ἀσφορεῖον, root, to choke, to throttle, to suffocate.

8. *And other fell on good ground, and sprang up, and bare fruit an hundredfold._ And when he had said these things, he cried, _He that hath ears to hear, let him hear._

_Good ground._ No true preaching ever entirely fruitless.

A ground of consolation to the humble ministers of Christ.

The curse fell on the unsining earth, but not in vengeance.
Hundredfold. The fertility of our favoured land, is even greater than this.

Not that some hearts by nature are better than others.

Sovereign grace works in them to will and to do. Phil. ii. 13.

Cried. He would solemnly and tenderly rouse them by warnings.

Hear. A formula often used, by no means pleonastic, or unmeaning.

A solemn, emphatic warning of truths of momentous import.

They seem to have been pauses in our Saviour's discourses.

Why have we ears, if we fail to listen now? Now is the accepted time.

What can you listen to, if you turn a deaf ear to these words?

Now, if ever, he who can, must hear, or incur the penalty.

Close attention is necessary, or He imparts no knowledge, confers no benefits.

tsavv. Matt. and Mark add sixty and thirty. Luke giving but one genius, expresses the highest, in which the others are included, Bengel.

9. And his disciples asked him, saying, What might this parable be?

Disciples. Other followers beside the twelve apostles. Mark iv. 12.

Parable, excites the curiosity while veiling unwelcome truths.

It implies that His were but poorly understood at that time.

Enlightened hearers, through unbelief, found them obscure.

His answer is a key to unlock other parables. Luke iv. 23.

A parable, a pillar of cloud to those refusing to receive light.

A pillar of fire, ever turning a bright side to the teachable.

A shell keeping the precious kernel for the diligent, and from the indolent.

A diamond mirror, ever turning towards men, who must at some time look into it. Luke v. 36.

10. And he said, Unto you it is given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of God; but to others in parables; that seeing they might not see, and hearing they might not understand.

Unto you. He tells of a sifting process already begun.

It will continue dividing all men into two classes.

Given. No reward of intrinsic merit, or given as a right.

Discriminating sovereign grace, doing His pleasure. Eph. i. 5.

Why was it not given to others? Because "they desire not," &c.

Job. xxi. 14. The will to know, is wanting.

Know. By the aid of infallible interpretation, without any veil of words. The anointing of the Spirit. 1. John ii. 27.

Mysteries. Truths concealed, until made known by revelation.

The personal duties of saints, and the establishment of the Church.
Kingdom of God. The spiritual empire of Christ, in the hearts of men.


Not seen. The Pharisees that very morning, had reviled Him.

Blindness is sin, unchecked: Sight is sin counteracted by the Spirit.

Christ did not light the Lamp of Truth in vain.

To cause hardness through prophecy, only brings to light the hardness already existing.

Hearing. Many went away because they had heard enough.

To chance hearers, every sermon is a parable.

Words, from the fearful picture of judicial blindness in Is. vi. 10.

Parables plain to us, were enigmatical to the disciples.

Instruction by parables served as a test of character.

 históri. perfect passive, implying authoritative predetermination. ὅταν μαθητήσης, from μαθητεύον, one initiated: secret doctrines, certain religious celebrations; first in Herod. of those of the Cabeiri in Samothrace. The most famous those of Demeter at Eleusis, first in Athens. Mysteries were celebrated in every considerable city of Greece. They were always secret; but all Greeks, without distinction of rank or education, say, perhaps even slaves, might be initiated, and, in later times, foreigners, Lidd. & Scott. The words revelation and mystery stand in the same relation to each other that the English words discovery and secret do. The revelation of the mystery is the secret discovered, Campbell. Something involved or concealed as the soul in the body, a sacramentum, Wordsworth. The common application of the word μαθητήσης mystery, as denoting the incomprehensible, is not justified either from Classical or New Test. usage: the word always means a matter to the knowledge of which initiation is necessary. i.e., strongly marks judicial blindness, W. & W. Ἀθροισθῆναι—Demosthenes and Aeschylus allude to this Greek proverb as naturally perceiving, without intellectual or moral conviction. Mark preserves the Heb. Luke the classic form. "To will not perceive," simply announcing the certain fact. Remarkable words are those of a heathen, ἀκροατὴς ὡς ἄθρων εἰς τὸν ἄθρων μαθήτησιν εἰς τὸν ἐκ τούτων ἄθρων μ. κ. τ. λ., Polybius.

11. Now the parable is this: The seed is the word of God.

The seed, needs a soil in which to grow, until the end of time.

It is of heavenly origin, and of inestimable value.

The ground, only at Creation, brought forth without sowing.

No science has ever comprehended this forming principle.

It transforms, under God, the soil and sap, into the fruitful plant.

The word of man, has wrought the heart and life into barrenness.

Word of God. A name given to the Saviour, Incarnate Truth. John i. 1.

The wisdom of God, and power of God, through the Spirit. Rom. i. 16.

Thus light, rain, air, electricity vitalize the dying seed.

By nature all hearts are closed, until God opens them.
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"My doctrine shall drop as the rain, my speech distil," &c. Deut. xxxii. 2.
It makes the barren fruitful, and restores the lineaments of Christ.
It is vain to depend alone on eloquence and learning to sow the seed.
1. Cor. iii. 6.

A child’s hand can plant, but an angel’s might cannot quicken.
Its growth traced to the Lord of “the seed-time and harvest.” Gen. viii. 22.
Pure seed, not made foul, by polluted hands of creature sowers.
All instruments as to their inherent efficacy, the same.
Note the Divine skill and originality of our Great Teacher.
Man would specify the kind of seed, place, and plan of sowing.
Our Saviour strikes at once at essential analogies, governing minor things.

Divine seed of the word transforms poor soil, into rich.
Even human words have a transforming power on the mind.
By a seed, Christ teaches us how to live; by it, Paul teaches us how to die.
Ministers will beware, that they sow no other seed than His.

σωφροσ—Luther’s famous saying “The word understood multiplies itself, and betters the man; misunderstood, wilfully, lessens the man’s heart, and hurts the man.” Words are germs of unfolded truths.

“His pleasant words,
“Him scattered not in ears, but grafted them,
“To grow there and bear.” Milton.

Christ the Seminal Word, Physician and Medicine; Victim and redeeming Price; Door-keeper and Door; Sower and Seed, Augustine.

19. Those by the way side are they that hear: then cometh the devil, and taketh away the word out of their hearts, lest they should believe and be saved.

Way side. Implies Gospel of the Kingdom to be carried to all nations as a testimony. Mark xiii. 9.

God maintains his right to devils and men, with or without diligence.
The husbandman, year after year, tries to reclaim the footpath.
The unfeeling heart is like the trodden, barren pathway.
God on His part, sows diligently, always and everywhere.
Heathen confessed the fault not in the seed, but in the ground.
The margin of the field, wrongly turned into a trodden path.
Sensuality leads to the boundaries of Satan’s empire.
The indifferent offer the seed no mould, in which it can grow.
The secret beginnings of our hardening processes, are sins.
There may be no susceptibility, still, the sower sows the seed.
A false creed, overlaying the Bible, the most hopeless soil.
Hear, and Understand it not, i.e., his relations to the Word.
Redemption, sin, and holiness, are unintelligible terms to him.
Hearts under evil influences, become like the pavement.
The word of God must pierce, and root itself in the wasted soil.
The ploughshare of the law, has not yet broken it up.
Devil. Gr. accuser. The unrelenting slanderer of the brethren.
With sleepless vigilance, he watches to take advantage.
He uses every weapon put in his hands, against men’s salvation.
Birds of evil omen, wicked thoughts, worldly desires, insts.
Taketh away. Satan can never coerce, but only persuade.
This counter-worker of the sower; overlooks no one, hearing.
Satan knows God’s Word to be the instrument of salvation.
The seed lying in the memory might spring, if not devoured.
The arch-robber lets fly little birds, but very many.
Business, cares, carnal thoughts, make an atmosphere of frivolity.
The wind might scatter, but living agencies are abroad.
Hearts, of the majority of gospel hearers, in every age.
The Spirit can change the trodden paths, into a field of God.
Were there good and bad hearts from the first? Answer—
Where is the rich man, whom riches have not deceived?
Where is the poor man, whom wealth has not allured?
Where the rich man without disquietude, the poor man without cares?

ἔρχεται implies the coming of another person, apart from the deceitfulness of one’s heart. We cannot prevent their lighting on our hearts, but we can their making nest.
Henry. Ἀδικία—Luke; παράδοσις—Matt; ἀσταθεία Mark. These varied names given, that we need not mistake the guilty party, ever ready to ruin the soul. Matt. has ἀπάθεια. One of his most wonderfully successful artifices, is the persuading so many wise men after the flesh, to doute, or practically deny his existence. Our Lord’s unambiguous allusions to Satan, proves it to be no pedagogic accommodation to an existing popular superstition, Siter.

The word Satan or the Adversary is used as a proper name only four times in the O. T., Job i. 6-12; ii. 1; Ezek. iii. 1; I. Chron. xxii. 1. It is clear from this that the Scriptural revelation concerning Satan is to be sought in the N. T., rather than in the O. T. In enquiring into the origin of Evil two tendencies have manifested themselves. Ist.—To regard evil, as a negative imperfection, unavoidable. 2nd.—To trace the existence of evil to a rival Creator. This is the old Persian and Manichean notion. Holy Scripture meets the truth, and removes the error, inherent in both hypotheses. It asserts the supremacy of God, so that evil can only exist under His permission. It regards evil as an anomaly and corruption to be removed. It declares evil to proceed from the influence of an Evil Spirit, exercising the mysterious power of free will. The N. T. brings plainly forward the personality of the Tempter; he is a spirit, and all descriptions of his power imply spiritual nature and spiritual influences. We have hints which go to show that he is a fallen angel, for nothing essentially evil could have been created by God; his power over the soul is simply that of a powerful and evil nature on those in whom lurks the germ of the same evil; this power is both negative and positive.
its negative exercise is referred to in the parable of the sower, its positive in the parable of the tares. The statement of Beza and others, that the "doctrine of devils" is the result of Persian and Chaldee modes of thought on the Jewish mind, is unwarrantable. See Smith's Dict. Satan.

ανδρα νασαλαν, indicating the devil's power, Bengel.

13. They on the rock are they, which, when they hear, receive the word with joy; and these have no root, which for a while believe, and in time of temptation fall away.

Rock. Rheims—rocky places. The rock comes very near the surface in sensual minds.

Roots, with mysterious instinct, seek the mould between the stones. But here they cannot possibly penetrate the hard surface. Slightly covered, this soil is soonest green, and soonest withered. Shallow superficial hearing; false hearts are easily moved. In the rocky bottom of the proud heart, this seed cannot root itself.

Receive the Word. 1. Christians with an external Christianity. 2. Christians with an easy Christianity. 3. Christians with a half Christianity. 4. Christians with a whole Christianity.

With joy. As the word of God: not cold assent, or forced submission. Reason and conscience, compelled to honor revealed truth. The affections are deeply interested. The heart is full of wants. Not the joy of forgiven sin, or benefits of redemption. Not that of the pearl-finder; "He went and sold all that he had." Does not repel the truth, but sadly lacks deep earnestness. He desires the blessings of discipleship, but fails to count the cost. Promises are sweet, doctrines lovely, but no depth of nature.

Firmness and fruit depend on unseen roots—
"Whom not having seen ye love." 1 Pet. i. 8. "Seeing Him, who is invisible." Heb. xi. 27.
"Your life is hid with Christ in God." Col. iii. 3.
Peter had this root, "To whom shall we go? Thou hast," &c. Jo. vi. 68. They, who "took joyfully the spoiling of their goods." Heb. x. 34.
"Whose hope is anchored into that within the veil." Heb. vi. 19.

For a while. Gr. convenient. Policy is ever a broken staff.
Temptation. Gr. trial, Matt. sun is risen. Its heat is not intended to burn.

The winds are sent to strengthen, not overturn the trees.
Mark, has afflictions, and persecutions; or pressure and pursuit.
Providential chastisements, and evils inflicted by men.
Fall away. Gr. apostatize, without vital change, they return to the world, and to their old state and ways. Heb. iii. 12.
Falling away. 1. Fall speedily. 2. Fall inexplicably. 3. Fall miserably. Heb. x. 38-39.

A lamp without oil; so is a religion without faith. Heb. xi. 6.

\( \text{ἔλαυν αὐτὸν—clearly shows that they fall not from grace. ἔπεσεν καρδία, for a while, unconstant, changeable, Heb. xi. 25. For a season. In 2 Cor. iv. 18. Temporal is opposed to eternal. ἔπεσεν καρδία the convenient time, contrasted with καρδίαν ἐπεσεν the inconvenient time, or dependent on time, i.e., time serving, Lange. The difference between ἰδιες temporales, and ἰδιες salutiferas is deeply significant. A conversion in the understanding, sentiment or imagination, may be a flower, but will be fruitless, Costerum. ἐπεσεν—Matt. 13:41—tribulation, Lat. from tritäleum, the roller used in threshing grain, Trench.} \)

14. And that which fell among thorns are they, which, when they have heard, go forth, and are choked with cares and riches and pleasures of this life, and bring no fruit to perfection.

**Thorns.** Symbols of sin. The curse extended from man to earth. The earth had none other but a thorn-crown to yield its Lord. Thorns need no planting, cares and lusts, no culture. Grain planted, springs up into stalks, and puts forth ears. Gen. viii. 22. Thorns and weeds spring up far more quickly than corn.

**Go forth.** After they have listened awhile, a picturesque addition.

**Choked.** Wickliffe—strangled. The soil poorly cleared of old roots. Thorns overtopped the grain, and drank up the moisture. Dwarfed in a good soil, shows lack of careful husbandry. Profession remains, but fruit pines under earth's shadows.

Life of faith, power of godliness, by degrees eaten out of the soul. The soul renewed, and bearing Christ's image, cannot lose it. John x. 29.

**Cares.** Poor man toils, to keep hunger from his door, not met by faith. Greek, which divides—cuits. "They eat as doth a canker." 2 Tim. ii. 17.

Undue solicitudes,—anxieties, as to the interests of earth. 1. Earthly cares. 2. Earthly possessions. 3. Earthly enjoyments in their relation to the Gospel. 1. Inattention of childhood. 2. Ardent shallowness of youth. 3. Worldly seeking of age.

**Riches.** "Deceitful" in their tenure. "MAKE THEMSELVES WINGS," &c. Pro. xxiii. 5.

Deceitful in their nature, their hopes delusive, their joys fanciful. As a source of pleasure, mocking their owners. Haman. Esther vi. 11. They fatally decy those, hastening to become rich. 1. Tim. vi. 9.

Allowing these lusts to grow up with the seed, half-hearted.
To conquer, one must press on with fire and sword of self-denial.

**Pleasures.** Lusts springing from the heart, more dangerous than evil spirits.

Over these, the arch-fiend maintains his supremacy.

What creeps more stealthily on, more difficult to eradicate!

Our natural enmity deepens, as we attempt to repress it.

The guilt of the third, and smallest of the three, the greatest.

Insincerity and indecision, nullify all the earnestness of the will.

Satan sure of his prey, meddles not with this class.

How can the heart be freed from lusts, and fitted for seed?

This is a miraculous seed, which overpowers the thorns.

The three classes are solemnly warned, but irremediable.

The cares and pleasures of the world, though so opposite in their nature, agree in choking the word.

---

ἀνάκτος—Luke vi. 44. ἀνακτέω, setting out, going their way, not falling immediately, or very manifestly; nay, even with some degree of progress: this is the force of the verb, Bengel. μεριμνάω—μεριμνα, a part. Care cuts both soul and body. Care, from the Welsh,—waste, pine. Care, from care,—the wasting woes of prison. χάος, wealth, as estimated by the desire and value for it, Alford. A Threefold Progress; The first receives a hindrance at the very outset. The second after it has sprung up. The third while coming to maturity, Alford. Matt., ἀνάκτος χάος—The artificial by which persons excuse themselves, while ardently pursuing wealth, or putting off the cares of religion to a convenient season. Cases not selected as examples, but as comprehensive heads, Doddridge. See, Life extensive—1, its duration. 2, means. 3, manner. See, Life intensive, with quis vivimus, Trench. ἀνακτέω, on their progress through life. χάος, choke. The image of an evil growth, strangling a nobler, is cockle; Saxon, coccas, to choke, Trench. χαοσφοδός, used of trees, bringing fruits to maturity, Skene. Fruit perfected and ripened, Bengel.

15. But that on the good ground are they, which in an honest and good heart, having heard the word, keep it, and bring forth fruit with patience.

**Good ground.** Gr. morally excellent, sincerity, integrity of heart. An humble and heart-felt trust in Divine mercy.

Before the plough and harrow mellow the soil.

Spirit’s rain softens the mould, His plants, choke the thorns.

Heats of persecutions, sear not, but mature His planting.

These hear, like the preceding, but actively accept the word.

Approving the truth, they resist temptations to unfruitfulness.

**Honest.** Gr. Things which are lovely. “Beauty of holiness.”


A heart firmly fixed for God and duty, receives and keeps the word.

Seeking first the kingdom, he cares for nothing second.
**SUGGESTIVE COMMENTARY**


**Patience.** Gr. *constancy of purpose*, and perseverance in practice. Through the course of a life spent in duties, and amidst discouragements and trials.

It teaches, Divine Patience—does not give up bad land.

Whence comes the good honest heart? Where the good soil?

"He that is of God, heareth God’s words." John viii. 47.

"Sons of God" understand the language of their Father’s house.

"Every one that is of the truth, heareth my voice." John xviii. 37.


Loadstone thrust in this world’s rubbish, attracts metal—of celestial temper.

Divine goodness of the soil comes from God, as well as the seed.

Secret saving grace accompanies the preaching of the word.

The rock may be changed, by the power of God, into rich soil.

Shallow soil may become deep, thorns subdued, into mould.

Earthly seed uses the soil, as it finds it. Hence *morality* never makes saints.

---

καλὸς γὰρ—A receptivity in man intimated, preparing for progressive development; and the will repelling heterogeneous influences, &c. Olshausen. These words mislead. There is no *tinder* in the human heart which ever kindles without the heavenly material being first deposited there. The good soil is prepared for the seed only by God’s power and grace, Jacobus. καλὸς καὶ ἄγαθος—Adorned with the gifts of mind, body, and fortune; noble and good, Thucydides. Gr. expression for honesty, Le Clerc: one entirely good, Aristotle. Some naturally false-hearted; others by grace, earnest and simple minded, but not naturally, nor by irresistible grace, Aftord. Not in an absolute and ethical sense, Meyer. Gratia præveniens, Oosterse. A heart truly good, Erasmus, Grothus, Wetstein, Rosenmuller, Bse. Jewish Rabbis liken one class of hearers to the sponge which receives all, and then imparts it to others. Another to a sieve which lets all the fine flour through, and retains the bran, Lightfoot. ὑπομονῇ, Vul. patientia which modern versions wrongly follow; persistencia, Bse; perseverate ad extremum et salvi eritis, Castalio. ὑπομονῇ, Heb. xii. 3, without intermission, Campbell. Continue to bring forth with perseverance, Bloomfield. καρδίας, retinæ, keep it fast, not as on the wayside. καρποφορῶν, bear fruit, not as among the thorns. ἐν ὑπομονῇ, with patience, not as on the rocky ground. ὑπομονῇ is strength of mind, sustained by good hope. This constitutes the sum of Christianity, Bengel.

16 ¶ No man, when he hath lighted a candle, covereth it with a vessel, or putteth it under a bed: but setteth it on a candlestick, that they which enter in may see the light.

**Lighted.** Philosophers taught a secret doctrine to pupils, and another to the public; *exoteric* and *esoteric*.

Apostles were not self-producing *lights*, but *light-bearers*. 
Covereth. God gives to none, mercies, merely for his own benefit.

Vessel. A candle cannot permanently be concealed, without absurdity.

A parable for a moment conceals, but eventually spreads light.

By nature, the mind has no more light than a candlestick.

By Divine agency, light springs, that men may diffuse it.

"Ye are the light of the world. Let your light so shine." Matt. v. 14, 16.

The unrenewed soul is ignorant, and willing to be dark.

False lights of reason and philosophy, render darkness visible.

Those walking in the steps of Jesus, walk not in darkness. John viii. 12.

Better a small apartment well lighted, than a spacious hall with a sickly taper.


May see. Open and decided declaration of our principles.

With the mouth, confession is made unto salvation. Rom. x. 10.

Blameless in the midst of a crooked (depraved), and perverse generation.

among whom, ye shine as lights, in the world. Phil. ii. 15.

The Christian, a candle lighted, and placed in darkness, to dispel the gloom.

Our light is to shine, not to glorify ourselves, but our Father. Matt. v. 16.

Fearful guilt therefore rests on the inconsistent professor.

Believers defeat the very end of being, by withholding benefits.

Rome, by suppressing light and chaining the Bible, proved Anti-Christ.

No man. Apostles hearing, bound to tell others, Meyer, De Wette. Fruits of preaching must be known, therefore receive it honestly, Oostersee. Λαμπρο - Our Lord stood in full view of the golden candlesticks of the Temple, burning day and night, Stier.

Christ is το φῶς το ἔλαχθον. His ministers are λάχθον John v. 36, and φῶτηρ Phil. ii. 15, receiving their light, and only burning for a time. Johannes lumen illuminatum: Christians lumen Illuminans, Augustine. Demonas a Greek sage, charged with neglecting the Eleusinian Mysteries, clothed in a white garment, pleaded his cause before the people. "If they were bad, he ought not to conceal them, if good, his love to mankind compelled him to reveal them." He was acquitted, Athenaeus. If they would spare my life, on condition that I should keep this truth to myself (the Unity of God) and not teach it to others, I would not accept it, Socrates, (Apology).

17. For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest: neither any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Secret. Does not refer to bringing secret sins to light.

But to the partial obscuring of Christ's own teachings by parables.

He affected no secret instructions, characteristic of philosophers.

With great plainness, He declared the whole counsel of God. Acts xx. 27.

Philosophers taught the few, but left the multitude in the dark.

"What I tell in darkness, that speak ye in the light." Matt. x. 27.
"We have a sure word of prophecy, whereunto ye shall do well, that ye take heed." 2. Peter, i. 19.

Hid. Everything can, must, and will one day come to light.

ṣprεtus. Eng. crypt, a secret chapel or cell in cathedrals. ἀποκρυφά hidden. Apocrypha, a book whose author is unknown, and whose inspiration is denied.

18. Take heed therefore how ye hear: for whosoever hath, to him shall be given; and whosoever hath not, from him shall be taken even that which he seemeth to have.

Take heed. Gr. see to it. Matthew has, beware. Hear with prepared mind.

1. You are bound to hear. 2. You may hear diversely.
3. It is no small thing how you hear. 4. Therefore take heed, &c.

"Everyone turned to his course, as the horse rusheth into battle."

Jer. viii. 6.

Hear reverently, as creatures should regard God's oracles. Acts vii. 38.

Hear with an unprejudiced mind. We should be free from vain, captious spirit.

Hear with humility. A docility of mind characteristic of children.

1. Peter ii. 2. "Except ye become as little children, &c."

Hear with self-application. Receive the truth in faith and love.

Hear with diligence. "Gird up the loins of the mind," and remember it. "We should give the more earnest heed," &c.

Hearing aright, depends not on the perfection of preaching.

A child may point out the path, by which the captive may escape.

"They shall heap up to themselves teachers, having itching ears."


Many refuse the gospel-milk, unless it be sweetened.

Many refuse the gospel-meat unless it be seasoned.

Proclaiming salvation by Christ, many wonder if indeed they are lost.

The earthen vessel interests some, more than the treasure therein.

Some more highly glazed; ministers but earthen vessels still.

Gideon's vessels valueless, save for the lamp of truth they bear.

Whosoever hath, to him, &c. Giving and receiving, mutual as action and reaction. A universal law.

These words of Jesus are—1. A word of seeming contradiction. 2. A word of truth. 3. A word of wisdom.

If we receive instruction, we must in turn, give attention.

Hath not, kept and improved previous knowledge, not faithful to light.

A moral law. Our only choice is between loss and gain.
There is no standing still, we must either advance or recede.
We "treasure up wrath against the day of wrath" or the reverse.
Rom. ii. 5.

...more. After spending twenty years among heathen, a missionary noted the fastidiousness of bearers in Gospel lands. So set thinketh that he hath—i.e., a reputation for godliness, W. & F. An expressive signifying a reality, not an appearance, Pearce & Fosse. It is a just thing with the "Father of Lights," when he hath lighted any man a candle, by bestowing spiritual gifts upon him, and lent him a candlestick too, whereon to set it, by providing him a stay in the church, if that man shall then "hide his candlestick under a bushel," and envy the light and comfort of it to "them, that are in the house," either to remove his candlestick, or to put out his candle, Sanderson.

19 ¶ Then came to him his mother and his brethren, and could not come at him for the press.

Came to Him. Those loving Christ, cannot do long without His presence.
His mother, desires Him to cease His labors to take food. Mk. iii. 20. Jesus refuses with holy seriousness and tender forbearance.
Satan failing to baffle Christ by Pharisees, sends His friends.
By unseasonable visits, they would interrupt His work.
Mary had not learned (as Rome affirms) to command her Son.
She forgot, "He must be about His Father's business." Luke ii. 49.
Brethren. On the highest critical authorities, the children of Joseph and Mary. Luke ii. 7.
They were unquestionably members of His mother's family.
They are always named in connection with Mary.
"Neither did Christ's brethren believe in Him." John vii. 5.
Press. Without the circle, they would not rudely interrupt Him.
How has His relatives hitherto received His instructions?
His labors and fastings they regarded as dangerous excitement.

ἀδελφοὶ αὐτοῦ.—Superstition has involved the question; always called ἀδελφοί, and ἀδελφαί; never called sons or daughters of Mary; always found in company with Mary.
She had but four sons, Hoffman.


ἀποκατάστασιν to restore, arrest, Mark iii. 21. An accumulation peculiar to Mark, Schleiermacher. The act implied, may have been recorded at Peter's suggestion, Alexander. Incident took place at Capernaum, Grossetti, Andrews.

20. And it was told him by certain which said, Thy mother and thy brethren stand without, desiring to see thee.

Told. The message went from one to another, until it reached Him.

Desiring to see, Jesus, from wrong and from right motives.

A praiseworthy wish, may not always be truly a pious wish.

Mark uses terms implying presumption in His friends.

Mary was twice before rebuked, for the same spirit. Luke ii. 39;

John ii. 4.

"Thy Mother." That Mary after the admonition, John ii. 4, should have tried to influence her son's plans, proves the wide interval between the Mary of the Gospels, and the Immaculate conception of Rome, Oosterse. His mother came according to prophecy (Luke ii. 36) to seek consolation, not to administer reproof, Olshausen. The Fathers more rightly infer, as he had twice before rebuked His relatives for their interference, it was unwarrantable now. Vain glory and unbelief prompt her to send the message or rather command. ἀπεστάλετο ἀνεργεία, &c., Stier.

21. And he answered and said unto them, My mother and my brethren are those which hear the word of God, and do it.

Answered. He neither went out, nor allowed them to come in looking round. All who love Me, are nearer than kindred.

My mother. An example of renunciation of earthly kindred.

Domestic ties, and endeared names, are real cords.

Feeble in comparison, with those of His spiritual household.

He did not ignore an affectionate regard for His relatives.

Those doing His will, alone claim the sacred relationship.

The poorest saints, are above all earthly household affinity.

Faith makes natural alliances the standard of spiritual ones.

Such professions in a mere man, would imply a want of natural affection.

A wide diffusion of human attachments, lessens their intensity.

He embraces myriads with equal warmth and tenderness.

There is a family on earth, of which, Crause is a member.
Believers on earth, one with Christ’s family in heaven.  

Hear. The implied reproof, was intended for His relatives.  
We see the high value the Lord sets on hearing and doing  
The Lord’s spiritual family. 1. The family likeness.  
2. The family ties. 3. The family blessing. 4. The family home.  
Mary has no greater right to Christ, than other believers. Luke xi. 27-28.  
Rome’s worship of Mary—a compound of idolatry and blasphemy.  
Absorbed in awful warnings, He felt the interruption unseasonable.  
Believers dearer to God, than children to parents. Is. xliv. 19-20-21.  
If His friends were believers, His word embraced them also.  
Do it, expresses the limits of the relationship of the Son of God, with man.  

Even the Lord’s brethren, without faith in Him, could not be saved.  
Folly of Mariolatry. Mary was a sinner, saved by grace alone.  
He turns a kind look to His disciples, as though some would take them  
from Him.—Behold my mother and brethren!  
Away perverse generation! Away mother and brethren! I speak to those  
hearing and doing my Father’s will.  
All ties founded on nature, eventually lost in those of grace.  
Those who hear me, are my mother, sister and brother.  
These words, full of the profoundest humility and affection.  
Timothy thus must treat aged saints as mothers. 1. Tim. v. 2.  

viv orum—The words found Mark iii. 21, alone can explain this severe rebuke.  
5 x 6 εις—1, to put out of place. 2, to put out of one’s self. 3, to be out of mind, deranged.  
The Pharisees having similarly charged Him, seem to have brought their blasphemous  
isinations to His friends, and urged them to this folly, Olshausen.  
μηρον ου, not  
μηρον; mother and brethren to me. Those who hear the word of God and keep it, He  
calls thus, because, with reverence be it said, they daily bring Him forth in their hearts,  
Wordsworth. avrov omitted, Tischendorf, Alford, Bengel, Cod. Sin.  

I have read a story in Fox’s Martyrs and monuments, of a woman who, when she  
came to be tried for her religion, before the Bishop, he threatened her, he would take  
away her husband from her; saith she, “Christ is my husband.” “I will take away  
yee child;” “Christ,” saith she, “is better to me than ten sons.” “I will strip thee,”  
says he, “of all thy outward comforts.” “Yes, but Christ is mine, and you cannot strip  

Now it came to pass on a certain day, that he went into a ship with his disciples:  
and he said unto them, Let us go over unto the other side of the lake. And they launched  
forth.  
Certain day. The same day that the parable of the sower was spoken.  
Disciples, familiar with real, feared no imaginary dangers.
Bound—1. To follow Him in every path. 2. To call upon Him in every danger. 3. To honor Him after every deliverance. 

Let us. Dropping the majestic “I,” He speaks humbly as one of them. His motive in crossing appears to have been, that he might avoid the crowds curious only to see or hear Him. 

Launched. He might have gone by land. He adopted the other course designedly. 

Whither our Lord leads, believers may safely venture and follow. Many willing to go to heaven by land, but dread unknown perils. 

μιᾶ τῶν ἡμερῶν, one of these days, Wordsworth. Mark has ἐν ἑκάστη ἡμέρα ἡμερών, in same day in which preceding parables were delivered: this defines the chronology, see Mark iii. 21-35. Matt. xii. 46 has misplaced this occurrence, Alford. ἀνέφεξε—Luke vi. 3. ἀνέστη—Lit. lead up: from the land, the sea appears to be higher than the shore. Loose the cable, Wetstein. It was probably near sundown when they left, Andreas. 

But as they sailed he fell asleep: and there came down a storm of wind on the lake; and they were filled with water, and were in jeopardy. 

Asleep. Exhausted by labours, the man Jesus slept. 


A sign of a deep calm, amid a dreadful tempest. 

If He delay His aid, we are prone to think the Lord asleep. He sleeps not so much to be refreshed, as to be awakened. A time to sleep even for the teacher in office. Ecc. iii. 1. It is enough, “The God of Israel neither slumbers nor sleeps.” Psal. cxix. 4. 

Why does the Lord so often sleep amid life’s storms? 

1. To unfold our impotence. 2. To rouse our faith in His power. 3. To lead us to pray for help. 4. To the praise of His name. Storms, outward signs of weakness, not strength, in nature. Against fever, germ of death, nature convulsively struggles. A clear conscience, may everywhere sleep quietly. Psal. iv. 8. 

Jonah’s presence caused the storm, Christ’s presence the deliverance. Christ often invisible. His designs of mercy are wisely hidden. Perhaps He intends to test His disciples, faith in His Divinity. Surely they could not expect a mere man to quell the storm. 

Storm. Gennesaret’s towering sea cliffs caused these sudden gusts. Work congenial to “the prince of the power of the air.” Eph. ii. 2.
He raised the storm that destroyed the family of Job, see Job i. 19.
The Lord was about to invade his dominions in Galilee.
To Christians of every age he threatens danger, causing anxiety.
But the danger leads to manifestations of saving power, ending in praise.
Thus all Satan's machinations are overruled for good to the children
of God.

See Notes.

Jeopardy. An humble fishing boat their only pleasure yacht.
Jesus teaches those embarking in His cause, to look for storms.
Storms, even when faithfully discharging our duties as Christians.
There is a world where no storms ever disturb the inhabitants.
No thunder ever shakes those serene skies, peace eternal reigns.

"And I saw a new heaven and a new earth, and there was no more sea."
Rev. xxi. 1.

ἀφώνωσε belongs to the later Greek, and even there more commonly signifies to
awaken. are gives it intensity; a sleep so deep, it was difficult to arouse one. An
Antiochian, Markland. Rather a popular use of the term, Majer. λαλοῦ—λένα, to
pick up. The tempest seems to lift up the billows. This sea is 600 feet lower than the
Mediterranean, and the wind sweeps down from the deep wild mountain gorges on the
north, which act like gigantic funnels, Thompson. εὐευπλησσοῦσα—were in the process
of being filled, Vigerius.

That small ship, navicula illa, is a figure of the Church, tossed in the sea, that is,
in the world, by the waves, that is temptations and persecutions, while the Lord is as it
were asleep, until being roused and raised up by the prayers of the saints, at the very
last, in ultimis suscitatus. He appeases the world, and restores a calm to His people,
Tertullian. As the kernel of the old humanity, Noah and his family, was once contained
in the ark, which was tossed upon the waves of the deluge; so the kernel of the new
humanity, of the new creation, Christ and His Apostles, in the little ship, Trench.

94. And they came to him, and awoke him, saying, Master, Master, we perish. Then
he arose, and rebuked the wind and the raging of the water: and they ceased, and there
was a calm.

Awoke. Three Evangelists allude to their awakening Him.
He was not roused, by all the wild uproar without.
They awoke Him by prayer. To whom else could they go? John vi. 68.
Master. Repeated as an evidence of their terror.
We perish. Includes the fear of the Lord perishing with themselves.
A cry of despair near the Lord, becomes a prayer.
All fearfulness in life springs from unbelief. Luke i. 12.
United prayer of faith, the hope anchor in the storm.
They inferred—Our Saviour, asleep, proved, He did not regard them.

Arose. With the same tranquillity, with which He went to rest.

He never oversleeps the hour of deliverance, He appears at the right moment. His unapproachable dignity is seen, amid cries of distress.

Though asleep, His Divine Eye had seen all, His Ear had heard all. The man Jesus was exhausted; for others, He was Almighty.

Rebuked. As though He addressed the arch-spirit of the storm.

Nature and demons in their wild uproar, yield Him obedience. Commotions of nature, echoes of the soul's broken harmonies.

With one word, He rebukes His children, with another, the storm. "Therefore we will not fear, though the waters roar." Ps. xlvii. 2.

He calmed a storm on Galilee, and raised one on Sodom.

He rebuked a fever (Luke iv. 38), and now rebukes the winds.

He reasserts man's dominion over evil powers in Nature. His word sufficient, without Moses' rod over the deep.

He first rebukes the storm in their hearts, and then the elements.


Joshua conquered by the ark. Elisha by Elijah's mantle. Our Lord by His word.

Calm. Even the ground-swell after a storm, ceased.

Sign, the Son of man had entered on the government of the world.

"He sitteth upon the flood, and maketh the storm a calm."

No storm too violent for the Lord to quell.—

1. In the world. 2. In the church. 3. In the house. 4. In the heart.

"Εστι αυτάς ὅτι πιστεύετε; μάθετε ὅτι οὐκ εἶναι δύναμις ὁ θερμησμός." 

25. "And he said unto them, Where is your faith? And they being afraid wondered, saying one to another, What manner of man is this? for he commandedeth even the winds and water, and they obey him."
Where? *How have ye not faith?* Times of trial should bring it forth. Faith, the key, that unlocks all blessings in Christ. Their appeal to Christ—faith overpowered by *excess of fear.* Could a ship bearing your Lord, possibly perish? He chides not for disturbing His rest, but their disquieting fears. *Afraid.* Timid believers dishonor their Lord. Faithful, honor Him. But some should fear, "Let sinners in Zion be afraid." Isa. xxxiii. 14. Storms within, and calamities without, hushed by faith. Wondered. External signs overawed the senses, but were infinitely less mighty, than their *hidden effects.*

**What manner?** Words by some attributed to the crew, and not the disciples.

It seems they never yet had done justice to His greatness. The deep impression of that scene never left the disciples’ minds. **Obey Him.** An echo of the O.T. notes of praise. Psa. cvii. 24-31. "Hitherto thou shalt come, and no further," &c. Job xxxviii. 11. "He maketh the storm a calm—waters still." Psa. cvii. 29. "God alone stilleth the noise of the seas, and tumult," &c. Psa. lxxv. 7. This miracle proves, He will redeem His people at last. Though the vision tarry, at the end it will speak. Hab. ii. 8. To obey Him is peace—to resist Him is ruin. "Woe unto him that striveth with his Maker!" Isa. xlv. 9.

---

Ezek. xxvii. describes a worldly kingdom under the image of a stately galley, gorgeous with every circumstance that can heighten its glory and beauty. But that ship, with all its outward bravery and magnificence, perishes. "Thy rowers have brought thee into great waters. The east wind hath broken thee in the midst of the seas," Trench.

*ου τιμορο γηών, where is your faith?* A child of God may be sorely tossed in a troublesome sea; but that ship shall never be shipwrecked, where Christ is the pilot, the Scripture the compass, the promises the tackleings, hope the anchor, faith the cable, the Holy Ghost the wind, and holy affections the sails, which are filled thus with the gales of the Spirit, Isa. liv. 11, Chr. Love. *ως αλλαγω. Omit. God. Sin.*

---

28. I And they arrived at the country of the Gadarenes, which is over against Galilee. **Gadarenes,** of Gadara, on the Hieromax. 16 miles from Tiberias. **East of the Jordan.** Strong fortress. Ruins two miles circumference. **Capital of Persia.** Captured by Antiochus 218 B.C. **Rebuilt by Pompey, to gratify Demetrius a freedman.** Captured by Vespassian, the people massacred, and the town reduced to ashes. The pavements still show the tracks of the chariot wheels.
Gadara added by Augustus to the territory of Herod the great. Its most interesting remains, are the tombs in the cliffs around the city. The warm springs flow on, and the tombs are still inhabited.


37. And when he went forth to land, there met him out of the city a certain man, which had devils long time, and ware no clothes, neither abode in any house, but in the tombs.

Met. Contest with demons, succeeds the storm on the lake.
Met, doubtless with purposes of violence, overawed by Christ.
The demoniac was coming out of the tombs, Mark, “out of the city.”
Matt. speaks of two. Mark & Luke of one, i.e. of the more desperate one.
Devils. Mark, unclean, a mysterious polluter of the soul.
Greatest victory of Satan, persuading men to doubt his being.
Our Lord had just shewn Himself the Pacifier of the outer world's tumults.

Lo! that, which is fiercer than floods or winds comes forth.
A spirit broken loose from the restraints of God appears.
A mightier deed, than hushing the tempest, is intended.
No clothes. This is characteristic of the insane in certain cases.
House. Driven from home by demons against his will.
Domestic comfort destroyed, by the powers of darkness.
A strange dread of the comforts, and habitations of home, haunt them.
Their fiery spirits repel all sympathies of kind hearts.
They haunt solitudes, lonely caves by day and night.
The insane dread their nearest and dearest friends.
The sinner made insane by sin, hates his best Friend.
Do the insane realize their misery and their bondage?
Medical men decide, that generally, they do not.
Tombs. At night, the mountains of Thebes, seem full of dwellings.
In the dark ages, thousands of hermits dwelt there.
Priest's Tomb, one and a half acres, is hewn out of solid rock.
Sarcophagi are now used for provisions, in a tomb at Gadara.
Sinners abandoning God, will hereafter have fellowship with fiends.

aurae omitted, Cod. Sinait. ἀνὴρ τις—others insert the plural, De Wette, Lange.
Matt. joined Mark's account with his, Eward. One, the principal sufferer, Chrysostomus, Augustine, Calvin, Alexander, Stier, Ellicott, Andrews. His name, "Legion," gave rise to the report of two, Alford. One became a disciple, the other did not, Greewell.

δαιμόνια—demons, from δαίμον δίκαιος: they assigned destinies. Heathen writers give this appellation to all orders of spiritual existences—1, to Providence. 2, to particular divinities. 3, to inferior divinities. 4, to a class between gods and men, some benevolent, others malignant. 5, it denotes fortune. Also beings intercessory between God and men, Plato. It included the souls of men, or heroes deified; malignant demons, Plato. By met. demons were the souls of lost men, Jews, Josephus, Justin Martyr, Athenagoras. Fallen spirits; first propounded by Tertullian, Chrysostom, iudaeo om. Satan, when he can, brings a man down to such wretchedness, as to make him neglect natural decency. God loves order, decency, moderation, Bengel. Mark adds "cut himself." Peculiar disposition to self-destruction common, Pritchard. Apocryphal writers add, they gnawed their own flesh. "Crying," Mark; sleeplessness resulting from the unceasing stimulation of evil spirits, Siller.

28. When he saw Jesus, he cried out, and fell down before him, and with a loud voice said, What have I to do with thee, Jesus, thou Son of God most high? I beseech thee, torment me not.

Cried out, at the Lord, for intruding in their dread domain.

Or an instinctive feeling of the demoniac, that Jesus was the Helper.

The presence of a holy being, a torture to evil spirits.

Heaven would be no heaven to the rebellious.

Fell down. Uncertain whether the work of fiends, or adoration. The demons usurped the man's lips, as well as his body.

Loud Voice. The unearthly shriek of an agonizing soul.

What? What have we in common? Why interfere with us?

Sinners wish the Spirit, Conscience, Providence to let them alone.

Why not let us alone? Confessing a doom unavoidable.

Son of God. This formula used, in dread of the great Exorcist.

They well knew Him. They had met Him before. Jude verse 6.

"Jesus I know, and Paul I know, but who are ye?" Acts xix. 15.

Demons, and sceptics, soon will own Him Divine. Mark i. 24.

Refusing to own Christ, our Lord, we are worse than devils.

Beseech. Mark adjure. Satan dissuades men from prayer, and prays himself.

The evil one feels his conqueror approaching. Rev. xxii. 1-3.

Fierce and terrible by nature, yet suppliant before Jesus.

Devils believe, but their faith causes terror, not love. Jas. ii. 19.

Torment. Evil spirits remonstrate, but do not quit their hold.

Devils knew him better far, and earlier, than men.
They recognised him as their Sovereign in a pre-existent state.

"Hasten not our doom, prolong our respite from hell!"

It was a torture to them, not to be permitted, to torment others.

Redeemer’s triumph over His foes delayed, but certain. Rev. xx. 10.

"Reserved in everlasting chains, under darkness, till the great day." Jude 6 verse.

They dread hell, not as a place of sin, but of punishment.

To lose a victim, is a torment to their malignant dispositions.

But angels being God-like, rejoice over the sinner’s deliverance.

sporéove—Luke v. 8. Mark has the stronger term, προερχόμενον—βέβαιον, pray.

Mark ωφελον—from which exercise, calling on God. Τι ἔθελε οὖν οἱ, extorted by fear: there is nothing in common between thee and us, Hilary. Παρασκευή—The πάρασκευή. The Lapis Lydenus, the touch-stone, was anciently applied to gold, to test its purity. Term used of any kind of proof by torture. It was the opinion of the Fathers for the first three or four centuries, that the devils are not yet locally in hell (they are not tormented before their time); but have their mansions in the air, Pearce. Personality of Satan is here manifest, as lunacy could not possibly have ever suggested such a thought, Olshausen.

29. (For he had commanded the unclean spirit to come out of the man. For oftentimes it had caught him: and he was kept bound with chains and in fetters; and he brake the bands, and was driven of the devil into the wilderness.)

Commanded. Demons recognise One, with the right and power to command.

Unclean. Polluted himself, and polluting every thought he cherished.

Come out. A reason for the demon’s request in this command.

On Christ’s entering the heart, evil spirits retire.

Instead of shewing rebellion, they trembled in His presence.

Observe Christ’s Divine composure, amid the fury of demons.

Caught him. The demon at such times, bore him away with him.

Human strength was powerless, in such paroxysms.

Bound. His keepers having succeeded in bringing him home.

Turks still bind the insane, as before asylums were founded.

Chains. Manacles for the hands, fetters, were for the feet.

Brake. His supernatural strength was due to the demon.

Sinners mad on their idols, fling off all restraints of virtue. Ps. ii. 3.

Medical observers, like Pritchard, have noted the supernatural power of the insane.

No one could bind his limbs, or subdue his will.

Driven. A province of humanity lying under the devil’s ravages.
Those under Satan say—"Let us break their bands asunder." Ps. ii. 3. Matthew gives the result. "No man might pass that way." Matt. viii. 28.

Sin, selfish, destructive, tormenting, makes the earth a desert.

γεβρ—A remark of subsequent compiler, Neander. Like obstinate children, were merely making their proposals and subterfuges, having no inclination to obey, Schleiermacher. ἁμαρτά may either refer to chains or cords. A marble pillar in a church, 7 centuries old, in old Cairo, still shows a staple, by which the insane were bound for ages, The pavement of marble is worn, several inches deep, by the wretched victims, as their ceaseless rounds were year after year made in solitude. The prison of Chillon also comes to mind.

28. And Jesus asked him, saying, What is thy name? And he said, Legion; because many devils were entered into him.

Asked. Brought before this tribunal, a mysterious colloquy is held. The Gr. examined as by a judicial investigation, not idle curiosity.
Name. The object of the question was to instruct the bystanders. Omniscience needs no information. Inquiry put to Bartimeus for like reasons. Mark x. 51.

The answer magnifies the miracle and silences the Sadducees. Our Lord suffered the demons gradually to relax their hold. A sudden change might have ruined the victim.

It might help to bring the mad man to self-consciousness.
Legion. A Roman brigade, from three to eight thousand. Suggests numbers, organised strength, and tried courage. Distinction of orders, unity of purpose, boastful of victory. Its serried ranks, long a fearful instrument of oppression to the Jews. Impudently, half-mocking, though a prisoner, on self-defence. Truth and error blended in his reply; his moral being almost ruined. The walls of his spirit broken down, open to the incursion of all evil.

Ἤγγελος and λέγων omitted, Cod. Sinait. ὁ ἴσωμα—Who is interrogated? The demoniac, or the devils tormenting him? We must modestly stand aside, when the Son of God is speaking with an individual from hell, Stier. An attempt in psychological manner, to bring him to his senses, Oosterzee. Ἀγγέλον—λέγων, Cod. Sinait. Our Saviour now uses the singular, and then the plural, 1, a collective, signifying personal but not individual agency. 2, one fiend was in possession, but had many allies, whom he could summon. 3, one as superior to the rest, as the commander of a Legion. Our Lord showed a kind disposition, to enter into the disordered phantasies of a maniac, Weisse. Better treatment of a sick man, Lange, Strauss. First violent incursion of hell upon Jesus calmly rebuked, Stier. Paraphrased—"I am myself an embattled host, sworn to the cause, and serving under the same leader," Stier. These words will not
hear any figurative rendering, but must be taken literally; viz., that in the sense in which other poor creatures were possessed by one evil spirit, this man was possessed by many. The fact of so many devils having entered him, shows the utter and sudden break-up of his personal and rational being, Alford. Mark the omnipotent power of Jesus, who, by one word could cast out a legion (8000) of demons! Ford.

31. And they besought him that he would not command them to go out into the deep.

Besought. The stronger has come to bind the strong man. Luke xi. 22.

Prayers answered, often prove a judgment on the petitioner. Horn. xiii. 11.

Prayers of saints refused often proves the highest blessing. 2 Cor. xii. 7.

Command. Driven from Heaven, they felt the power of His resistless word.

Deep. Gr. abyss, i.e. Hell. Rev. xx. 1-3. Deep is applied to the sea. Mark has “out of the country.”

Our curiosity reproved by the severe silence of Holy Scripture.
Inextinguishable desire, urges them to harm those, whom they envy. They begged to be left undisturbed, but had been refused. Their request a disguise for the malignant wish, to bring their conqueror into reproach.

It shews the fiends would have destroyed the man, if they could. Suffered. Under a permit, He forced them out of their victim. At His word, all Hell quits its grasp. Jesus saw their malicious scheme,—gave the command, "Go!" Matt. What mysterious power and depth, in that one word! A concealed answer, to question (verse 28), "your time of judgment is not yet."

Their motive can't be concealed, either of mockery, or of malice. Desperate malignity, unable to torment men, attacks brutes. He makes the wrath of men (and devils) praise Him. Psa. lxx. 10. Permission to do what they desire, ruins sinners. Hos. xiii. 11.

arios omitted, Cod. Sinat. circletlibe—Ancient affinity between the serpent and swine, Lange. The punishment of the fallen spirits, is, digesting them of bodies, Gerlach. (Reproduced in the "Stars and Angels.") Luke merely inferred that they entered the swine, Neander. A mythical addition, Meyer. Driven down by terror of the last paroxysm, preceding healing, Ammon. Dread of the Messiah, Ewald. The ruin of swine unsuspected by Jesus, Paulus, Hase. They act entirely under the Lord's control, Osternee. Seized with madness, from some altogether undefined and unknown cause, Schleiermacher, Hennepeny. If Gentile, they were guilty of insulting the national religion, Neander. A greater object was to test the Gadarenes, whether they would accept or reject eternal life, at the hands of One, who had rescued a neighbour from a legion of devils, Major. Mysterious fellowship of animals and devils, Isa. xiii. 21, Rev. xiii 2. Stier; deemed necessary to convince the victim of his cure, Chrysostom; driven down by demons, Keil, Millman. Swine suited them because of their uncleanness, as serpents did because of their subtlety, Ludolphus. He suffered them. The devil is notable with all his might and malice, to hurt even swine, without God's sufferance, Stier. Devils and devils and devils and devils, because of their pride, Maximus.
bear any figurative rendering, but must be taken literally; viz., that in the sense in which other poor creatures were possessed by one evil spirit, this man was possessed by many. The fact of so many devils having entered him, shows the utter and awful break-up of his personal and rational being, Alford. Mark the omnipotent power of Jesus, who, by one word could cast out a lepton (8000) of demons! Ford.

31. And they besought him that he would not command them to go out into the deep.

Besought. The stronger has come to bind the strong man. Luke xi. 22.

Prayers answered, often prove a judgment on the petitioner. Hosea xiii. 11.

Prayers of saints refused often proves the highest blessing. 2 Cor. xi. 7.

Command. Driven from Heaven, they felt the power of His resistless word.

Deep. Gr. abyss, i.e. Hell. Rev. x. 1-3. Deep is applied to the sea. Mark has "out of the country."

Our curiosity reproved by the severe silence of Holy Scripture.

ἀδήσωσαι—χάσα, i.e. Tartarus, 2 Pet. ii. 4. Ταραπάνως—These passages appear confirmed, as to the identity of the place, by και ἄδησσαν αὑτὸν εἰς τὴν ἄδησον, Rev. xii. 8. Its N. T. synonyms are θάνατος, Mark ix. 46; Λέον τοῦ παπάρ, Rev. xx. 14; θαλάσσα, 1 Pet. iii. 19; ἀδήσα, Luke xvi. 28. All referring to the place of endless punishment, Campbell, Grotius, Hammond, Olshausen, Oesterr. τῆν ἄδησον.—Not the Sea of Galilee as some have thought, nor yet Gehenna, or the Lake of Fire, which is the place of future torment, prepared for the devil and his angels (Matt. xxv. 41); and is distinguished from the Abyss, into which the devil is cast by Christ, before he is cast into the Lake of Fire, into which he will not be cast till the end of all earthly things, Wordsworth, Alford. ἄδησσαν is the word used in the Sept. for Heb. sheol, or depth, an' it seems to describe the place of gloom into which the devils were plunged after their expulsion from heaven, and from which they are allowed to emerge from time to time. But it is not their final place of torment, Mede, Fitz. The power of Jesus extends over devils, and the abyss itself; this the devils are compelled to admit, Bengal. 

This thought certain regions were assigned to individual good and evil spirits, Dan. v. 18 & 23. Thol proved hymn that he schuld not command hem that they schuld go into hell, Tyndale.

32. And there was there a herd of many swine feeding on the mountain: and they besought him that he would suffer them to enter into them. And he suffered them.

Many. Mark informs us, that there were about 2000.

Swine, flesh forbidden as unclean, by the Mosaic Law. Lev. xi. 7-8.

Jews from that time to this, have eschewed its use.

Owners, probably Greeks, as they dwelt in the city of Gadara.

Besought. Jesus, by the mouth of the possessed man.
Inextinguishable desire, urges them to harm those, whom they envy. They begged to be left undisturbed, but had been refused. Their request a disguise for the malignant wish, to bring their conqueror into reproach.

It shews the fiends would have destroyed the man, if they could. Suffered. Under a permit, He forced them out of their victim. At His word, all Hell quite its grasp.

Jesus saw their malicious scheme,—gave the command, "Go!" Matt. What mysterious power and depth, in that one word! A concealed answer, to question (verse 28), "your time of judgment is not yet."

Their motive can't be concealed, either of mockery, or of malice. Desperate malignity, unable to torment men, attacks brutes.

He makes the wrath of men (and devils) praise Him. Psa. lxx. 10. Permission to do what they desire, ruins sinners. Hos. xiii. 11.
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**CHAP. XII.**

**ON ST. LUKE.**
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28. Then went the devils out of the man, and entered into the swine: and the herd ran violently down a steep place into the lake, and were choked.


Jesus tested the Gadarenes how they would receive the destruction of their wealth.

He taught, the salvation of the soul is above earthly treasure. That these fiends would destroy body and soul, if they could. It might convince the man, of the fiends having left him.
The Hebrews must see their oppressors "dead on the shores." Ex. xiv. & xxx.

Gadarenes' sin, not so much keeping swine, as rejecting God. God's taking away, is in a higher sense, giving greater gifts.
They saw the demons leave a neighbour, long tormented. They saw them instantly shew their malice and presence, in about 2,000 swine.
They saw Christ's power, complete, over the spirit-world.
Their bold rejection of Christ, proves, they deserved their loss.
The deed is its own justification. He might have let them on the Gadarenes.
Why He permitted them to enter the swine, is answered by another question.
Why did Sovereign Mercy permit them to enter the men?
Instinct uncontrolled, would have saved the herd.
The essence of evil, in its true results, defeats itself.
It is stupid, blind, self-contradictory, suicidal.
Demons trying to ruin Jesus, among the Gadarenes, ruin themselves.
Choked. It was no unexpected event, or contrary to Christ's intention.
He gives no hint to the owners that He did not foresee their loss.
He simply grants the prayer of the demons, whether the herd endured the shock or not.
Unless chained, they would have plunged the Gadarenes, with their swine, in the lake.
Powers of darkness, always rushing to their own destruction.
Wilful violation of law, sooner or later punished.
A denial of the reality of demoniacal possession, in one believing the Gospels inspired, is plainly inconceivable.
Jesus' judgment on the swine, and not their owners, shows His mercy.

εἰσὶν Ἰησοῦς—Through fear of the Messiah, they rush violently along, sweeping with their train, the vast herd of swine, Esaid. The fearful paroxysm preceding healing caused the terror and rushing of the swine, Ammon, Lange. The cause unknown, Osterwee. A just retribution for their course, if corrupt Jews, Neander. The dwellers might still fish up the flesh for food, Hug.

εἰς τοὺς χριστοὺς—A poetical description of two mad men, chasing the swine into the deep, Dr. Mede and Neologists. Swineherds are watching the contest between the Saviour and the demoniac, the herds began to fight, and so tumbled headlong, Paulus. If the Gadarenes were guilty, Jesus would not have punished them so circuiteris, Stier. Rights of property invaded, Woolston. "The cattle upon 1000 hills are the Lord's." It is no where said Christ made the demons enter the swine, and thus cause their ruin, Doddridge. It illustrates the great power of evil spirits over matter and mind. The courage or fear of the rider, is imparted to the horse, with electric celerity, Trench.
34. When they that fed them saw what was done, they fled, and went and told it in the
city and in the country.
Fed. A district where swine had keepers, but souls were uncared for.
Fled. They knew not, what demons would next attempt.
Convulsions in the spirit-world, more terrific, than in the natural.
Satan makes the wicked, slaves of fear, as well as guilt.
Alarmed at the loss, they bear tidings to the owners.
Ungodly often care more for their swine, than for Christ.

Διδότων cancelled, Tischendorf, Alford, Scholz, Lachmann; omitted, Cod. Sinait.

35. Then they went out to see what was done; and came to Jesus, and found the man,
out of whom the devils were departed, sitting at the feet of Jesus, clothed, and in his
right mind: and they were afraid.
Found. A stranger thing than loss of property, a demoniac cured!
Sitting. Oriental pupils still sit at the feet of the teacher.
The sight of the famous demoniac, the terror of the whole region,
converted.
Clothed. For years, broken fetters or rags, his only raiment.
Madness, like sin, makes men shameless in their degradation.
Glorying in their shame, a sign of deep depravity. Phil. iii. 19.
Jesus clothes his followers in the garment of salvation. Isa. lxi. 10.
Right mind. Not roaming like a madman, ruining all he met.
Symbol of the contest between light and darkness.
After heavy sacrifices, victory is sure to crown the truth.
God gives "a spirit of love, and of a sound mind." 2. Tim. i. 7.
He came to himself,—"I will arise and go to my Father." Luke xv. 18.
"Madness in the heart of the sons of men, while they live." Ecc. ix. 3.
Afraid. Terror seizes the ungodly, at a superhuman sight. Lk. i. 12.
Clinging to sin, they dreaded His holy interference yet farther.
The righteous are bold as a lion, nothing in Heaven, Earth, or Hell, can
harm them.
"The Lord is my salvation, of whom shall I be afraid?" Psa. xxvii. 1.

36. They also which saw it told them by what means he that was possessed of the devils
was healed.
Means. Told, to implicate Jesus in the prejudices of the Gadarenes.
Insinuate, He could not heal a man, without destroying the swine.
Healed. A rectified understanding, a sanctified nature, a pacified con-
science. Christ healed both body and soul.

Ex add longeae. can omitted, Cod. Sinait.
Then the whole multitude of the country of the Gadarenes round about besought him to depart from them; for they were taken with great fear: and he went up into the ship, and returned back again.

Whole multitude. Marks the universal resolve to reject Christ. These high-handed rebels, deserved deeper punishment. Often had Jesus used His power to bless, seldom to punish. He smote the swine, the figtree, and intruders in Gethsemane. John xviii. 6.

Gadarenes dare not reproach Him for their loss. Against their will, they shall have a memorial of His mercy, in the cured demoniac.

Heathen in solemn procession, besought their gods to avert calamities. Thus Gadarenes went and besought Jesus to depart. Besought. Their request proves them, as well as the demoniac, under Satan.

They forgot the blessing bestowed on the healed demoniac. Unmindful of their region being delivered from this scourge. They were indifferent to the presence of the Son of God Himself.

They could only think of their swine, which had been destroyed. They were lost to all sense of gratitude for their Greatest Benefactor. Chastisements, brought them very near to their Redeemer. Their hour of deliverance had come, but they knew it not.

Depart. They would rather lose their Saviour than their swine. A sad contrast to the Samaritans' prayer. John iv. 40.

The Lord granted both requests, the one in love, the other in vengeance. He draws, but never dragoon men into His kingdom. The most astonishing miracles, do not produce faith. Luke xvi. 31.

No judgment more dreadful, than when God grants sinners their requests. Their goods in their estimation over-balanced their soul's salvation. They put their loss down to Christ, instead of to the fiends. Thus infidels charge Christianity, with fanaticism.

Their prayer, the final closing of the door of hope! 1. Thess. v. 19. "Depart, we desire not the knowledge of thy ways." Job. xxi. 14. He took them at their word, they were joined to their idols, He let them alone!

They cry "Depart!" Their Judge will say "Depart!" Matt. xxv. 41.

Christ forsaking the soul, seals its eternal doom. The life-giving fluid failing, decrees the tree must die. Sun, rain, dews, and winds, visit its withering branches, in vain. Those refusing Christ as Judge, cannot have Him as Redeemer.

-Men love not a religion that will cost them dear, Taylor. Hell has no project to
keep out religion, like this,—to make religion thwart an interest. Rather no Christianity than lose an earthly satisfaction by it. Rather have the swine than Christ Himself, Alleluia. It is as possible for devils to be saved, as the men, who take up their chief rest and happiness below God, Baxter. He who says "Depart" to Jesus, executes upon himself his own doom, Goel.

"Depart." From motives of humility, Jerome. Pious hatred, Trench. areAem—Christ's mission to the Jews not appreciated by these Gentiles. The benefit was individual, the evils were general, Alexander. Presence of a holy being dreaded by all depraved beings.

88. Now the man, out of whom the devils were departed besought him that he might be with him: but Jesus sent him away, saying.

Besought. Fearing to be reduced again to the bondage of Satan.
He desires gratefully to be near his Benefactor.
His body cured, we infer his soul was renewed also.
He would disavow all sympathy with his rebellious countrymen.
Be with Him. The redeemed long to remain fast by their Lord.

89. And he sent him away. Cod Sinai. "Sent." Melancholy by temper, he needs the healthy communion of friends, Trench; gratitude, Alexander: fear of demons, Theophrastus.
The man was by no means content with getting his cure. Ne mihi Tus suficient, sine Te; nee Tibi placent mea, sine me, Bernard. He refused him, lest, if he was admitted to be an immediate follower, the works of Christ should be ascribed to the devil, and also, lest He should appear to seek his own glory in having such an attendant, Ludolphus. He refused him, to exercise his faith, and teach him that, though personally absent, He would be with him in His Divine power and love, Wordsworth.

Return. A speaking memorial of the Lord's wonder-working power.
Own house, from which he had so long wandered, an exile.
To the circle of friends, from whom he had long been estranged.
Shew. Some healed are to be silent, others to publish their healing.
He may perhaps repair some of the ruin, he has wrought.
Great things. His deliverance from fiends, symbol of higher blessings.
Neither the fig tree, nor this, a miracle of judgment.
Judgment cannot be applied to irrational creatures.
Our Father daily destroys the less, to feed the greater.
He stops not the lightning, because some trees are shattered, and lives lost.
Nor the murrain that carries off thousands of cattle.
Power and Love, were still willing to save all who came.
God. Our Saviour attributes His own acts, to Jehovah.

Published. His neighbour must rejoice, and share Christ's blessings with him. Luke viii. 1; ix. 2.

"I will declare what God hath done for my soul." Ps. lxxvi. 16.

Warm religious feelings are given as incitements to works of mercy and love.

Those feelings may die away in obeying them, as the seed changes into the herb, which bears the fruit.

Consistent obedience is more acceptable to God, than high transports, and passionate longings.

Goodness does not grudge that many should take part in it; rejoices in extending.

Andrew coming to Christ, calls Simon; Philip being called, calls Nathanael.

God will require of us no less account of the salvation of our neighbour, than of our own.

Negligence in usefulness, criminal, may cause our condemnation.

The slothful servant declared wicked, was cast out into outer darkness.

Infinite joy in having been instrumental in the salvation of one soul.

Healed demoniac not ashamed of the Gospel of Christ, knew it to be the power of God unto salvation.

respece—Luke viii. 1, and ix. 2. See Notes.

40. And it came to pass, that, when Jesus was returned, the people gladly received him; for they were all waiting for him.

Received. Gr. gave Him a reception—received Him with a welcome.

The Gospel rejected at one place, is welcomed in another.

Gadarenes rejected, but Galileans hated his approach.

An afflicted parent was longing and hoping for His Divine aid.

Waiting. They who desire to receive Christ, will never lack opportunity.


Andrus.

41. And, behold, there came a man named Jairus, and he was a ruler of the synagogue; and he fell down at Jesus' feet, and besought him that he would come into his house.

Behold. Our Lord was then in the house of Matthew. See Matt.

Duties, to conduct the worship and discipline of the synagogue.
Christian church, a copy of the patriarchal eldership.
Founded on the natural relationship of the family government.
Church, was not copied after the later Jewish bench of elders.
Church, the permanent arrangement of the old Theocracy.
These elders were ex-officio, rulers of the synagogue.
By birth, and office; highest in rank, and social position.
Synagogue. Houses dedicated to the worship of God, wherein it was
lawful to pray, preach, and dispute, but not sacrifice. Luke iv. 15.
See Notes.
Fell down. Our Lord never declined reverential salutations.
Gesture of importunate entreaty, not necessarily adoration.
Prostration common now in the East both towards God and man.
Come. Healing without being present, was incomprehensible.
His miraculous power through unbelief but dimly understood.
But the centurion’s faith taught them a truer theology.
To whom shall we go, when borne down by our sorrows, if not to
Jesus?

Our Lord was at a feast given by Matthew, Alexander. "Iaeopar Hæb. My light.
By giving the name of this certain ruler, who, as the chief man in the synagogue at
Capernaum, was well known to all the people of Galilee, Mark and Luke enabled any who
might doubt the truth of the miracle, to ascertain the fact from the father himself, Bost.

Luke iv. 15. Jairus formed part of the centurion’s deputation to Christ.
He who lately pleaded for another, is now touched by a nearer calamity, Trench.

Their mode of expressing by deed, what we do by word. When
this reverence was rendered by one Jew to another; they regarded it as worship,
outwardly Jairus was of a rank superior to Christ, Bengel. Jairus had but imperfect
views of our Lord’s Divine power. Had he worshipped Him as Incarnate God, like the
centurion, he would not have pressed Him to come to his house, and lay His hand on
his sick child, Chrysostom.

An Armenian made 24 prostrations in succession before an image of Mary, in
Jerusalem, in the presence of the Author.

42. For he had one only daughter, about twelve years of age, and she lay a dying.
But as he went the people thronged him.
Darughter. The Greek a Hebrew form, i.e., dearly beloved. Psa.
xxxv. 17.

At Nain, an only son: the lunatic, an only child: at Bethany, an only
brother.
Twelve. Parental affections had clustered long and strongly around
her.
A dying. Remnant of Celtic, ag. a sign of the present participle.
Life was ebbing, they knew not whether she was dead or alive.
Thronged. Gr. the suffocating, smothering effect of a crowd.
Curiosity, rudeness, and kind-heartedness, impel the people.
Our Lord, with divine dignity, submitted to their gaze.
Others out of affection, pressed to witness the end.
They felt sure, a miracle was about to take place, Bengel.
While doing good we should not fear a crowd of witnesses.

Moreover he one only begotten, Luke vii. 13. δύσκολος Gr. trouble, satisfied that Christ's following the ruler, would result in His either healing the sick, or raising the dead.
σφενδροτόχος expressing that oppressive sensation, often resulting in fainting, sometimes in death, in a crowd, and the closeness with which they pressed upon Him “a-dying.”
He was therefore uncertain what to say, Osterv. At one time his fears suggest the term, at another, he regarded his daughter dead, Augustine, Ellicott.
Matt. represents the ruler (Jairus) as telling Jesus at the first that his daughter was dead. Mark and Luke record, that tidings of her death were brought the father, as Jesus was on His way to heal her. This is in accordance with Matt.'s custom; he condenses his narrative, and relates miracles in their final aspect, Brugen in Denton.
Matt. passes over the first entreaty, and has only recorded the words spoken by the ruler when the messenger had come from his house and informed him of his daughter's death, Chrysostom.

43. ¶ And a woman having an issue of blood twelve years, which had spent all her living upon physicians, neither could be healed of any.

Woman. As usual her name is concealed, Jairus, a public officer is named.

Issue. Nature of her disease unimportant, even to physicians.
All this while, she is excluded from the Temple.
Sin, more polluting than disease, and shuts out of heaven.
Twelve. Proves the hopelessness of a cure by human skill.
Living. All her estate spent, left her diseased and beggared.
Men make far greater sacrifices for the body, than the soul.
“All that a man hath, will he not give for his life.” Job. ii. 4.

Physicians. Best physicians in Europe and America, see similar results.

Evidence of real life: meets a melancholy echo in our experience.
Mark, energetically, in a tone of censure, adds, “But rather grew worse.”
The world a physician, in whose hands, the patient gets worse.
Luke himself a physician, states the failure more gently.
Earth's schemes are “forgeries, physicians of no value.” Job. xiii. 4.
God has moral and physical remedies for human woes.
Healed. Her tedious sufferings, enhanced by fruitless remedies.
At Caesarea, Panaean, two statues of brass were erected by her, in grateful remembrance of this cure. One represented our Redeemer, and the other the woman herself, kneeling before Him, Eusebius. We distrust the fathers in such statements, when Justin Martyr mistook a statue of a Sabine deity, at Rome, for one of Simon Magus, Trench.

Luke v. 31. Luke, the beloved physician, an example to physicians, in his readiness to acknowledge supernatural agency in the spiritual world, Wordsworth. ἐρπός implies, beside all her afflictions of body, —οὐκ ἔχωνος—σερανόθηναι was not able to be healed, i.e. the physicians were not able to heal her, Bengel. May also denote the direction, or tendency of her spending, Majoc.

44. Came behind him and touched the border of his garment: and immediately her issue of blood stanched.

Came, in the throng, hoping to secure a blessing unseen. Behind. Unclean, she dare not openly touch Him. Lev. xv. 19. God ever heals hidden evils, of which we are ashamed. Rom. vi. 21. Once wealthy and healthy, now in want, and helpless. A chord, of painful sympathy, is found in experience of many. Touched. The centurion could have taught her, Christ could heal from far.

Some charmed virtue she thought was in the Saviour’s clothes. Garment of an unconscious Lord could convey this magic influence. Cured not by the dreams of her head, but the faith of her heart. Border. A blue fringe, was placed there by divine authority. Num. xv. 37-40.

Esteemed the most sacred, as well as most accessible part. It acquired such significance, that men had enlarged it. Immediately. Mercy’s answers are prompt to faithful prayer. Issue. Mark, scurvy. All diseases are the fruit of sin. Whatever their apparent source, from the Divine hand. Stanchèd. Usually applied to arresting the flow of blood. No disease of sin too inveterate for the great Physician. 1 John i. 7. He guarantees a cure, without money or price. Isa. lii. 8. No one ever beggared by employing this Divine Physician.

Multitudes press upon Jesus Christ in hearing His Word, and receiving His Sacraments, few touch Him by a lively faith, Quenel. This woman touched Christ first in mind: afterward in body, Theophylact. In proportion to the size of our vessel of faith, is the measure we draw of His overflowing grace, Cyprian. Healing of this woman, type of Christ’s readiness to heal the greatest sinner, however lengthened its sins, and however deep its corruption, Spenera. She touched—the weakest of all actions,—the hem of His garment—the remotest part of her Lord. Ιππαρίου. Pharisees wore hems made large, in some of which they inserted thorns, that by their pricking they might be the more mindful of the commandments. But the
hem of Christ’s garment was not intended to wound, but to heal; and hence the woman laid hold of it, ἐπιτίμησεν, in Dewey. Ἰπαρίων represents the Incarnation, which when received or touched by faith, heals and saves, Ἀθανασίου. ὅπωρ—Mark has πάντοτε’s scourge, denoting the finger of God, Major.

45. And Jesus said, Who touched me? When all denied, Peter and they that were with him said, Master, the multitude throng thee and press thee, and sayest thou, Who touched me?

Who touched? He would not proclaim His own miracle. Her testimony of the distinguished benefit would influence others. He consciously and miraculously had imparted to her health. Now He shews His miraculous knowledge of her experience. No one had experienced a cure, from a similar disease. Jesus was to her faith, the Fountain of all mercies. Many healed by faith, are soon lost in the crowd. Hidden faith must come to light—

1. For the glory of the Lord. 2. For its own confirmation. 3. For the encouragement of others. Salvation a joy with which the stranger does not intermeddle. Prov.xiv.10. Our holiest devotions shrink from the gaze of men. He asked, not because He needed information. John i. 48. His conscious omnipotence healed her, having drawn her to His side by sovereign grace. His own hand had sowed the seed of faith in her heart. Carrying away her blessing in secret, would leave a false impression. She must tell of her disease, faith, cure, Deliverer. The Lord awakens repentance by “Adam where art thou?” Gen. iii. 9. Elisha arouses conscience. “Whence comest thou Gehazi?” 2. Kings, v. 25.

A father humbles a guilty child. Who has done this wrong? All denied. Possibly the healed female joined with them at first. Throng. Others near, touched His body, without effect. Faith, connecting link, between His power and their need, was absent.

It is not enough for any of us to believe that Christ’s power can save—we must touch Him, Coster. Not a bare material touch—the crowd pressed around Him—touch of faith only, Gams. καὶ λέγεις—μαυ omitted, Cod. Sinai. ἁγγειεσθο—Who touched? He knew not the particular individual relieved, Coster. Human nature is set forth in this woman. The useless efforts of physicians, showed the vain application of cultivated classic minds, to sages, for a balm to heal the diseased heart. But the moment humanity touched God in the Incarnate One, it was healed. Gentiles thronged to steal a blessing, taking the kingdom of heaven by violence, Theophylact, Augustine. Credidit, dixit, testigo. In his tribus speciebus sanctas omnis promeretur, id est in fide, verbo et opere, Maurus.
46. And Jesus said, Somebody hath touched me: for I perceive that virtue is gone out of me.

Touched. Mark has, looked around, with a searching glance.
His energetic repetition, indicates the certainty of His Omniscience.
He rejoiced over her faith, well pleased to part with mercy.
Virtue. Gr. power. The only magic was His Almighty will.
He complains not, He was neither weakened, nor wronged.
He no more envied her aid, than the sun giving light.
Jesus' tranquillity contrasted, 1. With a pressing crowd.
2. The contradiction of the disciples. 3. The perplexity of the woman.
4. The anxiety of Jairus.
Religion, a work between the soul, and its God.
"With the mouth confession is made unto salvation." Rom. x. 10.
By this time, He may have fixed His eye upon her.
He would remove from her mind the fear that she had done wrong.
He would show her, that she could not be hidden from Him.
He would bless her with peace and comfort as a reward of faith.
He would set forth her faith, that all might imitate it.
He would shew, that He could not only cure disease, but that He knew all things.
He would confirm the faith of Jairus, shaken, at the tiding of his daughter's death, Denton.

"Hýzer—The word signifies more than to touch,—to fasten oneself eagerly to a thing, to cling to it with a desire to derive something from it, Wordsworth. σώματος—The power of the Godhead, not His body or His garment, St. John. No miracle wrought by Jesus in which His humanity had not a part. He called; He touched; He anointed; but in each case it was the Divine power of the Eternal Word which went out from Him; His human nature but the instrument, Cyril.

His body healed not, but conveyed healing, united inseparably to Divinity, Barradieus. As God He healed, as man He perceived that the Divine power had done the miracle, Ascendano. Evident the healing power did not reside in His body, for on all sides it was pressed by the multitude, without giving forth any virtue to them; nor in His garments, for these the soldiers afterwards parted, without receiving any blessing, Chrysostom. Miraculous energy, similar to the shock of an electric battery, Stier. Consciously suffers healing power to flow, Osterzee, Lange. Magical influence, Strauss. Jesus unconscious of the flow of virtue, Meyer. Every movement and result, Divine grace and power, Doddridge. τὸν νοτὸν τοῦτον Mark.—A wonderful precision of expression, indicating His absolute knowledge, Oeseranen.

47. And when the woman saw that she was not hid, she came trembling, and falling down before him, she declared unto him before all the people for what cause she had touched him, and how she was healed immediately.

Not hid. Vain the hope to escape his power, or elude His presence.
This miracle, within a miracle, had no word spoken.

Trembling. Disheartening fears, consistent with saving faith.

Falling down. Oriental prostration shews by deed, what we express.

By a consummate stroke of justice and mercy, He reproves her fault, and rewards her faith.

Jesus seeks through bodily mercies, to heal her soul.

Her cure unacknowledged, would hardly have been a blessing.

This hour, a crisis in her spiritual life, she might have found confession too hard, before healing.

She publishes her deliverance from disease, if not also from sin.

The example of the crowd warns us, her touch, our plea.

Many press the body of Christ, who never touch Him in spirit.

Many utter words of prayer, who never lift their heart to God,—never pray.

Many thousands came out of Egypt—only two entered the Promised Land.

Many lepers in Israel in the days of Elisha the prophet, only Naaman, the Syrian, healed.

Many around the pool of Bethesda, only one who first stepped in, was healed.

Many thronged around Jesus on His way to the ruler's house, only this woman healed.

Ministers not to be discouraged, when they find, that so few are benefited by the word.

Though many are called, but few touch Jesus, to the saving of their souls.

If we find him in a crowd, we must acknowledge Him openly.

Jacob stealthily obtained, Isaac openly confirmed the blessing.

"Woman." The Veronese of tradition, Oosterse. Trembling. The Christian has too solid a view of Divine mercy in Christ not to rejoice; but he has too exalted a view of the Divine holiness not "to rejoice with trembling," Ps. cl. 1, Arnaud.

Declared. Our Lord always sought, through bodily cures, to reach the disease of the soul, Oehsen. She tries to secure blessings secretly, but the Lord requires honor openly, Trench, Rom. x. 9. who omitted, Cod. Binal. 8 wp—arrow omitted, Cod. Binal.

46. And he said unto her, Daughter, be of good comfort: thy faith hath made thee whole; go in peace.

Daughter. This indicates her adoption—her new relation to God.

Thy faith, saved her mediately, but Christ's virtue (Power) essentially.

The garment could do no more for her, than the physicians.
The woman's faith. 1. Secretly cherished. 2. Courageously shewn. 3. Immediately discovered. 4. Humbly confessed. 5. Happily rewarded.

1. Praying faith heard by Jesus. 2. Longing faith tried. 3. Fainting faith strengthened. 4. Steadfast faith rewarded. 5. Thankful faith perfected by words of assurance and consolation.

We see, Jesus ever delights rather to give than receive. We know not how much ignorance is consistent with the new birth.

Go in peace. Be for ever healed of thy sad, long suffered, plague. "My peace give I unto you, not as the world giveth," &c. John xiv. 27.

---

every époque cancelled, Tischendorf; omitted Cod. Sinait. Courage, Daughter! or cheer up. A fine Homeric word, always used to calm the apprehensions felt, Trench. Alexander. Thy faith. A lesson to the ruler, and to the nation, that it is not the Mosaic law saves, but faith in Christ, Cyril. Faith does not justify us formaliter; for so the righteousness of Christ justifies: but effective: non iuxta quod justitiam timam officiat, vel effective nobis impulit: for it is God who thus justifies, but only because justitiam a Christo abstat anima peccatori applicat, Barlow. Faith is the beginning and source of all other virtues. It is the root, and in its perfection comprehends all others, Nicole.

---

49. "While he yet spake, there cometh one from the ruler of the synagogue's house, saying to him, Thy daughter is dead; trouble not the Master.

Spake. The miracle and throng sorely tried Jairus' faith. He evidently went with the approbation of his family. They ceased to have any hope of aid from the Master. Death was shaking the last few sands, in the hour glass of his daughter's life.

Mary and Martha saw death drawing near, yet Jesus tarried. By faith, holding fast to God, Jairus shewed no impatience. Saying. A strange pleasure among fallen beings, is bearing evil tidings. They had faith, Christ might heal the sick, but not raise the dead. Dead, i.e. all is over! Return to your house, and submit to your fate. He delays both in Bethany, and here, until death ensued. In both cases, He obscurely promises deliverance. In both, He calls death a sleep. Acts vii. 60. 1. Cor. xv. 6.

Trouble. Do not annoy Him. There is no relief to your case. Jairus' friends, surely do not share his faith.

Master. Gr. Teacher. It became the customary designation of our Lord.

Indicates the constant great work of His life.
50. But when Jesus heard it, he answered him, saying, Fear not: believe only, and she shall be made whole.

Heard. Mark’s term implies, He overheard the conversation.

Fear not. Be not alarmed, Do not think you have applied too late.
Our Lord saw the fearful shock given the father, and pitied him.
The case was beyond human aid, but not beyond Christ’s.
His not correcting the report, proves the maid really dead.
Believe. He seemed to doubt she could be restored, if dead.
He bids Jairus hope for something great. “Open thy mouth wide,” &c.
Continuo to trust in Me, for I can raise the dead also.
He would work no miracle, where unbelief was. Mark vi. 5.
“Without faith, it is impossible to please Him.” Heb. xi. 6.
This summoning Him to trust, proves the child dead.
If not dead, the Consoler would have used other words.
Whole. The miracle on the woman, a mighty argument, upheld the father’s faith.

ἐκούσας. Mark has παράκουσα as some old copies: overhearing, Plato: of pretending to hear, Polybius. λέγω omittet, Cod. Sinait. σωθήσεται “She shall survive the perils of death,” Stier: literally, she shall be saved, Bengel.

51. And when he came into the house, he suffered no man to go in, save Peter, and James, and John, and the father and the mother of the maiden.

Came. The irreverent crowd, impelled by curiosity press along.
Our Lord’s Fear not, had raised expectation on tip-toe.
Suffered, none, save Peter, James, and John,—chosen witnesses.
With Andrew, heard the wondrous prophecy on Mount Olivet.
These three entered the sanctuaries of Tabor and Gethsemane.
At this first resurrection, only the inner circle of Apostles, present.
Parents admitted to the chamber, on different grounds.

μὴ Ἔρχον. This is the first we read of an election within an election. εκλέγω εκλεγομενοι. These three thus honored, formed a kind of inner circle of adherents, more close and confidential than the twelve. On these three alone, our Lord bestowed surnames. John i. 42, and Matt. xvi. 18, Clemens, Alex. Olshausen, Major. In signis primus coruscat: Petrus, sanguinem primus fudit Jacobus, doctrina illustris fuit Joannes. Peter is more noted in the Acts of the Apostles, than any of the others, for working miracles: James was the first of the twelve, that suffered martyrdom; and John was the
58. And all wept, and bewailed her: but he said, Weep not: she is not dead, but sleepeth.

Wept. On such occasions in the East, a crowd enters, and fills the place with wailing.

Bewailed. Gr. to beat one’s self, usual accompaniment of grief. Israelites if poor, were allowed two minstrels, and one to lament. Some rent their garments, tore their hair, and howled greatly. Greeks—with brazen vessels, increased the tumult of pipers. Solon in vain, tried to suppress this custom, in Greece. Romans for eight days, filled the house with lamentations.

At wakes and funerals in some parts of Ireland, wild cries of “Ahone! Ahone!” are repeated.

Deep grief, unbecoming to believers in the soul’s immortality.


"I shall go to him, but he shall not return to me." 2 Sam. xii. 23.

"Sorrow not as those that have no hope." 1. Thess. iv. 13.

"Wherefore comfort one another with these words." 1. Thess. iv. 18.

Weep not. Christ ever appears, the Pacifier of tumults, the Soother of humanity.

All indicates the assurance, that He was bringing help.

Such hired mournings were not needed there.

Music and howlings unbefitting His dignity, in this solemn hour. Pomp of funerals in every age, shows the folly of mankind.

Still, an indirect honor, to the universal belief in a surviving soul.

Sleepeth. Sleep, in all languages, an image of death—

1. Both, preceded by weariness. 2. Both, present rest. 3. Both, followed by waking.


The saints "sleep in Jesus." 1. Thess. iv. 13. 1 Cor. xv. 6.

To Christ’s mind, resurrection merely a reawakening.

To our Lord’s eye, bodily death, not an essential element of death.

Gen. ii. 17.

A boaster would have said of one seemingly dead, “She does not sleep, but is dead.”

To Him, she was at that moment living, though fettered by death.
And they laughed him to scorn, knowing that she was dead.

**Scorn.** Hired mourners dread, lest they might lose their fees. Familiar with death, they pass at a bound, from weeping to derision. They saw the contradiction between their knowledge, and His assertions. Christ and His people ever laughed to scorn, by an unbelieving world. Unbelief laughs at the hope of immortality, though it trembles at death. *Was dead.* This statement rests on the inspiration of the Scriptures.

---

56. And he put them all out, and took her by the hand, and called, saying, Maid, arise.

*Put, &c.* Gr. forcibly excluded, or peremptorily dismissed.
Hired mourners fearing loss of pay, persisted in remaining. The curious oft desecrate the solemnity of death chambers. Hand, as though He would awaken a sleeping child. Clasping the hand, identified Him as the performer of the miracle. Elijah and Elisha wrestled, to enforce his prey from death. Tálitha cumi, (Mark v. 41) veils the loftiest dignity with the tenderest affection.

Arise. Gr. Awake: at Nain, Young man arise: at Bethany, Come forth. Three resurrections—1. From death on the bed. 2. From death on the bier. 3. From death and corruption in the grave. These three cases show Christ's power over death in every form. Should teach us, that He is able to revive dead souls in every stage of spiritual mortality.

inebârā—exi, omitted, Cod. Sinai., cancelled, Tischendorf, Alford. 'H root—
The nominative for the vocative. Luke has the fewest Hebrewisms of all the Evangelists. Traced by tradition to Peter’s supervision of Mark's Gospel, that he alone has preserved the very words in the Aramaic form, Alexander. Tálitha cumi, must have long rung in Peter’s ear, Bier.

Christ adapted His manner of working miracles to the occasion. He called the four days dead Lazarus from the grave with a loud voice (John xi. 43, θυμοῦ ἐπεξετασάτο ἐπιφνεόμενος); but He took this youthful maiden by the hand, and woke her gently from the sleep of death, Wordsworth.

55. And her spirit came again, and she arose straightway: and he commanded to give her meat.

56. And her parents were astonished, but he charged them that they should tell no man what was done.

Came again. Gr. recovery of one, from faintness. 1. Sam. xxx. 12. Here, actual return of the spirit, from the invisible world. Meat. In their great joy, the parents may have forgotten food. Miracles cease, when their necessity no longer exists. Raising of the dead, the mightiest outgoing of our Saviour’s power. The boundary line between health and sickness, not clearly defined. The fiercest tempests, by degrees, allay themselves into a calm. The change of water into wine, may have remote analogies. No imagination can bridge the gulf between life and death. Hour cometh, when those who have slept thousands of years, shall awake. John v. 28.
Luke, the physician, alone of the Evangelists, notes that her spirit came back to her again; He thus corrected erroneous notions of popular belief and philosophical incredulity, and taught the Greeks, that the human soul, on its separation from the body, passed immediately into a place of joy or sorrow, Wordsworth.

He commanded to give her meat. The life which had been restored by supernatural means is to be maintained by natural means, W. & W. She arose, she walked, she ate, (Conf. Matt., Mark, Luke). These particulars furnish an answer to the objections of modern rationalism. Salvation consists in new life, progress in holiness, and participation in Christ, see John vi. 33-54.

καὶ ἁρπαγμα υπονομεν ανάγκαιον, Cod. Sinait. μηδεὶς εἰσίν—He repressed their talkativeness, lest they should immediately destroy again the slight spark of life, which was but just enkindled, Ostesianae. As though Almighty energy could be interrupted by the babblings of mortals. An unauthorized later tradition, Meyer. To show that He is the giver of good things, but not covetous of glory. In His humility there is "the hiding of His power," Ford.

ANCIENT EXPOSITIONS.

Commentators, in olden times, loved to dwell on the picture presented in these two miracles, of the way in which Christ dealt with the two great divisions of the human race—the Gentile people and the Jewish Church. In the maiden lying a dying at twelve years of age, and the woman with her disease of twelve years standing, we have types of the Jewish Church and Gentile nations. Long time had priests, and prophets, and rulers longed for the coming of Christ, for the daughter of Zion was lying on a bed, sick with sin, and hopeless of cure, except from the hand of this Great Deliverer. For long time the Lord seemed to delay His coming; and when at length He was born into this world, the daughter of Zion lay at the point of death; so that whilst He was in the way she did die. When He came to her, sick and sore, wounded by long past sin, He did so, following in the footsteps of patriarchs, and prophets, and rulers; and He came with His disciples, that He might raise her from the sleep of death.

Whilst on His way thither, the Gentile world, perishing by inward corruptions, but strong in the works of the many false physicians to whom it had recourse—the framers of the various systems of philosophy, which in vain had sought to cure the disease caused by sin, came to Him for healing. He stayed to cure, and to call these into His fold. To these His garment was no stumbling-block; an Incarnate God no offence. Of this they laid hold; they believed and were healed. When the fulness of the Gentile world shall have come in, then shall all Israel be raised from death, and be saved, for she is not dead, but sleepeth. See Denton's Commentary.
CHAPTER IX.

THEN he called his twelve disciples together, and gave them power and authority over all devils, and to cure diseases.

Called. This formal assembling, implies no ordinary business.


Power. They were agents of the manifested purposes of God.

Authority. Delegates of the Messiah, they were commissioned. They were endowed with ability, and right, to perform miracles. Demons had power to perform “lying wonders.” 2. Thess. ii. 9.

Hence our Saviour rebukes the eager desire for marvels. John iv. 49.

Disciples always wrought their miracles in the name of our Lord.

All. None expected. Hence their unbelief is rebuked. Luke ix. 41.

Cure. The Lord cares for the bodies, as well as the souls of men.


Ability to impart miraculous gifts, the fulness of Deity.

“It pleased the Father, that in Him, should all fulness dwell.” Col. i. 19.

Difference between Christ and all others who exercised miraculous gifts. Christ is the Author, others are recipients; He the Source, they, only streams.

Miraculous power, the seal of fisherman’s commission.

Sæcera. The number twelve (3 X 4) in Scripture seems to indicate perfection and universality. “Hi sunt operarii,” says Augustine, “qui mittendi erant et quadrat orbis partes ad finem Trinitatis vocatur.” It would appear that 3 is an arithmetical symbol of what is Divine, and 4 of what is Created. 3 + 4 = 7 is the union of the two; hence signifying Rest, a Sabbath; 3 X 4 = 12 is the blending and indwelling of what is Divine with what is created: e.g. as in Israel, the people of God, and in the Heavenly Jerusalem, Rev. xxii. 14. The Twelve Apostles were regarded by the ancient Church as typified by the Twelve Sons of Israel, the Twelve wells at Elim, and by the Twelve stones of the Urim and Thummim on the breastplate of the high priest, who was a type of Christ; the Twelve loaves of shewbread; the Twelve spies of the promised land, the type of Heaven; the Twelve stones taken from the Jordan. Joshua, or Jesus, the son of Nun, begins his office at the banks of Jordan, where Christ is baptized. He chooseth there Twelve men to carry Twelve stones over with them, as our Jesus thence began to choose His Twelve Apostles, those foundation stones in the church of God, whose names are in the Twelve foundations of the walls of the holy city, the new Jerusalem, Rev. xxii. 14. They seem also to be represented by the Twelve stars in the crown of the woman in the wilderness,
who typifies the church on earth, Rev. xii. 1. Beur, Arnoldi, Maldonatus, Jerome, Pearson. &c., quoted by Wordsworth.

μαθηταὶ αὐτοῦ—canonized, Tholuck, Alford, Campbell. Retained, Lachmann. Cod. Sinait. has ἀναμέναντες. Θεός. Luke v. 17. διότι—some distinguishingly insert διότι, as though the demons had merely natural diseases. The article is wanting, implying that only such as desired, were to be healed, Stier.

2. And he sent them to preach the kingdom of God, and to heal the sick.

Sent. Those alone called of God, may look for His presence.


1. Heralds announced the combat at the Olympic games.
2. They summoned the contenders. 3. They declared the prize.
4. They exhorted those about to strive. 5. They explained the laws.
6. They proclaimed the victor. 7. They delivered the crown.
8. They convoked solemn assemblies, and oft saw sacrifices.
9. They entered between contending armies securely; free permission to enter besieged cities.
10. Commanded silence when kings were to speak, after handing them the sceptre.
11. They declared war and announced peace, Greeks styled them, "The messengers of gods, and of men."
12. Their rod given by Apollo was fabled to have power of life and death.


This offer of the kingdom from such a source, unexpected by the Jews. Their appointment to preach, was not to afford practice for future employment.

Nor to prepare districts of Galilee for Christ’s presence.
The Twelve were to follow, not to precede; to reap, not to sow.

They went not as strangers among enemies, but among friends.

Heal. Rude in speech, poorly clad, their warrant was "Heal the sick.”

Half of mankind, are thought to be under disease.

Christ’s empire over the heart, one, not of force, but of love. Prov. xxiii. 26.

The Twelve had no promises of future conquest or glory.

They held out no hopes of earthly prosperity to followers. Repentance and faith, of a cross to be borne, of a crown won.

Kingdom. Their hearts reluctantly yielded to a spiritual kingdom. Acts i. 6.

Heaven forbids ministers mingling earthly with heavenly policy.

They preached a kingdom of righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost. Rom. xiv. 17.
3. And he said unto them, Take nothing for your journey, neither staves, nor scrip, neither bread, neither money; neither have two coats apiece.

**Nothing.** They must go, just as they were, trusting in Providence.

**Staves.** Judea rocky, a staff so necessary, a spare one is taken.

Lean upon no other staff, than that, trusted by the Church.

**Scrip.** A leather bag used by shepherds, to carry food.

**Swedish, skrappa—**a wallet for carrying things.

**Bread.** Luke vii. 38. The ministers to be fed, serving at the altar.


**Money.** "I have coveted no man’s silver, or gold." Acts xx. 38. Nothing asked but prayer. 2. Thess. iii. 1.


Gehazi received Naaman’s curse, with his changes of raiment. These prohibitions intended to foster faith, not an ascetic spirit.

He will prove a “Jehovah Jireh,” to all doing His work.

Desiring gold, miracles would not make them rich and great.

“No man that warreth, entangleth himself in the affairs,” &c. 2. Tim. ii. 4.

In their own wisdom, they would have amply equipped themselves.

This prohibition, to the eye of faith, a truly glorious outfit.


His Arm and Love engaged, none He sends, shall ever want.

An Arm, not of flesh, overshadows all who preach the cross.

Christ’s Wisdom will guide, Christ’s Power preserve, Christ’s Love supply every want.

**μιμής ἀπερ.** The Apostles were under an extraordinary Providence, similar to that shown towards the Israelites in the wilderness, Deut. xxix. 5; that the Jews might believe in the Messiah, when they should observe Him so wondrously to protect His
messengers, though surrounded with such inconveniences, Lightfoot.

For a needful use, Jesus Himself had money bags, and bread baskets too, Luther, Stier. ἔρπασεν—ἔρπησον, Cod. Sinait, Oesterræe, Tischendorff, Alford. If they had a staff they might take it, Mark. If none, they must not buy, Matt. and Lale. χαίρω—Jews had 18 several garments, making up their dress. Season was winter—and He intended to show the low estate of that kingdom His disciples preached, Lightfoot. έγνω—Infinitive for Imperative, when authority is assumed, Meyer.

Our Lord gave this charge to His Apostles, to teach the church the duty of maintaining the ministers of the Gospel—for the labourer is worthy of his hire: therefore maintenance is a debt due to the teachers from the taught; not to discharge this debt is dishonest and unjust, and rebellion against Christ, Chrysostom.

4. And whatsoever house ye enter into, there abide, and thence depart.

Whatever. Not best inns, but hosts most worthy to be sought.

Matt. x. 11.

True hearts seek not sumptuous fare, nor are hard to be suited.

House. Hospitality found most generous among the humble.

Choosing God for their God, they choose His people as companions.

Abide. Seek no special attention, give no unnecessary trouble.

Betraying restlessness, offends humble believers, and shows a heart ill at ease.

Follow not Jewish proselyte-makers, in their fanaticism.

Nor leave work half-finished. "A double-minded man is unstable in all his ways." Jas. i. 8.

decider—Thence depart, seems literal, but conveys no determined sense; rather, "Until ye leave the place," Campbell. From that house leave the town.

5. And whatsoever will not receive you, when ye go out of that city, shake off the very dust from your feet for a testimony against them.

Receive. On an errand of peace, they were to go in all the benevolence of the sinner-greeting-mercy of God.

"As ambassadors of Christ, we pray you in Christ's stead," &c. 2 Cor. v. 20.

Ministers responsible for offering, but not for the rejection of the Gospel.

Shake off. Symbolic action, of the sternest testimony against anyone. Equal to denouncing them as pagans, and renouncing all intercourse.
Not of the true Israel, they voluntarily became as heathen.


Paul and Barnabas shook off the dust of their feet at Antioch. Acts xiii. 51.

Jews returning home, shook their feet at the boundary, that the sacred soil might not be polluted.

Dust. Implied a renunciation of all fellowship with God's enemies. They were thus absolved from all share in their guilt, or doom.

Dust may be a swift witness against some in judgment.

"We seek not yours, but you." 2 Cor. xii. 14.

Feet. There was blood-guiltiness attached to the shoes of the feet.

1 Kings, ii. 5.

In licentious Corinth, Paul shook his raiment, and said, "Your blood be upon your heads, I am clean." Acts xviii. 6.

Ministers not to remain in the company of those who will neither give, nor take good.

---

\textit{Maurer}—undoubtedly the correct reading, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Oestersee. Cod. Sinaiticus has \textit{synwor}.

\textit{synwor}. Naaman desired 2 mules burden of the sacred soil with which to build an altar to Elisha's God, in Damascus, on his return. 2. Kings v. 17. A similar superstition led \textit{Ubaldi}, in 1188, when driven from Palestine, to bring 68 vessels laden with sacred soil. He thus formed the burial place of the Monks of \textit{Camposanto}, Pisa, surrounded with a splendid marble corridor, which is still a memorial of superstition.

---

6. And they departed, and went through the towns, preaching the gospel, and healing every where.

This third ministerial journey, the Saviour took alone.

Departed, from His presence, the \textit{Arm} of the Lord was with them.

Preaching. "It pleased God, by the foolishness of preaching, to save," &c. 1. Cor. i. 21.

The apostles were uneducated men, but they were divinely qualified for their office by extraordinary inspiration.

For three years they were taught in Christ's \textit{School}, Himself \textit{Master}.

Ministers now need human as well as divine instruction. 1. Tim. v. 22.

Bishop or pastor "ought to be no novice—apt to teach." 1. Tim. iii. 2.

"Eldad and Medad prophesied," ordained by Moses. Num. xi. 27.

Unauthorized men have no right to minister. 2. Chron. xxvi. 18.

---

"Departed" from house of Jairus, \textit{Andrew}, \textit{Meyer} ; from Capernaum, \textit{Alexander}. 
7 Now Herod the tetrarch heard of all that was done by him; and he was perplexed, because that it was said of some, that John was risen from the dead.


Perplexed. The moral character of this tyrant, went from bad to worse.

His fear, proves the splendor of Christ's miracles, and the action of aroused conscience.

Even blunted sensibilities, and hardened hearts, wonder at Jesus.

They still tremble at the mere sound of His footsteps. Job xv. 20-21. Conscience—its power and weakness exhibited in Herod.

Power. 1. It faithfully recalls past sin. 2. Justly condemns it. 3. Severely punishes it.

Weakness. 1. It cannot cancel the past. 2. Cannot tolerate the present. 3. Cannot make the future hopeful.

Without faith as an anchor, no one can have rest. Heb. vi. 19.

A Sadducee, conscience put his doubts of future existence, to flight.

Sensualists deny the reality of divine things, yet quake in secret.

Hidden remorse, ofttimes torments men amid palaces.

No man ever offended his own conscience, but one day it was revenged on him.

The days of affliction revive the memory of old sins, buried in the grave of forgetfulness.

"There is no peace saith God, to the wicked—they are like the troubled sea, whose waves cast up mire and dust."

ἐμφρόπος—lit intensive, Wetstein. A mixture of doubt and fear, Doddridge. A milder term than the original. Harassed is preferable, Campbell. Was distracted, embarrassed, knew not what to think, had no resource, W. & W. Paralleled by Nero the emperor taking refuge under his royal bed, in a thunder storm.

The scene in Macbeth, where the ghost of Banquo rises, gory and grim, and takes the vacant chair, reserved for the king, is a powerful illustration of the force of conscience.

Macbeth. Thou canst not say I did it.

Never shake thy gory locks at me.

The times have been

That, when the brains were out, the man would die,

And there an end! but now they rise again,

With twenty mortal murders on their crowns,

And push us from our stools.
CHAP. IX.] ON ST. LUKE. 299

For another powerful illustration in Shakespeare, of the force of conscience, see Richard III., Act v., Scene iii. Richard's dream, the night before his death.

John. Not till John's death, does Herod seem to hear of Jesus. The king was absent from Galilee, Greswell. Matt. and Mark insert an account of John's death, the circumstances of which Luke, writing after them, assumes to be well known, and only alludes to them, Wordsworth. óν' ἄρρεθ εἶπεν, Cod. Sinait.

9. And of some, that Elias had appeared: and of others, that one of the old prophets was risen again.

Elias. Gr. form of Elijah (God, Jehovah) Tishbite, Tishbeh, a village beyond Jordan.

Now men looked for his return, according to prophecy. Mal. iv. 5-6; Matt. xxvii. 49.

Old. All before Samuel were the old; after him, the new.

Prophets. The gift of prophecy, suspended four hundred years. They believed a new Dispensation was approaching.

These errors concerning our Lord—honorable to His character.


'Ḥlās—by the Rabbis believed to be Phineas, the grandson of Aaron, or an angel sent to reform the abandoned Ahab, Lightfoot. Εῆςιν, not ἀνέσιν, for Elijah had never died, Major, Bengel.

9. And Herod said, John have I beheaded; but who is this of whom I hear such things? And he desired to see him.

Beheaded. Having got rid of him, he expects no more trouble from him.

Jesus knew His forerunner's death, prophetic of His own. Mark ix. 12.

Desired. Not through faith, but the curiosity of unbelief.

See Him. Too proud to go, He, by delay, quenched the Spirit. 1. Thess. v. 19.

At length they met, "But Herod set Him at nought." Luke xxiii. 11.

To the end of time, Herod found among the murderers of Jesus.

The king of Israel here first noticed by the wretched Herod.

But his inner life was burnt out by the fires of passion.

He willingly heard the prophet, and unwillingly killed him.

He will be a Sadducee, yet must think of a resurrection.

With a superstitious dread, yet a curiosity to see Jesus.
Note the downward progress of crime, exemplified in Herod!
Sensible of the beauty of holiness, attracted by the stern preacher.
Conscious of the truth, he gladly listens, and partially obeys.
Under a criminal passion, he shuts up John in prison.
He kindly admits his disciples, and carefully guards his life.
A girl immodestly dances, and he orders John to be slain.
The Holy Heavenly Stranger never welcomed to his court.
Our Lord often among the lowly,—never visited a palace.
Wearing the Crown of the Universe, never honored by the great.
The high and lofty One who inhabits eternity, dwells with the humble and contrite.

The εὐθων being repeated, showed personal concern and alarm, at the growing fame of Jesus, Saviour. "Beheaded." The language of remorse, Mayer; of painful uncertainty, Oosterse. The second εὐθων omitted, Cod. Sinai.

10. ¶ And the apostles, when they were returned, told him all that they had done. And he took them, and went aside privately into a desert place belonging to the city, called Bethsaida.


About three hours north of Capernaum, now Tell-Hum. Our Lord bid them go to Bethsaida. Mark vi. 45. This lay in their course to Capernaum. John vi. 17. Philip rebuilt Bethsaida, calling it Julias, after Augustus' daughter. There he was buried. The ruins are now called Tell. In the evening, the disciples crossed the lake home. Mark vi. 45. Our Lord had three places of retirement that we read of the Ship, the Mountain, and the Desert, Remigius. His departure after he was told what had happened, manifests the reality of His Incarnation, Chrysostom.
11. And the people, when they knew it, followed him: and he received them, and spake unto them of the kingdom of God, and healed them that had need of healing.

People. On their way to the Passover, explains the presence of so many. John vi. 4.

Knew it. It is not in the Greek; on recognizing Him.
Followed, Him, round the lake on foot, to see the Wonder-worker.
Be thankful when ordinances are near, and follow them when distant.
“When ye see the ark of the Lord remove, ye shall go after it.” Jos. iii. 8.
Received. Gr. met them with a welcome, He usually retired.
On disembarking, shores were crowded by Passover Pilgrims.
Their wants aroused the compassion of the Great Shepherd.
Fasting and wearied, He still began to preach and heal.
Cleave to Jesus, profess yourself His follower, this delights Him, you will be received.

Kingdom. The standing theme, SALVATION, His sole errand to earth.
Healed. Sickness oft a sermon of love, to believers. “Lord, he whom thou lovest is sick.”
People willing to listen to One, whose word, demons and diseases obey.
He proved His claim as Messiah by His works, as well as words.
He feeds the soul, while He prepares to feed the body.
very landing, with reference to the miracle. Followed on foot, Matt. and Mark. Jesus by ship, Mir. As they could walk, but slightly diseased, Ammon. He forgets cripples may be carried, Stier.

δεξίανος: graciously entertaining their requests, W. & W. ἀλλατὶς—lavo implies continued action, Major: kept speaking, kept healing.

12. And when the day began to wear away, then came the twelve, and said unto him, Send the multitude away, that they may go into the towns and country round about, and lodge, and get victuals: for we are here in a desert place.

The day. A glorious epoch in the lives of the 5000 fed. Philip was asked, "Whence shall we buy bread, that these may eat?"

John vi. 5.

His weak faith, the presumed cause why the Lord put this question.

John xiv. 8.

By hasty calculation, 200 pence (£3 27 s. 0d.) would give each a little. Multitude, in the East, generally at starvation point, extreme poverty. Our Lord creates a perplexity, how could faith solve the problem? We ought not to reckon too confidently where the power and grace of Christ are involved.—He can do more than we ask or think.

Great mercantile houses often neglect the column, God’s Blessing.

"How much bread?" Christ will multiply and divide, by another arithmetic.

Send. Our Lord was still discoursing at the time of the request.

Country round about. With no inns, they trusted entirely to their tents.

No one travels now in that land, without his tent.

Caravansaries partially supply shelter to pilgrims.


κλάρως—The proper time is now past, Mark. Much of the day is already past, Campbell. The time for healing and preaching being past, Fritzsche.

Day-time, De Wette, Meyer.

ἀπελευθερώσατο—Applied to the dismissing of a congregation, Acts xix. 41. κύκλω—A circle, κυκλώ—To farm houses, Bloomfield, W. & W. People did not dwell in farm houses in the East, but entirely in walled villages. καταλύοντα—From καταλύω—like our stage, from stage, the unloosening the burdens of travel, Trench.


ἐστρεμός—not a barren waste, but thinly inhabited district, still common in the East. The three synoptical Evangelists agree in their account of this miracle. John differs, but on every point of importance, the four are absolutely agreed, Alford.
13. But he said unto them, Give ye them to eat. And they said, We have no more but five loaves and two fishes; except we should go and buy meat for all this people.

But he. His pity overcame His want of repose. His love an ever-flowing fountain.

Give ye. Ye is emphatic. He would gently compel them to ask His Divine aid.

Owning our impotence, He shows His Omnipotence.

"Stretch forth thine hand." God's precept implies His aid.

God's commands often seem strange and impossible to man.

He knew that they had not the food, nor could they obtain it now.

The command implied, "I will take care we have enough."

"Trust in the Lord and do good (right), and verily thou shalt be fed."

Psa. xxxvii. 3.

Israel were bid "Go forward," implying—"I will see a way is made."

Ex. xiv. 15.

Divine command—a promise also. "As thy days, so shall thy strength be." Deut. xxxiii. 25.

In working His miracles, Christ seems to take mankind into league with Him.

In condescension, He combines our will with His will, in the works of His goodness.

In the operations of His grace, He takes us into union with Himself, by faith.

If we do our best in our station, and commit in humble faith the issue to God, our exertions however small, will not be in vain.


Roman soldiers thought it an indignity, to eat barley.

Barley no dainty, nor was there wine. God has promised, "Thy bread shall be given, and thy water sure." Isa. xxxiii. 16.

Fishes. Jesus needed no material to work a miracle.

But even in miracle, the Divine law of means to end, is observed.

A slender bill of fare, compared with the number of guests.

But God can always provide a table in the wilderness. Psa. lxxviii. 19.

Except. We see human perplexity, contrasted with Divine wisdom.

Human compassion, contrasted with Divine mercy.

Human counsel, contrasted with Divine action.

Human poverty, contrasted with Divine riches.

Bring hither. Matthew. This teaches us to despise nothing we have, however humble.

Christian's faith should manifest itself in time of need—
In believing confidence in God—in due diligence in the use of lawful means.

In systematic order—in wise economy—in prayer and thanksgiving.

The loaves and fishes were with a lad (John vi. 9.) The young can serve the interests of the kingdom of God.

"What time the Saviour spread his feast,
For thousands on the mountain side,
One of the last, the least,
The abundant store supplied," Lyra Innoc.

Note, He first exhausts natural means before he performs a miracle.

Buy meat. Gr. at a market; too distant to reach that evening.

Meat, common name for all kinds of food: found in Eastern markets, only at stated periods.

The disciples utterly despair of getting adequate supplies.

"Shall the flocks and herds be slain, to suffice them?" Num. xi. 22.

... ἔρξον, John vi. 8. A market boy, Norton. ἰχθύς—θάρσα, John, properly fish, but used for salt, olives, or butter, as a relish for bread, Major. Our Saviour will not resort to a miracle, unless compelled. When there is a door, we do not break through the windows. Sit. ἵππον except, perchance, an alternative highly improbable. ἔγκατα—Purchasing at a market, Campbell.

16. (For they were about five thousand men.) And he said to his disciples, Make them sit down by fifties in a company.

Five thousand. Matt., has—Besides women and children not included.

Many pilgrims take their entire family to Jerusalem.

Sit, Reclined. Mark, has, green grass. A memorial of His bounty in supplying the cattle.

He would reduce the world, to the simplicity and innocence of Eden.

Ahasuerus' guests sat on couches of gold and silver, a pavement of red, blue, white and black marble. Esth. i. 6.

Fifties. Proportionate to the five loaves, one hundred parties of fifty each. He is a God of order. 1. Cor. xiv. 88.

The women and weaker children, were thus not overlooked.

Company. Thus are they accurately counted, and carefully waited on.

The several Churches of Christ, form one Company.

Partakers of one heavenly Food, ministered to by the same Spirit.

Redeemed by the same Blood, united to the same Lord.

Pilgrims in the same unfriendly country, bound for the same Home.
15. And they did so, and made them all sit down.

All sit. So that the Apostles might easily pass up and down to bear the wondrous bread.

Heaven's mercies arranged, that none need perish for want.
The Lord taking a repast with the poor, in the wilderness.
His presence meantime desired in vain, at Herod's court.
The time of this miracle, (Passover, John vi. 4.) the month of March.
The vast crowd was first seated, then openly fed.

16 Then he took the five loaves and the two fishes, and looking up to heaven, he blessed them, and brake, and gave to the disciples to set before the multitude.

Took. This term occurs in all the accounts of the Lord's Supper.
Ten thousand eyes were fixed upon the Son of God.
He avoids all secrecy or collusion, characteristic of false miracles.
God's works challenge the scrutiny of men and angels.
Here the God of peace and plenty, in Jesus, supplies the wants of men.
"Thou givest them their meat, in due season." Psa. cxlv. 15.
Looking up. This gesture natural, and scriptural, in addressing God.
All men regard heaven, His special dwelling place.
Paul gave thanks in the presence of all. Acts xxvii. 34.
Greeks and Romans sought a blessing on their daily food.
The quarries of Egypt still show the prayers addressed by the workmen to their gods.
The Twelve distributing, could tell of the scantiness of the provision.
Waiting on the multitude was quite ceremonious.
It aroused attention, and precluded all surmise of fraud.
Gave. He does not command the five, to become five thousand loaves.
To the first ranks, the disciples may have been sparing.
This foreshadows the disciples' future work, for their Lord.
They brake each loaf in faith that supplies would never fail.
It was impossible to make the mysterious process plainer.
The marvellous growth eluded observation, and defied the understanding. Imagination cannot bridge the gulf, between being, and not being. Bread is broken, but not diminished; half is given away, yet all remains. Divided in parts, yet they sum up more than the whole.

"There is that scattereth, and yet increaseth." Prov. xi. 24.

There is analogy between the loaf multiplying in the Hands of Christ, and a grain of corn multiplying into many ears.

But these every day miracles of God are so common, that men fail to perceive them.

In turning water into wine, changes of months were compressed into moments.

A grain, by no natural process, can unfold itself into bread. We can conceive of an acorn, by degrees, unfolding itself into an oak. But an acorn cannot unfold itself into a carved column of oak. By faith, we see the bread growing under His hands. He imparted a seminal power of increase and multiplication, Hackett.

He who created the first grain, renews the miracle here. A striking proof of our Lord’s saying to Philip. John xiv. 9. They saw Him creating bread. Is He not therefore the Creator of all things?

Ministers never fill the people’s hearts, till God fills their hands. They feed spiritually the faint, in the world’s wilderness. Temporal gifts wane, spiritual gifts increase, in the using.

quipare—set before. Mark has quipare divided. He only fed those spiritually hungry, Olshausen. How fared unbelievers? Strauss. Doubtless both classes were fed —if He passed not Judas by at the Supper.

συρηγυς—canvoured, Wakefield. Retained, Lachmann, Tischendorf; Alford; omitted, Cod. Sinait. εἰδότους—κατάλεγον—ἐπιστο. Mark the change of tense. He blessed and brake one for all, but continued giving, Wordsworth.

IV. And they did eat, and were all filled: and there was taken up of fragments that remained to them twelve baskets.
Did eat. Jesus the Bread of Life and the Bestower of that Bread. He still meets the same need, and shews the same majesty. Provides the same refreshment, and deserves the same homage. On the same eve, while Paschal lambs were offered in Jerusalem.—The Lamb of God fed his people in the wilderness. The miracle in Cana, shews His creative power in quality, this is quantity.

Filled. Miraculous supply, only limited by the number of consumers. God makes a little, go a great way. The cruse of oil failed not. 1. Kings xvii. 16.
If he blast, even our abundance leaves us in eternal want.
By this miracle, Jesus proclaimed Himself the Lord of Life. John vi. 35.

Fragments. Wonderful union of Divine riches, and men’s activity.
The power of God in nature, lavish and economical.
All faint-hearted anxiety about the future forbidden. Ps. xxxvii. 8.
In the miracle, Christ’s power is seen; in this command, His humility, shines.

Divine grace, instead of exhausting itself, is richer still.
Annual harvests, are to faith’s eye, far greater miracles.

Twelve baskets. One for each apostle.
A sure proof, that God’s gifts are never exhausted. 1. Cor. x. 4.
This miracle was not a dream, but left substantial fruits.
It teaches wise economy, in the smallest affairs of life.
“He that is slothful, is brother to a great waster.” Pro. xviii. 9.
There is no waster in the universe, like the sinner.
Bread failing, some walked no more with Christ. John vi. 66.
The moment miracles cease, the laws of nature bind us.
After this stupendous miracle, the people desired to make Him King.
They were far more dazzled by this miracle, than by His holy life and teaching.
A Messiah who could miraculously feed their bodies, gained their hearts.
Refusing the popular request, His followers diminished greatly, showing that their attachment was of the earth, earthy.
This miracle teaches 1. That all food comes of the blessing of God.
2. That Christ is able and willing to feed all hungry souls.
3. That none of God’s blessings should be wasted.
miracle of feeding the 4000 since it occurred in the midst of a large section, which the accounts gathered by Luke did not contain, Alford. Luke depends no more on records, than Elijah ascending did on human chariots. Our Saviour uses κατεργασία twice (Matt. xvi. 8, Mark viii. 19), and σωτήρ for the 4000. Ostervald translates the former pastor, latter sordelle. sωτήρ, in which Paul was let down from the window, the larger of the two; ἔφοδος, the usual baggage of a travelling Jew, Joosna.

They took twelve baskets there, Paulus. This clumsy devise of Paulus an exegetical curiosity, De Wette. The miracles of the 4 and 5000 are narratives of one event, Schleiermacher, Struve. The miracle symbolical. Jesus broke the bread of Christian fellowship, De Wette. Originally a parable, Weiss. Natural process pursued, but quickened, Luther, Olshausen. Mystical increase of the word and blessing, Grégo, Meyer. A narrative to illustrate Christ to be the Bread of Life, Bauer.

Germination, blade, ear, grinding, raising, cooking, could not have taken place in so brief a period. Schleiermacher. Olshausen puts to shame, by the noble liberality of Jesus bringing forth its supplies, Paulus.

18. ¶ And it came to pass, as he was alone praying, his disciples were with him; and
he asked them, saying, Whom say the people that I am?

Jesus now on the way to the Cross, His public labors in part closed. He gathers the results of His teaching and life, in order to intimate His sufferings.

It came to pass. At Cesarea Philippi near Jordan's source. He leaves Bethsaida Julia near Leiah, formerly Dan. The beginning of our Lord's last departure to the northern regions of Palestine.

After the transfiguration, He visits Capernaum, Samaria, Galilee, Bethabara, Jericho, Bethany, on His way to Jerusalem.

Alone. Mark. By the way. The pious pilgrim can commune with the Lord by the way.

Praying. Every turning point of life, He hallowed by prayer. He asks His disciples for a confession of their faith, after prayer. He prays for that faith to be given them, whereof He demands account. The revelation made to Peter, by the Divine Father, was the fruit of the prayer of the Son.

Whom say? Not, the slanderous Scribes and Pharisees, but the people.

Public opinion is despised only by the rash, and followed only by slaves.

I. Mark, "Son of Man." (Luke v. 24.) He seeks not information. The question intended to confirm their faith in His Messiahship.

All He did and said, was to manifest Who He was—The Incarnate Lord.
With stronger emphasis, this vital question is addressed to all men, now.

What think ye of Christ? Eternity depends upon the answer!
The gracious year in Galilee, was now ended.

The interview took place about ten miles east of Laiah or Banias, Stier, Olshausen.

19. They answering said, John the Baptist; but some say, Elias; and others say, that one of the old prophets is risen again.

Answering. They say all manner of things, but none, "The Anointed One."


Jesus had said "John came in the spirit of Elijah." Mark ix. 13.

Old Prophets. In the Messiah's time, prophets were expected. Micah iv. 1-5.

All these opinions were highly honorable to our Lord.

His friends esteemed Him the Forerunner of the Messiah.

All mistakes of blind unbelief. His Works and Words proclaimed Him the Sent of God—the true and proper Messiah.

But His mean appearance satisfied neither their curiosity, nor their pride.

His Supreme Godhead, still rejected by many for the same reason.

"Blessed is he, who shall not be offended in me." Matt. xi. 6

"Elias." The Jews believed that at Messiah's coming, the prophets would rise, Lightfoot. Jews mistook Jesus for the forerunner of the Messiah, Lange, Matt., xvi. 16.

90. He said unto them, But whom say ye that I am? Peter answering, said, The Christ of God.

Say ye. It avails nothing what others think, if we are unconvinced.

The confession of our faith, will strengthen faith.

Speak out now in private, in due time you will be called to testify publicly.
The line soon drawn between those for, and those against the Lord.


Peter. Naturally forward and bold, the acknowledged spokesman of the Twelve.

Answering. There is a time to be silent, when it is wrong to speak concerning Divine mysteries: and a time to speak, when it is wrong to be silent.


In Him, these offices for the first time, united and combined.
This claim a proof of His public mission, and personal veracity.
His miracles and public actions, implied this claim.
Previous incumbents only held these offices until He came.
They were set apart by unction, symbolical of spiritual gifts.
Jesus possessed these gifts “without measure.” John iii. 34.

The Christ of God. In this one Name, His Divinity, Incarnation, and Passion are included. It comprehends everything, for it expresses both the Nature and the Name, wherein is all virtue, Ambrose.

To receive Christ as our Prophet, we must deny our proud carnal wisdom.

To receive Him as our Priest, we must deny our own merits and righteousness.

To receive Him as our King, we must renounce our own will and affections.

“And this is life eternal, to know Thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom Thou hast sent.” John xviii. 3.

But before Περετος is cancelled, it being omitted in Cod. Sinait. and many MSS. Peter eagerly springs forward (ψωποτος) and becomes the mouth of the Apostolic body (ους χρωστει, Chrysostom); and utters these words full of love, and confesses Jesus to be the Christ, the Anointed One, above all Kings, Prophets, and Priests, and to be the Christ of God, or as St. Matthew says (xvi. 16), the Son of the Living God—the Only-Begotten Word of God, Cyril.

χρωστει—The Christ, same as John vi. 69, WÌeSSeler.

This confession the turning point in the Apostle’s history, Andrews. His confession brings out both the human and Divine nature of our Lord, Alford.

31. And he straitly charged them, and commanded them to tell no man that thing.

Tell no man. This was a time of preparation for the Kingdom.

Our Lord proves His Messiahship, by the benevolent nature of His words and works.

If men had known Him, they would not have crucified Him. 1. Cor. ii. 8. His apostles must have overwhelming evidence, to allege.

They must be filled with a larger measure of the Spirit. Eph. iv. 7. iv. 18. Man is both unworthy and incapable of hearing Divine mysteries, till Christ has purchased by His death, grace requisite thereto.

ἐνυδατο — l. honor. 2. rebuke. 3. adjudge. 4. admonish strongly, ἐμφάσεως, they must not tell, in other places He uses δείκνυσιν — Tell no man. Our Lord was almost shocked, δριττόνει.

22. Saying, The Son of man must suffer many things, and be rejected of the elders, and chief priests, and scribes, and be slain, and be raised the third day.


Must. A necessity founded on prophecy, and the Covenant of Redemption.

Ought not Christ to have suffered these things, and to enter into His glory? Luke xxiv. 26.

Suffer. Rejected, mocked, scourged, insulted, crucified. Psa. cviii. 22. What a thunder stroke upon all their lofty ideas of the Messiah! Conceive the surprise of John and Nathanael, and the sadness of Thomas. The questioning of Andrew, and the crafty testimony of Judas. Peter's flesh and blood aroused, he gives the emphatic "No!" Luke omits all notice of Peter's reply; Mark, Peter's friend and scholar records it.

The doctrine of a suffering Messiah, gradually lost to the nation, except to a few divinely taught souls, only.

The apostles shared the delusions of the Scribes and people.

Their Messiah must be a Temporal Conqueror, and Spiritual King.

Elders, Priests and Scribes. Those knowing the letter of Scripture best, most fit to persecute.

Rome's power crucified Jesus, but the guilt was on the Jews.

Slain. Moses and Elias, even in Heaven, knew Him as a suffering Messiah.

At His Transfiguration they "spake of His death, which He should accomplish," &c. Luke ix. 31.

If Peter was offended at this declaration, what was it likely the common sort would feel, being first told He was the Son of God, and then seeing Him crucified and spat upon? Chrysostom.
23. And he said to them all, If any man will come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross daily, and follow me.

All. Multitude not far off, even when Christ was most retired.
His confidential conversations, held within sight of the crowd.
Any man. Universally binding, without reference to official duties.
Will. God’s grace enables the will, paralyzed by the fall, to obey the truth. (Gr. ἔθλεῖ wishes). Resolution, resulting from convinced reason, and cheerful heart.
Nominal disciples, by education or interest; are many.
Deny. Abjure Himself, as the great object of regard.
Self denial crucifies our lusts; is submissive to another.
Surprise at their Lord’s sufferings, increased by hearing of their own.
Our plans, pleasures, glory, must yield to God’s Will.
No distinction of rank, privilege, or position, exempt.
We must say to Self, as Peter of Christ, “I know not the man.”
If a hard lesson, our Master willingly practised it.
Deny himself. 1. Ignore our own wisdom. Prov. xxvi. 12; Matt. xi. 25.
2. Renounce self righteousness. Our atonings as penance &c., mere barriers to Christ.
4. Sacrifice earthly joys interfering with duty, even reputation if necessary.
Moses refused to be called the Son of Pharaoh’s daughter. Heb. xi. 24.
5. Sacrifice friends if they keep us from Christ. A man’s foes often those of his own household. Matt. x. 36.
Take up his Cross. Criminals carried the transverse beam to the place of execution.
A prophetic allusion to the death He should die.
Means a patient endurance of any burden, God’s love imposes.
The two embrace inward conflicts, and outward sufferings.
Penance only fosters the pride of the carnal heart.
An Indian Fakir suffers the keenest tortures, but they only strengthen his pride.
Daily. A disciple, is a willing, daily cross-bearer, after Jesus.
4. Practicable.

Follow Me. As though He had said, "Follow Me to Golgotha!"
His privations, humiliations, death and burial, voluntary.
Peter, with worldly thoughts and feelings in his heart, counsels a 
contrary course.
The love that urged Him on, constrains His people to self-sacrifice also.
Christ has many servants, but few followers of His cross and passion.
It costs much to become and still more to remain a Christian.
Paul's perfection is indicated, in, that he carried the cross in his body, 
and in his heart, Gregory.
No one has a right to shake off the yoke of the cross, but he who designs 
to have a right to nothing but Hell! Quesnel.

ἀγαπῶντες—to resist resolutely, and absolutely. and ἠδεψω cancelled, Wetstein.
Bloomfield: retained, Campbell, Tischendorf, Alford, W. & W., Wordsworth. Its 
introduction attributable to the same ascetic spirit of the fathers, which prompted them 
to cancel σιδηρ in Matt. v. 29, Sirr.

94. For whoever will save his life shall lose it; but whoever will lose his life for 
my sake, the same shall save it.

Save. Attempting to save our present life, we risk that to come.
He who loves himself with respect to this life, hates himself with respect to 
eternity.
A blind carnality, seeks life in that which only yields death.
Life an ordinary Hebrewism for felicity.
Lose. Gr. much stronger term, an antithesis to save.
One cannot perpetuate his life on earth, by refusing to look higher.
The life to be sacrificed, is the selfishness of the old man.
This command seems repugnant, it looks like self-destruction.
It requires us to sacrifice a less good, for securing a greater.
Lose his life for my sake, actuated by faith in Christ and in the 
eternal realities of His Kingdom.
Save. Transition to the promised victory, after life's struggles. 
The life lost is that which pertains to sense; the life gained is that 
which pertains to God.

ὁ θεός wishes to save; indulges his natural desire to preserve.
ἀκροβατεύω—used of disregarding a thing, so that the owner is likely to lose it. ἴσιζα—
By antithesis, our Saviour lifts more than one word from an earthly, to a spiritual sense. 
ψυχα to breathe, blow, Lat. Anima.

---

25. For what is a man advantaged, if he gain the whole world, and lose himself, or be cast away.

Advantaged. Much in the world, we may innocently desire.
Gain. Esteem of men, protection of friends, society of those we love.
If one toils years to reach a throne, then loses his life, is he wise?
Saving a well-filled palace, and losing one’s liberty, is hardly a gainer.
Jesus foreknew confessors must peril all, or lose heaven.
Their Faith needed strong support, when tempted to deny their Saviour.
Fires of martyrdom were cold to them, avoiding fire unquenchable.
They fear not savage tormentors, dreading despair hereafter.
Himself. Gaining the world, and losing one’s soul, a spiritual bankrupt.
It is a good trial of a man’s condition to know what he esteem to be himself.
He is not worthy of the name of man, who thinks his body to be himself.
Where the soul is, there is the man; Lazarus is said to be in Abraham’s bosom, the rich man in hell.
Cast away. The Soul’s value. Created in God’s image—invested with great powers.
Contest of angels and demons over its possession. Redemption precious.
Psa. xlii. 8.
Danger of its loss—loss of purity, of peace, of communion with angels, and with God.
No repentance in the grave—its loss complete. Matt. xxv. 46.
Nothing can compensate its loss. Those having most of earth, not satisfied.
Pro. xii. 8. Psa. lv. 6.
Those who have not gained Christ have lost all, Bernard.

---

ἀπολλύσας having destroyed himself, when he might have been saved. εὐμεταλαμβάνοντας having incurred loss, (having become a cast away), when he might have gained himself. Bengel.

---

26. For whosoever shall be ashamed of me and of my words, of him shall the Son of man be ashamed, when he shall come in his own glory, and in his Father’s, and of the holy angels.
Whosoever. Without distinction, as to class; Scribe, or Pharisee.
Ashamed. Through fear of man, refusing to own Him as his Lord.
The believer need not be ashamed of Christ.
He must not. He will not, if a Christian in deed.
Seeking honor from men, the way to get shame from the Lord.
My words. A hearty belief in his doctrines, as a rule of life.
Son of Man. Luke v. 24. See Notes, never used but by our Lord.
Because of His humiliation, bearing the form of a servant, rejected and disowned.
Ashamed. I will disown, and reject him in like manner.
Come, in Infinite Majesty, the reverse of what you see now.
Glory. Three-fold. 1. That of Messiah. 2. That of the Father.
3. That of the Angels.
The robes which belong to My Office, I have not yet put on.
Father's. Infinite, Eternal! Jehovah's glory added to His own!
Holy angels. Whose reflected glory, will enhance their Lord's.
They will testify how they ministered by the mission of God to man's salvation. Heb. i. 14.

Whosoever is ashamed of the Truth, while it is humbled and oppressed in this world, shall be humbled and put to shame before the Truth in the day of its triumph and glory.

It requires holy boldness, not to be ashamed of the humiliation of Christ,
His cause, or people; all of which are now debased before the world.

It is just, that he who in Time has preferred himself, should in eternity be abandoned to his choice.

In that day, positions will be reversed; the humblest believer will participate in the glory of His Lord, while the proudest unbeliever will be overwhelmed with everlasting contempt and ruin.

---

Luke v. 24. This remarkable formula, refers to the depth of the humility.
"Glory."—Shenck, Elsley. λόγος cancelled, Tischendorf; retained, Alford. If λόγος is cancelled the meaning is, and of them that are mine.

27. But I tell you of a truth, there be some standing here, which shall not taste of death, till they see the kingdom of God.

I, the Son of God, "tell you," my disciples and followers.
Imply, His disciples would outlive Him.
That His cause would triumph over all His foes.
You. My confidential followers in the regeneration.

Truth. Authoritatively propounded by a Teacher sent from God.

There be. Not a subjunctive, but an old indicative i.e. There are.

Some, referring to the Twelve, and some of the crowd present.

Which. Old English forms, applied to persons and things. Modern usage requires "Who."

Taste. Death represented under the figure of a bitter cup. Psa. xi. 6.

Each guest had a cup or portion.

A cup of poison was given to those condemned to die.

Socrates the Greek philosopher and martyr, drank a cup of hemlock

Kingdom, of the Messiah, then actually set up.

Generally believed to refer to the Destruction of Jerusalem, the end of

the Mosaic dispensation, and the erection of Christ's kingdom.

The gradual institution of a Spiritual Empire, in the heart.

The Kingdom of which Christ speaks here is His future Kingdom of

Glory; of which He was about to shew them a glimpse in the

Transfiguration, Cyril.

Δακτός — Matt. ἱμαρτών —  ὁ ἤτοι — equivalent to
gait — a strong negative, with the particle, ἐρήμων. "He stances" — Vul. ἐν μὴ γείωνται —
from the verb, ἀγοράζω. They neither should, could, or would taste, &c., Alexander.

καὶ ἐν οίκῳ. — Until He comes — Matt. Transfiguration, Chrysostom. End of the world,

Conquests of the Gospel, Dorner. Second Advent, Meyer. His coming kingdom,

De Wet. His resurrection, Lange, Grotius.

28. And it came to pass about an eight days after these sayings, he took Peter and
John and James, and went up into a mountain to pray.

Eight days. Luke includes, Matt. and Mark, exclude the days of

transfiguration and declaration.

The disciples had solemnly recognized His Divinity.

They might now look for clearer evidence of His Messiahship.

This would accord with the miracles during His Infancy.

This Transfiguration, a solemn Installation into the Messianic office.

Peter, John and James. Witnesses of the raising of Jairus' daughter.

Formerly partners in secular business, now a sacred triumvirate.

These three "Pillars" of the Church. Gal. ii. 9. "Eye witnesses of

His majesty." 2. Pet. i. 17.
Some Love Christ, with Peter. Some are beloved, with John. Some Suffer for Him, with James.
Galilean fishermen were his first acquaintances, and the first called.
Abraham, Jacob, Moses, David, Hezekiah and Paul, also chosen with
Sovereign independence, as His honored instruments.
Lifting the veil from their infirmities, He overruled their sins.
Yet left no stain on His holiness, or extenuation for their guilt.
Foreseeing Judas' guilt, did not prevent Him choosing him.

Mountains. Temptations, Transfiguration, Prayer, Suffering, Ascension on Mountains.
Here they beheld Him in glory, afterward in deepest humiliation.
Tabor, the inauguration of Golgotha, and foretaste of the Mount of Olives.
The Tabor of Christian life, like those of the disciples.

Pray. Luke alone assigns the reason for His ascending the Mount.
Pray, the path to glory.
By prayer the pilgrim's heart outruns his footsteps.
Mountains of Judea, important in the Saviour's history.
Mount of Beatitudes, Mount of Temptation, Mount of Transfiguration.
Mount of Crucifixion, Mount of Ascension.

ἀπελθεὶς ἦς. Matt., and Mark have "after six days." Luke's statement ἀπελθεὶς about, implies less accuracy of calculation. Probably he counts the days of the sayings with the event, Bengel. τὸ ὕψος, the two other Evangelists have here indefinitely τὸ ὕψος ἄφθαρτον, a proof that τὸ ὕψος is used by way of contrast with the plain, and not to specify any particular mountain, Wordsworth. τὸ ὕψος, Mount Tabor, a fortress there a. d. 219 years, Robinson, Stanley. In Galilee, Neander. There was, Cape, Mount Parnassus, near Cesarea Philippi, Lightfoot, Lange, Ellicott, Stanley.

39. And as he prayed, the fashion of his countenance was altered, and his raiment was white and glittering.
And as. Time generally thought to have been midnight.
Prayed. To Luke we owe notices of Christ's devotional habits.
He was praying when owned at His Baptism and Transfiguration.
We also gather glory, while communing with Source of Light.
Altered. Mark "Transfigured," His entire figure became resplendent.
At once the deepest mystery, and most glorious revelation.
Moses shone with reflected, Jesus with inherent splendor.
Light shone not upon Him from without, but from within.
His Godhead for a moment irradiated His human vestments. In a servant's form, He assumes His Coronation robes. Luke xii. 27; Phil. ii. 7.

Raiment. (The general term for clothing) lost in the divine effulgence. White. Gr. White as lightning, or flashing brightly forth.
The Saviour thus glorious on the earthly mount,—what will He be on the heavenly?
No nations represent divine objects, under emblems of darkness. An angel's countenance at the sepulchre, was as lightning. Matt. xxviii. 3. Christ's was as the Sun, shining in its strength. Rev. i. 16.
"He covereth Himself with light, as with a garment." Ps. civ. 2. Christ's shining raiment, the garb of believers.
It was "the Power and Coming (Gr. becoming present) of our Lord Jesus Christ." 2 Pet. i. 16.
Birth, Baptism, Temptation, Transfiguration, epochs in His Humanity. Each signal points of glory, and flashings forth of Deity. The Transfiguration tended to reconcile the apostles, to any future humiliation of Christ.
Satan's Kingdom and subject described as under darkness, Jude verse vi. Christ's Kingdom and subjects described as being in marvellous light. 1 Pet. ii. 9.

τὸ ἀντίκεντρον, literally, the appearance, ἐντροπος, literally was another.

ρωμαῖοι—The oriental has no higher conception of human happiness and glory, than to look upon the "golden face," and dwell in the presence of his august sovereign.


ἀλεωσις ἐνθρονίας not glistening white, but whitely glistening, Major. Mark ἐνθρονίας—glitter of polished arms, Homer. Twinkling of stars, Aristotle. Flashing of lightning, Euripides. His life a continual process of glorification, Olshausen. This has a Doctet tendency, Sitker. The unmeasured indwelling of the Holy Ghost, Lange. Moses' an external—this an internal illumination and external radiance, Oesterley. Anticipation of His future glory, Meyer. Outward view of spiritual vision, Lange. Season of rest in half finished victory, Gerlach. A most exact pattern of our Resurrection, Musculus.

30. And, behold, there talked with him two men, which were Moses and Elias.
Behold. Implied, profound astonishment of the Apostles.
Talked. Were talking as long as they were within sight and hearing.
1. Spiritual communion of the church below, with that above.
2. Of the Lord and His disciples. 3. Of the Father and the blessed
spirits.
Two men. The conflict waged on earth, known to dwellers in
heaven.
We would have believed them angels, had we not been told.
Their presence proves, that death is not an unconscious state of
existence.
We have here a delightful earnest of the kingdom of Christ above.
The church on earth and the church in heaven meet on the holy mount,
Saints on earth, and saints from heaven communed with one Saviour.
with a body.
His earthly sorrow compensated. He has entered the Canaan, which
before death was sealed to him.
His presence on the mount a witness for immortality, under the New
Testament Dispensation.
All the saints of former ages, will return in glory.
Elijah. Luke i. 17. As he was translated, he may have had his
glorified body.
One, the Founder of the Ceremonial law, and the Theocracy.
The other, the Restorer of the 10 tribes from their apostacy.
Both fasted 40 days, and wrought stupendous miracles.
Through them, the Law and the Prophets, honored Christ.
Many types and shadows, fed before this bright vision.
The sacred narrative however is severely brief.

Μωυσῆ καὶ Ἐλλάς, Moses supposed to have been a type of souls before their blissful
reunion of body and soul, and Elijah the representative of their ultimate state, of
glorification in the Resurrection, Sisic. True to their nature, the Arabs pretend to
show the burial-place of Moses, near Jericho.

"Two men." They were known to Peter, &c., by intuition, Wetstein: intuitive and
immediate, Alford. By subsequent information derived from the Lord, Olshausen. By
revelation, Bengel. By tradition, Meyer.
Moses and Elijah separated by 361 years, meet on the holy mount, and in heaven,
Sisic.

Ii. Who appeared in glory, and spake of his decease which he should accomplish at
Jerusalem.
In glory. These prophets came at a crisis in the history of Redemption.

One of the grandest historical scenes, a record of fishermen! Is it a creation by transcendent genius, or a record of facts? If original, by illiterate enthusiasts; it is unaccountable. No where else do they give us the counter part of this conception. Skill of its minute proprieties, only equalled by its grandeur.

Decease. Gr. Exodus, i.e. Passion, Cross, Death, Resurrection and Ascension.

The word, a tradition of the immortality of the soul. It is seen engaging the wonder and interest of heaven. Christ was the scope of the ancient economy, a dying Christ. In heaven, His death is the ground of their salvation. They speak not of His miracles, or teachings, but of His death. They read the O.T. amiss, who find no suffering Messiah there. Our Saviour's death, the highway to the Throne. Heb. i. 8. Typified ages before, by the exodus of these two prophets. Elijah had stepped over the grave, and passed into heaven. Michael seems to have had in special keeping, the body of Moses. Jude 9. His death took place at the head of the thousands of Israel in the wilderness.

Law and promise demanded, Christ's death, and He was ready. The transfiguration shows the Law and the Prophets, become part of the Gospel.

Apostles saw death in keeping with Christ, and their own future Glory. His Exodus here figures as the accomplishment of the purpose of God. Glorified saints come from heaven to speak of it. The Mount of Transfiguration related to Mount Calvary.

1. The prophecy of His sufferings repeated. 2. The necessity of His sufferings confirmed. 3. The awful conflict alleviated. 4. The fruit of His sufferings foretold.


Γενων or ταξινων might have been selected. Major. Exodus of the Israelites from Egypt, Bess, Lightfoot, Hammond. A Euphemism for death, Grotius, Roosvall, Tertullian, Irenaeus, Kuhnnci, Wetstein. Decesse too literal.—Departure has the same latitude as the original, and refers to His ascension as well as death, Campbell. There may be an allusion to Israel's triumphant departure out of Egypt. Moses and Elijah both departed without pain. The term implied a military victory, and referred it to Christ's victory over the impotent Jews, at the destruction of Jerusalem.
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22. But Peter and they that were with him, were heavy with sleep: and when they were awake, they saw his glory, and the two men that stood with him.

Heaviness. Note a similar drowsiness in Gethsemane. Luke xxii. 45. Great agitations of mind, of joy or sorrow, fatigue. The conscious presence of uncreated Glory oppressed them. Agitations of joy or sorrow depress, but do not obscure the mind. His glory. "The glory which thou gavest Me, I have given them." John xviii. 22.

It belongs to the church, in its Waiting, Warfare, and Trial. Reflecting His spirit, "We are all changed from glory to glory." 2 Cor. iii. 18.

From the glory of Baptism, to that of Salvation, from the glory of faith to that of sight. From the glory of regeneration, to that weight of glory, the Resurrection. In the Transfiguration was seen the future glory of all the saints.

Stupefy.—they kept awake, though drowsy. Added to prove it a living reality, Meyer. At the great battle of Shiloh, some artilleryists were actually seen by an officer present to fall asleep quietly beside their guns, until the fury and uproar of 300 cannon. Here swoon from terror, Oldenhauser. Oppressed by the deep mountain solitude, Sirey.

"Awake."—When they were awakened, De Wette. Watching, Lange. Internal attention, Neander.

23. And it came to pass, as they departed from him, Peter said unto Jesus, Master, it is good for us to be here: and let us make three tabernacles; one for thee, and one for Moses, and one for Elias; not knowing what he said.

Departed. Gr. While they were departing. With the desire to hinder it.

This seems a separation, made by the surrounding cloud. Peter feared it would be permanent, he pleads for their stay. He is spokesman, and declares the effect of this august scene. Bright manifestations here, and too often are departing visions. To their half-darkened minds, a rapturous surprise.

Master. A synonym for overseer or prefect—the native Aramaic. Rabbi. Mark.

Good is it (for us here to be)—the order of Peter's words by all the Evangelists.

1. For us to be here. 2. For us to be here. 3. For us to be here with heaven and Thee.
Good, in every sense right, happy, useful, and agreeable.
Perfect satisfaction to remain, and reluctance to depart.
1. They there saw a vision—elevating in itself, important to their Master,
instructive to themselves.
2. Good for a believer to be there—he finds a support for his faith, a
lesson for his life, an emblem of his hope.

Three. Not selfish he desires one, for each majestic person.
Others think that Peter sought a refuge from the effulgent scene.
Nothing resembling the sumptuous building The "Tabernacle of Moses."
"One thing have I desired to dwell in the house of the Lord."
Ps. xxvii. 4.
No tent needed, "In my Father's house, many mansions." John xiv. 2.
Not knowing. Words divinely spoken, H. G. suffers them not to fall.
Peter, true to his nature, thought he must say something, even here.
Love will stammer, rather than remain silent.
He knew not what he said, but he knew what he felt.
Female Martyr "I cannot argue, but I can die for my Saviour!"
Peter was looking for heaven on earth, a crown without the cross.
Here is no rest, "We have no continuing city." Heb. xiii. 14.

"Departed."—fearing the separation would be final, W. & W. ἀπεβαίνει—Matt. has ἀπάνυκα, Mark ἀπεβαίνει. Luke is more elegant and classic. προφέρει—good that we are to provide, &c., Paulus, Crisius, Meyer. Better here than in Jerusalem, Chrysostom.
Preferred earth to heaven, in such company, Lange.

πάντων—This form cannot include the Lord in this work. Peter would detail these august actors, in the belief, or hope, that the Redeemer would set up an earthly kingdom, Meyer.


34. While he thus spake, there came a cloud, and overshadowed them: and they feared as they entered into the cloud.

Cloud. Not a watery, but the Shekinah cloud, excellent glory. 2 Pet. i. 17.
The visible token of the presence of Jehovah, in the Pillar of cloud.
He thus came down on Sinai and thus entered the tabernacle. Ex. xii. 9; xi. 34.
He thus filled the Temple. 1. King viii. 10. Clouds His chariots. Ps. civ. 8.
The Shekinah, the symbol of the glory of the Lord.
This cloud again receives the three, in a sanctuary.
Overshadowed. The N. T. Dispensation one of Light, Love and Liberty. Heb. xii. 18.
Beneath this cloud, or "excellent Glory," (2. Peter i. 17.) Moses and Elias vanished.
This cloud broke, the otherwise intolerable effulgence, of uncreated glory.
The cloud to the disciples, was as the parable to the Jews.
It denotes the final abolition of the law.
Jesus seen above without drowsiness, cloud or fear.
Sun styled its "Maker's shadow," this cloud's shadow, was glory.
Feared. God's uncreated Majesty and Presence overpowered their minds.
Christ enters calmly, disciples under carnal fear.
God's voice inspires dread, since it was heard in the garden. Gen. iii. 9.
Our infirmities awake alarm, instead of kindling courage.
Christ's errand delivers saints from the bondage of fear. Luke i. 75.
"We followed no fable, but were eye-witnesses of His majesty." 2. Peter i. 16.

voice. In opposition to the best MSS. Substitute φωνή of Matt. for φωνή, Griesbach, Oliehausen. The difficulty is how a bright cloud could overshadow? Light so dazzling as to prevent the disciples from seeing those covered, Oliehausen. A natural cloud conceals, Meyer. A mist lit up by the sun, Paulinus. οὐκ εἰσελθὼν refers to the celestial visitors, and not to the apostles, as our Eng. Tr. implies, Stier, De Wette, Lange. Jesus, Moses, and Elias, Leclerc, Lightfoot. Disciples, Wolfius, Bengel.

85. And there came a voice out of the cloud, saying, This is my beloved Son; hear him.

Voice. Came out of the cloud, in which the speaker is hid.
Formerly heard on the banks of Jordan. Mark i. 11.
Inaugurating Him King of the Kingdom of Heaven.
In the Temple consecrating Him High Priest. John xii. 28.
Here His Prophetic office, is adorned above Moses' and Elijah's.
Cloud. Our future blessedness is still hidden by a cloud.
Gr. My Son, the beloved. A sort of proper name, a distinctive title. This epithet, in the same sense, not applied to any other being.
The same formula installed Him at Baptism. This for His Passion.
It is a species of second baptism, with light, and glory uncreated. In the presence of Moses, Elias, and Apostles as witnesses. This foretaste of blessedness lightened His cross. A pledge of support under trials, and of a resurrection.

Hear Him. The disciples doubtless desired to hear what Moses and Elijah said.


"The Soul that will not hear Him, will be destroyed." Deut xiii. 3.

"We walk by faith, and faith comes not by sight, but by hearing." Rom. x. 17.

Hear Him, 1. With deep reverence. 2. With unconditional obedience. 3. With joyful confidence.

Ἀγανέμων—canceled for ἄνεμων, Alford, Cod. Sin. Mark xii. 6, coincident, but not synonymous with only-begotten. Euripides uses μονογενής. Homer ἄγανεμων deserves an endorsement, on the part of the Father, of all that Jesus claimed to do, speak, or be, Stier. Father's testimony at the beginning (Luke iii. 22), and close of his Son's ministry, Hoffman.

And when the voice was past, Jesus was found alone. And they kept it close, and told no man in those days any of those things which they had seen.

Alone. Sadly the vision became dim, and all was dark again. Law and prophets vanish, and Christ, alone remains. They had trusted, He was about to erect an earthly kingdom. Expectations resting on earth, are vanishing visions. Matt. xvii. 9. Jesus made no reply about tents, events decide the question. Let who will depart, if but Jesus remains. Psa. lxxxiii. 25.

Close. The Lord enjoined silence, until risen from the dead. Mark ix. 9.

Until that great event, this would appear incredible. Matthew adds—Jesus touched them, and said, arise, xvii. 7

"In a deep sleep, an angel touched Daniel." Dan. x. 10.

John, fell at the feet of the angel as dead," he laid his," &c. Rev. i. 17.

Things. The design of this visitation. O.T. Representatives would consecrate the Messiah to His death.
To the disciples, it counterpoised the shame of the cross.
A proof of Jesus' sinlessness, and the Father's complacency in Him.
Symbol of prophets retiring, and Jesus entering as Master.
The carnal views of the disciples corrected, and the supernatural
character of His kingdom shewn.

Matt. himself did not receive information of this event until after the
resurrection; and Luke not till after Paul's conversion, Olshausen. To know that one
must be inspired. Israel, Psal. lxxviii. 41. "Those things."—Spæa.—Matt.—The object
of this scene, Mayor. To strengthen our Lord for the conflict, Olshausen. A fulfillment
of the promise. v. 27, to Peter, James, and John. 1, the shekinah. 2, the Father speaking.
3, Christ in His coronation robes. 4, Moses a saint raised. 5, Elijah a saint changed.
6, three disciples still in the flesh.

And it came to pass, that on the next day, when they were come down from the
hill, much people met him.

Met. When they met him, they were greatly amazed. Mark ix. 15.
Result of the lingering traces of majesty investing Him on the Mount.
These remaining vestiges, had not faded into the light of common day.
Moses brightness painful to the Hebrews, hence his veil. Ex. xxxiv. 30.

δέος—Mark ix. 15. An undefined awe, Euthymius. The sudden appear-
ance of one unexpected in a crowd, Alexander, Meyer. After lustre of transfiguration,
Struck with awe, Campbell. Struck with astonishment, Doddridge.

The Scribes, glorying in the defeat of the disciples.
Mark ix. 16.
As a commander surveys the well-nigh lost battle, and helpless confusion of
ranks,
And by his presence, turns the tide of threatened defeat, into victory—
so now
He takes the baffled apostles under his protection, and assumes the charge.

MAN cried. The disciples failing, he may have begun to despair.

BESeech. Mark—"kneeling." A sense of misery brings sinners to their knees.

Being ignorant, cannot, being wicked will not, pray for themselves.

Parents can plead "The promise is to you and your children." Acts ii. 39.

Jesus the best resource for afflicted parents.

MY son. Matthew—"insane—from luna, the moon, "moon struck."

Insane are excited by all kinds of light, especially at break of day.

This agonized family, and the scene of yesterday, on Tabor,

Forms one of the saddest contrasts, to be found in the Gospel.

Then heaven seemed opening, now they pass the world of woe.

---

εχον—a man of the crowd, Bloomfield. Διδωκαλε Teacher. The most usual name of the Lord. ενιδέθεια preferred, Lachmann, W. & W. ενιδέθειαι, Griesbach, Thiechendorf, Alford, Oostervel. νίον με—Matt. υλεπαίρειν—Lat. and Gr. refer to the supposed influence of the moon. But the highest authority known to the medical world, (Esquirol), after careful experiments, has decided against any such influence. "Moon struck" still continues to perpetuate this delusion. Whatever apparent effect results, is traceable to the sudden appearance of any kind of light. Epilepsy, Fussier, Olehhausen. μοναχείς Luke vii. 13.

---

69. And, lo, a spirit taketh him, and he suddenly crieth out: and it teareth him that he foameth again, and bruising him, hardly departeth from him.

Lo. Behold. Gr. expresses profound astonishment, at the fiend's daring.


Crieth. Organs of the mouth used by the demon, over mastering him.

Teareth. As in convulsions, implying the presence of another party.

Foameth. This is still seen in certain epileptic diseases.


Hardly. Gr. with much ado. Reluctance of the fiend, releasing his victim.

Departeth. A terrible scene of a demon going away, and returning. The mysterious ruin of the mind: the most complete triumph of Satan.
An unclean fiend, fiercely defiles an immortal soul.
He takes hellish pleasure in the torture of a child, defying skill and prayer.
Apostles are perplexed, scribes insulting, and father despairing.

Lyceanthropy—melancholy madness, howling like a wolf. \textit{"Foumèth," 
Euripides. Orestes in Iphigenia—Philostratus and Lucas notice similar affections, \textit{Eisley, Grotsius. καὶ ρησην inserted after κράγει, Tischendorf, Beza. \textit{"CHRETH OUTF."—
The child, Meyer, De Wette. The demon, Oosterse, Lange. \textit{σωφρόσου—used of a broken heart, Wetstein. σωφρόν in comp. involves the entire system, soul and body. 
There is a severe resemblance of mental derangement, to possession. Civilised society numbers more victims than savage, Esquiro.}

\textit{40. And I besought thy disciples to cast him out; and they could not. 
Besought. Hearing their errand, had faith to apply for relief. 
It seems he intended to bring him to the Saviour. Mark ix. 17. 
Could not. Gr. had not power sufficient, were not strong enough. 
Nine disciples silent, though Christ had given this power. Matt. x. 1-6. 
This terrible case had filled them with mistrust. 
Or they had of late neglected prayer and fasting. Matt. xvii. 21. 
Lord's name defamed through the disciples' weakness. 
This failure kept them humble. 
Elisha must come—his staff could not raise the child. 
Christ keeps the cistern empty, to urge us to the Fountain.}

\textit{σωφρόνος—Had they lost power, because of hearing of the prospective sufferings? or are some demons invested with greater might than others? Lange.}

\textit{41. And Jesus answering, said, O faithless and perverse generation, how long shall I be with you, and suffer you? Bring thy son hither. 
Faithless, classic use without fidelity. N.T. without faith. 
A single word, but hath a world of melancholy. 
All the conflicts, self denials, the price of His love unite in it. 
Disciples might have assigned, many reasons. Such as, \textit{"To many demons."}
Or, one too strong—the great sin of the youth—the father's sin.}
Their own sinfulness—their own foolish ambition. Some secret ban lay in their midst—anything but unbelief!


Those faithless, will be perverse; the worst aspect of sin. Ps. xxxv. 9.

How long. A holy impatience to reach the goal, so near on the Mount.

Indignation of warm love and grief, bearing with perverseness.

Moses was sinful, presuming to rebuke, in his own might. Not a longing to be gone from his work on earth. But of a master complaining of the dulness of his scholars.

Very striking are these words, amid the discords of sin and unbelief resounding at the foot of the hill.

It expresses the longing of his soul for home, which for a moment had opened on Tabor.

How many cries in secret to His Father, may this indicate?

Suffer. He had laboured seemingly in vain, insculpting faith.

He suffered long the rebellious manners of Israel. Acts xiii. 13. His life one of suffering the imputed weight of sin. Isa. liii. 6.

Complainings, known only to the father, He would not repress.

Must the child be ever carried? Will he never walk alone?

His deepest emotions, still move in the sphere of holy writ. Deut. xxxii. 5, 20.

Bring. Indignant with the faithless, but merciful to the son. Every word is clothed with grief, that so brief an absence, had shown them of strength.

When all other aids fail, Jesus is willing to receive us.


42. And as he was yet a coming, the devil threw him down, and tore him. And Jesus rebuked the unclean spirit, and healed the child, and delivered him again to his father.

Yet a coming. Memories of the spirit world, not yet faded out. This demon tested the Almighty power of the Incarnate Son.

Mark. They brought. Combined strength of several, overcame resistance.
Tare him. Satan's subjects nearing Christ, roused to fiercer energy.
The fiend seemed to set Christ Himself at defiance.
Like an out-going tenant, cares not what mischief he does.
Mark. Has "How long?" He wisely delays, that He may rouse faith,
and tranquillize excitement.
Jesus seems to forget the malady, in His interest about faith.
Note the sublimity of this simple element of power in His Kingdom.
The father—"If thou canst do anything?" The Saviour—"If thou
canst believe?"
Jesus removes want of faith, then works.
Saviour proves Himself the Author of the father's faith.
He endorsed the parent's faith, by healing his child.
He endorses the parent's act, by blessing the child baptized.
He endorsed the master's faith, by healing his servant. Matt. viii. 18.
He endorsed the mother's faith, by restoring her daughter. Mark vii. 30.
Rebuked. Mark has "I charge thee." Implies the might of the
fiend.
"I, thy Creator and Judge charge,"—military term of absolute
authority.
Mark has "Enter no more." This for ever bars the demon's return.
Healed. An instantaneous cure of the wounds, another miracle!
Greatness of the victory enhanced by the disciples' failure.
Mark has "Many said he was dead." He arose in full health.
Delivered. "As though he said—"Remember the source of your
mercies."

---

48. I. And they were all amazed at the mighty power of God. But while they wondered
every one at all things which Jesus did, he said unto his disciples.

Amazed. A mere man in appearance, controlling spirits of the
invisible world.

Mighty power. The Greek is used of the divine power of Christ.
2. Pet. i. 16.

Wondered. He wrought as one Almighty, His name is "Wonderful."
Isa. ix. 6.

---

Novasfero—struck with amazement; Gr., struck out, i.e. of the normal condition.
44. Let these sayings sink down into your ears: for the Son of man shall be delivered into the hands of men.

Sink down. I have oft repeated them, but ye have never heard them before.

Points at a close connection between “Hosannas” and “Crucify, Crucify.” They were warned against trusting the fickle crowd.

When it is well with us, let us remember, it may soon be ill with us.

Your. Emphatic, to correct carnal views of the Transfiguration.

You have witnessed My glory, My power, the wonder of the crowd.

Know ye I must be delivered up, and suffer death.

Son of Man. Luke v. 24, referring to His Divinity.

Of men. This word is not used of just, but very wicked men.

Let them always sound in your ears, Kueinoot. όρασεννυ. Our Lord uses this term of the worst of men, Matt. x. 17, Bickel.

45. But they understood not this saying, and it was hid from them, that they perceived it not: and they feared to ask him of that saying.

Preconceived ideas of a temporal reign had stopped their ears.

Understood not. Their ignorance is made prominent by the Spirit.

They asked not, the only One, able to remove the veil.

The Divine purpose, that they should not at present.

Hid. Not dark, but veiled. Doubts would in due time be dispelled.

The impression to be deepened, when the facts were comprehended.

God has been His own interpreter, with regard to things foretold.

Perceived. They cannot reconcile these words, with the scene on the Mount.

Their Messiah, according to their views, was to be immortal.

Others found in conflicting prophecies, two Messiahs.

Ben Joseph, the suffering; and Ben David, the triumphant Messiah.

Feared. The Transfiguration invested Him, with majesty.

There was no guilt in this reserve of the disciples.

Their vague forebodings, modified by the splendor of His deeds.
Then there arose a reasoning among them, which of them should be greatest.

Reasoning. The idea is calculation, arising from human vanity.
Should be. May be translated "was." John xiii. 24.
Greatest. The acting Master as a servant, they wrangling for the mastery!
While the Master was on His way to the cross, they are dividing crowns.
This envy might have been roused by the Lord's promise to Peter.
Matt. xvi. 18.
Or the distinction of the three, on the night of the Transfiguration.
Or the miraculous payment of the tribute by Simon. Matt. xvii. 24.
Or the enthusiasm excited among the crowd, by the cured child.
If such grossness of views are held by the disciples of Christ,
How crude must the views of the unrefreshed be!
While the Redeemer was absorbed in contemplating His death.
He by His inquiries shamed them into silence. Mark ix. 33.

And Jesus, perceiving the thought of their heart, took a child, and set him by him.

Perceived. He read their secret wishes, as at the Judgment.
Thoughts. Are heard by Jehovah on His Throne.
Took. "Called," Matt., implying that He was then within a house.
The disciples instantly saw in the question the sermon, and felt the rebuke. Mark ix. 33.
Ashamed to ask Him on account of their ignorance. See verse 42.
Now they are ashamed to answer through pride.
A tender conscience, like a mirror, flashes its condemnation.
Our Redeemer was about to leave a sermon to coming ages, on humility.
In his arms.—Mark. He does not speak, but shows us the deep lesson.
The contentious apostles put to shame, by this child, before the bystanders.
He dignifies childhood, enriches poverty, ennobles meekness.
What a majesty of love and truth, in this act!
Every child preached humility before, but men understood it not.
Each child the symbol, and prophetic testimony of the doctrine.
Pride had fast bound the heart from comprehending the reverence due to a child.

Heathen sages knew nothing either of the honor or dignity of humility.
Christ speaks the great word, as unpretendingly, as though it had always been self-evident.

48. And said unto them, Whosoever shall receive this child in my name receiveth me; and whosoever shall receive me, receiveth him that sent me: for he that is least among you all, the same shall be great.

Said. Every eye fastened on the child, in the Saviour’s arms. Mark ix. 36.

This occurred at Capernaum, in the house of Simon and Andrew.

Receive. Gr. the form of expression is conditional, should receive.

In My Name. That is because he acknowledges My name.

With unwavering reliance on Me as entitled to send him.

Humility is pointed out, as the true road to greatness.

True greatness is spiritual greatness. Attainable by all conditions of life.

A child, though depraved, is comparatively humble.

A truthful, guileless child, a model for believers.

Feeling its ignorance, weakness, helplessness.

It is teachable—obedient in its simplicity, with perfect confidence, until deceived.

Faithful, with fearlessness it follows mid great perils.

Free from ambition, it covets no honors.

A wigwam or palace—princes or peasants alike.

"I was not haughty, nor lofty; but behaved as a child." Psa. cxxxi. 1.

Free from malice, its quarrels are soon forgotten in love. 1. Cor. xiv. 20.

Receive Me. The same objection made by proud Jews, to an humble Christ.

It required humility to renounce their lofty expectations.
And if they would not, from pride, receive a humble Messiah. They could not, by reason of pride, receive The Father who sent Him. Least. God trains His children to be small or lowly. We train ours to be great, i.e., vain and proud. A child need not humble itself, for it is humble. "He resists the proud, but giveth grace to the humble." Jas. iv, 6; 1. Pet. v. 5.

God humbleth the exalted, exalts the humble. Ezek. xxi. 36. Isa. lvii. 15.

In humility, we behold—

- A childlike understanding, free from vain imaginations.
- A childlike heart, free from ignoble jealousies.
- A childlike will, free from insubordination.
- A childlike life, free from dominion of sin.

Without the temper of a child.
It is impossible to acknowledge the King of this Kingdom.
To obey the fundamental law of this Kingdom.
To enjoy the happiness of this Kingdom.
The world makes its servants great, Jesus makes His little.
He taught them humility by actions, by emblems, and by words.

Among animals, He chose not the lion but the lamb.
Among birds, He chose not the eagle but the dove.
Among trees, He chose not the cedar but the vine.
Among the elements, He chose not the thunder but the gentle voice.

Humility the first and chief lesson taught by the Son of God.
Taught, not by words only, but by actions, and by His whole life.
Man, innocent, had God for his image—guilty, had a child set before him as his example.

Humility, the gentle nurse that fosters all infant virtues.
The soil in which all Christian graces flourish and bear fruit.
True humility discovers itself only to the spiritual searcher.
It brings the soul to the feet of Jesus, and leads to practical holiness.
It is the pathway to glory, honor, immortality, and eternal life.
He who lives on earth the life of an humble Christian, shall reign victorious in heaven.


μακρότροπος—Gr., comparative form. The Pope styles himself servus servorum Dei—servant of the servants of God. The dispute had been, who, among the Twelve should be greatest,—i.e., greatest in the kingdom of heaven, about to appear: and our Lord
reminds them, that no such precedence is to be thought of among those sent in His name; for that even a little child, if thus sent, is clothed with His dignity; and if there be any distinction it is this, that he who is like that child, humblest and least,—i.e. nearest to the Spirit of His Lord, is he the greatest, \[\text{Suggestive Commentary}\]

49 And John answered and said, Master, we saw one casting out devils in thy name; and we forbade him, because he followeth not with us.

In sending out His Apostles, absolute equality was implied.
If any difference, a deeper humility alone caused it.
Zebedee’s son thought of the exclusive dignity of the apostolic company.
John appreciated the peculiar honors of office.
He felt rebuked, and Christ intended he should.
He accounted him a stranger, who wrought in Jesus’ name.
**Answered.** It awoke their conscience, instead of wounding self-love.
One, not emphatic, some one, whose name they had forgotten.
**Devils.** He was successful, wherein the apostles had failed.
**Thy name.** Proof of the importance strangers attached to Jesus’ name.
**Forbade.** Through ill concealed jealousy and ambition.
**Followeth.** Belongs not to our authorized body of disciples.
Among the disciples, but not crowned with apostolic honors.
**Bigotry** springs out of the selfish depths of our nature.
“**Our religion**” (Acts xxvi. 5.) with many, the spirit of Pharisaism so strongly condemned by the Lord.
**Us.** A self-convicting, self-accusing pride, in this word.
It confounds following the Messiah, with following disciples liable to err.
God may vary any of His appointments at His will.
Moses rebuked Joshua, for forbidding Eldad’s prophecy. Num. xi. 39.
Confessing Christ’s Messiahship, not partisanship, but discipleship.
Wherever demons are expelled, there is the Spirit of God. Matt. xii. 28.
“**By their fruits ye shall know them.**” Matt. vii. 20.

\[\text{Neander—Notes, Luke iv, 83. ἐκπλήρωμα—literally, hindered him; a noble soul is at first intolerant, Neismayer. μὴ ἢμᾶν—i.e. followeth not Thee, with us. He may have invoked the Saviour’s name, but he was not of John’s party, Sisler.}\]

50 And Jesus said unto him, Forbid him not; for he that is not against us is for us.
**Forbid.** God’s ordinances are only bound by His sovereign pleasure.
Our Lord regards casting out devils in His name, as homage, involuntarily paid Himself. That homage proved good-will, and was a pledge of friendship. A glorious example of His holy divine gentleness. Christ’s garment was “without seam,” yet the Church’s garment was of divers colors, L. Bacon.

Paul rejoiced at Christ being preached, though through envy. Phil. i. 18. A standard to judge of deeds, when ignorant of men’s faith. Jesus taught that men might cast out devils, and be lost. Matt. vii. 23. Therefore, ordinary grace more to be desired than extraordinary.

Against. Absence of hostility, to be regarded in a certain sense, a sign of friendship.

Nicodemus not acting with the Sanhedrin, proved his secret attachment to Jesus.

On the arrival of the crisis, the same course would prove his enmity to them.

For us. Generally we say those against Satan, are for Christ. No neutrality for the heart in the kingdom of God. Christ teaches that no person should be discouraged from the good he has attained in part.

Rather, he should be stimulated by the pursuit of the good that remains to be attained.

“Not the man, but the grace of God in the man,” Cyril.

“Dost thou forbid one who conquers Satan by Christ?” Cyril.

Mark the bright side of the act, and carry it back to the source whence derived.

True love approves good, whencesoever, and by whosoever, done.


61. ¶ And it came to pass, when the time was come that he should be received up, he steadfastly set his face to go to Jerusalem.

Came to pass. This was our Lord’s last journey from Galilee to Jerusalem.

It was neither direct in time, nor in the road, chosen.

He was in Jerusalem at the Feast of Dedication, at the close of December.
Three months before the Passover He spent in the following tour. After the attempt to stone Him, He returned to Galilee. John xi. 8. From thence, He retired to Bethany, beyond Jordan. Matt. xxi. 17. Thence called by Mary to Bethany, where Lazarus was raised. Returned to Bethany 6 days before the Passion, and was anointed. Luke again takes up the narrative of Matt. and Mark, in chap xviii. 15. From chap. ix. 51, to chap. xviii. 14, the contents almost wholly peculiar to Luke.

The time, &c. Too definite. "As the days of his receiving up were being accomplished."

Received up. Took place on the Mount of Olives, 500 brethren present. Acts i. 9; 1. Cor. xv. 6.

One travelling to a city, omits rugged ways, and speaks of the arrival. Set. "I have set my face as a flint, I shall not be confounded."

Isa. l. 7.


If travelling towards the heavenly Jerusalem, the fear of Death should not depress us.

συνετελεσθαι—The days were being fulfilled, or approaching their fulfilment, D. Brown. "The Time"—Identical with John, Hug., Lachke, Weissel, Osterose. Others place John vii. 1, after Matt. xvi. 18; and suppose our Lord stayed three months at Jerusalem, Stier. His reception in Galilee, Lange. Luke mixes two journeys Schleiermacher.

ἀνάβασις—Assumption, ascension—can have but one meaning (as it is found nowhere else), and must be determined by the cognate verb, Alford. The word ἀνάβασις had been already prepared for this sense of ascension by the LXX, applying it to Elijah (3 Kings, ii. 9-11). Our Lord’s Agony, Cross, and Passion were at hand. But He looked through them all to His glorious ascension, Wordsworth. Reference to His ascension natural, if ἔγωγε includes it, Lightfoot, Bengel, De Wette, Oehler, Alford, Osterose. Elevation to the Cross, Heyne, Hammond. Going up to Jerusalem, Bähr, Michaelis, Removal, Campbell. A renewed entertainment, Isaac Newton. Death, Colins.

ὀποίως—Entire ministry a journey to death, Bengel; firmness of mind, Grotius. He never lost sight of his destination, Baur. Set His face—a Hebrew way of speaking, implying determine, fixed purpose; see Isaiah l. 7, the sense of which, as prophetic of the Messiah going to His sufferings, seems referred to in this expression, Alford.

59 And sent messengers before his face: and they went, and entered into a village of
the Samarians, to make ready for him.

Messengers. The two sons of Zebedee were among them, it is
believed.

Face. Heb., they knew He was going to Jerusalem. 2. Sam. xvii. 11;
Luke xii. 50.

At feast time, rivalry between Jerusalem and Gerizim, was bitter.

Samaritans. The country, geography, &c. Luke xvii. 11. Character
of people. Luke x. 33; xvii. 11.

Pilgrims to Jerusalem tried to avoid this route.

Samaria, their capital, about 40 miles north of Jerusalem.
Jeroboam with 10 tribes, renounced Rehoboam son of Solomon.
Idols at Dan and Bethel, drew from the worship at Jerusalem.
Samaria 724 B.C. captured by Shalmaneser with Assyrians.
Land vacated, settled by heathen, Levite sent to teach them.
The Samarians were entirely, not half Gentiles, as some write.
Their race and religion mixed, until Ezra rebuilt the temple.
Their offers to unite, being repulsed, made them bitter enemies.
Baal's temple built by Ahab, was destroyed by Jehu.
Herod rebuilt Samaria, or Sebaste (Gr.) for Augustus his friend.
A splendid temple here, failed to draw them from Gerizim.
They believed Messiah would sanction Gerizim and not Jerusalem.
Our Lord condemned this heresy. "Into any city of the Samaritans
enter ye not." Matt. x. 5.

Ruins of Helena's church, and Herod's palace still seen.
Pelagius was the Heresiarch bishop of this place A.D. 526.
Samaritans treated Jews more kindly than they were treated.

Make ready. The Lord will not give offence. A Christian is
"courteous." 1. Peter, iii. 8.
The solemnity of the sentence, forbids the idea of simply providing board
and lodging.
Their aim, to announce the coming of Jesus as expected Messiah.
He had not done this before; but now, instead of avoiding, He courts
publicity.
Events were rapidly hastening to maturity. His hour had almost come.

"Messengers." Sons of Zebedee, Euthymius, Zigel. No reason for the assumption,
Alford. Dunled, Meyer. καταλίθος—As their land, waters, dwellings, roads were clean, the
Jews did not hesitate to pass through Samaria, Lightfoot. The Galileans in going to
the festivals at Jerusalem, usually took the Samaritan route, Josephus Antiq. xx. 6. 1.
And they did not receive him, because his face was as though he would go to Jerusalem.

**Receive.** In the widest sense, the services of hospitality. Matt. x. 14 Hospitality could hardly be shewn a Messiah, preferring Jerusalem to Gerizim.

A type of the Christian’s reception, by an unbelieving world. But the world gives a welcome to the time-serving professor.

“Behold I stand at the door and knock,” saith Christ. *The heart is closed.* Rev. iii. 20.

Prejudice against Him, as a Jew, closed their hearts. They refused the greatest blessing that could be tendered. The sad effect of religious bigotry springing from religious error. Our Lord’s publicity, contrasts with His former retiring habits. His going up to Jerusalem to the feast, a reproach to those who did not go up. Christians should solemnly observe the public and stated ordinances of the Church of God.

54 And when his disciples James and John saw this, they said, Lord, wilt thou that we command fire to come down from heaven, and consume them, even as Elias did?

**James and John.** Not Peter as might have been expected, but those "sons of thunder."

**Saw.** Some insult of manner, or refusal to allow the Lord to enter their village.

Persecuted by the Sanhedrim, He might side with them. Invoking fire in their presence hints at some open insult. This fiery zeal, reveals their conviction of the Lord’s Majesty. Christ wrought miracles in all the elements but fire, that is reserved for the End.

Human vengeance stretches its hand, to grasp at the weapons of God. We. How many never wait for Christ’s consent to persecute. Malice skilfully finds here the purest act.

**Fire.** Their indignation was kindled by remembering Tabor. Moses and Elijah had there paid homage to their Master. A spark of the latter’s fiery zeal, inflamed their hearts. They forgot that Sodom’s doom, prefigured the future judgment.

**Elias.** They endeavored to imitate the saints, where they ought not. The prophet sat on one of these hills, and it reminds them of it. 2. Kings i, 9.

Those slain in Elijah’s time the involuntary agents of a tyrant. Elijah’s act was to reprove an idolatrous king, court, and nation.
Some trace their name, "sons of thunder," to this event. If so, then their sin is immortalized as a warning, that Christ would not sanction persecution. The revenge He took on Samaria was one of love. Acts viii. 14-17. Disciples did not allow for prejudice, education, and accustomed train of thought.

Forgiveness, not destruction, is the characteristic of the Gospel of Christ. Their conduct was self-seeking, not God pleasing. Offended pride, the anger of the natural heart. God must not be honored by unlawful means. The wrath of man worketh not the righteousness of God. Pride, anger, and prejudice retard the progress of the Gospel. In mercy, the lightning of the skies is not under the control of man.

\( \text{55. But He turned, and rebuked them, and said, Ye know not what manner of spirit ye are of.} \)

Turned. Gr. suddenly turning, as if greatly surprised. He condemned their fanaticism, more than that of the villagers. Know. Some regard this as interrogative, the affirmative sense preferable.

Spirit. They overlooked the difference between the Old and New Covenants. As if saying, "Let not your grace despise those who are without grace." "The thing you demand, though in keeping with the legal, is unsuited to the genius of the evangelical dispensation. They mistook Satan's promptings, for the zeal of the Holy Spirit. Thiers a mixture of daring faith, and simple presumption. In reality their own rejection. They have rejected us, was the sting. Their supposed zeal for Christ, concealed a wounded pride. They flattered themselves as having Elijah's holy zeal and spirit. They felt assured his precedent, would be their warrant. Elijah's examples, not precepts to Christ's followers.
True zeal never calls for fire from heaven to destroy those who differ. We see, the best of men, are but men at the best, "I have seen an end of all perfection." Psal. cxix. 96.

Their fiery zeal was inflamed, rebuked, purified. They had seen the Lord insulted by Nazarenes, Gadarenes and Pharisees. Christ had forbidden them to enter Samaritans' villages. Matt. x. 5.

Must the entire town be destroyed, for the sin of a few? Spirit of Christ, was love to all. He was the Prince of Peace. We should never do anything for religion that is contrary to religion. This reproof contains the true doctrine of Christian charity. Erring friends to be reproved by the faithful, but in the spirit of meekness.

Unpalatable medicines are wholesome and restore to health.

55 and 56 verses cancelled, Lachmann. Omitted, Cum. Sis. Retained, though considered doubtful, Alford. ebe adere, &c., doubtful, Tischendorf. Because a direct censure on Elijah, Oesterrae. Omitted by most of our oldest MSS., but contained in the most ancient versions, and quoted by some very ancient writers, Alford.

σπειρα, general meaning of the word.—1, Holy Ghost. 2, gift of the Spirit, Eph vi. 18. 3, an angel, Rev. i. &c. 4, an apparition, Luke xxiv. 36. 5, spirit of a man, Gal. v. 17. 6, a dispensation, Rom. viii. 15. 7, an affection, Luke i. 17, Hammond. Here, disposition of mind, Wicl. What a bad spirit! Borneausa. Samaritans, ignorant and superstitious, objects of pity, Grotius. The Spirit meant is the Holy Spirit. The Spirit in Elias, was fiery and judicial, as befitted the times, and the character of God's dealings then; but the Spirit in Christ and His disciples, a Spirit of love and forgiveness, Alford.

56. For the Son of man is not come to destroy men's lives, but to save them. And they went to another village.


Destroy. Persecution, ever the badge of Satan's kingdom. Fanaticism is selfishness; malignant, unrestrained, energetic. The fire of zeal is to be sustained by the oil of mercy, Aquinas. The Israelites, though conquerors, found that the Canaanites were still in the land.

The self-denying love of the cross consumes selfishness.

Men's lives. Life of body, soul, and spirit.

Save. Implies both the suffering and the glorified Messiah. His entire mission: He came to seek and save the lost. Luke xix. 10.
Christ compelled no one to receive Him, and when received, it is "by a people made willing."

**Went.** His turning from that village, a terrible judgment.

**Another.** Ministers not bound to preach to resisting people.

"Come." The interrogative form does violence to the Greek, by making ἔρωτας mean, Ye ought to be.


It is interesting to remember that this same John came down to Samaria with Peter, to confer the gift of the Holy Spirit on the Samaritan believers, see Acts viii. 14-17, Alford.


57 ¶ And it came to pass, that, as they went in the way, a certain man said unto him, Lord, I will follow thee whithersoever thou goest.

**Came to pass.** This incident occurred during a visit to Capernaum.

**A certain man.** Mark, "Scribe"—a professional expounder of the Law.

**Follow,** in personal attendance and adherence as a disciple.

It implies a partial conviction of our Lord's Messiahship.

Renouncing home attractions, something still wanting at heart.

**Whithersoever.** A tacit condition of submitting to trials and dangers.

Our Lord's reply hints at a wish to share the honors of the kingdom.

Still it implies a consciousness of difficulties involved.

Our Lord's answers to the persons who came to Him are keys to their motives.

The natural man weighs not the greatness of the self-denial.

It is not purposes, but performances, that mark the Christian.

Man oft resolves and re-resolves, yet dies the same. Hell is paved with good intentions, Luther.

We have here an instance of undue precipitation in discipleship.

This candidate for Christian honors and glories had not counted the cost.

**A Scribe,** in our Lord's train, a "Saul" among the prophets.

"It came to pass that," omitted, Alford, Cod. Sinai.

ἀκολουθεῖν—These callings refer to apostleship, and the scribe offers to follow as one, Lange.
58. And Jesus said unto him, Foxes have holes, and birds of the air have nests; but the Son of man hath not where to lay his head.

The resolution, made without urging, seemed sincere. But the Searcher of hearts saw that his motives were low and carnal. Jesus said, "My kingdom is not of this world." I am a homeless pilgrim.

Foxes. Luke xiii. 32. The humblest animals have a settled home. He hints he had taken his resolution too suddenly. That he had not maturely considered its consequences. Not the poverty and meanness, but wandering and unrest. Nests. Some seek high places (nests) in prosperity. Others seek places of concealment (caves) in adversity. Many like to be pious, if they can retain their riches and honors. A man is soon enlisted, but is not soon made a soldier. He is easily put into the ranks to make a show, but not so easily brought to do the duty of a soldier, Cecil.

Our Lord's reply a strong contrast to honors anticipated by the Scribe. Not a complaint, for friends were able to support him. Extreme destitution was not one of the griefs of the "man of sorrows." He would have the people clearly see His humanity. Not of want absolutely, but voluntary poverty.


Lay. Gr. a place to sleep. The Apostles had no certain dwelling-place.

1. Cor. iv. 11.

Head. A renunciation of everything a man calls his own. Even in death, He had no home of His own for His mother. John xix. 27. A man without a home on earth, and yet Creator of heaven's palaces. Most wonderful contrasts all through His life, deepest humiliation and highest glory.

Our Lord, owner of all things, became poorer than the beasts which perish.

His resting places were a manger, the side of a well, a ship, a garden, the cross!

Hard fare for Himself, and contempt from others. Our Lord sanctified poverty, and sweetened life's trials. He disjoined worldliness from piety. Let us not unite them. Yet piety blesses for both worlds. "Goodliness is profitable for all things."

The Redeemer became poor, but makes many rich. 2 Cor. viii. 9.

The Scribe to his surprise, was repelled from following Christ. No worldly policy may mingle with the elements of His church.
A mere man would have concealed all that is forbidding.
Mohammed flattered the ambition, and pampered the lusts of his followers.
Jesus desires no disciples, but from pure principle.
Fearless faith and integrity are beyond the reach of a bribe.
He went back to the world, he had never actually renounced.

They oft damage the vines in the south of France, Song of Sol. ii. 16.
φαλακρότα— lurking places. πτερόνα—The birds of the air to the boastfulness, Augustine, foxes to the cunning of scribes, Lange. κατακριμάτωσι—shelters, not nests, De Wette.

“Lay.” Where He should sleep that night, Herder. Divine Spirit felt oppressed within the four walls of a chamber, Weiss. He would follow the Lord either road He took to Jerusalem, Schleiermacher. Ittal's words to David illustrate it, 2. Sam. xv. 21, Oosterzee.

59. And he said unto another, Follow me. But he said, Lord, suffer me first to go and bury my father.

Follow. Our Lord saw one procrastinating at a critical moment. The Scribe deterred by difficulties, others held back by duties.
This more honest man is urged forward, the Scribe is discouraged.
The Scribe was too hasty, this person too slow.
The dark image of death haunts him in the presence of the Prince of Life.
He must choose promptly, or he will never choose.
Christ treats him with loving severity, yet with loving wisdom.

Suffer me. Spurious scruples, and spiritual hesitation.
A collision of duties impossible, as a contest among angels.
Good works, when a pretext for not following Christ, are dead works.

Those spiritually dead busy themselves much with ceremonial's of life.
Man ever opposes the will of God, under some pretence.
He either lags behind, or runs before he is sent. Jer. i. 7.
The Bible sanctions no neglect of friendship’s sacred duties.
Family duties never really stand in the way of earnest souls.
An earthly father should be honor'd, but the heavenly Father must be obeyed.
A want of leisure is rather often a want of inclination.
Obligations due to the world, must yield to those due to God.
“Whoso loveth father or mother more than Me, is not worthy of Me.”
Matt. x. 37.

As Ruth to Naomi, he doubtless clung to Jesus. Ruth i. 16.

Father. A dead father, and a living Gospel.
To follow Christ is a weightier matter than to go to the burial of a father.

Spiritual ties are more sacred than earthly ones, when they are opposed, the former are paramount, the latter must yield.

Emperor—Philip, Clement of Alexander. κρυστάλλος—Luke vii. 12, Gr., turn over, entrust, permit. ἄναγκας—He must wait till his aged father dies, Hase. His father was then dead, and he ceremonially unclean, Oosterzee, Lange. In Egypt and Palestine they frequently embalmed. 100 pounds weight of spices prepared for Jesus. In Greece and Rome bodies were burned, and ashes collected in urns. They are still found in their gorgeous tombs. Greeks could utter no deeper malediction than, “May you never be buried,” Freidleth.

60. Jesus said unto him, Let the dead bury their dead: but go thou and preach the kingdom of God.

Let the dead. Gr. leave the dead. Those about to die, or mortals bound to the laws of death.

Let those dead (in spirit), bury those who are dead (in body).
If the dead cannot be buried without drawing away from Christ, let them be unburied. There are interests above those of dust.
Such persons more fit for burying the dead than preaching the gospel. The tenderest obligations of earth must yield to Christ.
His self-denial will be a thousand fold requited in preaching Christ.
Nazaries not to mourn even for parents. Num. vi. 6-8.

Bury. Earthly pleasures, earthly love, earthly sorrow are three great forces drawing men back from Christ.
Our Lord intended to teach us that whatever withdraws us from Him, or impedes us, is death, Calvin.
He no more discourages respect to a deceased father than He recently disclaimed His own duty to a living mother. Luke viii. 21.
To respect the memory of a deceased father good; but to follow Christ, far better.
Those “dead in sins,” could bury the lifeless corpse, but none but a regenerate soul could preach the kingdom of God, Hall.
61. And another also said, Lord, I will follow thee: but let me first go bid them farewell, which are at home at my house.

I will. As if determined to renounce all others, and follow Christ.
Bid farewell. Notwithstanding his apparent determination “I will,” he was irreligious.

Elisha asked a similar privilege, but the request unreasonable here.
The dangers of Christ’s service might make their parting final.
He might do more for them, with Jesus, than with them.
Some out of a funeral used to make a festive entertainment.
Heathen usually rejoiced with the world, before leaving it.
He is willing unnecessarily to expose himself to temptation.
“Demas forsook me, having loved this present world.” 2. Tim. iv. 10.
Christ rejects none coming in sincerity. John vi. 37.

ἀναρίζομαι—renuntiare rebus domesticis, Ful.: arranging them, Heyne, Doddridge. ἀναρίζομαι τῷ Ἱακώβῳ; and ἀναρίζομαι τῷ Χριστῷ; Form of renouncing the world. Ancient Liturgies, Stier.

62. And Jesus said unto him, No man, having put his hand to the plough, and looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God.

Plough. Every sowing time preceded by a ploughing time.
Strong arms and stout hearts persevere in exhausting toil.
Irresolution or procrastination in reference to the service of Christ, sinful weakness and device of Satan.
It often happens that when a man goes home, and is engaged in bidding farewell to his friends, some of them will draw him from God to the world, Theophylact.

In this vital matter, decision for Christ, a man's foes are often those of his own household.

Think nothing done while aught remains to be done.

Looking back. Confuses our plans, and arrest our progress.
It is more than we can sustain without going back, Cecil.

"Whoever looks back" the proverb says "makes no straight furrow."

So will they come short of salvation who prosecute the work of God with distracted attention or divided heart.

Christ demands a deliberate, a courageous, and an unconditional surrender.

He who thinks of following Christ must follow wholly, or not at all.

Luke xvii. 32.

Lot's wife's sin was giving her heart to the perishing world; looking and longing for that which was condemned.

She looked back; and God never gave her leave to look forward again.

"Blessed is the man that endureth temptation." Jas. i. 12.

"He that endureth to the end shall be saved." Matt. x. 22.

"But we are not of them who draw back unto perdition." Heb. x. 39.

Who ever required more, or requited more than Jesus?

These three cases designed by the Holy Spirit to teach these lessons—

1st. In following Christ we must follow Him for His own sake, and if need be, by sacrifice of all earthly advantage.

2nd. No earthly tie, however dear, may draw us from prompt obedience to His call;

3rd. Christ must have the chief place in our affections, He must have the whole heart.

A Christian must not be like Hezekiah's sun that went backward.

Nor yet like Joshua's sun that stood still.

But like David's sun, that, like a bridegroom cometh out of his chamber,

and rejoiceth as a champion to run a race—Boys.

Sperou—Leitare, acting foolishly, from de and Iter, a furrow, to make a crooked furrow; spiritualized, misce the gospel track. A faithful ploughman is one who, attending to his business, draws the furrows straight, by no means looking round. 4 characters drawn:—51-56, the choleric. 57-58, the sanguine. 59-60, melancholic. 61-63, phlegmatic, Winkler. The three followers supposed to have been Judas Iscariot, Thomas, Matthew, Lange.

The man seems to have had in his mind the case of Elisha, to whom Elijah gave leave; for Jesus in reply employs the figure of a plough, (L. Kings xix 19.) The Kingdom of God requires more zeal of us, than the discipline of the law, Bengel.
CHAPTER X.

After these things the Lord appointed other seventy also, and sent them two and two before his face into every city and place, whether he himself would come.

Luke alone records this mission, probably he was one of them.

After these things. The Seventy were sent out before the Feast of Tabernacles.

The Lord. This expression fitsly designates the ordination of the Seventy by the Divine Head of the Church.

Appointed. Designated. There is the idea of choice, as ambassadors. Appointment of the Twelve differs from that of the Seventy in nature and duration.

The former, an office permanently founded: the establishment of a regular ministry.

The latter, to present duties, and preparation for the Lord's last journey.

The services of the Seventy limited to places the Lord designed to visit.

The Twelve to accompany their Master, as special witnesses of His life, death, and resurrection.

The Apostolic office involved a work and consequences wide as humanity.

Other Seventy also. Others also, seventy in number. There were not seventy before.

The number seventy points from afar to an Anti-Sanhedrim of the new kingdom.


Two and two. Thirty-five pairs as pioneers, calling those he had healed.

Christ seizes the social principle, and sanctifies it to the highest use—to proclaim words of peace, to exhibit deeds of love.

Two and two: mutual aid, friendly counsel, brotherly affection, conjoint prayer, helpful sympathy, testimony to miracles.

That two should be joined in service, seems from Scripture an ancient custom.

God led Israel out of Egypt by the hand of Moses and Aaron.

Joshua and Caleb united together, appeased the people provoked by the spies.
A brother assisted by a brother is as a fortified city.
Two by two: to justify the Gospel they were to preach "The testimony of two is true."

Also to signify say some, that they were to preach unto two—Jew and Gentile.
Also that they were to preach out of two—the Law and the Gospel.
Also that they were to preach the love of two—God and our neighbour.
These two precepts, the substance of religion, contained in the two tables.
Also that they were to preach by two works—Doctrine and good life.
That the end of their preaching was to save two—Soul and Body.
And to join the great two—Heaven and Earth: God and Man, Austin.
The kingdom of Christ aggressive, progressive, expansive.
First, 12 Apostles; then 70 preachers; then 500 brethren; then thousands!
Before his face. In advance: to publish this, His last journey.
The Lord follows His preachers—they go before His face.
Preaching comes first—then the Lord enters the tabernacle of the heart.
Through the word going before, Christ is received into the soul.

merk—besides, Olshausen; after, Alford. åvekla—-to proclaim any one to an office, Wetstein. "Appointed."—Their names not given by Eusebius. "Seventy."—a round number, answering to that of the Sanhedrin, Oosterzee. Foreshadowing the number of Cardinals, Sepp. Why the Vulgate has 73, the translators themselves could not tell, Lightfoot. Such as the 70 elders selected by Moses. The 70 Palm trees in the desert, Ex. xv. 27. 70 members of the Jewish Sanhedrin. 70 Translators of the Sept., Wetstein.
The 70 Gentile Nations, Neander, Lange.

Se—Val., duœ. Seventy others, Campbell. Others, also 70, Markland. Tischendorf cancels it. Fabricius has made a catalogue of their names, as Apobates, Amphias, Anania, who baptized Paul, &c., Epiphanius. Luke was one, Origen.

"Sent them." To strengthen their own faith, Hase, Krabbe. The journey made a final offer of the Messiah, Meyer, Andrews. Some of the disciples were dismissed and made teachers in synagogues, Ammon. Rather a net of love which the Lord cast over Israel, Rügenbach. Seventy sent to Samaria, Wieseler, Lange; to Peres, Lichtenstein, Robinson, Andrews. When? Before leaving Galilee, Robinson; after, Wieseler. Before the Feast of Dedication, Tischendorf, Alford, Oosterzee.

2 Therefore said he unto them, The harvest truly is great, but the labourers are few; pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he would send forth labourers into his harvest.

Said He. A band of Israelites ever roused the compassion of Jesus.
The O. T. dispensation a seed time. All felt the need of an atonement.
A nobler harvest, expected at the coming of the Messiah, is ready.
A scattered, hungry, fainting, shepherdless flock.
In answer to prayer, the Seventy were now commissioned to go.
The Seventy as pioneers prepared the way of the Lord.
The Twelve followed His track and reaped His sowing.
Harvest, summer, and winter, only seasons named in the Bible.
Barley harvest in the plain of Jordan about the middle of April.
In Sharon and Edraelon plains, the 1st of May, wheat 2 weeks after.
The Gospel sickle garners for heaven and for future vengeance.
Laborers. Worthy the name. There were many, but not for God.
Ministers as Husbandmen must labor.
Ministers as Watchmen must guard.
Ministers as Shepherds must feed their flocks.
Ministers as Soldiers of the Cross must war a good warfare.
Praye. The solemn key-note of this commission.
Prayer directs men’s thoughts to the magnitude of the work.
Prayer teaches men their insufficiency for so vast an undertaking.
Prayer shows the need of the perpetual presence of God.
He challenges His disciples to pray unto Himself.
Power of prayer, a thousand-fold attested, but an inscrutable mystery.
He who prays for laborers, must be disposed to labor.
The sending forth of laborers, still suspended on human prayer.
Lord, &c. 1. He determines the time of the harvest. 2. He appoints
the laborers. 3. He watches over the growth. 4. He alone deserves
the praise.
Send forth. With the vehement impulse of his burning love.
Importance, urgency. The eternal welfare of multitudes.
Rigorous strivings with God are the bitter pangs, by which Ministers are
born unto the Church, Allestry.


Go. The origin and authority of the gospel ministry, Divine.
The enemies of the ministry, ever the enemies of God's Truth.
Behold. Mark's transition, calls attention, impresses the mind.
For a mere man, such a formula were impiety.

I send. I, expressed in the Greek denotes high authority.

Reorganizing His Church, and completing Revelation.

Angels never honored with such a commission.

Christ's "safe conduct" secures from wrath of men and demons.

"Ministers immortal as angels, until their work is done."

"I send you:" as if He said, "This will suffice for your consolation, this will be enough to make you hope."

Lambs. Implies simplicity, helplessness, and needing a guide.

Suggests the idea of value. Wolves useless and therefore valueless.

Also an endearing and intimate relation to the Shepherd.

They were unarmed and helpless against cruel and powerful foes.

To go with unwavering faith in the Supreme Shepherd.

To abide faithful to the only work, to which they were called.

Wolves. A well known beast, specially dangerous in the evening.


First fact, note, the world will be your enemy.

Contrast value and helplessness of sheep with worthlessness and cruelty of wolves.

The Gospel a proclamation of peace, and a declaration of war.

As howlings of wolves, so revilings of persecutors, terrify.

Serpents. Mark. Avoiding danger, not malignant; cunning is noted.


Their bearing offers of peace, prove them "sons of peace."

"The wolf shall dwell with the lamb." Symbol of the Millennium.

 Isa. lxv. 25.

ἀνωτάτους is equivalent to Ὑστάτους (or constitute) you apostles, Alexander. Ἐσπεριλάμβανε:—The Twelve were sent forth as sheep. A verbal difference, Meyer. Seventy held a lower rank, Eu-thymus.

4. Carry neither purse, nor scrip, nor shoes: and salute no man by the way.


Luggage forbidden proves disinterestedness, and dependence on the Lord.

He promises no riches, honors, or pleasures, but rather persecutions and sufferings.

A perpetual warning to the Ministry against covetousness.

Christ puts the trust and confidence of His ministers to the test.
He who sends them forth will guide and guard.

**Salute.** A remarkable injunction given to no other followers.

Oriental forms of civility very tedious and heartless.

Serious and silent orientals grow talkative in travelling.

Our Lord discountenances no ordinary tokens of civility.

Attention demanded by the world, cripples Christian energy.

The trifles of fashion impede. Christ's affairs need haste.

Christians trained in the court of the King: true courtiers urge with vehemence, but not obtrusiveness their claims.

**Shoes.** Sandals, pieces of leather bound with latchet.

Servants always loosed them when guests entered the house.

Some interlaced and beautified with needle work. Sol. Song vii. 1.

Warriors protected their limbs by greaves. Eph. vi. 15.

Sandal delivered to one buying real estate. Ruth iv. 7.

Sandal-bearer, the office of the humblest servant. Matt. iii. 11.

Those mourning refused salutations, as waste of time. 2. Sam xiv. 2.

Pharisees loved salutations to feed their vanity. Mark xii. 38.

"If thou meet any man, salute him not," Elisha. 2. Kings iv. 29.

**Way:** Orientals live in the street, so one never wants cause of loitering.

Inferiors remain standing, while superiors pass.

---

ἀναμορφοῖς refers to seeking favor of men, Olsens. The command means—

**Haste:** delay not in salutation, Meyer, De Wette, Alford. Luke xi. 48, ἀναμορφοῖς

He was a man of sorrows,—and would have all conform to His pattern, and testify their sympathy with the afflicted, Lightfoot.

ῥύθμος—The population are lounging or smoking in the shade of their hovels, as the Athenians, Acts xvii. 21. ῥυθμόγραφος—under-bond.

---

5. *And into whatsoever house ye enter, first say, Peace be to this house.*

**Whatsoever.** Implying, what thou doest, do quickly. John xiii. 27. An errand of mercy, and the souls of high and low are precious.

**Peace.** Messengers of the King of peace; proclaim a truce to men.

Guides to eternal peace, ministers of reconciliation to those at war with God.

Peace, the mother of all good things, without it all other things are vain.

Peace, a divine authorization of benediction by the ministers of the Gospel.
Peace to be offered alike to the evil and to the good. Peace to all.
The peace of the Gospel is as health and sunshine within the dwelling.
He forbids official severity, as contradicting humility.
"Go to Nabal at Carmel, and greet him in my name." 1 Sam. xxxv. 5.
"Pray for the peace of Jerusalem: they shall prosper that love thee."
Psa. cxiii. 6.
The messengers of God should pray for men's salvation before beginning
to reprove them, Bengel.

6. And if the son of peace be there, your peace shall rest upon it: if not, it shall
turn to you again.

Son of peace. Worthy to receive the blessings of the Gospel of peace.
With disposition suitable for the reception of the proffered blessing.
We are not to suspect or suppose evil in any, till by their works it is manifest.
Sons of Belial, depraved persons following after Satan.
Shall rest. In a manner perceptible to yourselves.
No unmeaning form. It conveyed the intended blessing.
Blessings of salvation, not fitful, but abide for ever. Psa. xci. 1.
"This day is salvation come to this house." Luke xix. 9.
Peace having gone forth, does not cease seeking till it finds a place to rest.
Upon it—or upon him. Upon the house, in the first instance; upon its inhabitants, in the second, Bengel.
Return. Peace, like the dove from the ark, finds a resting place or returns.
No prayers of faith lost—"vials filled—the prayers of the saints."
Rev. v. 8.
His prayers (for his enemies) returned to his own bosom. Psa. xxxv. 13.
Woe to the houses whence the proffered blessing returns.
"Though Israel be not gathered, I shall be glorious." Isa. xlix. 5.
If no one be willing to accept peace, the preacher shall not be without his fruit.
Peace returns to him, while the Lord gives him the recompense of reward
for his labor and work.

ἐδήστα—cancelled, Griesbach, Tischendorf.
ἀπαντάστα—The turning back of travellers, the omens unfavourable for a prosperous journey. The heathen accustomed to commence their journeys with prayer, Plutarch.
7. And in the same house remain, eating and drinking such things as they give: for the labourer is worthy of his hire. Go not from house to house.

In the same house. Read, in the house itself: in that house.
Remain. Poverty of entertainment no reason for a speedy departure.
Not to change lodgings, as if hard to be pleased.
Such things. Not desirous of dainties, with Christ as an example.
Sparingly or freely, as the case may be; satisfied with such things as were offered, if the message of peace was accepted.
Give. Fasts of Pharisees, and feasts of Epicureans condemned.
The laborer, &c. The hire is worthy of a laborer, not of a sluggard,
Bengel.
It was permitted them to take food, but not to ask for money; though not expressly forbidden to receive even that.
Go not. Content inculcated: the appearance of evil to be avoided.
Preserve consistency in your love towards your hosts, nor lightly loose any bond of friendship.

8. And into whatsoever city ye enter, and they receive you, eat such things as are set before you:

Set before you. Reference to the multiform usages of Pharisees, about food.
The traditional rules very irksome and perplexing.
From these restraints, Christ absolved all His disciples.
The Gospel leads to liberty, never licentiousness.
Dishes set before pampered palates, raise scruples. 1 Cor. x. 25.
The Pastor’s motto: “I seek not yours, but you.” 2 Cor. xii. 14.

9. And heal the sick that are therein, and say unto them, The kingdom of God is come nigh unto you.

Heal the sick. First heal and then teach; evidence of miracles necessary.
Miracles—the ringing of the great bell of the universe, to call attention to the doctrine, Foster.
When men were healed in body by special Divine power, they would believe the kingdom of God had come to them.

10. But into whatsoever city ye enter, and they receive you not, go your ways out into the streets of the same, and say,

11. Even the very dust of your city, which cleaveth on us, we do wipe off against you: notwithstanding be ye sure of this, that the kingdom of God is come nigh unto you.
Wipe. A visible reproof—a symbolical act full of meaning. Their severest words must bear no resentment. Righteous indignation ever to be combined with patient love. Very dust—lest they carried it back with them: they must shake it off to show that so far from seeking anything earthly from them, they suffer not even the dust of their land to cleave to them, Bede.

Those who despise Christian teaching turn the labors and dangers of the teachers into a testimony of their condemnation. Conquerors take away kingdoms—the heralds of Christ offer a kingdom. The connexion which the Holy Spirit has adopted in the four Gospels is that of substance, rather than of time, or place.

Be sure. Proclamation made on entering, repeated on leaving the city. Refusing allegiance to God, we leave you to your doom. We free ourselves from all share in your condemnation. The peace rejected on earth will become your accuser at the bar of God. Pro. i. 24.

Though "The kingdom of God is come nigh unto you" the separation may be eternal. They who pass from the love of themselves to the love of God inherit the kingdom. The kingdom of God may come nigh, and yet we may be far from the kingdom of God. Where the kingdom of God comes not as a blessing, it comes as a curse. The Gospel is a savour of life unto life, or of death unto death.

ἀπομακρύνωμεν—We wipe off unto you, i.e.—We return the dust back to you, i.e.—We renounce all intercourse. A Mussulman saluting a Christian by mistake, insists on revoking it, Lord, Henniske.

12 But I say unto you, that it shall be more tolerable in that day for Sodom, than for that city.

Sins against mercies, judgments, admonitions and vows. Terrible judgments, prove the high rank He assigns them. Note the consciousness of His own unapproachable dignity. Mercies withheld, even when they should have been improved. Evidence of the sovereignty that dispenses them. Increased by the station. Against the soul, rather than the body. "To whom much is given, of them much required." Luke xii. 48. "Why," the caviler asks, "did he not bestow them?" Answer: Rom. ix. 20. "I will have mercy on whom I will have mercy." Ex. xxxiii. 19. Rom. ix. 15. Here is Christ's farewell offer of Himself, and Salvation. The people mocking Lot, would have believed in Christ. Sodom. In the vale of Siddim, well watered, as the garden of God. "Lot pitched his tent towards Sodom." Gen. xiii. 12. Abraham, warned of Sodom's doom, intercedes for it. He began with fifty, and ended with ten—ten righteous not found. Transcendent power of prayer.—God gives, whilst Abraham pleads. Abraham left off asking before God left off granting. Angels urge Lot to leave. His wife made a pillar of salt. Sodom's ruin introduced with unusual solemnity. Gen. xviii. 23-33. In the morning "lo the smoke went up as a furnace." Gen. xix. 28. Dead Sea distinctly seen from Mount of Olives, where Christ stood; supposed to cover the cities of the plain. Mountains in height 1500 feet, appear burnt, and entirely desolate. A standing type of great guilt, and fearful retribution.

38 is not the beginning of the verse, nor the usual connective; omitted, Alford. ἀλλά—more endurable; implies different degrees of punishment. Involves those like the Tyrants, &c., in ultima damnatione, Augustine. If more warnings would have saved the lost Sidonians, it is not for the infidel to ask, Why were they not given? Every act of Jehovah, towards saving sinners, is one of pure mercy! The proportion is ruled by a holy, just, Sovereign, who willeth not the death of the sinner, but whose ways are past finding out. It is enough for us to know, that all are inexcusable, Rom. i and 2 chaps. Our feelings should be profound gratitude for Gospel light, and redeeming grace, Alford.

18 Woe unto thee, Chorazin! woe unto thee, Bethsaida! for if the mighty works had been done in Tyre and Sidon which have been done in you, they had a great whi ago repeated, sitting in sackcloth and ashes.

Woe! Woe is unto you; not woe be unto you.
An interjection of grief and concern, not an imprecation denouncing vengeance.
As regards the Saviour, implying knowledge past and future.
As regards these rejectors of the Gospel, implying—
Obduracy, guilt, folly, wretchedness, responsibility, final impenitence and eternal ruin.
To reject the Gospel of Christ is the highest crime.
It is an offence against the Trinity in the Godhead.
It is to despise the wisdom of God the Father, in devising Redemption.
It is to reject the atonement of God the Son, making Reconciliation.
It is to sin against God the Holy Ghost, the Teacher and Sanctifier.
Upbraid. Matt. xi. 20. He had long been preaching, now sternly rebukes.
Unbelief under privileges, provoked His long suffering.
Contrast His sighings over the cities, and joy over babes. Verse 21.
Woe. His inmost thoughts, deepest emotions disclosed.
His message rejected, where He had labored most. Isa. xlix. 4.
The sins of men made Him "acquainted with grief." Isa. liii. 3.
His blessing carried life, His curse death.
Chorazin, or land of Zin, west of Galilee lake.
In the time of Jerome, 382 A.D. no vestige could be found.
Chorazin named twice, its situation unknown, probably on the shore of the lake.
Birth place of Peter, Andrew and John.
Once rich and populous, now a miserable village.
Mighty works. He admits things might have been otherwise.
The Bible has no allusion to them in particular.
It proves the N. T. records of miracles rather scanty than profuse.
Our Lord esteemed miracles, as means of grace.
Satan’s wonders were wrought in behalf of error.
Heathen deceived by Satan’s miracles, discredited Christ’s.
Tyre. (Luke vi. 17. See Notes.) They had been warned. Ezek. xxvi. xxviii.
They despised the Jews, their God, and His warnings.
Then is mercy exhausted, “The wrath of the Lamb.” Rev. vi. 16.
The ruined cities of antiquity are preaching to unbelievers now.
Great while ago. Refers to actual warning, which they heard.
Tyre and Sidon to us forgotten, wiped out from the earth.
To God, a living reality, a breathing crowd awaiting their summons.
The sinner dead, reserved for punishment; the righteous for glory.
Repent. Godly sorrow precedes seeking rest in Christ. Repentance hates sin, remorse dreads its punishment.
Christ's omniscience knew what would have taken place, had their privileges been greater.
God is under no obligation to enlighten any sinner.
Note the absolute sublime assurance of Jesus!
None but the Searcher of hearts, could thus speak.
A sacred mystery. The Gospel preached to those who reject it.
Not preached to those, who would have repented. Rom. ix. 38.
As descriptive of a spiritual state it implies the lowliness of conscience.
Sackcloth. Haircloth of camels' and goats' hair, used for mourning, black.
Intended to signify a sharp and painful remembrance of former sins.
Nineveh repented clothed in sackcloth. Jonah iii. 8.
Chinese use yellow, Turks white, and Europeans black mourning.
Jacob put sackcloth upon his loins, and mourned, &c. Gen. xxxvii. 34.
Lord bids Isaiah put off sackcloth from his body. Isa. xx. 2.
Rejoicing, it was flung off. Psa. xxx. 11. And white put on. Ecc. ix. 8.
Ashes. Symbol of grief. Job. ii. 8. Hints at death by which we are returned to dust.
Females deeply mourning, still cover themselves with earth.
Ash-Wednesday, the first day in Lent, so called from the custom of putting ashes on the head, still observed in the church of Rome.
Our Lord thus mourns over the cities which after so great miracles repented not.
Their guilt greater than that of those who violate the law of nature only.
Having despised the written law, they dared also to despise the Son of God and His glory.
Similar guilt rests on all who neglect or despise the great salvation.

διώκεις—Luke v. 17. σάκκας—Heb., Gr., Lat., and Eng. express the unchanging name of this article. Authenticity of these four verses questioned, De Wette. μετενέξωσα—Never in the N. T., temporary grief; always permanent reformation, Olshausen.

16 But it shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the judgment, than for you.
But it shall be, &c. The doom of otherwise correct persons who, amidst a blaze of light, reject the Saviour, shall be less endurable than that of any of these, Brown.

Wilful impenitence is treason against God, the condemning sin.

Tolerable. Not as sharing Tyre's guilt, but surpassing it. Increase of light, increases responsibility. Light enlarges the capacities of the soul, for joy or woe.

Angels visited Sodom, Prophets warned Tyre and Sidon. But Jesus Christ preached in Bethsaida, and Chorazin.

These words teach there will be different degrees of punishment as of glory. Degrees in wickedness have answerable degrees in endless punishments, Hooker.

ἀμερόναυμα—The coming sorrows of the Galilean cities, twice wrung this cry from the Saviour's heart, Meyer. The Lord does not refer to external judgments as seen in the use of the future, for, instead of the past. It was more; not, It will, &c., Stier.

15. And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted to heaven, shalt be thrust down to hell.


Preferred to Nazareth, as His chosen residence, second birth place.

Chorazin and Bethsaida guilty cities, but not the guiltiest.

Capernaum was the centre of the Lord's missionary labors.

Miracles of love were their daily bread, now they hear of the wine of His wrath.

Exalted. The sense has been variously interpreted—

1. Some suppose it to allude to the distinguished honor conferred by our Lord's residence there.

2. Others suppose it to allude to the rich fisheries carried on, by which the town became proud and prosperous.

3. Others refer the expression to the lofty situation Capernaum.

The first interpretation the most probable. It was called "his own city."

Matt. ix. 1.

Thus it was honored above Jerusalem, in the sovereignty of God.

Mercies despised, far from saving, increase responsibility and guilt.

Believers in Gospel lands the greatest debtors to mercy, Gospel rejecters the greatest debtors to Divine justice.

Hell. As antithesis to heaven, extremest moral degradation.
Includes loss of external greatness, and oblivion of the foundations. Capernaum's location nowhere certainly to be found. We see darkness resting on Capernaum, Divine light rising, enmity prevailing, the light withdrawn, the sentence pronounced. "None sink so far into hell, as those that come nearest heaven, because they fall from the greatest height," Gurnall. "Then I saw, that there was a way to hell even from the gates of heaven, as well as from the City of Destruction," Bunyan.

υψωθήσα—The best MSS. read—Shall thou be exalted unto heaven? thou shalt be, Alford. Exalted situation, Stier. Pride, W. & W. Rich fisheries, Grotius. Lord's residence, Alford. Interrogatively—Shall thou be exalted to heaven? Campbell. μὴ υψωθήσῃ, Alford, Cod. Sin. τὸν ἄγων according to classical usage, does not refer to future torment, but the place, or state of the dead. Unseen world, Alexander Neither Sheol nor Ἐγκαταλείπθη are ever used in a good sense, Augustine. Holes or hole, Luther, Ewald. Too human a conception, De Wette, Like Phlegon, Tertullian. An intermediate state, Josephus, Jerome, Justin, Alford, Trench. Hell, originally an old English word, used in this sense, though now confined to Gehenna. Hence some have retained the word Hades here, Campbell, Alexander.

18. He that heareth you heareth me; and he that despiseth you despiseth me: and he that despiseth me despiseth him that sent me.

Our Saviour hinting at Judas, warns his disciples. John xiii. 18-20. The Saviour's trials, would be their trials, and His triumphs, theirs. Heareth. This encourages them to resist all persecutions.


Sent me. The disgrace through you, reaches Me, and Him that sent Me.

For the Master is heard in His disciple, the Father honored in His Son. God is a most severe avenger of the Ministry of the Gospel, Queen Elis. Bible.

Honors and insults to ambassadors, reflected on the king sending. "Thy cause shall be my cause."—saith Christ to all his servants. Ministers' honorable duties, overlooked by the world. Receiving them, is entertaining the Lord, and angels. Heb. xiii. 2.

"Thou shalt love as the apple of thine eye, every one, that speaketh to thee the Word of God," Barnabas.
Such kindnesses valued not by their cost, but by love bestowing them. Widow’s mite stamped high above many talents of gold.

17 ¶ And the seventy returned again with joy, saying, Lord, even the devils are subject unto us through thy name.

A considerable interval elapsed between the 16th and 17th verses. Returned. The tour must have been short, about eight days. They met Him at Jerusalem before the Feast ended. Joy. No higher rapture felt by saints, than Christ’s triumph. Psa. iv. 7.

Saying. Nothing whatever, of the reception of their great commission. Devils. Strange they speak of no other cures than this. The nine apostles had lately failed in their attempts to cast out a devil, Luke, ix. 40.

He had not authorized the Seventy to cast out devils. So they had actually attempted greater things than Jesus had expressed. Subject. If demons are subject, saints need fear no other foe. Through thy name. Render, in thy name. Not sufficiently emphasized—hence the rebuke. Or they manifested a boastful spirit in success. Or having been formerly defeated, they now triumphed over demons. Luke ix. 40.

That this was a ground of joy not to be prominently brought forward is the purport of our Lord’s answer. They seemed to rejoice more that they had power over devils than that they were Ministers of the Gospel of Salvation. Christ’s universal presence implied, miracles in His Name. Christ’s miracles by an original power, disciples’ by a derived power. Christ’s Divinity implied in the success of His servants. Satan a defeated foe. 1. By Christ. 2. By disciples of Christ. Satan contended for victory: weapons, wonder, elation, pride, he failed.

18 And he said unto them, I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven.

Their Lord confirms, elevates, and hallows their just joy. Satan a real and personal being. The prince of evil spirits. Satan called the prince of this world to denote his dominion. Satan called the prince of the power of the air, to denote his abode. Satan is said to rule in the hearts of the disobedient, to denote his subjects.
Satan is called the prince of darkness to denote the nature of his deeds.
Satan has fallen from his glory. He that captured is led captive.
The fall of Satan, 1. Purposed by Jesus. 2. Affected by Jesus. 3. Celebrated by Jesus.
The fall of Satan compared to that of lightning. 1. In the duration of both. 2. In the rapidity of both. 3. In the depth of both.
The preached Gospel aims at the destruction of Satan's kingdom.
Beheld. He speaks, as though all things were present to His eye.
Heb. to lie in wait, to oppose. Devil, to thrust through—to accuse.
Fall. Implies its rapid, decisive, and terrible nature.
Refers to the original apostasy, or present victories of the disciples.
He beheld, as present, the annihilation of Satan's dominion.
Or to the entire period, past, present, and future conquest of Christ.
In His disciples' success, He beheld the pledge of His complete triumph.
From heaven, implies loss of pre-eminence and power. Rev. xx. 2.
By nature Satan shone as lightning, but by sin became darkness.
Bust.
Lucifer, a light bearer no longer, but a bringer in of darkness, Bernard.
Now cast down, he transforms himself into an angel of light, Bede.
Satan's fall—from the highest power to the lowest impotence.
Before the coming of the Lord, he had subdued the world; men worshipped him.
But by the coming of the Lord, he is cast down, and trodden under foot by those who worship Christ, Cyril.
At Christ's resurrection all the gods of the heathen expired, Hammond.

*Edwipour, like contemplari. I was contemplating, i. e.—Be not surprised, when I sent you forth, I was contemplating, &c., Grotius, Lightfoot. He accompanied them in spirit, and witnessed Satan's overthrow. No isolated vision:—the spiritual intuition of the God-man, to whom the secrets of the spirit-world are naked, Oosterzee.

The words refer to Satan's original fall, which has been proceeding ever since, step by step, and shall do so till all things are put under the feet of Jesus. He is to be the Great Victor over the Adversary, and the victory began when Satan fell from heaven, Alford. To the motion, not the fall, W. & W. To the victories before the Crucifixion; a period of six months, Lightfoot. The Crucifixion, Stella.
19 Behold, I give unto you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy; and nothing shall by any means hurt you.

Behold. Gr., and Hob., introduces something unexpected and surprising.

I give. Read, have given. Note the majesty and sublimity of the Saviour's Godhead.

He who bruised the Old Serpent, can crush all serpents.

Power. All power given to Christ, in heaven and earth. Matt. xxviii. 18.

To those improving divine gifts, He imparts greater skill.

To tread. Nothing can hurt them, which does not hurt Himself.

Serpents. Symbolizes crafty, dangerous adversaries.

Some traditions make the serpent hide in the sand. Gen. xlix. 17.

Another that he can stop his ears at pleasure. Psa. lvi. 4.

His poison is concealed under his perforated fangs. Pro. xliii. 32.

The curse fell on the animal and on the vegetable worlds.

Disorders in the spirit world, express themselves in the natural world.

He who was lightning in heaven, becomes a serpent on earth.

Scorpions. The more minute, but more active manifestations of evil. Ezek. ii. 6.

The noxious influences which sting and embitter life. Num. xxi. 6.


God promised Eve, her seed (Christ) should bruise the head of the serpent. Gen. iii. 15.

Paul's deliverance from a viper at Malita (Malta) a literal fulfillment of the promise in the text. Acts xxviii. 3-5.

Tradition says that John drank poison and was not harmed by it, Isidore.

Serpents who bite with the teeth, and scorpions who sting by the tail, signify two classes of enemies, those who rage openly, and those who plot secretly, Bede.

Serpents are those which visibly hurt; scorpions those which invisibly injure, sins of the spirit, Theophylact.
Power of the enemy: the singular number, meaning the arch-enemy, the devil.

Hurt. Refers to final, and complete spiritual victories. Luke xxi. 18. Those giving up earthly things walk with a free step in heaven, dreading not the prince of the air, Athanasius.

Christians cannot be hurt but by doing that which is wrong, J. Martyr. God will never leave it in the power of any creature to hurt us, but by our own treason against ourselves, Sibbes.

Uprightness, as a rock, breaks the waves into foam, that roar upon it Leighton.

---

ἐδώκεν—δέδωκεν—Tischendorf, Oestersee, Alford, God. Stu. Serpents and lightnings in their serpentine courses, images of fallen spirits, Oestersee. ἐξορισμὸς—delegated power. δῆλον—The Jews had a legend, that all the venomous beasts of the wilderness, must lie under the feet of God's people. Traditions ascribing superhuman and mysterious knowledge and power to serpents, traceable to the history of the Fall. Hence the types occurring in fable, history, and astronomy. The dragon guarding the gardens of Ailmonos, Golden Fleece, and Lernean Hydra, distorted facts of Revelation. The story of the Brazen Serpent is interwoven with the history of Egypt. τις πάρασι—τις implies aggressive authority; to proceed against.

ἐξορισμὸς—Luke xi. 12. ἔξω—The singular after the plural, ἔξων, ἔξο, indicates the leader of the fallen angels. These words following the mention of the fall of Satan, who is the ἑξορισμὸς (Rev. xx. 2); the ἑξορισμὸς (Rev. xii. 9) suggests that there is some connexion between his power, and the operation of venomous reptiles, Wordsworth. ἐκκλήσια—Three negatives strengthen the negation, Markland.

---

29. Notwithstanding in this rejoice not, that the spirits are subject unto you; but rather rejoice, because your names are written in heaven.

Rejoice not. An impure element lurks in rejoicing, even over demons.

In vain triumphing, there lurks pernicious self-praise.

He forbids not rejoicing, but directs it in the proper channel.

Such joy must be transient and give place to disappointment.

It was possible for the children of darkness to cast out devils. Matt. vii. 22.

The gift of miracles implied not a new heart. Matt. vii. 22.

The disciples rejoiced in the manifestation of power.

The Saviour rejoiced in the bestowment of salvation.

The life of God in the soul more to be prized than miraculous gifts.
Gifts and graces, by Satan's craft, may become snares.
In working miracles, man has not necessarily communion with God.
Spirits. This was a confirmation of their mission.
The disciples said devils. Jesus enlarges it to spirits. Eph. vi. 12.
Not the mere subjection of evil to you, at all.
But positive, and infinite display of God's mercy to you.
Names. Anciently, citizens were recorded in public rolls.
Unworthy, lost citizenship, and their names were erased. Ex. xxxii. 32.
"The Lord shall count, when He writeth up the people." Psa. lxxxvii. 6;
lix. 28.
"Whose names were not written in the book of life," &c. Rev. xvii. 8.
"Laborers whose names are in the book of life." Phil. iv. 3. Dan.
xi. 1.
"Departing from God, their names written in the earth." Jer. xvii. 13.
iii. 16.
Written. Equivalent to acquiring heavenly citizenship.
The true cause of joy is not the power shewn forth by you in my name,
but that your names are in the book of life.
The words "your names" seem a reference to "in thy name," which,
perhaps, was to them a medium of self-praise, as so often with
Christians, Alford.
Those whose self-love make their joy excessive, may come to resemble
Satan, Bengel.
The names of the saints are written in the book of life, not in ink, but in
the memory and grace of God, Theophylact.
Can a name once written there, be blotted out? Ex. xxxii. 32-33. Rev.
iii. 5. Rev. xxii. 19.
Your name in the world's book, cannot aid, may ruin you.
Written in the earth, implies one is to perish. Jer. xvii. 13.
A higher source of joy, union with heaven, imparts felicity.
Happiness the most sublime; pure, substantial, abiding, supporting,
consoling, and enriching.
In Heaven. In that heaven whence Satan hath fallen.
The devil fell from above, but ye being below, have your names inscribed
above in heaven.
The way to hell is by pride, the way to the mountains of glory by
humility.

Returned.—Not a trace has been preserved of the abiding results of their labors.
Oosterzee. xxi. para—These confessions and rejoicings in Matt. and Luke, repeated on
two separate occasions, Alford. μᾶλλον—cancelled, Tr-weinordorf, Alford; retained, W. & W. ὑπάρχει—Some see no immutable predestination. Others are of opinion that it is taught elsewhere, as Eph. i. 5 and 6; Rom. viii. 30; 2. Tim. i. 9, Olshausen: but the contrary, Ex. xxxii. 32-38, Grotius, Whitby, Alford. Citizens of heaven, Le Clerc. The Heroes, κοιμωμένοι, worshipped by millions for their genius, will find such rare gifts avail nothing to secure their names being written in heaven, Stier. The dying Haller, when congratulated on account of the visit of the Emperor Joseph II, repeated this text, Oosterse.

21. In that hour Jesus rejoiced in spirit, and said, I thank thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes: even so, Father; for so it seemed good in thy sight.

Hour. At that juncture, the Spirit guided the arrangement.
This is one of those rare cases in which the veil is lifted from the Redeemer's soul.
Rejoiced. Extraordinary emotion, at a moment of critical solemnity.
They exulted over the external splendor of the work.
He drew his delight from the hidden glory.
He felt Himself the organ and object of these revelations of God.
No victory like that of grace, no hire so precious as immortal souls.
They rejoiced in the greatness. He in the good effected.
1. Proof of the joy tasted by our Lord on earth. 2. An image of the joy He has now in heaven. 3. A foretaste of the happiness He will hereafter enjoy.
The assurance of salvation is a privilege to be enjoyed only by those who live in holy communion with God. 2. Tim. iv. 8.
O Father! God never called His Lord, but Lord of Heaven and Earth.
First recorded invocation of the Father before the people.
Jews believed He made himself equal with God. John x. 33.
He never corrected the error, if it was one. Phil. ii. 6.
Lord. Spoken under a veil of prophecy, in His deep humiliation.
He claims the most intimate personal relation with Jehovah.
Hid. God is said to do, what he certainly foresees will be done. Rom. ix. 18.
Not that the mysteries of the Gospel, were hid from any.
But what was hid from the wise, was revealed to the humble.
A fulfilling of a righteous judgment against sin.
A withholding grace, without which, these things are invisible.
It may be hid from many now, theoretically wise.
These things. Knowledge of truth, and susceptibility of divine things.
It involves a divine foresight of the consequences of unbelief.
The Divine counsels, with regard to the saved and lost, mysterious.
God does not hide efficiently, but deficiently.
Christ rejoiced not because these things were hidden from the wise and prudent.
But being thus hidden they were revealed to the feeblest of His disciples.
Wise, in their own eyes. At every Passover, the Jews declared "We are all wise and all know the law."
Rabbi's and sages opposed the humbling doctrines of Christ.
Success of wise men, would have been ascribed to elocution.
Prudent, in their own conceits, the philosophers and sages of the world.
Neither wisdom nor prudence slighted; both high and precious gifts.
It is the wisdom that maketh proud, and the prudence that ends in unbelief, Christ condemns.
Wise and prudent may mean Scribes and Pharisees, babes, His disciples.
It is possible to be wise and prudent, and yet child-like.
Not all the wise are rejected, nor all the simple saved.
Revealed. God leaves the veil on those proudly opposing truth.
Since the Fall, all gifts are the fruit of sovereign mercy.
Babes. Not the ignorant, but those child-like in spirit.
Inexperience, helplessness, poverty of spirit.
Hearts hungering and burning, with a longing after truth.
"Out of mouths of babes, thou hast ordained strength." Psa. viii. 2.
Even so. An epitome of filial confession.
Gratitude, approbation, concurrence as a Divine Being.
"Thy counsel is right," "only Thy righteous will, and decree."
It involves absolute acquiescence to God's will
Not because ascertainably just, but because ascertainably His.
Marvel not that the Son glorifies the Father!
The whole substance of the Only Begotten is the glory of the Father, Bost.
Jesus giving thanks, an example of humility; we are not rashly to presume to scan heavenly counsel, Gregory.
Christ recognizes His Father as Supreme Ruler over all, and blesses Him in all His ways, whether of judgment or of mercy.
In a letter of P. Lentulus, to the Roman Senate, describing the Lord's person, we read "Qui nunquam," &c. "He was never seen to laugh, but often to weep." An ascetic picture, Stier.

ψευδαργος—the Holy Spirit, all the most ancient authorities, Alford, Cod. Sinait. ψυχή would have pointed to his human soul. ἔγνω—χείρ understood; literally acknowledged an obligation. ἀνείρψας—Thou hast kept hidden, i.e., did not reveal. To change the meaning of the term from ordaining, into permission, is mere scansion, Oesterse. Favours absolute predestination, Oehler. σοφία—acquired knowledge. νάρκη—natural talents, Oehler. ἀνακάλυψας—To uncover that, which would otherwise remain unknown. γῆν—involving humility, docility, simple prudence, and innocence. τότε—Though thou hast hidden, yet thou hast revealed. οὐ—Yes, I fully concur with Thee, or, I do thank Thee. οὖν strictly rendered—So it became (or was) good pleasure (or complacency) before Thee, Alexander.

cbhí—Independent volition, sovereign choice, with the idea of benevolence, Stier.

This divine will, through which so many remained outside of his kingdom, seemed the source of many a struggle during His life. cbhí implies infinite benevolence in the Sovereign, whoever be the result to creatures, Oesterse.

22 All things are delivered to me of my Father: and no man knoweth who the Son is, but the Father; and who the Father is, but the Son, and he to whom the Son will reveal him.

All things. The plans of eternal wisdom, and infinite mercy. Their issues are eternal salvation or eternal perdition.

Delivered. Transferred to Him, in boundless confidence and love. This power is unlimited, lawful, beneficent, unending. No exposition of creatures can penetrate the depths of the Godhead.

We can only know God in the heart—with the simplicity of child-like love.

No man. A gracious warning to those too curiously searching into the nature of the Godhead.

One of the strongest testimonies in Holy Scripture to the Divine nature of our Lord.

No created being could utter the sentence without blasphemy.

We must give up the idea of comprehending God. The Divinity is incomprehensible.

"Touching the Almighty, we cannot find him out." Job xxxvii. 23.

Knoweth, i.e., the mind of God. The Father "possessed Him in the beginning." Pro. viii. 22.

Who the Son is. Son, not by delegation, but by an eternal community of nature.

"Who was as one brought up with Him, and daily His delight." Pro. viii. 30.
"The light of the knowledge of the glory of God, shines in the face of Christ Jesus." 2. Cor. iv. 6.

"The brightness of His glory, and the express image of His Person." Heb. i. 3.

God's essence, and Triune relations, mysteries, reserved for eternity.

The Son. In His eternal generation, and incarnation, "The mystery of Godliness." 1. Tim. iii. 16.

The Son Himself can only be known by omniscience.

The Father reveals the Son; The Son reveals the Father.

Thus, the Son glorifies the Father, and the Father glorifies the Son.

John xii. 28.

Reveal. This is that eternal "covenant of peace," alluded to by Zec. vi. 18.

No comfortable intercourse between man and God, except by the Mediator.

Worship, not through Christ, is to an unknown God. John v. 23.

How can man understand God, since he does not yet understand his own mind, with which he endeavours to understand Him, St. Augustine.

The essential nature of Christ, as the Son of God, is just as profound a mystery as the being of the Father; whilst the relationship between the two is a depth which we can never fathom.

The highest exercise of reason is to cease to reason about those things which are above our reason.

Many things are above our reasoning powers that are not contrary to them.
And he turned him unto his disciples, and said privately, Blessed are the eyes which see the things that ye see.


Jesus had been praying to the Father; then had spoken of the Father; and now addressed the disciples privately.

Blessed, i. e. human felicity begun here, and continued after death. Always dependent on the Divine favor. Not the same as happy.

"Blessed are they that know the joyful sound." Psa. lxxix. 15.

Eyes. Many then had good vision who never saw Jesus by faith's eye. An indirect admonition to continue to regard Him with the eye of faith. That kings and prophets would have deemed Him worthy of reverence.

Which see. The Apostles saw the Lord of life and glory, the desire of all nations.

They saw the holiness of His life, and the lesson afforded by His conversation.

They saw the tokens of His power, the miracles which he wrought.

They saw the exceeding glory which shone around Him at His transfiguration.

They saw Him die upon the cross, by which sin was abolished, God in the highest sense became our Father, and Jesus our Elder Brother.

But beyond all others, blessed are they who shall see Him eternally, and dwell for ever in His glory.

The hearing ear and the seeing eye, are God’s gifts. Prov. xx. 12.

"Now we see through a glass darkly, then face to face." 1. Cor. xiii. 12.

O. T. saints looked through types and shadows toward the substance. Glimmerings of light, made them long for the Sun of righteousness.

"Abraham saw my day, and was glad," John viii. 56.

God has scattered the clouds, and we behold as in a mirror the Glory of the Lord.

The fathers of the Old Covenant had only a dim candle, we have the bright sunbeams.

They had only the green blade of corn, we the increase, as in time of harvest.

They had only a drop, we have the river of water of life, clear as crystal. Blessed are our eyes, for we see by faith the Word made man for us, and shedding upon us the glory of His Godhead, that He may make us like Himself, Cyril.

2 b
24. For I tell you, that many prophets and kings have desired to see those things which ye see, and have not seen them; and to hear those things which ye hear, and have not heard them.

Many. A sight of the Messiah, the object of hope with O. T. saints.
Prophets. Who testified beforehand of His sufferings, and the glory that should follow. 1. Pet. i. 11.
An indirect admonition to them, to hear Himself.
Kings. Reference probably to David who united both offices, and perhaps to Solomon.
David's last words a prophecy of the Redeemer. "This is all my salvation." 2. Sam. xxiii. 1-5.
The bunch of grapes, carried from the promised land, was borne by two strong men upon a pole.
He who went before could not see the grapes, but he behind could both see and eat.
So the fathers of the O. T. did not in like manner see the bunch of grapes, the Son of God made man.
But those that went behind in the N. T. saw and tasted, Boys.
This is comparing humble fishermen with kings.
Desired. Christ was the "DESIRE OF ALL NATIONS." Hag. ii. 7.
Socrates uttered the longing of all thoughtful heathen.
"We must wait," said he "till One shall come and teach us our duty to God."
The Cumaean Sibyl taught that a Great Ruler should be born, of heavenly extraction, whose reign would be universal.
"To give a universal peace, and exercise His Father's virtues."
"To abolish all violence, and restore original simplicity."
"To kill the serpent, and purge all vegetables of poisons."
"The blessings would extend to the brute creation."
Thus unconsciously did the heathen world prophesy of, and long for, the Redeemer.
Augustine desired to see Christ in the flesh, Solomon in his glory, and Paul in the pulpit.

See Trench's Unconscious Prophecies of Heathendom; The Hebrew Lectures; and Horsley's Dissertation on the Prophecies among the heathen, vol. ii. 27.

25 And, behold, a certain lawyer stood up, and tempted Him, saying, Master, what shall I do to inherit eternal life?
Lawyer. Versed in the (casuistical) interpretations of Mosaic law.
One skilled in the law, and obeying the letter, while ignorant of its spirit, Ambrose.

Hearing the blessing, verse 23. "Let me hear what great thing He has to say about salvation."

Stood up. Fearless of defeat, and defiant of the gathered crowd.

Tempted. The act of trying the motive, may be good or bad. He had no design to make Christ politically suspected.

That about tribute money, maliciously endangered His life. Not hostile, but vain, and self-righteous in his curiosity.

He doubtless expected some great deed to be named. He may have had trouble in his inmost heart.

Trammelled by tradition, he seeks some outward rule.

He would bring out, whatever was peculiar in the Lord’s views. Prove the famous Galilean Teacher, and measure His depth.

Master. With respect real, or feigned. Jesus was a “Teacher” in truth.

Appeals to Him as an acknowledged Teacher.

Shall I do? Doubtless expecting to hear of some great deed, or sacrifice.

Or with the Philippian gaoler perhaps to ask for knowledge. Acts xvi. 30.

Wishing to establish a meritorious claim to eternal life.

Our Lord shews him a kind of doing, which would not earn, but prove a mark, of the inheritor of life.

Inherit. The promised land, a type of eternal rest. Deut. xxv. 15.

An inheritance a filial right; the portion of sons.

Eternal life. The way to it the supreme concern of this life.

Jesus the Way, the Truth, and the Life: i.e., 1. The Author of the Way. 2. The Teacher of the Truth. 3. The Giver of spiritual Life.

Jesus the best guide on the road to eternal life.

A right question from a wrong motive, a thing of frequent occurrence.

No life but spiritual, no inheritance but heaven, worth the name.

Incorruptible—moth, rust, fire, foes, spending, affects it not.

Undeified. Not stained in the gathering: it clogs not in the using.

Fadeth not. Gr. it never becomes less, never dim, never lost.

Earth’s pleasures, within the scope of the scythe of the curse.

The question of questions, but it lost its goodness, if the design was bad.

The doctrine of the lawyer was that salvation is obtained by the law. Rom. iii.
The doctrine of the Gospel is, that salvation is obtained by faith. Eph. ii. 8.
Unwise men seek righteousness and life, i.e., salvation, by a law which no man fulfils.

νομολόγος—used by the classical Luke; ὑπομακρινέω—generally by the HebraizingMatt. “Lawyer.”—No Sadducee, asking ironically the way to Utopia, but prompted by curiously. Olshausen. Wanted a talk, as many go to hear a sermon. Siller.


Διδάσκαλος—Instructor, Disciple, (μαθητής) learner. ἀποκορυφώομαι—Matt. v. 5. γενόμενα—This hope, resting primarily on the promised land, the foundation of all the future prospects of the Jews. They identified their national existence with that of the Temple. Hence, when it was ruined, multitudes committed suicide. Milman.

29. He said unto him, What is written in the law? how readest thou?

Written in the law? An appropriate question to a lawyer, and putting him in turn to the test.

Our Lord ascribes absolute authority to the “law” in these things. The law of God has reference to secret motives and to internal character.

Not speculative, but practical knowledge profitable to men.
The great problems of life are to be settled by the Scriptures.
Christ refers him to the law which he professed to expound. Thou art a lawyer versed in the record.
What thou askest, has lain from old, in the revealed word. Not to the 618 commands of Moses, collected by the Scribes.
What? Demanding, intense desire, to learn God’s will.
How? Christ may have pointed to the text (Deut. xi. 13) on his phylactery.
The Scriptures were read privately as well as publicly.

Readest. Gr. implies that but few readers were then found. Dost thou read for thine benefit, or that of others?
Not what thinkest thou? but how readest thou?
Gr. read, and know accurately by reading.
Not as a special pleader, looking for evasions, and excuses.
He readeth rightly that discovereth the Gospel in the law, and the law in the Gospel.
He readeth rightly that discovereth the Gospel to be the law fulfilled.
He readeth rightly: 1, who is daily less proud. 2, less wrathful. 3, less covetous. 4, less worldly minded. 5, less eager for the present; more mindful of the future.
We read amiss unless we discover that not the letter, but the Spirit enricheth.
The Saviour’s answer differed from what he expected.
His receiving nothing new, was his first repulse.
Dost thou read as an heir, the record of an inheritance?
He accepted the reading, with limitations and explanations.
We read amiss, unless with docility, faith, and humility.


27 And he answering said, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, and with all thy mind; and thy neighbour as thyself.

**Answering.** The Jews used daily to repeat the text here quoted.
Scripture should be read not only frequently but attentively.
To ascertain the scope of Scripture a most important object.
**The Lord.** In this word is asserted His power as a Ruler—rightful authority.
**God.** The Maker and Preserver of all men—the eternal wisdom that directs all.
**Thy God.** Dwelling in our hearts, and sanctifying us by His presence.
It is not one person, but the Holy Trinity who is our Lord and God.
All sufficient, and infinitely blessed, He needs no creature’s love.
Our Supreme Source of happiness, and deserves our love.
He gives us our fellow men to share our love, instead of Himself.
To love God supremely, embraces our neighbor. 1. John, iv. 21.
To love our neighbor as ourselves, is to love God aright.
“Heart, soul, and strength,” accumulated synonyms.
With all thy soul, i.e., with thy warmest affections.
With all thy strength, i.e., with the most vigorous resolution of thy will.
With all thy mind, i.e., with thy understanding guiding thy affections and thy will.

Mark, uses understanding for mind, to guard against the undue influence of imagination in religion.

This teaches the utter impossibility of being justified by the law. Gal. iii. 11.

But theoretical correctness will not atone for practical disobedience.

Love to God implies—

It must be heart work—the fulfilling of the law. Rom. xiii. 10.

It must be ardent with all thy strength. Matt. xxii. 37. Deut. vi. 5.

It must be supreme, with all thy soul. Deut. xxx. 6. Psa. lxxiii. 25.

It must be purely for Himself, His inherent excellencies. Cant. i. 8.

It must be intelligent. The more we know of God the more we will love God. Mark xiii. 33. Psa. ix. 10.

It must be active, eating or drinking, or whatever we do, all must be done for His glory. 1. John iii. 18. 1. Cor. x. 31.

Performing our duties to our neighbor, evidence of love to God. John xiii. 35.

Christ doth not command the love of our neighbor, until he hath commanded and explained the love of God.

Love to our neighbor assumes divers forms—

In a family it is tenderness and care.

In a neighbourhood it is courtesy.

In friendship it is sympathy

In business it is integrity.

In distress it is mercy.

To our country it is patriotism.

To the world it is benevolence.

To the Church it is brotherly kindness.

True self-love, and true brotherly love, are at one, in God.

Hence the second and all commands, are like the first. Matt. xxiii. 39.

We are bound to love all with the love of benevolence. To do them all the good we can. Gal. vi. 10; 1. John iii. 18.

To esteem the virtues of an enemy, because “every good gift is from above.” Jas. i. 17.

To love our enemies, by blessing those who curse, and praying for those who persecute us. Matt. v. 44.

Our love must be the same in degree, truth, and sincerity. Matt. vii. 12.

This principle not natural, but divinely implanted.
Love desires constant *communion* with God and saints.
Love to God and man should regulate every opinion we adopt.
*Every* connexion we form and arrangement we make.
*Every* course we pursue and hope we cherish.
The Bible deals with great principles.
If love to God prevail, there would be—

1. No idolatry.  
2. No superstition.  
3. No profanation.  
4. No opposition to truth.  
5. No corruption of truth.  
6. No perjury.  
7. No despising the good.  
8. No ingratitude.  
9. No pride.  
10. No discontent.  
11. No suicide.  
12. No violent deaths.  
13. No duels.  
14. No wars.  
15. No rivalry.  
16. No breach of contracts, national or individual.  
17. No envy.  
18. No wrongs.  
19. No slanders.  
20. No intrigues.  
21. No deceit.  
22. No fraud.  
23. No false statements.  
24. No oppression.  
25. No injury to person, to property, or to character.  
26. No cruelty.  
27. No ingratitude.  
28. No disobedience.  
29. No unkindness.  
30. No resentments.  
31. No haunts of wickedness.  
32. No social evils.  
33. No complaining in our streets.

Then the precept would be obeyed, "Do good unto all men."
Then the prayer would be realized—
"Thy will be done on earth, as it is in heaven."
Thus love to God is the motive power to action.

Deut. vi. 5, and Lev. ix. 18, were repeated every morning and evening in the synagogue, as a summary of the whole law. Part was written on the phylacteries. *Meyer* thinks the man answered thus, because he had before heard our Lord cite these in connexion. *Alford*.

In the creation of the world God gave the water unto the fish, earth unto the beasts, air unto the fowls, heaven unto the glorious angels and then after all these glorious seats were bestowed, Almighty God made man, according to his own likeness and image, that He might say with the Psalmist,—*Whom have I in heaven but Thee? and there is none upon earth I desire beside Thee*.* Boys*.

---

26 *And he said unto him, Thou hast answered right: this do, and thou shalt live.*

**Right.** True words, but he was ignorant of their import.

**This Do.** In the effort to obey he would discover his own inability and his need—

1, of God’s grace to enable him to keep the commandments.
2, of Christ's sacrifice to atone for sin.
3, of Christ's obedience for his justification before God. Rom. v. 19.
The law is our schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ. Gal. iii. 24.
Do this in me, and I shall do it, cause me to live, and I shall live.
Give Lord what Thou hast commanded, and then command what Thou hast given.

Godliness is knowledge put into practice. Love to God and man pervading, directing, and ruling man.
Earnest tones of Christ, might imply, "Do this, if thou art able."
Our Lord lays emphasis on the words "This do," showing where the real difficulty to a sinner lies.

Let this law pass from dead knowledge into living practice.
Speaking, is not enough,—the whole heart must be in it.
Our Lord intended to draw a confession of his utter failure.
Depravity and perverseness prevent him confessing his weakness.
He seeks by the cunning of his lips to evade this home-thrust.
Most, that perish, it is not their disease kills them, but their physician.
They think to cure themselves, and this leaves them incurable, Gurnell.
Note three things in our Lord's answer to this lawyer—
1. His approbation of the answer.—Thou hast answered right.
2. His bidding him put in practice that which the law taught him, and which he knew to be right.—Do this.
3. His promise of the life sought.—Do this, and thou shalt live.
So that he who truly loves God and man shall live beloved of God to all eternity, Kenn.

---

39 But he, willing to justify himself, said unto Jesus, And who is my neighbour?

Willing. To get himself out of the difficulty by throwing on Jesus the definition of neighbor.
Justify. Christ's omniscience perceives conscience first touched.
On this earnestness, our Lord seizes, and leads him on. Jesus tries this tempter, but out of fervent love to his soul.
He had been led to an answer, which condemned him.
It implied on his own theory, he had not lived up to it. The question indicates wounded sensibility, and a desire to resist. As to loving God, he was willing to say nothing about that. “But if I have not loved all men, it is because all have not a claim.” “I, interpreting neighbor as I do, wherein have I failed?”

Who? He starts another question, as an excuse for dropping the former.

Or, dost Thou profess to give a new meaning to the word? Must I love those who hate me, and whom I hate in return? Whom shall I love? An excuse for stopping short of his whole duty. Neighbor. Rabbis taught strangers (Gentiles) were not neighbors. Who is? &c. 1. Its high importance. 2. Its single answer. 3. Its manifold application.

A Jew killing a Gentile (being no neighbor) was esteemed no murderer.

Jews refused to direct a traveller unless he was going to worship at their Temple.

God transfers Covenant favors, to those denied Common favors. How often shall I forgive? was a question wrong in the design. This of the lawyer, was a mere excuse for his humbled vanity. How blind to the meaning of the great words he had uttered! He hints, his question was by no means easily solved. The very heathen rebuked his narrow minded selfishness.

A Roman amphitheatre trembled with thunders of applause at the words I am a man, and I regard no human interest as estranged from me. This feeling sanctified, renders every man a brother. Love has no limits, but its own inability to go further. Love forgets all antipathies at the sight of another's woe.

δικαιοῦν, δικαιώσων, Tischendorf. To excuse himself, Kuenen—to vindicate himself from the implied charge of disobeying law, which he professed to teach. ἔλεγεν. Homo sum, nihil humani a me alienum puto, Terence. If a Gentile was drowning, not being a neighbor, a Jew need not attempt to save him, Lightfoot.

80. And Jesus answering, said, A certain man went down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and fell among thieves, which stripped him of his raiment, and wounded him, and departed, leaving him half dead.

Answering. Literally taking him up, implying the question was made the occasion of saying more than the mere answer.
With delicate and divine skill, He takes his eye from the object, and turns it back upon the subject, him, who is to shew the love. Abstract morals, do not open the eye of the blind self-righteous. He wishes to know what neighbors are to be loved. The answer tells him, what neighbors are to love. If one's own heart is right, there will be no difficulty about the object. Certain. No mention of nation, or character, for wise reasons. But evidently a Jew, for this is the point of the application. He was a fellow-man, therefore had a neighbor's claim. No Samaritan was permitted alone to visit Jews. Went down. To go up is the common expression for journeying towards a metropolis.

Jerusalem. Stands 2400 feet above the Mediterranean Sea, and 1500 above Jericho. Religion and commerce caused very much intercourse. Jericho. "City of Palms." Deut. xxxiv. 3. Heb., His Moon. About 18 miles 6 furlongs east of Jerusalem, in the valley of Jordan, 9 miles north of the Dead Sea. A blooming oasis in the midst of a sandy plain. Fruitful in palms, balsam and roses. The Serpent not wanting, the Canaanite was there. Rahab here entertained the twelve spies. Surrounded by Joshua and the Israeliitish army 7 days, the walls fell and the city was destroyed. 520 years after, under Ahab, Hiel the Bethelite rebuilt Jericho. 1. Kings xvi. 34.

A school of the prophets was there. 2. Kings ii. 5. Herod rebuilt and adorned it, with palaces and theatres; dwelt there in winter, and died there. Zaccheus was converted, and Bartimaeus healed there. Destroyed by Vespasian, the city pillaged and burnt. 700 A.D. it was a ruin. Rebuilt by Saracens, now in ruins. The fountain sweetened by Elisha, flows near the ruins. Thieves. Gr. robbers, a wonder of Divine forbearance. Travellers still pay armed guards, to protect life and property. The Author in 1855 was obliged to procure a guard in going down to Jericho. Jericho; the Scriptural type of the city of the world. Jerusalem; the Scriptural type of the city of God. Josh. vi. 26. 1. Kings xvi. 34.

About 12,000 priests and Levites who used to attend the Temple, in courses, resided at Jericho.
In the time of Jerome it required a fort garrisoned by Roman soldiers to protect travellers.

Said to be the most dangerous road in all Palestine.

Wild Arabs still lie in ambush at the fords of Jordan.

The road (a mere camel’s track) lies through desolate gorges. Towering cliffs, dark recesses and narrow defiles. Then as now the resort of robbers.

Wilderness of Adummim or “bloody way,” lies along the road. Did the lawyer thank himself, his hands were not stained? 40,000 workmen were dismissed from work on the Temple of Herod at this time.

Stripped. Having no gold to redeem himself, he is thus left.

Wounded. Implies he tried to defend himself.

Half dead. Refusing even robbers’ mercy, in shortening his agony.

Some Commentators, with good reason, regard this as true history.

An incident related by Jesus in order to convey a deeper and spiritual truth.

εὐαλαφίον—taking him up, i.e., answering—sus loquendi still among certain classes.

Sitter.

ἀνὴρ Ἰερουσαλήμ—a man of Jerusalem. Such transpositions are not unusual. Matt. xv. 1, Matt. xxvi. 57, John xi. 1, Campbell, Wakefield. Not a heathen but a Jew, in contrast with the Samaritan, Meyer, Olshausen. λῃσταί—robbers. στριφύς—a thief. Fancy prompts Commentators to locate this robbery at Adummim, from its signification—“place of redness,” Sitter. Leaving him—Needless whether he lived or died. “Half-dead.” In the state of being half-dead, Alford, or just as he was, or happened to be, namely, half-dead, Meyer, Bengel.

81. And by chance there came down a certain priest that way; and when he saw him, he passed by on the other side.

Chance. Gr. coincidencia. In God’s empire, there is no chance. It is our ignorance of the cause which makes an event fortuitous. Chance is only another name, for man’s want of knowledge. That which occurs without previous design of the doers we term chance. The falling in of one event, with another; all of Divine ordination. Opportunities beneficial to us or to others lie hid under those things which to us seem matters of chance.

The fine weaving of life’s threads in one woof by Providence. Summonsse to acts of mercy, are these side-calls.
Many opportunities of doing good lie under seeming chances. The word, an appropriate addition to the force of the parable. Contrasted with anything that must have taken place. God, directs these chances, and will require it at our hands, if we neglect these opportunities, however casual they may seem to be. Without a sensitive heart, we fail to see the finger of God. This meeting undesigned of man, but overruled by Jehovah. A Priest. Luke i. 6. Probably returning home to Jericho. The appearance of this character may perhaps shake his high opinion of himself. There would be a fine irony, if the priest was returning from official service. Sympathy and compassion might have been expected from one exposed to the same dangers. Holy occupations do not of necessity, make the heart holy. Familiarity with sacred things diminishes reverence in men prone to be irreverent. That way. The only road must have been the camel’s track. No “great road” has ever existed along these steep gorges. Came down. Gr. implies no haste. If we might say, “He was going along down.” He saw him, lying on the road, crying loudly to every human heart. He does not look, whether it be an enemy or friend. His only idea: “This is a dangerous place, and I must escape.” If some compassion stirs his heart, “He is too far gone, what can I do?” Or his robes, might be soiled with blood. He may tell others, “I saw a poor creature dying, and I prayed for his soul.” Yet this Jewish priest would have aided a brute in danger. Luke xiv. 5. “If thou meet an enemy’s ass lying under a burden, thou shalt surely help him.” Ex. xxiii. 5. God prefers mercy to sacrifice. Even the heathen condemn such cruelty. He omitted the weightier matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and faith. Not an ox or an ass, but a brother, was left in his blood. Deut. xxii. 4. Those passed by on earth, will lie in our way, before the Throne. Passed by. Selfishness stronger than the voice of humanity, than nationality, than the voice of religion.

 compra — by a coincidence, Trench. ispecis — Luke i. 8; see Notes. sacrifiers —
This compound does not denote haste, *Stier*. *Theocrites*—The impression that there are great highways in Palestine, because Solomon and others had chariots, is a mistake. *Trench*—He passed right over against him, *Grotius*. He passed on the contrary side of the way, *W. & W.*; near to him.

82. And likewise a Levite, when he was at the place, came and looked on him, and passed by on the other side.

Levite. Set apart at Sinai, instead of the firstborn.
The firstborn of the 12 tribes were 22,273. Tribe of Levi, 22,000.
They carried the ark, tabernacle utensils, offered no sacrifice.
Musicians, and porters by day, by night guards of the temple.
Entered full service at 26 years of age, had 49 cities, 6 for "refuge."
Hobron both a priestly city and city of refuge. 350 Levites returned from Babylon.
Having no land, they received tithes of corn, fruit, and cattle.
Students of the law, and under the priests, judges of the land.
Came. It was not inadvertently he acted. He gave no passing glance.
Curious to know more, he approached cautiously.
Looked. Men often see that, which they do not care to examine.
If a priest passed, not bound to stop; therefore, "I am excused."
As the example of the superior, so will be the conduct of the inferior.

One sinner follows another, in neglecting urgent duty.
He may have pitted, but selfish, he also passed by.
Here a neighbor dying, had no good claims on their aid.
What a withering of the heart-strings, doth sin produce!
Neither knowledge, dignity, nor worship, can do the work of love.
A dread of the sight of misery, possibly the priest's excuse.
The dread of labor, and of self-denial, the Levite's apology.
Priest instinctively selfish, he would not stop to look.
Levite exhibited selfishness through calculation.
There was pride, they were superior in station, of the sacred tribe, and despised the poor wounded man.
There was selfish fear probably—they might be attacked by the same robbers.
There was over-sensibility probably—they shrank from the sight of an object so deplorable.
He who unfeelingly keeps to himself his property, and he who steals it from another are influenced by the same motive.
Viewed in this light, the priest and the Levite had some share in the guilt of the thieves. James iv. 17.

Our Lord referred to presumptuous and prejudicial enquirers. The highest in religious position demanding the sternest censure. The kind-hearted pagans will rise up and condemn such cruelty. The conduct of the priest and Levite—a warning to those who have the care of souls in God's church.

Many, like these two, disregard the wounds of sin, and the anguish of the sinner.

Passing by the terror-stricken sinner, who, it may be, is waiting but for a word to turn to his Saviour.

At the last day God will require the blood of souls at the watchman's hands.

Among the Assyrians, it was unlawful to pass by in silence, any one in distress, without first inquiring the cause, Herodotus, Lib. 1.

88. But a certain Samaritan, as he journeyed, came where he was: and when he saw him, he had compassion on him.

Samaritan. Luke ix. 52. Their name a bye-word of contempt with the Jews.

A type of our Lord—He still encounters the same misery. Luke ix. 51.

He feels the same compassion. He furnishes the same aid.

He requires the same disposition, "Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy."

The followers of false systems of faith, oft by their deeds, censure those professing true religion.

A despised heretic shows Scribes and Pharisees what is true love.


Children of Jews and Samaritans taught to despise and curse one another. They repaid hate, insult, and wrong, with insult, hate, and wrong.

Samaritans anathematized as Cuthites, and worshippers of the dove. Jews prayed Samaritans might have no part in the resurrection of life.

Entertaining a Samaritan laid up judgments for one's children.

Eating meat in his house was as though he ate swine's flesh.

A Samaritan had secretly defiled the temple with human bones.
This deep hatred of the Samaritan gave a sting to the application.

Journeyed. The priest comes from the sanctuary, without the spirit of the sanctuary.

The Samaritan full of business, but with a soul glowing with love.

Saw him. Christian's double eye; 1, of Faith, verse 28. 2, of Love, verse 33.

He might have had ten excuses, where the priest and Levite had one.

Compassion, for past misfortunes, help for present need, care for future wants.

Discriminate between this love, and that of John xiii. 34.

John has believers for the object, Christ's love its measure, and faith its foundation.


Universal philanthrophy asks not, "Who is my neighbour?"

Its reward, an approving conscience and approving Lord.

A whole chapter of Christian ethics, in this one word.

Christ took the features from His own divine Original.

He knew not the nation, only a man in his blood was there.

Service of love willingly undertaken, indefatigably continued, never ended.

A stranger near by, would have said, "They are brothers."

The Jew rejoiced to see, a hated Samaritan, aiding him.

Our Lord respects the feelings of Jews, by selecting a heathen.

He intends to reprove their foolish and wicked prejudices.

Though of the regal tribe, He was an alien in His family. Psa. lxix. 8.

The deepest indignity to Christ was, "Thou art a Samaritan and hast a devil."

Note, though He replied to this last accusation, I have not a devil, He does not reject the hated name Samaritan with which they reproached Him.

---

Ἀμαράτης—The chosen example proves the wounded man a Jew, Olshausen. A type of Jesus Christ, Luther, Melanthon, Stier. ἐπιλαχυσιοθε—Hellenistic, not classical, Major. The heart in all languages, marks the seat of the affections. But the Greeks extended this figure to the liver, lungs, and bowels. Hence we read of bowels of compassion, Olshausen. αἰφρό, him, after ἰδωρ, seeing omitted, Tischendorf, Alford, Cod. Sinait.

---

34. And went to him, and bound up his wounds, pouring in oil and wine, and set him on his own beast, and brought him to an inn, and took care of him.
Went. He forgot business and danger in anxiety about the dying man.

"Where in this wilderness, can I get aid to save the sufferer?"

Bound. He may have torn his own garments into bandages.

How love restores, what sin has ruined!

Real love does not ask how little, but how much it can do.

Their intense enmity forbade a Jew to touch a Samaritan.

An earnest will, finds things necessary for works of love.

Oil. In the East used instead of butter for food. Ezek. xvi. 13.

All travellers in the East still carry their own food.

Used in offerings. Lev. v. 11. And mixed with oblations. Num. vi. 15.


Oil of Samaria was noted for its medicinal qualities.

Principal article of traffic anciently with the Syrians. 1. Kings v. 11.

Beaten, or fresh, pressed from the berries, when green. Ex. xxvii. 20.

Presses in which the fest crushed the berries. Gethsemane.

"Oil Press."

Wine. Luke i. 15; vii. 38. See Notes. Oil and wine, the remedies used in such cases all over the East.

The wine to cleanse the wounds; the oil to assuage their smarting.

Own beast. He sacrifices his comfort to save the man.

Inn. No building among the ancients answered to this term.

Kahns or caravanseras are square, with open court and well.

Moslems now build them, as acts of meritorious faith.

Open stone sheds, accommodating 50 to 100 families.

Used by pilgrims having tents for protection, not shelter.

Beasts, as well as owners, housed together. Luke ii. 7.

There is not now a single dwelling between Bethany and Jericho.

Took care. Out of love, his only reward an approving conscience.

Who can tell, whether of the two, had the greater satisfaction?

Trajan rent his clothes to bind up his soldier's wounds, Gurnall.

The way to be sensible of another's misery is first to feel it ourselves.

If it be not ours, we must make it ours before our hearts will melt.

I must take my brother into myself, before I help him.

I must be that Lazarus, that begs of me, and then I give.

I must be that wounded man by the wayside, and then I pour my wine and oil into his wounds, and take care of him.

I must feel the hell of sin in myself, before I can snatch my brother out of the fire.
They require more than one remedy. At one time, wine; at another, oil.
The ministers of God will remember that the wounds of sin are not cured in a moment.
The pastor must unite patience with charity.
Human charity often for a moment only, Christ's charity unending.
The Samaritan going to the wounded man, a type of Christ.
Unless Christ approaches the sinner, the sinner will not come to Christ.


85. And on the morrow when he departed, he took out two pence, and gave them to the host, and said unto him, Take care of him: and whatsoever thou spendest more, when I come again, I will repay thee.

Morrow. The picture shews the boundary lines of different duties.
Required to shew mercy, but not to sacrifice his business.
Took out, of his girdle,—ample wages for two days. Matt. xx. 2.
He spares from his slender supply. The amount indicates poverty.
Host. Benevolent himself, he treats the host as guided by self-interest alone.
Love when weak, engages others to carry out her designs.
He is introduced as receiving pay for a work of mercy.
The picture contrasts heartlessness, with disinterestedness.
Lest any comfort be withheld, he anticipates every scruple.
In the khan, ordinarily, no provisions are found.
I come. After such self-denials, the host trusts the stranger's honesty.
He helps the needy, and yet pursues the journey.
Note 1, the compassionate heart. 2, the helping hand. 3, the willing foot. 4, the future provision.
He who gives his money to the wretched, gives that which is external.
He who gives his toil, and sacrifices comfort, gives himself.
Men are prone to pervert truths and to forget injunctions.
The tone of supererogation has been derived from this narrative.
It is argued that the Samaritan did more than his duty. The Scriptures declare that when we have done all, the all that was done was our bounden duty, and we are still unprofitable servants. 

Take care of him.—In giving this command to the host, Christ leaves a charge to all His ministers. 

Mark how He says not, cure him; but take care of him. The sinner may resist the means for healing, but cannot hinder that care which God requires from His ministers. 

In the deeds of mercy of this Samaritan, we have set before us—

1. The mission of Christ to man; He came on earth, and journeyed on the same road as His brethren, yet without sin. 

2. The incarnation of Christ; He took upon Him the weaknesses of our nature, and so came where man was, even close to him. 

3. The mercifulness of Christ; when He saw man’s wretched state, He had compassion on him. 

4. The cure of man’s sins; Christ bound up his wounds by forgiveness, and instituted two sacraments for cleansing and strengthening the enfeebled nature of man, pouring in oil and wine. 

5. The sufferings of Christ for man’s sake; He bore our sins and carried our sorrows. 

6. The establishment of His Church for the safe keeping of those called out of the world, He brought him to an inn. 

7. An image of Christ’s constant love and solicitude, He took care of him. 

Denton’s Commentary. 

ἐξιλαθὼν, when he departed, omitted by many of the oldest authorities. Alford; omitted, Cod. Sinal. ἐμυαλώμενον.—The nursing of the sick, distinct from medical care. ἐκβαλὼν—Casting down, evidently by loosening his girdle. Meyer. 

88. Which now of these three, thinkest thou, was neighbour unto him that fell among the thieves? 

Three. Embraces the magnates of Israel, and the despised Samaritan. God is no respecter of persons; so these three men of different classes are mentioned together. 

Thinkest thou? Appeal from the prejudiced Jew, to an honest conscience. 

Neighbor. Not, who thought, but who was neighbor to him? Not whom your narrow-minded creeds, call your neighbor. But who acted the part of a neighbor to the victim of robbery?
Judicious teaching. Jewish prejudice not offended. Our Lord did not say the Samaritan is thy neighbor. But constrained the enquirer to say it.

God oft makes men their own judges that they may be self-condemned. Neighbor implies not nearness in place, but in kindness and in care. Our common nature makes us all neighbors, "one touch of nature makes the whole world kin."

Whosoever is another is our brother and our neighbor. Common proverb, "I am my nearest neighbor," is the sum of selfishness. To do our duties, is to change places with the unfortunate.

Thieves. Our Lord leaves them to their career, and coming doom.

Omit oth, now. Tischendorf, Alford, Cod. Sinait.

37. And he said, He that showed mercy on him. Then said Jesus unto him, Go, and do thou likewise.

Shewed mercy. Ashamed to name the Samaritan, a crowd listening.

All encountering the Lord, sooner or later, put to confusion. We do not lack knowledge, but the will, to do our duty.

True love's glory: 1. It asks no question. 2. It does not hesitate. 3. It fears no harm. 4. It does not delay. 5. It makes willing sacrifices. 6. It leaves nothing unfinished.

A despised Samaritan knew his duty, and tried to perform it faithfully.

The truth avails nothing without love, and without love, works have no truth.

Dives feeding Lazarus through vanity, had still been conde: med. Had robbers seized him before he began this work of mercy. His act of kindness would have been complete, before God. Lazarus's heart to feed the starving, had been accounted done. 1. Kings, viii. 18.

Men judge our creed from life. God from our heart. Christ disarms prejudice. "The Samaritan is thy neighbour—love him." Some have opportunity, but no heart, to do good.

Go and do. Not as the priest or Levite, but as the good Samaritan. Christ's command the rule of action: His life the example. We live not in the world for ourselves.
Man is to be blessed through the instrumentality of man. If God so loved us, we ought also to love one another. Nothing is good unto us, unless we communicate that good. A Christian man would not willingly pass one day of his life without some act of mercy.

We do not want precepts so much as examples. *Pliny.* Example is the softest and least invidious way of commanding. The Master not only rules the scholar's book for him, but writes him a copy with His own hand. Christ's command is our *rule.* His life our *copy.* *Gurnall.* Keep close to the text, and apply the substance of it to thyself. *Bengel.*

The *practice* of Bible doctrine, the best help to its understanding. Our Lord leads from *calculating* the number of the objects of our charity, to the *exercise* of love. The Bible *proposes to school the heart,* as well as *enlighten the mind.*

Happy world, if it was as full of compassion, as of misery. The lawyer felt his *question* and *state of mind* were false. Gospel love, loves, and asks no questions—*whom? how? where?* It ignores the whole world of *prudential calculating* rules. The humble sublime faith, that *God will honor all its drafts.* "He that pitied the poor, lendeth to the Lord." *Pro. xix. 17.* Into this world of *glowing love,* the lawyer's heart, hardened by legal subtleties, is brought.

Our Lord shewed him that *very love,* and *blest the man,* tempting Him. His answer *designating* the kind heart, settles the question, he himself asked.

It is only by laying aside sectarian or national prejudice that men can find ready access to free and full grace. *Bengel.* Another lesson—we should love all who are imitators and followers of Christ.
The early fathers of the Church saw a deep spiritual meaning veiled under the letter of this parable. *Human nature forsaking the seat of innocence.* (Jerusalem the dwelling of peace.) Is going down to the city under the curse—our earth. The enemy of our souls stripped us of our robe of righteousness. We were grievously wounded, and our spiritual life fast flowing away.
Our state one of spiritual death, when the law passed by.  
But no law had been given, "which could give life."  
Gal. iii. 21.  
The Redeemer (the Good Samaritan) drew near by the Incarnation.  
He came with the "balm of Gilead" to heal our perishing souls.  
The oil and wine, represent the word, and sacraments.  
Others think the two sacraments—others still, the blood and Spirit.  
The victim riding, the traveller walking, Christ's deep humiliation.  
The inn represents the Church for the reception of "pilgrims" going to  
a better country.  
The host typifies the ministry of the Gospel—two pence the O. and N.  
Testaments.  
The Samaritan's departure, the Lord's ascension to heaven: the promise  
of further reward—the honors and glories He will confer on His  
ministers at His second coming in the last day. Wordsworth.

A true history. Grotius. Loving our enemies one, but not the aim of the parable. 
Stier. τὸ ἐλεόξ. Circumlocution avoids naming the Samaritan. Luke xvii. 18, ἄλλοιον εἴδος,  
one of a different stock. The popular impression that Samaritans were mixed with  
Jewish blood is groundless. Christian antiquity knew nothing of this view of their origin,  
but saw in them a people of an unmingled heathen blood. No mingling of Cuthite or  
Assyrian blood, 2. Kings, xvii. Not named in plea to Zerubbabel, Ezr. iv. 2. Our  
Lord sanctioned no popular prejudice, Matt x. 5. Called ἄλλο-εἴδος, Hammond, Trench.  
Their features were not Jewish. Robinson. The spiritual application of this narrative  
has frequently diverted the attention from the great practical lesson "Go and do  
likewise."

88. Now it came to pass, as they went, that he entered into a certain village; and a  
certain woman named Martha received him into her house.

It came to pass. Probably on his arrival at Bethany. Luke  
xix. 29.

Village. Towards the close of life, He seldom entered a village.  
t.e., Lazarus.

Certain woman. Mary and Martha, sisters of Lazarus.  
Martha. Generally named last, probably the elder and a widow.  
Received. Gr. receiving and entertaining. Luke xix. 6.  
Her house. She the owner felt honored in having such a guest.  
Though King of Zion, our Lord had no house, He called His home.  
In humiliation, He borrowed His cradle, home, raiment, and grave.  
He visited some friends, more than others. John xi. 55. Spiritual  
attractions.
His visits to friends tokens of mercy; to enemies—of warning.
Those entertaining Christ's servants never lose by their hospitality.
Martha welcomes for His sake, all His disciples also.
It had become dangerous to befriend Him, but love knows no fear.
Thousands rejected Him, one welcomed Him.
While the world stands, a remnant will be steadfast. Rom. ix. 27.

διήρκεια, omitted, Cod. Sinait. κόμης—of the village of Galilee. Meyer. No allusion to Lazarus. Strauss. Not proved that he lived in the same house with them. Oosterse,
They show the same characters respectively as in John ii. Sister, Alford. Sisters had residences both in Galilee and Bethany. Greswell. γυνὴ does not necessarily imply a widow. Campbell. Formerly married to Simon, the leper. Grotius. ἰωάννης implies the idea of entertaining. "Caesareum recipere oppida," Major. Hospitably entertained. Wetstein.

89. And she had a sister called Mary, which also sat at Jesus' feet, and heard his word.

Mary. 5 Marys:—1. Mother of Jesus. 2. Magdalen. 3. Wife of Cleopas. 4. Sister of Lazarus. 5. Mary the mother of Mark.
Which also. Who for her part, as opposed to Martha.
Sat, literally, sat close by; the word is constricted with, was cumbered.
This Jewish custom, not unknown to Greeks and Romans.
It implies readiness to hear, submission and obedience.
They who sit now to learn, will shortly share his throne. Rev. iii. 21.
All must sit at His feet, or be made His footstool. Psa. cx. 1.
Jesus' feet. For instruction, as the repast was not yet ready.
The restored Gadarens sat at the feet of Jesus, clothed, and in his rightminds.
Heard, rather, kept listening; indicating her spiritual attitude towards the Great Teacher.
His Word. As soon as the Lord enters, He begins the great work.
Family circle preaching, sanctioned by our Lord.
When Christ instructs, we should "be swift to hear." Jas. i. 19.
Mary improves present mercies, as she may not have others.
The good Samaritan practised love actively, Mary, passively.

ὡποταρναίθεν. Thus Luke sketches the whole situation at once. καὶ—refers to the disciples, who sat with Mary at his feet. Major.
40. But Martha was cumbered about much serving, and came to him, and said, Lord, dost thou not care that my sister hath left me to serve alone? bid her therefore that she help me.

Cumbered. Gr. distracted by thought-scattering anxieties.

Pride and indolence, render many homes miserable.

Things belonging to the outward service of God may distract the minds of loving Christians.

There is a time for everything, if only we seek to do everything for Christ.

Worldly affairs are a snare to us when they hinder us from gaining good for the soul.

Trifles disturb, and rightly regarded—what are not trifles?

Ills that have never happened have made half the world sad.

If troubles come, let them meet us in the path of duty.

Let them be divinely appointed and not our own creation.

When diligent in business, it behoves us to be also fervent in spirit.

Observe the smallness of the household, and humble nature of events.

She entertains the Lord of Heaven, and alone prepares the meal.

Let the proud forget their pride. Poverty inherits the blessing.

Serving. Preparing the meal, her heart evidently was in having a fine entertainment.

Martha perhaps envied her sister enjoying more than herself.

But her envy is mingled with vanity.

Martha should have commended, not reproached her sister.

Those resolute in Christ’s service, often censured by relatives.

Daniel’s fasting before God, is turned to his reproach.

Worldly business a snare, hindering our way to Christ.

Cumbering anxieties, not cares, hostile to spirituality.

Millions pining in want, and Christians seeking after dainties.

Came. Gr. a sudden earnest coming into His presence.

Lord. A reverent beginning, but she becomes uncourteous.

Those in the wrong, sometimes the first to appeal to God.

Doest thou? She would thus draw Jesus into her restlessness.

It implies, He was as desirous of a fine feast, as herself.

Care. She chides His want of “care,” and dictates to her Lord.
He never kept Mary from her proper domestic labors.
Martha's intention was good, but her manner wrong.
Happy is the house where there is a Mary for a Martha to complain of.

_Bernard._

We may have Mary's privileges wherever we are, Jesus ever nigh.
Ecclesiastical prayer would harmonize Martha's employment with Mary's devotion.

Passion gained the mastery, else she had not troubled Jesus.
Thriftless believers are too oft said to neglect their families.
_My sister._ She had no quiet, Mary must have none either.
She cannot call Mary away, therefore interrupts the Lord.
She boldly speaks, as if it were a waste of time, to listen to Him.
_Left me alone._ Here is vain boasting of superior industry.
She desires to give the repast a festive appearance.
Martha desires to bestow much. Mary to receive much.
Martha is the Peter, and Mary the John, of female disciples.
Martha a type of those, who work untiringly for Christ,
But neglect close communion with the Redeemer.
Martha's type, may degenerate into self-righteousness.
Christians should be mutual helpers, not complainers.
Must the Lord be "left alone," as if He had only come for food?
Jalousy of Mary, she wished her to be as herself.
She testifies that Mary really loved Jesus more than herself.

*παρευράο- was in a state of distraction. Literally to draw from around. Resa.
_Distractebatur; it exactly answers to turmoil. "Omni solicitudine distictum," Hor.,
lib. ii., sat. 8. It answers to the provincialism of Eng.; to be put about, i.e., distracted
with officious care. _Alford._ American provincialism is fussy, i.e., much ado, when less
work would answer. Cambered, from _kummer_, Danish, trouble. περιφέρα—suddenly
coming into presence, _Alford._ It denotes a solemn, deliberate, emphatic action. W. & W.
_μεθα—A term tinged with indignation. Siter. Gr., Does it not concern you! How!
She is restlessly hurrying hither and thither, and cannot enjoy calm thoughtfulness.
_Wakefield._ δακωνί—preparation of the meal, hence Eng. _deacon_. ομνίστρισθηκε— to
lend a hand. _Hammond._

41. And Jesus answered and said unto her, Marthe, Marthe, thou art careful and
troubled about many things.

_Answered._ She looked for justification, solicitous for Christ's comfort.
Self-righteousness insinuates itself in our busy zeal.
Some willing to receive and serve Christ in their own way. We must not always be seeking, but must find Him. While busy about Him, we cannot rest in Him. Running about impetuously, many wonder how the meek find Him. Martha, Martha. Repetition alarms her in her busy confusion. Those entangled in the world, with difficulty, rescued. 2. Tim. ii. 4.

"Oh earth! earth! earth! hear thou the word of the Lord." Jer. xxii. 29. Mic. i. 2.
Nathan said unto David "Thou art the man." 2. Sam. xii. 7. The mild but Divine solemnity of our Lord, arrested her. When Providence calls us, be sure, He has something to say. Careful. Gr. refers to the cutting nature of painful cares. Troubled. Gr. fretting anxiety. Iron of care entereth the soul. In ministering to her Lord, Martha chose a blessed portion. She knew, weary, "He oft had not where to lay his head." If hospitality was ever honorable, it was then and there. But seeking to withdraw Mary from Christ, she is rebuked. "As many as Christ loves, He rebukes." Rev. iii. 19. Heb. xii. 6. "Nevertheless I have somewhat against thee." Rev. ii. 4. Job. xxxiv. 31.

Our Lord rebukes Martha not for serving but for much serving. To hearken is better than the fat of rams. 1. Sam. xv. 22. Christ says to the troubled, submit thyself to God, and desire nothing but His will.

Anxiety is the parent of much sin, and much misery. Many things. Refers to the manifold cares of the household. Our Lord by no means condemns household activities. Prompt, untiring energies in the daily affairs of life, often solemnly enjoined. Pro. vi. 6, x. 5. 1. Tim. v. 8.

He did condemn the state of mind, she had in her work.

---

For Ἰησοῦς, Jesus, read Ἰησοῦς, the Lord. Tischendorf.


42. But one thing is needful: and Mary hath chosen that good part, which shall not be taken away from her.
One thing, in opposition to the "many" in the previous verse. Martha had with self-gratification given herself up to cares. External activities were in reality, more agreeable to her. Her heart was a little too much involved in earth's cares. Our Lord thus entwines minute daily incidents, with the loftiest eternal verities.

With Divine skill, He makes everything chapter and lesson. The desire of Martha was to satisfy and please the various appetites. He makes this a text for a sermon, on the chief food for the soul. She, exalts enjoyments of time, Christ, those of eternity. Needful. Changing from the needs of the body, to those of the soul.

Man's wants are strictly, all for the soul. Our Lord says, but one thing is needful, the world says everything is needful but that one.

The favor of God is needful to our happiness. The salvation of Christ is needful to our safety. United they constitute the "one thing needful." Nothing is needful, but what is eternal, or leads to eternity. Honor is but air, and is lost in the grasping. Riches are but earth, and sink from us in the digging. Pleasures are but shadows, and slip from our embraces. Who hath God, hath all, who hath him not, hath less than nothing. Nothing is needful that stifles the spirit of prayer, or draws us from the presence of God.

The things of life will be taken from us, or we shall be taken from them.

He came to bless her house with His presence. I came not to feast with you, but to teach you.

Kind warnings among the highest gifts to the soul. Many things useful, but one indispensable, viz., HOLINESS. Food, raiment, health, wealth, honor, are desirable. Health lost, has proved a blessing through eternity.

Jesus the best family friend. 1. He enhances the pleasures. 2. He lightens the cares. 3. He hallows the duties. 4. He strengthens the union. 5. He promotes the highest end of domestic life.

One thing needful 1, in order rightly to use our time. 2, rightly to taste life's joys. 3, rightly to bear its burdens. 4, rightly to expect the end of life.

"The words of His mouth more than necessary food." Job xiii. 19. Life itself, not necessary to our peace, "To die, is gain." Phil. 1. 21.
Chosen. Each soul obtains that which it chooses. Mary leaves her defence entirely with her Lord. Martha expected Christ to blame her sister, but He blamed herself. Good part. A portion assigned to each one at a feast. Not in the sense of good in opposition to bad. Of two good ways of serving and pleasing the Lord, choosing the better. Let our choice be sanctioned at the day of judgment. Martha resembles the church of earth, in the service of Christ. Mary the church in heaven, in devout adoration of God. Martha still at sea, Mary in port. Augustine. Not taken away. Martha’s services, of the earth, would die with her. Mary’s being spiritual, were eternal in their nature. A church of Marthas, is activity, without contemplation. A church of Marys, is contemplation, without activity. Believers partake of an enduring inheritance. 1. Pet. i. 4. God said to Aaron, “Thou shalt have no inheritance in the land.” “I am thy portion, and thine inheritance.” Num. xviii. 20. No wearied strangers to need hospitality in heaven. Our Lord kindly accepted her hospitality. But he condemns her thinking her way, the only right way. Love is seen speaking, ruling, deciding a domestic conflict at Bethany. Love condemns Martha’s spirit, but rejects not Martha. Both true hearted disciples, one was absorbed in the higher, the other in the lower of two ways of honoring their common Lord. Yet neither despised, or would willingly neglect, the other’s occupation. A church full of Marys, perhaps as great an evil as a church full of Marthas. Both needed, each to be the complement of the other. The judgment of our Saviour is according to truth. Rom. ii. 2.

would embrace the culinary preparations of Martha. Not a general care for eternal things. Oosterzee. ἐπιθές.—The disposition Mary was at that moment exhibiting, while at the feet of Jesus. Oosterzee. ἐσώ—Although taken from a feast, points to an election of grace. Othawaen, Stier. An allusion to sending the best dish to the guest to be honored. Wetstein. Land of Levites unalienable. Wofhus. Business or occupation. Grotius, Ebrard, Kunzci. For ἐσώ δη ἐστιν κρέα, the Cod. Sinait has διὰ τῶν δὴ ἐστιν ἡ ἐσώ; also for γὰρ—δὴ, and omits ἐστὶ. ἐξαλείφει—was chosen out; the choice of a distracted taste among many viands. Major. Man’s moral responsibility. ἀφασθήθεσθαι—“No man can deprive us of a virtuous habit.” Hierocles.
CHAPTER XI.

1. AND it came to pass, that, as he was praying in a certain place, when he ceased, one of his disciples said unto him, Lord, teach us to pray, as John also taught his disciples.

It came, &c. The time and place of this incident indefinite.

Praying. Luke, more than the other evangelists, notes our Lord's devotions.

Luke alone records His prayer for His murderers, and the dismissal of His spirit into His Father's hands when expiring.

Luke alone records the two parables which show the success of frequent importunate prayer.

Jesus, fresh from communion with God.—Heaven seems to linger in His words.

Earth, and its sins and miseries have vanished for a moment from His eyes.

In Him, the words of the King of Israel were fulfilled,—"But I give myself unto prayer." Ps. cix. 4.

His whole life, one continuous act of communion with His Father.

Certain place. Perhaps Bethany, or the Mount of Olives.

Our Lord's example teaches that ministers must take time to pray as well as preach.

Public life has a tendency to dissipate the mind; spiritual energies are spent.

Prayer the divinely appointed means for procuring new supplies of grace.

The children of Israel required to gather their manna daily—our heavenly food obtained in a similar manner.

Ceased. His divine fervor did not allow the liberty of interruption.

One. He is thought to have been some new convert.

Struck with either the matter or the manner of our Lord's prayer.

God often affixes a great blessing to a good example.

Christ's prayer urged His disciples to pray, and led them to seek divine instruction.

Teach us. A prayer in itself.—We all need to be divinely taught.

None can teach to pray but those who have first learned to pray.

Believers must pray, must learn to pray, must learn from Jesus.

It is ever pleasing to God that we desire to pray,—the desire is of His Spirit.
Prayer brings the impotence of man into connexion with the omnipotence of God.
The prayer "Lord teach us to pray" increases the blessing sought for.
It is a confession of our ignorance, and of God's knowledge.
It is a confession of our dependence, and of God's power.
It is a confession of our sin and misery, and of God's grace.
It is looking to the wise for wisdom, to the strong for strength, to the merciful One for mercy.

Christ teaches us to pray, 1. By His Word. 2. By His Spirit. 3. By His example. 4. By His providential dealings and deeds.
Encouragements to prayer.—1. The influence of the Spirit. 2. The advocacy of Christ. 3. The exceeding great and precious promises of God. 4. The testimony of men of prayer, to its reality and blessedness.

"If I omit prayer in the morning,—nothing goes well with me all day."
Hale.

As John also, &c. From this reference to John, it is probable the disciple had not heard the Sermon on the Mount.
The prayer of the Jews contained adoration, praise, doxology.
The prayer of John doubtless contained confession, petition, thanksgiving. Tertullian says John brought in a new order and method of prayer.
Nothing of John's inner teaching to his own disciples preserved to us.
His prayer, however good, is lost. Christ's is heard in every land under heaven.

We may be sure John never taught his disciples to address Jehovah as "Our Father."
There are degrees in prayer. "They go from strength to strength in Zion."
Prayer in some form is the natural cry of the human soul after God.
Greeks and Romans, heathen, were often at their temples before day, praying.
Heathen mariners urged Jonah, in the storm.—"Arise; call upon thy God!"
Can Christians neglect a duty that even heathens perform?
Can Christians neglect a privilege that Christ has consecrated and honored?
Backsliding begins in the neglect of prayer.—"Thou restrainest prayer before God." Job xv. 4.
"Tarry ye in Jerusalem, until ye be endued with power from on high." Luke xxiv. 49.

Private prayer, family prayer, social prayer, public prayer,—steps in the spiritual ladder by which the soul ascends to God.
2. And he said unto them, When ye pray, say, Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done, as in heaven, so in earth.

When. As often as. It refers to oft repeated action, "Pray without ceasing." 1. Thess. v. 17.

Ye. Those having the Gospel, preeminently under obligation to pray. Children should, and may be taught to pray, as soon as they can say, "father."

Earthly relationship and love, means of ascending to heavenly things. "Father," said a child, "I have said my prayers, have you said yours? or are you too big to pray?"

When ye pray—Remember the nature of prayer.
As a man, it is the language of worship.
As a creature, it is the language of dependence.
As a subject, it is the language of submission.
As a sinner, it is the language of repentance.
As a pardoned believer, it is the language of adoration and praise.
As a needy man, it is the language of supplication.
As a receiver of mercies, it is the language of thankfulness.
As a grateful man, it is the language of obedience, desiring to do what the word of God enjoins, to believe what it declares, to rely on its promises.

Say. Forms of prayer are found in the O. T. Num. vi. 23. Deut. xxi. 8 xxvi. 13. Joel ii. 17.

This prayer, except "as we forgive our debtors," said to be contained in the Jewish Liturgy.

Thus it appears our Lord condescended to adopt a form already in use. The Lord of the Christian Church did not seek unnecessary novelty.

It may have been to show the union existing between the Old and New Covenants.

A simple, brief, comprehensive model for our petitions.

Adapted to His disciples on the threshold of a new dispensation.

Intended as a framework for the perpetual use of believers.

It contains no allusion to the Redeemer personally, and no distinct recognition of His peculiar work.

Yet it embodies the substance of Prophets, Evangelists, and Apostles.

The honoring of God in the Father, the testimony of faith in the Name, the offering of obedience in the will, the remembrance of hope in the kingdom, the petition for life in a twofold sense in the bread, the confession of debts in the prayer for forgiveness, the anxions care about temptations in the call for defence. Tertullian.

God alone could teach, how He would have Himself prayed to. Tertullian.
Twice God wrote the Ten Commandments, twice Christ said this prayer. The Decalogue is divided into two tables, this prayer divided into two parts.

Those parts contain seven clauses, three to God, and four for men. Three and seven with the Jews, sacred numbers: three represents the Trinity: seven the Sabbath.

Four, say the curious, is a secular number denoting the world, seven denoting perfection.

Therefore if three, i.e. the Trinity, is brought into union with four, i.e. the world, perfection is attained.

Augustine traces a connexion between seven of the Beatitudes, and seven requests in the Lord's prayer.

Our Father, 1. A Father. 2. A heavenly Father. 3. Our heavenly Father.

Our selfishness would prompt "My Father, forgive my sins, &c."

Fellowship of supplication, turns petitions, into intercession.

Thy closet must be large enough, for all the Church to enter with thee.

It is only through Christ, this spiritual sonship exists.

Jesus Christ alone, could have a right to say "My Father."

Our Father, reminds us of our brotherhood in Christ.

By faith, we are His adopted children in Christ. Gal. iii. 26.

This adoption our warrant for approaching "Our Father."

Father. God is never thus addressed in prayer, in the Old Testament.

At Sinai, He said, "Thy God," now graciously "Our Father."

Intractable Israel were governed by motives of fear.

The relation of Master and servant prevails in the O.T.

Father, by creation, preservation, adoption, and grace.

He is the wisest Father. 1. Tim. i. 17. Most loving Father. 1. John, iv. 16.

He is the richest Father. Eph. iii. 8. Owner of all things. "My Father made them all."

None but adopted ones have a right to family privileges. John i. 12.

Eph. ii. 18-19.

Every good and perfect gift, cometh from our Father. Jas. i. 17.

The Creator is here shown to be an objective, personal Being.

This cuts up by the roots—Pantheism, Atheism, Polytheism, and mere Deism.

Every child lisping "Our Father," shames such vain thinkers.

"Our Father" cheers us amid our orphaned desolation. Isa. xiii. 16.

It reminds us, against "Our Father," we are in rebellion. Isa. i. 2.
Christ lays the foundation for praying through His name. John xvi. 23.

In heaven. He is all-seeing, all-ruling, invisible, infinitely holy.

"Father" here inspires confidence, "in heaven," awe.

The Bible speaks of heaven, as His proper dwelling-place. Isa. lxvi. 1.

It is heaven where He is. "He inhabitteth eternity." Isa. lvii. 15.

No heaven for the soul, out of communion with God.

Each believer's soul reflects God, as the rain-drop, the sun.

\(\varepsilon\rho\nu\varepsilon\iota\nu\gamma\nu\varepsilon\nu\delta\nu\varepsilon-\) Ye, is emphatic. The extreme brevity of this form contrasts with the vain repetitions of heathen: long prayers of Pharisees. For hours priests cried, "O Baoi heur wa," 1. Kings xviii. 26. For two hours, "Great is Diana," &c., Acts xix. 28.

Háρρα—Peculiar to the N. T., Chrysostom, Augustine, Bengel. Even childhood is not without its distinctive feeling of brotherhood. Lange. \(\pi\nu\uomicron\alpha\nu\varrho\) and \(\delta\varepsilon\iota\pi\omicron\alpha\iota\omicron\sigma\omicron\nu\alpha\iota\sigma\rho\iota\sigma\nu\) — These words not found in the most ancient Mss., omitted, Cod. F., Cod. Sinai. Doubtless inserted by copyists from Matt. Alford, Tischendorf, Tregelles, Meyer, Mill, Wetstein. Retained by Lachmann, Brown.


A form given twice. Olsenaer, De Wette, Neander, Alexander, Schleiermacher, Malt, Lightfoot. Matt. records this incomparable form as given on one occasion to the people, at greater length: Luke has delivered more briefly, on a different occasion, at the request of the disciples. The sum of the prayer is always the same; on one occasion all the topics are employed; on the other, some out of all, with a free choice of words and subjects. Bengel.


Hallowed be thy Name.

It begins with God's glory, the end of all things.

Embraces—1. Means for its promotion. 2. For man's good.

Shows the comparative value of things Divine and human.

Hallowed. Revered, as sacred, therefore to be glorified. Lev. xxvi. 22.

But God's glory, infinite, is incapable of increase or loss.

Yet if all the world were blind, the sun would shine on.
Sanctified. "If I be a Father, where is mine honor?" Mal. i. 6.
God's name only hallowed, by owning Christ as the Saviour.
God in Covenant, God of Revelation, God of Grace.
Thy name. His various names, titles, attributes, Father, Son, &c.
Primarily a particular allusion to Jehovah.
"Not unto us, not unto us, but unto Thy name," &c. Psa. cxv. 1.
Self in man, asking for its own, is cut up by the roots.
It goes over the world, as far as "Our Father," rules.
The Pharisaical "Mine be the glory," rises in God's children.
Thy, distinguished from all false gods, self-existent, eternal.
Reveal thy Character, that we may love it, and thy laws obey.
The highest of all good things is to glorify God's name in our lives.
Who is there so debased, as when he sees the pure life of the believer,
does not glorify the name invoked in such a life. Grey Nysse.
When a man gazes on the beauty of the heavens, he cries out Glory be to Thee, O God; so the holy lives of believers glorify the Divine name far more than the heavens. Chrysostom.
Let thy holiness be known to all the world, and let it worthily praise Thee. Augustine.
Since among those to whom the faith has not yet come, the name of God is still despised, let the ways of truth shine on them, and they will confess the Holy of Holies. Cyril.
Christ teaches us to pray that the name of God may be appropriated to the only true God. Origen.
Because the name of Jesus is the glory of God the Father, the name of the Father will be hallowed wherever Christ shall be known. Bost.

Thy Kingdom Come.

Kingdom Come. 1. In the heart. 2. In the home. 3. In the Church.
4. In the World.
Not God's essential Kingdom, i.e. all things created.
Kingdom of grace and glory, with Messiah as Head. Eph. i. 29.

"Thy Kingdom of thy Messiah come" formed part of the Jewish prayers. Christ leaves out the words "Thy Messiah" to teach them the Messiah had come.

This prayer embraces the Kingdom in its hidden beginnings, and triumphant consummation.

Also all the external results of the Messiah's Advent.

That Kingdom will extinguish sin, and establish holiness.

The kingdom of the world shall become the Kingdom of our God and His Christ.

Christ's first preaching announced, this Kingdom at hand.

Faith looks for a time, when there shall be no more reason for this prayer.

"The Kingdom is the Lord's, and He is the governor," &c. Psa. xxii. 29.

"He shall set up a Kingdom, that shall never be destroyed." Dan. ii. 44.

That Kingdom also in the heart, we trace the desire to pray for it.

The spirit of supplication, evidence of its fruit and seed.

It will continue, until the Kingdom of grace becomes the Kingdom of glory.

Until then, this petition has the force of a promise.

The want of a missionary impulse, which is a fruit of this prayer,

A mournful evidence of blindness and unbelief in the church.

Children's Hosannas tended to destroy the Adversary.

This prayer, offered in faith, the seed of a future harvest.

A prayer for growth in grace, in ourselves and others.

"This Kingdom of God is come nigh unto us." Luke xxi. 31.

The stone, seen by the prophet, is cut out of the mountain. Dan. ii. 34.

The prayer anticipates great voices heard in Heaven. Rev. xi. 15.

It includes the hastening of the Kingdom "Surely I come," &c.

Rev. xxii. 20.

Come. From without, as descending from above.

As Luke wrote his Gospel for the Gentiles, he never uses the phrase "the Kingdom of Heaven," but always "the Kingdom of God," lest he should countenance the heathen idea of a local deity. Wordsworth.


Eier.
Thy Will be done, as in heaven, so in earth.
The height of Christian attainment to be able to say,—Not my will, but Thine be done.
Will. That which God wills, embodied in Revelation. At present, the earth is full of contradiction to that will. The coming of the Kingdom, and doing His will, coincident. Of ourselves, we cannot know His will. “It is spiritually discerned.”
God alone can make us submit. “He worketh in us to will and to do of His good pleasure.” Phil. ii. 13.
“He doeth according to His will in the armies of heaven, and amongst the inhabitants of earth.” Dan. iv. 35.
We pray, that the heathen may know and do His will also. Ps. lxxvi. 2.
That we should submit to His will, as the angels, &c. Ps. ciii. 20.
To will, what God wills, is heaven begun below. Heb. x. 7.
To do the will of God, is meat, the world knows not of. John iv. 34.
Done. As cheerfully and as fully, as in the upper world. Many pray “Thy Will” while secretly wishing for their own. It is a promise, rising above the tumult of humanity. The godless, in uttering this petition, condemn themselves. Persecuted ones are assured, all will be for their good. The slothful, are invigorated. The self-willed, rebuked.
As in heaven. No suspension, or opposing influence found there. The only place it is done—1. Constantly. 2. Perfectly. 3. Cheerfully.
4. Immediately.
Sons of God, in festal service, active in rest, shout for joy. Job xxxviii. 7. Ps. xl. 8, and ciii. 20.
The Church, uniting, will give thanks for ever and ever. Ps. lxxix. 15.
Enable us, O Lord, to follow the heavenly life, that whatever Thou wiltest, we may will also. Chrysostom.
3. Give us day by day our daily bread.

Give us day by day our daily bread.

This portion refers to man's wants, subordinate to God's glory.

Give. Believers receive as gifts, what the impenitent only seem to stumble on.

"Pensioners on God's bounty," we have lost all title to bread.

Blessings, double gifts; fruit of God's love in Christ.

Give us, &c. 1. Give, a lesson of dependence. 2. Bread, a lesson of contentment. 3. Our bread, a lesson of industry. 4. To-day, a lesson against care. 5. Daily, a lesson of trust. 6. Give us, a lesson of love.

Day by Day. Literally, for that day's bread, or for that day.

What we need is daily bread for body and soul.

To be ever anxious about the future, is sinful. Matt. vi. 34.

Daily. In allusion probably to the manna which was given day by day.

Our daily bread, includes all that soul and body need in this life.

Augustine.

Grant us food for the day, and faith for the morrow.


Note His goodness.—Bread might have been tasteless like chalk.

Or if like sugar, would soon have cloyed on the appetite.

Had it been bitter, sustaining life, were painful.

Adapts itself alike to the wants of the infant, and to the man of threescore and ten.

The simplest fare, and no promise is held out, of more.

"Having food and raiment, we ought to be content." 1. Tim. vi. 8.

Temporal goods proper objects of prayer—"If God give me bread."

Gen. xxviii. 20.

God's providence is felt in the gifts, and acknowledged in the prayer.

His blessing makes mercies, mercies indeed.

The blessing of the Lord maketh rich, and addeth no sorrow. Pro. x. 22.

Prayer for temporal gifts limited, but not for spiritual.

Sinners hold mercies by common favor, believers by covenant title.

Daily bread, without spiritual blessings will prove a curse.

The only true Bread which imparteth life is, Jesus. John vi. 35.
"I AM THE BREAD of LIFE that came down from heaven." John vii. 48-51.
The Lord mindful of us in this life, as well as hereafter.
We need daily bread, we need seek it by daily prayer.
God will supply all that his children want here.
He who has bread has much more than he deserves.
He will starve in eternity, who secures not the Bread of life in time.

The word translated "daily" is not to be found in any Greek author, except in this passage of Luke's, and in a similar passage in Mathew.

διηνεκεῖν—Among the most disputed terms in the N.T. Matt., supernubstantialem.
Pulgare, from ἐδίεται and boul'w substance. Rheims. Necessary for our subsistence.
Chrysostom, Theophylact, Origen, Parkhurst, Luther, Campbell, Tholuck, Lange, Alford, Kendrick, Ebrard, Major. Necessary for our existence, Oosterse. Others from eisai; others iwm. see Tholuck. Spiritual nourishment. Jerome, Osiandrus, Stier. A word coined by the evangelist himself. Origen. To-morrow's bread; the word is compounded of ἐδίεται and ioua coming to-morrow. Arabic, Ethiopic Versions. Bengel, Scaliger, Lightfoot, Meyer. Of our necessity. Syriac. Give to us by the each day—i.e. as it succeeds—that bread which is needful for us. Wordsworth. Necessary for subsistence, more than existence. The physical must be kept in the foreground. But the spiritual is there by implication. Either derivation may answer. Alexander, Meyer. Our daily bread includes all that soul and body need in this life. Augustine, Tholuck, Alford.

4. And forgive us our sins; for we also forgive every one that is indebted to us. And lead us not into temptation; but deliver us from evil.

And forgive us our sins, for we also, &c.

Forgive, i.e., send away, not to impute them.
In this we confess we are fallen creatures.
God forgives completely, absolutely; man only partially.
Reveals the entire fullness of His love, through His Son.
First gift of grace, to earth's returning prodigals.
His act of forgiveness is free, we have no claims.
Our sins. No heathen had either the idea, or word for sin.
It embraces all words, thoughts, deeds, against God's law.
Its entrance into the universe, involved in deep mystery.
Its entrance into the world, infection and fruits, revealed.
Contrary to God, called ungodliness; against law, trespass.
Proceeding beyond prescribed bounds, transgression.
Actions contrary to appointed rules, misdoings.
Against rectitude, equity; transmitted, original sin.
The penalty, death, Rom. vi. 23, and unrepented, destroys for ever.
One sin, as a single broken link in an ocean cable, ruins all.
Its guilt measured—1. By the holiness and goodness of God. 2. By the
   eternity of misery caused. 3. By the greatness of the atonement
   necessary. 4. By the wisdom despised, and the mercy rejected by
   the unbeliever.
All true disciples of Christ struggle after holiness, yet each one is bound
   to utter this petition daily, until he enters heaven.
A debt no man can ever pay. A burden ever increasing.
A debt the sinner is ever trying to diminish.
Not by paying it, but by persuading himself it is not so much.
A debt continually growing, despite all efforts to cancel it.
"Treasuring up wrath against the day of wrath." Rom. ii. 5.
A debt constantly exciting his hatred towards God.
He cannot consent to be compelled to render an account.
A debt, fairly stated in the book of God, which will be exacted to the last
   farthing.
A debt, for which God will soon prosecute the sinner.
For we also. For it is our own practice also to forgive.
"How terrible may this prayer become to us, if we be unforgiving."
Augustine.
We are not forgiven because we forgive. But if we forgive not we are
   not forgiven.
1. This is not the ground of our hope. 2. Not the motive of our prayer.
   3. Indicates not the measure of our hope to be forgiven.
A sign—1. of humility, conscious of our guilt. 2. of love, Forgive us.
   3. of sincerity, before God.
As we. Bringing our sins to the Mercy Seat, we are already reconciled.
First petition puts away idolatry; so this puts away revenge.
We cannot forgive our enemy's sin, only his debt to us.
David forgave Shimei's sin against himself. 2. Sam. xix. 23.
At his death, he judges his sin against God, to be punished.
This is a petition that cannot be offered in our own strength.
All are naturally unforgiving. "Revenge is sweet," said Homer.
The most difficult lesson of practical Christianity is to forgive
   enemies.
Wounded pride will ever recoil at the injunction.
Being able to forgive others a token of regeneration.
Indebted. We must forgive cheerfully, and continually.
It demands grief at calamities befalling enemies. Matt. xxiii. 37. Those living and moving by mercy showed them—must show mercy. We have the example of Christ,—Luke xxiii. 34, and of the saints, Gen. i. 15-21.

A revengeful spirit, closes the gate of mercy. We owe many and great debts to the Lord—if the least should be exacted, we must perish everlastingly. Chrysostom. Who dare say—"Forgive my sins, but not those of my enemies?"

God hath bound together our forgiving, and being forgiven. Cherishing revenge in prayer, reveals the spirit of Satan. Forgiving others, no motive to prevail with God, to forgive us. It removes a great obstacle in our way of asking forgiveness, but not a meritorious cause.

It is one evidence of our having been forgiven of God. A proof, how much God is forgiving Love. To us. Sins toward man alone, are here embraced. He that sins against God or man, is in Syriae termed a debtor, and so a sin is a debt. "This people have sinned a sin." Ex. xxxii. 81. The Targum reads hath owed a debt.

ṣāpons—1. let go, send away. 2. let alone. 3. leave, go away. 4. leave out, omit. 5. leave unpunished, forgive, obsolete. Hammond, Elstey. ṣāpons is used about 140 times in N. T.; leave, and forgive, the principal meanings. Matt. iii. 15, permit, pardon, or suffer. καὶ ὧν—This does not determine the measure of our forgiveness. ὤφε—Matt. The measure. Croesus. Ground of forgiveness. Fritzsche, Meyer. Indicates our feelings. Lange. Implies those seeking pardon, willing to forgive. Alexander. Ps. xiii. 8; 1 John i. 7. A proof that a statesless state is not attainable in this life, as held by Pelagius. Augustine.

And lead us not into temptation.

Lead. Suffer us not to be led by others, nor by our hearts. Jer. xvii. 9. Providentially led, we may be tempted, but never compelled to sin. Matt. iv. 3.

Humbly shrinking from trials of our loyalty to heaven. It confesses, our strength, as well as our innocence, is lost. It suppresses all presumption and flattery of the heart. Prov. xxviii. 26. Prayer for bread, raises us above present care. This furnishes us with a weapon for future trials. The key note of each strain, ascend from earth to heaven.
God cannot directly solicit any one to sin. Jas. i. 13.
He tests the existence and endurance of faith. Gen. xxii. 1.
"The Lord can deliver the godly out of temptation." 2. Pet. ii. 9.
"Being tried (tempted) I shall come forth as gold." Job. xxiii. 10.
God's way is often dark, temptations great.
Our hearts weak, the ruins of our fall sad.
Therefore "pray that ye enter not into temptation." Matt. xxvi. 41.
Self-confidence our greatest danger, "When I am weak, then am I strong."
To be tempted, and supported, like Christ, will crown us.
"God will not suffer you to be tempted, above what you are able to bear."
1. Cor. x. 13.
"Resist the devil," &c. Jas. iv. 7. There are perils in his assaults.
He is maliciously aiming at the ruin of our race. Rev. ix. 11.
He is unwearied, "he goeth about as a roaring lion." 1. Pet. v. 8.
He is powerful, "the strong man armed," "God of this world."
He is cunning in selecting the seasons of his onsets. Gen. iii. 1.
He chooses the most fitting instruments, Job's wife, Peter, Judas.
He selects the fittest objects—idleness, 2. Sam. xi. 2. Pride, 2 Sam. vii. 10.
He turns lawful things into baits. Gideon's ephod became a snare unto him, and to his house. Judges viii. 27.
The Brazen Serpent becomes a Nehushtan, a vain thing. 2. Kings xviii. 4.
He leaves his victims for a while, by way of a feint. Luke xi. 24.
He is the author of all false doctrines, and persecutions. Jude, 4 verse.
He assumes the form of an angel of light, that he may deceive. 2. Cor. xi. 14.
He tempts us to delay repentance to our own time and way. Acts xxiv. 25.
He endeavors to weaken and destroy our faith.
His acts are called wiles, devices, depths, fiery darts.
Discriminate between his acts, and those of the heart.
Wealth, honor, pleasure, office, become sources of temptation.
Troubles, sickness, poverty, reproach, persecution, sensuality.

Lead us not into conflict with evil. Alford. Subject us not to too hard a test. Stier.
Introduce us not into trial. W. & W. Experience of strong temptations, fruits of our sin.
Lange. Abandon us not, 2. Thess. ii. 11; Gen. xxiv. 54, 55, 59. Not only let us not be led by others, but providentially, let us not be involved in circumstances, which afford.
But deliver us from evil.

Evil. Should we be led into temptation, then, Deliver us from evil.

Evil of sin, the greatest, because the cause of all others.
From the evil of temptation, and power of Satan.
Yet "all things work together for good to them that love God." Rom. viii. 28.

Implies the desire of deliverance from all evil in this life.
That believers leave themselves in God's hands, to do His pleasure.
The end of this prayer, the perfect sanctification of the believer.

The closing doxology wanting here, is wanting also in all the best and most ancient copies of Matthew's gospel. Perhaps our Lord purposely left that part open; and as the grand Jewish doxologies passed immediately into the Christian Church, probably this prayer was never used in the Christian assemblies, but in its present form, as we find it in Matthew, while in Luke it has been allowed to stand as originally uttered. D. Brown.

"Deliver." The desire, but not the deliverance. S. R. J.

The prayer recorded by Luke was delivered by our Lord, at a time, and under circumstances, differing from those to which Matthew refers. The one was spoken in Galilee, the other in Judea. The one unmasked for, the other at the request of a disciple.

6. And he said unto them, Which of you shall have a friend, and shall go unto him at midnight, and say unto him, Friend, lend me three loaves:

And he said. He follows the lesson how to pray, with an assurance of an answer.

Friend. A word oft misused among the languages of earth.

"He that hath friends, must show himself friendly." Prov. xviii. 24.

Midnight. Orientals often travel during the cool of night.

Having no sins, they tax their friends' hospitality.
His own, or father's friend, gave him this right.
But in every land, midnight a most unseasonable hour.
Yet midnight beggars are God's delight. Isa. xxvi. 9. Cant. iii. 1. Augustine.

Night devotions have been early in the world. God often appeared to men at night.
Before day, Abraham rose to sacrifice his son.
In the night, Jacob wrestled with God, and obtained the blessing.
In the night, God led the Israelites out of Egypt.
Samuel cried unto the Lord all night.
David "washed his couch with tears in the night."
In the night, the Son of God was born, and angels announced it to the shepherds.

Lend. Often one is asked for aid, and the answer is, nothing.
But he has a friend who will aid him in extremity.
Without apology, he loudly knocks. *Friends have rights.*
"If thou dost not help me in difficulty, thou art not my friend."
Three. One for the guest, one for the host, third for hospitality,
He will continue knocking, until his friend opens.
His friend must rise and grant it, to get rid of him.
Believers have a Friend ever accessible in distress.
They are their own enemies, to make so little use of such a Friend.
Some are *willing,* others *able,* but few find a heart to pray.
We must go to the Lord with confident boldness. Heb. x. 9.
For that, as *needful* for the soul, as *bread* for the body.
We must plead for others, as for ourselves. 1. Tim. ii. 1. Job xlii. 10.

Midnight or midday the mercy seat is accessible. Rev. xxi. 25.

Leaves. Luke vii. 38. At present about the size of a small plate one-half inch thick.
In weight less than half a pound; thus Abigail could prepare 200 leaves for David and his men.

*σῷνος*—to furnish what is needful. Hence the needful answer, the *crescular response.* *τρίν.* Represents the Trinity, or faith, hope, and charity. *Augustine.*

*guest*—The heathen world. *Vitrina.* *ἄρνος.* The oriental loaf of *willet,* ground coarsely by hand, is about the size of a breakfast plate, and proportionally thick.

6. For a friend of mine in his journey is come to me, and I have nothing to set before him?
A friend. I am not pleading for myself, but for another.
Mine, and therefore of thine. Orientals bound for mutual friends.
Nothing. In the East they bake every day, and keep none over.
Borrowing bread was common with the Jews, they had certain rules on
the subject.
He would not have wanted, but his friend came unexpectedly.
Believers can go to God, if their necessities are Providential.
The cares Providence casts upon them, they can roll back on Him. Ps.
Iv. 22.
We are not to pray as though it were to overcome a reluctance with God,
but rather to lay hold of His willingness.
With God delays are not denials.
He is more willing to give than we are to pray.
And is wont to give more than we desire or deserve.
His ears are ever open to the supplications of His people.
"Limit not the Holy One of Israel." Ps. lxxviii. 41.
"Open thy mouth wide, and I will fill it." Ps. lxxxi. 10.
God's ears are open to our prayers, and His eyes are open to our
wants.

Φοος typifies the spirit of man wearied by the cares and sorrows of life's journey,
returns seeking rest, thirsting after better fare. Origen. A heathen coming to a Christian
for light. Augustine.

7. And he from within shall answer and say, Trouble me not: the door is now shut,
and my children are with me in bed; I cannot rise and give thee.

Within. Comfortably retired, he dislikes to be aroused.
Trouble. He does not respond to the friend. He may forget many
favors.
The selfish world actuated by interest, not by principle.
Doors, were of wood, brass, and stone.
Locks were of wood or iron—sometimes sealed.
Inscriptions, warnings, or charms written above them.
A slave frequently chained to the post opened the door to Romans.
Curtains in summer caused less noise by the servants entering.
Humble houses in Egypt are generally without doors.
Shut. Gr. locked. "Disturb me not, thou midnight intruder!"
Doors without locks unbarred with difficulty.
A prophetic meaning, to those delaying repentance.
Children, by timely application have entered, and are safe.
Lost opportunities, by-and-bye, never recovered.
Our Father (though to unbelief, asleep,) never slumbers.
The golden gates, which prayer enters, never closed. Rev. xxi. 25.
He has no favorite children to divert His regard.
No trouble to Him to hear and grant fervent cryings.
Men are willing, but alas I unable. Not thus with God.
Children. Our Lord glances kindly at the details of domestical life.
The mother unnoticed, the dignity of the parable is preserved.
In bed. Bedsteads unknown among the common people in the East.
A raised floor, of clay or stone, next the wall, is their cot.
Orientals generally sleep in their garments, covered by a rug.
Divans are the ornamented beds of wealth.
Skins or dry herbs spread on the floor for the poor.
Bedsteads of iron, ivory, tortoise-shell, silver and gold. Deut. iii. 11.
Anciently boxwood and maple. Beds filled with wool and rushes.
"I am glad my children are asleep. I wish no more trouble."
"I ought not disturb them to help night-disturbing friends."
Most houses in Egypt have but one room.

ἐκαταλύειν from ἐκαταλύματι, i.e., beaten by weariness. ἐκκαταλύματι. The first watch called by the Romans—torch-lighting—by Greeks κλείσσομαι—door-shutting. The door being shut expresses the lateness of the hour. Elstey. It is usual in the East in humble life for a whole family to sleep in the same room, laying each a bed or mattress on the ground.

"I cannot rise and give thee,"—the speaker had risen when he addressed his friend; an Eastern traveller is of opinion that the request was not only that the lowes might be lest—but that it implied "Bake them for me. I have no meal in the house, and am unable to bake bread for my guest."

Locks seldom used, and were of primitive make. Judges iii. 22. The keys of Cairo gate, are huge wooden affairs. καταλύτης—domestica. Elstey. κυρίον for τρέν, have gone to bed, and are in bed. κυρίον—bed, not chamber, as Newcome. Middleton.

8. I say unto you, Though he will not rise and give him, because he is his friend, yet because of his importunity he will rise and give him as many as he needeth.

I say unto you. He knowing God's mind from eternity, thus encourages us.
He welcomes in prosperity, at noonday; in adversity, at midnight.
Bartimaæus' impatience offended the crowd, but pleased Jesus. Mark x. 47.
This impatience distinguished from "praying" as urged by Paul. 1. Thes. v. 17.
Latter, like the pulse, never rests, but beats on even during sleep.
The former perseveres for a given object, until it is obtained.
If our prayers were answered immediately, how could men exercise the graces of faith, love, and hope?
Although God may be silent let man persevere.
Will not. Even evil men yield to troublesome impatience.
The midnight applicant consents not to be refused.
Persisting, and refusing to take a denial.
Impatience. Gr. shamelessness. He asks until his friend is ashamed.
The oriental rites being sacred, he dreads to violate them.
Impatience, regardless of time or place, urgently troublesome.
He asked for "three," but receives as many as he wants.
Reluctance overcomes friendship; friendship triumphs.
Rises. He might send a servant, but rises himself to befriend.
Faith needs resistance, to call it forth in its strength.
The angel, contending, allows Himself to be overcome by Jacob.
Jacob, by perseverance, obtains a new name and a blessing.
All God's children, as spiritual Israelites like Jacob, have power with God and prevail.
All like Jacob are ready to exclaim "I will not let Thee go, except Thou bless me."
The Syrophæcidian and Patriarch, blest by their trials.
God for a time withholds the answer to prayer.
But the blessing is sweeter, when obtained.
It is the Christian's duty to ask in faith, and to wait in hope.
Perseverance in prayer effects no change in God, but effects a change in the petitioner.
Miracles have ceased: wonders have not: perseverance in faith and prayer will accomplish wonders.
Diligence, perseverance, and impatience are honorable terms applied to prayer.
They offend not God, but are enjoined by command, and taught by example.
God is urgent with us, to make us urgent with Him.
1. Our petitions never unseasonable. 2. No time unsuitable. 3. No spiritual mercy too great to ask. 4. No needed blessing exceeds God's power. 5. God never disinclined to hear. 6. Never unwilling to bless. 7. He is ready to answer. 8. Able to grant. 9. Willing to bestow. 10. Waiting to be gracious.

Therefore:—In pleading be urgent, in expectation be confident, the answer cometh, success is at hand for Christ hath thrice said, "ye shall," "ye shall," "ye shall."

This divine hesitation proves who are earnest and who are not. God much kinder to his friends, than men to theirs. If the self-indulgent, by entreaty, be overcome—How much more shall perseverance in prayer, prevail? God will not only give what we desire, He will give more than we desire.

διάβασησ—shamelessness. Alford. Improbitatem—Vulg.—unweariedness. His improb毋, it may be exercised in a good or a bad cause—"Imprudentia est regnum sine corona." Jew's proverbs. Abraham's importunity in behalf of Sodom approaches διάβασησ. Indesistibleness. Oosterse. Persevering Importunity. Major. The arrangement of the words, premeditated: δοεινα διαβασθε, ἑγγεθε δικαιο—though he will not give rising up, yet when he is aroused, he will give. Friendship might have urged him to give: continued Importunity in knocking oblige him to the effort of rising. Bengel.

2. And I say unto you, Ask, and it shall be given you: seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you.

Ask. Christian prayer renders the mind offering it, tranquil. It obtains from God, what otherwise He would not grant. Trust and prayer are not at variance, but co-incident. Ask of whom? Not of the inexorable deities of pagans. Not of our neighbor. "Who can ransom a soul?" Ps. xlix. 7. But of our heavenly Father, who is more willing to give than we to ask.

The more we trust in God, the less we trust in man. Seek. Implying earnest zeal and deep anxiety. As we would search for lost gold, so let us anxiously seek after God. Implies also that we must not only ask (pray), but wait upon God. There is a gradation in the words—Ask, but stay not there. Seek, but rest not satisfied there—Knock, strive to enter.
Seek, all things necessary to salvation, and to sanctification.
All spiritual assistance for final perseverance.
All that the sinner needs: all that the believer requires:
1. Pardon of sin.  2. Strength to resist temptation.
3. Increase of faith.  4. Power to overcome evil habits.
9. A daily victory over besetting sins and infirmities.
10. Grace to ascribe all to the undeserved love of God in and through
    Christ Jesus.

Knock. At that door, from which we are shut out.
Our sins have barred the door to heaven, we should knock.
By nature men torment themselves with forbidden cares.
The remedy is, faith in God’s paternal care.
All true prayer is prompted by Divine grace, agreeing with His will.
Within God’s heart, lie all the blessings we can desire.
It implies pressing urgently our suit at the same door.
God would not bid us knock, if unwilling to open.
The door is kept closed, that we might knock.
Many prayers are said—Happy is he that prayeth in sincerity and
    faith.
“Ye shall find Me, if ye seek Me with all your heart.” Deut. iv. 29.
Christian men should never hold their peace, nor give him rest, &c. Isa.
Ixxii. 6.

Ask. To prevail with God in prayer—
    Ask with the humility of a beggar.
    Seek with the carefulness of a good servant, and
    Knock with the confidence of a friend.
The believer asking, reverses the begging man’s usual plea.
1. The beggar pleads his former condition—He has seen better days.
2. He pleads his goodness—I am reduced, not by my fault.
3. He pleads the unusualness of his request—It is my first, I shall
    not again beg.
4. He pleads the smallness of the boon—I ask only a trifl.
5. He promises not to tell others so that others may not apply.
Seek. For Divine things—for they are hid from the natural heart.
    To know the secret of the Lord, it is revealed to them that fear Him.
    To know God in Christ and be blessed for both worlds.
    For a new heart, and a right spirit.
    For the teaching, sanctifying, and comforting influence of God the
    Holy Spirit.
That needed blessings may be granted.
That dreaded evils may be averted.

**Knock**, make applications to Christ to be admitted into His service.
To be received into His family.
To be fed by His bounty, comforted by His presence.
Knowing that none shall seek His face in vain.

**It shall be opened to you.** It shall be given.

**What shall be opened?** Heaven, its joys, its inmates, its King.

**What shall be given?** **Mercy,** and **Grace,** i. e.:

1. Strength to contend. 2. Guidance to direct. 3. Comfort to console.

**How?** Liberally, without rebuke. Jas. i. 5-6.

**Who shall receive?** "Ye." "We." "All." "Everyone."

**When?** "In time of need." Heb. iv. 16.

Therefore: "Come boldly unto the throne of grace." Heb. iv. 16.

**Ask. Seek. Knock.** Persevering prayer implies:


**It is the application of want to Him who alone can relieve it.**

The voice of sin to Him who only can pardon it.

1. The urgency of poverty. 2. The prostration of humility. 3. The fervency of penitence. 4. The confidence of truth.

**It is not eloquence, but earnestness.**

**It is the cry of faith to the ear of mercy.**

**It is the contrite sinner's voice.**

**It is the Christian's vital breath.**

**It is the believer's sincere desire, uttered or unexpressed.**

**It is the voice of God speaking in the soul of man.**

**It is a voice that heaven has given—crying to heaven for aid.**

The first true prayer—is life from the dead.
10. For every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh it shall be opened.

Every one. Repeats in stronger terms the assurance above.
Here is a great law of our Father's spiritual kingdom.
A clause out of the eternal covenant, not to be changed.
A parent is not bound to grant a rebel child a favor.
Asketh. We must ask aright, that is in faith.
Some ask amis, asking for merely selfish purposes. Jas. i. 5-7. Hence their prayers are not answered.
"We know not what we should pray for as we ought,"—ignorance limits our petitions. Hence we should ask, "Father thy will be done."
We are wanting in the proper spirit of prayer,—hence we should trust to the Holy Spirit, who is promised, to help our infirmities.
Receive. Not only shall, but actually now receives the blessing.
This records the actual experience of all who pray in faith.
Believing prayer is never unsuccessful, never.
It will be answered in some way, but how, may not be known until Judgment. Matt. xxi. 22. Mark xi. 23. John xiv. 18.
Findeth. Hid treasure, "a pearl of great price," riches for eternity.
Opened. Mercy seat accessible, in all places, at all times. Rev. xxi. 25.
Prayer refused, the highest act of infinite love. 2. Cor. xii. 8-9.
While Saul prayed, Ananias was sent. Acts ix. 11.
Our blessed Redeemer refused, and yet granted. Luke xxii. 42. 3.
The cup could not pass from Him, but an angel appeared strengthening Him.

Paul obtained grace sufficient for the day of need.

The Results of Prayer.
2. Jacob prays—Esau's mind is wonderfully turned from the revengeful purpose he had cherished for 20 years. Gen. xxxii. 24.
3. Moses cries to God—the sea divides. Ex. xiv. 15.
4. Moses prays—Amalek is defeated. Ex. xvii. 11.
6. Hannah prays—Samuel is born. 1 Sam. i. 10.
7. David prays—Ahithophel hangs himself. 2 Sam. xv. 31.
8. Asa prays—a victory is gained. 2 Chron. xiv. 11.
9. Isaiah prays—185,000 Assyrians are dead in 12 hours. Isa. xxxvii. 36.
12. Daniel prays—the lions are muzzled. Dan. vi. 10.
15. Nehemiah darts a prayer—the king's heart is softened in a minute. Neh. ii. 6.
16. Elijah prays—a drought of 3 years succeeds. 1 Kings xvii. 1.
17. Elijah prays—rain descends in torrents. 1 Kings xviii. 42.
18. Elisha prays—Jordan is divided. 2 Kings ii. 14.

11. If a son shall ask bread of any of you that is a father, will he give him a stone? or if he ask a fish, will he for a fish give him a serpent?

Son. The parental relation, among the tenderest on earth.
Hungering in the soul, none can satisfy, but God.
Ask. A parent grants not wisely to a child refusing to ask.
Bread. The loaf in its color and roughness like a flat stone.
Father. Bad as our nature is, the father is not extinguished.
Will he give? Strongly oriental in form. "He will not, will he?"
Stone. God never trifles with honest hearts, coming to Him.
1. No useless gifts from God. 2. No dangerous gifts from God. 3. No deceitful gifts from God. 4. Love prompts the gift. 5. Adaptation gives value to the blessing.

Persevering prayer and pleading prayer honor God, and will by Him be honored.

The importunate widow though repulsed prevailed.
The host, unpulsed by refusal, obtained the food, and the traveller was fed.

God gives not to our wants, nor to our wishes, but to our requests.

Though the promises be free, yet for these things will He be enquired of. Ask and ye shall have, seek and ye shall find, knock and it shall be opened.

Prayer obtains all things, for it moves the hand that moves the world.

Short sighted, we too oft ask for stones, instead of bread.

Fish. Serpent, a fish, with concealed fins.

Should anyone in his folly ask for a serpent or a scorpion, He would be no father, if he should grant the request.

A child might mistake a serpent for a fish. Bengal.

12. Or if he shall ask an egg, will he offer him a scorpion?

Egg—Scorpion.—Both could be grasped in the hand.

Scorpions vary from one inch and a half, to six inches in length. They resemble a small slender lobster, and their sting is fatal.

"Their torment was as the torment of a scorpion." Rev. ix. 5.

Their sting brought over their head strikes in front.

If in danger, they destroy their parents, or sting themselves to death.

Couched—resemble an egg. They attacked the Hebrews. Deut. viii. 15.

"Of any of you that is a father." Gr. τὰ ὑπάρχοντα τῶν ἐν τῇ οἰκίᾳ τινος τοῦ θεοῦ. There is a gradation from a friend to a parent. Bengal. "Or if," Gr. εἰ συνίστασθαι, or even εἴ. His confidence in asking is increased. οὐκ ἠφελε οὐκ ἠκούει. Cod. Sinaei. ἀπεριφράστει. Luke vii. 38. The loaf of millet coarse, ground by hand, resembles a flat granite stone, in color and roughness. Wheat pays their rent and tax. ἀπεριφράστει—Jehovah true Pater familiae of the household of faith. Alford. airhors—a supplicant act of an inferior. Lat. peto, ipse—i.e. an equal asking another a question. Lat. rogo. Thus Christ never uses the former to His Father as a petition, but the latter as a request. French. "An egg"—The children's request advances from necessities to luxuries. Bengal. Flies in place; spes in ovo: charitas in pane. Faith intimated by the fish, hope by the egg, charity by the bread. Augustine. ἀπεριφράστει. Aristotle calls it the man-
I v then a soul immersed in sin is frail
de. From its reveries and its dreams it needs a
Good Father. A Good Father! The Lord our God is a
God of infinite love and mercy. He will hear our prayers
Heavenly Father; in patience will he perform his will
as skill and discretion.
This argument is teneous. It is earthly reason; it has no
and nothing will give him rest. All Heavenly things are holy:
Father gave the gift which includes all others!
Holy Spirit. The best gift of all, the gift of gifts, and with it all
things. (Ecc. xxxiv. 49.)
The Holy Spirit, the Spirit of goodness and of Grace. He is
He is more useful to the soul than all else.
Our Lord illustrates God's love, by that of the
Ask Him. The indispensable precept.
The reasonableness of expecting from God the.
What can He refuse you? You know that He will reward
But although He is God, He is also Man.
Mark this.
It is a plain truth.
But, if...
"Being evil,"—comparison of frail, sinful man with God. Meyer. The ἄρμα instead of ὄρμα. Direct testimony of His own sinlessness. No human teacher without presumption, could have thus spoken. Oosterse.

"Heavenly Father."—Gr. ὁ θεός ὁ ἅγιος τῶν οὐρανῶν, the Father who is of heaven, "your" is not expressed at all. Alford.

"Holy Spirit."—This discriminates between conditional and unconditional prayers. Prayers for spiritual gifts always heard, (doubtful?) Desires for temporal blessings only, when we ask for bread, and not for a stone. Oosterse. A general promise graciously held out to all. Bengel. Confined to God's children. Siller.

Ωδωροθ—Idiomatic for δοκοῦσαν, and the knowing one. Saxon can and ken (know) are the same. Trench.

14. ¶ And there was casting out a devil, and it was dumb. And it came to pass, when the devil was gone out, the dumb spoke; and the people wondered.

Casting out. Gr. was actually at that time casting one out. Devil. Luke iv. 2. Gr. demon, a superhuman being, good or bad. There were many demons, but one devil. Luke iv. 2. Demons embraced all kinds of gods among the Greeks. Dumb. One having no intercourse with men, was cured. A double miracle, made the people wonder. They inferred Christ to be superior to spiritual powers. Matt. speaks of a demon jas deaf, dumb, and blind.

Three miracles were performed on him at the same moment. The like miracle is daily accomplished in the conversion of sinners. Christ still unstopeth the ears of the deaf, unloosens the tongue of the dumb, and opens the eyes of the blind. Lede.

Dumb, metonymically, i.e., made the person possessed to be dumb. The ungodly are dumb upon subjects relating to God, to the soul, and to eternity.

The temple of the Lord hinders them from—

1. The temple of the Lord hinders them from—

2. Confessing demerit. 4. Interpreting vice. 6. Bearing witness for the other of two antagonists.

The company of the Redeemer and their
Multitudes pass daily from the camp of Satan to the army of the living God.

15. But some of them said, He casteth out devils through Beelzebub the chief of the devils.

Some. These Pharisees had been challenged. Matt. xii. 23. They saw Christ would annihilate their influence. Hence the blasphemy they breathed into the people.

Casteth out. A humane act, foolishly imputed to Satan.

Their charge is yet involuntary testimony to the truth of His miracles.

They knew the primeval promise, of a long conflict. Gen. iii. 15. By this master stroke, they intended to blight the Saviour’s fame. As though the cast out demons, had fully possessed their own souls.

No miracle is great enough to conquer unbelief.

Miracles may make men wonder, but it is only the Spirit of God that can make men believe.

Wicked men often mistake God’s works for the devil’s.


His favor sought as a protection from the torment of gnats and flies. Supreme male divinity of the Canaanitish nations.

Moabites and Midianites worshipped him. Num. xxii. 41.

Ahab and Jezebel introduced the worship of this god into Israel.
They ascribed to an obscene devil, the Divine power of Jesus.
It was in the highest degree insulting to Jehovah, to identify Him with evil spirits.
Thus they madly flung themselves against the eternal God, reckless of the denunciation, "Woe unto him who striveth with his Maker."
Ascribing God's work to wicked conspiracy with Satan—the highest blasphemy.
In the refutation, we discern the Divinity of Christ.
The Jews accused Christ of two opposite offences.
1. Making Himself "the Son of God."
2. Casting out devils by the aid of the devil.
The Saviour repudiates the one charge, but not the other.
Thereby claiming His right to the Sonship of God: therefore Divine.
Observe: The Jews said Christ was the Son of the devil.
The devils said Christ was the Son of God. Mark iii. 11.
Christ would not suffer the evil spirit to bear testimony to Him.
He would not receive even the word of truth from so polluted a source.
The Divinity of our Lord proved by His own deeds and not by the words of demons.
The evil spirits, as celestial beings, had seen Christ as God.
As fallen angels they beheld Christ as man.
The disciples by faith beheld Jesus as both God and man, in one Christ.
To accuse Jesus of casting out devils by the aid of the devil was an act of wickedness prompted by the devil.
And proves that the devil had no fellowship with Christ.
And he that thus accuses hath fellowship with the devil.
Jesus opposed all tradition. Jews made it the sum of religion.
Devils. Because demons confessed Him, He was said to be in compact with them.

For is, not by, as E. V. Beelzebub—bēlēzōbōb—god of the dunghill.—Hebrew.
S. Poor. 4. Zebul. Dominus Stercoris. Achor a tutelar god of the Cypriots was lord of flies. Lightfoot. The prince of devils was called Asmodeus. Ἀψυρός—leading Athenian
magistrate. Elder of Sanhedrin. Here prince of the abyss of Hades. Sitter. Of all the heathen deities, the Jews, in the time of the Redeemer, regarded Beelzebub with the most intense abhorrence and contempt. By the term, chief of the devils, they meant to give expression to their hatred, and to imply that our Lord was so much under the influence of evil that he cast out demons by the aid of the most contemptible of all demons.

16. And others, tempting him, sought of him a sign from heaven.

Tempting. Envious of Christ’s glory increasing, and their influence decreasing.

Sign. One from heaven, distinct from our Lord’s miracles.

Unbelief strangely fluctuates, when at a loss for an excuse.

They challenged Him to equal the wonders of the Pentateuch.

The Lord righteously refused, knowing their caviling spirit.

Those resolved to neglect present duty, seek any excuse.

A craving for miracles, as evidences of truth, sign of an unregenerate spirit.

He had wrought miracles, but they now demand something from heaven, in which God will be visible. Calvin.

σημεῖον. Supernatural token, by which the power of God is manifested.

17. But he, knowing their thoughts, said unto them, Every kingdom divided against itself is brought to desolation; and a house divided against a house shall fall.

Knowing. Christ answered not to the words uttered, but to the thoughts cherished.

Proving that “to Him all hearts are open, and from Him no secrets are hid.”

His hearers, conscious of His omniscience, are ashamed to speak.


Satan’s power fearfully well arranged, but conquerable.

Styled “king,” but a deposed usurper, still in arms.

Strife, discord, and anarchy, the elements of his empire.

A falling, divided Babel. Sinner wars with sinner.

In the background, Satan maintains an inexplicable harmony, when he moves against Christ.

All wicked beings, become instruments in his hands.
Throughout, is seen the plan of one will, one central power. There is power in ruins. His throne is fiercely upheld. Rev. ii. 13. Eph. vi. 12.

Divided. Can such folly be imputed to one, so crafty? It implies three contradictions, which he is too wise to adopt.
1. That he will at once extend, and crush his own power.
2. That the means he employs will build up, and pull down.
3. That he desires to do good, and to do evil at the same time.
A suicidal policy, never pursued by one, so cunning and selfish. No "house" destroys itself, until infatuated. Satan resists not himself, nor hurts his servants, but rather strengthens his kingdom. Chrysostom.

Errors in conduct lead to errors in creed.
No also, an erring creed tends to produce a persecuting spirit.
Satan stupifies the sinner by the love of sin, or nulls him into a false security.
Thus men unaided are unwilling, and unable to contend against their spiritual foe.

Nevertheless, it is a moral and not a physical inability. The inability being moral increases the demerit of the transgressor.
By the consent of the transgressor's own will, the gifts of God are subjugated to Satan.
1. The understanding. 2. The will. 3. The affections.
4. The memory. 5. The conscience, under the influence of the "strong man armed."
All men by temptation come under the dominion of this hostile power. But by Christ, the taker of captives is now led captive, and Satan is a conquered foe.

"House,"—that is, family. "Against a house,"—that is, a house divided against itself falleth. Bengel, Alford. And house falleth against house. Meyer's rendering.

18. If Satan also be divided against himself, how shall his kingdom stand? because ye say that I cast out devils through Beelzebub.
19. And if I by Beelzebub cast out devils, by whom do your sons cast them out? therefore shall they be your judges.
20. But if I with the finger of God cast out devils, no doubt the kingdom of God is come upon you.
If Satan. Our Lord takes their own stand point.
Herod and Pilate combined to crush the Redeemer.
“Though hand join in hand, the wicked shall not go unpunished.” Prov.
xi. 31. Ps. ii. 2.
Your sons. Some understand these words of the Lord’s apostles, Jews
according to the flesh.
Pharisees believed their sons actually cast out demons.
Your own sons’ attempts convict you of malignity, and of incon-
sistency.
If they cast out devils by the power of God, Why not in my case attribute
the work to the same cause?
Sin debases the judgment as well as hardens the conscience.
Children, often their parents’ judges in this world. 1. Sam. xix. 5.
Finger. Divine power manifested, but hardly perceived.
Matt. has Spirit, i.e., Spirit of God, indicating the meaning of the phrase
finger of God.
Only the finger of God can expel Satan from the heart.
Kingdom. They knew the Messiah would work these wonders.
For centuries their King had been expected by them. Matt. ii. 6.
Herein He shows His own Kingdom to be undivided and everlasting.
Come upon you. If I as a man cast out devils by the Spirit of God,
human nature is enriched by me, and the Kingdom of God is come.
Cyril.
Or He means: The Kingdom of God is against you, not for you, for
dreadful is the coming of His Kingdom to unbelievers. Bost.
The Devil—a real existence—a Person.
1. He speaks. 2. He reigns. 3. He tempts. 4. He lies. 5. He
murders.
In Greek—a calumniator. In Hebrew—an adversary.
The Scriptures reveal him as the enemy of man.
The enemy of God—of holiness, and of happiness.
They make known—1. His nature. 2. His character. 3. His work.
4. His agencies. 5. His plans. 6. His treachery. 7. His malice.
He is the god of the world. The prince of darkness. The ruler of the
disobedient. The federal head of fallen spirits, and the moving
power of men revelling in sin.
This enemy has studied the human mind in all its varieties.
His assaults have continued for nearly 6000 years.
He has prostrated the entire race of man under his despotic sway.
Deceiving others, but not deceived; yet often defeated.
He facilitates declension, and impedes amendment.
1. His attacks on worldly men are by deception and seduction.
2. His attacks on godly men are by counteraction.
3. His attacks on the church of God are by imitation and substitution.
The voice though it be the voice of Jacob, yet the hands are the hands of Esau.
Only in destroying can he find ease. Milton.
He it is that maketh it to his followers—an awful thing to die.
For after death cometh the judgment.
In his dominion, truth is wisdom learned too late.
In Satan's kingdom there are no infidels, and in his gloomy abode "the perpetuity of woe increases woe."
All men have fellowship with the Father and the Son, or with Satan and apostate spirits.
To deny the existence of the Devil, is a thought suggested by the Devil.
He may tempt, but he cannot constrain. He cannot force the will.
Serve God with an undivided heart, and Satan is compelled to flee from you.


Σαρκιον—Arm, Hand, and Finger of God express varied degrees of strength. Psa. viii. 8; Isa. lix. 1-3. ἐφαρμένος—stronger than ἐφαρμένος—has broken unexpectedly upon you. There might have been solemn trumph—"That in spite of their murmuring, the Old Promised Conqueror might have come, after all their unwillingness." Stier.

31. When a strong man armed keepeth his palace, his goods are in peace:

Strong man. Gr. strong one, "man" is not in the original. Satan, Abaddon, the Dragon, the old Serpent, the Devil. Rev. ix. 11. He was one of "the angels who excel in strength." Psa. ciii. 20. Armed, with "power," "wiles," "fiery darts," "depths.
He arms men with unbelief, impenitence, prejudice, pride, &c.
Keepeth. The palace scarcely needs a guard in times of declension. Drowned in lust, pleasure, secular or scientific pursuits.

Cravings of the soul for peace, systematically quenched. 2. Thes. ii. 11.

Palace. This present world; up to our Lord’s coming he enjoyed supreme power.

Or the individual soul fortified against the truth of God.

Goods. Powers of the soul, affections of the heart, the entire man.


“I will have peace, though I add drunkenness to thirst.” Deut. xxix. 19.

His peace is bondage. He bound a daughter of Abraham. Luke xiii. 18.

Christ’s service is perfect freedom.

It is better to be God’s servant, than to be our own master.

For four thousand years, Satan kept the palace of the world.

“He shall divide the spoil with the strong.” Isa. liii. 12. Evident allusion to Satan.

The person, equipment, guardianship, goods, are in peace.


Courtyard,—word used eight times in the history of the crucifixion, when our Lord encountered Satan in the a[i] of the High Priest, Wordsworth.

22. But when a stronger than he shall come upon him, and overcome him, he taketh from him all his armour wherein he trusted, and divideth his spoils.

When. Whenever the devil is driven out, then the Kingdom begins.

Stronger. The stronger, stronger than all, glorious name of Jesus.

Now its real, always the rightful owner of the soul.

Speak of strength, Jesus is Almighty. Isa. liii. 12.

John calls our Lord “The Mighty One.” The Gr. is the same.

Mark i. 7.

Shall come. Unexpectedly, sublime expression of the approach and deadly encounter.

Clearly expressing the Redeemers’s approach to save.

The world, especially the unrenewed heart, Satan’s palace.

Overcome. Matt. bind: Satan’s energies were crippled.

He is partially disarmed of his aids and allies.
One individual rescued, predicts the Church's universal triumph.
Taketh. Breaks chains, opens eyes, and humbles the heart.
Affections exalted, desires purified, veil removed.
Robbed of his captives, Magdalene, Zaccheus, and others.
Christ, by His death and ascension, "led captivity captive." Psa. lxviii. 18.
He still rescues myriads of victims, and will, until He binds him. Rev. xx. 1.
The Holy Spirit dispossesses the usurper and restores the heart to God.
Satan is constrained to surrender the palace he can no longer keep.
Christ appropriates to His service, the armour in which Satan trusted.
The time, the talents, the knowledge, the wealth, and the influence devoted to selfishness, to pleasure, and to pride are now consecrated to the Deliverer.
There is a change of service, as well as a change of masters.
Man's heart once the abode of Satan becomes the habitation of God.
Men cannot be sure that God reigns in the heart until it is seen that "the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life" are cast out.
Then the usurper is rejected and the man becomes the faithful soldier of the true King.
Armor. Gr. panoply. Ignorance, superstition, the law, sin, death and hell. 2. Cor. x. 4.
Trusted. How deep the mysterious dismay here revealed!
The victory of Christ all the more glorious from Satan having advanced so confidently for many ages.
Woe! unto them who trust in Egypt and stay on horses, &c. Isa. xxxi. 1.
Divideth. Our Lord re-enters the soul, and it becomes a purified palace.
A palace freed from the usurped dominion of Satan.
"If the Son make you free, ye shall be free indeed." John viii. 36.
In vain will the house be swept and garnished, if it be not occupied by a Divine Master.
The strong man armed.—His palace, spoils, false peace.
The stronger than he.—His courageous attack, His complete victory, His dazzling crown.
Spoils. Endowments of mind and body, stolen at the Fall.
Discern between Satan's retiring, and being expelled.
At times, his forces retreat, by way of a feast.
Christ gives him a total and final rout.
Energy of terms, paints the rapid conquest of the Victor.
6. Spoliæ; with these, i.e. their capacities, he is clothed, armed, which he brightest for use. Trench. Homeric goods made of spoils. Satan's arts are turned against himself, as captured weapons against the enemy. Reynolds. The gold of Egypt was formed into vessels for the use of the Sanctuary. The spoils of the Egyptians enriched the Tabernacle. διαδοθὸν—distribution of spoils which regularly followed conquest. Webster.

28. He that is not with me is against me; and he that gathereth not with me scattereth.

With me. Fellowship of the heart, spiritual life. John xv. 5. Indifference to sin is sin. Neutrality is hostility. He that said "Cease to do evil," said also "Learn to do well." He who has commanded us to love the Lord our God, has also told us to love Him—

1. With all our heart. 2. With all our mind. 3. With all our soul. 4. With all our strength.

To serve God with an undivided heart, is to serve Him acceptably. Neutrality here, no neutrality; but a siding with the enemy. It embraces indifferent spectators, careless listeners. By nature, every man is at heart, against God. Rom. viii. 7. Man's heart was God's by creation and right of ownership. It became Satan's by craft and usurpation. Gamaliel would be neutral, and not fight—Jehovah, Acts v. 39. In the great contest, neutrals are the worst enemies.

To dissent from the blasphemy of the Pharisees, was not enough. The happy medium between friendship and enmity, impracticable. The urgency of the Lord's demands, proves intense opposition. Indirect testimony to the matchless dignity of His person and work. Indifference was but a mere mask for enmity. The Lord prefers open enemies, to pretended friends. He who tries to begin neutral, often ends by open opposition.

Enmity to Christ shows—1. Ingratitude. 2. Betrays folly. 3. Prepares for perdition.

Against me. A judicial sentence reaching into eternity. Denying our enmity to religion, no proof of neutrality. The feeblest promptings towards Christ, may not be scattering. Having no relish for His service, betrays an enemy. All in religion, apart from Christ, will come to nothing. Having no love for Jesus, involves actual hostility.
Gathereth. A figure derived from the harvest field.
He who is with Christ, must also gather with him.
To add names to this, or to that sect, is no gathering.
Satan through nominal churches, is gathering his spoils.
Once the furniture of the house of sin, now vessels of honor.
Fruit gathered, and sheep brought by the Great Shepherd into one fold,
one fellowship of conflict and victory.
"He gathers the children of God scattered abroad." John xi. 52.
The watering, tending, serving, for the great harvest.
True hearts cannot but gather: light will shine.
His anointing will give forth a savor of life. 2. Cor. ii. 16.
Roman emperors' titles were—"Always extender of the Kingdom."
Christ will have no drones, none but laborers.
Scattereth. Refusing to take arms for Christ, is to be on Satan's roll.
1. He who does not believe in Me, speaks against Me.
2. He who does not walk with Me, resists Me.
3. He who does not work with Me, works against Me.
4. He who does not fight with Me, betrays Me.
Gleaners labor in vain, unless they follow in the wake of the reaper.
Separation begins, wherever the Gospel comes.
The unfruitful tree, an offence, a cumberer of the ground.
A warning, "They shall be as the chaff of the threshing floor."
A Pastor, not gathering for Christ, is scattering.
Standing at the door, refusing to enter, as a workman.
Proud laborers, with selfish friendship and activity.
Jehu builds up the Church, to build up his throne.
Selfishness brings Babel's confusion into Zion. 2. Peter ii. 8.
Christ knows of no man, who is neither to be rewarded as a friend, nor punished as an enemy.
From the throne of God, to deepest hell, there is not a moral being who is not either a friend or an enemy of Christ.
In one or other of these lights, every man will stand at the day of judgment.
Mere indifference to Christ, is positive evil, and will be punished as such.
No neutrality in Christ's service.
The human race is divided into two classes.
Governed and guided by antagonistical powers,
Both representative Beings.
The one the Source of all Goodness.
The other the Source of all Evil.
Jesus Christ, the Great Captain of Salvation, rules over one class.
Satan, the prince of the power of the air, controls the other.
The name of the one Leader, or Federal Head, is indicative of 1. Freedom. 2. Forgiveness. 3. Knowledge. 4. Holiness. 5. Happiness. 6. Light. 7. Life.
The one elevates the thoughts to glory in the highest.
The other debases the thoughts to the bottomless abyss.
There is a way that seemeth right, but the end thereof is death.
The path that Christ has trod, leads to life.

'Ο μη—Satan. Chrysostom. ουκ ευπλος—an allusion to amassing money. Kinsel. The forcing of hay or corn together. Bloomfield. μετ' του—No man could have assisted our Lord. Bengel. This text cannot apply to any particular Church. "He who is not with you, is against Me" our Saviour will not affirm, of any visible organization on earth. This is "Extra ecclesiam, nulla salus," a doctrine of bigots. Stier. The moment the Gospel is published, the separation begins. Scattereth, Jewish exorcists. Schleiermacher, Neander.

24. When the unclean spirit is gone out of a man, he walketh through dry places, seeking rest: and finding none, he saith, I will return unto my house whence I came out.

He patiently refutes, kindly warns, sharply rebukes, now retorts. Mankind Satan’s house, now it is Israel collectively. Israel under blind leaders, was the great demoniac. Idolatry, an unclean spirit, left them at Babylon. Pharisaism, a sevenfold worse spirit, took its place. Unclean. Luke iv. 33. Polluted and polluting all they touched. First parable shews the enemy’s strength, the second his uncleanness. Gone out. In no case can a soul thus vacated be thought regenerated. A convert’s heart is lost to Satan, but the avenues, he knows still. This seldom occurs in periods of religious indifference. Gone out at leisure and voluntarily, not cast out. Satan feels sure of his prey. The heart of the unconverted man is the devil’s palace. In this palace he dwells, and in this palace he rules.
The deliverance of the palace, is Christ's victory over the devil.
This victory is the rescue of the heart from Satan, and the conversion of the soul to God,
As only the power of God is superior to Satan's strength.
In vain he contends against his spiritual enemy who contends in his own strength.
By Christ's Divine strength, Satan was conquered.
This strength is the strength imparted to all who contend aright.
And the language of assurance precedes the Christian's triumph.
"Greater is He that is for us, than He that is against us.
"Our weakness is made perfect by His strength."
"And we are more than conquerors through Him that loved us."
There is no real exchange of masters or service.
A man. That is, an unbelieving generation of blaspheming Pharisees.
Dry places. Gr. places without water. Isa. xiii. 21.
Some mysterious fact lies at the foundation of the assertion.
Veil of the invisible world here trembles, as about to part.
He is restless. Believers have rest, and quietness. Isa. xxx. 15.
"The wicked like the troubled sea, cannot rest." Isa. lvii. 20, xlvi. 22.
Evil beings "go to and fro in the earth, walking," &c. Job. ii. 2.
Dwellers at Babylon's ruins, believe demons now reign there. Isa. xiii. 21.
"Babylon, habitation of demons and foul spirits." Rev. xviii. 2.
Rest. Not another victim, or the pleasure of a new possession.
Where can devils find rest—which alone is found in God?
Seeking. Where can the wicked soul find lasting repose?
A terrible word. The unwearyed craving of the wicked to do mischief.
Causing misery, the only element of sad repose.
Will return. A soul away from Divine protection, open to demons.
My house. How impudently he speaks of it, as always his own.
He knows the secret avenues to the soul's strongholds.
He had left the heart, but owned it still—"My House."

ἀὑραμέν—The victim seems to have been actually reformed, and the demon to have been expelled. Sit. Mere appearance. Neander. ἀνοικτόν—without water, uncultivated.
It was not the desire of doing mischief, but to avoid mankind reminding him of lost blessings, and thus renew his anguish. Foote. Spiritual desolation of Heathenism.
25. And when he cometh, he findeth it swept and garnished;

Cometh. Pictures the energy of a fallen spirit, ruining our race. He reconnoitres—Demons limited in their knowledge.
Unwashed. "If I wash thee not, thou hast, &c." John xiii. 8.
Attrition not contrition. Reformation but not renovation.
The besetting sin is untouched. The heart never given to Christ.
The mind of the man uninfluenced by indwelling of the Holy Spirit. Therefore; The form of godliness without the power—

1. a forced confession like Pharaoh's. 2, a feigned repentance like Ahab's.
3. a partial reformation like Herod's.

Garnished. Assumed devotions are garnishings of the evil heart. The good works of which hypocrites boast.
Balaam, Saul, Simon Magus, awhile respectful.
The enemy loves high, and privileged persons.

25. Then goeth he, and taketh to him seven other spirits more wicked than himself; and they enter in, and dwell there: and the last state of that man is worse than the first.

Then. Having reconnoitred, and found the avenues all open.

See Notes.

Enter in. Re-entrance upon the scarcely forsaken path of sin.
"Better not to have known the way of righteousness." 2. Pet. ii. 21.
Expelled, he lies in wait still to deceive, if not ruin.
Believers safe only because the Almighty guards them. John xix. 29.
Enter. No resistance now, no rival to dispute the ground.
The devil was out, but Christ was not in.
Although the house of our conscience be made clear Satan can again enter, and again assume authority as the ruling power.
If we cease to watch Satan, Satan never ceases to watch us.
He who prays for power to contend, must watch, as well as pray.
To watch without praying is presumption.
To pray without watching is neglect of duty and leads to danger.
Strikingly parallel runs the history of the Christian Church.
What the effect of the captivity to the Jews, the Reformation was to Christendom.
The first evil spirit had been cast out, but by worldliness and rationalism, the house has become empty, swept and garnished.
Swept and garnished by the decencies of civilization, and discoveries of secular knowledge.
But empty of living and earnest faith.
These improvements are preparing for the final development of the man of sin.
Another important fulfilment of this parable may be found in the history of individuals.
By religious education or impression, the evil spirit has been cast out of a man.
But often the religious lives of men expend themselves in sweeping and garnishing with hypocrisy, or mere formality.
Till utter emptiness of real spirituality and faith prepares for final ruin.

Alford.

Dwell. Never more to go forth or be put out.
God gives such over to a reprobate mind. Rom. i. 28.
Habits, once abandoned, then resumed, are inveterate.
Last state. Backslider with his grace, loses his amiability.
The mask falling, the last features of his natural face are struck out.
Worse. Not more wicked, for one demon is as bad as another.
But more numerous and energetic in the work of ruining.
A relapse is often worse than the original malady.
Heathenish idolatry, the first possession of the Jews.
Their national rejection of the Messiah, was their last.
Their insane fanaticism, and ferocity, defied God and Rome.
The malignant spirit of rebellion is styled unclean.
Hypocrisy, cupidity, blindness, in rejecting all counsel.
Gives terrible exactness to the parable, in their downward progress.
Savage beasts, apparently tamed, fall back to their native ferocity.
So from the Ascension to Jerusalem’s ruin, all self-control was laid aside.
In their final catastrophe, their fathers’ sins and their own, filled their cup of vengeance.
Their blindness and ruin foreshadow the world’s destruction.
In our superior privileges and guilt the handwriting on the wall may be seen.

For εἰρηστόν, enter εἰρήστα, read εἰρήστα, come. Tischendorf, Alford.
This parable applies with terrible exactness to the downward progress of the Jews.
with partial interruptions, until the final catastrophe. Then their fanatical insanity,
resembled demoniacal possession. Alexander.

2 r 2
27. And it came to pass, as he spake these things, a certain woman of the company lifted up her voice, and said unto him, Blessed is the womb that bare thee, and the paps which thou hast sucked.

Woman. Nameless, tradition makes her Mary's servant.

Company. Gr. from among the multitude.

Blessed. With true womanly feeling she envies the mother of such a teacher.

A new heart, a greater honor, than the motherhood of Christ.
The near relation of a mother, would have been of no service to Mary.
Had not Christ been formed in her heart, the hope of glory.
Contrast the Pharisee’s scowl with Mary’s emotions. Mark iii. 20.
Orientals invoke blessings on the parents of those they esteem.
Mary's happiness modified. At His birth, exposed in a stable.
She periled her Son’s life and her own, by flying to Egypt.
At 12 years old she sought Him sorrowing.
A sword pierced her soul when He was crucified. Luke ii. 34.
Being risen, He ascended, and left her bereaved and mourning.

This touching incident is related by Luke alone.

Woman.—Tradition names her Marcella, servant of Mary and Martha. Oostense.

Macripia—Epaminondas, the Theban, on conquering, said, “My chief pleasure is that my parents will hear of my victory.” Blessed, &c.—We are prone to judge of persons by external privileges. We judge by outward acts, but God judges by the state of the heart.

28. But he said, Yea rather, blessed are they that hear the word of God, and keep it.

It is necessary for all the members of Christ’s holy family.

1. To hear. 2. To believe. 3. To obey His hallowed word.

But. Not so, but otherwise. Her mistake is corrected.

He reproves her for not taking His words in their true spirit.

Her admiration for His humanity, was untimely.

He denies, the cause given, the true one of His mother’s blessedness.

Her faith and obedience alone, rendered her blessed.

Her blessedness rested, as any other sinner’s, on God’s mercy.

It was not Christ in the womb, but Christ in the heart.

Spiritual relationship more to be prized than earthly ties.
Ye rather. Peculiar honour belonged to the Virgin as Christ's mother.
Far higher honour belonged to her as one of Christ's followers.
Blessed are they that hear. The woman had heard wrongly.
She forgot the sermon in word, in admiration of the mother.
He repudiates all praise; He calls it "God's word," not "my word."
He did not deny Mary's title, accorded her by the angel.
The mother of such a Teacher is pronounced blessed; but blessed rather are they who follow the Teacher.
She, whose paps He sucked, must not glory that she fed Him; but that He fed her, and gave her living waters to drink.
Keep. They who bear Christ in their heart, as His mother had borne Him in her womb. Augustine.
Obedience, the test and the fruit of rightly hearing the truth.
The law of God observed, not so much by hearing as by doing.
My mother is so far blessed, as she has heard and kept the word.
True believers more blessed than Christ's mother, as such.
The believer has a closer union with Christ than the mother of Jesus (as mother).
Christ was bone of her bone, and flesh of her flesh.
To His people, Christ is more; the union is closer.
For 1, Christ is found in their souls.
2, He dwells in their hearts by faith.
3, He is in them, the hope of glory.
The one is like the union of the parent and the child.
The other is like the union between Christ and His heavenly Father.
As such, Christ gives to His people a throne, a crown, and a kingdom.
Word. "My sheep hear my voice;" it worketh effectually in believers.
In prophetic view, he cuts the roots of all future Mariolatry.
 Intruders, creeping into the Church, deified Mary instead of Jesus.
At the Reformation, the Church of God came out from idolaters.
Council of Trent anathematizes all, refusing Mary divine honor.
Repelling truth, they are a Maranatha unto themselves.
How utterly alien the spirit of Rome from this glorious saying of our Lord!
This Blessedness is, 1, of a higher character; 2, firmer foundation;
3, more enduring than any other.

Memoirs—imo, vero, yes indeed, but, or yes rather, Rom. ix. 29. The speaker was assured her blessedness might equal, or surpass Mary's, if she excelled Mary's obedience.
Father Newman's exposition, that our Lord, but still further exalts the honor of Mary, in that besides being His mother, she heard His word and kept it, shows the falls to which able men are abandoned, who once desert truth and simplicity. Alford.

23. ¶ And when the people were gathered thick together, he began to say, This is an evil generation: they seek a sign; and there shall no sign be given it, but the sign of Jonas the prophet.

Gathered. Gr. crowding towards; not desirous of instruction, but to see a miracle.

Evil. Men were intensely wicked, and under demons' power.

Adulterous. Matt. They professed themselves the true Church and spouse of God.

They had broken covenant, and treacherously departed.

He sighed deeply. Mark. At their infidelity and doom.

Idolatry was spiritual adultery. Jer. ix. 2. Mal. iii. 5.

Generation. The race of Jews then living. Ordinarily embraces 30 years.

Pharisees sought a sign to crown their own ambitious views.

Jesus in sovereign wisdom, refused the insolent demand.

Their obstinacy of heart, had no right to more evidence.

"If any man will do (is willing to do) His Will, he shall know of the doctrine." John vii. 17.

Christianity as it is now without, far more inexplicable, than with, miracles.

Infidels are by far the most credulous of all mankind.

Seek. Gr. demand, they would dictate what their Maker should do.

Sign. To satisfy fastidious unbelief, captious scepticism.

The demand was insolence, the aspersion, blasphemy.

Craving after miracles rebuked by Christ, John iv. 49; and by Paul, 1 Cor. i. 22.

The origin of the desire is Satanic. Luke iv. 9-10.

Our Lord refers to signs in proof of His divinity.

"The works I do in My Father's name, bear witness." John x. 25.

"If I do not the works of My Father believe me not." John x. 37.

From Heaven. Mark. Similar to the manna, or deliverance from Roman power.

An indirect proof of the reality of miracles He had already wrought.

No sign. He had miracles for the sick, the hungry, and the blind.

But none for proud Pharisees or envious Scribes.

Jonas. Given in solemn prophetic warning, condemning while refusing.
Our Lord testifies to the truth of Jonah’s history. He could never compare Himself to a fabulous hero. From Abraham down to Christ, they had had signs enough. He continued to work wonders, until the last words were uttered on Calvary’s mount.

Suspicious minds, generally demand unreasonable evidence. There is an economy of power in all God’s dealings. Miracles are not employed when ordinary means are adequate. Miraculous deeds are performed to create faith, but not to gratify idle curiosity.

Christ will work miracles to relieve the afflicted; to give the impress of Divine authority to His teaching; to confirm faith, but not to satisfy the unjust requirements of prejudice and unbelief.

The lessons addressed to the ear the Jews regarded not, but required lessons addressed to the eye; whereas they had both heard and seen. Divine power had accompanied Divine teaching, and still unbelief prevailed.

Let us not desire more evidence than the Gospel affords, but grace to profit by the evidence afforded.


λουα του οραφιον, the prophet, omitted, Tischendorf, Alford, Cod. Sinait. The sign refers to the resurrection. Lange, Meyer, Ellicott. Preaching, Neander. Jonah’s history a foreshadowing in the O. T. of the resurrection. 1. Jonah was cast in the sea, to save many lives.—Christ crucified for the salvation of believers. 2. Jonah received in the body of a great fish, he calls “the belly of hell.”—Christ lay in the dark sepulchre. 3. Jonah comforted himself with the hope of deliverance.—Christ, “Thou wilt not leave my soul in hell,” Psa. xlv. 10. 4. In due time Jonah was set free.—Christ was loosed from the pains of death. 5. Jonah was confined until the third day—so was our Lord. 6. After Jonah’s resurrection, he preached to the Ninevites. For 40 days Christ “spake of the things pertaining to the Kingdom.” Christ came without observation, “in the form of a servant.” Solemn irony, viz.—Unless they will accept the case, &c. Alexander.

30. For as Jonas was a sign unto the Ninevites, so shall also the Son of man be to this generation.

31. The queen of the south shall rise up in the judgment with the men of this generation, and condemn them: for she came from the uttermost parts of the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon; and, behold, a greater than Solomon is here.

A sign. A thing brought openly to view, containing in itself the manifestation of something hidden.

The fact that Jonas was a sign here first revealed to the Church.

Jonah announced that after forty days Nineveh, if unreformed, would be destroyed.

So Jerusalem, after forty prophetic days (i.e. years), would be overthrown.

Thus Jonah was an emblem or sign to the Jewish nation.

Ninevites. Heathen, inferior in advantages, rank above Gospel despisers.

So. This word has the force of a promise, contemplating a distant period.


Queen of the South. Sheba. 1 Kings x. 1. Arabia, south: of the race of Shem, Gen. x. 28. Yemen or Arabia Felix.

She surpassed the Jews in faith, coming from far to learn.

This heathen queen came uninvited, sinners are pressed.

Solomon was wise, Christ had the treasures of God’s wisdom.

Her journey long and perilous; Jesus knocks at our door.

She came on uncertainties; fame hath a flattering tongue.

Who was ever disappointed, asking wisdom of God? Job i. 5.

She came through curiosity; Christ’s wisdom involves salvation.

She could only hear the words of Solomon; “Christ Jesus is of God made unto us wisdom.” 1 Cor. i. 30.

Rise up. Anciently, witnesses and criminals stood at the bar.

The guilt of impenitence is to be seen, 1, By contrast; 2, By the vastness of the mercy rejected.

Our Saviour’s endorsement of the truth of the O. T. record.

Men travel years to gather the wisdom of earth.

Many despise the heavenly wisdom of Christ, which is at their door.

A year before, He announced this great sign. John ii. 19.

Now He meets His enemies with the same answer.

Greater. Gr. There is more than Solomon here. An evidence of our Lord’s humanity and Divinity.

His wisdom higher in its origin, wider in extent, more beneficial in purpose than Solomon’s.
Solomon. Heb. Peaceful. Son of David and Bathsheba, born 1033 B.C. Crowned at 18 years of age, prayer for wisdom answered. 1. Kings iii. 9. Wisest, richest, most honored, and, while faithful, the most fortunate of men.

His learning a proverb now in the East; his kingdom embraced Judea, Syria to Euphrates, Nile, Palmyra, and Ezion-geber. His temple, built by Hiram of Tyre, one of the seven wonders of the world.

Commenced with Babylon, Egypt, Tyre, Arabia, India.
He had 70,000 bearers of burdens, 80,000 hewers in the mountains. 3,300 overseers; he spake 3,000 proverbs, his songs 1,005.

Author of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Solomon's Song. 1 Kings iv. 32-3. Became proud, luxurious, and an open idolater. Example corrupt, taxes oppressive; reigned 40 years. Life a sermon—grandeur blended with weakness.

καθὼς γὰρ.—When our Saviour formally institutes a comparison, we may know the type was prepared. The resemblance is not arbitrary. Ster. Queen, &c. of Sheba, district in Arabia Felix. Traditions make her name Maqurda. Lange. The king of Egypt, called the king of the South, Dan. xi. 5. ξίτιον—something more. The very act of refuting a Satanic accusation, causes Him to utter this most sublime expression of self-consciousness. Oosterzee.

32. The men of Nineveh shall rise up in the judgment with this generation, and shall condemn it: for they repented at the preaching of Jonas; and, behold, a greater than Jonas is here.

Condemn. Each renewed person condemns his unconverted neighbor. Repented. Ninevites repented under warnings; Jews were hardened. Jonah, a man of like passions with us; Jesus the eternal Son of God. Jonah preached one short sermon; our Lord for three years and a half. Jonah preached wrath and ruin; Jesus proclaimed salvation. Jonah wrought no miracle; our Lord wrought many. Those saved by twilight, shame those groping at noon-day. Heathen, blindly striving after virtue, condemn us. Sins are heightened, and guilt increased, in proportion to the means afforded to bring men to obedience. Even the works of creation proclaim the wisdom, the power, and the goodness of an ever present God.
When He who sent Jonah to the Ninevites condescends to teach,
And He who is wiser than Solomon instructs mankind,
What must be the ultimate condition of the men who reject the In-
structor and despise His teachings?
It is said of Cyprian, one of the Latin fathers of the third century, that
he was led to embrace Christianity by reading the history of Jonah.
The mercy of God to a sinful people, and the forbearance of God to
a sinful servant, were the means employed by the Holy Spirit
to bring him to the mercy seat of God.
Greater. Gr. more than Jonas; a greater sign by far this generation
shall reject.
A sign, greater in its actuality, its significance, and its consequences.

---

...The action implied in perevócew was performed so as to come up with, fully to
answer, or in accordance with.

---

33. No man, when he hath lighted a candle, putteth it in a secret place, neither under
a bushel, but on a candlestick, that they which come in may see the light.

No man. To exhibit an object, to a man who will not regard it, is as
profitless as to light a lamp and then conceal the light.
Christ did not light the candle of the Gospel in the world to be hidden,
but that all who are willing to see it may see it.
So also a Christian's usefulness is designed for God's glory and for man's
good, and therefore must not be hid.
Candle. Gr. a lamp fed by oil, Jews used no candles.
Greeks and Romans used lamps oft fed by perfumed oil.
Unbelief and blasphemy, put out spiritual light.
Jesus the true light was never kindled, and never shall be put out.
"I am the light of the world, he who followeth me," &c. John viii. 12.
Author of the light of revelation, conscience, reason, grace.
A holy life burns brightly and loftily, in this dark world.
The Church no secret institution, like heathen mysteries.
No policy, no ordinance, no false shame may obscure it.
God kindles and places light in the heavens, when He pleases.
What He has kindled on earth, let no man dare obscure.
Our indolence, fanaticism, ignorance, often darken it.
He had pronounced (Matt.) a solemn warning on the saltless salt.
Now He warns us against bearing a dark lantern.
Suspect one’s religion, if he is content to go to heaven alone.
Secret place. Gr. a crypt, a vault or cellar, a covered place.
Bushel. Matt. v. 15. Then found in every house, a little larger than our peck.
Would ye have me work miracles, and ye believe me not?
Candlestick. Gr. lamp stand, wood, bronze, marble, silver.
Some had branches of delicate workmanship, of the richest design, hung by chains and elaborately ornamented.
They vary from twelve inches, to five feet in height.
Primitive stands were reeds, placed on the floor, to raise the light.
Small lamps were placed in sepulchres, supposed to cheer the departed.
Churches “golden candlesticks,” graces purified. Rev. ii. 5.
They only hold forth the light, having none inherent.
Christian examples lighted for His use, who kindles them.
Ungodly men hate the light, and those holding it. John iii. 19.

οἶκος—third person, like, on dit. Lighted for their Author’s use. Trench.
"Johannes lumen illuminatum, Christus lumen illuminans." Augustine. Hypocrisy,
like a phosphoric light, cold and dead. The Pacific ocean on a stormy night, is
seemingly on fire with this phosphoric flame. It seems as though—
"The lightnings there,
"Had spent their shafts, and left their fragments
"Glittering on the field."

λύχνος—classically, the light of the sun, Rev. xxii. 5. φως—the light of the
moon, Matt. xxi. 23. φωστήρ (luminaris) heavenly lights, Phil. ii. 15. λαμπα—
torch, in the Par. Ten Virgin, Siter. At this time, in Judea, torches are fed with oil
from a bottle. Elphinstone’s Hist. λύχνος—not a candle (candela from candela, the
white wax light, a taper,) but a hand lamp. The humble Romans used as candles, wicks
of rushes. "The smoking flax" refers to a wick made of flax, i.e. He will not extinguish
a flickering lamp, i.e. will cherish the feeblest beginnings of repentance. But lamps
were used in towns.

84. The light of the body is the eye: therefore when thine eye is single, thy whole body
also is full of light; but when thine eye is evil, thy body also is full of darkness.

Light. Gr. candle or lamp; it is the same word as used in the preceding verse.
A comparison between the eye and conscience.
Philosophy and theology have detected no error in our Lord’s teaching.
The lenses of the eye, first and finest of optical instruments.
Light was made for the eye, and the eye for light. Eccl. xi. 7.

**The eye.** The out-shining, or manifestation of the soul of man.
The eye is to the body, what the lamp is to the chamber.
The thoughts, the words, and the actions of the man should be viewed
by a divine light to judge correctly of the man.
A dial may be seen by artificial light, but it is only by light from heaven
that it is seen practically and profitably.

If our leading principles be wrong—our actions will also, of necessity, be
wrong.

It is a principle in philosophy that water cannot rise above its own level.
If the source from which the light flows be dim—no object can be more
than dimly seen.

We sometimes read in the eye that which is not spoken, or indicated by
action.

"The spirit of a man is the candle of the Lord, searching," &c.
Prov. xx. 27.

**Single.** Gr. *simple*, not double; two sound eyes see but one object.
The confusion of double seeing, typifies a dishonest mind.
It were well some were blind, when sin enters the eye.

Eve's eye begat lust in her heart, but darkness in her soul.
Achan and Gehazi's eyes made them traitors to their God.
A single eye implies simple faith in God alone.
A double heart, or divided soul, a source of sorrow.

**Full of light.** Gr. simply light.

**Eye evil.** In the East diseases of the eye are painfully common.
In Egypt the proportion of blind exceeds any other nation.
All sin begins in the heart; thought, word, and deed, fruits of sin.
Lot's wife travelled rightly, but her heart lingered.

Hypocrites, boatman-like, look one way and row another.

**Full of darkness.** Translation too expressive. Gr. simply dark.
Inner light obscured, renders one's state hopeless.
It is dark within him, dark around him, dark before him.

---

*δόξα—The Creator had always been forming the lenses of the eye, on aeromatic
principles of the highest science. ἀπλοῦς—Lat. *simplex*, presenting a clearly defined
single must mean double, confused. Alexander. συναφός—full of darkness, means
total darkness, which is the opposite effect of ἄπλοῦς. ἀν φωνεῖν—lightful. Tyndale;
lightsome. Rheims; in the sunshine, so συναφός, in the dark. Major. Add *ευ* after
θάλαμος thine eye; omit *ευ*. Tischendorf, Alford, Cod. Sinai.*
85. Take heed therefore that the light which is in thee be not darkness.

**Take heed.** Conscience, like the eye, needs careful protection.
Its nature is to reflect, not originate truth. John i. 9.
The Spirit's influences, by open or secret sin, are obscured. 1 Thess. v. 19.
Heaven's fire goeth out from want of fuel, or by exposure. 1 Thess. v. 19.
Conscience scared, passions darkened, leave the victim blind.

**The light.** Thought, reasoning, conscience, making us responsible.
One's own guide, dishonestly treated, becomes a traitor.

**Be darkness.** Gr. is darkness, more forcible than be. Much, held as
sound religious truth, is pernicious error.

Human mind too willingly deceived as to its highest interests.
Eternity contracts to a span—life's span spreads into eternity.

Φῶς—The better part of man's spiritual nature. Alford. μὴ followed by the
indicative implies their light was darkness. W. & W.

86. If thy whole body therefore be full of light, having no part dark, the whole shall
be full of light, as when the bright shining of a candle doth give thee light.

**No part dark.** The processes of the mind darkening, various.—
1. Plans, embracing time, and excluding eternity.
2. Persisting in ignorance, or infatuated by conceit. Prov. iii. 5.
4. Self-righteousness. The Laodiceans thought they were rich, and in
need of nothing. Rev. iii. 17.
5. "Covetousness, which is idolatry." Col. iii. 5. A parent sin.
6. Loving darkness rather than light, because their deeds are evil.
John iii. 19.

**Entry, malice, uncharitableness, "Is thine eye evil?" &c. Matt. xx. 15.**
The god of this world hath blinded their minds. 2 Cor. iv. 4.
"They who knew God, but glorified him not as God," &c. Rom. i. 21.
Give the Lord glory, lest you stumble on the dark mountains. Jer.
xiii. 16.

Result, wandering endlessly, and perishing eternally.

**Bright shining.** Gr. as a candle lighteneth thee with its brightness.
The celestial origin of the light Christ gives the soul.
To do deeds of light, one's soul must be illumined.
Night, dawn, day—illustrate the soul being converted.
Soul illuminated amid bigotry, fanaticism, and ignorance.
Nicodemus among Pharisees, Pascal among Romainists.
Our Lord is speaking of His teaching, as apprehended by the simple, single-seeing soul.
If the soul have no part darkened by prejudice or selfish lusts, it shall be wholly illuminated by the doctrine of Christ.
The Pharisees sought a sign from heaven, but they sought with evil intention.
No sign therefore would the Lord give to them.
But signs enough in His miracles and doctrines were afforded those who desired to see.
Christ lighted the candle of His Gospel in the world, that all might see it.
But no one can see it, if he has an evil eye, as the Pharisees had.
If the intention is holy, the whole man is full of light.
If the intention is evil, the whole man is full of darkness.
Our mind is our candle, which shines only, when it has the light of God. Take heed therefore, that what God intended for thy light, be not darkness.
Let no cloud of passion or prejudice darken the light of the spiritual eye.
If thy inner man be light, everything will be full of light, for all will be illuminated by the light of Christ.


87. ¶ And as he spake, a certain Pharisee besought him to dine with him: and he went in, and sat down to meat.
As He. Gr. while speaking, interrupted by the crafty Pharisee.
Probably spoken in the temple, the last week of His ministry.
It formed the solemn closing of His public teaching.
At the end, He departed to return no more,
Pharisee. (Luke v. 17; vi. 2.) Here is the key-note of this passage to the end of the chapter.
As usual, neither name nor place is given.
The Lord uses the occasion as one of exhortation and warning to the Pharisees generally.
This incident, like the former, peculiar to Luke's gospel,
The host seems to have been no friend of the Lord.
Besought. Invited through curiosity, or with a bad heart.
Maliciously, they watched, how He would act among His enemies.
Dine. Not the principal meal, but a noon day refreshment.
Jews, Greeks, and Romans, had but two meals a day.
In heroic ages the first at sunrise, the second at noon.
Their supper, their principal meal, about sun down, or later.
The first meal of the Jews may be called their breakfast, or their dinner
because it was both; it was but a light meal.
Different classes dined at various hours, as among us.
Patriarchs at noon. Gen. xliii. 16. Had but one dish.
Milk, cheese, bread, fruit, rarely meat.
Knives, forks, spoons,—tables, were unknown.
Orientals gather food with fingers, or on a piece of bread.
Our Lord converts meals for the body into banquets for the soul.

For ἐσετα, asked, read ἐσετα, asketh: omit τιν, certain. Tischendorf, Alford, Cod. Sinai.

ἐσετα—Lat. prandium, take breakfast, the morning meal, not dine. Meyer, Alford. Morning meal, taken between breakfast and dinner time. The legal hour on the Sabbath was noon. Josephus. With the Greeks it was a lunch. Breakfast at sunrise, (as it was in Homer's time) dinner at 11, and supper (their principal meal) at 5. The Romans ordinarily bathed at 2, and dined at 8. Peter's hour, in Palestine, was about 12 (the 6th hour, Acts x. 9). Plutarch's at noon. Aristophanes places the ἐσετα after attending court. Lightfoot. ἐσετα—Luke vii. 56; see Notes.

88. And when the Pharisee saw it, he marvelled that he had not first washed before dinner.

Saw it. That he had reclined without washing.
Marvelled. He had broken a superstitious tradition, observed by all.
The Saviour, in humility, complied with harmless customs. Phil. iv. 8.
Washed. There is no evidence He usually omitted the washing.
Outward purification, without inward purity, is vain.
Sympathy for the wicked, not social intercourse, desiles.
God's favour depends not on washing of hands.
Rabbis said, Moses received their traditions from God at Sinai.
Babylonian Talmud, composed A.D. 190; Comment. Gemara, A.D. 370.
Jerusalem Talmud, A.D. 220; Gemara, A.D. 500.

Our Lord knew the result, and intentionally refused.

Men ask.—What harm in merely washing one’s hands?

Our Lord saw that outward washing was substituted for inward holiness, and chose the occasion to reprove the Pharisees.

Therefore He did not wash before dinner, that the Pharisee might wonder, and that He might teach the necessity of an inward washing of the soul.

Sanctioning their custom, as if of divine authority, would have endorsed other superstitions.

The Lord’s repast embittered by the wickedness of men. Prov. xvii. 1.

The word here used is “baptised;” this use of the word shows that it did not, necessarily, mean immersion of the whole body, for it was the washing of the hands only which was here meant.

ἀπλύεσθαι.—Because a Teacher, famous for his holiness, should presume to refuse, what all others did. Talmud declares “eating with unwashed hands, was, as the committing of adultery. A Jew, dwelling in the land, eating in clean vessels, reciting his phylacteries, cannot be finally lost.” “The words of the Scriptures are lovely, above those of the Law!” Lightfoot. ἱδρύειν—Gr. baptised, immersion of the body, not involved as necessary, when one was ἵδρυει, for only the hands were washed before meat, Alford.

89. And the Lord said unto him, Now do ye Pharisees make clean the outside of the cup and the platter; but your inward part is full of ravening and wickedness.

He said. He never suspended His work out of compliment.

This discourse probably mainly spoken at table.

Now. Marking perhaps their degeneracy from the ancient law and better times.

Ye Pharisees. Who deal with yourselves as with your cups and platters.

As if He said, You who regard yourselves as better than your fathers, are worse than they.

Fearlessly He speaks now with cutting severity, again with benignity.

He had only expressed in act what their secret guiltiness had hinted. Without a “Woe unto you” He rebukes their hypocrisy.

Petty externalities had pushed aside essentials.

He passes by the drink they strained, to the cleansing of the dishes.

Remarkable example of our Lord’s way of illustrating the greatest truths by the commonest incidents.
He points to conscious inward uncleanness by sin.

Outside. Figurative of legal, external purifications.

A compromise between conscientious scruples and love of sin.

Some unscrupulous, both in little things and in great duties.

Hypocrisy, united with covetousness, is quite incorrigible.

They had elevated mere decency into soul religion.

Satisfied to eat the fruit of fraud out of clean platters.

Scandalous sins would spoil their reputation for sanctity.

Cup and platter. Under the metaphor of vessels human beings are represented.

The body answering to that which is without, and the soul to that which is within.

Meat and drink—daily tables furnished by oppression.

Heart-sins, though intensely hateful to God, they regarded not.

Inward. Corrupt heart, contrasted with the outside of cleansed cups.

In this He eyes the persons not the vessels.

Common place decorum yields to an infinitely higher duty.

The Pharisee must somehow have expressed his surprise.

Reigning rapacity, characterized their secret plans.

Wickedness. Reigning malice prompted their concealed desires.

Under forms of humanity, they concealed a proud lust of honor.

Sinful getting, and sinful engaging involved in the Greek words,

"Behold, Thou desirest truth in the inward parts." Psa. li. 6.

Therefore, the cleansing to be good must extend to the whole.

It is folly to attend only to the external observances of religion.

The soul of piety lies in the piety of the soul.

---

εἰς—Spoken mainly in the temple. Sitte; first in Galilee, afterwards at Jerusalem.

Bengel. το έσωθ—being taken to denote the body; and το έσωθ the mind, bears, in its simplicity, the stamp of truth. Bloomfield. Outside and inside of the vessels. Eisner.

Body and mind. Rosenmuller, Euthymiou. The Evangelists group our Lord's sayings of earlier discourse into later ones. Lange, Oosterzee, Olshausen. τινων can hardly intimate that this is a fragment of a long discourse. It has the force of aliqui. Bengel. τινων contrasts with an understood εἰςα. Meyer. Well, i.e. this must be expected; vero. Besser; indiguation. Raphael: now. Wetstein, Kuinbouck.


ἀποστράφα—evidently the root of rapae and rapacius. "Ravening," from ravens, Sax. reoesan, to plunder. vorupier—Luke vi. 22. This divine roughness was entirely in its place. Ebrard, Oosterzee.
40. Ye fools, did not he that made that which is without, make that which is within also?

Ye fools. A term of reproof, not of reproach. Ye foolish men. Supposing that God was as easily deceived, as their neighbors. Or of separating that which, by nature, is inseparable. They dreamed the leprosy of their heart was nothing, if the body was clean.

Christianity friendly to bodily cleanliness; heathen were filthy. When God’s works are soiled, partial cleansing avails not. Maker of soul and body being pure demands purity in both.

Ye fools, did not He who made the outward man, i.e., the body, also make the inward man, i.e., the soul?

He that planted the ear, shall he not hear? Psa. xciv. 9. “Man looketh on the outward appearance, but the Lord,” &c. 1. Sam. xvi. 7.

He seeth secret abominations under the fairest robes. Ezek. viii. 9.

Since to Him belongs the outer life, is the inner man less His?

*Addover—Ye thoughtless creatures. Doddridge. vocioustranslated by purgers. Has he not cleansed? &c., while xevav has this sense sometimes. Steer. Our Lord, denying that the Creator made the unclean inner man, is not found in the text. Alford. Adorning. Kutsol. What is within the cup. Wetstein.

41. But rather give alms of such things as ye have; and, behold, all things are clean unto you.

Give alms. In place of coveting that which belongs to others, give liberally of that which is your own.

Thus evince a change of heart by a change of conduct. Often, by a figure put for repentance, only the fruit. Charity was selected as a generally neglected virtue. The Jews erroneously thought to purify fraud and robbery by alms. Restore to their owners that obtained by deceit. Such amends will tend to show your repentance sincere.

Communicate to others, that God may bless what remains. Job ate not his morsel alone, but shared with the fatherless. Job xxxi. 17. Mosaic law enjoined gifts to Levites and strangers. Deut. xxvi. 13, &c. Clean, among the Jews signified that which may be lawfully used. Unto you. Live holiy, and nothing external can stain your soul. Our Lord never taught, that alms-giving was meritorious.
As they were, they polluted everything they touched. Only "to the pure," &c. Tit. i. 15.

"Give alms," &c. Some Commentators understand our Lord’s words as ironical, as if He said, "but ye give alms of their contents (vessels), and, behold, all things are clean (in your estimation) to you." But our Lord never cast a slur on almsgiving. A[ford.

*ἐν διάβωσε προς της υπόλυτης*, Lightfoot, Erasmus, Kisnoel, Neander, Brown. *What is within*, articles of food and drink within the vessels. Bengel. Rabbis taught that alms had a value which served for an atonement. Lightfoot. Some teach that rapine and injustice may be purified by alms. Decreæs of Trent. Give according to your ability. Euthymius, Cocetus, Hammond. Give as freely as you have acted rapaciously. Brown. Give your heart first. Ryle. Rom. xii. 1; Psa. li. 17. Owen. Our Lord does not mean to say, that by giving alms purity is bestowed on food and drink. Bengel. Give what is within in alms: deal that out in acts of love to God and man. Wordsworth. To give alms is to shew mercy. If thou art wise begin with thyself; in judgment and love give alms to thy soul. Augustine.

*ὑμίν ἱτομ, i.e. vestro (perverse) judicio.* This addition would have been superfluous, had he spoken of real purity. Osserssen.

42. But woe unto you, Pharisees! for ye tithe mint and rue and all manner of herbs, and pass over judgment and the love of God: these ought ye to have done, and not to leave the other undone.

Woe! Not an outburst of passion, but of deliberate condemnation. His righteous indignation shows His exalted greatness.

Ever gentle towards the penitent, but inexorably severe, to hypocrites.

Tithe. Moses commanded a tenth to be given. Num. xviii. 21.

The usual tax paid in Babylon and among Romans and Greeks.

Mint, rue, &c. Our Lord purposely names the most trifling products of the earth, as examples of what they punctiliously exacted the tenth.

*Human* additions, to the Divine statutes.

By perjury, encompassing the death of the Lamb of God.

Yet they greatly dreaded deñilement in Pilate’s hall. John xviii. 28.

All manner. Boundless charity without faith, is worthless. 1. Cor. xiii. 3.

*Judgment.* Of themselves, and of justice to their neighbors.

*Love,* and obedience were better than sacrifice. Isa. i. 11.

Reference to Micah vi. 6-8, whose third element of acceptable piety,

"walking humbly with God," comprehends both love and faith.

*Ought ye.* He sacrely enjoins obedience to those in Moses’ seat.

God’s commands cannot be esteemed as trifes.
There is no duty so little as to be neglected, no command so small as not to be obeyed. Hypocrites buy reputation with that which costs little. Those loving a cheap gospel, come short of even the Pharisees. Instead of abrogating, He enjoined little duties. Proves His heavenly tranquillity, and impartiality.

ἀρνέα.—tithe voluntary, not compulsory among Jews. Lewes, Brown.
It was a rule among the Jewish Doctors, that a man should single out one of the Commandments, and pay especial regard to it, that thereby he might make God his friend and atone for a defective obedience of the rest.


43. Woe unto you, Pharisees! for ye love the uppermost seats in the synagogues, and greetings in the market.

Pharisees. Luke vi. 17 and vi. 2. Their hypocrisy and malignancy deserved these woes.
Pharisaism, outgrowth of depravity, not an accident of Judaism.
His rebuke does not prescribe all distinctions of honor.
He forbade calling one’s self Rabbi, yet made some Apostles. Eph. iv. 11.
Love. Where the heart is there will be seek his treasures. Matt. vi. 21.

How sad such petty distinctions will appear in death.
The house of prayer should witness our deep humility.
A strange place wherein to contest for earth’s hollow honors.
To idolize one’s self, and go to the house of God to worship it.
David would gladly at the threshold act as doorkeeper. Psa. lxxxiv. 10.
A religion that must shine in the Church is a deception.
A profession of flattery ever speaks a false heart.
A parade of salutations ever avoided by truly humble souls.
The vain covet to be pointed out in the crowd.
In solitude these compliments would be but little valued.
Proud lust of honour a mockery of their pretensions.
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downroide—salutations of the Oriental sometimes profane. "Hail, thou incarnation
of righteousness!" Another—"The sun hath shone more brightly upon me, since I
have looked upon thy nobility." Lodiann Pundit to Dr. Newton.

44. Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye are as graves which
appear not, and the men that walk over them are not aware of them.

Hypocrites, only deceive men, never their Maker. Luke vi. 42.
Graves. Matt. sepulchres, whitened, that men may avoid the polluting
touch.
Orientals now whiten them through affection.
Here, concealed by long grass, men are defiled unknowingly.
Yearly, Moslems and French decorate the graves of friends.
Men are defiled by the concealed profissigacy of hypocrites.
Graves! a new and terrible figure from Levitical uncleanness.
A human heart can be a temple of God, and a human heart can be
a Grave!
Their cold forms of service covered the vilest treason to God!
Let men beware; he that toucheth you, toucheth death.
The contagion, like leprosy, defiled all who approached.
There is a degree of depravity, from which escape seems hopeless.

Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! These words are supposed to have been inserted
by copyists from Matt. Omitted by Tischendorf, Alford, &c., and by Cod. Sinait.

45. ¶ Then answered one of the lawyers, and said unto him, Master, thus saying thou
reproachest us also.

Lawyer. Our modern idea differs entirely from that in the N. T.
Lawyers explained traditions, scribes text of the law.
The woe against Pharisees and Scribes, but a lawyer answers.
Reproachest. Gr. insultest, different from justly reproving.
Himself the repository of truth he thought his dignity trifled with.
They furnished the Pharisees with their theological ideas.
Daring acknowledgment of a smitten conscience.
Our Saviour convinces them that He penetrated their hearts.
A sad state of the mind! Jesus' words felt a reproach.
The kindest reproof felt as reproaches by unhumbled hearts.
The word of the Lord is a reproach to them. Jer. vi. 10.
This teacher, defending hypocrites, a partaker of their sins. There is a sympathy between formalists and hypocrites. Beware of men of religious pretensions ridiculing holy persons. “I hate him, for he doth not prophesy good, but evil.” 1 Kings xxii. 8. The world hateth Me, because I testify that it is evil. John vii. 7.


46. And he said, Woe unto you also, ye lawyers! for ye lade men with burdens grievous to be borne, and ye yourselves touch not the burdens with one of your fingers.

Woe! Flattering themselves they stood high with God. Omniscience reveals dross, where men dream of gold.

Lade. Their sin was, thundering out “Thou shalt, and thou shalt not.” Heartless proclamation of laws, they broke constantly in spirit.

They loved to show their power over slaves.

Burdens. They bound commandments thickly, without mercy. They prescribed trifles to themselves, but burdens to others.

Rome’s penances, fastings, flagellations, contritions, attributions, confessions, and pilgrimages, are similar burdens now.

Grievous. Jesus condemned the rigor of these interpreters.

Our Saviour bore the heaviest burden, to make it easy for His people.

Fingers. They would neither lighten, nor repeal them.

Dispensing rigors with both hands, they spared themselves. There are now also many severe judges of sinners, yet weak combatants.

Burdensoome imposers of laws, yet weak bearers of burdens.

Men who neither approach nor wish to approach strictness of life, although sternly requiring it from others. Gregory.

He rebuked their remissness of God’s commands. He condemns their tenacity concerning their own.

Christ’s “Thou shalt hate father and mother,” &c., was a harder law.

What He commands, in mercy, He enables to perform.

Namely, to love Him and His service even more than we love the best and kindest of our earthly kindred. “To hate” is a Hebraism often used to denote an inferior degree of affection.
“Give what Thou commandest, and command what Thou givest.” Augustine’s prayer. There is a shade in the original, not in the E. V. καὶ ἐὰν τοῖς σου αὐτοῖς εἰσελθή— and to you, ye lawyers, woe! The fearless boldness of the Saviour overawed the hypocrites. Stier. “Fingers.”—Note the gradation, touch, with a finger; raise, with a hand; place on the shoulder. Bengel. You absolve them from the moral law, but not a finger’s weight of your own traditions. Lightfoot.

47. Woe unto you! for ye build the sepulchres of the prophet, and your fathers killed them.

Ye build. Ye profess profound regard for martyrs’ memories.
They persuaded the people, they condemned their fathers’ crimes.
Christ put another construction on these pretended honors.

Sepulchres. Oriental sepulchres are found hewn in the rocks.

Isa. xxii. 16.
Ancients prepared their tomb among their first public acts. 2. Chr. xvi.
Pyramids are tombs, among the 7 wonders of the world.
Tombs at Thebes cover acres in the mountain rock.
Hadrian’s and the Appian way, are the glories of old Rome.
Catacombs of Rome of vast extent contain remains of early Christians.
Our Lord condemns no proper respect for the departed.

A rage for monuments over departed virtue, without imitating, a bad sign.
“What inscription is this?” asked Josiah, “The man of God,” &c.
Epitaphs undeserved, mockeries of the real state of the dead.
Herod the Pharisee built a splendid sepulchre to David.
These sepulchre-builders could not deceive our Lord.
The mask of veneration for the dead, concealed hatred of the living prophet.

Some feel glad they have only to honour the memory of the dead.
These lawyers doubtless rejoiced they were not alive to rebuke them.
Arisen from the dead, those prophets would find these persecutors, fiercest.
They crucified the man who came in the same spirit.
Killed, their ancestors, slew God’s heralds, and descendants build their tombs.

Men judge the heart by the deed, God the deed by the heart.
Your fathers killed them, and ye hide the murder in a grave.
They persecuted a living Prophet infinitely superior to those slain.
Rome canonizes dead saints and sends the living to the Inquisition.
Splendid churches cover the dead while she anathematizes the living. We oft praise the pious dead yet follow not their godly teachings.

48. Truly ye bear witness that ye allow the deeds of your fathers: for they indeed killed them, and ye build their sepulchres.

Truly. Gr. therefore or consequently. Our Lord translates their deeds. Bear witness. In fact, honor the murderers rather than their victims. Their treatment of John and the Redeemer proves it. When the vile praise the virtuous it is the kiss of the traitor. Blessing a friend with a loud voice counted a curse. Prov. xxvii. 14.

Sepulchres. Solon made laws against Greek extravagance to the dead. Athenians once a year required the tombs repaired.

Omit αἰτίας τὰ μνήμεια, their sepulchres. Tischendorf, Alford, Cod. Sinai.

49. Therefore also saith the wisdom of God, I will send them prophets and apostles, and some of them they shall slay and persecute:

Therefore. Their reception of the Apostles proves their final test. His long-suffering, a closing offer of repentance. The measure of grace, as well as of guilt, may be filled.

Wisdom of God. Christ Himself, the Divine Logos, is the sender of the prophets, and spake by them. Matt. xxiii. 34. He sent prophets to them to bring them back to the Lord. Matt. xxiii. 34. They conspired against Zechariah and stoned him. 2 Chron. xxiv. 21. Jesus is here majestic; He looks beyond present humiliation. He speaks of Himself as the Jehovah of the O. T. who sent the prophets. Surely, He can be none other, than the Lord God of Israel in the flesh! I send. He names not His blood, which they would shed.

Apostles. Treated by them, as prophets by their fathers. Slay. Their fathers' spirit, fathers' crimes, they would continue. Here we learn the fact, nowhere else stated, that some of His Apostles were slain before the destruction of Jerusalem.

Synagogues. God's messages of mercy would be answered by blood. Persecute. No wonder faithful preachers are reviled.

σοφία τοῦ θεοῦ—Paul calls our Lord the Wisdom of God, Col. ii. 3. And in the O.T.
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Remarkable our Lord calls them ἵπποι αἵματος (see Matt. xxiii. 24) contrasting with Pharisaic Scribes; i.e. I will send you men truly versed in Scriptures. Olshausen.

60. That the blood of all the prophets, which was shed from the foundation of the world, may be required of this generation;

Matt., “Fill ye up.” There is unity in the plans of Providence.
“Until their cup is full,” Amorite, nor Israelite perishes not. Gen. xv. 16.
A terrible censure, on all the towering schemes of the Pharisees.
Without Divine permission, even the wicked cannot go on.
The blood. Guilt; colour of sin—scarlet and crimson. Isa. i. 18.
Because sin demands blood as atonement. Isa. lxiii. 1.
In the settlement of nations, as individuals, a balance sheet is struck.
Blood-guiltiness of Israel—1, an old debt; 2, an accumulated debt; 3, a justly visited debt.
Proof—“The Lord is slow to anger, and great in power.” Nahum i. 3.
Required. A terrible property of Divine judgment.
A generation sanctioning the sins of the past.
Pays the accumulated debt in its own punishment.
The iniquity of Israel was allowed to accumulate from age to age till in that generation the vengeance of heaven burst upon a guilty people.
In the first French Revolution this awful principle was fearfully exemplified, nor is the end yet come.
He will visit the sins of the fathers upon the children. Ex. xx. 5.
The father’s treason beggars and taints his children.
Piety transmits its blessings to our offspring. Acts ii. 39.
The fellowship of guilt, secures a fellowship of doom.
Above all, the blood of Jesus, was required of this generation.
Why does He not definitely allude to it?
Although His crucifixion did call it down upon their heads.
Yet to the last judgment, “it speaks better things than that of Abel.”
It speaks grace, not vengeance. Its burden is “reconciliation.”
51. From the blood of Abel unto the blood of Zacharias, which perished between the altar and the temple: verily I say unto you, It shall be required of this generation.

Abel. Heb. transitoriness; second son of Adam. His name prophetic on the shortness of his life.

There were prophets in all ages: Abel a shepherd was one. His trustful obedience honored God's righteous law.

Cain proudly rejected, Abel thankfully accepted means of grace.

Cain by envy murdered one whom God had honored.

With Abel's death the warfare between righteousness and unrighteousness commenced.


Zacharias. See verse 49. This martyr's death is found 2. Chron. xxiv. 21. His last words were "the Lord require it," so they are warned that of that generation it should be required.

In their malignity, they were fully up to their fathers.

Yet they pretend a holy horror at their fathers' crimes.

This wicked generation repeats, and sums up, all previous guilt.

These words are from the lips of our Merciful Saviour, who was too wise to err, and too just to be untrue.

How tremendous an evil is sin! It destroys nations as well as individuals.

"The evil that men do lives after them."

Communities as well as individuals have a character, and we are helping to mould the character, and through it the destiny of the community, the family, the church, and the nation, to which we belong.

Zacharias—Son of Barachia, another name for Jehoiada, who had three names. A frequent custom among the Jews. Lightfoot, Besa, Oslhausen. Zacharias, father of John Baptist. Origen and many of the Fathers. Grandson of Jehoiada, Lange. A prophecy of the death of Zacharias, son of Baruch. Bepp. Hugg. A grandson of Jehoiada. Ebrard, Oosterzee. The Jews themselves regarded it as an act of proverbial cruelty. Legend runs, this blood bubbled up, and could not be stayed for 259 years, until the Temple was burned, and until Nebuzaradan had carried off 745 captives. Some apply it to Barachia's son; descendant of Iddo, or son of Baruch, as slain in the Temple, previous to its ruin.

Our Lord cites from the Book of Chronicles, regarded as the conclusion of the Historical Canon of the O.T.; and in going back to the martyrdom of Abel, as recorded in Genesis, comprises all Jewish History as given in the O.T. Wordsworth.

ἰσχυρῆτας—same as the Heb. word used in 2. Chron. xxiv. 19-22. eipan; used three times in Matt.
62. Woe unto you, lawyers! for ye have taken away the key of knowledge: ye entered not in yourselves, and them that were entering in ye hindered.

They arrogated all wisdom and the control of others' consciences.

Key. A key is to open a door closed.

Key taken, is shutting the door in the face of those desiring to enter.

Right knowledge of God's word is life eternal, but this they took away, substituting vain traditions.

Their hierarchal influence had blocked the way to the people.

Their enmity to the Lord had closed their own.

They had misused the key, shutting and locking the Kingdom.

Falsifying doctrines of faith and repentance: they had stolen the key.

They had prevented the people acknowledging Jesus to be the Messiah.

Their daring, silenced the man cured—"We know this man," &c.

John ix. 24.

Rome, by her Latin prayers and suppressed Bible, hides the key.

To let it lie rusted will bring a woe upon the neglecters.

κλειδα—Luke xi. 7. A key was handed a steward on assuming office. One was given a Rabbi, when authorised to expound the law. On the death of Rabbi Samuel, a key was hung on his tomb. The early fastenings were made of chains, but later, keys were made of iron, wood, bronze and gold. When the bride was introduced into her husband's house, a key was handed her; and when one was divorced, the keys were taken from her. Keys of a large house usually trusted to a janitor.

63. And as he said these things unto them, the scribes and the Pharisees began to urge him vehemently, and to provoke him to speak of many things.

64. Laying wait for him, and seeking to catch something out of his mouth, that they might accuse him.

Scribes and Pharisees. No men hate each other too much to prevent their uniting against Christian truth.

Provoke. They could not bear cutting reproofs, unmasking their hypocrisy.

Wait. They laid a snare (in vain) to throw Him off His guard.

"Every day they wrest my words." David, Psa. lxi. 5, 2 Pet. iii. 16.

Evil men dig up mischief—create what they cannot find.

In the "multitude of words there wanteth not sin." Prov. x. 19.

They would anger Him, and cause Him to betray Himself.

Convicted, not converted, they filled up the measure of their iniquity, endeavoring to entrap the Teacher of Truth.
Awful evidence that the charges He brought against them were true. His speech and His silence were alike a reproof to the Scribes and the Pharisees.
CHAPTER XII.

1. IN the mean time, when there were gathered together an innumerable multitude of people, insomuch that they trode one upon another, he began to say unto his disciples first of all, Beware ye of the leaven of the Pharisees, which is hypocrisy.

Meantime. Gr. during which occurrences, in close connexion with the foregoing scene.

Gathered. Curiosity to see, rather than a desire to protect Him.

Multitude. Gr. the myriads being collected. Oriental curiosity is great, and the words of the Prophet have an inchoate fulfilment.—" Unto Him shall the gathering of the people be." Gen. xlix. 10.

"Who are these that fly like clouds, and as doves to their windows?" Isa. lx. 8.

It denotes the mighty success of the Seventy in preaching.

Began to say. Our Lord spoke more plainly as events were drawing to a close.

Our Saviour acted more publickly as He approached the cross.

Trode upon. Gr. were likely to trample on one another.

Disciples. They were about to meet trials, demanding strong faith.

First of all. First in importance. He well knew the weak points.

Beware. In the presence of a vast crowd, the Lord denounces the sins of the most powerful Jewish sect.

Leaven. Sour dough kept over, with which, to raise the new mixture.

A very small quantity, affects a very large mass.

Leaven and honey, easily fermenting. Forbidden in sacrifice. Lev. ii. 11.

Priests of Jupiter were prohibited from touching leaven.

Salt a symbol of incorruption, leaven, of corruption.

All leaven was carefully removed during the Passover.

It secretly, silently and powerfully transforms.

Its peculiarities—souring, swelling, spreading, and corrupting.

Their doctrines led to bigotry, pride, fiery zeal, and depravity.

Hypocrisy. Luke vi. 42. This vice was singled out by the Saviour.

Hypocrisy, i.e., wickedness concealed under a show of goodness.

Like leaven, hypocrisy infects the whole man, and many by means of one.

Nothing so changes the characters of men as hypocrisy.
As a little leaven leaveneth the lump, so hypocrisy robs the mind of all its virtues. *Bede.*

Hypocrites have existed in all ages of the world. Cain in the first age; Canaan in the second; Ishmael in the third; Esau in the fourth; Saul among the prophets; Judas among the Apostles; Nicholas among the deacons; and Ananias among the early Christians.

Hypocrisy is professing to be what in reality we are not. It is the negation of sincerity.

Its essence is imitation, and its success is deceit.

Hypocrites have been classed under four kinds:—

1. The worldly hypocrite, who professes godliness from worldly motives.
2. The legal hypocrite, who resigns his vicious practices to win heaven, but has no love to God.
3. The evangelical hypocrite, whose religion is an acknowledgment of sin, but with no desire to lead a holy life.
4. The enthusiastic hypocrite, who has an imaginary notion of the Saviour, and relies on impulses and feelings, and yet clings to vicious deeds.

Grace is the Christian's new nature, and hypocrisy is the art that counterfeits it.

The hypocrite affects the innocence of the dove to hide the cunning of the serpent.

By the hypocrite good men are oft deceived for—

"Goodness thinks no ill
Where no ill seems." *Milton.*

The hypocrite like Judas may salute Christ, but it is to betray Him.

"Satan was the first
That practised falsehood under saintly show." *Milton.*

The hypocrite's life is a falsehood to heaven and to earth.
The hypocrite gives his tongue to virtue, but his heart to vice.
If there be "the head of gold" there are also "the feet of miry clay."

Hypocrisy is the homage which vice pays to virtue.
The more plausible hypocrisy is before men, the more detestable it is to God.
The hypocrite serves Satan and from Satan receives his reward.
The religious hypocrite is at best a man of dark deeds, though clad in garments of light.

He may approach the portals of heaven but he does not enter.

A hypocrite was discovered at a royal supper but the king rejected him from the banquet.
Man esteems him hateful because he seems not what he is, and God hates him because he is not what he seems.
The Christian's heart oft speaks without the tongue, but the hypocrite's tongue always speaks without the heart.
The hypocrite, like a bird of prey, although his course be towards heaven, yet is always looking and longing for something upon earth.
The Christian gives to God the fruit of his labors, the hypocrite gives to God the fruit of his lips.
The hypocrite is led by ostentation and not by a sanctified conscience.
Jehu's zeal was for the Lord, but his project was for his kingdom.
Hypocrites may be "Christians in the skin, but they are demons in the core." "Their rhetoric may be pretty, their logic witty, but their practice is naughty."
Hypocrisy is insulting to the virtuous, and cruel to the poor and afflicted.
For he who hides his vices by hypocrisy, suspects the virtues of others to be hypocrisy.
And the poor and afflicted remain poor and afflicted because the sin of the hypocrite closed the hand of charity, and in consequence thereof genuine sorrow is oft suspected in place of being relieved.
An impostor who asks for alms is a hypocrite in the lower grade.
Hypocrisy may prevail in morals as well as in creed. Some men are hypocritical in both.
Hypocrisy shall be detected, as in the case of Saul. 1. Sam. xv. 14.
Hypocrisy shall be detected, as in the case of Gehazi. 2. Kings v. 26.
Hypocrisy shall be detected, as in the case of Judas. Matt. xxvi. 50.
Hypocrisy shall be detected, as in the case of Ananias. Acts v. 3.
Hypocrisy shall be detected, as in the case of Simon Magus. Acts viii. 20-21.
Hypocrisy may be seen in the history of Jacob; Gen. xxvii. 20. Pharao; Ex. viii. 28-29. Balaam; Num. xxiii. 10. Absalom;
Let the Hypocrite tremble, lest he perish by his own hypocrisy, for God is the God of Truth; Christ is the Word of Truth; and the Holy Ghost is the Spirit of Truth.
Sadducees, in their pretended search of the truth, were more candid.
Pharisees wished to appear, rather than be pious.
They paid the accustomed tribute to virtue, by assuming its guise.
An honest man seems to be what he is, and is what he seems.
"The hope of the hypocrite shall be as the spider's web." Job viii. 13-14.
Strange he should have any hope.—"Can the flag?" &c. Job viii. 11.
He is unwise who deceives religion because some professing to be religious
are hypocrites.
None would take the pains to counterfeit pearls if true ones were not of
value.
Men would not personate piety were it not of itself a noble quality.
We best show our abhorrence of hypocrisy by holding the truth free
from hypocrisy.
The characteristic mark of Christ's disciples is sincerity.
They are "Israelites indeed, and without guile." 2. Their repentance
is not partial. 3. Their faith is not partial. 4. Their zeal is not partial.

ἐκεῖ—intensive, indicating the extent of the gathering. μυριάκοι—many thousands.
Doddridge. The ten thousands of the multitude. Alford. An indefinitely large number.
W. & W. We might suppose the number to have been over 20,000. Lightfoot. At this
period of our Lord's history, feelings of love and hatred had reached their utmost
intensity. Oosterse. ἔρρει, followed by the infinitive describes an act contemplated but
not realized; an event capable of occurring or likely to occur. So Matt. xxvii. 1. ἔρρει,
followed by the indicative denotes a fact which actually takes place, Matt. xxiii. 31; Gal.
ii. 18; iii. 24; iv. 7. Webster's Syntax.

ἔρως—First of all in importance. Meyer, Olshausen, Oosterse. Refers to the
disciples. Bengel, Alford, Tischendorf. τίμαι—The putrefaction of any substance, des-
titute of nitrogen. The carbonic acid gas escaping is arrested by the dough, and forms
numerous cells, and renders bread light or spongy. τίμαι—doctrines of which hypocrisy
was their essence. Meyer, Oosterse. ᾠδικας—the principle of incorruption, 1 Cor. v. 7.
Unleavened.

2. For there is nothing covered, that shall not be revealed; neither hid, that shall not
be known.
The darkness of the night and the light of day to God are both alike.
He who will be our Judge is every moment our Witness: be it for evil or
for good—He is at our side, seeing us but Himself unseen.
Covered. Concealed from view; refers to conflicts and snares of
believers.
Revealed. All secrets made known, no human mind can grasp its full
meaning.
A warning against hypocrisy, and fear of man.
Hypocrisy not only wicked, but useless.
By this warning all deception assaulted in its foundations.
Their Almighty Friend foresaw all their secret snares.
Faint-heartedness, unfaithfulness, would be disclosed.
A promise—the faithful may refer every trial to the Judgment.
They would commend themselves to the consciences of men.
"We have renounced the hidden things of dishonesty." 2 Cor. iv. 2.
Those dreading the least sin fear not the greatest perils.
Hid, from knowledge. Heathen connected mysteries with their religions.
The ignorant were warned to retire from their sacred rites.
Their abominations were such that heathen Rome endeavoured to suppress them by law, as Livy testifies.
Christianity always and everywhere lets its light shine. Matt. v. 16.
Gives free and fearless utterance to all the truth.
It is in vain to conceal that which will one day be revealed.

3. Therefore whatsoever ye have spoken in darkness shall be heard in the light; and that which ye have spoken in the ear in closets shall be proclaimed upon the housetops.

In darkness. Probable allusion to the oppression and gloom under which the Apostles commenced their ministry.
Philosophers kept their instructions as secrets for the few.
All error, like Pagan fables, dreads the light of truth.
Persecutions, Pagan and Papal, aimed to stifle the truth.
Light. Every secret thing shall be brought to the light of God's judgment.
Where God kindles lights they are the lights of the world. Secret societies, social, civil, or religious stand opposed to the genius of Christianity.
Secrecy should be the exception, candour the rule among believers.
That which. Truth must be proclaimed and nothing else.
In the ear: somewhat fearfully. Closets; Gr. in the closets.
Our Lord had no esoteric and exoteric doctrines.
Amongst the heathen the favoured few kept the light, and shut out the many.
Some refer this to the custom of the elder of the synagogue whispering the text to the interpreter.
Inspiration addressed to an open ear. Isa. 1. 5.
 ix. 2. See Notes.
Housetops. The roofs are generally of stone, because wood is scarce. Their pulpit, when temple and synagogue were closed. Roofs sometimes made of layers of branches and covered with clay. After rains the owners level their earthen roofs by rollers. They erect booths and sit there for air, prospect, and slumber. Moslems often are seen praying on the housetop. Acts x. 9.

Our Lord’s words may be paraphrased; Beware of hypocrisy, for all shall be made evident in the end, and ye are witnesses and sharers in this unfolding of the truth. Alford.

Whatever ye have hitherto preached privately henceforth preach publicly. Kuinoel.

Whatever you may have said privately in your ministry shall be known publicly, and your Father who heareth in secret will reward you openly in the Great Day. Origen.

—and—Because, wherefore, used for ἀλλὰ τούτων ἂν. “in requital for this that.” So Luke i. 90; xiz. 44; Acts xii. 28; 2. Thess. ii. 10. Webster’s Syntax.

αὐστηρὰ—mysteries, esoterica, i.e. were for the private instruction of the few; esoterica, i.e. for the public instruction of the many. Their vulgar prejudices were flattered. EnAcd. αἰφαρε—with some degree of fear. Spoken secretly, through fear of persecution, &c. Meyer. Not confined to the Gospel or Apostles. Oostersee. οὐσίωθεν—hence, Dome. Oriental houses built entirely of stone, have roots all down, no chimney is seen.

4. And I say unto you my friends, Be not afraid of them that kill the body, and after that have no more that they can do.

I say. As fearless speaking of truth might endanger their lives, our Lord comforts them.

My friends. He speaks as a general—“Brothers in arms, Fear not.” The Redeemer is able and willing to shield even the least friendly. Be not afraid. Gr. elsewhere; Fear not.

Racks, tortures, dungeons and fire, cannot harm you.

“'The fear of man bringeth a snare.” God controls our foes. Prov. xxxix. 25.

A life-guard of angels protects the saints of the Lord. Psa. xxxiv. 7. Kill the body. They may go that far, but there, their power ends.

“'Slay me, they may: hurt me, they cannot,” Socrates.

In view of heaven, He taught them to despise death. They die, but death touches not the proper life of saints.
Immortality the ground tone of all these promises.
No more. The malice and kindness of man, end at the grave.
They can do. Implies another can destroy the soul.
Only destroyed, when driven from God "a vessel of wrath."
Created power can crush the cabinet, but not destroy the jewel.
Our Lord implies the soul can perish, but will not be annihilated.
Through fear of man religious duties are often neglected.
Through fear of man we are sometimes tempted to guilty pleasures.
"Who art thou that thou shouldest be afraid of man?" Isa. li. 12.
"Let Him be our fear, let Him be our dread." Isa. viii. 13.
This precept of our Lord, a protest against the notion of a sleep of the soul after death.
He clearly distinguishes between the state of the body after death, and the state of the soul.
But the state of the soul would not be different, if the soul sleeps after death.
Therefore the soul does not sleep, but retains its consciousness.
It passes immediately from the body to the abode of departed spirits—the Hades or covered place.
A portion thereof being a place of joy, a portion thereof being the region of sorrow.
There to dwell separated from the body, until the Resurrection morn.
When the body and the soul are again to be united and for ever to be inseparable.
In the perfection of felicity prepared for the believer in Christ—
Or in the extremity of wretchedness, the predicted doom of the finally impenitent.
In these new states of existence the one class rises higher than the angels, the other sinks lower than demons.

φίλου—loved ones, objects of the Divine complacency, (John xv. 15.) a distinguished honor. Our Lord calls them "friends," from the feeling, perhaps, He then had, that in this "killing of the body" He and they were going to be affectingly one with each other.
D. Brown. ἀναστάσις—only the body. When soul and body are involved, ἀναλήσας, Matt. x. 26, is used, or ἀνασάλησαι, &c.
τὸ ἀτόμον—Immortality of the soul, is not philosophically taught by our Lord, any more than the existence of God. He assumes, however, these truths, and the resurrection of the body. Sib. 
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5. But I will forewarn you whom ye shall fear: Fear him, which after he hath killed hath power to cast into hell; yea, I say unto you, Fear him.

Forewarn. However heathen fare hereafter the hearers of the Gospel are faithfully warned.

Pagans' consciences accuse or else excuse one another. Rom. ii. 15.
Pre-eminent privileges, bring heavy responsibilities.
Fear. Used three times with great power, in this verse.
Fare neither the revilings of their tongues nor wrath of man. Isa. lvi.11.
Those who censure ministers for appealing to any other motive, than love,—profess to be wiser than our Lord.
Only the fear of the greater, will expel fear of the less.
He concentrates the mind at once on the final issues.
After he hath killed. Gr. after the killing; the verb is used as it were impersonally.
Power, of God, eternally to punish, is the one reason given.
Cast. Matt. soul and body. Weighty, and stern language, even to friends.
Our Lord guards against the error of the soul's annihilation.
Also against the notion that the body will escape the ruin of the soul.
Perdition, not destruction of the being of either, but of the well being of both.
Knowing the terrors of the Lord we persuade men. 2. Cor. v. 11.
Hell. Gr. Gehenna, used to signify the place of everlasting punishment.
No mawkish refinement prevents Him using plain terms.
Meekness and gentleness, consistent with awful fidelity.
Learn—To play false to convictions to save life will fail of its end.
God can inflict a violent death in some other and more awful way.

a. There is a hell for the body as well as the soul; consequently sufferings adapted to the one as well as the other.
b. Fear of hell is a divinely authorised and needed motive of action even to Christ's "friends."
c. As Christ's meekness and tenderness were not compromised by this language, those ministers want their Master's spirit who soften it to please "ears polite." D. Brown.

Bitter-wholesome is a safe receipt for Christians. Augustine.

*Deputy*. Obhausen and Siller suppose these words to refer to Satan, rather than to God, but this is wholly inconsistent with the scope of our Lord's teaching. God alone.
throughout the Bible, is the Almighty Dispenser of life and death, temporal and eternal. Satan is ever represented as the condemned of God. Besides, if this chief enemy, and his subordinates, whom Christ has just commanded us not to fear, are introduced in the midst of this great subject, it would indeed be an ἀρνητικὸς, horrendum. Our Heavenly Father is intended as the right object of our fear. Alford. Contrary to the connection and universal scripture tone. Alexander. Matt. parallel, καὶ σῶμα prove immortality, since the body is not killed, even in hell.

γῆς—"valley of Hinnom;" a deep narrow glen, south of Jerusalem, where, after the introduction of the worship of the fire-gods, by Ahas, the idolatrous Jews offered their children to Moloeh (2. Chron. xxv. 8). It became, in later times, the image of the place of everlasting punishment. Smith's Dict.

6. Are not five sparrows sold for two farthings, and not one of them is forgotten before God?

Five. In Matthew, two for one farthing; for two farthings an additional one is thrown in.

A charming variation from the saying in Matthew x. 29.

Sparrows. Small brown birds still found in Palestine.

The birds used in the Temple by cleansed lepers. Lev. xiv. 4.

In Judea they annoy at meals as flies in America and England.

They feed on seeds and insects; even in winter God feedeth them.

Yet do they fall and die, but it is by Divine order and permission.

God's government extends to trifles—a truth, 1, too certain to be doubted; 2, too glorious to be slightly valued; 3, too instructive to be forgotten.

Two farthings. One tenth of a penny (Roman).

Roman coins and power extended over the world.

Not one. Not even an odd or stray one. How incomprehensibly minute is His providence!

With God they have value; permitted to rest under altars. Psa. lxxxiv. 3.

He satisfies the desires of every living thing. Psa. cxxv. 16.

Forgotten. He remembers the young lions when they suffer hunger.

Psa. xxxiv. 10.

And stilleth the raven's clamorous nest. Psa. cxlvi. 9.

Surely then He will watch over, protect, and supply the wants of His people.

But an angel is not always sent to release them. Acts v. 19.

The mouths of lions are not always stopped. Daniel vii. 22.

The violence of fire is not always quenched. Dan. iii. 21.

Jesus remembered us on His throne, in the garden, and on the cross. Realised, it redeems life from its drudgery and dreary emptiness.

---

cypsumia— Sax. sperea. Hence Eng. sparrow, from the smallness of the sparrow. devupiau Lat. cws, osias, fourth part of an uncia, one-tenth of a denarius. A Roman penny equal to one-and-a-half cent. Elstey, Major. Homer noticed the particular providence of the gods, which so many baptized unbelievers deny. A stag escapes the snare, because it was not ordained he should be taken, Il. xv. 274. Yet the Epicureans, Academicians, and Aristotelians denied the particular providence of their gods. Major.

---

7. But even the very hairs of your head are all numbered. Fear not therefore: ye are of more value than many sparrows.

**Hairs.** Ornament of man, protection of beasts. Luke vii. 38. Colour and flexibility due to the oil filling them. Its horny covering never changes; nutrition failing, it turns grey. Numbered. He counts the stars, and calleth them all by name. To God there is nothing small or great—the least is great, and the greatest little.

**Numbering of our hair,** implies His accurate knowledge; it manifests the minuteness of His care. Cyril.

Has reference not so much to the set of reckoning, as capability of knowing.

Yet said to be numbered, because those things we wish to preserve we number. Ambrose.

If the mere excrescences of the body are thus preserved, how great the security of the soul! Augustine.

We are taught thus not for curiosity but for encouragement.

Neither His infinite glory nor the repose of His mind disparaged. Implies He takes better care of us than we of ourselves.

If He numbers our hairs, He guards our lives. Men number their treasures, seldom their mercies.

**Fear not.** The timid heart oft needs reassurance.

Flesh and blood meet life’s conflict with dread. Persecutions heighten our vigor and brighten our graces and virtues.


**More value.** The market value of the sparrow is given. The computation how far they excel sparrows in value, is left to the disciples.
Christians’ value, 1, as reasonable beings. 2, as immortal. 3, as redeemed by Christ’s blood. 4, as being like God.
The mention of the sparrow one of the few allusions to those mysterious beings, irrational creatures.
The charm and power of our Lord’s teaching, heighted by its wonderful simplicity.

..."Bleached by sorrow." 
...—this teaches a Special Providence towards Christ’s friends. Oosteres. The doctrine of Special Providence perfectly consistent with government by General Laws. The Bible gives no uncertain sound upon this subject; it is full of illustrations and instances. The experience of the Christian gratefully attests it in many a Ebenezer;—"Hitherto the Lord hath helped me." ev, omitted by some ancient authorities. Alford.

8. Also I say unto you, Whosoever shall confess me before men, him shall the Son of man also confess before the angels of God:
   9. But he that denieth me before men shall be denied before the angels of God.

Confess. Christ as Master, and His doctrines the rule. 
Christ mainly rejected by man’s bitter pride. Matt. xi. 6. 
Confession in those days was a test involving life itself. 
Exile, prison, loss of goods, loss of office and good name. 
Martyrs by way of eminence, divine heroes, confessors. 
He is confessed more by suffering, than by serving. 
Some profess Christ, but in works deny Him. Tit. i. 16 
Me. Gr. In Ms, showing the spirit in which the confession must be made, and the ground on which it rests. 
It is not in our own strength we confess, but by grace from above. 

Denieth Me. Observe, He does not say “in me,” as in confessing Him. The fault lies at the sinner’s door. 
We deny Him by remaining silent, when we ought to speak. 
If we now acknowledge Christ to be our Master, He will hereafter acknowledge us to be His disciples. 
We must confess Him in our hearts, with our tongues, and by our lives.
We deny Him by sitting still, when we ought to go to the Lord’s table. 
By conforming to customs, fashions, and spirit, of earth. 
_Apostacy_ and _blasphemy_ are denounced in verses 8-9. 
“I will speak of thy testimonies also before kings.” _Psa. cxix. 46._
He would have us fearless, as Nathan, 2 _Sam. xii. 7._, or Gad, 2 _Sam._ 
_xxiv. 18._ 
John before Herod, _Matt. xiv. 4._ Jehu before Jehoshaphat, 2 _Chro._ 
_xix. 2._ 
Or Micaiah before Ahab, 1 _Kings xxi. 8-15._ Or the three Hebrews 
before Nebuchadnezzar, _Dan. iii. 13._ 
Or the Apostles before the Sanhedrim. _Acts xx. 19._ 
Denial of our relation to, or expectation from Christ. 
We have infinitely more need of Him, than He of us. 
_Angels._ In their presence at the day of Judgment. 
“Encompassed by a great cloud of witnesses.” _Heb. xii. 1._ 
The point lies in confessing Him “before men,” because one has to 
_Despeste the shame._ 
But when done, the Lord holds Himself bound to repay it in kind by 
confessing such “before the angels of God.” 
If we must give an account of every “idle word,” take care, lest you have 
to answer for an idle silence. _Ambrose._ 
The Lord is not content with an inward faith, but requires an outward 
confession. _Chrysostom._

10. _And whosoever shall speak a word against the Son of man, it shall be forgiven him: but unto him that blasphemeth against the Holy Ghost it shall not be forgiven._

_Whosoever._ Ye calumniators, and gain sayers! 
_Word._ Decided evidence of the principles of the heart. 
From denial, the advance to blasphemy is easy. 
_Son of Man._ Offended by His _outward appearance_, supposed to be 
the carpenter’s son.
Blasphemeth. In classic Greek any evil against man, as slander. In Hellenistic usage denotes evil speaking against God.

Holy Ghost. The third person in the adorable Trinity. Luke i. 15. Willfully rejecting and reviling what the blasphemer knows in his own conscience to be the testimony of the Holy Ghost and God's truth and grace.

To those who thus sin our Lord's prayer not applicable—"Father forgive them, they know not what they do." Luke xxiii. 34.

Shall not be forgiven. Because in a state of deadly impenitence. There is a conscience seared as with a hot iron. Tim. iv. 2.

A heart, gospel hardened—"Twice dead." Jude verse 12.

Unsanctified familiarity with sacred things. Lev. x. 1.

The fire which melts the wax hardens the clay.

Malignantly and defiantly they had reviled the Spirit.

The essence of the unpardonable sin is presumptuousness.

"The soul that doeth aught presumptuously is cut off." Num. xv. 30.

No sacrifice under the Levitical dispensation for blasphemy.

No forgiveness under the Christian, for blasphemy against the Holy Ghost.

This does not arise from inability in God to forgive, or from insufficiency in the atonement of Christ, but from the utterly hopeless state of the blasphemer himself.

"Because they said, He hath an unclean spirit." Mark iii. 30.

The impossibility of pardon turns on the impossibility of repentance.

Luke xxi, Matt. xxi, Mark ￥αδυ begin this momentous declaration. ἐγερ. Matt. has ἐγερ. Mark θάνατος. Confined to the age of our Lord. Menken, Horsey. It may be committed in any age. Baxter, Hammond, Doddridge, McKnight. "For all other sins, forgiveness is possible. The sin against the Spirit, being more heinous than the sin against the Son, results from the nature of the Holy Spirit's work in the Divine plan of salvation. Saul spake against Christ, yet was forgiven. The murderers of Christ were pardoned, Luke xxix. 34. The mockers on the day of Pentecost were forgiven. The person who thus offends must be entirely convinced, and sin with complete knowledge and will. The sin against God the Holy Ghost has been committed in all ages, but is peculiarly the sin of the last times. The guilty soul is not merely under the influence of Satan, but has become a freely acting and conscious Satan. It is the eternally unpardonable rejection of the perfectly known, immediate testimony of the Spirit. No Satanic deceiv is practised upon the understanding (Gen. iii. 18), nor compulsion of any kind. Pure evil is willed, spoken, and done, instead of known and rejected good. It is unpardonable, not on God's account, but the creature, who has put himself under such a ban. He remains incorrigible, and incapable of repentance." Stier.

The blasphemy of those who, acknowledging God, and seeing His present power
working by His Holy Spirit, openly oppose themselves to it. {Alford. Ascription of miracles He wrought, by the Holy Ghost, to powers of darkness. Athanasius, Jerome, Chrysostom. Ambrose, and nearly all the Fathers, Venerable, Hales, Bengel, Wordsworth. The blasphemy against the Holy Ghost is a sin of the tongue. {Ford.}

Whoever grieves, thinking he has committed this sin, may rest assured he has not. The really guilty will not grieve, but will defend himself against the charge. This passage, with its parallels, has been always and unanimously received as one of the most alarming in the word of God. But it acquires increased solemnity and terror, when considered in its true connection. It is no insulated and detached expression of a fearful and mysterious truth. Instead of formally reproving the scribe for insinuating that He had an unclean spirit, He describes the nature of a sin which they had perhaps committed. "I, the Son of God," (verse 8) "yet the Son of Man, declare to you, my enemies and false accusers, on account of your groundless and malignant charges. All sin of every kind shall be forgiven. There is but one exception, and to that last degree insulting to God." {Bengel.}

ἀπεφηγμένα repeated gives it the impressive tone of a judicial sentence. Neither in this world, etc., convey the idea that the sin described shall never be forgiven. ἀπεφηγμένον properly denotes duration, sometimes definite, as dispensation or age. But when limited by nothing in the context, indefinite and even infinite duration. If some sins are forgiven they are forgiven to eternity, and if unforgiven they will eternally remain so. Alexander.


Sin and blasphemy against the Holy Ghost are very different things. Bengel. The terrible act of one who, in defiance of light and knowledge, rejects of set purpose, opposes after due deliberation, the work of the Spirit. The deliberate quenching and cursing of the Spirit. It involves the obstinate, persevering, and malicious rejection of the Gospel. Foote. Although not named in the former dispensation, yet Cain and Saul were probably guilty of it. It is no special act, but made so by the circumstances. In one case it is blasphemy, another persecution, another perverting the truth. It must be against the specially imparted light of the Spirit. It is unpardonable, because it willfully tramples under foot the blood of the covenant, the only possible way of escape from eternal wrath. He despises the Spirit, the only agent who can bring the soul to God. The deliberate renouncing all lot or part in the offers of Redemption. All the sins which men commit are capable of being classed under three heads, as being either in thought, in word, or in deed; but blasphemy against the Holy Ghost can only be referred to the second of these, and must not be confounded with sinful thoughts, or with erroneous actions. Sin against the Holy Ghost, but not blasphemy, is committed by every reader of the Bible, or hears of the Gospel who dies finally impenitent.

Practically this unbelief pronounces Jesus an Imposter, His blood useless, the Spirit worthless, Bible a fable, death a sleep, judgment a dream, and its eternal realities, mere illusions. Fuller. Possibly the veil is left on the precise nature of the sin, that men might avoid all known sin, lest the one committed, peradventure might be to himself, the unpardonable sin. It was a maxim of ancient law—"No sanctuary for sacrilege." So here—"No sanctuary for blasphemy." Henry.

From this passage it is rightly inferred, that the Holy Ghost is a Person, and that He is God. Pearson.
And when they bring you unto the synagogues, and unto magistrates, and powers, take ye no thought how or what thing ye shall answer, or what ye shall say:


This was for purposes of excommunication.

Magistrates. First in office, wisdom and power. Eph. i. 21. Col. ii. 10.


No thought. Old English word for solicitude or anxious care. Martyrs were bound to prepare themselves for duty.

"Yet suspect thy heart, fearing thou wilt utter it wrong."

They who speak in faith, will be furnished in that hour.

As those who in faith took no money, were divinely supplied. Without diligence, prayer for wisdom, is presumption.

Neglecting study, and expecting the Spirit’s aid, is fanaticism.

As an excuse for study, the plea is a refuge of indolence.


The gold of gospel truth, needs no human gilding.

The three champions not careful to answer the king. Dan. iii. 16.

True ministers labor rather to do well, than to speak well.

Anxious to keep, rather than vindicate their integrity.

Special trials, bring special grace, “As thy days, so shall thy strength be.” Deut. xxxiii. 25.

Jacob wrestled all night, preparing to meet Esau.

David prepared with all his might, for the temple. 1. Chron. xxix. 2.

"Oh! Lord I am not eloquent" said Moses; "I will be with thy mouth," saith God. Ex. iv. 10-12.

"I am a man of unclean lips," said Isaiah, when lo! A seraph touched them. Isa. vi. 6.

"I cannot speak for I am a child," said Jeremiah; "Behold: I have put my words in thy mouth," saith God. Jer. i. 6-9.

συναγωγας—Luke iv. 15. ἐξουσίας—authorities, human magistrates, &c in τοίς, Titus.iii.1. Angelic powers, both good and evil, Eph. iii. 10; vi. 12; Col. i. 16; ii. 5; 1. Peter iii. 22. Webster’s Syntax.

Hence, what apology you shall make. Doddridge. This term has changed, anciently synonymous with defence. Hence Watson's "Defence of the Bible," an "Apology," evidently in its classical sense.

19. For the Holy Ghost shall teach you in the same hour what ye ought to say.

Holy Ghost. Matthew—Father. In Christians' conflicts individual personality vanishes.

Among the enemies of believers there is one adversary.
The Spirit the one Friend and Ally in danger.
Teach you. He who teaches wrong cannot live aright.
He who does not live aright cannot teach aright.
Outward and inward teaching of the Spirit united.
He imparts instruction and the capacity to receive it.
He would spare them the necessity of self-defence—"I am thy shield."
Nor must they interfere with the mysterious advocate.
They would be the vehicles of conveying the Divine answer.
Without such a Friend they had good cause to be dismayed.
In the same hour. Gr. at the time itself. "A present help in time of trouble."

"Holy Ghost." Our Lord's promise of the Holy Spirit is the highest authority for the inspiration of the Apostolic writings. Oosterzee.

19. ¶ And one of the company said unto Him, Master, speak to my brother, that he divide the inheritance with me.

One of the company. A foolish listener, who forgot the heavenly for earthly inheritance.

Even the preaching of the Son of God had worldly-minded listeners.
This rude interruption deserved a severe rebuke.
The appeal, earthly in spirit, sought the dead among the living.
The love of earth was fast hardening him against all truth.
Brother. Some kindred are without natural affection. Rom. i. 31.
It implies he designed defrauding his relative.
No one unjust to God can be just to his neighbor.
Earthly riches cause strife between brothers as "bars of a castle." Prov. xviii. 19.
Divide. Law’s delays and costs suggest a motive for appeal. Confidence in Christ and love of earth here unite in one heart.

Anxieties about earthly riches contrasted with the holy tranquillity of the children of God. Phil. iv. 11.

Wealth is a blessing if God send it—a temptation if men ask for it.

Men misplace their discontent—they are satisfied with what they are, dissatisfied with what they have.

The reverse ought to be the case.

Men generally care first for their property, secondly for their health, lastly for their soul.

The only desire to which no bounds should be set is desire for holiness.

The wisdom and piety of the Great Prophet will divide justly.

Inheritance. The title of all the earth, at first, with the Creator.

Man tenant, not proprietor, held his portion in trust.

These rights fearfully violated before the deluge. Gen. vi. 13.

Creator, by the deluge, revoked the grant and took back the gift.

Canaan, divided by lot; each received title directly from God.

The eldest son received a double share, daughters received nothing.

The parable is against covetousness and not unrighteousness.

Too much eagerness in gaining his own was his sin.

Many who admire their spiritual teacher are apt to fall into the error of wishing him to settle their domestic and civil quarrels. Bengel.

—

"Are—The speaker a stranger. Κείμενα. καλόνομείαι—the usage of lot, evidently pointing to the original manner of receiving one’s inheritance. Each deed of land was a sermon, as with us, each mortgage—mort, gage; death, pledge—reminds us of our brief control of earth.

16. And he said unto him, Man, who made me a judge or a divider over you?


Made me. Instituted. A distinct endorsement of human laws.

This question is equivalent to a strong negation.

Judge. Gr. a public officer; “Divider,” a private arbitrator.

He acknowledges the just prerogative of those appointed.

“I have not my commission from men.” “My kingdom is not of this world.” John xviii. 36.
I am a Redeemer from sin, not a judge of civil matters. Over you. It was not control among His disciples. The Saviour, no usurper of judicial functions. Heb. v. 5. He might have acted as judge, or as physician. Matt. ix. 19. A warning to His ministers, not to meddle with earth. The world ever envious of such interference. Ex. ii. 14. Leaving the altar, to attend to earthly affairs, often soils the garments of ministers. 2. Tim. ii. 4. Ministers’ influence immense, when indirectly exercised. Christianity leaves civil rights, where it finds them. It will change the social selfish framework, of the world. Its power is moral, It works from within, outwardly. He would have gained a suit, asking a heavenly portion. If brethren battle among themselves, Christ is not with them. The man asked the division of the inheritance. The Lord gave a prohibition against covetousness. He did not dismiss His petitioner empty. He sent him away filled with precious truth. Augustine.

15. And he said unto them, Take heed, and beware of covetousness: for a man’s life consisteth not in the abundance of the things which he possesseth.

Unto them. Not only the intruder, but all carnal ones. Both seemed desirous of securing the larger portion. Take heed. We have here a striking illustration of our Lord’s manner of teaching. He seizes the occasion to deliver a discourse on the sin and folly of covetousness. Its secret approaches deceive many. Beware. Gr. keep watch by night, unslumbering vigilance. Under the guise of economy, the tempter instills poison. Warning does not prove that his request was unjust. He does him better service than if He had made him rich. Covetousness. Luke xvi. 14. Read “all” before “covetousness,” that is, every kind of covetousness. Too greedily keeping one’s own, as well as desiring the goods of another. “A foolish and hurtful lust,” of having much, and of desiring more. Man’s life. Rest, confidence, satisfaction of its every need. Life, or happiness; our being’s end, and aim. How poor, a rich man may be! how rich, a poor man! Consisteth. Earth suits not the nature, nor satisfies the soul.
Its fruits are not contentment, but envyings and frauds.
One half of the sins of mankind, may spring from this source.
Ahab’s throne left him fretting about Naboth’s garden.
This sin visited on Balaam, Achan, Gehazi, Ananias, Simon.
More are made covetous by riches, than rich, by covetousness.
Abundance. Not on wealth, but on the will of God.
“The little that a righteous man hath is better than the riches,” &c.
_Psa. xvii._ 16.
We do not live a day longer by having bread for another day.
The rust of riches forewarns by witnessing against them. _Jas. v. 8._
The Kingdom of Christ cannot grow from an earthly root.
So abundance is not the soil for man’s blessedness.
Lacking permanence it may slip any moment from us. _Prov. xxi._ 5.
“He that loveth silver, is not satisfied with silver.” _Ecc. v. 10._
What is Alexander now the greater for his power?
What is Caesar the higher for his honour?
What is Aristotle the wiser for his knowledge?
What delight hath Jezebel in her paint?
What happiness hath Ahab in his vineyard?
What is a delicious banquet to Dives in hell? _Farindon_.
The only foundation of true life must be God Himself.
Life is well lived on little; Man’s life is of God, not of his goods.
He who hoards wherewith to live, ought to gather wherewith to die.
The love of Christ in the heart, can alone master covetousness.

*παράκλητος* to those about Him. _Norton._ ἑπικρατεῖν and carefully guard against.
_Bloomsfield._ *πλεονία and πλαγιαρία*—πλαος, or covetousness, seeks to grasp what it
has not; φλ. or avarice, to hoard. _πλεος_ is bold and aggressive, often free in squandering,
as unscrupulous in getting “rapit largitor.” The Pharisaes were φλ., and this was in
keeping with an outward show of holiness. _Cowley_ defines covetousness as “a rapacious
appetite for gain, not for itself, but for the pleasure of refunding it, through all the channels
of pride and luxury. Avarice, an insatiable desire of riches, for no other end than hoarding
them. The covetous man resembles the greedy ostrich devouring any metal, with the
intent to feed upon it. The avaricious, like the foolish _chough_, which loves to steal
money, only to hide it.” _Bengel_ calls covetousness “the highest kind of revolt against
the Creator.” It is frequently joined with _impurity._

*πλεος* is the root, out of which they alike grow, viz., the fierce and ever fiercer longing
of the creature, turning from God, to fill itself with objects of sense. _Plato_ likens _πλεος_,
to the _sieva_ of the _Danaides_, which they were ever filling, but might never fill. By a just
retribution, it would stay its hunger with the swine’s husks, instead of the children’s
bread. _Tranch’s Synonymes._

*ὑπαρχόντων—superfusive possessions. Richter._ “A man must live on what he has—
more would be of no avail." Michaelis. He misses the meaning of καί. Our Saviour never uttered such flat morality. "For not, because a man hath abundance, doth his life consist in the things which he possesses." The word life includes time and eternity. Alford. Happiness consists not in wealth. Kueper. For not even if one has plenty, is his life, his goods. De Wette. ζανή, not happiness, but equivalent to ψυχή. Schott. Add κάθεν (instead of τίς) before γινομαι. κάθεν—Tischendorf, Lachmann, Alford, Brown, Wordsworth, Cod. Sinait.

16. And he spake a parable unto them, saying, The ground of a certain rich man brought forth plentifully;

17. And he thought within himself, saying, What shall I do, because I have no room where to bestow my fruits?

Parable. More parables against taking no thought of heavenly things, and taking too much about earthly things.

Ground. Gr. region. His plantation had been growing into a region. "Woe unto them who add field to field, until they are alone." Isa. v. 8. Agriculture, the least exceptionable manner of getting wealth.

Rich. Not by unfair or unjust means, but by God's blessing.
"If riches increase, set not thine heart upon them." Psa. lxxii. 10.
"The prosperity of fools shall destroy them." Prov. i. 32.

"The Lord thy God will make thee plentiful in the fruit of thy land."
"The goodness of God leadeth thee to repentance." Rom. ii. 4.
God's richest earthly blessings oft crown the fields of the ungodly.

Thought. Gr. questioned. God ever holds us accountable for secret thoughts.

His secret resolutions and God's secret counsels in strange contrast. God knows our secret desires better than we ourselves.

What shall I do? The first want of this prosperous man was contentment.

Care and anxiety without faith beget discontent.
He has no thankful song, bringing his harvest home.
No proper responsibility of being entrusted with heaven's gifts.
He does not ask, "What shall I do for others' happiness?"
There is no mention of anything for God or the poor. Augustine.
The hungriest beggar could not ask a more anxious question.
"The abundance of the rich will not suffer him to sleep." Ecc. v. 19.
The character of a mind at rest yet void of real repose.
The very bounty of Providence perplexed him.
His sin was not his possession but his abuse of wealth.

No room. Alas! bosoms and sad homes of widows and orphans were "rooms."

My fruits. Note "my fruits," "my barns," "my" used five times.

Just as Nabal talked of "my water," "my bread," "my flesh." 1 Sam. xiv. 11.

His brief tenure a mockery of all his proud boasting.

He may, by religious forms, have quitted his conscience.

Goods. He exalts his earthly fruits into his highest goods.

Mark the misery of the selfish enjoyment of the rich.

Covetous people seem unhappy in this world and in that to come.

How faith and unbelief keep their harvest feasts.

1. They differ in their view of blessings received. 2. In their use of them. 3. In their dependence upon them.

The more acres the more cares.


wpeôBôSôtj—Luke iv. 22. It is hardly a parable, so clearly referring to God. Bingenbach. [accent instead of χύπων, a strictly classical distinction. νίκαιω may not imply a piteous anxiety through wealth, as others through poverty. "Suppose a friend come to thee and finds thy goods stored near the ground, and ready to spoil; and kindly bids thee remove them higher; thou wouldst listen. But Christ bids thee raise them to heaven, and they will be safe there for ever." Augustine. Μελετητέρα—He leisurely deliberates, that his sentence might be seen to be more just.

19. And he said, This will I do: I will pull down my barns, and build greater; and there will I bestow all my fruits and my goods.

This will I do. What boldness to plan without consulting God!

He only, who could bring about success, left out of the reckoning.

"If the Lord will, we shall live, and do this, or that." Jas. iv. 15.

I will pull down. The cares of abundance disturb his eating and drinking.

But his plans begin, continue, and end in self.

He entirely forgets he cannot use all these goods himself.


Bestow all. His all was embarked on a single sinking plank.

Nothing laid up, where "there will be no more sea," i.e., wrecks. Rev. xxi. 1.
Fruits. His thoughts are on his fields, not, of Him who made them fertile.
Not a word about his soul—his dying body fills his vision.
Goods. He uses this term not as his possessions but treasures.
He willingly forgets the true good which God pronounces good.
My goods—was he not God's steward, and these things merely lent?
Nothing is good to us, unless we communicate the same good to others.
"It is my corn, saith the Lord, and my wine." Hosea ii. 8-9.
If asked about his mercies God would coldly have been thanked.
Within, his plans and thoughts effectually shut out his Maker.
A man is happy indeed who is not undone by his happiness. Augustine.
Contented opulence retiring, as usual, from the cares of life.
In all this the world finds nothing to blame, but much to covet.
His riches gathered without a stain, "Why can't he enjoy them?"

ἀναπληρεῖ—Luke iii. 17. ἀποθέωμαι—ἀποθέω, to produce, progeny, produce; only used thus by later writers. ἀνθέω, neuter—something useful; plural, blessings; really, atables, not chattels. Xenophon, W. & W.

19. And I will say to my soul, Soul, thou hast much goods laid up for many years; take thine ease, eat, drink, and be merry.

I will say. On the credit of such frail security, without God's endorsement.
"The spider’s most attenuated thread is cord, is cable
To man’s slender tie on human bliss."
Was he sure the moth, the thief, the lightning would spare his barns?
May not sickness rob him of the power of taking his ease?
What interest had his soul in barns pressing out with corn?
Could his treasures soothe his remorseful spirit?
Soul. The self-deceit of false hope now added to discontent.
He involuntarily owns his long-desired ease is not his.
Repetition of soul equivalent to "Mark what I say!"
Profound irony in addressing his soul, when his goods could not sustain
his body one day more.
For the eternal wants of his soul he had made no provision.
What folly to put off what comfort he might enjoy!
Thou hast. He understood not the only good title—through the covenant.
Much of earth's splendor and treasures are only held by the eye.
Men have no real grasp of their houses or lands.
What Christ brings is all the soul truly owns.
Much goods. Epicurean-like, his chief good is in the earth.
These words a mockery of his almost departing spirit!
Goods worth the name he had never desired or sought.
Laid up. What! secured against fire and foe, robbery and death?
No promise secure without the Redeemer's consent.
Treasures trusted with God the only riches really safe.
All that a dying man possesses is that which, as God's almoner, he has given away.

Many years. Hast thou a store of years laid up too in thy barns?
"I will multiply my days as the sand"—Job xxix. 18; a vain boast!
He felt secure of wealth remaining with him until death.
Reverses blasting others would not injure his comfort.
The dew would lie all night on his branch. Job, xxix. 19.

Take, &c. Gr. rest, eat, drink, feast.
Not eat, drink, feast, but "watch, pray, agonise." Matt. xxvi. 41.


Be Merry. Gr. generally sensual delight.
That night's summons spoiled his rest, meat, drink, feasting.
He forgets the Giver and greedily reserves all for himself.

Love of pleasure, the only sin laid to his charge.

ἀγαθὸν—He does not say ἄγαθον or ἀγάθων, but epicurean-like, ἄγαθον, from ἄγαθος, perfect freedom from all exertion, the idea of happiness, similar to the favente of the Italians. ὑπὲρ ἔτος—Ede, bibes, lude; post mortem nulla soluta:—an inscription found this hour, on the tombstone of a Roman Epicurean, in the Vatican. Our Saviour well knew how universally the unrenewed were slaves of sense.


20. But God said unto him, Thou fool, this night thy soul shall be required of thee; then shall those things be, which thou hast provided!

God said. How diverse from the "Take thine ease."
By decree, while the worldling was cheering his heart, God was deciding his dreadful surprise, and eternal doom.
Or perhaps some awful judgment is meant.

"Men will praise thee, when thou dost well to thyself." Ps. xlix. 18.

"The wicked blesseth the covetous, whom the Lord abhorreth." Ps. x. 3.

Thou fool. Pronounced by Him, the infallible and holy judge.

Nabal and Belshazzar trembled at their feasts.

It opposes the estimate he made of his own prudence.

1. His painful discontent. 2. Increasing care. 3. His deceitful hope.

4. His irreparable loss.

His folly was fourfold—

1. He forgets the Giver, God: he says "My fruits, my goods."

2. He greedily reserves all for himself.

3. He imagines such things to be food for his immortal soul.

4. He forgets death, which was each day possible.

He devised what he should leave behind, not what he should send before him.

Eternity writes "folly" on many boasted schemes of men.

This night. Divine communications to men mostly occur at night.

There is a correspondence between night and the darkness of his soul.

Gregory.

This decree cuts off all his long years of promised enjoyment

Epicsures soon enter on their eternal award.

Thy soul. Which thou didst shut up in thy barns, and thoughtest happy.

Gr. this soul of thine, thou hast so gaily addressed.

Soul, which thou didst neglect, corrupt, and ruin.

Shall be. Despite thy forming plans, "My counsels are fixed."

Be required. Gr. they require, the ministers of the Divine purpose, angels.

Not a gracious summons, but by force of an arrest.

Painfully rendered up, to My inexorable demands.

Terrible angels, like pitiless executors of tribute, shall seize thee.

Not as a vessel when the signal is given, joyfully lifts anchor and departs.

But torn by winds, and dragged from its moorings.

Death to the righteous, comes as the dawning of the morning. Amos vi. 8.


To the wicked, death is the approach of a tempestuous night. Job xxvii. 20.

The rich fool appears before God's judgment, 1, with a lost name. 2, a lost soul. 3, a lost world. 4, a lost heaven.
Then whose? Not his surely, for dying, he taketh nothing. Psalms xix. 17.

Some would rather burn, than adorn their houses, if they knew their future owners.

Those things. “He heapeth up riches, and knoweth not who shall gather them.” Psalms xxxix. 6.

Provided. Not for himself; Where are the I and my of this boaster?

What shall we carry with us through the gates of death?

“This their way is their folly: yet their posterity approve their sayings.”

Psalms xlix. 13.

The curtain falls sadly over one living and dying a fool.

Grace is the only lasting possession. 1 Peter i. 4.

—By alarm of conscience or mortal sickness. No direct communication imparted. Stier. A silent decree of God. Grotius, Kuinoel, Trench. The King actually speaks. Oosterzee. By some judgment. Alford. θαπαταρ των θεω. The word used by the LXX for Naboth, and with a reference to his history, 1 Sam. xxv. 26, 36, 37, to whom the fool in this parable bears a striking resemblance, in his words, acts, and end. Vitringa in Trench

—without an involuntary requisition. Theophylact; personal for impersonal. Grotius, Kuinoel. —We may supply ἄγγελος as the nominative; angels, God’s ministers and messengers demand. The impersonal form is perhaps used to soften the announcement. So in Ezekiel xxiv. 14, “shall they judge thee,” i.e., thou shalt be judged. The subject of a verb is often omitted when some customary or familiar action is expressed; when it is some unknown or imaginary agent and the action alone is regarded. Thus we supply ἄγγελος, Luke xii. 48; John xv. 6. ὁ θεὸς ἡκ. Cor. vi. 8; Heb. viii. 5. ὁ γὰρ φασίν, Gal. iii. 16. Webster’s Syntax. Evil angels. Trench. God Himself. Bengel, Meyer. Angel of death requires back the debt of life. Gerlach, Wetstein. Robbers and murderers. Bornemann, Oosterzee, Luke vi. 28. Jewish doctors taught that angels kissed away the souls of the righteous. Among the catacombs of Rome, we read the epitaph—In cæsulo Domini obduravit.

21. So is he that layeth up treasure for himself, and is not rich toward God.

So is he. The ground note of verse 20 a sad eternity.

These words emphatically refer to the doom of his soul.

Layeth up. His folly was toiling for treasures he could not use.

He gathered treasures but lost them, his soul, and God.

Enriching himself outwardly, impoverished himself inwardly.

Linking his being with perishable things he perishes with them.

Thus he became poor, blind, naked, in one hour. Rev. iii. 17.
Treasure. Restless and fruitless contrasted with the quiet abiding "rich unto God."

Not rich. True treasures; the world has changed its meaning. Rich in faith—righteousness. Rev. ii. 9. Jas. ii. 5. 1. Tim. vi. 10.
His crowning error; God alone could make him rich.
To become rich one must possess God—the source of all.
A true Christian prays, believes, loses, loves, lives himself into God.
Rich. 1, the only true; 2, the inalienable; 3, the only all-sufficing riches.
Riches did not harm Abraham, David, Solomon, or Josiah.
Yet riches destroy more souls than poverty.
Laying up unto himself one gains nothing; creditor takes all.
A wise man desires no more than what he may get justly, use soberly, distribute cheerfully, and leave contentedly. Bacon.
Love and faith of the heart "the unsearchable riches." Eph. iii. 8.
A believing beggar dying, quits his poverty, and goes to his riches.
Millionaires oft in time are beggars in eternity. Luke xvi. 23.

Toward God. Not for God, for Himself. Nothing can be added to, or taken from God.

God is the believer’s depository of all treasures.
He holds Himself accountable in the world to come.

 forfeiture—Thus, in utter confusion, and sudden destitution of all provision for eternity, he is dragged away. French. ὑποπιθεῖν—treasuring up. A bag of gold, stolen from a Western steamer, was found bound to the neck of the robber, his treasure having sunk him. A striking similarity to this parable is found in Ecclesiastes xi. 19-19. οἰκονομία—works of charity and virtue. Base, W. & W.

22. ¶ And he said unto his disciples, Therefore I say unto you, Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat; neither for the body, what ye shall put on.

23. The life is more than meat, and the body is more than raiment.

Therefore. Since your conditions are such as I have said.
I say. Your Creator, Preserver, Law-giver, and Redeemer.
The parable had condemned selfish sensual complacency.
His poor disciples were in danger of dreading want.
Over anxiety, another form of covetousness, the sin here spoken of.
Take no thought. Gr. no cutting thought, no carking care. Cares lacerate the heart, and furrow the brow. Neglecting lawful means for daily bread, we tempt God. Holy freedom from care, differs widely from light-minded carelessness. Care from love, is commanded; aside from faith, forbidden. Difference between a blind heathen’s care, and a believer’s. Christ forbids not labor of the hands, but mistrust of heart. Earthly care—1, unworthy of us. 2, highly dangerous. 3, extremely foolish. 4, utterly useless.

Pride says, “To beg I am ashamed.” Faith says, “Give us this day” &c. Thoughtlessness as certainly condemned, as over anxiety. Distrusting God, when over anxious, jealousy of His wisdom. If willing to starve us, would “He give His angels charge?” &c.

Psa. xxi. 11.

He who gives life, withholds not food to preserve it. His promises and covenant relations, forbid these cares. Anxiety cannot lengthen our lives, or supply our wants.

A gracious carelessness, rolls all care on the Lord. Psa. lv. 22.

“Bread and water” promised, but no dainties. Isa. xxxiii. 16.

“‘The righteous not forsaken, or his seed begging bread.’” Psa. xxxvii. 25.

Your life. Care not how long, but how thou livest.

Meat. Ought to be the servant of life, but it is the master.

God bestowing the greater, pledges Himself to give the less.

The body. Food and clothing absorb nine tenths of man’s cares. Yet the body is but the husk or shell, the soul is the kernel. The body is but the cask, the soul is the precious liquor.

The body is but the cabinet, the soul is the precious jewel. The body is but the vessel or ship, the soul is the pilot. The body is but the tabernacle, the soul the tenant. The body is the machine only, the soul the animating principle.

The body is the dark lantern, the soul the candle of the Lord that burns in it. Ray.

If anxiety be condemned, how offensive is ambition! Anxiety is so much belief, that wealth is safer than God, as a trust. Unbelief asks not How! but shall I get food at all?

We are not so much troubled by the events of life, as by our own reflections upon them.

Venture the holy investment, God is able and willing to repay.

μεταμόρφωσε—Luke viii. 14; the best exposition is μεταμόρφωσθε—Luke xii. 20. Do not
distress yourselves by excessive solicitude. "Take no thought for," used by Bacon and Shakespeare, as synonymous with being over anxious. Alexander. ψυχή—The soul considered as the vital principle, and rendered life and soul, in different connections. Here it should be soul.

ψευδής—sorist sub., suggesting doubt or contingency, translated by an Eng. future. What ye are to eat would be more exact. Alexander. The argument is from the ordinary course of Providence. Neither honors, pleasures, nor outward blessing, mark out the favorites of heaven, Steir. ἵναω after ψυχή, in the 22nd verse, omitted, Tischendorf, Lackmann, Alford, Cod. Sinait.

26. Consider the ravens: for they neither sow nor reap: which neither have storehouse nor barn; and God feedeth them: how much more are ye better than the fowls?

Consider. Gr. examine accurately, not carelessly, investigate.

The mysteries of Eleusis were not learned in one visit. God's works demand long continued study.

Their loftier lessons will only be learned in heaven.

Ravens. Intensely black, with gleams of purple, passing into green. A bird, heavier, of greater sagacity, than the crow.

Its scent, acute; voice, loud; inhabits solitary cliffs. Its courage great, flight very high; associated with superstition. Egyptian priests clothed in black, uttering oracles, called Ravens.

With Scandinavians emblem of slaughter, with Danes a banner.

Noah sent forth a raven from the ark. Gen. viii. 7. They fed Elijah.

1. Kings xvii. 4. God sends proud men to school to learn faith from the ravens.

The preaching of the ravens as follows—

Excessive care is, 1, unnecessary; 2, in vain; 3, hurtful to our higher interests.

To rise above petty cares, look at greater gifts bestowed.

God seems literally to feed their young, so early forsaken of them. Neither sow. These stages of agriculture are binding on men.

"The king himself is served by the field." Ecc. v. 9.

Birds a sermon on care, ants against sloth. Prov. vi. 6.

Storehouse, sunk some three or four feet in the dry soil. They are covered with straw, and rise about four or six feet.

Barns. Not found in the East, were rare anciently.


Will His kindness to birds surpass that to His children?

Feedeth. Birds the least serviceable to man—the ornaments of earth.

"He remembereth and knoweth all the wild fowl of the mountain."

Psa. l. 11.
They are fed we know not how, often the best in the severest weather. 
The patriarchs wondered how their young were fed. Job xxxviii. 41.
Psa. cxlvii. 9.
Very rarely birds ever perish for want of food.
Free from care, full of faith, they sing among the branches. Psa. civ. 13.
They are the merriest and most musical of God's creatures.
Their pure life and song seem an affinity with heaven.
Poets say they are half-way between flowers and angels.
Saints are nearer and dearer than birds, being heirs.
He that remembers His birds cannot forget His babes.
By faith saints are wiser than the fowls of heaven. Job. xxxv. 11.
Earthly anxieties dampen our zeal and silence our songs.
Unbelievers without the wisdom even of the storks. Jer. viii. 7.
Better. Of more value in the estimation of the Creator.
Hints about the irrational creatures in the Bible, very few.
Here He indicates that they have some value, hence cruelty to them is
an insult to the Creator.
Fowls. Gr. birds; now restricted to domestic species. In old English,
birds in general.

καταρασθῇ—cara intensively. ἰμβλέψατε—Matt. scrutinise. Comparing by the
microscope, the finest velvet of human skill, with the texture of flowers, the contrast
is seen to be literally infinite. Bridgewater Treatises. ἱππόκαιρος—The raven’s association
with the ark, doubtless the origin of the superstition with respect to it. The priests of
Ammon were similar to a class in Greece. Those seen in the catacombs, playing on the
narp, are clothed in black. As a symbol it occurs among the Normans, Smith, Kitto.
θερίζουσιν from θερίζω summer. ταμίεναι—ταμίωσεν, former for fruit, the latter for
grain. Lightfoot. μᾶλλον διαφ.—are ye not much more valuable? Doddridge. Have ye not
greatly the advantage? W. & W. ἑφέσ—No chance, no blind iron hanked fale,
governs the world. Sitter.

25. And which of you with taking thought can add to his stature one cubit?

26. If ye then be not able to do that thing which is least, why take ye thought for the
rest?

Which of you? As opposed to God, who feeds all His creatures.
Taking thought. Gr. cutting or corroding cares.
Fretting brings no relief but doubles our cares.
Our stature as our features entirely depend on Providence.
Our strength and stature relate to the magnitude of our earth.
As the density of the air relates to the strength of our lungs,  
So the light, and whole economy of nature, to our body.  
Our growth **mysterious** in its process, and without our will.  
**Stature.** Gr. also for **age.** In God’s measure a hand-breadth, a span.  
Psa. xxxix. 5.  
"Teach me to know the measure of my days." Psa. xxxix. 4.  
**Cubit.** Generally reckoned about eighteen inches.  
The length from the point of the elbow to the end of the middle finger.  
If our own stature is not in our power, much less all the creatures from  
which we derive our meat and drink.  
To God leave the care of the body, by whom, the body and its particular  
stature, are determined. Bede.  
**That which is least.** The argument proceeds from the greater to the  
less in verse 23.  
Now by the contrary process it is shown that our cares are useless.  
To add a cubit to our stature, a small thing with Almighty God.  
On the contrary, it is a great thing, that He has given us the stature  
necessary to us.  
Nay, more, has given us daily and yearly produce for our wants.  
**These things are the rest,** and they are less in our power than the height  
of our stature.  
Yet they are much more needful to our support.

---

*peụματον and ἐν omitted by Tischendorf, Alford; retained, Lachmann, Wordsworth.* ἱλατί—primarily **age.** Rosenmüller, Stier, Olshausen, Tholuck, Alford, Alexander. Its secondary sense, stature; staturam. Vulg. We speak of an inch of time.  
"If our earth were the size of Jupiter, gravity would be eleven times greater. The stature and strength remaining the same, the lightness of the fawn, the speed of the deer, the power of the horse, the energy of man, would be gone. For man to lift himself erect, or crawl from place to place, would be a labor more painful and tedious than the motions of the sloth." Whewell. ὕπιχος—**cubit.** a measure from the elbow to the end of the finger. Orientals question the Custom:—"Has your money made you a cubit higher?" Life here compared to a race-course or stadium. Wetzstein. Campbell. Life a continuous thread. Alberti.

---

27. **Consider the lilies how they grow:** they toil not, they spin not; and yet I say unto you, that Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these.  
**Consider.** Our Lord would accustom us to habits of reflection.  
**Lilies.** The royal color, except in Persia, was white.
The robes of kings defeated left, on the field. Ps. lxviii. 14.
The battle field was "white as snow in Salmon."
Solomon's robes were white. Ecc. ix. 8; Josephus Lib. 8, c. 7.
Mordecai's royal robe of blue and white; Esther viii. 15. Alexander in
white entered Jerusalem.
Our Lord on Tabor in coronation robe of white; Luke ix. 29. Herod's
robe white. Acts xii. 21.
It seems to have been silver tissue, it glistened exceedingly. Josephus.
Angels sent to Cornelius and at the sepulchre were in white.
The coronation robes of kings are white. Rev. i. 6. Rev. iii. 4-5.
He might have named the gorgeous plumage of the birds.
He descends to flowers, the lowest scale of creation.
Grow, to a tall and slender height, how is a mystery.
Their beauty, unlike fine dress, unfolds from within.
As nothing from without can defile, so nothing, unless from within, can
adorn.
All true ornaments proceed from the Spirit working within. 1. Pet. iii. 4.
Toil not, as men in the field; labour ever honoured of God. Gen. ii. 15.
Spin not. He glances at, and elevates work into sermons.
Art known in Egypt; Joseph's vestures of fine linen. Gen. xli. 42.
Hebrews wrought with spindles. Isa. xix. 9; Prov. xxxi. 19.
The priest's robe seamless. Ex. xxxix. 27.
I say. Not to the importance but improbability of the remark.
Solomon in all his glory. Solomon on state days, or days of glory
was accustomed to sit upon an ivory throne arrayed in a white robe,
and bearing in his hand an ivory sceptre; yet though invested in
dazzling brightness, resembling the magnificent lily in its color—
"I say unto you, that Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like
one of these."
1. Solomon with glory. 2. Lilies with more glory. 3. Christ's people
with more than both.
All his glory, not moral excellence, but external splendor.
The O. T. glory refers to the Shechinah primeval theophanies.
Here, to regal costumes, worn publicly, present to Christ's eye.
Queen of Sheba wondered at the attire of Solomon's servants. 1. Kings
x. 4-7.
Arrayed. Gr. _stung around_. Ease and luxuriance seen in all the
works of God.
Solomon surpasses our _wisdom_, the lily, his _glory_.
God neglects and forgets nothing, as to man, beast, flower, birds.
He lavishes the treasures of beauty and glory on a _fading_ flower.
He thus rebukes our vanity, in vain efforts to shine.
Garments at the beginning, a mere modest covering of nakedness.
Of that monument of our guilt and shame, we became vain.
"The fine linen is the righteousness of saints." Rev. xix. 8.
"They washed their robes, and made them white in the blood of the Lamb." Rev. vii. 14.


ἐν τούτῳ—Pattern makers foreaking the divine, and following the ever changing fashions, have been compelled to return and use the same blending of colors found in nature. Hutchinson. God, with rare kindness, adapts each bird and beast to its covering, to the climate it inhabits. Among icy regions we find furry skins and thick down; wool in temperate climes; and in tropical, silk and cotton. Kirby.

28. If then God so clothes the grass, which is today in the field, and tomorrow is cast into the oven; how much more will he clothe you, O ye of little faith!

If God. He has robes for flowers, and raiment for His Children.
So clothe. Thus he attires frail ornaments in gorgeous colors. He lavishes matchless splendors upon footstool carpetings.
Grass. Flowers are grass—glory of the grass, but fairer and fairer. Somewhat gayer, comelier, and better apparelled. 1. Pet. i. 24.
Like men of honour fading and shorter lived. Psa. xc. 6.
Disease quickly blasts our vigor and wastes our beauty. The grave the oven, into which great and humble are cast.
Knowledge and piety the only apparel outlasting the tomb.
To-morrow. "So also shall the rich man fade away in his ways."
Jas. i. 11.

Grass, grape, vine, roots, and ordure the common fuel. Ovens, of copper, earthen, or stone ware, all portable.
Fire kindled on the top, and loaves are placed inside.
Small cavities with stones are heated and dough laid on them.

**How much?** Painful anxieties cherished, reproach Providence.
Early rising and bread of sorrow show distrust in God. Psa. cxxvii. 2.
Children perplex not themselves with their parents' affairs.
Our Father has the power and will to provide for His own.
Trust the curious builder of these bodies for their support.
Clothing His humblest works in matchless splendor.
He will not forget His hairs, bearing the image of His Son.

**Little faith.** No amount of anxiety betters our estate.

"Be careful for nothing, but in everything by prayer, let your requests be made known unto God." Phil. iv. 6.

In a sad hour of prayer, at the Cape of Good Hope, Henry Martyn found a lonely flame colored flower, recalling this text, girded his mind and praised God.

Want of faith, causes more heart-aches, than want of raiment.

---

χώρος—enclosure, pasture, grass. Little girls, in oriental towns, seen mixing millet straw with camel ordure, thus forming cakes, and drying them, sell them for fuel.
κάτσκαλος, Attic κάτσαρος—a covered copper vessel, larger at the bottom. Orientals, in domestic utensils, only one remove beyond Western Indians. ἀπίστωσι— but one word for five English words. ἀμφίβιτος—invests, referring to sumptuous apparel.

---

20. *And seek not ye what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink, neither be ye of doubtful mind.*

**Seek not.** Gr. has the idea of earnestness and anxiety.
To the poor the gospel is preached, words of warning and promise.
While pledging food and raiment, it notes the evil of solicitude.
It warns against striving after luxuries and dainties.
*Poverty* has wondrous privileges, and splendid promises.
It has peculiar dangers, and needs peculiar warnings.
**Doubtful,** easily tossed to and fro, by contending hopes and fears.
Do not rise and Elaine like a *meteor,* and meet its fate.
Flights of fancy create imaginary wants and discontent.
*Serenity of mind* alone found building on the Rock of Ages!
30. For all these things do the nations of the world seek after: and your Father knoweth that ye have need of these things.

These things. Grovelling pleasures of earth, were all they knew. Life becoming intolerable, they sought refuge in suicide. Ignorant whether the gods heard their prayers, or could help, if they did. Ye cherish heathenish doubts about God's omniscience. Ye are no strangers to a better inheritance.

Nations. All not Israelites, were counted heathen. Psa. ii. 8. Will ye return to heathenism in your hearts? Leave care to Gentiles, who, so far as they know have no Father. Heathen in prayer, only knew or sought temporal blessings.

Father. Our Lord's way of speaking is extremely to be observed. He does not say "God knoweth," or "the Lord knoweth." But, your Heavenly Father, knows your wants, and regards them with a Father's feelings.

Precious name, the ground of assurance and victory

1. There is One who knows what we want. 2. This One is our Father. 3. Jesus leads us to this Father. Children of kings, need not torment themselves with petty cares. If He purposes to bestow heaven, He will not withhold bread. Knoweth. Pagan gods were deemed disgraced by regarding trifles. Sages, heroes, crowns and realms, claimed their notice. Earth's down trodden millions, they disregarded.

πήγη—plural: refers to the heathen who were restless in their deep ignorance of the powers above. Doddridge. Harpy offer—Tully thus sadly writes: De Nat. Deo. "Magna Dēi curant, parnas negligent." Stoicism was but the bright side of heroic despair. Ireland's Ann. Mor.
BUT rather seek ye the kingdom of God; and all these things shall be added unto you.

Seek ye. Ye, emphatic, in contrast with heathen.
Greeks and Romans persistently, passionately sought life's pleasures.
As if the gods were ignorant of or unable to supply their wants.
First, Matt. Not with the intention of seeking the world afterwards.
Some with prayer begin days of avarice and anxiety.
First, as to the morning of the day, and morning of life.
First in value, earth's joys are of little worth.
Religion so fills the heart there is no room for vanities.
He does not say above; experience brings out the rigorous strictness.
No one begins well whose plan does not embrace the Kingdom.
No one who seeks in earnest will find his labor in vain.
Solomon sought wisdom, riches and honour were flung into the scale.
He who buys a treasure of jewels hath the cabinet into the bargain.

Reynolds.
He who buys goods has paper and twine flung in. Henry.
Kingdom. The Jews desired an external kingdom without the internal.
This kingdom, existing of old, typified by the Mosaic theocracy.
Bestowed in Christ, essentially complete in its form.
Secretly advancing in the world, destined to a final conquest.
Kings and statesmen toiling for thrones resemble children making palaces in sand.
His righteousness, Matt. Conformity to God's will only rule of right,
Seeking a kingdom above excludes anxiety about earthly comforts.
Cares of earth not expelled by a mere act of the will.
The heart must be filled with other interests.
Religion is nothing unless heaven be involved in it.
Yet, "Godliness has the promise of the life that now is." 1. Tim. iv. 8.
These things. The outer mercies, perishable gifts of time.
Our Lord condemns not earthly comforts nor proper diligence.
He rigorously demands that they shall not be our treasure.
He would fix our gaze on the crown, not the trappings of royalty.

Added. Matt. Gr. shall, as we say, "be given" into the bargain, to believers.

βασιλείαν, ἐνυπάλλω, τοῦ Χριστοῦ, τῷ Δαβίδ, Mark xi. 10, are all the same terms, as the everlasting kingdom. Dan. xi. 44. προσέφη,—shall be given unto you in the bargain. Ostervee. Omit "rather," not in the Greek. For βασιλείαν τοῦ Θεοῦ read βασιλείαν αὐτοῦ, and omit πάρα. Tischendorf, Lachmann, Alford, Cod. Sinai.
32. Fear not, little flock; for it is your Father's good pleasure to give you the kingdom.

Notice, 1, the command—Fear not; 2, the title—Little flock; 3, the reward—God has promised a kingdom.

The comparison sheep, i.e., creatures useful, harmless, defenceless, clean, sociable, with many foes, prone to wander, never returning of themselves; of them it is said that, they know their Shepherd and are all known by Him. The Christian's rule in life, and the departed Christian's epitaph—"The sheep of the flock following their Shepherd. The disciples of Christ gone to take possession of the Kingdom. Gone to abide with the Great Shepherd."

Fear not. Forethought distinguishes man from brutes. It often renders him unhappy by over anxiety.

While the Chief Shepherd rules, no cause for dreading want. "He that cometh to me shall never hunger." John vi. 35.

A word of consolation; 1, to those dreading inward foes; 2, to those dreading the wrath of men; 3, to those dreading invisible foes.

Little flock. A diminutive, very sweet and very full of love. A chosen term, as Shepherd is with Christ.

Contrasted with the vast multitude crowding round. Verse 1.

Free from cities' sorrows and crimes the shepherd tends his fleece store.

"I will give you pastors, who shall feed you with knowledge." Jer. iii. 15.

Cyrus, His shepherd, sent back His flock to Canaan. Isa. xliv. 28.

"I will set up one Shepherd over them, He shall feed," &c. Ezek. xxxiv. 23.

The good shepherd giveth his life for the sheep. Acts xx. 28; Isa. liii. 6; John x. 15.

"Awake, O sword, against my shepherd." Zac. xiii. 7.

By His death, He opens the door. By His Spirit, brings them in.

"My sheep hear my voice, I know them, and they follow Me." John x. 27.

Little. Gr. the little; especially in its beginnings, and despised as such by the world.

A term 1, of endearment. 2, helplessness. 3, insignificance. Christ's converts few, but He always had a flock.

"He came to His own, and His own received Him not." John i. 11.

How few converts at the Flood, few at the calling of Abraham.

A gleaning of grapes, two or three on the uppermost boughs. Isa. xvii. 6.

Five hundred brethren, and one hundred and twenty gathered. 1. Cor. xv. 6. Acts i. 15.
"Narrow is the way;" Matt. vii. 14. "But few are chosen;" Matt. xx. 16.

His church a garden spot, in the wilderness. Isa. lviii. 11.

This little flock is sent forth as sheep among wolves.

No danger of being overpowered: "Fear not," cheers them.

All who belong not to Christ's flock, belong to the world's herd.

Good pleasure. Free, but sovereign grace.

"As many as were ordained unto eternal life, believed." Acts xiii. 48.

To give. Salvation not of merit, but of grace. Eph. ii. 5-8.

"The gift of God is eternal life, through Jesus Christ our Lord." Rom. vi. 23.

I told you to seek the kingdom. I now say "He will give it."

Be it your chief care, and earnest prayer, to prepare for it.

The kingdom. God has kingdoms, crowns, thrones. 1. Pet. v. 4.

Rev. iii. 21.

The encircling love, and high inheritance are in reserve.

Doubting believers sometimes ask—if bread be promised?

A king's son has no cause for anxiety about meat or raiment.

1. Fear not calamities. "The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what man can do unto me." Heb. xiii. 6.

2. Fear not spiritual foes. Erring man seeks strange pastures.

Sheep of themselves prone to wander, but seldom or never return.

Peter had one look. He felt the gathering arm of His grace.

3. Fear not death. "Though I walk through the valley." Ps. xxiii. 4.

This kingdom is in reversion. Grace given, is glory begun.

It is not called a kingdom, but the kingdom, worth all those Satan showed our Lord. Donne.

Of all the human words, that ever preceded from the lips of incarnate God, the most gracious. Ford.

"Blessed is the man, that the Lord is." "Blessed is the man, that least, 4.
Sell all. Do not hoard it for yourself; do not like the rich fool, call them your fruits.

Do not consider yourselves proprietors of your goods.

Regard them not as your's but as God's.

Sell them to God, and dispose of them in mercy for the wants of others.
This is not a command that no money be kept for own use, but that righteousness should not be neglected through fear of poverty. Bede.

They make the best of bargains, who secure eternal life.

They obtain the best of treasures, who carry them through the grave.

Self-righteous, lazy, mendicant friars, a burlesque on the text.

Men may part with all, only to be more covetous than before.

The command was given in good earnest, to the young man.

It demands the soul to be unfettered of earth-born weights.

It requires a consecration of all our means to God.

Mariners save the vessel, by throwing the cargo into the sea.

Possessions cease to be harmless, the moment they acquire the mastery.

Esteem it no loss, if your all is destroyed for Christ's sake.

No sacrifice of treasure, meritorious in purchasing heaven.

Some give their all to the poor and still lose heaven. 1 Cor. xiii. 8.

That ye have. Gr. possessions, property, substance.

Believers must be benevolent at their own expense.

No investment on earth can ever approach acts of love in security.

Alms. The art of giving, so as to become not poorer, but richer.

Believers rich in good works. 1 Tim. vi. 18. Pity lends to the Lord.

Provide. Christians seek for, not wait for, objects of charity.

Bags. Luke x. 4. Treasure of unbelievers, in "bags with holes."

Hag. i. 6.

Bags, purses, refers to small sums; treasure to larger amounts.

Wax not old. The securities of earth uncertain, and fall at death, entirely.

Treasure. Goods lent for a season—stewards mismamed owners.

Earth's title to personal and real estate will mock the soul.

Thoughts, plans, pleasures, point to one's real treasure.

Heavens. Earthly homes are doomed to the flames.

Wise invest in a city that hath foundations. Heb. xi. 10.

Ask thyself, O soul! where are thy treasures and thine heart?
Faileth. Sin essentially curses earth's good things.
Heavenly treasures spoil not by keeping, nor waste by spending.
Spiritual in origin and heavenly in nature, therefore imperishable.
Eternity uses, never exhausts or lessens them.
Thief. In that golden city marauders cannot enter.
Darkness cannot conceal—no night there. Rev. xxi. 25.
Moth. Treasures in garments were formerly immense.
Crassus, a wealthy Roman, had 80,000 changes of raiment.
Moths, like thieves, go by night and secretly destroy. Hosea v. 12.
They prefer the foul to the clean, destroying what they do not consume.
Corrupteth. Gr. thoroughly destroys. At death, the last vestige disappears.
He is no fool who parts with that he cannot keep, when he is sure to receive that he cannot lose. Henry.
We visit the sick, and the Spirit of comfort visits us.
We help our brethren, and holy angels minister unto us.
We cover the naked with garments, and God covers us with joy.
We are instruments in the conversion of a sinner, and shine as stars.
We part with a few pieces of gold or silver, and the hand of mercy turns them into a glorious crown.
We sow temporal transitory things, and reap eternal joys.
The best gains are those we purchase with our loss.
The best way to "find bread is to cast it upon the waters." Farindon.


24. For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.

Treasure. Plans, words, pleasures, define this term.
Objects supremely loved, infallibly determine character.
What men value they will love—the two not divorced.
Depraved hearts practically deny this truism.
Our hearts follow our treasures to heaven while we are here. We keep our eye upon them—they cheer our hopes, enliven zeal. Heart. This gives us a deeper insight into the soul. Many profess to love, “while in works they deny God.” Tit. i. 16. Many admit the truth in theory yet deny it in practice. The Divine paradox, “Heart and treasure must go together.” Luke xiv. 26.

The friendship of the world enmity with God. Jas. iv. 4. Men believe they can serve God and mammon. Luke xvi. 13. The heart identifies itself with the object sought—
1. Loving gold intensely, the heart becomes hard and cold as metal.
2. Loving flesh, one becomes supremely sensual.
3. Loving God, it becomes spiritual—pure and heavenly. Supreme love of the world idolatry, treason against God.

Kaphía. This sentiment is key to that noble thought, “Domine quis nos societ ad te, omnium iniquum nobis, donec requiescat in te.” Augustine. Nam ego sum hic, animus domi est. Plautus. I am here, my heart is at home (with my treasure).

36. Let your loins be girded about, and your lights burning;

Loins girded. Loose, flowing, oriental dress needs a girdle. Made of leather, highly ornamented with needlework. Also cotton, linen, and rarely silk, like a military sash. Ancient boatmen, shipbuilders, hunters, all were girded. Type of courage—it promotes the power of endurance. A loosened girdle, symbol of an unprepared mind. “Relax not the girdle of your diligence.”—Greek Proverb. With soldiers it meant to arm one’s self—Eph. vi. 14—a warrior’s posture. Money, ink-horn, carpenter’s rules, carried in it. Desiring haste, Elijah girded his loins to run. 1. Kings xviii. 46. With citizens it meant to prepare for work. Luke xvii. 8. Robes often torn or defiled when flowing loosely. 1. Pet. i. 13. Truth binds our souls from being entangled. 2. Tim. ii. 4. As we walk around briars and thorns, so avoid snares. The highest part of the unrenewed soul, giued to earth. Partakers of the Serpent’s curse, they mind earthly things. Phil. iii. 19. Fair weather tempts to ungird; Satan’s blasts nerve the soul.
Girding depicts diligence; lamps, watchfulness.

Lights. Gr. lampas, made of earth or brass, silver or gold.
Burned throughout the night, hence "outer darkness." Matt. xxii. 13.
In temples, imply unceasing devotion; in sepulchres, unceasing affection.
Lights of morality and virtue all go out.
Lamps burned all night, confusion of lighting them avoided.
Being ready to open cheerfully at their Lord's first knock.
Working by a wrong rule, to slumber with earth's treasures only.
To be girded, signifies activity; to have the light burning, knowledge and love. Cyril.

Biter. στήριγμα—well girded, or active. Aite prooimneus. Hor. The English word expedition, gathering the garment, expede, from the feet, by the girdle. Glass lamps were used in Egypt, at the time of our Saviour (Wilkinson), they may have been in Palestine. Animal oils never used, always olive oil. These counsels allude to the parable of the Ten Virgins. De Wette. Гορα—The entire armor. Homer. ἐν ταῖς χειρὶν ἐσθῆναι added. Tischendorf; omitted. Alford, Lachmann.

26. And ye yourselves like unto men that wait for their Lord, when he will return from the wedding; that when he cometh and knocketh, they may open unto him immediately.

Ye yourselves, i.e., that your whole conduct and demeanor.
Wait. Gr. waiting with a longing desire for His arrival.
Connexion between death and judgment near as to result.
Remote in point of time; some thought His advent near.
"Watch and pray"—shew the constant expectation of believers.
Probation ended when men on trial fell.
We are now "prisoners of hope"—Zec. ix. 12, but not of despair.
We are all under condemnation but respited. John. iii. 18.
Believers should look on death with chastened joy.
As servants, earnestly and impatiently long for their master.
Return. Hour of death closes for ever our mercies and works.
Servants made great preparations for the bridegroom's return.
Knocketh, by loss of property, health, character and friends. When God knocketh, our hearts should open. Rev. iii. 20.
Open. A ready, waiting posture, becoming faithful servants.
Immediately. Few will thus open immediately when He knocks.
They will have something to do first, they will have to get ready.
They will need time to collect themselves, and summon their better thoughts and affections.
Life is short, death is certain, the world to come is eternal.
"That ye be not ashamed before Him at His coming." 1 John, ii. 28.
The absolute necessity of being constantly prepared.
No pause long enough to light a lamp, or gird the loins.
Coming not so early as impatience, nor so late as indifference, desires.
Parable of virgins a type of the wedding; here, the return from it.
The blessed ones are those who watch longingly, patiently.
Patience makes longing mighty; longing makes patience watchful.
Braune.

αναλψην—σαρ, Tischendorf. Latin, solvere; to weight anchor, intran., to depart or return. About the fourth century, it was thought the Second Advent would be literal—1, Jerusalem rebuilt, and become the centre of His kingdom. 2, the just would rise first. 3, Christ would appear in person. 4, the terrestrial paradise would be restored. These views held, with variations, by many distinguished and excellent men, charmed by their novelty; yet it is questionable, whether ultimately, they prove as vigorous aids to piety, as the common faith. Foote.

τὸν γαμοῦν. Messiah seems to celebrate His nuptials in heaven, and returning to His dwelling, to crown His faithful servants—The festivities are furnished. Oostense, doubted by Bengel, Siller.

Blessed are those servants, whom the Lord when he cometh shall find watching: verily I say unto you, that he shall gird himself, and make them to sit down to meat, and will come forth and serve them.

Blessed. Servants no longer, but wedding guests, of the king.
Even a faithful servant may not have such order as he ought.
If he can open immediately, his blessedness is enviable.
It will then be a time of reward, to the persecuted.
Servants. Believers of every name, "following the Lamb." Rev. xiv. 4.
The Lord. Gr. their Lord.
Cometh. The hour uncertain, to some, an awful surprise.
Watching. A time of prevailing security among many.

Verily. With a solemn "Amen, I say unto you," a wonder of mercy. Indicates not so much assurance, as improbability.

Gird. Bridegroom in England formerly waited on the guests. Transcendent honors are in reserve, for the faithful. Our Redeemer thus girded, washed His disciples' feet. John xiii. 5. It implies an exaltation, beyond our highest expectations.

Sit. Thus favorite slaves, freed, were treated, by Roman masters.

To meat. Lord's supper, a prelude and prophecy of that immortal banquet. Rev. xix. 9.

"Eat, O friends, drink abundantly, O beloved." Sol. Song v. 1.

Come forth. Gr. act of coming forward, presenting one's self to speak. To serve. Stephen saw Him standing up from His throne, to welcome Him.

Figure expanded to sharing His throne. Rev. iii. 20-21.

He served the church, assuming the "form of a servant." Phil. ii. 7.

Bridegrooms rarely assumed the office, or duties of a servant. The Lord Himself, in the great day of His glory, will invert the order of human arrangements.

In the fulness of His grace and love He will serve His brethren. The Redeemer will serve the redeemed. The Master will serve the servants. The King will serve the subjects. Alford.

Ἀποδοθήκη—shall take the place of the servant himself. ἐνάρξασθαι—coming in turn to each. Βυζαντείς—Romans had their Saturnalia, Cretans their Hermaea, and Babylonians their Buces. The agricultural labors of the year at an end, public business courts, schools, were suspended; no malefactor was punished; slaves, both good and bad, wore the cap of freedom (pilæus), had freedom of speech, and sat down to banquets, in the attire of their masters, who waited upon them. Elstey, Bekker's Gallia. To displace this festivity, Christmas was located during this season, by Julius I, and the carnival proves the merry making of the Saturnalia.

33. And if he shall come in the second watch, or come in the third watch, and find them so, blessed are those servants.

Second watch. The first watch is not mentioned, since that was the hour of the nuptial feast.

The Jews and Greeks had but three watches.
Jews conquered, adopted the four watches of the Romans.
The second and third watches the time of deepest sleep.
Blessed. Servants' fidelity tested become wedding guests.
Men generally seek those things causing eternal misery.

Ὁμοίως φαν. — Our Lord follows the Roman division of four watches. Oosterzee, Alford.
The Greek division of three. Lisco, Olshausen. The marriage occurs on the first, and deserens would hasten the return. The first and fourth are not named. Alford. ci
Soblis—omitted. Tischendorf, Alford, Cod. Sinai. Read—Blessed are they.

29. And this know, that if the goodman of the house had known what hour the thief would come, he would have watched, and not have suffered his house to be broken through.

This know. Forewarned is to be forearmed for believers.
Goodman. Gr. the master of the house. Represents the impenitent,
unprepared to meet Christ.
Even believers may be more or less surprised at death.
Things might have been in a little better order.
Conscious of general fidelity he opens, trusting to mercy Divine.
To him always ready "an entrance abundantly," &c. 2. Pet. i. 11.
What hour. He gives no other warning save the word of His Gospel.
Thief. Represents sudden, violent loss of wealth, health, or life.
The possession of false and unwarrantable goods.
Unfaithful servants will lose all their privileges.
Moth represents silent waste or gradual exhaustion.
The Judgment day will be unexpected. Rev. xvi. 15, 2. Pet. iii. 10.
The day of death is as secret as the day of Judgment.
That which follows clothes it with deepest solemnity.
Watched. The uncertainty as to the hour makes watchfulness con-
stantly necessary.
Men guard their treasures with vigilance.
The soul, the only thing worth the pains, unguarded.
A believer has, 1, an eye open to the light; 2, a hand active for work;
3, a foot ever ready to open unto Him.
Broken through. Mud walls still exist in Palestine. Ezek. viii. 8-12.
40. Be ye therefore ready also: for the Son of man cometh at an hour when ye think not.

41. ¶ Then Peter said unto him, Lord, speakest thou this parable unto us, or even to all?

Ready. Equipped for eternity—"That I may be found in Christ."
Threatenings of instant judgment were not for believers.
Unto us. It indicates Peter's characteristic—over confidence.
First to them as stewards, then to all servants of His house.
No state or condition exempt from the Judgment. Heb. ix. 27.

42. And the Lord said, Who then is that faithful and wise steward, whom his lord shall make ruler over his household, to give them their portion of meat in due season?
Our Lord makes no direct answer to Peter's curious question. He proceeds with His discourse, and thereby furnishes an answer. Who then? As frequently—the Lord gives back the question. This is the supremely important question. He appeals to each one's conscience with the emphatic, Who?
A salutary fear in this warning, that possibly, we may not be that servant.
As if He said, not everyone, even of you, My disciples.
The more exalted, the more rigorous the responsibility.
Faithfulness. The fruit of heavenly prudence or wisdom.
An unfaithful steward, a rebel, playing the master himself.
Faithful ones "declare all the counsel of God." Acts xx. 27.
Wise, steward, a servant realizing his full responsibility.
Honesty suffices for a servant, a steward needs wisdom.
Steward. Gr. House-steward between the master and the slaves.
Elieser in Abraham's and Joseph in Potiphar's house.
By this, He draws the cord with a more rigorous application.
Under-shepherds have a twofold relation to Christ and the flock.
Not to prescribe new ways, but to lead in "old paths." Jer. vi. 16.
Steward expresses 1, a minister’s high rank. 2, his holy calling. 3, his heavy responsibility. 4, the strict account he must render.

**Shall make.** Future faithfulness yet to be proved.

**Ruler.** Distinction only makes responsibility more rigorous. Many high in influence, may hereafter wish it had been less.

Our weakness needs the allurements of reward. Our stupidity requires the threatenings of judgment.

He demands not the proud self-deception of disinterested love.

**Household.** Christ’s church is His family here, and in heaven. Promotions in heaven, unlike those of earth.

Pre-eminence of one, excludes not that of another.

Diffusion as love, the more each has, the more there is for all.

**Give.** He is to give, not to take, give his life, not authority.

**Portion.** Each one’s share undiminished and unadulterated.

**Meat.** The faithful shepherd is to give meat, not law.

Anciently servants received six pecks of corn per month.

Food has for many ages been exceedingly scanty in the East.

**Due season.** Paul demands high qualifications.—“Who is sufficient for these things?” 2. Cor. ii. 16.

“*Said.*” Concerning all. *Friedlœb:* the Apostles. Zwald, Bengel; Peter only.

Oosterveld. ἰνί τίνι—Here some find a clear allusion to Episcopacy. Others are of opinion that so large a claim cannot be fairly deduced from these words. *Sævitiae*—familian. Vulg.; familiating. Doddridge. His whole estate. Thompson. A numerous servitude. Milton. στηθερίων—measured allowance of corn. Campbell. Determinate measure of wheat. Doddridge. A minister is not to shake out of his school-bag whatever may be in it. Roos.

43. *Blessed is that servant, whom his lord when he cometh shall find so doing.*

**Blessed.** 1, in the deed; Jas. i. 25. 2, to be so found. 3, with high promotion.

Our Lord’s “Blessed,” carries a benediction through eternity.

Honors of earth become dim at the grave.

Of the faithful He said, “Him will My Father honor.” John xii. 26.

Dying on the field of service, next to martyrs at the stake.

**Servant,** no longer; a priest and king. Rev. i. 6; v. 10.

1. Honorable distinction. 2. Perfect satisfaction. 3. Corresponding elevation.
Cometh. To one writing to Calvin to spare his exhausted frame, he said—"What! would you have my Master find me idle?"

Find. Sincerity, humility, diligence and constancy.
Even a believer may be taken more or less by surprise.
His house might have been in better order.
So doing. The question is not, what shall one do to be saved?
But what shall the sinner saved, be doing?
Without a purpose of life established, then too late to begin.
Doing nothing, or that not required, shows the unfaithful shepherd.

44. Of a truth I say unto you, that he will make him ruler over all that he hath.

Of a truth. Promise confirmed with an oath. Heb. vi. 17.

Ruler. The labor is great, the reward without measure.

Over all. Servants in the East at times become prime ministers.
Joseph was prime minister in the court of Pharaoh for 80 years.
"Only in the throne, will I be greater than thou." Gen. xli. 40.

45. But and if that servant say in his heart, My lord delayeth his coming; and shall begin to beat the menservants and maidsens, and to eat and drink, and to be drunken;

But and if. Sadly implies—solemn vows broken.

Servant. Still in the sacred office.
Worthless pastors "feed themselves, not the flocks." Ezek. xxxiv. 2.
A single person named, significantly points at Rome.

In his heart. He throws off the servant, and plays the master.

My lord. He continues to use the language of Canaan.
He is not among the mockers, sitting in the seat of the scornful. Ps. i. 1.
He does not even deny the return of the Lord.

Treason at heart, often cries "Lord, Lord." Isa. xxvi. 18.

Delayeth. The unfaithful servant says, It will yet be a long time.
"Since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue," &c. 2 Pet. iii. 4.

Begin. He played the lord mannerly at first.
A quarrel or some controversy made his spirit rough.
He assumes the lordship, and becomes a pope as far as he dare.

Privileges abused lead men into deeper sin.
The barriers gone, pride and selfishness run riot.
Malignant jealousy of others' piety poisons their peace. Esther iii. 5.
Idolatry and infidelity are by nature intolerant.

Beat. Civil power has often aided priestly ambition.
Persecution frequently results from envy of superior virtue.
Religion oft the cloak of Satan's rage against the church.


Angels are "fellow servants" with believers. Rev. xix. 10.

Eat, drink. Secure from fear he riots with earth's devotees.

Drunken. Luxury, corruption, depravity.


Ruling with severity, followed by idle indulgence, constitutes a double sin.

1 δολος—1 Peter v. 8. Leighton's servile eloquence is silent upon this subject.
μαθησις κατασκατα—giving way denotes the habit formed. Soldiers indulging in drink had beer found in the trenches, bayonetted during their perilous slumbers. Beak.

46. The Lord of that servant will come in a day when he looketh not for him, and at an hour when he is not aware, and will cut him in sunder, and will appoint him his portion with the unbelievers.

Will come. Putting off thoughts of Christ's coming delays it not.
In a day, unknown to us, and those unprepared then will be so for ever.
Looketh not, 1, unexpected death; 2, everlasting banishment; 3, torment without end.

The gods have feet like noiseless wool. Taylor.
We have no security but a perpetual preparation.
So live, knowing the Judge is at the door. Jas. v. 9.

In sunder. Quartering, or sawing sunder. Dan. ii. 5.

Refers to severing the animal for sacrifice. Ex. xxix. 17.

Xerxes laid the fragments of Pytheas on either side of the road.
The background of the picture uncovers the evil intents of the heart.
He whose heart is divided will be himself cut in sunder.

Divine wrath will fall heavily on the unfaithful servant.
There is a heaven for the faithful, a hell for the unfaithful.


Divorces.—Excommunication, Grotius, Peires, Major. Sent to mines or prison.

47. And that servant, which knew his lord's will, and prepared not himself, neither did according to his will, shall be beaten with many stripes.

That servant. Ye are not your own—"bought with a price." 1. Cor. vi. 20.

**Knew.** Head knowledge useless unless the heart is sanctified.
How dreadful is knowledge without corresponding fidelity!
**Lord's will.** If done from fear, not love, unavailing.
Christians labor because Christ's love constrains. 2. Cor. v. 14.
**Prepared not.** Great responsibilities go with great privileges.
**Many stripes.** The number was limited to forty among the Jews.
Slaves were frequently beaten to death by their masters.
The number of stripes for slaves was unlimited.
The crime being repeated the number was doubled. 2. Cor. xi. 24.
The stripes proportioned to the offence by Moses. Deut. xxv. 2.
Terrible sins demand terrible punishments.
**Envy not these having many gifts, as few improve them.**
Many at Judgment will wish that they had had **fewer.**
As our talents increase so does our responsibility. Amos iii. 2.
The greater the light of the impenitent, greater their **guilt.**
**Future punishment will vary according to each one's guilt.**

"Prepared not himself." Gr. μὴ ἔτρεψας, made no preparation. These two verses resemble Hebrew poetry. Herder. ἀπὸς denotes the relation between different objects, here conformity to a rule. Webster's Syntax. οὐκὰ—An intimation that there will be different degrees of glory and misery hereafter. Chrysostom, Ambrose.

48. But he that knew not, and did commit things worthy of stripes, shall be beaten with few stripes. For unto whosoever much is given, of him shall be much required: and to whom men have committed much, of him they will ask the more.

**Knew not.** Ignorance of the law part of the **guilt** of those violating it. Though he knew it not, yet is he guilty. Lev. v. 17.
All ignorance of that, which a man is bound to know, and may know, is wilful and will be punished.
**Conscience in the heathen leaves them without excuse.** Rom. i. 19-20. The Gentiles not having the law are a law to themselves. Rom. ii. 14.
"Our ears have heard the voice Divine—
We cannot be as they." Keble.
The fire is now kindled which shall consume Me as its victim. But what do I will—to do My Father’s will, to suffer. He guards against the notion that He is the Author of the fire. It is kindled by Satan and of man—and Christ is its victim. But far from shrinking from the fire, He is ready to be offered. Wordsworth.


50. But I have a baptism to be baptised with; and how am I straitened till it be accomplished!

The first trace of Christ’s conflict in the near approach of death.
Baptized. A threefold baptism—1, external baptism of water; 2, spiritual baptism of renewal; 3, fiery baptism of trial.
Our Lord could only share in the third.
Straitened. Gr. pressed, Acts xviii. 5; constrains, 2. Cor. v. 14.
The nearer His passion the greater His emotion.
Straitened—His holy will struggling through obstacles.
Straitened—Anticipation of the Saviour’s mysterious anguish.
Wages—1, their origin—the eternal counsel of God. 1. Pet.
2, their nature—a person devoted to God. John i. 29; Isa.
Number, variety, complication, con-

...tends our timidity.
...ach by His own blood.
The baptism of My own Blood.
I am straitened till it is fulfilled; for so, and so only, can the world be saved.
By the fire which Satan and evil men have kindled, and by that baptism of blood which they will shed, I shall overcome Satan and deliver man from his power. Wordsworth.
The salvation of the world was our Lord’s ruling passion.


81. Suppose ye that I am come to give peace on earth? I tell you, Nay; but rather division:
Suppose. Question, with orientals, a strong denial.
A terrible saying in the lips of the Prince of Peace.
It would bind all nations into one loving brotherhood.
“Theres shall be abundance of peace as long as the moon,” &c. Psa. lxxii. 7.
Men shall beat their swords into ploughshares. Isa. ii. 4.
True peace first of all, disturbs all false peace. Not the peace that unites heterogeneous good and bad.
The fire separates heterogeneous, and unites homogeneous principles.
“The wisdom that cometh from above is first pure, then peaceable.”
The Messiah is the predicted peace, His kingdom one of Peace.
The peace which our “gentle household ethics bring,” is no peace.
Salvation brings the only enduring peace. Luke xix. 9.
Apostles trusted the Gospel would receive universal welcome.
This text prevents all hope of building up peace this side Jordan.
Through the perversity of a corrupt nation the Sun of righteousness kindles the torch of discord.
Resistance of unholy hearts, to a pure God, is inevitable.
Division. Not the object, but necessary consequence of Christ’s coming.
Result of corrupt hearts, not the fruit of the Gospel.
Water quenches fire, but on cold time brings out the flame.
“Because ye are not of the world, therefore the world,” &c. John xv. 19.
The tendency of the Gospel to the Jews was peace, but rejected, was ruin.
The Spirit of Christ cuts off evil, and him clinging to it.
The heavenly kingdom does not give up the earth. 
On it, the heirs of Christ, in hot conflict, must win their inheritance. 
This circle of ideas, never before came from mortal lips. 
Divisions prove the unparalleled importance of His coming. 
Such deadly strife shews men's highest interests, involved. 
The announcement proves—1, our Lord's infallible omniscience; 2, holy 
severity; 3, infinite love. 
Many unwisely demand unity, even to the sacrifice of truth. 
But even gold may be bought too dear. 
How are we to "pursue peace?"— 
Christ is set forth in Scripture as Captain, Leader, Man of War, Lion of 
the Tribe of Judah—the victorious tribe. 
So is He also as Prince of Peace; honoured at His birth with the style of 
Emmanuel—a name of peace. 
Crowned in His baptism with a dove—emblem of peace. 
Holding in his hand a sceptre—the Gospel of peace. 
In the temple a "corner stone"—the place of peace. 
Coming into the world with a song of peace. 
Going out of the world leaving a legacy of peace. 
A perfect Moses, the meekest man; yet the mightiest warrior. 
A true David, versed in battle, yet all love. 
Sending a sword in one place, sheathing it in another. 
Careless of offending in case of piety, tender in case of liberty. 
Thus He, and thus His church—Jerusalem, a vision of peace. 
Yet therein a fort, and an armoury for shields and bucklers. Reynolds.

---

Sword—Matt. 19. to force men, &c. Alexander. Micah iv. 3; iv. 10 hints that war 
and the sorrows of Zion will usher in the kingdom of peace. Stier, Lange. ἄλαμ—not 
so much so as, W. & W. διαμερισμὸς—Matt., a sword. The legitimate effect is peace; 
the abnormal, contention; not the purpose, but inevitable results. De Wette. With God, 
results are all purposes. Alford.

52. For from henceforth there shall be five in one house divided, three against two, 
and two against three.

Five. It was literally fulfilled in Abraham's household. 
Christian sympathies prevent family hostilities. 
No union too close for evil passions to rend asunder.
House. A scheme framed by God, to promote universal peace.
Results in sowing discord in family circles.
Shows the human heart terribly depraved.
We are not to shrink from human opposition.

Two against three—five; number of imprecation in the East. Sept. The five confessions in the household. Lange. Merely proverbial. Stier.

58. The father shall be divided against the son, and the son against the father; the mother against the daughter, and the daughter against the mother; the mother in law against her daughter in law, and the daughter in law against her mother in law.

Divided. Unnatural consequences of alienation—resistance.
Our Lord teaches uncompromising decision.
The more resolute believers are, sooner opposition ceases.
Consistent perseverance often wins the bitterest foes.
Small temporal interests oft jar families.
But a miracle of grace necessary to unite them. Prov. xviii. 19.
Daughter in law. Gr. bride.
The very binding powers of the Gospel become so many chains of fire to unsanctified tempted minds.
Many strive to make religion an aid to pleasure.
Whosoever puts on Christ takes upon him His sufferings.
It is a religion of self-denial and taking up the cross.
The Christian is bound to renounce all those things that would rob him of his Saviour, or make him false to the Covenant, into which he has entered. Patrick.

For διαμερίσθησαν, read διαμερισθήσαν, and connect with verse 59. Lachmann, Tischendorf, Alford, Cod. Sinai.

59. And he said also to the people, When ye see a cloud rise out of the west, straightway ye say, There cometh a shower; and so it is.

People. Not the disciples are here addressed.
A special warning to the careless crowd about to leave.
See. Curiosity and interest stimulate these studies.
One appearing, excites universal expectation of rain.
A man false to his promise, a cloud without water. 
Jude, verse 12.
Cloud, a chosen symbol of Divine Presence. Deut. iv. 11.
West. Clouds generally rise from the west, i.e. the Mediterranean.
Shower. "Go up now and look towards the sea," Elijah to his servant.
1. Kings xviii. 43.
They only have the early rains, November, December; and latter, in
March.
No rain ever falls during harvest. Prov. xxvi. 1.
The great rain in harvest under Ahab, a miracle. 1. Kings xviii. 45.
So it is. All pretensions to foretelling human destinies, are impious.
"The astrologers and star-gazers of Babylon shall burn." Isa. lxxvii. 13-14.
We understand not the balancings of the clouds. Job xiii. 16.

δχλος—the mixed multitude. δμβρος—a heavy shower. Homer notices similar
signs, and Bruce in Abyssinia. A similar saying of our Lord in Matt., but differing in
its occasion and substance. Alford.

55. And when ye see the south wind blow, ye say, There will be heat; and it cometh to
pass.
South wind. Called by Arabs Stoom, by Turks Samiel, by Egyptians
Camuin, i.e. poison. This wind in Palestine is modified by the sea.
The air in motion, but the causes little understood.
Ascribed to God's agency. Psa. cxxxv. 7; cxlvii. 18. Amos iv. 18.
To "hide the wind," an impossibility, Prov. xxvii. 16: to labor for it,
vanity, Ecc. v. 16.
To sow to the wind—extreme folly. Hos. viii. 7.
chastisements. Isa. xxvii. 8.
At its coming the heavens assume a yellowish haze.
The skin becomes dry and full of stinging sensations.
Eyes and ears become inflamed, tongue parched.
A fever seems kindled through all the system.
It causes in summer much ruin to the vines.

2 L 2
It destroyed a small army of Cambyses west of Thebes.

Heath. "He quieteth the earth by the south wind." Job xxxvii. 17.

Come to pass. Daily concerns are wisely judged of by men.

Contrast with this their blindness in spiritual things.

Despite the mockings of sages the weather ever will continue a source of much comfort or misery to mankind.

The writer faced this Simoom at the Petrified Forest in the Arabian Desert, during six hours. The flesh seemed all inflamed, as with a fever; the voice hoarse; eyes inflamed; and the entire system prostrated. Three days elapsed before the painful effects passed away. *νεκρός*—*ψυχος*—the usual terms. *νέος*—a wind blowing any point between east and south and east and north is thus named. Shaw.

55. Ye hypocrites, ye can discern the face of the sky and of the earth; but how is it that ye do not discern this time?


A hypocrite affects the character or appearance of a good man, but disregards the greater good itself.

All the people willingly deceived by the arch Pharisees.

How is it, that you rise not from natural to spiritual judgment?

It implies if they wished they could easily do it.

Spiritual proof should be much easier to man than physical.

Voluntary blindness prevents the infatuated from seeing duty or danger.

Ignorance wilful and persisted in, great guilt. Luke xix. 44.

Discern. Unable to see what a critical period that was for the Jewish church.

Events in the spiritual world reveal themselves to the eye of faith.

Rightly interpreted, changes in the heavens and the earth contrast with profound insincerity of heart.

Wilful misapprehension blinded their minds.

As those in love with sin—do not wish for light.

Such ignorance either wilful—the result of sin; or judicial—the punishment of sin.

Both will meet a terrible punishment hereafter.

Nothing incomprehensible necessary for us to know.

The mysteries of religion an excuse assigned by those who have no heart to believe.

Face of the sky. The countenance varies, the face is the same.
Men judge wisely of things that are dear to their hearts.

This time. This time of God's gracious visitation. Luke xix. 44.

"Yea, the stork knoweth her appointed times," Jer. viii. 7.

Children of Issachar had understanding of the times. 1. Chron. xii. 32.


Sceptre departing from Judah: dead raised.

The Jews in mad impiety fast drifting to ruin.

Jews in a blaze of miracles perished, demanding more. 1. Cor. i. 22.

Sceptics, under noontide evidence perish, asking for light.

---

εἰσορωτεῖν—Diviners or foretellers. Raphelius. Verb, to utter oracles. Homer, Herodotus. The word sometimes means an interpreter of dreams, but here a malicious hypocrite. Bengel. The νοσοῦν ἡμον in the way of the man's acknowledging the truth.

Sier. διαμαζεῖαι—cerno, to separate, i.e. decide or judge after separating the particulars, and assigning a value to each. Olshausen.

---

57. Yea, and why even of yourselves judge ye not what is right?

Of yourselves. You might learn these things from the word of God.

But why not use your common sense?

Apply the rule of conscience, as in other matters.

Judge. The exercise of conscience in view of truth and duty.

The moral power of deciding what is and is not right.

It was secured by Christ's death for all men. John i. 9.

Insanity distorts this power, hence they are irresponsible.

Depravity dims, and long indulged, obliterates it.

Conscience, like seared flesh, may cease its office.

Right. Human science cannot secure saving knowledge.

Those wise in temporals far less inexcusable for their fatal ignorance of spirituals.

The highest right, righteousness incarnate, Jesus Christ.

Him, they could not recognize, because they would not.

It is a great mistake to suppose that the obligation of moral duties depends wholly on the Bible. Tillotson.
Moral lessons derived from the dictates of nature, no less divine than those of the Bible. Mela

"This is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men love darkness better than light, because their deeds are evil." John iii. 19.

spirit—proves the right of private judgment in religious matters. Tertullian.

Horsley. &c., what proceeds refers to faith, what follows, to love. Bengel. &c.

reasonableness. Grotius.

88 ¶ When thou goest with thine adversary to the magistrate, as thou art in the way, give diligence that thou mayest be delivered from him; lest he hale thee to the judge, and the judge deliver thee to the officer, and the officer cast thee into prison.

Agree, Matt. Instead of an adversary He will prove a Father.

Make peace, even at the sacrifice of your just rights.

Our brief privileges preserved, may cost an eternity of woe!

Adversary. Apply your prudence in law, to religion.

God, by our rebellion, has become our adversary.

We owe him a debt, which we can never pay.

A debt of obedience, and of punishment.

Magistrate. Christians as sons of peace, make law, a last resort.

There is a suit against us, which cannot be avoided. Rom. xii. 10.

Diligence. Men improve moments of earthly interest.

Years are squandered, involving everlasting life.

Judge. Whom none can escape, none can bribe.

"If the righteous scarcely be saved, where shall?" &c. 1. Pet. iv. 18.

Officer. Instead of vengeance, angels will bear thee, &c., Luke xvi. 22.—

If thou hast found an advocate in Christ. 1. John ii. 1.

Prison. Will God spare thee, if He did not sinning angels?

Agree with thine adversary, and instead of a judge—thou shalt find a merciful Father.

Instead of a cruel officer—angels shall carry thee to glory.

Instead of a prison—a paradise of God.

All things are changed in the way, because thou hast "agreed with thine adversary." Augustine.
Did we only see how needful Christ is to us, we should esteem and love Him more. Leighton.

Without a mediator there can be no communion with God. Pascal.


πράκτορ—Exactor, executor, a Roman official. ὑπαντήσα—Matt., term used by Luke known to Theophilus. Oosterzee. Collector of taxes at Athens. ὡς ἐπαλεῖαν—pay interest as well as principal. Theophylact, Le Clerc, ὃς γὰρ—"For instance, whom," connection with preceding lost. Kuinoc, De Wette. Discern your true state:—You are going with your adversary (the law), before the magistrate (God Himself); therefore, take pains by the way to be delivered (through faith, &c.). Alford. Do all thou canst. Wackel. καταράξας—detach, sum in judicium detrahe non posset. Cicero. ἀντιλαμβανόμενος—forensic term equivalent to dismissing the suit—hurry thee off by force. μέτρου—Lest the Messianic crisis be so near that, &c. Meyer.

59. I tell thee, thou shalt not depart thence, till thou hast paid the very last mite.

I tell thee. This seems only to complete the ideal case. The solemn formula alludes to a more awful case. Life-long imprisonment for debt on earth reminds us of perpetual imprisonment in hell for sin.

Paid. Implies the possibility of the debtor's payment. But suggests the debtor's hopeless incapacity to do it. No payment in hell—hence, unending woe. Our Lord is a chosen Ransom for all debtors. Happy they who secure a discharge in proper time. Rome, in forlorn hope, builds the dogma of Purgatory on this text.

Mite. Rather more than one-third of a farthing (i.e., 0.375). It was the smallest coin made or milled. None bearing a heathen inscription received in the Temple.

Last. Such as God finds us at death, such will He judge us at the last day. Cyprian. It is absolutely impossible for needy man ever to pay his debt, seeing he has not even the first mite. Stier.

An earthly debt can be paid in most cases, but the spiritual debt, never. Alford.
“And these shall go away into everlasting punishment.” “Their worm dieth not, their fire is not quenched.” “The smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever.” These and many other texts which might be quoted show, that the loss of the soul is unalterable and eternal. The Scriptures know nothing of a Purgatory or of Universalism. “How shall we escape, if we neglect so great salvation?” The question is left unanswered, because answer is impossible.

Objections to eternal punishment are alike unphilosophical as well as unscriptural. Let it be conceded that the terms are figurative; but they are images emblematical of a terrible reality, which is, that no one can fly from himself; no one, at his own will, can lose self-consciousness, and forget his crimes. Blood-thirsty persecutors, vile seducers, all who have taken pleasure in fraud and falsehood, in malice and revenge, must lose the remembrance of their conduct and of its consequences, before their remorse and anguish can cease. The sufferings of the lost may proceed from internal rather than external influence. If this be so, the question as to eternity of punishment comes to this.—Is a God of love bound to interpose, and provide means for checking the penal action of the mind on itself? We may go further, and ask:—On what principle is the Judge over all bound to render the disembodied spirit, dull, callous, insensate, unfeeling, so as to suspend the operation of the immutable law—What a man sows, that shall he also reap?

μὴ ἐξελθεῖτι—Implies the debt can never be paid. Bede, Euthymius. λεπτῶν—24 made a quadrans, 4 quadrantes made one as, equal to 2¼ farthings. The mite was one-eighth of this sum. Two coined in the reign of Hadrian, found in the Baths of Titus, are in the writer’s collection. “Depart.” The Messiah will appear against them as complaint. Neander
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